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A 3-DAY CONFERENCE WAS HELD AT PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TO DEFINE GOALS.
IDENTIFY OBSTACLES, AND SUGGEST MEANS THROUGH WHICH SUPERIOR
EDUCATION COULD BE MADE AVAILABLE TO ALL AMERICANS REGARDLESS OF
TALENT OR POSITION IN THE STRATIFICATION SYSTEM. SEVEN SESSIONS
EMPHASIZED A WIDE RANGE OF FACTORS IN THE SCHOOL AND SOCIETY THAT
INFLUENCE QUALITY AND EQUALITY IN EDUCATION. THE TOPICS OF THE
CONFERENCE SESSIONS AS LISTED ON THE AGENDA WERE --(1) 'POLARITIES
AND TENSIONS IN THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMO (2) 'THE CHALLENGE OF GROUP
DIFFERENCES,' (3) 'THE CHALLENGE OF INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCESV (4)
'EDUCATION IN THE SOCIAL SYSTEM (EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL INFLUENCES
AFFECTING THE SCHOOL) (53 'THE CONTENT AND PROCESSES OF
EDUCATION,' (6) 'THE RECRUITMENT AND TRAINING OF SCHOOLNEW AND (T)
'BEYOND THE TWELFTH YEAR (THE PROBLEM OF CONTINUING EDUCATION).?IT
WAS CONCLUDED THAT THE OBSTACLES IN THE ACHIEVEMENT OF QUALITY AND
EQUALITY IN EDUCATION SHOULD BE UNDERTAKEN AT TWO LEVELS --THE
SOCIETAL AND THE EDUCATIONAL. THE FIRST OF THESE MODES OF
INTERVENTION WOULD AIM AT ELIMINATING :THOSE FEATURES OF SOCIETY THAT
PRODUCE LEARNING DEFICITS IN CHILDREN BEFORE THEY ATTEND SCHOOL AND
WHICH CONTINUE THROUGHOUT THEIR EDUCATION. THE SECOND MODE WOULD
INCLUDE GREATER ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES TO THE EDUCATIONAL SECTOR
AND THE ADOPTION OF COMPENSATORY DEVICES, S('.H AS PRESCHOOL
PROGRAMS, SMALL CLASSES, AND INTENSIVE TUTORING. (JH)
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INTRODUCTION

A fund-raising pamphlet, first issued in 1752, by the
College of New Jersey, later Princeton University, begins with
an affirmation that was even then common lore: "Nothing has a
more direct Tendency to advance the Happiness and Glory of a
Community, than the founding of public Schools and Seminaries
of Learning, for the Education of Youth and adorning their
minds with useful Knowledge and Virtue.' The evidence for this
assertion presumably rested on "Daily Observation" that "evinces,
that in Proportion as Learning makes its Progress in a Country,
it softens the natural Roughness, eradicates the Prejudices, and
transforms the Genius and Disposition of its Inhabitants. New
Terse -- and the adjacent Provinces, already feel the happy Ef-
fee s of this useful Institution. "*

It is peculiarly appropriate that two centuries later
Princeton should. be the site of a conference whose theme "Qual-
ity and Equality in Education" implies that these "happy Effects"
will not be diffused throughout the land until high quality
schooling is equally accessible to all Americans regardless of
creed, color, national origin, social class, or differences in
talent. The achievement of this end is both a social necessity
and a moral obligation that is not fully discharged by th na-
tional commitment to tax-supported, universal, compulsory edu-
cation. The equal right to attend some school is merely a neces-
sary but not sufficient condition fo7-requal educational oppor-
tunity." A more adequate definition of this concept would be
attentive to the full range of variables in school and society
that enhance or impede learning. There is no real parity when
some children are systematically handicapped by environmentally
induced. social and psychological deficits or when the schools
dispense high quality education exclusively to the academically
gifted.

Decent research on the problems of the poor, Negroes,
and Puerto Ricans leaves no doubt that the school system magni-
fies the inequities of a stratified society by offering some
children superior education, while denying it to others. Mean-
while, the mediocre or below average student from high income
ccumunities is victimized in a more subtle fashion. He is often
publicly symbolized as a failure by a school that measures its

raTiBert Tennant and Samuel, Davies, A General Account of the
Rise and State of the Colle e altilgiEtiaished in the
fiNince FrigliZerer ___11§-Irondon 1754), p. 3
quoted inTiardtErtitadtereil.dilson Smith (eds.), Ameri-
can Education (Vol. One), The University of Chicagc
mess, 1 17pp. 91-92.
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own success by the proportions of its graduates accepted by
prestige colleges. The result is in varying degrees similar
in both cases: the individual child experiences a deflation of
self, anxiety, and hostility. At the societal level, lack of
educational opportunity severely restricts the positive func-
tIons of education as a mechanism for recruiting and discover-
ing talent, as an agent for economic growth, as a vehicle for
social mobility, and as an instrument for peacable social
change.

Discussions about these matters have not always been
responsible. During the "Great Debate" on education, the
"critics" overwhelming preoccupation with the problem of
gifted children debased the concept of equality, while the
"educationists'" seeming indifference to intellectual rigor
violated the principle of quality. In view of these circum-
stances, it seemed urgent to convoke schoolmen and academics
of diverse viewpoints, disciplinary affiliations and experi-
ences for the purposes of identifying goals and suggesting the
means of furnishing a high quality education for all. It was
assumed that a rational strategy for dealing with these matters
required that the work of the conference should be primarily
oriented to general criteria and principles, while concrete "how
to" problems should be postponed until more general issues had
been satisfactorily resolved. Thus, for example, although much
of the conference was devoted to the problems of "individualiza-
tion of instruction," there was comparatively little discussion
on the allocation of "class hours" to various disciplines, the
appropriate sequence of cognitive development, and other techni-
cal questions of curriculum and instruction. Similarly, the ur-
gency of integrating the schools was implied throughout, but
there were no fuLl-scale discussions on the pace at which it
should proceed, racial ratios, the bussing controversy, and kind-
red matters.

The selection of specific topics within the context of
the broads, theme was guided. by the conviction that, in its most
fundamental form, education consists of a classroom, teachers,
pupils, and a set of organized experiences that are designed to
yield pre-selected outcomes. These include, at minimum, changes
in knowledge, skill, values, and personality adequacy. However,
the miniature social system of the classroom is conneeted through
the school to a larger institutional complex that restricts its
autonomy. In the most general sense, the classroom is influenced
by the total characteristics of American society and the educa-
tional system. More specifically, activities within the school
are importantly determined by the aims that society seeks to
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achieve through formal education, the human and natural re-
sources it allots to purposes and the means within the
educational system that are selected to accomplish the desired
ends.

These considerations sutzt". ^t the adoption of the fol-
lowing agenda with the expectation that each topic should be
considered in relationship to the main theme of ftcp.ality and.
egtulity in education."

I. "Polarities and Tensions in the Educational System"
airman: James E. Allen, Jr.
Paper: Harold Taylor
Discussants: Sidney Hook and Martin Mayer

Thee intent of this session was to explore such traditional
yet living controversies as the excellence of the elite vs.
the excellence of all; the conservation of values vs. the
iutroductim of change; education for the "mind" vs. edu.
cation for the "Whole parson."

II. "Tr.e f..2allenge of Group Differences
enairman: John Henry Martin
Paper: Peter H. Rossi
Discussants: Martin Deutsch and Martin Trow

The emphasis in this session was on the anticipated, unavoid-
able, and permanent fact of diversity in the American popula-
tion.. Diversity arising in part from racial distinctions and
differences arising in part from class differences are at pre-
sent of greatest significance.

III."The Cha.Uenge of Individual Differences"
Chairman: 'Henry S. Dyer
Paper: &mei A. Kirk

-Discussants: Fritz Redl and Milton Sok ,ael

This-Session was devoted. to inter- and int.a-individual varia-
tion and to those forms of diversity- that are presumably
"pathological" and susceptible to remedial action.

IV. "Education in the Social Systems External and Internal
Influences Affecting the School"
Chairman: Elisrabeth Greenfield
Papers _John C. Flanagan
Discussants,: Herman E. Long and Clarence Senior



The main concern of this session was to explore the range of
influences inside and outside the classroom that affect the
educational process. The emphasis was on the relationship
between school and society, and on the internal structure of
the educational system.

V. "The Content and Processes of Education"
Chairman: James J. Gallagher
Paper: Edgar Z. Friedenberg
Discussants: Miriam L. Goldberg ana Samuel Shepard, Jr.

This session was designed to deal with the formal content of
the curriculum, methods by which this content is transmitted,
the role of evaluation in assessing the success or failure of
these methods, and the role of research in the production of
new knowledge and methods.

VI. "The Recruitment and Training of Schoolmen"
Chairman: David G. Salten
Paper: Robert J. Schaefer
Discussants: Judson T. Shaplin and Theodore R. Sizer

This session focused on the cultural values, social mechanisms,
and institutional resources that affect the motivations the
training process, the development of appropriate roles and
career histories of teachers and administrators.

VII. "Beyond the Twe.Uth Year: The Prrblem of Continuing
Education"
Chairman: John P. White
Paper: John Walker Powell
Discussants: Zauis M. Backer and &nest van den Baag

This session was based on the assumption that education should
be a life-long process for all segments of the population. It
considered the appropriate contribution of college, adult and,
self-education in achieving this goal.

Barad Taylor's keynote paper revealed the massive mood of
discontent that as to characterise much of the conference. Ac-
cording to Taylor, the !Unctions of the school should be defined
by two features of contemporary American society: its "mass"

character, and the requirements of democratic existence. The
problem is everywhere to discover how to dual with huge numbers
of people so that "each can share in responsibility for his own
choices, each can be linked directly to the sources of political
and social power, and Bch can be enhanced in the dimension of
his personal growth." The Anti-Poverty Program, the civil
rights movement, the %ace Corps, and the student movements are
to some degree noveland,welcoLJ responses to this challenge.
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Hawever, according to Taylor, educational policy and
practice has not been simiiRrly responsive to the perplexities

of contemporary life. One index of inadepaey is that the en-
tire budget for education at all levels -40 local, state, and
federal is less than half of the combined expenditures for
military purposes and space dxploration. Such resources as do
exist are not used to best effect. The schools have failed to
recognize the needs of a democratic society by concentrating

their efforts on limited functions and a selected segment of the
population. The interpretation of education which is confined
to the improvement of instruction in the cognitive sphere, while

underemphasizing the psychological and social dimensions, has
led to the development of a "standard curriculum adc.pted to a

standard child who, when seen in action, turns out to be a
middle-class white Protestant achiever." The schools have too
often regarded themselves as manpower agencies that provide the
trained cadre of "scientists, technologists, linguists, and
others who can man the going organization." The high school thus
becomes primarily a conveyor belt that is designed to transport
young people to prestige colleges. Meanwhile, the academically
average student and those victimized by low income, racial dis-
crimination, ana impoverished environments are neglected.

The result is a real danger that there may develop "two
cultures with two educational systems designed to foster them,
one for the masses, the other for an elite . . ." The products
of both tend:to be deficient in sensibility: self-knowledge,
spontaneous life styles, and are content with a "television-
watching, movie-going mass culture, the target of the social
critics, and the delight of the advertising agencies." The solu-
tion rests in the mobilization of all the resources of the -
schools the spirit of social concern that motivated them in
the thirties; the extension of such experiments as ungraded
classrooms, remedial teaching, pre - school programs and the like;
new teacher training programs to achieve genuine equality of
opportunity in education. This may be defined, according to
Taylor, as fellows:

Equality in its fuller sense means that at each level and
within the particular situation of each child, education
must be designed to deal with the child's situaticol what-
ever it might be. Within the broader meaning of equality,
quality of education is measured by how well it deals with
the child's total development, how much it increases his
capacity to think: to learn, to grow, to mature, to estab-
lish his own identity and his own usefulness to himself,
to others, and to his society.

.1



Sidney Hook and Martin Mayer, who discussed. Tdylor's

paper, dissented from his analysis in numerous particulars.
Both took issue with the strength of Taylor's emphasis on uti-
lizing the school as an agency of social reform and his blanket
indictment of middle class values. Each believes that the school
makes its maximum contribution not by a direct onslaught on social
ills but rt,ther by indirection -- that is by developing imagine.-
tive, critical, well informed people. If the schools defined
their function, as the reconstuction of society, they would be
undertaking tasks which they are not equipped to perform and
that fall properly within the province of home, church, and
state. They also agreed. that it is important to distinguish
between various kinds of middle class standards because some
value commitments are demonstrably functional and others dysfunc-
tional for living in a modern, complex, industrial society.

The discussants, themselves, were not in accord on at
least one major point. Mayer detected a "logical antagonism"
between "equality" and "diversity." Professor Hook, however,
argues that thisAistinetion confuses "equal" with "identical."
Democratic theory recognizes that people differ in capacities
and achievements but it insists on an equality of concern for
all men. Thus, a school whose program makes due allowances for
the individual differences of all of its students is at the same
time demonstrating the compatibility of the concepts "equality"
and "diversity."

Peter Rossi's paper deals largely with the group and
categorical barriers to the achievement of quality and equality
in education. Although he paid tribute to a number of the his-
torical achievements of the American system of education includ-
ing its generous political support for schools that have been
remarkably effective in training talent, providing opportunities,
and assimilating a heterogeneous population, Rossi was less
sanguine about the capacity of education to deal with current
challenges. The heart of the dilemma, as he sees it, is that
it is no longer as possible to utilize persons of low educational
attainment in the labor force with the result that the function
of absorbing deprived groups "into the mainstream of American
society has been largely allocated to education in a period in
which small success will be judged as failure." These popula-
tions are characterized by "poor ability, ',as measured by stand-
ard devicesiscanty knowledge, and low levels of motivation, at
levels of deficiency far below those 'normally' encountered in
dealing with the 'standard' American school population." These
differences have their origins in differential, wealth and in-
come, dysfunctional cultural patterns, and punitive psychologi-
cal experiences. Ae Rossi points out:
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to be lower class and/or Negro in contemporary America is
to know from a very early point in life that one is dif-
ferent from 'standard' American and different in vat's
which are devalued. Oats is the sense in which to be in
such groups is to be continuously punished.

These historically conditioned disabilities result in apathy,
aggression, a deviant value system, and an unstable family struc-
ture that perpetuate an unhappy legacy.

Rossi proposes two major forms of intervention. Ti's

first consists of "breaking the vicious cycle" by exposing child-
ren to supplementary experiences such as pre-school rrograms,
"Higher Horizons" type projects, perhaps even neighborhood resi-
dential schools, and by enriching ordinary schooling by such
measures as tutoring programs and imaginative use of volunteers.
The second form of intervention involves introducing basic social
reforms such as the establishment of a floor under income, changes
in the stratification profile, and the extension of legal equality
to everyone. In undertaking such action, society should be mind-
ful, of certain generally desirable characteristics that should

characterize all programs of intervention, i.e. they should be
1) potentially capable of affecting large umbers of people: 2i
involve manageable costs in human and natural resources, and 3
be capable of producing significant effects.

In commenting on Rossi's paper, Martin Troy indicated
that the commitment to all forms of intervention was in large
measure determined by an allegiance to the "strong" as opposed
to the "weak" versions of equality of opportunity.

The 'weak' concept, the traditional liberal view of equality
of educational opportunity, would remove all external bar-
riers, birth and wealth, which would handicap the transition
of intelligence into academic achievement and then career
achievement. In that view, intelligence is more or lees
fixed largely genetically, or at least treated as if it were
so, and the demand is that able boys and girls of bumble
birth be given access to decent education . .

The 'strong' conception of equality of opportunity sees in-
telligence as achieved and calls for equalizing the oppor-
tunities for gaining intelligence. The demand is much more
radical in its implicatirns, since much of intelligence is
acquired or aborted in the family. Thus this doctrine calls
for qutte active matsures to help the family help its Child-
ren, however much we are inclined to flee from those who
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come to help us, awl further measures to supplement fee. -
lies' efforts throtO what migat be called compensatory
socia.thation. This is a comdtment to help the chl3A, de-
spite the familes 1?2Ability or indifference or, even, its
active opposition.

A basic difference between the tweak conception of edacationel
opportunity and the strong is the difference in the demands
it makes on the schools for the emcees of the student. Liz-
der the weak conception, whatever else might lave teen said
about it, the student's failure basically is placed on his

in shoulders. Under the strong concept, the student's
failure is &len as a failure of the schools or the teachers,
and this is wilat people have been calling for from tine to
time, yesterday and today. This makes, of course, much
severer demands on the tkohool and teachers. I think it in
pert accounts for the new concerns for educational reform
and for our ~eh of ways to intervene in our search for
levers.

The adoption of "strong" notions of equality would require
extensive efforts to InprOVe the wait, of instruction and, to
alter the citrate of teaching and learning. These would include
differentia rewards for teaching in difficult circumstances,
the training of teachers in slum living, the use of some forms
of Isrogrameed instruction, experimentation with different ratios
of racial and class mixtures, and manipulation of the curriculum
to encourage the spirit of intellectual adventure rates than
boredom. We must also be prepared to examine the effectiveness
of the structure of the school system itself, particularly the
decision-making process. And like Rossi, Troy speaks of the
possibility of basic social, changes including the establishment
of admix= blame provisions, full civil. and legal rights for
all, ccapenoatory socialization in family sittations, and per-
haps even a negative income tax.

Fran the vantage point of his ismanse authority as a
0mew in pre.-a^1,..ii.lol prmrem, 1,:trpott cautiowd tbat
we ray be expecting too much from this form of intervention. It
is unlikely that such experiences will substantially reduce CAM
lative social and psychologioal deficits unless they are 1) artic-
ulated with subsequent school programs, 2) effectively interpreted
to parents and the school system, and 3) taught by instructors
who find gratification in teaching Name' children. It is evi-
dent that Deutsch feels that, in the haste to introduce pre-school
programs, some of these conditions have been neglected. It is
essential at the very least to introduce into all such efforts
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systematic provisions for effective evaluation. Such evaluation
as WI exists tends to be inadequate. According to Deutsch: it

has been evaluation of output variables; an evaluation of per-
formance, not evaluation of process; not evaluation of where
learning takes place or how it takes place."

The entire problem of introducing a greater masure of
equality and quality in the education of the disadvantaged is, of
course, only one aspect of the broader question of how to provide
individualised inatruetion for all children, no mattAr what their
social origin. Papers by Samuel Kirk, John Flanwn, sad. Edgar
Friedenherg dealing with various facets of "individual diversity"
provoked the spirited discussion on the merits of ability group-
ing and the use of tests that was to occupy much of the subse-
quent attention of the conference.

Kirk's admirable treatment of inter-individual differences
(variability among members Of a group) and intra-individual dif-
ferences (variabilftywithim the same person at different points
of time) clearly indicates how moot are the assumptions underly-
ing homogeneous grouping. The author cited the evidence compiled
by E. G. Slane showing that there are no fewer then thirty-rive
plans that have been adopted by schools to group children, accord-
ing to one or more differentiae. Thus, for example, it is com-
mon to cimssify by such broad categories as "gifted" and "retard-
ed" but there is no clearcut evidence that these practices have
been beneficial. As Kirk points out, "one of the reasons whys
simple administrative organisation has not solved all of the
problems encountered by variability in children is that gifted
children or mentally retarded children do not themselves form a
homogeneous group." Considerable data substantiate that retarded
children exceed the average in weight, height, and motor coordi-
nation. There is considerable overlap in sensory and motor areas
and even in interpersonal relations.

The rationale for ordinary "tracking" procedures within
normal populations, that are based on the assumption that intelli-
gence is a Matt wantity, are etaual4 questionable. lark=s
summary is instructive:

The extensive literature available today indicates, a) that
the I.#4.1s of young children are not constant when wee exclude

the clinical and pathological cases ouches mongoloids; b)
that the greatest increases and decreases occur mostly be-
tween birth and three Tears of age; c) that increases and
decreases in tested intelligence can occur between ages four
and seven but in diminishing extent; and d) that enriched or



stimulvting environments can increase the rate of develop-
ment of children from disadvantaged homes even at a later

age, and e) that the increases are in inverse relationship
to the age of the child.

These findings suggest that any grouping of children based. on the

assumption, that intelligence is an immutable entity is not con-
sisteftldft the evidence. They also lead Kirk to conclude with
others that, since most of the growth or decline in tested intel-
ligence occurs before the age of three, pre-nursery schools
should be established for those children whose environments are
unfavorable to learning.

In his discussion of children with special disabilities
or behavior disorders, Kirk emphasizes that the school need not
always, a is psychiatrists and caseworkers, treat "underlying
causes." Frequently disabilities nay be dealt with at the symp-
tomatic level and in individual tutorial situations. Be cites

as illustrations the instance of a boy whose emotional disturb-
ances vere alleviated by the removal of a reading deficiency and
an account of twenty-five boys, most of whom were cured of biting
their nails by the simple expedient of having a manicurist file
them shorter.

The discussants eta paper, Fritz Bedland, Milton
Schwebel, concurred in Kirk's views that some problems are ade-
quately disposed of by treating them purely as learning difficul-
ties. Schwebel suggested, that attention to such simple matters
as teaching children how to study might alleviate many of their
tensions and. anxieties and, that requisite individual tutoring

might well be undertaken by the unorthodox method of recruiting
ebba students to teach others.

At the same time, Bea emphasized that Kirk had perhaps
unwittingly sbcvn disrespect for clinical complexity. "Symptoms"
differ in their significance. Some are of no interest to the
clinician, but others are indicative of subsurface problems that
must be twatedwith available modes of psyvhotheraw. In any
case, it is important to recognize that children are much more
varied and puzzling than clinical classifications would indicate
and that they do not conveniently classify themselves in accord
with textbook categories.

John Flanigan found himself discussing may of these same
issues in his piper on the "external" and "internal" influences
affecting 'we schooll some of which Clarence Senior made more
vivid by specific references to New York. Some of the external
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factors cited include the rise of science and technology, the
changing character of urban communities, conflicts between vari-
ous political subdivisions, the increasing salience of interna-
tional relations, end a growing emphasis on quality education
for the gifted. Internal problems include tradition and inertia
within the educational system, poor quality of textbooks, the
distribution of talent within the education professions, and the
changing characteristics of the school population. The complex-
ity that arises from the convergence of these "external" and
"internal" forces lead Flanagan to conclude that schools must
constantly evaluate their programs in the manner of the manage-
ment procedures and technologies used by modern business organi-
zations.

His main focus was the desirability of developing a pro-
cedure that would 1) define the school's goals in behavioral
terms; 2) devise means for measuring the child's potential for
achie4ing these goals, the amount he has already learned and the
rates at which he has learned; 3) introduce methods of evaluating
instructional material and practices; and 4) collect data on the
subsequent experiences of students with selected characteristics
who have been exposed to various curricula and teaching strate-
gies. Since it is difficult to store so much information in the
head of any one individual, these data would be committed to the
memory of a computer which would feed them to school personnel
as quickly as they were needed. Although these proposals offended
some members of the conference as exceesivelj mechanistic, Flana-
gan intended, them to assist individual students to achieve their
own personal goals. According to him:

To assist the student in planning long-range educational and
occupational goals, the counselor would compare the same com-
prehensive student data in the computer memory with norms
based on studies of the experience of students with similar
characteristics. For example, if the student indicated he
is seriously considering engineering, the counselor can in-
form him that 80 per cent of the boys with this pattern of
aptitudes, interests, achleveaent, and activities who enter
college engineering courses graduate.

Herman Long, one discussant of Flanagan's papor, objected
to the fact that the evaluation procedures cited were not germane
to the problems of equality of educational, opportunity because
they tailed to take into account that Negroes, low income groups,
and others were afflicted by varying degrees of chxnic disabil
ity. An approach that appeared to assume that the observed
characteristics of children adequately represent their "true"
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capacities in effect countenanced the continued existence of
current inequities. During the same session, Clarence Senior
noted. with some satisfaction that in his home city, New York,
achievement tests have been substituted for I.Q. tests which
assume that "measured intelligence" is free from the contamina-
tion of environmental influences.

Nagy conferees apparently shared the skepticism' about the
value of group testing. Their chief objections seemed to be that
prior knowledge about students in the form of group norms might
lead to undesirable ixustructional practices which voubl hinder
the discovery of the child's capabilities. Samuel Shepard des-
cribes what may occur in many classrooms when teachers pattern
their instruction to the I.Q. of their students:

Mary has an I.Q. of 119. Nary doesn't respond very quickly,
so what does the teacher do? Now, come on, Nary, you can
do this. You know how we did it last week. Well, she
starts pushing, she starts motivating, stimulating, encour-
aging, and. she doesn't give up until she is satisfied with
Mary's performance.

What happens typically when she calls on old Charles over
here with 71? Well, if he grunts clearly, she rats him on
the shoulder: that's fine. Now, you be here tomorrow and
we will move the pianos and water the flowers and you can
dust the erasers and you can do all of these things. This
is differentiating the instruction according to the ability
of the kid. This is the kind of chance that ola Charles
gets. Be doesn't have a sucker's chance. Be has no such
thing as an equal educational opporti_aity, What stimulation
and motivation does be have? None.

The expression of strong misgivings about testing was by
no means unanimous. While all agreed. that standard measuring
devices were subject to abuse, several conferees believed that
their use was inevitable in a mass society. remedy consists
in alerting all who use testa of their danger and in converting
them from instruments of invidious co sparison to diagnostic de.
vices. NUAlee Goldberg added the caution that the current en-
tipathy to the use or group I.Q. tests might be still another
expression of the faddism that periodically appears in the field
of education. These instruments, she thought, should not be
abandoned without further study and in the absence of alternative
evaluation. procedures.

Moir Priedenherg's discussion of individual differences
implied that, although the conferees seemed united in their
willingness to respect individual diversity in the cognitive
realm, they were not similarly zealous about the right of child-
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ren to reject the middle elms, bureaucratic "wheeling and deal-
ing" ethos. Thus, Friedenberg argued, while it is true that
children must be taught to survive in a corrupt and conformist
society, they should not be persuaded of its moral superiority.
Genuine quality education would not encourage them to develop
the "marketing" orientation that is so characteristic of suc-
cess in school and society. The school is especially culpable
when it confuses spontaneous and open life styles that in their
totality represent "fidelity to self" with pathology and in the
name of treatment and helping seeks to reclaim the student for
the sterile world of their "better adjusted" pears and elders.
This, Friedenberg holds, is simply an unwar-anted intrusion on
the privacy and, integrity of the individual personality. In
general, the author was skeptical as to whether those persona
who proposed, to intervene in behalf of the underprivilegel
would be willingly retained by these whom they would help.

Both Miriam Goldberg and Samuel Shepard who discussed
Friedenberg's paper were sympathetic to his concern for the in-
dividuality or students. However, Shepard, whose Bannecker Pro-
gram in St. Louie is one of the few demonstrably successful ef-
forts to introduce greater quality and equality in education,
contended that:

Middle class vtlues and behavior patterns characterize the
mainstream of American life. The culturallyelisadvantaged
Negro is largely outside of that stream and, indeed, often
incompatible with it, certainly in the urban centers of the
nation. The very survival of the Negro and of the democratic
way of life itself demands that no large segment of our popu-
lation be aimed to be apart from this stream.

Professor Goldberg was not altogether persuaded by the
privacy arguments advanced by Dr. Friedenberg.

We have only a bare beginning and there is a great deal that
n e e d s t o be l e a r n e d. ab o u t haw to compensate fo r e v e r y defi-
ciency i how t o p re s e n t l e a r n i n g t a s k s t o e hildren and, ytes
how to help them want to learn. If this is an intrusion of
their privacy, so be it. But without this intrusion they
will not learn to reideuAlwrfte, to deal with ideas or
develop their talents. It we guard their privacy from in-
trusion by the school, it win remainaprivacy of disccur.
agement and defeat, of distorted self-image and self-rejec.
tion and be left wide °panto the intrusion of destructive
forces which prey upon the marginal individual.

451M+1661111%
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It is evident that both Goldberg and Shepard do not be-
lieve that the failure to intervene liberates the individual.
We are obliged to try to change the lives of our students, but
we should do so, as Dr. Goldberg puts it, by creating "learning

situations in which children with great ranges of ability, child-
ren with diverse interests and bents and talents can proceed, with

their eclucation."

Every such aspiration for the improvement in the quality
of instruction directs our attention to the recruitment and

training of schoolmen. Robert Schaefer's paper emphasizes that
although extrinsic motivations such ae salary, fringe benefits,
and social status are important elements in attracting and re-
taining teachers it is probable that "the kinds of psychic re-
wards available in the instructional situation itself are of

more fundamental importaace to the teacher than the tangible
applee society may choose to place on his desk." The availabil-
ity of such rewards are, however, sharply restricted in "slum

schools" by the inadequacy of the teacher's collegiate prepara-
tion and the frustrations of his actual teaching situation. His

professional training does not equip him to develop a logic of
pedagogical presentation that parallels the underlying structure
of the discipline. He is thus not prepared to translate the ab-
stractions of the conventional university course in history,
mathematics, literature, or science into experiences that are
meaningful to students with low academic motivations in schools
located in "disadvantaged" Urban neighborhoods. He may know

even less about "how to deal with youngsters who have not already
been convinced by their social backgrounds that the school is a
necessary and reasonable institution." Moreover, the neophyte
teacher seldom receives substantial help from older calm._ as
since they, themselves, have often grown cynical and weary from
a similar inability to cope'with the mysteries of children and
curriculum. The net result is that the teacher in "deprived"
areas derives little intellectual satisfaction from his daily
burdens.

Schaefer suggests that both teachers' colleges and the
schools are culpable in this situation, but that "the basic fact

is our ignorance; we simply don't know how to entice the elusive
intellects of lower clasp children let alone how to achieve the
mastery of abstract knowledge and analytical skills modern soci-
ety demands." What is required are school boards and superin-
tendents who are prepared to acknowledge the inadequacy of the
existing state of knowledge and who are prepared to convert slum
schools into centers of inquiry which would be concerned with the
production as well as the transmission of knowledge. Since,
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according to Schaefer, "the problems of urban education are in-
herently faszinating," a new breed of teacher-scholar could be
attracted to low incxe schools because they could be offered
psychic rewards in the form of intellectual satisfactions that
are now denied them.

If Schaefer seeks inventive, even radical solutions, he
does so with the axpactation that these maybe introduced under
the auspices of the present educational system. (Raison Shaplin
believes, by contrast, that given the magnitude and complexity
of the dilemmas that now beset us it is necessary to seek assist-
ance from "outside the profession." He identifies a number of
constraints that limit mass recruitment of able teachers for 10y
income schools: a limited pool of talent, the low prestige of
teacher training, the tendency of graduates of elite colleges to
teach in elite sebools, and the preference of teachers to remain
in their own neighborhood. Under these circumstances, Shaplin
argues, it is imperative to discover new institutional channels
through which talented. persons can enter teaching. These might
include, among others, people now engaged in other professions
and those who, despite a natural gift for teaching, are now de-
terred from entering the profession by the excessively long period
of apprenticeship. It is, moreover, essential to establish links
between the educational system and a pars-professional structure
consisting of social agencies and volunteer groups who could pro-
vide the necessary skilled manpower that will not be available if
business is conducted as usual.

Theodore Sizer disagreed, with the major theses of both
panelists. Unlike Schaefer, be does not believe that our chief
malady is ignorance but rather the failure to make effective use
of existing knowledge; unlike Shaplin, be holds that the impetus
for reform must necessarily come fran within the educational
establishment. The guardians of the gates are professors in
teacher training institutions and the relatively small propor-
tion of people who make critical decisions in the school system.
If persons who occupy these strategic positions are not comwtent,
pecspeetive teachers will be poorly trained, good talent will be
squandered., and. the schools will be stagnant. The challenge is
how to reconcile two seemingly antithetical concepts, "establish-
ment" and "revolutionary"; for what is urgently required. are men
in power who are nevertheless eager to serve as agents of radi-
cal change.

The final session of the conference; on continuing educa-
tion, was organized on the assumption that education should not
be the special privilege of youth. John Powell, like Harold
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Taylor, perceived a threat to democratic institutions in the
presumed widening of the gap between an educated elite and anignorant mass. Be deduceel therefore, that:

What we are faced with is a new kind of imperative: aperception of life-long education as a patriot's duty,
which may reach the force of a popular will that men and
women should continue to advance their education, by what-
ever means, or be looked upon as slackers.

Continuing education should embrace three levels of learn-ing: skills, knowledge, and pursuit of understanding. Some ofthese, such as the acquisition of skills imrolved in manpowertraining appeal to economic incentives while others enrich thespirit. But the people who seek education for aw of these rea-sons are deplorably few. The "'motivational deficit' betweenwhat is available and whet is utilized" I its source in unhappyearly school experiences, ethnic despair, the lower class ethos,undue contentment with owes lots personality disorders, and re-jection of A712/40111 values. The means of overcoming these bar-riers to learning exist in the form of motivaticcal devices in-cluding those refined by the mass media. These should be imagi-natively utilized to persuade the eipathet.m: to enrich theirlives. It is also critical to define educational objectivesso that they will be consistent with clearcut national purposes,
including the development of a "mature" citizenry. At present,
adult education suffers from an embarrassment of riches. its
offerings represent a gigantic smorgasbord which permits "an
almost total freed= of often meaningless choice."

Lewis Sacker and Zrnest van den Bug who discussed
Powell's paper shared a giber of Malcontents in common. Both
dissent frce the view that adult educrtion should be pursued in
obedience to a sort of "general will" thst is primarily respon-sive to over-riding national purpose. Schooling beyond thetwelfth year should, according to both critics, be governed bya pluralism dictated by consumer sovereignty that might quiteconceivably find expression in a great range of lofty ard fri-vol= pursuits. ikeecrter, Sacker and van den ling both assertthat the decision not to seek fUrther education might representa rational choice as balanced against other uses of time andenergy. In general, each doubted that American society was inas dire need of salvation as Powell he indictated, or that adulteducation should serve as an instrument for its redemption.

It should. be clear from the preceding sketchy synopsesthat during a crowded three days the conferees confronted a for-midable mamber of important issues bearing on quality and equal-
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ity in education. However, as in every such collective enter-
prise, there were iaevitable lacunae. Since the participants in
any conference approach its major theme from the perspective of
their own specialized interests, it is not reasonable to expect
them to consider either the generic moaning of crucial terms or
the full range of the conditions that must be satisfied if aspira-
tions are to become tangible accomplishments.

Accordingly, four additional essays were written at the
end of the conference. Three of these by Urrie Bronfenbrenner,
Seymour Barrie, and Robin Williams deal with the psychological,
economic, and social costs of achieving quality education for
all. Each in its awn fhshion delineates the price that must be
paid in increased allocation of resources: altered institutional
arrangements, and revised standards of welfare if we are really
serious about our goals. In the concluding piece we shall exer-
ciwe the editors' prerogative of speaking the final words on many
of the problems that occupied the conferees and some that did
not. This integrative essay consists of an educational credo
that affirms our own partisan convictions about quality and equal-
ity in education.

This volume, then, includes four parts:

Part I consists of seven papers that were circulated in ad-
vance of the conference; a summary and supplementary state-
ment by the writer of the paper; two critical evaluations;
a summary statement by the chairman of the session; and an
edited. record of marks by other participants.

Part II includes the three papers on the psychological,
economic, and social costs of achieving quality and equal-
ity in education.

Part III contains the final essay by the editors.

Part IV is an annotated bibliography devoted to the seven
major topics of the conference for the benefit of those
wno wish to explore these issues further.

The discussions in each of these sections raise more ques-
tions than they answer. Nevertheless, the shared sense of moral
urgency that-prevailed at the Princeton conference on quality
and equality in education augers well for the future. Indeed,
passions sometimes triumphed over the bland etiquette of confer-
ence protocol. At one paint, one writer of a major paper re-
marked. that "those of us who have sat in this particular seat
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ban fond (=waves unaonselously ileveloping a way of glancing
down to see whether wires run into the wall and where the
witch is." As the reader explores the mere in this volume
and einvadrops oa the discussion, we trust that he will share
some of the sense of Intellactual excitement that arises when
good minds clash over Issues which truly enema then.
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IUTRODUCTION
by

James E. Allen

Our subject tonight is "Polarities and Tensions in the
Educational System." One of the tensions in my quest for quality
and equality in education, end I expect this is true of most of you,

is reflected Luny being here. When I think of the work that is

piling up on my desk during these two day, my tensions rise. I

feel a polarity between my desire to be here to take time to think
through with you the way to meet our current problems and my desire

to get on with the job of trying to get a budget passed in the New
York State Legislature, the job of initiating and supporting new
projects so that next year we will be able to do better than we did
this year, the job of meeting the press and the public and trying to
develop a climate for better support of education, and the new job
of working with dozens of Federal, State, and local agencies to make
the Anti-Poverty Act a reality.

My tension is symbolic of that in education today between the
desire to build a new intellectual foundation for education in a free

society and the need to act now. I hope that this very distinguished

company can help ease this tension. We need to know what kind of

education we shou'd be offering to nest varied individual needs,
how to get individuals to accept the education that is best for them,

and how to get society to provide the resources to give to each the
quality of education that will help him realize all that he is
capable of becoming. And certainly this is a tall order.

It is made even more difficult by the scale of the problem.
To be reali.stic, solutions must take into account the numbers who
must be Viucated, the shortness of time we have to educate them,

and the limited number of people available to do tba job. Too many

programs deal with hundreds when the used is in the thousands, or
would do in 50 years what must be done in five.

There is another polarity that is very much on our minds these
days, between cur desire to help directly those who seem most in need
of help, namely, what are called today the disadvantaged, and our
recognition that at least half of the problem is the attitude of



those who are supposedly advantaged. Until those attitudes are

changed, our efforts trill generate awe tensions than they resolve.

And finally, there is the tension between our notion that

the way to solution lies in better education for a world of work

and our recognition that the world say have little work format

people to do. Of course, I guess if soot of us could share our ova

labors, we would solve the problem of unemployment. Do we educate

for employment and hope that the jobs will be there Or educate

for leisure and hope that society will change to asks a dignified

life of Wore possible- for all Who wish it? Wherever the there

of tomorrow is, bow do we Est fro tO there

Li



SUPLIZONTARY CORESTO

by
Herold Taylor

What apparently botinom is that in a big society
where we are trying to develop near cultural forms and new

social institutions adequate to keep up to the changes that
are occurring within the society, the educators thwaselves
are making some assumptions and are concerning themselves with
the implications of those assumptions in a way which I don't
think is meeting the essential issue.

The essential used in a mass culture is to find new ways
of dealing with a sat of new problems with which the present
institutions of the society are inadequte *to deal. I have been
bothered by the inadequacy of the curricular reforms which have
not kept up with the changes in the society and the dislocation
between curricular reforms and the actual conditions of the
society itself.

The problem is: How do you develop qualities within the
educational institutions which can, without diluting the effort
of individuals in that teaching faculty, educate each person
in his MD terms? I find that the frame of reference in which
educational thinking is going on in contemporary America is
one which shows the problem of this dislocation.

When we think of the way in which the poverty progren
was developed, and the kind of implications that this has
for New Tort State, vs find very good people like Pat
Mynah= and Adam Yersolinsky working very fast to write
legislation to get a poverty program going. And while these
are inventive people who know what are the social issues ins
America, and ghat noses to be done, we are hurrying to get
legislation which can put into effect the economic and social
consequences of modified progress of gcvernment aid, without

a continuing body of thought and research going into what ere
the problems in the society which education can solve, if wa

would taove ahead of the situations which emerge as society
changes.

13 8
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While the poverty program viii have =dont have
a profound effect on the educational situation in the
United States, it is essentially an improvised program,
producing a new set of problems about which nobody has
done a study.

I tic* this simply as an exanple of what I've pointed
out in the paper as a split in the culture between the

organisation of amass society and the organisation of a
meritocracy or an elite. The present tendency among
educators is to think of the educational questions in
academic terms, so that you have, on the one hand, a
group of people who are very much concerned to solve the
social questions in the country and, on the other bawd,
a group of people who are concerned to solve the edu-
cational questions, as if the two weren't so completely
combined that its impossible to talk about the one without
the other.

I tried to say this bluntly in these words: "The
paradox of the present situation is that while educational
leadership remains tied to conventional academic concepts
of content and structure, political leadership within the
executive branch of government has broken new ground in
education by conctning itself with the improvement of
social and eceuomic conditions. Cr, to put it another
way, while Kr. Conant is advocating reforms within the
educational structure and tba coordination of existing
bureaucracies, Mr. Shriver, Mr. Wirtz, and their colleagues
are inventing new programs of education designed to remedy
defects produced by the present structure and its bureaucracies.
In doing so, they are creating a demand for reforms in all
aspects of the educational system, particularly in the field
of teacher preparation, where the present emplaasie on in-
creasing academic content sad professional skill has dis-
tracted attention from the need for teachers with direct
experience of the society in which the child and young
adult are situated."

I would add that if we are to got at the key question
of quality of education in amass culture, we have to relate
what we are doing in the schools to the issues in the society.
I would number among the advantages which we now have such
forces as a new student movement which takes students into



the slums and into the South to develop new educational

programs of the students' own devising, the remand
interest on the part of the government, through the Offi.-,a

of Education, in serious research on those questions
Waving to do with social, economic and educational change,
increased imtorest on the pert of the academic community
at large in the problems of curriculum in the sciences,
the social studies and in literature.

I would identify as another resource those who

speak critically of American education, from whatever
point of view, insofar as they rAise issues which
previously had no visibility at all. These issues have
recently become mog* visible pertly through the Negro

protest moessamt, partly through the renewed interest on
the pert of the scadakic faculties in serious educational

questions, partly through the public interest in education
as evidenced by public discussions which previously did
not tike place.

There are all forces working toward the identification
of the crucial issues that jointly face the educatArs and
the critics of society.

13c.
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DISCUSSION
by

Sidney Hook

I want to make it clear that my critical comments are in the nature of questions
to Mr. Taylor, which I am sure, in the light of his vast educational experience, he
will be able to answer, but which I didn't find answered in his: paper. Mr. Taylor
makes a number of statements -- some true, some not 'quite true, some extremely du-
bious -- about the American power structure, and the alleged military-industrial-

governmental bureaucratic complex which has sacrificed the educational needs of the
country to defense, the cold war, or whatnot.

Now, I can match almost every one of Mr. Taylor's statemtne with some other
statemtns from the writings of Mr. Robert Hutchins, and from the writing of a few
liberal supporters of the Council for Basic Education. I think Arthur Bestor
would agree with some of these statements. And yet, Mr. Taylor's educational
philosophy and program is almost completely different from that of Mr. Hutchins.

Mr. Hutchins, who agrees with Mr. Taylor's indictment of American culture,
offers an educational program which I believe Mr. Tyler finds totally unacceptable.
This makes me wonder about the relevance of Mr. Taylor's social propadeutic to
a possible and desirable reconstruction of the American educational system. I am
not denying that there may be a connection. But it bas not been spelled out

Assume that we have all the money in the world (or enough) to reconstruct our
school system; that it is properly integrated racially and religiously; that it is
free in the very sense that Mr. Taylor describes, "to create and surrort a full-
bodied systep pf public education throughout ths estire country." The questions
which concern us most as educators are: What should the curriculum be? How
should it be taught? How should it be organized? What would an education of
quality be? Woull it be the sale for all on every level? What reply can be mEde
to the widespread feeling that with mass education we are drowning in a sea of
mediocrity.

Mr. Taylor does not distinoeish carefully enough between two things: (1) the
&seers^ of the opportunity for all American children to make good educatiossally,
and (2) the conception of what it means to have a good education.

Mr. Taylor does make it unmistakeably clear that whatever a good education is,
American children in the main do not-naw.have it. But I am sorely zled to dis-
cover what specific things he would:like to substitute for the diverse curriculums
of study we now have, the ways of studying thep, and the organitation of the schools.
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He says that the rew denocratic conception of education "must secommo40,e

all the pimple and all their children" in the public schools, although I am not
sure whether, in addition to elementary school and high school, this wens some
kind of college as well. But ut the same time he criticizes the public schools
because they consider Ulemselves primarily as institutions o. academic preparation.
Indeed, the public schools are taken to task for assuming that their students

eventually take their place in the production, distribution and the of
organized knowledge" -- which pretty much covers most things a perso, can do.
There is hardly any activity which a person can engage in which does nut 'ntail
"the use of organized knot:ledge."

Mr. Taylor carries his criticisms of the public schools to a point which
queries the wisdom of Vast some regard as the most promising aspect of the current
Seri ma scsool system, namely, the new programs in mathematics and physics and
social studies with which many schools are experimenting. Now, this concern with
knowledge is responsible, according to Mr. Taylor, for "shifting the attention of
the schools to reform of the academic curriculun and away from the consideration
of the entire cultural context in which educational reforms are necessary."

Tbis quotation is important because it gives us a clue to what Mr. Taylor
would like the school curriculum to stress. Instead, or perhaps in addition to,
the reform of the academic curriculum, he urges "consideration of the entire
cultural context in which educational reforms are necesaarv." This may mean
any one of s number of things. It may mean that schools should study as part
of their curriculum the nature of current society, its problems and its tensions.
And if this is what it means, I believe that it is already part of the curriculum
of studies and that where it is not, it can become part of the curriculum if
educators show sufficient vigor. In any event, the study of the "entire cultural
context", or even part of it, must be controlled by "organized knowledge", which
Mr. Taylor thinks we stress too much.

But the quotation may mean more than this. It may mean -- and there is some
evidence that this is really his meaning -- that not only should the schools consider
or stdy the moral and social issues of the time on the appropriate curricular levels,
but that the schools must in some way contribute to their solution, by taking sides,
so to speak, and in this 'way halp transform society.

And he refers nostalgically to the 1930's when, he says, the country turned to
its educators and to education for some solution to the crucial issues of social and
economic reorganization. Of course, the country did no such thing in the 1930'8.
Institutionally, the trade unions and the government played Is much greater role than
the schools did in the New Deal. The whole problem of the relation between school
and society in a democracy is very complex; but I think that two easy positions are
demonstrably false. The first is Utopianism, which believes that the schools can,
by their own efforts, rebuild or reconstruct a society; and the sane' se is defeatism,
which denies that the schools can have any, even an indirect effect, on social changes.

Actually, where the
it is more likely to throw
for obvious reasons -- the

school declares itself to
its support to the status
power structure is one of

be an agency of social changes
am than to revolutionize it,
them.
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The most desirable effects of the school in the way of socia:. change are
produced, it seems to me, by indirez.tion through the development of imaginative,
critical, well-informed young men and women.

I hope I have not done Mr. Taylor an injustice, but when in lieu of "the
improvement of the content and method of academic instruction," he urges "the
improvement of the total environment of values and ideas in which the young are
growing up," he seems to me to be Utopian in the bad sense; that is, to be
burdening the school with a task which is not its specific function to achieve.
It is to 'icpect the school to do the work of the home, the church, the state,
and industry.

In another connection, Mr. Taylor deplores the fact that "educators have
allowed themselves to be swept along in the flood of demands created by the growth
of soc::ety." Well, I think that's true, but good causes, too, can make illegitimate
demands on the school. We must distinguish between demands and demands, with
the educational growth of the child as the primary criterion of selection.

There is a kind of crisis psychology welch has been developing with reference
to the school in this country. It has teen growing in strength since the Second
World War, and especially since Sputnik. It assumes that the curriculum of our
colleges can and should be oriented towards meeting the specific crises which
periodically threaten to set the world aflame or undennine our national survival.
And it reflects itself in proposed changes in the curriculum of the high schools
and elementary schools, too. It assumes that the course of study can be period-
ically redrawn to enable us to win a war or preserve the peace Jr save some
threatened civil rights, prevent over-population or accumulation of wheat, or
whatever good cause we deem as citizens -- and rightfully deem -- to have
overwhelming priority at the moment.

Now it's one thing to aim to develop through curricular means the attitudes
and capacities necessary to think through and to act in periods of crisis; it's
quite another thing to believe that the specia7 knowledge and skills required for
the mastaTy of the specific crises can be acquired in advance of its appearance.
It is one thing to develop readiness of response, a capacity to find and utilize
resources in an emergency; it's quite another to train for the achievement of a
specific posture, however excellent. in relation to a specific issue.

With respect to promoting generous social and political attitudes, the
school may achieve more in the long run by developing the students' personalities
to think, to imagine, to dream, to respond sensitively to other human beings than
by explicit indoctrination in behalf of good causes.

One of the ends of formal educetion is the develotment within the student of
the powers of self-education when his formal schooling ceases and in full conscious-
ness of his personal identity, he exercises his functions as a free eft/sell, and
gratifies whatever love of learning he has acquired in consequence of hie
educational experience.

.bat I sense inlAr. Taylor's position is a wish to dissolve the walls between
school and society too soon, and to give educational weight of a dispropOrtiomIte
"rind to the experience of the child outside the school rather than inside, and this
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seems to me to be premature at the stage when formal schooling still in
order.

I am all for enriching the educational experience of the child by
relating what he does inside the school to what he does outside, but there
must be educational guidance -- it must be structured -- and there must be
controls in this process and a special role for the teacher. Society becomes
a school for the individual only when he is mature, only when he is embarked
upon the unending course of self-education.

In this connection two things strike me as peculiar in Mr. Taylor's
account of the school. The first is his praise of the American public
school of the past and its liveliness when it served "as the great leveler
and the great uplifter, the place where the variety of foreign cultures met,
and where children were taught to be citizens."

Well now, I attended such a school in a Williamsburg Brooklyn slum
fifty years ago, and perhaps the most universal wish among the students,

bright and dull, was expressed in a daily prayer that it burn down.

These were schools of conformity and boredom and cruelty on the part of
the teachers to students and of students to each other. And those who con-
tinued their education, a small minority, did so despite the schooling of the
melting pot, impelled by their own intellectual drives. That Mr. Taylor
should make invidious comparisons between these schools of the past, in
reaction to which the progressive education movement really developed,
and the modern school, which is vastly more aware of the student's needs
and much better equipped to cope with a diversity that in the old schools
was regarded just as a short step from delinquency, is a mystery to me.

Nor can I understand why he keeps on referring to the curriculums of
the modern schools as "middle-class, white Protestant". What's "middle-class"
about geometry or French or physics? The epithet:is irrelevant to most of
the curriculum. And to the extent that it refers to the values of the
curriculum, there are good middle-class values and there are bad. And the
worst middle-class values of all -- like commercial success -- were actually
stressed by the old schools in melting-pot times. They were not stressed
nearly as much in the schools in which I taught and still less in tLose that

may children attended. And I think I'm one of the few people in a graduate
faculty of arts and sciences who has taught on every level of the educational
system of this country except the kindergarten.

And as for Protestant values, the erosion of religion from the curriculum
of the public schools to a point where today even an innocuous prayer To Whom
It May Concern is taboo, shows how far we have come. I didn't rant to mke
these csiticisms but: they made me make than.



I should like now to leave Mr. Taylor's paper d stste some of my awn
views in telegraphic form on the question of quality and eqpality in edueation.
I tried to work out the letails of this in the second edition of my EDUCATION
FOR MODERN M.14 but I don't think many more of you read that book than read the
papers of this conference.

Democracy in education entails not a belief in the eqeality of human
talent but rather commitment to an equality of concern for every child in the
community to develop himself as a person with matured powers. There is a
fundamental confusion in the attempt to base the policy of democracy in
education on alleged facts of intellectual equality or to contest it an the
ground of intellectual inequality. The normal variation of capacities in
children is morally irrelevant to whether they should all enjoy the equality
of our communal concern. But such equality of concern does not require equal
educational treatment. Unequal educational treatment, like unequal medication
treatment, is sometimes justified when required by the necessities of intellectual
and emotional growth in each case.

Recognition of intellectual differences is not anti-democratic unless
intelligence becomes the principle of differentiation in a graded, hierarchically
organized society. No matter what the principle of social differentiation is,
if it involves hierarchy, official or unofficial, it involves the opportunity
and the likelihood of exploitation.

For reasons which cannot be expatiated on now, we face &developing
situation in which it can be safely anticipated that attendance at college --
I hesitate to college education will be, if not universal, as widespread as
secondary education today. And the nub of the problem is this: if we pursue
the goal of excellence in education can we fashion a meaningful educational
curriculum whose legitimate demands will not be beyond the reach of a sizable
portion of our youth? The facts of biology cannot be blinked; they do not
depend upon our political prepossessions, and they may defeat our aspirations
if too unrealistic. Even today some of my colleagues report that the entire
level of academic achievement in all but a few select colleges is sinking. Good
fellowships are going begging, because people are not qualified to take them.
Graduate Students of marginal capacity are being offered professorial posts
in places which in the past would never have considered them.

Now, I believe a great deal can be done by special program of eoaching
and other measures to reducte, the disearities in eduestional readiness, but the
differerees in capacity will remain. And if we seriously expect to enroll
most of our youth in colleges, including the group -- call them the less-bright
group -- which no culture in the world has ever taken beyond bare literacy, we
must plan our curriculums in such a way that they do not imperil the education
of those who are not less bright, but bright and very bright.

Ap democrats we believe that every child, not only the one starred for
excellence, but the one that's not so excellent, laS the right to be educated
to the ull reach of his capacities. If students can significantly profit by
some ir.,'-uction, we hav no justification to deprive them of the opportunity of
continued schooling. But these two propositions do not entail the view that all



ctudents must study the aame things in the same 147-ay ani to the eme aepth.

The paradox is that as existing colleges are striving to raise theirstandards of perfornance aud achievement -- and most good liberal arts collegesnow consider themselves as preparatory schools for graduate school, as thisis taking place, raising their standards both for admission and graduation,the nember of those pressing for entry into colleges increases.

There is no one panacea that I can find to meet the situation. Wecan open the doors of the college to anyone with a high school diploma,and give a high school diploma to any child with staying power, but wemust organize more than one type of curriculum, diversify the degreesgranted, introduce programs leading to special certificates of distinctivemerit that will enable students to begin their vocational experience atan earlier age than their differently endowed and more gifted brothersand sisters who must prepare themselves sooner or later for a living, too.There is still a great deal of snobbism about vocational as distinct fromprofessional education in liberal arts colleges. But until the necessityfor earning a living disappears, there can be no reasonable objection, solong as the basic objectives of general or liberal education are notjeopardized, to using the schools to prepare onself for a good living aswell as for a good life.

But the future situation promises to be more difficult for reasonswhich Commissioner Allen indicated in his opening remarks. Our technologicalrevolution, the consequence of what Whitehead calls the most revolutionarydiscovery in all history, namely, the method of the method of invention, may,in the future, erode the necessity of earning a living by making the brainsof mediocre human beings vocationally obsolescent. The age of automation
and applied nuclear energy, according to my good friend, Abba Lerner, mayproduce a world in -Thich work becomes a privilege rather than a necessity.The Utopia described by Oscar Wilde is not yet on us, but it is in view,and that is a Utopia based on slavery, the slavery of the machine to man.

Naw, the coming obsolescence of all but managerial and inventivefunctions by a route that neither Marx nor Veblen nor Dewey anticipatedactually restores to a central place in schooling, it seems to me, the idea].of Greek liberal education. These ideals presupposed that free men areeohcerued with the pursuit and enjoyment of ends, of consummatory experiences,and not with the means and instrumentalities which were relegated to theprovenances of slaves. These ideals supposed that the vocation of e. freeman is active citizenship, not earning a living.

In the economy of the future, if present trends continue, even JohnDewey's noble ideal to eliminate the dualism which existed in industrialsociety between "earning one's living" and "livin3 one's life" becomesirrelevant in fashioning an educational cerriculum. For all of Dewey's faithin the revolutimary
consequences of .;icience, the realities far outstripped
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his expectations . And that is why, it seems to me the only section of Dewey's
iaeaortal work, vhich is still very relevant to our concern, DEMOCRACY AND EDUCATION,
the only section which is obsolescent today is Dewey's discussion of the key place
of vocation in education. And at the time that he wrote this, in 1916 when his
book was published, his assumption that the education of the high school would
necessarily require organization around vocation. And if we read that today, we
see that it isn't relevant.

In a world which is genuinely a welfare economy, in which poverty is marginal
or has been wiped out, how can education help human beings to develop a center around
which to organize their experiences so that they can live a rich and meaningful
life? This is the ultimate issue and challenge to those of us who believe that the
existence of leisure, which grows with the decline of the length of the working day,
makes all the more necessary emphasis upon significant educational experience.

Now, the challenge to this view was expressed by T. S. Eliot in his well-
known essay on MODERN EDUCATION AND T CLAItICS in 1932, in which he criticized
the development of mass education for an elite. I quote from that. The uneducated
man with an empty mind", he ways, "if he be free from financial anxiety or narrow
limitation, and can obtain access to golf clubs, dance halls, gaming tables and
race tracks is, for all I can see, as well equipped to fill his leisure contentedly
as is the educated man." For T. S. Eliot, the problem of clucation in leisure was
no problem at all.

If T. S. Eliot is right, we need not concern ourselves with education of the
mass society of the future, but leave it only to those few who have a special cal-
ling. But I do not believe that Eliot is right, end this for many reasons. There
is time to state only one.

In modern society, intelligent citizenship, without which democracy is a
myth, cannot be exercised where leisure is filled with the types of pastimes he
describes, which are mainly ways of killing time. Intelligent citizenship in
a democracy rests ultimately upon the spread of education, because it can serve
as a powerful support of political freedom -- and this was Jefferson's insight.

The issue between T. S. Eliot and those who disagree with him is fundamental4
over the desirability and viability of the democratic way of life. If mentare in
some way to govern themselves as well as others, whether they do it ill or well
depends, among other things, on whai they come to know through education about the
world, society and themselves.
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DISCUSSION
by

Martin Mayer

As far s Dr. Tefloris paper La concerned, I think I have some of the same
objections that Professor Nts. The bottom dropped for me, however, with the
sentence about there beiv Ana between plerlAs tic and appreciating cmic.
Asa part-time music critic, this bothers se terrib17. What you are saying is
that you regard both of than as good. !ft draw a circled



them and they are both good.

But if you had written playing and listening, and you caid there Vai9 no
way of drawing a line between playing and listening, you wouldn't be able to
take yourself seriously, because anybody can see that there is a line between
playing and listening,and appreciation is simply a literary form of listening.

And I think that this sort of problem, which is what Professor Hook was
complaining about, too, this business of lumping together things that we think
good as being in the same category for that reason, is what has bothered me.

I feel very badly about saying some of this, because Dr. Taylor has
been kind to me on various occasions and I like to think that we fight basically
on the same side. Specifically, we have been joined in opposition to Dr.
Conant's Booker T. Washington approach to Negro education. We joined in
opposition to the rage for standardized tests. We both worry about meritocracy.
We both find it much harder than Professor Hook seems to find it to define or
to delimit this word "intelligence." We both feel that the very bright can
probably take care of themselves and that they are not, probably, the concern
of the school system which is, by and large, not going to be staffed with very
bright people.

Neither of us has Professor Hook's great interest in the size or the nature
of the certificate which the bureaucracy awards the child for his persistence in
taking all the damn tests that he is being given. And perhaps most important
of all, we both feel that we are in a taste business and not in a science
business. Both Dr. Taylor and I worry about this baselessness attitude which
one does find in people.

But, rea14, I think that the worry about baselessness is a worry for
Professor Hook and for Dr. Taylor and for myself, and not for the school
teacher who, after all, sees the faces and is not nearly so far away from
all of these things as those of us sitting in this room.

With all of these agreements -- and I think we have may -- I don't
believe that what's in the paper is very useful. I think it starts with myths
and with very big words. If we start from here, we risk chewing :In cotton
candy all the way, arguing meanwhile about our definitions. I feel what I consider
the same myths in some of the other papers, too, and I'd like to pin some of them.

First, I'd like to jump a little on he place where Professor Hook says
that Dr. Hutchins and he and Dr. Taylor and Professor Bestor arc in agreement,
this business of mass culture, a phrase which I must say I find beyond sensible
definition, and I have been through this and out the other side on a number of
occasions -- the idea that this somehow is the product of the devil, mass media
in the advertising agencies, and that it does not tell us something, some of which
is pretty frightening and some of which is pretty good, about the democracy itself.
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In the other papers this attitude toward "maps culture" appears a8 a
feeling that we are an. being smothered in the goo from the pot boiling. I
think this is demonstrable nonsense.

I think that the range of artistic and intellectual activities available
to the average American is greater than it has ever been here or elsewhere at
any time. The metes media in the advertising agencies are not devils; they are
feed-back operations and they reflect with pretty good accuracy whet majority
taste amountb to, and majority in fact is not so bad as majority taste used
to be. And nobody in this country is condemned to live with this garbage alor

Incidentally, I feel no compulsion to criticize those who watch
commercial rather than educational television. Among other reasons, I
think they are probably getting the best of a bad bargain. I find you
don't have to watch it at all. And I find it interesting, also, that wost
adolescents don't watch it.

Related to this false values business is the notion that the people
c the country are starving educationally. This is one of the great
fallacies and a very bad one, because it tends to misdirect attention.
In fact, we have increased our expenditures on education from 4 percent
to 6 percent of the gross national product in the years since the time
right after the war -- T percent of the net personal income. We are now
spending $20 billion a year more than we spent shortly after the war. It
is one of the great accomplishments of this society and no service that I
can see has been done to anyone by proclaiming the people of this country
don't care about edpeation. They may not care much about learning, but,
by golly, they care about education.

Now, the money is most unequally spread. There are large stretches
of this country where we face disasters unless considerably more is spent
on the schools. Unfortunately, Dr. Taylor singles out New York City, which
is not one of them. New York spends 10 percent of its net personal income
on education right now; 6 percent on the public elementary and secondary
schools alone, with 30 percent of the pupil population in private and
parochial schools, and with a very extensive system of public and private
universities on top of it. During the last four years expenditures on the
New York City public schools have risen about $300 million. And the per
pupil expenditure in the Harlem schools is now about as high as that in
most of the New York suburbs, and higher than that in any suburbs I know
outside the New York Metropolitan area.

The New York example is important for two reasons: first, as a
demonstration that money alone doesn't get you very far; and secondly, as
an example of the great danger of allowing school people to plead poverty
as an excuse for not getting their work done. Until somebody puts his
foot down and tells the New York schools that they could do a lot better
job with what they now have -- the State tried it a few years ago, but
unfortunately got dissuaded from saying it in public t.:t the last minute,
as Dr. Allen can testify -- I don't think anything of a'..1y great importance
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can be done in Kew York.

It is a matter, I think, of the most vital Ognificance not to identify
our problems with money, because you will get more money. You are riot gang
to get an enormous amount more in a place like New York, because as the
particle approaches the speed of light, it gets to be heavier. And there
is an awful lot coming into New York now, but you are going to get a lot
more elsewhere.

The important thing is not to let it go down the drain the way it
goes down the drain in New York, and not to take New York as an example of
an impoverished school system, when it has 30 percent more money per pupil
than Chicago has, and it's very hard to see the difference when you visitthe two systems. Apart from the three or four pupil difference in class
size, what differences there are in view, I am afraid I would have to lean
toward Chicago.

Now, this also comes down on mobilization for youth, which is a great
accomplishment, and they got $13 million. I dislike the people who have been
attacking mobilization just as much as Dr. Taylor does. I think they area bad lot. But that doesn't mean that we have to admire mobilization.
What they have been given amounted to several hundred dollars a family in
the district they were working in. I don't think anybody can go down there
and look at it and not have the feeling that we'd be a lot better off if
that money had just been give to these poor people and not thrown down on
social workers.

I felt very strongly with Professor Hook about the myth of the good
old days, but I think there is A further relevance to this. I think the
poverty program was predictable a few years ago -- I said so on a few
occasions -- on the basis that the generation that was young and peppy in
the twenties was about to pass out of controlling position and the one
which looked back to youth in the thirties was about to take over. Now,
I was a child in the thirties. So far as I can find out, they were horrible.
I am not particularly edified by the spectacle of an intellectual elite
looking back happily in the name of denocracy.to a time when they were
cheerful because they felt they were leading a great movement and the mass
of the population were wretched.

I also feel, frankli, that what has been accomplished in getting some
money through the Poverty Program has not by any means been matched by the
qusity of thought that has gone into the ways in which the money is to be
spent. Right now most of the time seems to be going into drawing up rules and
regulations for the program, to guarantee that not a hell of a lot can be
done with the money. And I am not dazzled, on the basis of What I have seen,
with what Mr. Shriver or Mr. Wirtz or Mr. Moynahan or Mr. Yarmolirmxi seem to
be coming up with educationally. Perhaps Dr. :Lanni has seen better things
recently, but er to the last time I took a look at this, they seemed pretty
bewildered.
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Now, it's a bewildering problem, but I don't think that we have to admire
them just because they can get money. Somebody's going to have to think of some
things to do.

Dr. Taylor also backs behind the thirties to idealize an alleged "tradition-
al American aim to give every child an educatlaisuited to his talents." As I read
the books, I see no reason to believe that the U.S. educational system ever came
any closer to this aim than it does today, which is pretty far away.

There is also the commencement address business. Middletown poor did not,
as I recall my reading, benefit all that much from going to the same schools
with the riLh, and the schools which dealt with the immigrants were unspeakable
as Professor Hook has just mentioned, and by all the evidence that comes to us.

The Dewey section bothers me a little, too, not only because people who
disagree as strongly as Professor Taylor and Professor Hook can both claim
descent from Dewey, though this is itself a very severe criticism of Dewey's
work.

I think the attacks that have been mace on Dewey are scandalous, but I
think. we also have to face rather sadly the fact that with the passage of time,
Dewey seems less significant when set against a James or a Pierce or a Whitehead
or even a Russell. Anyway; Dewey was never a ponderable influence that I have
been able to find on U.S. education. The influences were Thorndyke and Kirk-
patrick -- the first saying it was science, and the second saying it was easy.

Another problem with the paper and with discussions I hear from people
with whose goals I normally agree is the business of the malificent military.
Now, none of us like militarism, we're all Americans, but I don't see how
anybody can make any sense of the current American scene without noting the
enormous importance of the desegregation of the Armed Forces. Moreover, the
greatest educational effort in our history was accomplished by the military
during the years of World War Sl, and it was an effort that's spilled over into
the colleges, with help frcm, ,he C T. Bill in the years thereafter.

Incidentally, Dr. Taylor's idea that the colleges were of much use in
this effort seems to me a misreading of histGry. I was there at the time.
The Army Specialized Training Program, which was all around me, was the
most obvious infantry reserve I had ever seen, and, in fact, the mowent the
Army needed them In Africa or Europe, the Army pulled them right out of
college and sent them in to be shot. But on an educational level, the
military technical profmdm lias head and shoulders above anything we have
ever done in vocational e3uc ation.

The great tragedy, .1f the post-war:Reriod, I think, for the Negro and
for the poor at large ban been the closing o±' the gates of the Army to those
who scored below a certain mark on a standardized test. I think we ought to
see how we can use this existing institution, rather than simply strike out
at it as something we don't like.
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I el no happier than Dr. Taylor or Professor Hook is with what they and
President Eisenhower called the military-industrial complex. I think we'd better
recognize that not much of that $50 billion budget could be made available to
schools.

The defense establishment, directly and indirectly, takes six million
people off the job market -- maybe it's a tittle more; Professor Harris wouldknow. And most of what would be released if we cut down this particular
budget would have to go to employing the people, and most of them would not
be employed in educational capacities. Hopefully, there would be sufficient
increase over a period of time in gross national product to give us something
we can tax. But we aren't talking about the possibility of simply shifting
$50 billion from defense into education. The world doesn't work that way.

There is the problem of cultural democracy which bothers me a great dea_
in much of this, and I think there is no phrase so awful, as hard-nosed, so I'll
use it. We have to be hard-nosed about this sort of thing. Dr. Taylor talks of
the culturally deprived in the suburbs who are deprived because they never meet
kids from the Negro slums. I think this is pernicious nonsense. The important
thing is that they can if they want to and, indeed, as he's been saying, there
are kids in the colleges and in the high schools and in this liberal community
who are doing so. The difference in the freedom of motion of these kids in
the suburban high schools and in the colleges and the freedom of motion of the
kids in the Negro slums and in Mississippi is so striking and so enormous.

What you talk about when you talk about deprivation is basically a loss
of freedom of motion. But I do not think that anything that seems to equate
these makes any sense at all, even though it's .rice to think so and it's very
nice to say so.

And more general, for God's sake, let us admit openly that certain
cultural patterns are functional and certain cultural patterns are disfmetional
in a modern industrial society. Any attempt to do something about the schools
that tries to cherish all cultures equally will not convince anybody and will
not get anywhere. It isn't the business that we are in.

Now, with all of the horror of the schools that Professor Hook talks
about, that was their great strength -- their massive ethnocentricity. The
aim was to rill arrivals into the mainstream of an existing society. Once
there, as it turned out, they could and they did change it; but they got
there. The Negroes have the right to get there, too. People who insist on reject
rejecting the society on behalf of the Negro are not, in my observation, speaking
for any sizable community. Negroes are entitled to get into this society and
then reject it for themselves. And if they do get in, they will probably make
changes. I hope they will and I think they will. But it's theirs to do and
not the social critic spokesman.
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Right st the moment, in wy observation of the few I know, they don't want
a brand new society. They ,*ant theirs. They are entitled to theirs. Senti-
mentality owr what they will lose does them and the Puerto Ricans and Indians
no good at all. A little honest work on which community habits must be dis-
turbed and which may survive if the children become more competent than their
parents would, I think, be valuable, but I don't see much of that being done.
:t would be a hard job.

Ultimately, in any event, and this is my fiercest disagreement with
Dr. Taylor and my closes5 agreement with Professor Hook, understanding is no
substitate for competence. Let the schools do better than they do now with
the academic end and the social end is going to be a lot less hard to wrestle
with.

There is also this business of the idealist community of the young people
in the univelsities. Well, I like them, too, and I admire them. I admire the
boys who went down to Mississippi. But I want to put in a little caveat. I know
no group that is more certain to trample on my rights and liberties than the
group which is devoted to the public good. Let us be very carefully, generally,
about tie extent to which we make everyone a sitter.

Dr. Taylor is usually cn v side here. We both believe in diversity,
but the experience of the thirties, I think; betrays it.

A Jesuit in the teaching business told me recently that he was unhappy
at 1-,ne notion that there were only two possible attitudes for the modern
world, one of intense selfishness and the other a flaming martyrdom. We
must develop something else, really. Frankly, as a practical matter, T
don't know which hurts us more in New York right now -- the organization
that is all for busing white kids up to Harlem or parents and taxpayers,
the bunch which is a hundred percent against doing anything for the
desegregation of the schools. Both have been enormously harmful. I
wuld not be surprised if, really, "equal" has been more harmful over the
course of the last year.

Moreover, if ET. Taylor looks carefully at these new curricula which
his friends have been making and teaching in the slums and in MissisAippi
think he will be horrified at the distortions and the dishonesties that they
contain. The fact that people are doing something that we regard as good, we
are on their side, does not deny the need for intellectual honesty in the
approach to the problem. Yet I honor Dr. Taylor for the two traps he avoids,
and they are hard traps to avoid. First, the idea that the school cannot move
by itself, and secondly, the bogus scientisms of educatlen. I think both of
these must be firmly rejected, as Dr. Taylor seems to reject them.

That the school is a kind of inertia machine is quite obvioub. But
there are more powerful machines around, and it can be moved. Vbeh, too mueb,
of the current diselksicn seems to assume an unchanging school, an.: to con-
centrate either on pre-school work, which will be out of these guys' hands, or
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on manpower retraining, vh3ch ye can pl_Fto do arc,' fro T that.

I am all for pre-kindergarten. I must say I profoundly distrust the Bloom
and even the Deutschh and Bruner research which so drastically contradicts somuch recorded human experience and which so neatly fall into the folds of newestfashion in behavioral science. Somebody quoted Wilder Penfield in one of these
papers. I believe it might be worth remembering that Penfield also argued a few
years ago toward the physiological necessity of teaching foreign languages beforethe age of ten. It just has to be nonsense, unless the Scandinavians are physio-
logically different from the rest of mankind.

In our excitement over the we-kindergartens, which are important, par-
ticularly if they are handled well -- and I have every reason to believe that
some of them are being bandied well -- ve run the risk of forgetting that the
existing school program, matched with the existing home ambients, will wreck
the graduates of the beat such programs very very quickly.

This is not a puzzle where the intrusion of one new piece will make it
come out right. There is no magic catalyst, if I may use the word in the
presence of Dr. Friedenberg, who knows I know no chemistry. We need new leader-
ship. We need new organizations. We probably need new school hours. We need
new ways of running schools. We need new programs desperately.

One of the things that Dr. Taylor points out and that he quoted earlier,
though oddly enough he quoted from his version before he put his pencil on it
and therefore changed its meaning, it's right in the version you have, is the
need for teachers who live in the neighborhood; not for children who have
direct experience of the society, but teachers who have direct experience of
the society. It's going to be hard. I am not talking about teachers who come
out of similar neighborhoods, themselves. In my experience, no teacher is so
rough on or so condemnatory of slum kids or so unwilling to experiment with
something new as the teacher who pulled herself out of a similar hole. But we
need people who are willing to have much more intimate contact with the lives
of these kids than they have nov.

I am not at all sure, incidentally, that we need masstie sociological
special preparation for the teachers who are going into these schools. Even,
time I see a slum teacher who seems to be getting a high order -If response
from kids, and I go and talk to her afterwards, get a complaint that these
kids are lost like other Rids, and there's an awful lot of fuss being made
about nothing.

Now, what we are say- here really is that these teachers are doing
something that works. Nhatever socioloaical preparation you give the teacher
coming Ito the slum school, ig the program she is teaching and the way she
is teaching it to these kids produces failure in the kids and therefore failal
in herself, you are not going to get anywhere. An of your sociological training
goes dwn the drain.
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If you can give her a feu things thIt'uillucrk, then you will change her
attitude enormously and you will eliminate a very high fraction of all of the
other things, and the culture shock and all of the stuff that we know about.
The basic shock is that the teacher goes into the school and she fails. And
after a while she hates it.

Most of all we need an attitude, we need a willingness of the school to
blame itselT for the failure of the children, not to blame the society for the
lack of money or the parents or the children, without the belief that somewhere
somehow the job can be done, without the knowledge that it is being done, with-
out some models of the job being done, without at least an occasional experience
of success for the person who is face-to-face with the problem.

And, incidentally, I don't think this is that hard, because what V3 have
been taught to call the Hawthorne effect,wealgetceur if we just kept trying new thi
things on the grounds that the old things weren't work 4g. All the other projects
without this aren't going to help us much.

I do not share the usual American notion that the existence of what we
like to call a problem proves the existence of a solution. But certainly the
slum kids do not have to emerge from schools so useless as they do today.
First things first. We are not trying to make an ideal. Sadao We are not
trying to change the world. We are not trying to build the new Jerasalea in
this land of used car slag heaps. But we are trying to get some better fraction
of children into shape to handle their future and not to be frightened of the
world around then. And in all of this, if may close with a shock, we must
be as careful as we can not to specify our Objectives in terms which kid 1.1s into
the idea that we can accurately measure our success.

Dr. Shepard can, I suspect, speak of this more eloquently than I can.
The standardized test is not a real god; it is a Ju -Ju. The big battalions
are elsewhere. This is a subtle thiAg. Obviously, one must know something
of what one is trying to do. Tests can be enormously valuable in telling
you what you are doing -- more valuable for that, I think, than in telling
you what the children are doing, but Obviously they have values that can be
used. But you mustn't insist on making vtat you can do something you can m511zure,
ad on determining what it is that you are going to do for these kids on the
basis of whether we can measure it or not. And this is what specifying Objectives
normally means in the tern in which this dreadful phase is used.

We are engaged in a wide enterprise. We gain certainty only by sacrIfic-
iag breadth and variety, and by sacrificing validity. If we are to pro Tote that
tolerance of ambiguity, which is the great essential of learning end of teaching,
we must be matue enallgh to tole at great swatches of aMbivitr in our oz,n
effol-ts.



twin the ar, not for discussionItUt Weautlat =Iwo re vary
careful, our immature behavioral scientistc, with their belief in universal and
necessary truths, long since discarded by the physical scientists, may handicap
us more thaa they he us in the years to come.
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mid'm
by

Harold Teyl r

I gueen the flood of ideas which has been unleaskte4
is pretty difficult to collect together, as far as a
coherent reply or comment. If only one of these people
had been speaking, it might have been possible. With
both men releasing that flood of ideas, I'll content myself
with taking them one at a time and saying the following.

I regret that Sidney Hook was forced to comment on my
paper. And I am pleased to see that as soon as he got that
over with, he got to his own paper in short space.

I think on my part it would have been unfair for me
to have answered all the questions in the beginning to which
this conference will devote itself. I felt a little modeot
about answering them all at the outset.

The function of my paper was to describe the polarities
and tensions in the educational system. In doing so, I tried
to locate the total context in which this discussion will
occur, as we rove to the specifics about what do you do about
a given school, what do you do about a given curriculum.
And I would say that in to rmo of your own positive stateme to,
which I have had the good fortune to read in your book and
your books and to discuss with you, I can agree witA almost
everything you said when you took off, in your era k,'ohion,
to describe your own beliefs and your cm Q.uggestione for
the reform of eaucetion.

my concern for relating directly, within the curriculum
cad within the schonlo themolveG, with el:; immo in society
co=ot from a feeling baud an a particulcT observation of
kindergarten teaching, of elementary school toaching, of
high cohool teaching, and the opputunity to be in tocchnrs'
colleges and coo what io g 143 on tore. I find in tbeoe
obre'cvn;:icno the coasorn of thi tons he ; ad en
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gcaeral run of people who are talking about education
and doing something about it is to deal with questions
for elementary school children and for high scheed stu-
dents in terms of implicit themes of the society.
These themes are the product of a total culture context
which mss tae academic success of pupils in the school
system the most important criterion by which we judge
their ability.

Now let me be quite specific.

The City of Chicago has had the problem of Negro
segregation ever since there was e Chicago. The last
two or three years have been a time in which the City of
Chicago is seething with concern on the part of the Negro,
and on the puet of a small group of educators, that the
system itself is not functioning in any way which could
meet the needs of the total population of the City of
Chicago. The serious controversies which have involved
the Superintendent of Schools, the teachers, the Board
of Education, the entire structure tbrough, which edu-
cation is dealt with in Chicago, has lagged greatly be-
hind the real needs of the children in the City of Chicago.
This is why it seemed to come as a surprise to the people
in Chicago that the school system wasn't working properly.

This is specifically what I meant by saying that the
problems as seen by the educators have been divorced from
the problems of society. Why should the people in Chi."-ago
who gen the educational system be so surprised that these
issues are there? When you talk to the Negroes in Chicago,
you find that it's only recently that they themselves
have become concerned about their own issues; that mothers
and fathers, but mainly the mothers, find that their
childreu are not able to read at any hind of level ap-
propriate to the stage they have reached in the school
system. Then the educators deny that the statistics are
valid. And the system of education too only moved toward
Racing its own issues by protest mov boycotts, all
OOTt5 of overt menifestetions of the lawardly wad in
which the educators th=colves have dealt with them
issues. That's what X mem about the discordance botuaon
ths c.duatiomal thin%W and the chenErn in the soziety.
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r. Meyer's abeolutely right in saying that ceending
more money is not the answer to the problem of improving
the quality of education. The spending of money is, of
course, a necessary condition under which this quality
can be achieved. But what I've argued is that the sort of
program represented by the Poverty Program, which wishes
to use Federal funds in order to deal with specific issues
in the big cities and in the rural slums, were fast products
created without thought for the continuity of their develop-
ment by serious educational thinkers of the sort represented
here in our conference.

I think one of the greet virtues of this conference
is that the issues are being confronted by informed persons
whose research bears directly on the crucial questions.

Let me now cement on Mr. Hook's remark about the
weakness of my paper in dealing with those changes necessary
in the school environment in order to produce new reforms
which are institutional in character and which must stem from
the work of educators in dealing with every child in whatever
the situation. What I meant by the improvement of the total
environment is not to recapture a world which never existed
in the school, but to do something which I have seen happen
in school systems and in schools where persons in the 1930's
and the I40'a and the '50's addressed themselves to the
reality of the situation of the children in the comity.
T mean that it is possible and desirable and necessary, to
create within the school community that kind of model for
a bigger society in which values of a personal sort including
appreciation of the role of playing Mimic and its effect on
eneeelf esthetically, the necessity of involving oneself in
the administration of the school as La studenta tn-relationehip
between the teacher and the facelty, the consciousness on the
part of the student that there are so dal issues going beyon4
himself to which be *it pay attention. Woe are all fact rg
thich I considbr necealary, and which I would be quite pre-
pared in another setsion to spell out in 0028 detail, in
order to tuake the school in its community an irstrument of
social ego rather than an actleptgace of the social and
personal valuss of the eamrunity rrounding the teachare,
their parents and theth^ children thameelvos. T took this to
he M ..)bvisuo point on which tbsvo t7omld bG1 gewa'al 2.groczeinz,I mo tzying to dodge the icazeo rathci/r, uncl :yln



describe this as aa area where out atteatioa ban, not
been directed, and this runs right through the suburbm
high school, the suburban elementary school into the
schools where there is less money spent, loss attention
of a personal kind paid to the student.

In my reference to the suburban school and the cul-
turally deprived, segregated from the opportunity to ex-
perience directly the attitudes and values of a different
culture, I was talking not simply ;bout the opportunity
for Scarsdale students to come into New York, or Harlem
children to do out into the country. I don't conceive this
as simply a transportation problem. I am talking about the
reality of the suburban high school in American communities,
where I have found students either bored with the curriculum
because it is contained within itself, or oppressed by the
necessity of making good in academic terms in order to enter
college.

I do believe that it to most important to dissolve
the mils between the school and the society. At the same
time, I see no contradiction, bet iten relating, of the one
hand, what gip;ens in the szhoola to the issues in the
society outside, and, on the other, the developmeat of zheer
intellectual competence, and personal, appreciation of
esthetic values, through which, in the long run, the eetiety
will be changed and the culturfzillede a happier pis= for
leisure as well a for work.

I zpologize for having used the figure $30 billion
for th3 space shot* It should be been five, billion a year.
The tottll allocation is it tha Gmount of about $30 billion for
ths shot uMeh TAU put a man on the moocaw before the RusAam dc,

za Aot aim-A4er. P the ucual cliche uttered about
the militcay-tadutltrt.61 cet5Iblishmant. I 1-ound it difficult:
to duocribo that ik.! siort opace ulthout min those particulaz
Trogd2. But it a fact that the zxe economic a;nd soatal
:Eorc&.3, tInTe a p=or 5tructure, ncttor whet tfmeo wx
gn, whith kinz ceadWonca tbn reoponao of tho edvcolors aad
6AT. u..hmfAil. optevA 0 tin ImcoonitiPo oE tbe

re2 definition of th(.. kok).1,ao
Ala; I thivl& CA ig
LMt01:,:t

c:z &7.2 1 )&a
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utilitarian; gmd o the other bend, cones, sr- oriented.
wa think of knowledge-producers end htmeledge-users, we

find thzt knowledge-users are usually conceived in terms of
the economic and social advantage of the user, not in terms
of the enlightenment for the culture wblith the dissemination
of knowledge could contribute. I am pointing to an attitude
which, it the main sweep of educational thinking, accepts the
notion that the educational system itself is a means through
which the individual can move to social and economic advantage.
And I defy anyone in this room to deny this as a common assump-
tien in public discussion, whether it be at letb. meetings or
at the meetings of educators when these problems are discussed.
This is a common assumption too often, made on the part of
educators themselvtis as to what the functicl of education is.

And in bringing this up, I did not mean to fall into
the trap of simply identifying a massive power, something
which, Mr. Eisenhower's speech - writers term "the military-
induatrail complex." I don't like that term. I think it is
a cliche. I think it disguises more problems than it illum-
inates.

I am not trying to say that r must treat all cultures
as equally valid. I am not trying to =ate a mixture in the
old-fashioned melting-pot sense, and I don't think that I
wish to be subjected to Mr. Book's criticism that I am naive
is thinking that back in the '30's there was this glorious
Reeling that we wore to use education as the instrument of
oocial change, that teachers were of fire to inject into the
cosint cyst. their own idealism. lor em I prepared to say
that in the present situation the integration of the cultures
in sad in itoelf.

I did point cut that the purpose of i tegration to to
cive to each child his Bowe. of himself, his °moo of balouging
to n total culture, and a eance that he ip going to TrJzti.o hid
owin coalmunity. Lets 3 in quite specific,.

MAywe Imo referred to the diotortiono d dio-
haTrotios of thethen cerricultn dawlopod by cc of the
ycm vople to lxivo gem to Niasiooippi. I don't kW
dintortialrl or diaszAesty tire. I hole uoeicd quite digoctly
with tbo yelmg poopio uhn hoYegcm3 don there. I hole oee

0477 eA*o doichT i tEt Vreedfc%7 2sh","LT..
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I have seen the institutes which they have developed in
which they are involving civil rights workers in the 4i.udy

of the structure of politics, society and economics in the
South. I find these quite enlightened, honest statements
of what the structure of the South is, and how we can teach
people who cannot eopond to the academic curriculum the
facts about their own society and their own stake in it.

Anyone who reads the mimeographed materials wnich
some of these young people have developed for teaching
drop-outs in the South and in the city clu=e will have to
agree that this is neither distorted or dishonest material.
This is new, fresh material developed by non - professionals to
deal with specifics. And I think if we had some of that
attitude on the part of teachers in the big cities, who
could work outside the big bureaucratic controls which exist
in a city like New York or Chicago or Los Angeles, that we
could have much more interesting and fresh materials to deal
with. I think it is inaccurate to refer to these materials
as being distortions or dishonesties of a new curriculum.

Pinally, let me say quite pmecifically what I mean
about the necessity of developing within the programs of
teacher preparation new social attitudes. I could agree with
everything Mr. Mayer said about the way in which teachers in
New York City, Chicago and Los Angeles, simply to mention three
cities sharing common problems, have been tumble to cope
with the problems in the classroom. And while X can agree
completely that we must keep our objectives loose, and not
talk abstract language about ghat the objective of the
educaZional system is, I find Mr. Mayer's description about
what can happen within the neighborhood schools a distortion
of the fact.

Let me ag min be quite specific, On the south side of
Chicago, them are college students and high school students
who are teaching in the slums. They are doing the remedi I
reading things, they are teaching spelling, teaching algebr .9

they are teaching history. They are doing this out of F sense
of duty, shall I say, olm of a wish to move out of the ixArticu-
lar parochial circumstances of their own lives into a larger
community where the lives of the children while circa twee
they have been unamre of before give heck to them some insight
into what kind of lives they themselves T7ere leading.
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Out of these tutorial programs in the slums and in
HIsciccippi have ccme a n kind of teacher, and cut of
th., teaching the tutses themselves have then moved on to
becoming tutors. Now, I see this as a variety of community
development Which is a necessary autecedent condition of
creating a new attitude for teaching. And there is nothing
more effective in the training of a teacher than to have
him work with children unlike himself, and then to find that
through his teaching he can develop in them those new tutors
for tL3 future who will then need more education in order to
go sq teecbing. Some of the most successful tutors in the
slums, from the northern student movement and from some of
these new developments on the part of the college studeuts,
have come from those who, themselves, have been drop-outs and
who have had their own problems to deal with, and therefore
are better able to deal with the problems of other people.

I see as an inadequacy of the comments the refusal to
accept a kind of primitive sense of idealism on the part of a
new generation of high school and college students, some of
whom are now preparing themselves to enter the Peace Corps,
others who are the new recruits to be drawn into various
kind° of domestic service corps, youth counseling and youth
opportunity center staffs. There are more and more of thme
young people developing. That's what I mean by idealism.
It's a motivation on the part of a new kind of high school
and college sutdent whoa we have not seen lately. And in
those attributions to the life of the 1930's which have been
considered both by Sidney Rook and Martin Mayer as being
sentimental allusions by a guy ignorant of the situation, I
utuld say that one does josh b ck an the '30's with a sena-
yeatal liberal/ which in a sense is unavoidable*

There were problems then which were hidden during the
uar years and in the 19501e. I s that thane problems have
now jumped into public consciousness for a variety of reastAs,
som of which I tried to describe here. But the Zect of cur
relating the edtmtional system to the social system io tbs.
main fact I uish to make. I will not defend here tonight
ny anelysi of what TIO blappening in the 19301s or in Sidney
gook's schotli 50 years age. I was referring mainly t o t heir
levelling and uplifting influence.

Torl 1,7,ch Eli einia cwtest W F.kdtscattcw.41 xbA Aag



been apparent in public discussion of education. In those
conferences designed to deal with the problems in economics
and in the social system', I don't find the bite of informed
intellectuals on the problem itself.

Ole of the reasons I feel that this conference is
different from the others which have been conducted on these
very problems is that the problems themselves are pointed to
directly informed persons whose gesearch and personal ex-
perience bears on these issues. It's the absence of the kind
of discussion we are having hare, the kind of tough criticism

which Sidney Hook and Martin Mayer have made of what I have
had to say, which is lacking in the entire educational system.
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ADDITIONMADERIES AND RESPONSES

Ernest van den Haag: I would like to ask whether I am
interpreting correctly. When I hear the discussion of quality
and equality, it seems to have come down rather aquarely on
the side of equality.

I think this is somewhat disguised by remarks about
elite versus non-elite education. The word "elite" was here
used, it seems to me, in a very equivocal meaning. Do you
means, Dr. Taylor, that th4-Je who art: more at :.e to profit
from learning khould not be given the opportunity to learn more?
This is what I though you might have meant by being opposed to
elite education.

This is somewhat obscured, because it seems to me you
don't make very clear whether you mean by "elite" those people
who acquire a higher status, not because they have more op-
portunity to learn, or because they are more gifted, or more
able to learn, but because of ascribed distinctions such as
status.

To put it more specifically, don't you think that if
we are to select people to go to a school of medicine or to
study medicine, we should consider the people most gifted as
future physicians first and most?

If we had an army, and we consider that in an army we
need both officers and privates, don't you think that then we
do need officers' schools, and that we will in a sense have an
elite of officers? The schools should not be closed, but open
to those who are gifted for the kind of leadership in the army
or, for that matter, in a different formlin any profession in
any society.

Ii I understood you correctly, you seem to be opposed



to teat thing. I think your position rests on a confusion
of this sort of a need with hereditary or other kind of
neec. Let me add, of course, that the kind of opportunity
for additional learning that would be invarid,should not
preclude our concern for those unable to profit from additional
learning and tht such education should be equal in many other
respects. But as far as the strictly learning opportunity is
concerned, are you really opposed to letting or helping the
more gifted to learn ware than the leas gifted?

Harold Taylor: I'd like to respond to that on two
levels. First, law experience with students, the decision
by a student, placeZ in the context of those who select
him for furthAr education, is usually one conditioned by
cultural factoXbt his own environment. He wants to become
en architect or a doctor or any one of other things for a
variety of reasons, acme of which are personal. I am arguing
that our selection of those who are worthy of higher education
demands a much more differentiated conception of quality than
the one new current.

The one now current I find to be that of scholastic a.
titude in a narrow sense. So that a good physician may or may
not be one who is presently selected out by our kind of academic
screening.

Let me relate that specifically to your analogy to the
military services. Certainly there are those those talents
lie in a technical direction, and it would be foolish not to
indulge the interests of those with the talents specifically
designed for particular kinds of professions and occupations.
But my experience in the Navy with the selection process of
radar operators and officers indicated that most of the attitudes
which the Navy took to recruits who could be Aimed into technical
positions were culturally oriented rather than psychologically
sophisticated. One of t4e-tisks which I was privileged to
undertake was to fInderais fallacy.

It s that kind of experience directly with young people
whose talents are as yet undiscovered which makes me believe
that our major concern must be to adapt an educational system
to the particular situation of each child or each 17- and 18-
year- old at that crucial point in his own career where becomin!!
a member of an elite is not his problem. Movitig from hie present
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situation into another one more advantageous to him and to
his total aim is the problem which he has.

I used elite in a pejorative sense to identify our
society's tendency to distinguish between a mass culture
and another group of entrepreneurs and managers who run the
mass. The selection process for those who are going to enter
the managerial and entrepreneurial class is at present not
designed to give advantages to those most worthy of them.

Van den Haag: What you are criticising, then, is the
present selection process, and I would agree with you it is
something far from perfect. But you are not opposed to elite
education, rather you are simply opposed to the way the elite
is being selected at the present.

Taylor: Let me enter on the second level which you have
spotted immediately -- the conception of an elite itself.
It's a word that I think is risky to use, since it is very
difficult in the American Irocabuiary to define it with
sufficient precision to make it meaningful.

Let's use another word -- the selection of those
qualified for further education whom -ge identify by their
being in the upper 50% of their classes. As a corollary
we exclude the lower SOL my notion is that we should not
prevent further development on the part of the lower 50%
by screening them out, but rather should develop new forms
of teaching, using whatever insights we have into the curricu-
lum, into new materials which can take the whole entering
freshman class from where it is to where it could go. At the
present time the freshman year iu many places is considered to
be a screening device to lOse 30 to 40% of the beginning
students on the grounds they weren't good enough to be there
in the first place.

Now, it's in this context I am talking about the con-
ception of an elite as referring only to those who have, at a
given point in their lives, developed sufficient scholastic
aptitude to be able to do the kinds of things which are done
in what we call the quality institutions. This I consider to
be a wrong-headed conception of what education is.

I believe the development of individual competence,



intellectual interests, esthetic sensibility and ahem.:

ability to handle ideas are among the major purposes of
education. I don't make a distinction between greater and
lesser degrees of the kind of talent which can variously be
found among musicians or painters or sculptors or embryo
physicians or architects. I find many ways of taking the raw
material of a freshman class and, without having one Wil
ception of what talent is, employ a more differentiated con-
ception of what quality in education is by adapting a new
curriculum to whoever the people are. I think that would
be my effort to answer your query about what the elite amounts
to.

Sloan Wayland: I'd like to ask what "education" is
referring to. Are we talking about -higher education as well
as schools? In Dr. Taylor's paper, and in many other papers,
the focal point of attention apparently is on the school system.
Now, I ask this question partly for clarification but partly
because I am convinced that a generation age we could have
focussed on the schools significantly without too much attention
to college.

Today, P.owever, it's a quite different kind of context,
so that it's not possible any longer to talk about the school
as'if it were a separate kind of problem, not to treat the
curriculum of the school as if it were a separate kind of
problem from that of the college.

I think it would be of value for us to see whether in
talking about quality and equality we are concerned about the
whole educational system, or about the primary and secondary
schools alone.

Taylor! I specifically wanted to address myself to the
whole system, and that is why I used the term "knowledge in-
dustry", to cover a whole spread of ideas having to do with
the orientation of the public school as well as the university.

Robin Williams: I thought the thrust of Dr. Taylor's
remarks with reference to the elite and others was not so
much what kind of teaching we held out to the ones who could
do well but rather to insure that we did not deprive those
who did not do so well. I saw the idea that we strive more
imaginatively and we have to insure that we do not block off
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those who are not in some special class. I wondered if this
is corrsq;t.

Taylor: That is what I was trying to do.

Arthur Bestor: Throughout your paper, M. Taylor,
you seemed to be making a dichotomy between a concern with
education defined in academic terms, in terms of academic
disciplines, ar,4 an education which will be concerned with
society and social. problems. I think that's a fair statement
of the eleent in the paper.

Now, is it then your judgment that academic scholar-
ship today is not sufficiently attending to the current
problem? Are sociology, anthropology, history and economics
very much concerned only with professional problems, and
unconcerned with the world? If this is the case, which I
have my doubts about, where are the schools to get the
guidance that is going to take them out into society?

If, on the other hand, you do feel that the academic
disciplines today are concerned with social problems, why
is it a fault to try to bring the curriculum of the schools
up in accord with academic discipline thinking on social
problems today?

Taylor: I think your first statement is closer to
what I feel in observing high schools and colleges; that
is to say, that the academic disciplines are more related
to the problems arising within the hierarchy of academic
subjects than it is to the substantive content of issues in
the society itself.

I find in the curricula of the high schools no sense
of relevance between the work in social studies and tha
bigger issues under which the disciplines can operate in
order to answer certain questions.

The questions themselves, I think you would agree,
change fran generation to generation. I don't find the
curricula in these areas adapting themselves to those
changes and the different set of questions being answered
by the disciplines. This is particularly true in philosophy,
where, instead of dealing with those concerns which affect
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moral and social values, the philosophers within the
universities are talking about the semantic issues, the
linguistics and other issues not relevant to developing
within the student a sense of intellectu414:11uiry or
inducing some of the values which are r if students
are to develop what Mr. Hook referred to as a sense of
democratic responsibility.

Now let winks a corollary statement in order not to
be misunderstood. I have a terribly high regard for the
sheer exercise of the intellect in difficult or easy materials.
I have a great sense of concern that, within the reforms
necessary in education, what we consider to be the scholarly
disciplines are not considered as obstacles to the development
of intellectual acuity. I prise rather more than a great deal
of my colleagues in education that sense of relevance of the
mind to itself, involving the sheer enjoyment of the exercise
of the mind on difficult issues and the necessity of gaining
a background of information and knowledge which can only be
had by systematic study.

What I am concerned about is that at a given point the
development of systematic knowledge about given areas within
the curriculum has been pushed at students, without any sense
of what they are ready for, what they can respond to, and on
what level they can deal with the academic material. And it is
very difficult to ethe word "acadmic" as it is in the case of
elite, without being misunderstood. Perhaps another word would
be preferable. The systematic inquiry into various areas of
organted knowledge is a key function of the schools and the
universities. However, if those inquiries in those disciplined
gathering together of bodies of knowledge are not done with some
sense of relevance to what the major questions are, then they
become quits useless and intellectually defeating on the part
of students.

Marvin Bressler: We have been operating on the implicit
assumption that equality is a easeful goal. This is in fact what
I believe.

At the se m* tips, I would like to hear anybody or all
of you discuss the ems* in which this is true; that is, if
equality is deemed desirable and inequality undesirable, it must
be so in relation to either cattalo consequences or certain stan-
dards.

ti@iftW1--411M
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By what mandate of individual welfare or social function or
ethical standards may we conclude that equality is 4 desirable
goal to pursue?

Martin Mayer: Equality implies comparability in many
of the areas of the things that we are talking about. You
do have various mechanisms which enable you to reduce to
baseless qualities what you are talking about. The most
obvious is the market mechanism, which reduces everything
to sums of money which are neutral and which are comparable.
But if you are talking about the equality of a first-rate
painter and a first-rate composer, you are not talking about
anything that's significant or meaningful. And if you are
talking about the equality of human beings, except in terms of
an egalitarian income or the equality of souls, which becomes
equally neutral inmost people's hands, I dontt think that
you are dealing with anything that has a significance or a
meaning.

What we are talking about, I suppose, is an equality
of freedom of motion which is going to produce very unequal
ends. It's supposed to produce unequal ends. We'd have a
horribly dull existence if it did anything else. And the
problem is that we operate in such away as to give highly
divergent freedoms of motion so as to yield very highly
divergent estimates of quality. But the notion that you wind
up with something so bland and mathematical and basically
unpleasant as equality strikes me as every unfortunate notion.

On the other hand, I wouldn't want to criticise the
word, because almost any other word would be equally bad. If
you use "equivalent", you are being pedantic. You would
have something a little less objectionable as a word, but
you would he one step closer to what we are talking about, I
think, one step further ewe, from the naturally that is implied
in the word "equality".

Sidney Hook: I feel that is not very responsive to the
question. In fact, I am bewildered by Mr. Mayer's answer. I
think that this lobate problem of equality is central; it isn't
a matter of neutrality.

While we speak of the Negro revolution and we talk



about the equality of opportunity, we mean something very
important, something for which people are prepared to die.

Now, the meaning of eqUality in education is funda-
mentally moral and the genius of American education that
distinguishes it from education everywhere in the world
is our belief that every human being, every citizen is en-
titled to as much equality of opportunity as society can
provide at a definite time. The aspiration is not altogether
a guide to practice, but as our country developed, we have
taken this ideal seriously*, and it is involved with the whole
question of elite education in the bad sense.

Years ago there were people who frankly said that they
didn't care very much what kind of education the Negroes got
or what kind of education the Jews got; they were interested
only in the education or their own kind, their own class. And
you can find other justifications besides the moral justification
for emphasis upon equality in education, but this is funda-
mental. If you challenge this, then you are raising a moral
question as to why equality of concern is preferable to
special kinds of selectivity.

Let me put it this way in its perhaps moat elementary
sense. Parents in the family who are aware of the inequalities
or the capacities on the part of their children are nonetheless
equally concerned about each of their children -- the bright
and the one who is not so bright and even the dull -- and no
one is surprised at that, because we pre-suppose a feeling and
an emotion of concern for all children.

Now, the democratic ethos really asserts that the
same attitude that the parent takes to all of his children
is the attitude that society should take to all it its children.
You may regard that as naive and objectionable, but 1 think
that's the basis of our commitment. And if someone wants to
challenge that, then they must challenge it on some aristo-
cratic notion. Very few people are prepared to do it on the
basis of a pure principle of aristocracy. Even Kato main-
tained that through his educational system he was enabling
all human being to find themselves in such a way they would
have equal opportunity for happiness.

There is a tendency on the part of most people who
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reflect to accept the principle of equality of treatment as
part of a theory of justice, so that when you treat people
unequally, the burden of justification rests upon you. So
that those who take issue with the democratic attitude in
education would then have to offer some good reasons why
we should treat some people unequally.

Judon T. Shaplin: Another element is our growing
uncertainty about our ability to judge capabilities, at
whatever age, and any kind of premature judgment that
challenges a person in any particular direction. One of the
things I sense in the immediate climate of the Negro revolt
in the last couple of years, the emphasis upon pre-school, is
an increasing uncertainty about this, and the growing realization
of the way in which accidents of birth and early circumstance
increase our uncertainty about knowing' about children,

John W. Powell: I am increasingly disturbed by the
sense that during the whole evening we have been talking about
education in terms of the classroom curriculum and the
educational testing service, whereas, we are actually talking
about the future of a society.

One of the talents which the society requires, which
is unpredictable and is demonstrably unrelated to marks in
school, is the talent of leadership. No society can exist
without leaders, no group exists without leaders. The talented
leadership comes from what source we don't know. And yet
every society will have leaders.

You know from your own experience that your best leaders
in high school and college often come from your C-minus students
and yet they will go on to be the nation's leaders. One very
real question we have to deal with, then is how is the edu-
cational system going to see to it that the leaders of the
nation4 are -- and we were very much for awhile in danger of
being in this situation -- that the leaders of the nation are
not uneducated.

Hook: I thoughE you said that our leaders came from the
Cilainus students. Since we always have them, why should we
worry about them?

Powell: Because we cannot afford uneducated leaders.
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Hook: I'm a little suspicious of training for
leadership in a democracy.

Powell: I mean how can you see to it that those who
are going to be leaders are educated, not necessarily in
terms of A's and B's?

Hook: Well, I could maintain that if you look at the
precedents we have had, Truman and Eisenhower, you can make
a good claim that you could just as well have election by lot
in a democracy. And the Creek system of election by lot didn't
work so badiy, because they were all pretty well eduuated.

Powell: They kind of went under, I believe.

Hook: Yes, but not as a result of their education, because
all cultuees go under sooner or later, including our own.

Powell: Are we to take this for granted?

Hook: I think that if the second law of theme-dynamics
is valid, we can take it for granted.

Taylor: I'd like to shift to a technical question. The
Soviet system of education makes extreme claims, as we do, for
equality, and their system is organized under a 10- or 11-year
program of free education. The technical means through which
this concept of equality is applied consists of moving the
children in the Soviet system through certain courses of study
and through certain experiences controlled by the educational
authorities, which are equal in the application. But their
conception of equality is different from the one which I think
is being advocated here, which adapts the educational system to
the present situation of the people in a given community.

The thing that horrifies ma is, if you go out to certain
sections of the country and talk with the teachers in any given
high schools, you will find that there is no national effort
consonant with our claim to establish that adaptation of the
educational system to the need for equality, which in our terms
means a differentiated concept of quality at a given stage in
the child's development.

What is needed at the moment is perhaps some more tech-



Iliad exercise in developing a conception of equality
which doesn't fall into the fallacies which Mr. Hook is
hinting at, which then deprives somebody of a chance to
move through the social system, whether he is C-minus,
A-plus, or whatever. And I believe if we kepp ignoring
these qualitative factors in the conception of equality,
we are making a terrible mistake in that we are equating
our system with a controlled system in which everybody
will have to be equal, because they are all studying the
same subjects.

Edgar Friedenberg: I've interpreted Prof. Bressler's
raising of this issue as perhaps at least giving sanction
to question the value of equality itself as always the
paramount Aonsideration or a dominant one when a choice
involving a hierarchy of values has to be made.

I must say that comparatively few things that have
happened to me that turned out to be agreeable or lucrative
were ever done t. the name of equality; quite the contrary
as a matter of tact. And whether I wanted to favor it would
depend on what one was being equal about, and what seemed to
be lacking or needed in a social situation at a pr-ticular
time. I don't think you can very sensibly be in tavor of
almost ray value. I can think of none in which you can say,
"Well, no matter what condition society is in, what problem
it is facing, it's always going to need more this one". I
think most of the tide in history and most of the societies
in which one might have lived has quite easily taught too
little application of the principles of equality in most
situations.

At this time I'd want to think of its countervailing
in whatever I was dealing with. I am conceraed. too, about
there being no opportunity, unless there is meant to be, of
asking the price of a particular value, even .if you do agree
that it is good. Equality in a particular educational context
night still cost more of other things that I am trying, and I
would be *tiling to relinquish and I mm quite sure that it
is true in a great many educational situations.

Taylor: Would you give an example of what you mean?

WwOR MO..4t0I.TMNFOICIIMENNWNWV
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Friedenberg: Specifically, in curriculum I dislike
having to work with materials that are made intelligible to
a large number of people at the cost of what seems to me to
be loss of meaning. I write enough for a variety of editors
to hem that in principle this principle is scarcely questioned.
In society people can say, "Yea, I understand, but, by trying
to be so subtle, you are simply putting it out of the reach
of a large number of the people you might be writing for." All
I can say is that is indeed one of the unfortunate consequences
that I am prepared to accept.

What I really want is to say what I mean to whoever
may happen now, or if the record is preserved, later, to be
along who might understand it.

Hook: Aren't you =fusing equality with the quantitative?

Friedenberg: No, I don't think so.

Hook: Well, the illustration refers to the quantity
of the people. I could understand a written-down versiot of
what you wanted to say, and I can't imagine any eaitoi: asking
you to abandon your subtle expressions on the grounos that you
were treating people unequally.

It is true that the term "equ&.ity" as a value by itself
is never sufficient, It's quite clear when we say we can treat
people equally that we can also mistreat people equally, and
therefore there must be something else besides the equality of
treatment:. Usually equality as a value, as a social value, goes
hand in hand with something which you may call social welfare
or hmman happiness, and there are occasions in which justice
will conflict with happiness.

But as far as education in concerned, you can't state
everything. We presuppose a whole background here. When we

want not only white men to vote but all men to vote". The

opportunities for individuals who have been unfairly neglected

we speak of political equality in any particular context, we say

talk about educational equality, we really mean broadening the

or ignored,

Let's take an anal in other fields to see this. When

"Now, we want not only sent to vote, we want women to vote. We

my
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assumption is that 4itizenship or the political expecte of
the situation are such that we have approved them upon
reflection, but the irreducible element of justice remainse
That is to say, every child has a right to tie development
of his capacities.

Priedenberg: I don't want all nen to vote. I don't
want them to be restrained from voting, but I em delighted
when they lose their way to the polls very often.

Hook: But yclo don't want to deprive people front voting,

about putting them both through the Harvard Graduate School
unless they have some aspect in which they are not diverse.

In talking about equality and justice, then, there is a

see what the animals are eating down bal. We are very con-
cerned here, I think, with the promotion of diversity and with

very great danger of getting so far up in the air that you can't

do you?

Friedenberg: No.

Hook: That's the important thing when we speak of the
political -_quality. They should have the right to vote, all
men should have the right to vote.

Mayer: I think we are coming back to what I was objecting
to, that equality and diversity are in a sense logical antagonists
and that you simply have to live with this. Certainly Prof.
does not propose to give equalfty of treatment to the youngest
of the Rockefellers and some poor kids in the slums. Because
their situations are diverse, you don't have equality of
treatment. You have to do something else. Nor are we talking

the fact that people are very different from each other, and

even though it involves a philosophical issue. See, this
presupporition that equality entails uniformity or identity

ay
that the moral meaning of equality? "hers hum= beings are
concerned, is an equality of difference, that Negroes and

is what I a arguing against. In fact, what I QM sing is

what equality means in this context is something very, very
tricky and not easily to be taken into real terms. It always
winds up cm a very high plane.

Hook: May I respond to that? I think this is crucial,



whites and Jews and Gentiles are different, and we don't
want to eliminate all these differences so that each one
becomes shiningly indistinguishable frau each other.

What we oppose to the melting-pot concept ,.mod

American concept is the assumption that equality involves
a miformity and identity and than a mediocrity. We say
people can be different, human beings have different needs,
but each one has an equal right to have his specific needs
taken into account, The genius of modern education, as
distinct train the past, it seems to me, is the auerecess
that education in some way must take account of the needs
of the learner and to present what is desirable in the way
of education to him in such a way that he grows with this
material,

Seymour Harris: A few economic points. I think we
have had bad economics here so far. I think that Prof. Book
needn't worry about the time when we will have to pay to do
sonework. I think be exaggerated this problem of automation
and technology. I think most people in Washington say there
have been no great changes in recast years, so I don't mean
to sty there aren't any Whims here.

Now, inn.. Bayer's discussion, the whole economic
issue was rather minimized. I don't for one minute believe
you can have a good educational system only by getting cash,
If you put out more cash, yob have to get more supplies or
resources if you are going to do a good job. But I don't for
one minute believe that it isn't important to get some cash.

There's been a tremendous increase in the amount of
money spent on education, if you put on a per capita basis
the number of people who are being educated, you will find
an entirely different result. An a matter of fact, for
example, in higbaredneition, if you compare the amount of
money spent per student with the rise of per capita income !,4
the nation over a long period of time, you will find that
actually the standards of higher education ere considerably
deteriorated in relation to tchat has been happening to the
economy.

Et. Mayer also said that us shouldn't try to measure
the net results of education, that this is 3 silt7 thing to do.
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I am not so cure, but I wish we could measure the results.
A number of studies showed that Harvard, Yale and Princeton
alumni had OUPU higher incomes than alumni of other collages.

I would suggest that Harvard, Pals and Princeton do a wonder-
ful job on their education. Although as one of the editors
of the Harvard Crimson said when I suggested tuitions ought
to go up, he said: should tuition go up because Mr. Harris
says that Harvard education will give you co much 'Jame? And
Prof. Harris says that the Aga Khan gets a militon dollars'
worth of income because he went to Harvard. That's not my
position.

I did want to say when Mr. Taylor said something about
the fact that we haven't solved our problems of distithition,

unemployment, full production, poverty and so forth, I think
that isn't exactly correct. I think we have done a great
deal in these areas. This is a highly prosperous economy,
with only 3% of the heads of families unemployed; and of
all people who are unemployed, one-third of these people
are only seeking part-time jobs. The unemployment problem
isn't nearly as bad as people make it out to bet It is an
important problem, but not nearly so bad as what Mr. Taylor
has written.

Now a word about the tests. I don't think that the
experts on tests aren't aware of the difficulties of tests.
I 62 not sure they depend so touch on tests as 147. Taylor
says they do. I know at Harvard they pay much more attention
to what a student does in school, his grades, in school, and
so forth, and what the principal says about him. But I also
want to remind you of something that John Gardner says about
testing in his brilliant book on excellence. He said be can
remember the time when teachers judged their students by how
much steak they had on their fingernails, n what their seem!:
WAS. The introduction of tests did a tremendous amount to
bring about fair treatment of students, and we mustn't forget
that.
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INTRODUCTION

A fund-raising pamphlet, first issued in 1752, by the
College of New Jersey, later Princeton University, begins with
an affirmation that was even then common lore: "Nothing has a
more direct Tendency to advance the Happiness and Glory of a
Community, than the founding of public Schools and Seminaries
of LLearnin for the Education of Youth and adorning their
minds with useful Knurl -Age and Virtue.'' The evidence for this
assertion presumably rested on "Daily Observation" that "evinces,
that in Proportion as Learning makes its Progress in a Country,
it softens the natural Roughness, eradicates the Prej,Adicesi and
transforms the Genius and Disposition of its Inhabitants. Newarm, and the adjacent Provinces, already feel the happy Ef-
fects of this useful Institution."*

It is peculiarly appropriate that two centuries later
Princeton should be the site of a conference whose theme "Qual-
ity and Equality in Education" implies that these "happy Effects"
will not be diffused throughout the land until high quality
schooling is equally accessible to all Americans regardless ofcreed color, national origin, social class, or differences inuhlent. The achievement of this end is both a social necessityand 6 moral obligation that is not fully discharged by the na-
tional commitment to tax-supported, universal, compulsory edu-cation. The equal right to attend some school is merely a neces-sary but not sufficient condition for educational oppor-tunity." A more adequate definition of this concept would be
attentive to the full range of variables in school and societythat enhance or impede learning. There is no real parity 'henBoma children are systematically handicapped by environmentally
induced social and psychological deficits or when the schools
dispense high quality education exclusively to the academically
gifted.

Recent research on the problams of the poor, Negroes,and Puerto Ricans leaves no doubt that the school system magni-fies the inequities of a stratified society by offering some
children superior education while denying it to others. Mean-while. the mediocre or belsw average student from high incow
communities is victimized in a more subtle fashion. He is oftenpublicly symbolised as a failure by a school that measures its

rairert Tennent and Samuel Davies, A General Account of the10/0Rise and State of the Co e Late' Established in eIFoart-T, FfiGrZilrEr",...rica 131171Wr p. 3voted: iiliaiia-Witadter6iaWilson Smith (eds.), Ameri-can
Education (Vol.. cue) j, The University of Chicsso
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own success by the proportions of its graduates accepted byprestige colleges. The result is in varying degrees similarin both cases: the individual child experiences a deflation ofself, anxiety, and hostility. At the societal level, lack ofeducational opportunity severely restricts the positive func-tions of education as a mechanism for recruiting and discover-ing talent, as an agent for economic growth, as a vehicle forsocial mobility, and as an instrument for peacable socialchange.

Discussions about these matters have not always beenresponsible. During the "Great Debate" on education, the"critics" overwhelming preoccupation with the problem ofgifted children debased the concept of equality, while thefi

educationists° seeming indifference to intellectual rigorviolated the principle of quality. In view of these circum-stances, it seemed urgent to convoke scboolmen and academicsof diverse viewpoints, disciplinary affiliations and experi-ences for the purposes of identifying goals and suggesting themeans of furnishing a high quality education for all. It wasassumed that a rational strategy for dealing with these mattersrequired that the work of the conference should be primarilyoriented to general criteria and principles, while concrete "hawto" problems should be postponed until more general issues badbeen satisfactorily resolved. Thus, for example, although muchof the conference
was devoted to the problems of "individualiza-tion of instruction," there was comparatively little discussionon the allocation of "class hours" to various disciplines, theappropriate sequence of cognitive

developments and other techni-cal questions of curriculum and instruction. Similarly, the ur-gency of integrating the schools was implied throughout, butthere were no full.- scale discussions ion the pace at which itshould proceed, raelal ratios, the bussing controversy, and kind-red matters.

The selection of specific topics within the context ofthe broader theme was gelded. by tba comiction that, in its mostfundamental form, education consists of a classroom, teachers,pupils, and, a set of organized
experiences that are designed toyield pre-selected outcomes. These include, at minimum, changesin knowledge, skill, values, and personality adequacy. However,the miniature social system of the classroom is connected throughthe school to a larger

institutional complex that restricts itsautonomy. In the most general sense, the classroom is influencedby the total characteristics of American society and the educa-tional system. More specifically, activities within the schoolare importantly determined by the aims that society seeks to



achieve through formal education, the human and natural re.
sources it allots to these purposes and the means within the
educational system that are selected to accomplish the desired
ends.

These considerations suggested the adoption of the fol-
lowing agenda with the expectation that each topic should be
considered in relationship to the main theme of "quality and

in education."

I. "Polarities and Tensions in the Educaticcal System"
Chairman: James B. Allen; A':
Paper: Harold Taylor
Dismasants: Sidney Book and Martin Mayer

The intent of this session was to explore cub traditional
yet living controversies as the excellence of the elite vs.
the excellence of all; the conservation of values vs- the
introduction of change; education for the "mind" vs. edu.
cation for the "whole person."

II. "The Challenge of Group Differences
Chairman: John Henry Martin
Payer: Peter H. Eased

Discussants: Martin Deutsch and Martin Troy

The emphasis in this session was on the anticipated, unavoid-
able, and permanent fact of diversity in the American popula-
tion.. Diversity arising in part from racial distinctions and
differences arising in part from class differences are at pre-
sent of greatest significance.

III. "The Challenge of Individual. Differences"

Chairman: Henry S. Dyer
Bayer: Samuel A. Kirk

Dieduesanta: PAU .Wileadialton Samba

This session was devoted to inter. and intra-indiviftelvaxia-
tion and. to those forms of diversity that are presumably
"pathological" and susceptible to remedial action.

IV. "Education in the Social. System: Warne' and Internal
Influences Affecting the School"
Chairsam Elisabeth Greenfield
Papfir: John C. newton
Discussants: Berman E. Long and Clarence Senior

Fzes = -
,
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The main concern of this session was to explore the range of
influencea inside and outside the classroom that affect the
educational process. The emphasis was on the relationship
between school and society, and on the internal structure of
the educational system.

V. "The Content and Processes of Education"
Chairman: James J. Gallagher
Paper: Edgar Z. Friedenberg

Discussants: Miriam L. Goldberg and Samuel Shepard, Jr.

This session was dcsigned to deal with the formal content of
the curriculum, methods by which this content is transmitted,
the role of evaluation in assessing the success or failure of
these methods, and the role of research in the produltion of
new knowledge and methods.

VI. "The Recruitment and Training of Schoolmen"
Chairman: David G. Salten
Paper: Robert J. Schaefer

Discussants: Judson T. Shaplin and Theodore R. Sizer

This ecesion focused on the cultural values, social mechanisms,
and institutional resources that affect the motivation, the
training process, the develoment of appropriate roles and
career histories of teachers and administrators.

VII."Beyond the Twelfth Year: The Problem of Continuing
Education"
Chairman: John F. White
Paper: John Walker Powell
Discussants: Louis M. Uacker and Ernest van den Haag

This session was based on the assumption that education should
be a life-long process for all segments of the population. It
considered tne appropriate contribution of college, adult and
self- education in achieving this gesl.

Harold Taylor's keynote paper revealed the massive mood of
discontent that was to ,characterize much of the conference. Ac.
cording to Taylor, the functions of the school should be defined
by two features of contemporary American society: its "mass"
character, and the requirements of democratic existence. The
problem is everywhere to discover hov to deal with huge numbers
of people so that "each can share in responsibility for his e'en
choices, each can be linked directly to the sources of political
and social parer, and each can be enhanced in the dimension of
his primal growth." The Anti.Peverty Program; the civil
rights movement, the Peace Corps, and the student movements are
to some degree novel and welcome responses to this challenge.
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However, according to Taylor, educational policy and
practice has not been similarly responsive to the perplexities
of contemporary life. One index of inadequacy is that the en-
tire budget for education at all levels local, state, and
federal -- is less than half of the combined expenditures for
military purposes and space exploration. Such resources as do
exist are not used to best efie The schools have failed to
recognize the needs of a demecratie society by concentratingtheir efforts on limited functions and a selected segment of the
population. The interpretation of education which is confinedto the improvement of instruction in the cognitive sphere, while
underemphasizing the psychological and social dimensions, has
led to the development of a "standard curriculum adapted to a
standard Child. who, when seen in action, turns out to be a
middle-class white Protestant achiever." The schools have too
often regarded themselves as manpower agencies that provide the
trained cadre of "scientists, technologists, linguists, andothers who can man the going organization." The high school thus
becomes primarily a conveyor belt that is designed to transport
young people to prestige colleges. Meanwhile, the acadenle:tly
average student and those victimized by low income, racial dis-
crimination, and impoverished environments are neglected.

The result is a real danger that there may develop "two
cultures with two educational systems designed to foster them,
one for the masses, the other for an elite . . ." The productsof both tend to be defteient in sens!bility, self-knowledge,spontaneous life styles, end are content with a "television-
watching, movie-going mess culture, the target of the social
critics, and the delight of the advertising agencies." The solu-tion rests in the mobilization of all the resources of theschools the spirit of social concern that motivated them inthe thirties; the extension of such experiments as ungradedclassrooms, remedial teaching, pre-school programs and the like;new teacher training programs to achieve genuine equality ofopportunity in education. This may be defined, Recording toTaylor, as follows:

Equality in its fuller sense means that at each level andwithin the particular situation of each child,- educationmust be designed to deal with the child's situation, what-
ever it might be. Within the broader meaning of equality,
quality of education is measured by how well it deals with
the child's total development, hem much it increases his
capacity to think, to learn, to grow, to mature, to estab-
lish, his own identity and his own usefulness to himself,
to others, and to his society.

1011111WagausgailailislIMPINFrommasa....+6:01151111116161MW



paper, dissented from his analysis in numerous particulars.

contribution not by a direct onslaught on social

Both took issue with the strength of Taylor's emphasis on uti-
lizing the school as an agency of social reform and his blanket

tive, critical, well informed people. If the schools defined

indictment of middle class values. Each believes that the school
makes its maximum

ills but rather by indirection -. that is by developing imagine-

their function as the reconstruction of society, they would be
undertaking tasks which they are not equipped to perform and
that fall properly within the province of home, church, and.

between various kinds of middle class standards because some

state. They also agreed that it is important to distinguish

Sidney Hook and Martin Mayer, who discussed Taylor's

value commitments are demonstrably functional and others dysfunc-

'''

tional for living in a modern, complex, industrial society.

between "equality" and "diversity." Professor Hook, however,
argues that this-distinction

confuses "equal" with "identical."
Democratic theory recognizes that people differ in capacities

least one major point. Mayer detected a "logical antagonism"

and achievements but it insists on an equality of concern for
all men. taus, a school whose program makes due allowances for
the individual diffemnces of all of its students is at the same
time demonstrating the compatibility of the concepts "equality"
and "diversity."

categorical barriers to the achievement of quality and equality

torical achievements of the American system of education includ-ing

education. Although be paid tribute to a number of the Lis-

and assimilating a heterogeneous population, Rossi 4as less

remarkably effective in training talent, providing opportunities,

ing its generous political support for schools that have been

challenges. The heart of the dilemma, as be sees it, is that

sanguine about the capacity of education to deal with current

it is no longer as possible to utilize ',arsons of low educational

The discussants, themselves, were not in accord on at

Peter Rossi's paper deals largely with the group and

attainment in the labor force with the result that the function
of absorbing deprived groups "into the mainstream of American
society has been largely allocated to education in a period in
which small success will be judged as failure." These popula-
tions are characterized by "poor ability, (as meacured by stand-
ard. devicesiscanty knowledge, and low levels of motivation, at
levels of deficiency far below those 'normally' encountered in
dealing with the 'standard' American school population." These
differences have their origins in differential wealth and, in-
come, dysfunctional cultural patterns, and punitive psychologi-
cal experiences. As Rossi points out:
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to bs lower class an Negro in contemporary America is

These historically conditioned disabilities result in apathy,
aggression, a deviant value system, and an unstable family struc-
ture that perpetuate an unhappy legacy.

ren to supplementary experiences such as pre-school programs,

first consists of "breaking the vicious cycle" by exposing child-

which are devalued. This is the sense in which to be in

to know from a very early point in life that one is dif-
ferent from 'standard' American and. different in ways

such groups is to be continuously punished.

Rossi proposes two major forms of intervention. The

"Higher Horizons" type projects, perhaps even neighborhood resi-
dential schools, and by enriching ordinary schooling by such
measures as tutoring programs and imaginative use of volunteers.
The second form of intervention involves introducing basic social
reforms such as the establishment of a floor under income, changes
in the stratification profile, and the extension of legal equality
to everyone. In undertaking such action, society should be mind-
ful of certain general' desirable characteristics that should
characterize all programs of intervention, i.e. they should be
1) potentially capable of affecting large numbers of people,
involve manageable costs in human and natural resources, and. 3
be capable of producing significant effects.

In commenting on Atesi's paper, )rtin Trow indicated
that the commitment to all forms of intervention was in large
measure determined by an allegiance to the "strong" as opposed
to the "weak" versions of equality of opportunity

The 'weak' concept, the traditional liberal view of equality
of educational opportunity, would remove all external bar-
riers, birth and wealth, which would handicap the transition
of intelligence into academic achievement and then career
achievement. In that view, intelligence is more or less
fixed largely genetically, or at least treated as if it were

4

so, and. the demand is that able boys and girls of humble
birth. be given access to decent education . .

The 'strong' conception of equality of opportunity sees in-
telligence as achieved and calls for equalizing the oppor-
tunities for gaining intelligence. The demand is much more
radical in its implications) since much of intelligenco is
acquired or aborted in the family. Thus this doctrine calls
for quite active unasures to help the family help its child
ran, hogever much ye a inclined to flee from those who
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come to help us, and further measures to supplement fami-
lies' efforts through what mIght be called compensatory
socialization. This is a commitment to help the chili, de-
spite the family's inability or indifference or, even, its
active opposition. .

A basic difference between the weak conception of educational
opportunity and the strong is the difference in the demands
it makes on the schools for the success of the student. Un-
der the weak conception, whatever else might have been said
about it, the student's failure basically is placed on his
own shoulders. Under the strong concept, the student's
failure is seen as a failure of the schools or the teachers,
and this is what people have been calling for frcm time to
time, yesterday and today. This makel, of course, much
severer demands on the school and teachers. I think it in
part accounts for the new concerns for educational reform
and for our search of ways to intervene in our search for
levers.

The adoption of "strong" notions of equality would requireextensive efforts to improve the quality of instruction and to
alter the climate of teaching and learning. These would include
differential rewards for teaching in difficult circumstances,
the training of teachers in slum living, the use of some forms
of programme& instruction, experimentation with different ratios
of racial and class mixtures, and manipulation of the curriculum
to encourage the spirit of intellectual eiventure rather thanboredom. We must also be prepared to examine the effectivenessof the structure of the school system itself, particularly thedecision- making process. Ani like Rossi, Trow speaks of the
possibility of basic social changes including the establishment
of minimum income provisions, full civil and legal rights for
all, compensatory socialization in family situations, and per'haps evens negative income tax.

From the vantage point of his immense authority as a
pioneer in pre-school

programs, Wartin Deutsch cautioned thatwe may be expecting too much from this form of intervention. It
is unlikely that such experiences will substantially reduce cumu-
lative social and psychological deficits unless they are 1) artic-
ulated with subsequent school. pmograms, 2) effectively interpretedto parents spathe school system, and 3) taught by instructors
who find gratification in teaching "slow" children. It is evi-
dent that Deutach feels that, in t* baste to introduce pre-school
programs, some of these conditions have been neglected. It Is
essential at the very least to introduce into all such eforts
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systematic provisions for effective evaluation. Such evaluation
as now exists tends to be inadequate. According to Deutsch: "It
has been evaluation of outp=ut variables; an evaluation of per
formsnce, not evaluation of process; not evaluation of where
learning takes place or how it takes place."

The entire problem of introducing a greater measure of
equality and quality in the education of the disadvantaged is, of
course, only one aspect of the broader quevtion of how to provide
individualised instruction for all children, no matter what their
social origin. Papers by Samuel Kirk, John Flanagan, aad Edgar
Priedenberg dealing with various facets of "individual diversity"
provoked the spirited discussion on the merits of ability group-
ine and the use of tests that was to campy much of tbm subse-
quent attention of the conference.

Kirk's admirable treatment of inter4ndividual differences
(variability among members of a group) and intro-individual
terraces (variability within the same person at different points
of time) clearly indicates how moot are the assumptions underly-
ing homogeneous grouping. The author cited the evidence compiled
by H. G. Shane showing that them are no fewer than thirtygfive
plans thet have been adopted by schools to group children accord-
lag to one or more differentiae. Thus, for example it is com-
mon to classify by such br,ad categories as "gifted" and "retard-
ed" but there is no clearcut evidence that these practices have
been beneficial. As Kirk points out, "one of the reasons why a
simple administrative organisation has not solved all of the
problems encountered by variability in children is that gifted
chiUren or mentally retarded children do not themselves form a
homogeneous group," Considerable data substantiate that retarded
children exceed the average in weight, height, and motor coordi-
nation. There is considerable overlap in sensory and motor areas
and even in interpersonal relations.

The rationale for ordinary "tracking" procedures wl din
normal populations, that are based on the assumption that ttelli-
0.0 L. a fixed quantity, are equally questionable. Kirkft
summary is instructive:

The extensive literature available today indicates, a) that
the of young children are not constant when we exclude
the clinical and pathological cases such as mongoloids; b)
that the greatest increases and decreases occur mostly be-
tween birth and three years of age; c) that increases and
decreases in tested intelligence can occur between ages four
and seven but in diminishing extent; and d) that enriched or
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factore eted include the rise of scieyee and technology, the
changing character of urban comnumities, conflicts between vari-
ous political subdivisions, the increasing salience of interna-
tional relations, and a growing emphasis on quality education
for the gifted. Internal problems include tradition and inertia
within the educational system, poor quality of textbooks, the
distribution of talent within the education professions, and the
changim characteristics of the school population. The complex-
ity that arises from the convergence of these "external" and
"internal" forces lead Flanagan to conclude tbat schools must
constantly evaluate their programs in the manner of the nonage-
meet procedures and technologies used by modern business organi-
sations.

His main focus was the desirability of developing a pro-
cedure that would 1) define the school's goals in behavioral
terms; 2) devise means for measuring the Child's potential for
achieving these goals, the amount he has already learned and 'Joe
rates at which he has learned; 3) introduce methods of evaluating
insteuctional material and practices; and 4) collect data on the
subsequent experiences of students with selected characteristics
who have been exposed to various curricula and teaching strate-
gies. Since it is difficult to store so much information in the
heed of any one individual, these data would be committed to the
memory of a computer which woulld feed them to school personnel
as quickly as they were needed. Although these proposals offended
some members of the conference as excessively mechanistic, Flana-
gan intended them to assist individual students to achieve their
own personal goals. According to him:

To assist the student in planning long-range educational and
occupational goals, the counselor would compare the same com-
prehensive student data in the computer memory with norms
based on studies of the experience of students with similar
characteristics. For example, if the student indicated be
is seriously considering engineering, the counselor can in-
form him that 80 per cent of the Imes with this pattere of
aptitudea interests, achievement, and activities who enter
college engineering courses graduate.

Herman Long, one discussant of Planegan's paper, objected
to the fact that the evaluation procedures cited were not germaneto the problems of equality of educational opportunity because
they failed to take into account that Negroes, low income groups,
and others were afflicted by varying degrees of chronic disabil-
ity. An approach that appeared to assume that the observed
characteristics of children adequately represent their "true"
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capacities in effect countenanced the continued. existence of
current inequities. During the same session, Clarence Senior
noted with acme satisfaction that in his home city, New York,
achievement tests have been substituted for 1.4. tests which
assume that "measured intelligence" is free from the contamina-
tion of environmental influences.

Many conferees apparently shared the skepticism about the
value of group testing. Their chief objections seemed to be that
prior knowledge about students in the form of group norms might
lead to undesirable instructional practices which would, hinder
the discovery of the child's capabilities. Samuel Shepard des-
cribes what may occur In many classmas when teachers pattern
their instruction to the I.14, of their students:

Mary has an IA. of 119. Mhry doesn't ree-goa vet quicklY,
so what does the teacher do? Bow, come on, Mary, you can
do this. You know bow we did it last week. Well, she
starts pushing, she starts motivating, stimulating, encour-
aging, and she doesn't give up until she is satisfied. with
Mary's performance.

What happens typically when she calls on old Charles over
here with 71? Well, if he grunts clearly, she pats him on
the shoulder: that's fine. Now, you be here tomorrow and
we will move the pianos and water the flowers and you can
dust the erasers and you can do all of these things. This
is differentiating the instruction according to the ability
of the kid. This is the kind of chance that old Charles
gets. Be doesn't have a sucker's chance. Be has no such
thing as an equal educational opportunity. What stimulation
and motivation does he have? None.

The expression of strong misgivings about testing was byno means unanimous. While all agreed, that stand .°d measuring
devices were subject to abuse, several conferees believed thattheir use was inevitable in a mass society. The remedy consists
in alerting all, who use tests of their danger ana in convertingthem from instruments of invidious comparison to diagnostic de-vices. Mildred, Goldberg added. the caution that the current an-
tipathy to the use of group 1.4. tests might be still, another
expression of the faddism that periodically appears in the field
of education. These instruments, she thought, should not be
abandoned without further study and in the absence of alternative
evaluation procedures.

Edgar Friedenberg's discussion, of individual differences
implied, that, a, though the conferees seemed united in their
willingness to respect individual diversity in the cognitive
realm, they were not similarly zealous about the right of child-



ren to reject the middle class, bureaucratic "wheeling and deal-
ing" ethos. Thus, Friedenberg argued, while it is true that
children must be taught to survive in a corrupt and conformist
society, they should not be persuaded of its moral elperiarity.
Genuine quality education would not encourage them to develop
the "marteting" orientation that is so characteristic of suc-
cess in school and society. The school is especially culpable
when it confuses spontaneous and open life styles that in their
totality represent "fidelity to self" with ;ethology and in the
name of treatment and helping seeks to reclaim the student for
the sterile world of their "better adjusted" peers and. elders.
This, Priedenberg holds, is simply an unwarranted intrusion aa
the privacy and integrity of the individual personality. In
general, the atthtr was skeptical as to whether those persons
who proposed to intervene in behalf of the underprivileged
would be willingly retained. by those whom they would help.

Both 14iriam Goldberg and Samuel Shepard. who discussed.
Friedenbergis paper were sympathetic to his concern for the in-
dividuality of students. However, Shepard, whose Bannecker Pro-
gram in St. Louis is one of the few demonstrably successful ef-forts to introduce greater quality and equality in education,
contemlad that:

Middle class values and behavior patterns characterize the
mainstream of American life. The culturally- disadvantaged
Negro is largely outside of that stream andl indeed, often
incompatible with it, certainly in the urban centers of the
nation. The very survival of the Negro and of the democratic.way of life itself demands that no large segment of our popu
lation be allowed to be apart from this stream.

Professor Goldberg was not altogether persuAed by theprivacy arguments advanced by Dr. Iriedenberg.

We have only a bare beginning and there is a grea., deal that
needs to be learned about how to compensate for e%'sry defi-
ciency; bow to present learning tasks to Children and, yes,how to help them want to learn. If this is an intrusion oftheir privacy, so be it. But without this intrusion they
will not learn to read and write, to deal with fk.deas or
develop their talents. If we guard, their privacy from in.
trust= by the school, it will remain a privacy of discour-
agement and defeat, of distorted. self-image and selfrejec.
tion and be left wide oper to the intrusion of destructive
forces which prey upon the marginal individual.

vemewoirmwmilionommeitioMMINIR
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It is evident that both Goldberg and Shepard do not be-
lieve that the failure to intervene liberates '-he individual.
We are obliged to try to change the lives of our students, but
we should do so, as Dr. Goldberg puts it, by creating "learning
situations in which children with great ranges of ability, child-
ren with diverse interests and bents and talents can proceed with
their education."

Every such aspiration for the improvement in the quality
of instruction directs our attention to the recruitment and
training of schoolmen. Robert Schaefer's paper emphasizes that
although extrinsic motivations such as salary, fringe benefits,
and social status are important elements in attracting and re-
taining teachers it is probable that "the '1 iv of psychic re-
wards available in the instructional situation itself are of
more fundamental importance to the teacher than the tangible
apples society may choose to place on his desk." The availabil-
ity of such rewards are, however, sharply restricted in "slum
schools" by the inadequacy of the teacher's collegiate prepara-
tion and the frustrations of his actual teaching situation. His
professional training does not equip him to develop a logic of
pedagogical presentation that parallels the underlying structure
of thci discipline. Be is thus not prepared to translate the ab-
stractions of the conventional university course in history,
mathematics, literature, or science into experiences that are
meaningful to students with low academic motivations in schools
located in "disadvantaged" urban neighborhoods. Be may know
even less about "how to deal with youngsters who have not already
been convinced by their social backgrounds that the school is a
necessary and reasonable institution." eover, the neophyte
teacher seldom receives substantial help from older colleagues
since they, themselves, have often grown cynical and weary from
a sisidur it Ility to cope with the mysteries of children and
curriculum. The net result is that the teacher in "deprived"
areas derives little intellectual satisfaction from his daily
burdens.

Schaefer suggests that both teachers' colleges and the
schools are culpable in this situation, but that "the basic fact
is our ignorance; we simply don't know how to entice the elusive
intellects of lower class children let alone how to achieve the
mastery of abstract knowledge and analytical skills modern soci-
ety demands." What is required are schJol boards and superin-
tendents who are prepared to acknowledge the inadequacy of the
existing state of knowledge and who are prepared to convert alum
schools into centers of inquiry which would be concerned with the
production as well as the transmission of knowledge. Since,
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according to Schaefer, "the problems of urban education are in
herently fascinating," a new breed, of teacher-scholar could be
attracted to low income schools because they could be offered
psychic rewards in the form of intellectual satisfactions that
are now denied them.

If Schaefer seeks inventive, even radical solutions, he
does so with the expectation that thecae maybe introduced under
the auspices of the present educational system. Judson Shaplin
believes, by contrast, that given the magnitude and complexity
of the dilemmas that now beset us it is necessary to seek assist-
ance from "outside the profession." He identifier. a number of
constraints that limit mass recruitment of able teachers for low
income schools: a.. pool of talent, the low prestige of
teacher training: the tendency of graduates of elite colleges to
teach in elite schools, and the preference of teachers to retain
in their own neighborhood. Under these circumstances, Shaplin
argues, it is imperative to discover new institutional channels
through which talented persons can enter teaching. These might
include, among others, people now engaged in other professions
and those who, despite a natural gift for teaching, are now de-
terred from entering the profession by the excessively long period
of apprenticeship. It is, moreover, essential to establish links
between the educational system and a para-professiona structure
consisting of social agencies and volunteer groups mho could pro-
vide the necessary stifled empower that will not be available if
business is conducted, as usual.

Thendore Sizer disagreed, with the major theses of both
panelists. dike Schaefer, he does not believe that our chiefmalady is Ignorance but rather the failure to make effective useof existing knowledge; unlike Shaplin, he holds that the impetus
for reform must necessarily come from within the educational
establishment. The guardians of the gates are professors in
teacher training institutions end the relatively small propor-tion of people who make critical decisions in the school system.If persons who occupy these strategic positions axe not competent,
proepective teachers will be poorly trained, good talent will be
squandered, and the schools will, be stagnant. The challenge ishew to reconcile two seemingly antithetical concepts, "establish-
ment" and "revolutiovary"; for what is urgently required are leenin power who are nevertheless eager to serve as agents of radi-cal change.

The final seseion of the conference, on continuing educe-
time, was organized on the assumption that education should notbe the special privilege of youth. John Powell, like Harold
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Taylor, perceived a threat to democratic institutions in the
presumed widening of the gap between an educated elite and an
ignorant mass. Re deduces, therefore, that:

What we are faced with is a new kind of imperative: a
perception of life-long education as a patriot's duty,
which may reach the force of a popular will that men and
women should continue to advance their education, by what-
ever means or be looked upon as slackers.

Continuing education should embrace three levels of learn-ing: skills, knowledge, and pursuit of understanding. SOme ofthese, such as the acquisition of skills involved in manpowertraining appeal to economic incentives *chile others enrich thespirit. But the people who seek education for any of these rea-sons are deplorably few. The "'motivational deficit' betweenwhat is available and what is utilized." has its source in unhappyearly school experiences, ethnic despair, the lower class ethos,undue contentment with one's lot, personality disorders, and re-jection of American values. The means of overcoming these bar-riers to learning exist in the form of motivational devices in-cluding those refined by the mass media. These should be imagi-
natively utilized to persuade the apathetic to enrich theirlives. It is also critical to define educational objectivesso that they will be consistent with clearcut national purposes,including the development of a "mature" citizenry. At present,adult education suffers from an embarrassment of riches, Itsofferings represent a gigantic smorgasbord which permits "analmost total freedom of often meaningless choice."

Lewis Hacker and Finest van den Haag who discussed
Bowell's paper shared a number of discontents in common. Bothdissent from the view that adult education should be pursued inobedience to a sort of "general will" that is primarily respon-sive to over-riding national prpose. Schooling beyond thetwelfth year should, according to both cri+tes, be governed bya pluralism dictated by consumer sovereignty that might quiteconceivably find expression in a great range of lofty and fri-volous pnrsuits. Moreover, Hacker and van den Haag both assertthat the decision not to seek further education might representa rational choice as balanced against other uses of time andenergy. In general, each doubted that American society was inas dire need of salvation as iOwell had indicated, or that adulteduction should serve as an instlument for its redemption.

It should be clear free the preceding sketchy synopsesthat during a crowded three days the conferees confronted a for-mid-able number of important issues bearing on quality anc. equal-
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ity in education. However, as in every such collective enter-
prise, there were inevitable lacunae. Since the participants in
any conference approach its major theme from the perspective of
their own specialized interests, it is not reasonable to expect
them to consider either the generic meaning of crucial terns or
the full range of the conditions that must be satisfied if aspira-
tions are to become tangible accomplishments.

Accordingly, four additional essays were written at the
end of the conference. Three of these by Uric Bronfenbrenner,
Seymour Barris, and Robin Williams deal with the psychological,
economic, and social costs of achieving quality education for
all. Each in its own fashion delineates the price that must be
paid in increased allocation of resources, altered institutional
arrangements, and revised standards of welfare if we are really
serious about our goals. In the concluding piece we shall exer-
cise the editors prerogative of speaking the final words on many
of the problems that occupied the conferees and some that did
not. This integrative essay consists of an educational credo
that affirms our own partisan convictions about quality and equal-
ity in education.

This volume, then, includes four parts:

Part I consists of seven papers that were circulated in ad.
vance of the conference; a summary and supplementary state-
ment by the writer of the paper; two critical evaluations;
a summary statement by the chairman of the session; and an
edited. record of remarks by other participants.

Part II includes the three papers on the psychological,
economic, and social costs of achieving quality axed equal-
ity in education.

Part III contains the final essay by the editors.

Pt-t IV is en annotated bibliography rested to the seven
aljor topics of th.o conference for the benefit of those
who wish to explore these issues further.

The diseuosiono in each of these sections raise more ques-
tions than they answer. Nevertheless, the :hared sense of moral
urgency that prevailed at the Princeton conference on quality
and equality in education augers well for the future. Indeed,
paselens sometimes triumphed over the blarsi etiquette of confer.
once protocol. At one point, one writer of a major paper re-
marked that "those of us who have sat in this particular seat
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INTRODUCTION

by
Js E. Allen

Our subject tonight is "Polarities and Tensions in the
Educational System." One of the tensiocs in my quest for quality
and equality in education, and I expect this is true of most of you,
is reflected in s a l being h e r e . Wham I thiak of the worth that is
piling up may desk during these two days, my tensions rise. I
feel a polarity between/0 desire to be here to take time to think
through with you the way to meet our current problem' and my desire
to get on with the job of trying to get a budget passed in the Now
York State Legislature, the job of initiating and supporting new
projects so that next year via will be able to do better than we did
this year, the job of meeting the ;gees and the public and trying to
develop a climate for better support of education, and the new job
of working with dozens of Federal, State, and local agencies to make
the Anti-Poverty Act a reality.

My tension ic symbolic of that in education today between tha
desire to build a new intellectual foundation fog education in a free
society and the need to act now. I hope that this very distinguished
company can help ease this tension. We need to know but kind of
education vs should be afering to mast varied individual needs,
how to get individuals to accept the education that is best for them,
and her to get society to provide the resources to give to each the
quality of education that will help him realise all that he is
capable of becoming. And certainly this is a tall order.

It is made even more difficult by the scale of the problem.
To be realistic, solutions must tam into account the numbers who
meet be educated, the shortness of time ws have to educate them,
and the limited numlar of people available to do the job. Too many
programs deal with hundred?: wham the need is in the thousands, or
would do in 50 years what must be done in five.

There is another polarity that is very each on our minds these
days, between our desire to help directly those who 'semisoft in needof help, namely, what are called today the disadvantaged, and ourrecognition that at least half of the problem is the attitude of
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those who ore supposedly advantaged. Until those attitudes are
changed, our efforts will generate awe tensions than they resolve.

And finally, there is the tension between our notion that
the itgl to solution use in better education for a world of work
and our recognition that the world Iasi Ws little work for most
people to do. Of course Ipso; if most of us could share our ownlabors, In would solve the problem of unemployment. Dow* educatefor employment and hope that the jobs will be there? Or educate
for leisure and hope that society will changtto make a dignified
life of ltisuis-poteible felt sti velm-etieb it. rrie. the thereog temorrow bow dove sit from boa to there
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by
Ozze.old 73iitor

Mat apparently tot:benne is that in a big sociatY
vt-,11)re we tee trying co clop slaw cultural forms and new
social institutions adequate to keep up to did changes that
are occurring within the society, the educators themselves
are making some assumptions end are concerning themselves with
the implications of those assumptions iaaway which/don't
think is meeting the essential issue.

The essential need in a sass culture is to find new was
of dealing with a set of new problems with which the present
institutions of the society are inadsqute*to deal. I have been
bothered by the inadequacy of the curricular reforms which have
not kept up with the changes in the society and the dielocaticn
between curricular reforms and the actual conditions of the
cocisty itself.

The problem is: How do you develop qualities within the
educational institutions which can, without diluting the eftort
of individuals in the teaching fcculty, educate each pm=
im his own terms? I find that the frame of reference in visich
ed4cationel thinkine is going on iw ccetemporary itarsrlen le
cmo which shwa the problem of this dislocation,

Wien we think of is we in which the poverty p'r'-
v,ns developed, and thA kind of c.v.:at:vas that ada bcc
for rw Tort State, we find very good people like Pat
oynaban and Awn !sraolinaky working very fast to write
legislation to get a poverty program going. And while this'
QM inventive people who know whet are the social issues in
America, end what new to be de m, we are hurrying to get
legislation which can it into effect the economic and sociel
consequences of modified menus of goveravent aid, withaut
a coRtinuing body of thought and research going into wit aarc
tha problem in the society utich education can sotce, it wa
zauld R44Z &teed of tha oltmaticao ublc? rso OB sent''
chaagoo.
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nbilc tie poverty p6oze 1 hove amd meet breve
c prof cend effect on the educational eituatioo in the
Ueited States, it is essentially an improvised progrom,
producing a new set of problems about which nobody hae
done a otudy.

I use this simply as an example of what I've pointedo'er in the paper as a split in the culture between the
organisation of a mass society and the organization of a
meritccracy or an elite. The present tendency emong
eineetors is to think of the educatimal questions in
academic terms, so that you have, on the cma heed, e
geoup of people lobo are very much concerned to solve the
social questions in the country and, on the other hand,
a group of people who are concerned to solve the edu-
cational questions, as if the two weren't so completely
combined that it's impossible to talk about the one without
the other.

I tried to say this bluntly in these words: "The
paradox of the present situation is that while educational
leadership remains tied to conventional academic concepts
of content and structure, political leadership within OP?
executive branch of government has broken new ground in
education by converning itself with the improvement of
social and economic conditions. Or, to put it another
way, while Mr. Conant is advocating reforms within the
educational structure and the coordination of existing
bursaucrazies, Hr. Shriver, Mr. Wirt*, and their colleaguee
are inventing new programs of education designed to remedy
defects produced by the present structure and its hureaucreeiee,
In doing so, they are creating a demand for reforms in ell
asp, An of the educational

system, particularly in the fio)d
of teacher preparation, where the present emptimis cat in-
creasing academic content and professional skill has dic-
tracted :attention fraa the =Id for tesobera ui diroct
experience of the society in vbAch the child ad young
adult are sftuated,"

I weuld add that if ue are to t at the key questiok
of quality of education in &these culture, we heve to rolato
uof we are doing in the schools to the ie in the society.
I uould number among the advantages which tee am./ ban cua
gOr041C GZ a maw suetat uovement which to koc 5tukatc into



the slums and into ths South to develop new educational
programs of the students' own devising, the renewed
interest on the part of the government, through the Officeof gducation, in serious research on those questions
having to do with social, economic and educational change.Increased interest on the part of the academic COMMODity
at largo in the problems of curriculum in the sciences,
the social studies end in literature.

I would Identify as another resource those whospeak critically (4!AhmudAmmi education, frogs whatever
point of view, imsotar as they raise issues which
ptevicucly had ma visibility at all. These Wets* have
recently booame more visible partly through tbo Negro
Protest as partly through the renewed Literest on
the pert of the academic faculties in serious edeutional
questions, partly through the public interest ins education
as evidenced by public discussions which previously did
not take place.

There are all forces working toward the identificationof the crucial Issues that jointly face the educators andthe critics of society.

CA..,,,,AW*.i041aW4*
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DISCUSSION
by

Sidney Hook

I want to make it clear that my critical comments are in the nature of questionsto Mr. Taylor, which I am sure, in the light of his vast educational experience, hewill be able to answer, but which I didn't find answered in hiwpaper. Mr. Taylormakes a number of statements -- some true, some not 'quite true, some extremely du-bious -- about the American power structure, and the alleged military-industrial-governmental bureaucratic complex which has sacrificed the educational needs of thecountry to defense, the cold war, or whatnot.

Now, I can match almost every one of Mr. Taylor's statemtne with some otherstatemtns from the writings of Mr. Robert Hutchins, and from the writing of a fewliberal supporters of the Council for Basic Education. I think Arthur Bestorwould agree with some of these statements. And yet, Mr. Taylor's educationalphilosophy and program is almost completely different from that of Mr. Hutchins.

!tr. Hutchins, who agrees with Mr. Taylor's indictment of American culture,.offers an educaticeal-prograa *tech I believe Mr. Taylor finds totally unacceptable.This makes me wonder about the relevance of Mr. Taylor's social propadeutic toa possible and desirable reconstruction of the American educational system. I annot denying that there may be a connection. But it has not been spelled out.

Assume that we have all the money in the world! (or enough) to reconstruct ourschool systems; that it is properly integrated racially and religiously! that it isfree in the very sense that Mr. Taylor describes, "to create and support a full-bodied systaa pf public education throughout the entire country." The questionswhich concern us mort as educators are: What should the curriculum be? Howshould it be taught? How should it be organized? What would an education ofquality be? Would it be the sere for all on every level? What reply can be madeto the widespread feeling that with mass edwAtion we are drowning in a sea ofmediocrity.

Mr. Taylor does not distinguish carefUlly enough between two things (1) thegbgeAce of the opportunity for all American children to make good educationally,and (2) the conception of whet it means to have a good education.

Mr. Taylor does make it unmistakeably clear that whatever a good education is,American children in the main do not'llow.have it. But I am sorely puzzled to dis-cover what specific things he woubEllke WsUbstitute for the diverse curriculumsof study we now have, the vas of studying thee', and the organization of the schools.

QWWW,i; YeKET4AZAg:4Z5i4.)
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He says that the nee democratic conception of education "must accommodateall the people and all their children" in the public schools, although I am notsure whether, in addition to elementary school and high school, this means somekind of college as well. But at the same time he criticizes the public schoolsbecause they consider themselves primarily as institutions of academic preparation.Indeed, the public schools are taken to task for assuming that their students
eventually take their place in the production, distribution and use oforganised knowledge" -- which pretty much covers most things a person can do.There is hardly any activity which a person can engage in which does not entail"the use of organized knowledge."

Mr. Taylor carries his criticisms of the public schools to a point which
queries the wisdom of what some regard as the most prising essect of the current
American school systen, namely, the new programs in mathematics and physics andsocial, studies with which many schools are experimenting. Now, this concern withknowledge is reeponsIblee according to Mr. Taylor, for "shifting the attention ofthe schools to reform of the academic curriculum and away from tee consideration
of the entire cultural context in which educational reforms are necessary."

This quotation is important because it gives us a clue to what Mr. Taylorwould like the school curriculum to stress. Instead, or perhaps in addition to,the reform of the academic curriculum, be urge, "consideration of the entire
cultural context in which educational reforms are necessary." This may mean
any one of a number of things. It may mean that schools should study as partof their curriculum the nature of current society, its problems and its tensions.
And if this is what it means, I believe that it is already part of the curriculum
of studies and that where it is not, it can become part of the curriculum ifeducators show sufficient vigor. In any event, the study of the "entire culturalcontext", or even part of it, must be controlled by "organized knowledge", whichMr. Taylor think b ve stress too much.

But the quotation may mete) more than this. It may mean -- and there is some
evidence that this is really his meaning -- that mot only should the schools consideror study the moral and social issues of the tire on the appropriate curricular
but that the schools must in some way contribute to their solution, by taking sloes,so to speak, and in this way help transform society.

And he refers nostalgically to the 1930's when, he says, the country turned toits educators and to education for some solution to the crucial issues of social and
economic reorganization. Of course, the country did no such thing in the 1930's.
Institutionally, the trade unions and the government played a such greater role thanthe schools did in tie New Deal. The whole problem of the relation between schooland society in a democracy is very complex, but I think that two easy positions Aredemonstrably false. The first is Utopianism, which believes Vint the acbo &ul can,by their own effortsi edbuild or reconstruct a society; and the converse is defeatism,which denies that the schools can have any, even an indirect effect, on social chaLges.

Actually, where the school declares itself to be an agency of social changeeit is more likely to throw its smart to the gtatas 1 than to vevolutl=ix* 1, ,for obvious region -- the power struotare is ate oi em.
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The most desirable effects of the school in the 'way of social change areproduced, it seems to me, by indirection through the development of imaginative,
criticoel, well-informed young men and women.

I hope I have not done Mr. Taylor an injustice, but when in lieu of "theimprovement of the content and method of academic instruction," he urges "theimprovement of the total environment of values and ideas in which the young aregrowing up," he seems to me to be Utopian in the bad sense; that is, to beburdening the school with a task which is not its specific function to achieve.It is to expect the school to do the work of the home, the church, the state,and industry.

In another connection, Mr. Taylor deplores the fact that "educators haveallowed themselves to be swept along in the flood of demande created by the growthof society." Well, I think that's true, but good causes, too, can make illegitimatedemands on the school. We must distinguish between demands and demands, withthe educational growth of the child as the primary criterion of selection.

There is a kind of crisis psychology which has been developing with referenceto the school in this country. It has been growing in strength 'since the SendWorld War, and especially since Sputnik. It assumes that the curriculum of ourcolleges can and should be oriented towards meeting the specific crises which
periodically threaten to set the world aflame or undermine our national survival.And it reflects itself in proposed changee in the curriculum of the high schoolsand elementary echools, too. It assumes that the course of study can be period-
ically redrawn to enable us to win a war or preserve the peace or save some
threatened civil rights, prevent over- population or accumulation of wheat, orwhatever good cause we deem as citizens -- and rightfully deem -- to have
overwhelming priority at the moment.

Now is one thing to aim to develop through curricular means the attitudesand capacities necessary to think through and tc act in periods of crisis; it's
quite another thing to believe -cmt the special knowledge and skills requieed forthe wentery of the specific crises can be acquired in advance of its appearance.It is one thing to develop readiness of response, a capacity to find and utilizeresources in an emergency; it's quite another to train for the achievement of a
specific posture, however excellent, in rolltion to a specific issue.

With respect to promot. generous social and political attitudes, theschool my achieve more in the long run by developing the students' personalitiesto tbink to tic, to dream, to respond sensitively to other human beings thanby explicit indoctrination in botalf of good causes.

One of the mds of forte
the powers or self-education when
ness of his personal Identity, he
gratffiee whatever love of leami
edileational exps.rieTice,

education is the devele*Ment within the stui9ent of
his forml schooling ceases and in flail conscious-
exttrcises his funetionN az a free citiml, msA

ne he has actgutred i cons . y ..quence of hi

liht,,t I sense in Mr. Taylor's position is g :deika diva7bre the walls tweet,:3011°01 and sociAy too eocz, and to give ,..ini,-..?7,-tiorta.1 weight cf a dispivp6. r.tionate
tint/ to Vac enlerl.ence of the child outside the school rather than ins:1de? and th.l.ti
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stall;: to me to be prematur cAt the n' 4c china for s. schooling Is still sirorder.

I am all for enriching the educational experience of the child byrelating what he does inside the school to what he does outside, but theremust be educational guidance -- it must be structured -- and there must becontrols in this process and a special role for the teacher. Society becomesa school Zor the individual only when he is mature, only when he is emIktrX9dupon the unending course of self-eduoation.

In this connection two things strike me as peculiar in Mr. Taylor'saccount of the school. The first is his praise of the Amerlcan publicschool of the pact and Its liveliness when it served "as the great levelerand the great uplifter, the place where the variety of foreign cultures met,and where children were taught to be citizens."

Well now, I attended such a school in a Williamsburg Brooklyn: slumfifty years ago, and perhaps the most universal wish among the students,bright and dull, was expressed in a daily prayer that it burn down.

These were schools of conformity and boredom and cruelty on the part ofthe teachers to students and of students to each other. And those who con-tinued their education, a small minority, did no despite the schooling of themelting pot, impelled by their own intellectual drives. That Mr. Taylorshould make invidious comparisons between these schools of the past, inreaction to which the progressive education movement realls developed,and the modern school, which is vastly more aware of the student's needsand much better equipped to cope with a diversity that in the old schoolswaa regarded just as a short step from delinquency, is a mystery to me.

Nor can I understand why he keeps on referring to the curriculums ofthe modern schools as "middle-class, white Protestant". What's "middle-class"about geometry or French or physics? The epithet: is irrelevant to most ofthe curriculum. And to the extent that it refers to the values of t%ecurriculum, there am good addle-class values and there are bad. And theworst middle-class values of all -- like sommevcial success -- were actuallystressed by the old schools in melt. -pot times. They were not stressednearly as much in the schools in which I taught and still less in those thatmy children attended. And I think I'm one of the few people in a graduatefaculty of arts and sciences who has taught on every level of the educationalsystem of this country except the kssdergarten.

And as for Protestant values, the erosion af religion from the curriculumof the public schools to a point where today vim an innocuous prayer To Whomit May Concern is taboo, shows how far we have come. I didn't want to makethese ,Iriticisms, but they made me make them.
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I should like now to leave Mr. Taylor's paper and state some of my ownviews in telegraphic form on the question of quality and equality in education.I tried to work out the details of this in the second edition of my EDUCATION
FOR MODERN MAN, but I don't think many more of you read that book than read thepapers of this conference.

Democracy in education entails not a belief in the equality of humantalent but rather commitment to an equality of concern for every child in thecommunity to develop himself as a person with matured powers. There is afundamental confusion in the attempt to base the policy of democracy in
education cm alleged facts of intellectual equality or to contest it on the
ground of intellectual inequality. The normal variation of capacities inchildren is morally irrelevant to whether they should all enjoy the equalityof our communal concern. But such equality of concern does not require equal
educational treatment. Unequal educational treatment, like unequal medicationtreatment,, is sometimes justified when required by the necessities of intellectualand emotional growth in each case.

Recognition of intellectual differences is not anti-democratic unless
intelligence becomes the principle of differentiation in a graded, hierarchically
organized society. No matter what the principle of social differentiation is,if it involves hierarchy, official or unofficial, it involves the opportunity
and the likelihood of exploitation.

For reasons which cannot be expatiated on now, we face a developing
situation in which it can be safely anticipated that attendance '1'6 college --I hesitate to college education -- will be, if not universal, as widespread as
secondary education today. And the nub of the problem is this: if we pursuethe goal of excellence in education can we fashion a meaningful educationalcurriculum whose legitimate demands will not be beyond the reach of a sizable
portion of our youth? The facts of biology cannot be blinked; they do not
depend upon our political prepossessions, and they may defeat our aspirations
if too unrealistic. Even today some of my colleagues report that the entire
level of academic achievement in all but a few select colleges is sinking. Goodfellowships are going begging, because people are not qualified to take them.
Graduate Students of marginal capacity are being offered professorial posts
in places which in the last would never have considered them.

Now, I believe a great deal can be done by special programs of coachingand other measures to reduce the disparities in educational readiness, but thedifferences in capacity Will remain. And if we :::riously expect to enroll
most of our youth in colleges, including the group -- call them the less-bright
group -- which no culture in the world has ever taken beyond bare literacy, wemust plan our curriculums in such a way that they do not imperil the educationof those who are not less bright, but bright and very bright.

As democrats we believe that every child, not only the one starre& forexcellence, but the one that's not so excellent, has the right to be educatedto the full reach of his capacities. If students can significantly profit by
some instr.tion, we have no justification to deprive them of the opportunity of
continued schooling. But these two propositions do not entail the view that all
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students must study the same things in the same way and to the same depth.

The paradox is that as euisting colleges are striving to raise theirstandards of performance and achievement -- and most good liberal arts collegesnow consider themselves as preparatory schools for graduate school, as thisis taking place, raising their standards both for admission and graduation,the number of those pressing for entry into colleges increases.

There is no one panacea that I can find to meet the situation. Wecan open the doors of the college to anyone with a high school diploma,and give a high school diploma to any child with staying paver, but wemust organize more than one.type of curriculum, diversify the degreesgranted, introduce programs leading to special certificates of distinctivemerit that will enable students to begin their vocational experience atan earlier age than their differently endowed and more gifted brothersand sisters who must prepare themselves sooner or later for a living, too.There is still a great deal of snobbism about vocational as distinct fromprofessional education in liberal, arts colleges. But until the necessityfor earning a living disappears, there can be no reasonable Objecaon, solong as the basic objectives of general or liberal education are notjeopardized, to using the schools to prepare onseif for a good living Lbwell as for a good life.

But the future situation promises to be more difficult for reasonswhich CommissionarAllen indicated in his opening.remarks. Our technologicalrevolution, the consequence of what Whitehead calls the most revolutionarydiscovery in all history, namely, the method of the method of invention, may,in the future, erode the newsity of earning a living by making the brainsof mediocre human beings vocationally obsolescent. The age of au' nationand applied nuclear energy, according to my good friend, Abbe Lel....1r, mayproduce a world in which work become a privilege rather than a necessity.The Utopia described by Oscar Wilde is not yet on us, but it is in view,and that is a Utopia based on slavery, the slavery of the machine to man.

Nov, the coming obsolescence of all but managerial and inventivefunctions by a route that neither Marx nor Veblen ncr Dewey anticipatedactually restores to a central place in schooling, it 06011X to me, the ideal.of Greek liberal education. These ideals presupposed that free men areconcerned with the pursuit and enjoyment of ends, of consummatory experiences,and not with the means and instrumentalities which were relegated to theprovenances of slaves. These ideals supposed that the vocation of a freeman is active citizenship, not earning a living.

In the economy of the future, if present trends continue, even JohnDevey's noble ideal to eliminate the dualism which existed in industrialsociety between "earning one's living" and "living one's life" becomesirrelevant in fashioning an educational curriculum. For all of Dewey's faithin the revolutionary
consequences of science, the realities far outstripped
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his expectations. And that is why, it seems to are the only section of Dewey'sinsortal work, which is still very relevant to our concern, DEKOCRACY AND EDUCATION,the only section which is obsolescent today is Dewey's discussion of the key placeof vocation in education. And at the time that he wrote this, in 1916 when hisbook was published, his assumption that the education of the high school wouldnecessarily require organisation around vocation. And if we read that today, wesee that it isn't relevant.

In a world which is genuinely a welfare econasy, in which poverty is marginalor has been wiped out, how can education help human beings to develop a center aroundwhich to organize their experiences so that they can live a rich and meaningfullife? This is the ultimate issue and challenge to those of us who believe that theexistence of leisure, which grows with the decline of the length of the working day,makes ail the more necessary emphasis upon significant*educational experience.

Now, the challenge to this view was expressed by T. S. Eliot in his well-known essay on MOIECRN IMUCATION AND THE CLASSICS in 1932, in which he criticizedthe development of mass education for an elite. I quote from that. "The uneducatedman with an empty mind", he ways, "if he be free from financial anxiety or narrowlimitation, and can obtain access to golf clubs, dance halls, gaming tables andrace tree*s is, for all I can see, as well equipped to fill his leisure contentedlyas is the educated man." For T. S. Eliot, the problem of education in leisure wasno problem at all.

If T. S. Eliot is right, we need not concern ourselves with education of themass society of the future, but leave it on4 to those few who have a special cal-ling. But I do not believe that Eliot is right, and this for many reasons. Thereis time to state only one.

In modern society, intelligent citizenship, without which democracy is amyth, cannot be exercised where leisure is filled with the types of pastimes hedescribes, which are mainly ways of killing time. Intelligent citizenship ina democracy rests ultimately upon the spread of education, because it can serveas a powerful support of political freedom -- and this was Jefferson's insight.

The issue between T. S. Eliot and those who disagree with him is fundamentallyover the desirability and viability of the democratic way of life. If mentare insome way to govern themselves as well as others, whether they do it ill or welldepends, among other things, on what they come to know through education about theworld, society and themselves.
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them and they are both good.

But if you had written playing and listening, and you said there was noway of drawing a line between playing and listening, you wouldn't be able totake yourself seriously, because anybody can see that there is a line betweenplaying and listemingland appreciation is simply a literary form of listening.

And I think that this sort of problem, which is what Professor Hook wascomplaining about, too, this business of lumping together things that we thinkgood as being in the same category for that reason, is what has bothered me.

I feel very badly about saying some of this, because Dr. Taylor hasbeen kind to me on various occasions and I like to think that we fight basicallyon the same side. Specifically, we have been joined in opposition to Dr.Conant's Booker T. Washington approach to Negro education. We joined inopposition to the rage for standardized tests. We both worry about meritocracy.We both find it much harder than Professor Hook seems to find it to define orto delimit this word "intelligence." We both feel that the very bright canprobably take care of themselves and that they are not, probably, the concernof the school system which is, by and large, not going to be staffed with verybright people.

Neither of us haQ Professor Hook4s great interest in the size or the natureof the certificate which the bureaucracy awards the child for his persistence intaking all the damn tests that he is being given. And perhaps most importantof all, we both feel that we are in a taste business and not in a sciencebusiness. Both Dr. Taylor and I worry about this baselessness attitude whichone does find in people.

But, really, I think that the worry about baselessness is a. worry forProfessor Hook and for Dr, Taylor and for myself, and not for the schoolteacher who, after an., sees the faces and is not nearly so far away fromall of these things as those of us sitting in this room.

With all of these agreements -- and I think we have many -- I don'tbelieve that what's in the paper is very useful. I think it starts-with mythsand with very big words. It we start fran here, we risk chewing on cottoncandy all the way, arguing meanwhile about our definitions. I feel what I considerthe same myths in some of the other papers, too, and I'd like to pin some of them.

First, I'd like to jump a little on the place where Professor Hook saysthat Dr. Hutchins and he and Dr. Taylor and Professor Bestor are in agreement,this business of mass culture, a phrase which I must say I find beyond sensibledefinition, am' I have been through this and out the other side on a number ofoccasions -- the idea that this somehow is the product of the devil, mass mediain the advertising agencies, and that it does not tell us something, some of whichis pretty frightening and some of which is pretty good, about the democracy itself.
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In the other papers this attitude toward "mass culture" appears as afeeling that we are all being smothered in the goo from the pot boiling. Ithink this is demonstrable nonsense.

I think that the range of artistic and intellectual activities availableto the average American is greater than it has ever been here or elsewhere atany time. The mass media in the advertising agencies are not devils; they arefeed-back operations and they reflect with pretty good accuracy what majoritytaste amounts to, and majority in fact is not so bad as majority taste usedto be. And nobody in this country is condemned to live with this garbage alone.

Incidentally, I feel no compulsion to criticise those who watchcommercial rather than educational television. Among other reasons, Ithink they are probably getting the best of a bad bargain. I find youdon't have to watch it at all. And I find it interesting, also, that mostadolescents don't watch it.

Related to this false values business is the notion that the peopleof the country are starving educationally. This is one of the greatfallacies and a very bad one, because it tabds to misdirect attention.In fact, we have increased our expenditures on education from 4 percentto 6 percent of the gross national product in the years since the timeright after the ws,r -- 7 percent of the net personal income. We are nowspending $20 billion a year more than we spent shortly after the war. Itis one of the great accomplishments of this society and no service that Ican see has been done to anyone by proclaiming the people of this countrydon't care about education. They may not care much about learning, but,by golly, they care about education.

Now, the money is most unequally spread. There are large stretchesof this country where we face disasters unless considerably more is spenton the schools. Unfortunately, Dr. Taylor singles out New York City, whichis rict one of them. New York spends 10 percent of its net personal incomeon education right now; 6 percent on the public elementary and secondarycomas alone, with 30 percent of the pupil population in private andparochial schools, and with a very extensive system of public and privateuniversities on top of it. During the last four years expenditures on theNew York City public schools have risen about $300 million. And the perpupil expenditure in the Harlem schools Is now about as high as that inmost of the New York seurbs, and higher than that in any suburbs I knowoutside the New York Metropolitan area.

The Now York exempla important for two reasons: first, as ademonstration that money a1' -.Isn't get you very far; and secondly, asan example of the great dang a allowing school _people to plead povertyas an excuse for not getting their work donee Until somebody puts hisfoot down and tells the New York schools that they could do a lot betterjob with what they now have -- the State tried it a few years ago, butunfortunately got dissuaded from saying it in public at the last minute,as Dr. Allen can testify -- I don't think anything of any great importance
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can be done in New York.

It is a maLter, I most vital significance not to identifyour problems with money!-- because you: will get more money. You are not goingto get an enormous- mount more in a place like New York, because as the
particle-approaches the speed of light, it gets to he heavier. And thereis an awful lot coming into New York now, but you Ore going to get a lotmore elsewhere.

The important thing is not to let it go down the drain the way it
goes down the drain in New York, and not to take New York as an example ofan impoverished school system, when it has 30 percent more money per pupilthan Chicago has, and it's very hard to see the difference when you visitthe two systems. Apart from the three or four pupil difference in classsize, what differences there are in view, I am afraid I would have to leantoward Chicago.

Now, this also comes down on mobilization for youth, which is a great
accomplishment, and they got $13 million. I dislike the people who have beenattacking mobilization just as much as Dr. Taylor does. I think they area bad lot. But that doesn't mean that we have to admire mobilization.What they have been given amounted to several hundred dollars a family inthe district they were working in. I don't think anybody can go down there
and look at it and not have the feeling that we'd be a lot better off ifthat money had just been give to these poor people and not thrown down onsocial workers.

I felt very strongly with Professor Hook about the myth of the goodold days, but I think there is i further relevance to this. I think thepoverty program was predictable a few years ago -- I said so on a few
occasions -- on the basis that the generation that was young and peppy inthe twenties was about to pass out of controlling position and the one
which looked back to youth in the thirties was about to take over. Now,I was a child in the thirties. So far as I can find out, they were horrible.I am not particularly edified by the spectacle of an intellectual elite
looking back happily in the name of democracy to a time when they were
cheerful because they felt they were leading a great movement and the massof the population were wretched.

I also feel) frankly, that what has been accomplished in getting somemoney through the Poverty Program has not by any means been matched by the
quality of thought that has gone into the ways in which the money is to bespent. Right now most of the time seems to be going into drawing up rules andregulations for the program, to guarantee that not a bell of a lot can be
done with the money. And I am not dazzled, on the basis of 'what I have seen,with what Mr. Shriver or Mr. Wirtz-or Mr.liaynaban or Mr. Yarmolinski seem tobe coming up with educationally. Perhaps Dr. Ianni has seen better things
recently, but up to the last time I took a look at this, they seemed pretty
bewildered.
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Now, it's a bewildering ploblem,*but I don't think that we have to admirethem just because they can get money. Somebody's going to have to think of somethings to do.

Dr. Taylor also backs behind the thirties to idealize an alleged "tradition-al American aim to give every child an eduestioisuited to his talents." As I readthe books, I see no reason to believe that the U.S. educational system ever cameany closer to this aim than it does today, which is pretty far away.

There is also the commencement address business. Middletown poor did not,as I recall my reading, benefit all that much from going to the same schoolswith the rich, and the schools which dealt with the immigrants were unspeakable
as Profeasor Ho,* has just mentioned, and by all the evidence that comes to us.

The Dewey section bothers me a little, coo, not only because people whodisagree as strongly as Professor Taylor and Professor Hook can both claimdescent from Dewey, though this is itself a very severe criticism of Dewey'swork.

I think the attacks that have been made on Dewey are scandalous, but Ithink we also have to face rather sadly the fact that with the passage of time,Dewey seems less significant when set against a James or a Pierce or a Whiteheador even Russell. Anyway, Dewey was never a ponderable influence that I havebeen able to find on U.S. education. The influences were Thorndyke and Kirk-patrick -- the first saying it was science, and the second saying it was easy.

Another problem with the paper and with discussions I hear from peoplewith whose goals I normally agree is the business of the malificent military.Now, none of us like militarism, we're all Americans, but I don't see haw
anybody can make any sense of the current American scene without noting the
enormous importance of the desegregation of the Armed Forces. Moreover, thegreatest educational effort in our history was accomplished by the military
during the years of World War II and it was an effort that's spilled over intothe colleges, with help from the G.I. Bill in the years thereafter.

Incidentally, Dr. Taylor's idea that the colleges were of much use inthis effort seems to me a misreading of history. I was there at the time.The Army Specialized Training Program, which was all around me, was themost obvious infantry reserve I had ever seen, and, in fact, the moment theArmy needed them in Africa or Europe, the Army pulled them right out ofcollege and sent them in to be shot. But on an educational level, themilitary technical program was head and shoulders above anything we haveever done in vocational education.

The great tragedy, of the postwaAleriod, I think, for the Negro andfor the poor at large has been the closing' of. the gates of the Army to thosewho scored below; certain mark on a standardised test. I think we ought tosee how we can use this existing institution, rather than simply strike outat it as something we don't like.
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I am no happier than Dr. Tlylor or Professor Hook is with what they and
President Eisenhower called the military-industrial complex. I think we'd better
recognise that not much of that $50 billion budget could be made available toschools,

The defense establishment, directly and indirectly, takes six million
people off the job market -- maybe it's a little more; Professor Harris wouldknow. And most of what would be released if we cut down this particular
budget would have to go to employing the people, and most of them would not
be employed in educational capacities. Hopefully, there would be sufficient
increase over a period of time in gross national product to give us something
we can tax. But we aren't talking about the possibility of simply shifting
$50 billion from defense into education. The world doesn't work that way.

There is the problem of cultural democracy which bothers me a great deal
in much of this, and I think there is no phrase so awful, as hard-nosed, so I'lluse it. We have to be hard-nosed about this sort of thing. Dr. Taylor talks ofthe culturally deprived in the suburbs who are deprived because they never meetkids from the Negro slums. I think this is pernicious nonsense. The importantthing is that they can if they want to and, indeed, as he's been saying, there
are kids in the colleges and in the high schools and in this liberal community
who are doing so. The difference in the freedom of motion of these kids in
the suburban high schools and in the colleges and the freedom of motion of thekids in the Negro slums and in Mississippi is so striking and so enormous.

What you talk about when you talk about deprivation is basically a loss
of freedom of motion. But I do not think that anything that seems to equate
these makes any sense at all, even though it's nice to think so and it's verynice to say so.

And more general, for God's sake, let us admit openly that certain
cultural patterns are functional and certain cultural patterns are disfunctional
in a modern industrial society. Any attempt to do something about the schools
that tries to cherish all cultures equally will not convince anybody and willnot get anywhere. It isn't the business that we are in.

Now, with all of the horror of the schools that Professor Hook talks
about, that was their great strength -- their massive ethnocentricity. The
aim was to pull arrivals into the mainstream of an existing society. Once
there, as it turned out, they could and they did change it; but they got
there. The Negroes have the right to get there, too. People who insist on reject
rejecting the society on behalf of the Negro are not, in my observaidon, speaking
for any sizable community. Negroes are entitled to get into this society and
then reject it for themselves. And if they do get in, they will probably makechanges. I hope they will and I think they will. But it's theirs to do and
not the sorial critic spokesman.

r
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Right at the moment, in my observation of the few I know., they don't wanta brand new eociety. They want theirs. They are entitled to theirs. Senti-mentality over What they will lose dots them and the Puerto Ricans and Indianano good at all. A little honest work on which comity babfte meat be disturbed and which may survive if the children become more competent than theirparents would, I think, be valuable: but I don't see mush, of that being done.It would be a hard jdb.

Ultimately, in any event, and this is my fiercest disagreement withDr. Taylor and my closest agreement with Professor nook, understanding is nosubstitute for competence. Let the schools do better titan they do now withthe academic end and the social end is going to be a lot less hard to wrestlewith.

There is also this business of the idealist community of the young peoplein the universities. Well, I like them, too, and I admire them. I admire theboys who went down to Mississippi. But I want to put in a little caveat. I knowno group that is more certain to trample on my rights and liberties than thegroup which is devoted to the public good. Let us be very carefully, generally,about the extent to which we make everyone a sitter.

Dr. Taylor is usually on my side here. We both believe in diversity,but the experience of the thirties, I thie,k4 betrays it.

A Jesuit in the teaching business told me recently that he was unhappyat the notion that there were only toe possible attitudes for the modernworld, one of intense selfishness snd the other a flexing martyrdom.. Wemust develop something else, really. Frankly, as a practical matter, Idon't know which hurts us more in New York right now -- organizationthat is all for busing white kids up to Harlem or parents and taxpayers,the bunch which is a hundred percent against dotng an,ethivg for the
desegregation of the schools. Both have been enormous34. harmful. Iwould not be surprised if, really$ "equal" he,e been more harmful over thecourse of the last year.

Moreover, if Dr. Taylor looks carefully at these new curricula whichhis friends have been makinf; and teaching in the slums and in Mississippi, Ithink he will be horrified et the distortions and the dishonesties that theycontain. The fact that neoele are doing something that we regard as goad, we
are on their side, does noe deny the need for intellectual honesty in theapproach to the problem. Yet I honor Dr. Taylor for the two traps he avoids,and they are bard traps to avoid. First, the idea that the school cannot moveby itself, and secondly, the bogus scientisms of education. I think both ofthese must be firmly rejected, as Dr. Taylor seems to reject them.

That the school is a kind of inertia machine quite obvious. Butthere are more powerful machines around, and it can be moved. Much, too much,of the current discussion seems to assume an unchanging school, and to con-centrate either on pre-school work, which will be out of these guys' hands, or
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on wanpower retraining, which we can also do away from that.

I am all for pee-kindergarten, I must say I profoundly distrust the Bloamand even the Deutechh and Bruner research which so drastieally contradicts somuch recorded human experience and which so neatly fall into the folds of newestfashion in behavioral science. Somebody qnoted Wilder Penfield in one of thesepapers. I believe it might be worth remembering that Penfield adso an:Led a fewyears ago toward the
physiological necessity of teaching foreign languages beforethe age of ten. It just has to be nonsense, unless the Scandinavians are physio-logically different from elle rest of mankind.

In our excitement over the pre-kindergartens, which are important, par-ticularly if they are handled well -- and I have every reason to believe thatsome of them are being handled well -- we run the risk of forgetting that theexisting school program, matched with the existing home adhients, will wreckthe graduates of the best such programs very very qpickly.

This is not a puzzle where the intrusion of one new piece will aeke itcome out right. There is no magic catalyst, if I may use the word in thepresence of Dr. Friedenberg, who knows I know no chemistry, We need new leader-ship. We need new organizations. We probably need new school hours. We neednew ways of ruining schools. We need new programs desperately.

One of the things that Dr. Taylor points out and that he quoted earlier,though oddly enough he quoted from his version before he put his pencil on itand therefore charged its meaning, it's right in the version you have, is theneed for teachers who live in the neighborhood; not for children who havedirect experience of the society, but teachers who have direct experience ofthe society. It's going to be hard. I am not talking about teachers who comeout of similar neighborhoods, themselves. In my experience, no teacher is sorough on or so condemnatory of slum kids or so unwilling to experiment withsomething new as the teacher who pulled herself out of a similar hole. But weneed people who are willing to have much more intimate contact with the livesof these kids than they have now.

I am not at all sure, incidentally, that we need massive sociologicalspecial preparation for the teachers who are going into these schools. everytime I see a slum teacher who seems to be getting a high order of responsefrom kids, and I go and talk to her afterwards, I get a coaelaint that thesekids are just like other kids, and there's an awful lot of fues being madeabout nothing.

Nlw, what we are saying here really is that these teachers are doingsomething that works. Whatever sociological preparation you give the teachercoming into the slum school, if the program she is teaching and the way sheis teaching it to these kids produces failure in the kids and therefore failurein herself, you are not going to get anywhere. All of you,. sociological traininggoes down the drain.
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If you can give her a few things that will work, then you will change herattitude enormously and you will eliminate a very high fraction of all of theother things, and the culture shock and all of the stuff that we know about.The basic shock is that the teacher goes into the school and she fails. Andafter a while she hates it.

Most of all we need an attitude, we need a willingness of the school toblame itself for the failure of the children, not to blame the society for theA.sck of Loney or the parents or the children, without the belief that somewheresomehow the job can be done, without the knowledg.e that it is being done, with-out some models of the job being done, without at least an occasional experienceof success for the person who is face-to-face with the prOblen.

And, incidentally, T don't think this is that hard, because what Ice havebeen taught to call the Hawthorne effectiwwalgetcaur if we just kept trying new thithings on the grounds that the old things weren't working. All the other projectswithout this aren't going to help us much.

I do not share the usual, American notion that the existence of what welike to call a problem proves the existence of a solution. But certainly theslum kids do not have to eumge from schools so useless as they do today.
First things first. We are not trying to make an ideal vohldl. We are nottrying to change the world. We are not trying to build the new Jerssalem inthis land of used car slag heaps. Lut we are trying to get some better fx'ctionof children into shape to handle their future and not to be frightened of theworld aroune. them, And in all of this, if I may close with a shock, we mustbe as careful as we can not to specify our Objectives in terms which kid us intothe ide that we can accurately measure our success.

Dr. Shepard can, I suspect, speak of this more eloquently than I can.The standardized test is not a real god; it is a Ju-Ju. The big battalionsare elsewhere. This is a subtle thing. Obviously, one must know somethingof what one is trying to do. Tests can be enormously valuable in telling
you what you are doing -- more valuable fcr that, I think; than in tellingyou what the children are doing, but obviously they have values that can beused. But you mustn't ins:/.st on making what you can do something you can manure,dtd on determining what it is ths,,t you are going to do for these kids on thebasis of whether we can meas=e it or not. And this is what specifying Objectivesnormally means in the termD in which this dreadful phrase is used.

We are engaged in a wide enterprise. We gain certainty only by sacrific-ing breadth and variety, and by sacrificing validity. If wi are to promote thattolerance of ambiguity, which is the great essential of learning and of teaching,we must be mature enough to tolerate great swatches of aMbigut'y in our onefforts.
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I thitbrwin the air, not for discussionitblit Meauthat unless we are verycareful, our kftlature behavioral scientists, with their belief in universal andnecessary truths, long s'2,nce discarded by the physical scientists) may handicapus more than they help us in the years to cane.
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RESPONSE
by

Harold Taylor

I guess the flood of ideas which has been unleashed
is pretty difficult to collect together, as far as a
coherent reply or comment. If only one of these 'eople
had been speaking, it might have been possible. With
both men releasing that flood of ideas, I'll content myself
with taking them one at a time and saying the following.

I regret that Sidney Kook was forted to comment on mypaper. And I am pleased to see that as soon as he got that
over with, he got to his Own paper in short space.

I think on my part it would have been unfair for me
to have answered ell the questions in the begiAning to which
this conference will devote itself. I felt a little modest
about answering them all at the outset.

The function of my paper was to describe the polaritiesand tensions in the educational system. In doing so, I tried
to locate the total context in which this discusston will
occur, as we move to the specifics about what do you do about
a given school, what do you do about a given curriculum.
And I would say that in terms of your own positive statements,
which I have had the good fortune to read in your book and
your books and to discuss with you, I can agree with almost
everything you said when you took off, in your own fashion,
to describe your own beliefs and your own suggestions for
the reform of edu'ation.

My concern for relating directly, within the curriculum
and within the schools themselves, with the issues in society
comes from a feeling based on a particular observation of
kindergarten teaching, of elementary school teaching, of
high school teaching, and the opportunity to be in teachers'
colleges and see what is going on there. I find in these
observations that the concern of the teachers and the
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general run of people who are talking about education
and doing something about it is to deal with questions
for elementary school children and for high school stu-
dents in terms of implicit themes of the society.
These themes are the product of a total culture context
which makes the academic success of pupils in the school
system the most important criterion by which we judge
their ability.

Now let me be quite specific.

The City of Chicago has had the problem of Negro
segregation ever since there was a Chicago. The last
two or three years have been a time in which the City of
Chicago is seething with concern on the part of the Negro,
and on the part of a small group of educators, that the
system itself is not functioning in any way which could
meet the needs oR the total population of the City of
Chicago. The serious controversies which have involved
the Superintendent of Schools, the teachers, the Board
of Education, the entire structure through which edu-
cation is dealt with in Chicago, has lased greatly be-
hind the real needs of the children in the City of Chicago.
This is why it seemed to come as a surprise to the people
in Chicago that the school system wasn't working properly.

This is specifically what I meant by saying th4t the
problems as seen by the educators have been divorced from
the problems of society. Why should the people in Chicago
who run the educational system be 60 surprised that these
issues are there? When you talk to the Negroes in Chicago,
you find that it's only recently that they themselves
have become concerned about their own issues; that mothers
and fathers, but mainly the mothers, find that their
children are not able to read at any kind of level ap-
propriate to the stage they have reached in the school
system. Then the educators deny that the statistics are
valid. And the system of education is only moved toward
facing its own issues by protest movements, boycotts, all
scrti; of overt manifestations of the laggardly way in
which the educators themselves have dealt with these
issues. That's what I mean about the discordance between
the educational thinking and the changes in the society.

1



Mr. Mayer's absolutely right in saying that spending
more money is not the answer to the problem of improving
the quality of education. The spending of money is, of
course, a necessary condition under which this quality
can be achieved. But what I've argued is that the sort of
program represented by the Poverty Program, which wishes
to use Federal funds in order to deal with specific issues
in the big cities and In the rural slums, were fast products
created without thought for the continuity of their develop-
ment by serious educational thinkers of the sort represented
here in our conference.

I think one of the great virtues of this conference
is that the issues are being confronted by informed persons
whose research bears directly on the crucial questions.

Let me now comment on Mr. Hook's remark about the
weakness of my paper in dealing with those changes necessary
in the school environment in order to produce new reforms
which ire institutional in character and which must stem from
the work of educators in dealing with every child in whatever
the situation. What I meant by the improvement of the total
environment is not to recapture a world which never existed
in the school, but to do something which I have seen happen
in school systems and in schools where persons in the 1930's
and the 140's and the '50's addressed themselves t') the
reality of the situation of the children in the community.
I mean that it is possible and deoirable and necessary, to
create within the school community that kind of model for
a bigger society in which values of a personal sort including
appreciation of the role of playing music and its effect on
oneself esthetically, the necessity of involving oneself in
the administration of the school as a student, the-relationship
between the teacher and the faculty, the consciousness on the
part of the student that there are social issues going beyond
himself to which be must pay attention. These are all factors
which I consider necessary, and which I would be quite pre-
pared in another session to spell out in some detail, in
order to make the school in its community an instrument of
social change rather than an acceptance of the social and
personal values of the community surrounding the teachers,
their parents and the children themselves. I took this to
be en obvious point on which there would be general agreement.I was not trying to dodge the issues, rather, I was trying to
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describe this as an area where out attention has not
been directed, and this runs right through the suburban
high school, the suburban elementary school into the
schools where there, is less money spent; lees attention
of a personal kind paid to the student.

In my reference to the suburban school and the cul-
turally deprived, segregated from the opportunity to ex-
perience directly the attitudes and values of a different
culture, I was talking not simply about the opportunity
for Scarsdale students to come into New York, or Harlem
children to do out into the country. I don't conceive thisas simply a transportation problem. I am talking about the
reality of the suburban high school in American communities,
where I have found students either bored with the curriculum
because it is contained within itself, or oppressed by the
necessity of making good in academic terms in order to enter
college.

I do believe that it is most important to dissolve
the walls between the school and the society. At the same
time, I see no contradiction between relating, on the one
hand, what happens la the schools to the issues in the
society outside, and, on ts,,, other, the development of sheer
intellectual competence, and personal appreciation of
esthetic values, through which, in the long run, the society
will be chang d and the culture made a happier place for
leisure as well as for work.

I apologize for having used the figure $30 billion
for the space shot. It should have been five billion a year.The total allocation is in the amount of about $30 billion forthe shot which will put a man on the moon before the Russians do.

I am net considering the usual cliches uttered about
the military-industriAl establishment. I found it difficult
to describe that in short space without using those particularwords. But it is a fact that there are economic and social
forces, there is a power stameture, no matter what terms weuse, which has conditioned the response of the educators andthe educational system to the necessities of the society.

Clark Kerr's definition of the knowledge industry is
one which I think one must accept, in that we have developed
an attitude toward knowledge which is, on the one hand,
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utilitarian, and on the other band, aonsumer-oriented. Thus,if we think of knowledge-producers and knowledge-users, wefind that knowledge-users
are usually conceived in terms of

the economic and social advantage of the user, not in termsof the enlightenment for the culture whLith the dissemination
of knowledge could contribute. I am pointing to an attitude
which, in the main sweep of educational thinking, accepts thenotion that the educational system itself is a means through
which the individual can move to social and economic advantage.And I defy anyone in this room to deny this as a common assump-tion in public discussion, whether it be at PTA meetings or
at the meetings of educators when these problems are discussed.
This is a common assumption too often made on the part of
educators themselves as to what the function of education is.

And in bringing this up, I did not mean to fall into
the trap of simply identifying a massive power, something
which Mr. Eisenhower's

speech-writers term "the military-
industrail complex." I don't like that term. I think it isa cliche. I think it disguises more problems than it illum-inates.

I am :tot trying to say that we must treat all cultures
as equally valid. I am not trying to create a mixture in the
old-fashioned melting-pot sense, and I don't think that Xwish to be subjected to Mr. Hook's criticism that I am naivein thinking that back in the '30's there was this glorious
feeling that we were to use education as the instrument of
social change, that teachers were on fire to inject into the
social system their own idealism. Nor am I prepared to saythat in the present situation the integration of the cultures
is an end in itself.

I did point cut that the
give to each child sense of
to * total culture, and a sense
own community. Let we be quite

purpose of integration is to
himself, his sense of belonging
that he is going to make his
specific.

Mr. Mayer has referred to the distortions and dis-
honesties of the new curriculum developed by some of the
young people who have gone to Mississippi. I don't find
distortions or dishonesty there. I have worked quite directlywith the young people who have gone down there. I have seenthe new curricula they are developing in the Freedom Schools.
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I have seen the institutes which they have developed in
which they are involving civil rights workers in the study
of the structure of politics, society and economics in the
South. I find these quite enlightened, honest statements
of what the structure of the South is, and how we can teach
people who cannot respond to the academic curriculum the
facts about their own society and their own stake in it.

Anyone who reads the mimeographed materials which
some of these young people have developed for teaching
drop-outs in the South and in the city slums will have to
agree that this is neither distorted or dishonest material.
This is new, fresh material developed by non - professionals to
deal with specifics. And I think if we had some of that
attitude on the part of teachers in the big cities, who
could work outside the big bureaucratic controls which exist
in a city like New York or Chicago or Los Angeles, that we
could have much more interesting and fresh materials to deal
with. I think it is inaccurate to refer to these materials
as being distortions or dishonesties of a new curriculum.

Finally, let me say quite specifically what I mean
about the necessity of developing within the programs of
teacher preparation new social attitudes. I could agree with
everything Mr. Mayer said about the way in which teachers in
New York City, Chicago and Los Angeles, simply to mention three
cities sharing common problems, have been unable to cope
with the problems in the classroom. And while I can agree
completely that we must keep our objectives loose, and not
talk abstract language about what the objective of the
educational system is, I find Mr. Mayer's description about
what can happen within the neighborhood schools a distortift
of the fact.

Let me again be quite specific. On the south side of
Chicago, there are college students and high school students
who are teaching in the slums. They are doing the remedial
reading things, they are teaching spelling, teaching algebra,
they are teaching history. They are doing ..his out of a sense
of duty, shall I say, out of a wish to move out of the particu-
lar parochial circumstances of their own lives into a larger
community where the lives of the children whose circumstance
they have been unaware of befo give back to them some insight
into what kind of lives they themselves were Iodine
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Out of these tutorial programs in the slums and in
Mississippi have come a new kind of teacher, and out of
the teaching the tutees themselves have then moved on to
becoming tutors. Now, I see this as a variety of community
development Which is a necessary antecedent condition of
creating a new attitude for teaching. And there is nothing
more effective in the training of a teacher than to have
him work with children unlike himself, and then to find that
through his teaching ha can develop in them those new tutors
for the future who will then need more education in order to
go on teaching. Sane of the most successful tutors in the
slums, from the northern student movement and from some of
these new developments on the part of the college students,
have come from those who, themselves, have been drop-outs and
who have had their own problems to deal with, and therefore
are better able to deal with the problems of other people.

I see as an inadequacy of the comments the refusal to
accept a kind of primitive sense ofidealiea on the part of a
new generation of high school and college students, some of
whom are now preparing themselves to enter the Peace Corps,
others who are the new recruits to be drawn into various
kinds of domestic service corps, youth counseling and youth
opportunity center staffs. There are more and more of thc.**
young people developing. That's what I mean by idealimn.
It's a motivation on the part of a new kind of high school
and college sutdent whom, we have not seen lately. And in
those attributions to the life of the 1930's which have been
considered both by Sidney Hook and Martin Mayer as being
sentimental allusions by a guy ignorant of the situation, I
would say that one does look back on the '30's with a senti-
mental liberalism which in a bense is unavoidable.

There were problems then which were hidden during the
war years and in the 1950's. I say that these problems have
now jumped into public consciousness for a variety of reasons,
some of which I tried to describe here. But the fact of our
relating the educational system to the social system is the
main fact I wish to make. I will not *afend here tonight
my analysis of what was kappening in the 1930's or in Sidney
Hook's school 50 years age. I was referring mainly to their
levelling and uplifting influence.

The leek of social context in educational thinking has
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been apparent in public discussion of education. In those
conferences designed to deal with the problems in economics
and in the social system, I don't find the bite of informed
intellectuals on the problem itself.

One of the reasons I feel that this conference is
different fray the others which have been conducted on these
very problems is that the problems themselves are pointed to
directly informed persons, whose research and personal ex-
perience bears on thane issues. It's the absence of the kind
of discussion we are having here, the kind of tough criticism
which Sidney Hook and Martin Mayer have made of what I have
had to say, which is lacking in the entire educational system.

t.
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ADDMONALAUHRIES AND RESPONSES

Ernest van den Haag: I would like to ask whether I am
interpreting correctly. When I hear the discussion of quality
and equality; it seems to have come down rather squarely on
the side of equality.

I think this is somewhat disguised by remarks about
elite versus non-elite education. The word "elite" was here
used, it seems to me, in a very equivocal meaning. Do you
means, Dr. Taylor, that those who are more able to profit
from learning bhould not given the opportunity to learn more?
This is what I though you cisht have meant by being opposed to
elite education.

This is somewhat obscured, because it seems to me you
don't make very clear whether, you man by "elite" those people
who acquire a higher status, not because they have more op-
portunity to learn, or because they are more gifted, or more
able to learn, but because of ascribed distinctions such as
status.

To put it more specifically; don't you think that if
we are to select people to go to a school of medicine or to
study medicine, we should consider the pecple most gifted as
future physicians first and most?

If we had an army, and we consider that in an army we
need both officers and privates, don't you think that then we
do need officers' schools, and that we will in a sense have an
elite of officers? The schools should not be closed, but open
to those who are Ofted for the kind of leadership in the army
or, for that matter, in a different form, in any profession in
any society.

If I understood you correctly, you seem to be opposed
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to that thing. I think your position rests on a confusion
of this sort of a need with hereditary or other kind of
need. Let me add-, of course, that the kind of opportunity
for additional learning that would be invobrid,should not
preclude our concern for those unable to profit from additional
learning and that such education should be equal in many other
respects. But as far as the strictly learning opportunity is
concerned are you really opposed to Letting or helping the
more gifted to learn more than the less gifted?

Harold Taylor: I'd like to respond to that on two
levels. First, lazy experience with students, the decision
by a student, placed-in the context of those who select
him for further education, is usually one conditioned by
cultural facto/mita his own environment. He wants to become
an architect or a doctor or any one of other things for a
variety of reasons, some of which are personal. I au arguing
that our selection of those who are worthy of higher education
demands a much more differentiated conception of quality than
the one new current.

The one now current I find to be that of scholastic ap-
titude in a narrow sense. So that a good physician may or may
not be one who_is presently selected out by our kind of academic
screening.

Let me relate that specifically to your analogy to the
military services. Certainly there are those whose talents
lie in a technical direction, and it would be foolish not to
indulge the interests of those with the talents specifically
designed for particular kinds of professions and occupations.
But my experience in the Navy with the selection process of
radar operators aad officers indicated that most of the attitudes
which the Navy took to recruits who could be moved into technical
positions were culturally oriented rather than psychologically
sophisticated. One of the tasks which I was privileged to
undertake was to undo this fallacy.

It's that kind of experience directly with young people
whose talents are as yet undiscovered which makes me believe
that our major concern must be to adapt an educatinvel system
to the particular situation of each child or each 1? and 1$-
year - old that crucial point in his own career where becoming
a member of an elite is not his problem. Moving from his prevent
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situation into another-one more advantageous to him and to
his total aim is the problem which he has.

I used elite in a pejorative sense to identify our
society's tendency to distinguish between a mass culture
and another group of entrepreneuss and managers who run the
mass. The selection process for those who are going to enter
the managerial and entrepreneurial class is at present not
designed to give advantages to those most worthy of them.

Van den Haag: What you are criticizing, then, is the
present selection process, and I would agree with you it is
something far from perfect. But you are not opposed to elite
educatton, rather you are simply opposed to the way the elite
is being selected at the present.

Taylor: Let as enter on the second revel which you have
spotted immediately -- the conception of an :cite itself.
It's a word that I think is risky to use, since it is very
difficult in the American vocabulary to define it with
sufficient precision to make it meaningful.

Let's use another word -- the selection of those
qualified for further education whom we identify by their
being in the upper 50% of their classes. As a corollary
we exclude the lower 50%. My notion is that we should not
prevent further development on the pert of the lower 507.
by screaming them out, but rather dhould develop new forms
of teacLing, using whatever insights we have into the curricu-
lum, into new materials which can take the whole entering
freshman class from where it is to where it could go. At the
present time the freshman year in many places is considered to
be a screening device to lOse 30 to 40% of the beginning
students on the grounds they weren't good enough to be there
in the first place.

Now, it's in this context Ism talking about the con-
ception of an elite as referring only to those who have, at a
given point in their lives, developed sufficient scholastic
aptitude to be able to do the kinds of things which are done
in what we call the quality institutions. This I consider to
be a wrong-headed conception of what education is.

I believe the development of individual competence,



intellectual interests, esthetic sensibility and sheer
ability to handle ideas are among the major purposes of
education. I don't make a distinction between greater an'
lesser degrees of the kind of talent which can variously be
found among musicians or painters or sculptors or embryo
physicians or architects. I find many ways of taking the raw
material of a freshman class and, without having one con-
ception of what talent is, employ a more differentiated con-
ception of what quality in education is by adapting a new
curriculum to whoever those people are. I think that would
be my effort to answer your query about what the elite amounts
to.

Sloan Wayland: I'd like to ask what "education" is
referring to. Are we talking about higher education as well
as schools? In Dr. Taylor's paper, and in many other papers,
the focal point of attention apparently is on the school system.
Now, I ask this question partly for clarification but partly
becemse I as convinced that a generation age we could have
focussed on the schools significantly without too much attention
to college.

Today, however, it's a quite different kind of context,
so that it's not oossible any longer to talk about the school
as if it were a separate kind of problem, not to treat the
curriculum of the school as if it were a separate kind of
problem from that of the college.

I think it would be of value for us tc see whether in
talking about quality and equality we are concerned about the
whole educational system, or about the primary and secondary
schools alone.

Taylor: I specifically wanted to address myself to the
whole system, and that it why I used the term "knowledge in-
dustry", to cower a whole spread of ideas having to do with
the orientation of the nibits school as well as the university.

Robin Williams: I thought the thrust of Dr. Taylor's
remarks with reference to the elite and others was not so
such what kind of teaching ws held out to the ones who could
do veil but rather to insure that we did not deprive those
who did not do so well. I saw the ides that we strive more
imaginatively and we have to insure that we do not block off
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those who are not in some special class. I wondered if this
is correct.

Taylor: That is what I was trying to do.

Arthur Bestor: Throughout your paper, Mr. Taylor,
you seemed to be making a dichotomy between a concern with

education defined in academic terms, in terms of academic
disciplines, and an education which will be concerned with
society and social problems. I think that's a fair statement
of the element in the paper.

Now, is it then your judgment that academic scholar-

ship today is not sufficiently attending to the current
problem? Are sociology, anthropology, history and economics
very much concerned only with professional problems, and
unconcerned pith the world? If this is the case, which I
have my doubts about, where are the schools to get the
guidance that is going to take them out into society?

If, on the other hand, you do feel that the academic
disciplines today are concerned with social problems, why
is it a fault to try to bring the curriculum of the schools
up in accord with academic discipline thinking on social
problems today?

Taylor: I think your first statement is closer to
what I feel in observing high schools and colleges; that
is to say, that the academic disciplines are more related
to the problems arising within the hierarchy of academic
subjects than it is to the substantive content of issues in
the society itself.

I find in the curricula of the high schools no sense
of relevance between the tiork in social studies and the
bigger issues under which the disciplines can operate in
order to answer certain questions.

The questions themselves, I think you would agree,
change from generation to generation. I don't find the
curricula in these areas adapting themselves to those
changes and the different set of questions being answered
by the disciplines. This is particularly true in philosophy,
where, instead of dealing with those concerns which affect



moral and social values, the philosophers within the
universities are talking about the semantic issues, the
linguistics and other issues not relevant to developing
within the student a sense of intellectual :miry or
inducing some of the values which are r if students
are to develop what Mr. Hook referred to as a sense of
democratic responsibility.

Now let me make a corollary statement in order not to
be misunderstood. I have a terribly high regard for the
sheer exercise of the intellect in difficult or easy materials.
I have a great sense of concern that, within the reforms
necessary in education, what we consider to be the scholarly
disciplines are not considered as obstacles to the development
of intellectual acuity. I prize rather more than a great deal
of my colleagues in education that sense of relevance of the
mind to itself, involving the sheer enjoyment of the exercise
of the mind on difficult issues and the necessity of gaining
a background of information and knowledge which can only be
had by systematic study.

What I am concerned about is that at a given point the
development of systematic knowledge about given areas within
the curriculum has been pushed at students, without any sense
of what they are ready for, what they can respond to, and on
what level they can deal with the academic material. And it is
very difficult to sane .the word "acadmic" as it is in the case of
elite, without being misunderstood. Perhaps another word would
be preferable. The systematic inquiry into various areas of
organized knowledge is a key function of the schools and the
universities. However, if those inquiries in those disciplined
gathering together of bodies of knowledge are not done with some
sense of relevance to what the major questions are, then they
become quite useless and intellectually defeating on the part
of students.

Marvin Bressler: We have been operating on the implicit
assumption that equality is a useful goal. This is in fact what
I believe.

At the same time, I would like to hear anybody or all
of you discuss the mom in which this is true; that is, if
equality is deemed desirable and inequality undesirable, it must
be so in relatf.on to either certain consequences or certain stan-
dards.
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By what mandate of individual welfare or social function or
ethical standards may we conclude that equality is a desirable
goal to pursue?

Martin Mayer: Equality implies comparability in many
of the areas of the things that we are talking about. You
do have various mechanisms which enable you to reduce to
baseless qualities what you are talking about. The most
obvious is the market mechanism, which reduces everything
to sums of money which are neutral and which are comparable.
But if you are talking about the equality of a first-rate
painter and a first-rate compozert you are not talking emit
anything that's significant or meaningful. And if you are
talking about the equality of human beings, except in terms of
an egalitarian income or the equality of souls; which becomes
equally neutral in most people's bands, I dontt think that
you are dealing with anything that has a significance or a
meaning.

What we are talking about, I suppose, is an equality
of freedom of motion which is going to produce very unequal
ends. It's supposed to produce unequal ends. We'd have a
horribly dull existence if it did anything else. And the
problem is that we operate in such a way as to give highly
divergent freedoms of motion so as to yield very highly
divergent estimates of quality. But the notion that you wind
up with something so blond and mathematical and basically
unpleasant as equality strikes as as a very unfortunate notion.

On the other hand, I wouldn't want to criticize the
word, because almost any other word would be equally bad. If
you use "equivalent", you are being pedantic. You would
have something a little lass objectionable as a word, but
you would be one step closer to what we are talking about, I
think, one step further away from the neutrality that is implied
in the word "equality".

Sidney Book: I feel that is not very responsive to the
question. In facet, X am bewildered by Mr. Mayer's answer. I
think that this whole problem of equality is central; it isn't
* matter of neutrality.

While vs speak of the Negro revolution and we talk



about the equality of opportunity, we mean something very
important, something for which people are prepared to die.

Now, the meaning of equality in education is funda-
mentally moral and the genius of American education that
distinguishes it from education everywhere in the world
is our belief that every human being, every citizen is en-
titled to as much equality of opportunity as society can
provide at a definite time. The aspiration is not altogether
a guide to practice, but as our country developed, we have
taken this ideal seriously, and it is involved with the whole
question of elite education in the bad sense.

Years ago there were people who frankly said that they
didn't Quavery much what kind of education the Negroes got
or what kind of education the Jaws got; they were interested
only in the education or their own kind, their own class. And
you can find other justifications besides the moral justification
for emphasis upon equality in education, but this is funda-
mental. If you challenge this, then you are raising a moral
question as to why equality of concern is preferable to
special kinds of selectivity.

Let me put it this my in its perhaps most elementary
sense. Parents in the fanny who are aware of the inequalities
or the capacities on the part of their children are nonetheless
equally concerned about each of their children -- the bright
and the one who is not so bright and even the dull -- and no
one is surprised at that, because we pre-suppose a feeling and
an emotion of concern for all children.

Now, t.s democratic ethos really asserts that the
same attitude that the parent takes to all of his children
is the attitude that society should take to all it its children.
You may regard that as naive and objectionable, but I think
that's the W.sigs of cur commitment. And if scone vents to
challenge that, then they most challenge it on some aristo-
cratic notion. Very few people are prepared to do it on the
basis of a pure principle of aristocracy. Even Plato main-
tained that through his educational system he was enabling
all hue= being to find themselves in such a way they would
have equal opportunity for happiness.

There is a tendency on the pert of most people who
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reflect to accept the principle of equality of treatment as
part of a theory of justice, so that when you treat people
unequally, the burden of justification rests upon you. So
that those who take issue with the democratic attitude in
education would then have to offer some good reasons why
we should treat some people unequally.

Judon T. Sheplin: Another element is our growing
uncertainty about our ability to judge capabilities, at
whatever age, and any kind of premature judgment that
challenges a person in any particular direction. One of the
things I sense in the immediate climate of the Negro revolt
in the last couple of years, the emphasis upon pre-school, is
an increasing uncertainty about this, and the growing realization
of the way in which accidents of birth and early circumstance
increase our uncertainty about knowing about children.

John W. Powell: I an increasingly disturbed by the
sense that during the whole evening we have been talking about
education in terms of the classroom curriculum and the
educational testing service, whereas, we are actually talking
about the future of a society.

One of the talents which the society requires, which
is unpredictable and is demonstrably unrelated to marks in
school, is the talent of leadership. No society can exist
without leaders, no group exists without leaders. The talented
leadership acmes from what source we don't know. And yet
every society will have leaders.

You know from your own experience that your best leaders
in high school and college often come from your C-minus students
and yet they will go on to be the nation's leaders. One very
real question, we have to deal with, then is how is the edu-
cational system going to see to it that the leaders of the
nationi are -- and we ware very much for a while in danger of
being in this situation -- that the leaders of the nation are
not uneducated.

Book: I thought you said that our leaders came from the
C-minus students. Since we always have them, why should we
worry about them?

Powell: Because we cannot afford uneducated leaders.
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Hook: I'm a little suspicious of training for
leadership in a democracy.

Powell: I mean haw can you see to it that those who
are going to be leaders are educated, not necessarily in
terms of A's and B's?

Hook: Well, I could maintain that if you look at the
presildents we have had, Truman and Eiserhower, you can make
a good claim that you could just as well have election by lot
in a democracy. And the Greek system of election by lot didn't
work so badly, because they were all pretty well educated.

Powell: They kind of went under, I believe.

Rook: Yes, but not as a result of their education, because
all cultures go under sooner or later, including our own.

Powell: Are we to take this for granted?

Hook: I think that if the second law of thermo-dynamics
is valid, we can take it for granted.

Taylor: I'd like to shift to a technical question. The
Soviet system of education makes extreme claims, as we do, for
equality, and their system is organized under a 10- or 11-year
program of free education. The technical means through which
this concept of equality is applied consists of moving the
children in the Soviet system through certain courses of study
and through certain experiences controlled by the educational
authorities, which are equal in the application. But their
conception of equality is different from the one which I think
is being advocated here, which adapts the educational system to
the present situation of the people in a given community.

The thing that horrifies me is, if you go cut to certain
sectioue of the country and talk with the teacher in any given
high schools, you will find that there is no national effort
consonant with our claim to establish that adaptation of the
educational system to the need for equality, which in our terms
means a differentiated concept of quality at a given stage in
the child's development.

What is needed at the moment is perhaps some more tech-
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nical exercise in developing a conception of equality
which doesn't fall into the fallacies which Mr. Hook is
hinting at, which then deprives somebody of a chance to
move through the social system, whether he is C-minus,
A-plus, or whatever. And I believe if we keep ignoring
these qualitative factors in the conception of equality,
we am making a terrible mistake in that we are equating
our system with a controlled system in which everybody
will have to be equal, because they are all studying the
same subjects.

Edgar Friedenberg: I've interpreted Prof. Bressler's
raising of this issue as perhaps at least giving sanction
to question the value of equality itself as always the
paramount consideration or a dominant one when a choice
involving a hierarchy of values has to be made.

I must say that comparatively few things that have
happened to me that turned out to be agreeable or lucrative
were ever done in the name of equality; quite the contrary
as a matter of fact. And whether I wanted to favor it would
depend on what one was being equal about, and what seemed to
be lacking or, needed in a social situation at a particular
time. I don't think you can very sensibly be in favor of
almost any value. I can think of none in which you can say,
"Well, no matter Out condition society is in, what problem
it is facing, it's always going to need more this one". I
think most of the Oise in history and most of the societies
in which cne might have lived has quite easily taught too
little application of the principles of equality in most
situations.

At this time I'd want to think of its countervailing
in whatever I was dealing with. I am concerned, too, about
there being no opportunity, unless there is meant to be, of
asking the price of a particular value, even .if you do agree
that it is good. Equality in a particular educational context
night still cost more of other things that I an trying, and I
would be tilling to relinquish and I am quite sure that it
is true in a great many educational situations.

Taylor: Would you give an example of what you mean?
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Friedenbekg: Specifically, in curriculum I dieliks
having to work with materials that are made intelligible tc
a large number of people at the cost of what seems to as to
be loss of meaning. I write enough for a variety of editors
to know that in principle this principle is scarcely questioned.
In society people can say, "Yea, I understand, but, by trying
to be so subtle, you are simply putting it out of the reach
of a large numbem of the people you might be writing for." All
I can say is that is indeed one of the unfortunate consequences
that I em preparet tc accept.

What / really want is to say what I mean to whoever
may happen now, or if the record is preserved, later, to be
along who might understand itz

Hook: Aren't you confu6Lng equality with the quantitative?

Friedenberg: No, I don't think so.

Hook: Well, the illustration refers to the quantity
of the people. I could understand a written-down version of
what you wanted to say, and I can't Imagine any editor asking
you to abandon your subtle expressions on the grounds that you
were treating people unequally.,

It is true that the term "equality" as a value by itself
is never sufficient. It's quite clear when we say we can treat
people equally that we can also mistreat people equally, and
therefore there must be something else besides the equality of
treatment. Usually equality es a value, as a social value, goes
hand in hand with something which you sia call social welfare
or human happiness, and there are occasions in which Justice
will conflict with happiness.

But as far as education in concerned, you can't state
everything.; We presuppose a whole bat:karma here. When we
talk about educational equality, we really mean broadening the
opportunities for individuals who have bean unfairly neglected
or ignored.

Let's take an analyggy in other fields to see this. When
we speak of political equality in any particular context, we say
"Now, wt want not only went to vote, we want women to vote. We
want not only white men to vote but all men to vote". The
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assumption is that citizenship or the political aspects of
the situation are such that we have approved them upon
reflection, but the irreducible element of justice remains.
That is to say, every chile has a right to the development
of his capacities.

Priedenberg: I don't want all men to vote. I don't
want them to be restrained from voting, 'am I em delighted
when they lose their way to the polls very often.

Hook: But you don't want to deprive people from: voting,
do you?

Priedenberg: No.

Hoak: That's the important thing when we speak of the
political equality. They should have the right to vote, all
nen should have the rtiott to vote.

Mayer: I think we are coming back to what I was objecting
to, that equality and diversity are in a sense logical antagonists
and that you simply have to live with this. Certainly Prof. Hook
does not propose to give equality of treatment to the youngest
of the Rockefelleri and same poor kids in the slums. Because
their situations are diverse, you don't have equality of
treatment. You have to do something else. Nor are we talking
about putties them both through the Harvard Graduate School
unless they have some aspect in which they are not diverse.

In talking about equality and justice, then, there is a
vary great danger of getting so far up in the sir that you can't

see what the animals are eating down below. We are very con-
cerned here, I think, with the promotion of diversity and with
th© fact that people are very different from each other, and
what equality means in this context is something very, very
tricky and not eaJily to be taken into real terms. It always
winds up on a very high 'Awe.

Hook: May I respond to that? I think this is crucial,
even though it involves a philosophical issue. See, this
presupporition that equality entails uniformity or identity
is what I am argoing ageing,. In fact, whit I am saying is
that the moral wing of equality, wheica human beings are
concerned, is an equality of difference, that Negroes and



whites and Jews and Gentiles are different, and we don't
want to eliminate all these differences so that each one
becomes shiningly indistinguishable from each other.

What ws oppose to the melting-pot concept and 100%
American concept is the assumption that equality involves
a uniformity and identity and then a mediocrity. We say
people can be different, beam beings have different needs,
but each one has an equal right to have his specific needs
taken into account. The genius of modern education, as
distinct from the put, it seems to as, is the awareness
that education in some way must take account of the needct
of the learner and to present what is desirable in the way
of education to him in such a way that he grows with this
material.

Seymour Harris: A few economic points. I think we
have had bad economics here so far. / think that Prof. Book
needn't worry about the time when we will have to pay to do
same work. I think he exaggerated this problem of racentiou
and technology. I think most people in Washingtoo say there
have been no great changes in recent years, so I don't mean
to say there aren't any problems hers.

Now, in Mr. Mayer's discussion, the whole economic
issue was rather minimised. I don't for ore minute believe
you can have a good educational system only by getting cash.
If you put out more cash, yob have to get more supplies or
resources if you are going to do a good job. But I don't for
one minute believe that it isn't important to get some cash.

There's been a tremendous increase in the amount of
money spent on education, if you put on a per capita basis
tbe number of povio who ar being educateds you will Rod
an entirely different result. As a matter of fact, for
example, in higher edasiasion, if you compare the amount of
money spent per student with the rise of per capita incase in
the nation over a ions period of time, you will find that
actually the standards of higher education are considerably
deteriorated in relation to what has been happening to the
*comm.

Mr. Myer also said that vs shouldn't try to measure
tit net results of education, that this is a silly thing to do.
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I as not so sure, but I With we could measure the results.
A number of studies showed that Harvard, Yale and Princeton
alumni had much higher incomes than alumni of other colleges.
I would suggest that Harvard, Yale and Princeton do a wonder-
ful job on their education. Although as one of the editors
of the Harvard Crimson said when I suggested tuitions ought
to go up, he said: should tuition go up because Mr. Harris
says that Harvard education win give you so much incora? And
Prof. Harris says that the Agfa Khan gets a million dollars'
worth of income because he vent to Harvard. That's not my
position.

I did want to say when Mr. Taylor said something about
the fact that we haven't solved our problems of distribbtion,
unemployment, full production, poverty and so forth, I think
that isn't exactly correct. I think we have done a great
deal in these areas. This is a highly prosperous economy,
with only n of the heads of families unemployed; and of
all people who are unemployed, one-third of these people
are only seeking part-time jobs. The unemployment problem
isn't nearly as bad as people make it out to bet It is an
important problem, but not nearly so "ad as whet Mr. Taylor
has written.

Now a word about the tests. I don't think that the
experts on tests aren't aware of the difficulties of tests.
I am not sure they depend so much on tests as Fix. Taylor
says they do. I know at Harvard they pay much more attention
to what a student does in echool, his grades, in scic4ol, and
so forth, and what the principal says about him. But I also
want to remind you of something that John Gardner says about
testing in his brilliant book on excellence. He said he can
remember the time when teachers judged their students by how
much steak they had on their fingernails, or what their accent
was. The introduction of tests did a tremendous amount to
bring about fair treatment of students, and we mustn't forget
that.
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WiRODUCTION
by

John Henry Martin

I would like to exercise the chairman's prerogative to
ignore a little bit of my function, everybody else baying ercab-
lished that precedent very firmly, and speak as a schcooI superin-
tendent for a marAuit in these sessions.

i

The sources of the casing American revolution in education
and the heavy pressure of the content of what's been said in the
last two sessions, as if the revolution were going to come from
within the institution itself denies, I think, all history. My
grandfather used to say that the man who drove the horse and
buggy was the lest one to be aware of the fact that the automobile
was here to stay. The horse-drivers of education are not about to
become pilots of space vehicles in educational change.

On the other hand, I think the prospects of revolution are
delightfully wonderful, because external to the institution of
education are a whole series of forces, not the least of which
we are exemplifying by being here and speaking in discontent. But
in addition to that, in my more than 25 years in public office, I
have never seen before so widespread throughout every factor and
piece of the groupings of our society so universal a discontent
coupled with a hops for education. The mass intellectual value
system that says education must change has today penetrated into
every segment of our society to a degree that I don't think has
ever before existed in any mass culture or even small culture
before.

Secondly, Industry is discovering that there is gold in
those poverty-stricken hills called schools and millions of dollars
for the first time are being devoted to a technology of education.
Skinner provoked it, and it's growing and it is spending huge sums
of money. But there is a curious conjunction of $10,000 classroom
teachers in the last major handicraft manual trade left in our
society, called teaching with enormous investments by firms such
as IBM, Borg-Warner, Westinghouse, and North. American Aviation,
pumping hundreds of thousands of dollars annually in an effort
to produce a machine model for what we don't know how yet to do



manually. These companies operate on the thesis that what you
spend money for you are going to get. I thlmk we shall see the
arrival within the next five years of some vry important techno-
logical capital investment items to supplant, augment, replace or
increase the efficiency of the handicraft labor called teaching.
And the public will buy, because we are a society committed to
the fact that even what you can do well with your hands, it's
better to do poorly with a machine -- witness the electric
toothbrush.

Third, an item that I perhaps exaggerate as an ingredient
of revolution is the fact that a self-styled intellectual elite in
America, including suburban people who read the Saturday Review
of Literature, the New York Post and the New Republic, and titilete
themselves that this constitutes intellectualism, have in the past
ten years developecind popularized a contemptuous snob attitude
toward the second-class practitioner of public school administration
called the superintendent. Perhaps I exaggerate this because of
its personal context. But I posit this development as en ingredient
for revolution.

Fourth, a by-product of this growth pf eontempt is the role
of the Federal Government in such things as the poverty program.
As a politican said to me, poverty pays today. So, fetish-like
and fad-like, and I hope humenitarienly-engendered, millions
and billions are going to be pumped into a poverty progress

As.was stated here this morning by Mr. Shaplin, the basic
view of how to intervene in the educational structure will be
seriously effected by this wide-spreading belief in the inadequacy
of the existing hierarchical administrator in public education.
We are going to see, therefore, a proliferation of a whole series
of institutions, completely aside from, to use the hackneyed
phrase, mainstream of the public schools in the state departments
of education.

Fifth, I would note a very significant and seemingly
contradictory element to s proposition that the people in an
institution are the last to generate the revolution.

The Talleyrands and the Lafayette. are an important in-
gredient of every revolution. That is, the "traitors to their
class" is an ancient phrase from Rome as well as today, and,
strangely enough, with some humor, I should point out to you
the rise in militant unionism of the classroom teacher in this
country. By that I donut meant AFT alone. Ian talking of the



newly developed competition of the American Federation of Teachers
with the National Education Association. I was delightfully
surprised to discover that the revolution is well on its way.
Last week, for instance, delegates from both organizations laid
before me their demands. This is a process of spy activity by
each organization on the other to make sure that neither is
undercut by asking for anything less than the other does, in-
cluding last-minute editorial changes to maim than sound more
belligerent.

But I say to you this is evidence of a coming storm. I
think of such things as the Utah situation, and a number of city
situations, and the shock we exparilnced at the so-called Buffalo
strike in the post-war period, in the middle forties.

The militancy of the teacher is now incorporating, as you
saw in the New York situatioms, a long list of educational reforms.

Now, they are poor revolutionists because the reforms they
will ask for will be always within the limitations of the thinking
of the institution itself, or the establishment. But they are
calling for multi-billion dollars of expenditures in terms of
educational change. I would not discount this as simply one
more finger on the rock of movement, because some heavy hands,
some heavy levers of change, are pressing on the institution or
the establishment called Education.

iii

And so I would say to thiz audience that our over-concentration
on the assumption that educational leadership is gang to produce
a revolution is historically naive, if not ignorant. Bowyer, to
ortify you and to keep you from a complete sense of chagrin, my
own feeling is, with some degree of joy and anticipation (I can
hardly wait) the revolution is well on its weir and the force in
fact to now conjoining in vector operation on a single point
called the Establishment. We are in for some explosive tines.

Now I left out one more, and I saved it deliberately for tho
last because there should be some bridge between what I've got to
say &Witham are here to talk about, end thst is the role of
the Negro.

The Negro's militancy and, as I like to say ironically, his
irresponsibility in the selection of his leaders, in the inordinate
nature of Ostrom-Uncle Tarnish demands, the impropriety of their
haste, their lack of proper middle -clans dignity in the prosecetion
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of their sit-ins, is the first revolution I ever know that got
started by the exploitation of people's backsides the sit-in.
We have overlooked that, and we have also failed to recognise
that the Negro is a special ease and maybe belongs in the new
category of handicapped, Bice cerebral palsy, the blind and the
deaf, for all of wtme sow form of spacial education nay be
required. I take pleasure In ..** coarsens' willingness to
became excited *bout a whole most of educationsi reforms, which
SIAM to we to be a kind of running away from the Negroes'
insistence that the de-segregation of tba schools should come
first. As my Wearo friends say to we "!ou'rs trying to sell
us -- we never bought separate but equal now you are trying
to insist that separate beat better is what we ought to apt."
In any case, the 'bole pattern of pre - school education, of
tutorial services, the notice of differentiated instruction, all
of these things that are essentially not particularly omens to
the need of the Negro are political expedients that are advocated
as ways of handling aim education. These belated expedients
are due, I believe, to the politiLaal issmovability of school
.boards and ccamenities w the *motion of segregation.

And with that ask Kr) Rossi to talk *bout his paper
on group differences.
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SUPPLMiz=a GONMENTS
by

Peter Rossi

What I tried to do in my paper was two things: one is
to Outline some of the mechanisms whereby a lower class maintains
its particular characteristics over time. Although in this his-
torical period "lower class" means primarily Negro, at least in
the rhetoric that we employ in the west; and in social science,
these are general characteristics which would, I think apply
to Yemenites in Israel or to peasant immigrants to this ;.ountry
in the previous period.

The point was to make out some of these important mechanisms.
And perhaps in an excess of zeal to point to massive differences,
I emphasized, to begin with, the important effects of being poor,
because everybody likes to talk about other things. It's not
polite, apparently, in our society, to talk too much about
money. But one of the massive differences between the Negro
lower class in the urban industrial centers and the rest is that
they are poor and that poverty shows itself up in a variety of
ways.

Secondly, I talked about the effects of being lowest on
the totem pole and knowing it; that to be lower class, and
especially to be Negro in our sociery,is to be continually
punished: One can escape from it by a variety of mechanisms.
But the massive fact is that society devalues you and you know
it, and in some degree you devalue yourself.

And then, thirdly, I tried to talk about the transmission
system; that is to say, the way in which the characteristics
of lower-class Negroes are passed on from generation to genera-
tion, emphasizing the importance of the earliest socialization
experiences of the child.

This loads to the second pert of the papers, which says:
how can we break this vicious cycle? There is an important
assumption which lies behind the second part of the paper, and
that is that one should intervene in this particular case,
rather than in previous cases. And the reason why one feels
much more of a historical necessity at this particular point
is that history is going much faster than the ordinary slapidash
means of assimilation of this group into the population will
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I am a great admirer of American public schools. I think
they have done a marvelous job. I think it's very characteristic
of Americana end American professions of one kind and another to
have a very strong irgredient of self-hatred. Self- hatred comes
out here and provokes people to hate them in addition, because
nobody likes people to bate themselves.

But the schools, if you'll look historically, have done an
extraordinary job, perhaps painfully. Certainty I felt that it
was painful. The schools teaching me English in New York City
when I was six years old was an extraordinarily painful experience.
But they have done a job, and the problem i$ that we can't wait
for change over two or three generations at this particular point.
I am making that assumption, although I am sure that one CM
question that particular assumption and say we do have the time.
But for the moment let's assume that we don't have the tiers.

The throe points at which I think that intervention can
be made are: 1) in the early socialization of the children, to
remove the functional socialization out of this private sector
of individual households to some kind of socialized socialization;

2) if it is at all possible, to apply supplementary diets
during school;

3) the final recommendation talks about liquidation of
the lower class all together.

Here I'd like to elaborate just a little bit. The question
arises: can you get rid of the low man on the totem pole? I
think the answer is that you can, and I would like to indicate
some recent findings which indicate that this is possible, and
indeed has been occurring in this country over time.

The findings are as follows: Over the last 20 or 30 years,
actually 40 years since George Counts did a study back in 1922
or 1923, we have had a rather lengthy series of studies of
occupational prestige in this country, and over the last decade
there have been studies in about 30 different =stems of the
prestige standings of occupations.

The results are extraordinarily fascinating in the sense
that over time and across countries, by and large, these prestige
standings of occupations are fairly identical. Now, that meaus
that from 1925 to 1964 in this country we have stable prestige
standing of occupations. These positions are literally identical,
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despite the fact that there has been a considerable shift in
the composition of the labor force.

What does this mean? Suppose we took a distribution of
prestige, low to high, and plotted the pment of the labor
force at various positions. (Dr. Rossi nog illustrates his
points with various graphs.) In 1925, perhaps, we had dis-
tribution like this; that is to say, by and large the great
bulk of the population were occupying occupational positions
which had relatively low prestige as seen in 1925 and as seen still
today.

However, we have removed a great number of these occupations
from our labor force, We have gotten rid of a great many unskilled
jobs, so that the picture now looks something more like this, let's
say, in 1964. If we look then at a peasant society, let's say
Costa Rica, where we have information, it probably looks something
like that. There are a large number of peasants, call this a
peasant society. So that what these curves indicate is that
there can be a shift in the amount of prestige in a system and
the distribution of prestige in the system such that there is not
always an invariant rank order.

There always has to be somebody on the bottom; there can
be lots more people on the bottom. There can be a shift in the
increment of prestige as far as occupational positions are
concerned over time and over countries.

This leads to the notion that you can actually liquidate
the lower class in the sense of making a larger number more
homogeneous and bringing the mode of prestige of ranking up
a bit further and shifting the distribution. One can imagine
the egalitarian society looking, perhaps, like this -- a
society which would be more egalitarian than our own.

Now if that's the case, then same of the characteristics
I have talked about, about being low man on the totem pole,
are historically conditioned, area consequence of our past
and we could actually think of a society in which there is
a considerable more homogeneity in this respect than exists
at the present time, and indeed such a society appears to
be the situation that is caning in the future.
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DISCUSSION
by

Mattin Trow

I'd like to take as a dual text Peter Rossi's and Boris Ford's suggestion
this morning that we need to search for the effective levers of action that will,
as he put it, lift the biggest load. He also slipped in a metaphor about dynamite,
and maybe I'll get around to that.

I think Rossi's paper is an effort to identify some strategic points for apply-
ing pressures, and it struck me that Ford can identify exams as the strategic point
of leverage in the English system. I think we are still looking for our strategic
points, and I think our job is harder because our system is both more heterogeneous
and more de-centralized.

With enormous effort we've reformed or have begun to reform the school system
in the town that I live in--Berkeley--enormous pressure on a strategic point of
leverage and a brick moved, but nothing else in the Bay area.

I think it is also harder in this country because we are now asking more of
our schools than the English do, and what we ask of our schools affect our search
for the levers of action. What we are now asking of education is related to a
changing conception of equality of educational opportunity in this country.

Perhaps you know Anthony Crossland's distinction between a strong and a weak
conception of equality of educational opportunity. The weak conception, the tra-
ditional liberal view of eqUality of educational opportunity would remove all
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external barriers, birth, and wealth, which would handicap the transition of
intelligence into academic achievement and then career achievement. In that
view, intelligence is more or less fixed largely genetically, or at least
treated as if it were so, and the demand is that able boys and girls of fumble
birth be given access to decent education. In England it would be grammar schools
and a university, if they can show that they are able: and that's perhaps why they
are so concerned about their examinations.

The strong conception of equality of opportunity sees intelligence as
itself achieved and calls for equalizing the opportunities for gaining
intelligence. The demand is much more radical in its implications, since
much of intelligence is acquired or aborted in the family. Thus this doctrine
calls for quite active measures to help the family help its children, however
much we are inclined to nee from those who come to help us, and further
measures to supplement families' efforts through what might be called eampensatory
socialization. This is a commitment to help the Child, despite the family's
inability or indifference or, even, it's active opposition.

I think the United States, at least in its institutional leadership,
is increasingly committed to the strong conception of equality of opportunity,
and that in part is what I think the election was about. This was not always
the case in this country. Certainly Jefferson's proposal to sift the rubbish
heap for the few ablest youth of huMble origins was very similar to the weak
conception of equality of opportunity expressed in the Educatioh. Act of 1944
in Great Britain. The Act made a major institutional but not a major conceptual
change in British education by establishing a free -- although dual -- secondary
system for all for the first time.

It wasn't even the case in the United States during the growth of secondary
education between 189p and 1940. That was a kind of transition from the weak to
the strong concept of equality of educational opportunity in this country, and
closer to the weak than the strong.

Mere the doctrine appeared this way: the longer educational doors
remain open, that is: the Reis selective are institutions, presumably the
more attenuated are the influences or the handicaps of lower-class birth.
ThNE the free comprehensive secondary school system gave more time for native
talents to demonstrate themselves and to qualify their carriers for higher
education,. But this attenuation of influence of birth over time in school
only operates if the deficiency in the home is, in some sense, cultural or
not,, forwent of a better term, motivational or more profoundly psychological.
When it is only the former that's the case: the poor but ambitious bay may
need more time to translate his talents in achievement, using the school, the
free public library, whatever other equipment is around. But the society and
the school need do no more than provide the time and reasonable facilities, and
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talent presumably will realize itself, even in the face of a culturally alien
or impoverished home, indiffereu-:. beaching, boring textbooks, obsolete curriculum,
and all the rest of it.

A basic difference between the weak conception of educational opportunity
and the strong is the difference in the d.z....2=1, it males on the schools for the
success of the student. Under the weak concept, whatever else might have been
said about it, the student's failure basically is placed on his own shoulders.
Under the strong concept, the student's failure is seen as a failure of the
schools or the teachers, and this is what people have been calling for from
time to time, yesterday and today. This makes, of course, much severer
demands on the school and the teacher. I think it in part accounts for the
new concerns for educatlonal reform for our searchers of ways to intervene
in our search for levers.

Parennetically, I don't agree with Professor Shaplin on one point,
though I did with much else of what he said: that our colleges will next
be subjected to the kind of searching criticism now being applied to the
public schools, and especially the urban slun schools. The reason for this
is that at the point of entry in college we begin to apply the weak concept
of equality of education and educational opportunity. We are there, from
that point on, realizing talents, not creating intelllgence.

In Californis, for example, the new junior college In this sense much
more closely resembles the old comprehensive high school. It gives even
more time for talent to emerge from behind envi conmental handicaps, but it is
not yet seen as trying to create intelligence In a compensatory or a clinical
way.

This new widespread acceptance of the strong concept of equality of
education is, I believe, closely connected to the new recognition of the
lower-class urban Negro as a major social, morall political problem in this
country, emerging this way after the war. The crisis of the rapidly growing
numbers of Negroes in our cities, the crisis of the central society, the
Negro revolution, their demands for better education in the North as well
as in the South, coupled with evidence that group differen .A3 between
Negroes get bigger the further along they go in the school generates this
new conception.

This latter evidence was a shock to the weak conception of equality of
educational opportunity, and to the faith in the operation of an automatic
escalator for new groups coming in at the bottom of the society. The earlier
educational system had a lot of prestige for having coped so well, at least
reasonably well, perhaps very well, with the mass immigration of the period
between the Civil War and World War II. In a sense, I think the lower-class
Negro in'the North was its first highly visible failure, apart from Sputnik,
for whigh I think it, was unfairly blamed.

The post-war recognition of the slum child in an affluent society, the/
culture of poverty, the persistent effects of slavery, discrimination, degrad-
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tion, exploitation resulting in handicaps to lower-class Negro children --
more profound than those of children of European and Immigrant groups -- all
of these led to an institutional commitment to the strong conception of equalityof opportunity. This commitment requires the schools increasingly to see
themselves not merely as the arena where talent is realized and then reveals
itself, but where, indeed, for some children it has to be created and nurturedagainst btrong counter-forces in the child, his home, and his range of
opportunities in the society. This conception is by no means universally
accepted as yet, either by the general population or by all teachers. I
suspect it's held by increasing numbers of educational leaders. But I think
that the fact that it is accepted by only some of the educational establishment
is a source of some educational problems. And the fact that it is not accepted
wholly in the population at large is a source of a considerable political
problem.

Professor Rossi, accepts, as I do, this conception of the role of education
in relation to the lower -class Negro. As he notes: "The challenge of group
differences to contemporary American educational systems lies in the fact that
they are expected to deal effectively with groups whose characteristics arethose of poor ability, scanty knowledge, and low levels of motivation, at
levels of deficiency far below those 'normally' encountered in dealing with
the 'standard' American school population."

And he goes on to say: "For the practitioner the answer to how to
intervene in order to reduce the spread of differences in the general
population is given largely through an understanding of the same mechanisms
in which the social scientist has a more academic interest."

He is not saying here: how can we create better opportunities for
ale youth to reveal themselves; but how to reduce group differences, inter-
vene directly in the school in ways that will create intelligence and not
simply provide opportunities for it to be demonstrated. This raises the
question of where are thekvers of action which can be exerted on the
variety of mechanisms underlying the wide group differences in school per-
formance and realized abilities.

I IPould simply like to review for a moment some of the kinds of diagnoses
and prescriptions for lyver-class children in their education that are being
made, and I want to locate Peter's suggestions in this frame and at the end
raise a couple of questions with him about why he makes these suggestions and
not some others.

It seems to me some of the sources of difficulty and points of inter-
vention can be broadly grouped as within the school and outside the school
system.

Within the school it seems to me the interest has to be laid primarily
on the quality of instruction, and secondly, the climate of teaching and learn-
ing. One important aspect of the quality of instruction is the quality and
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and competence of teachers. Questions are raised about their recruitment andretention in slum schools and proposals are made to recruit more able peopleand retain them. Questions are raised about their salaries and how thataffects recruitment and retention in the competition for able people.

Much has been said about the creation of a hierarchy within the teach-ing profession which would allow people to pursue a career in teaching. Ithas been suggested, in fact, that the function of teem teaching is to provideprecisely that hierarchy within the teaching profession that would allow ablepeople to achieve recognition and wider responsibility and higher pay.

I t141.1k it was Keppel who said we can't pay a million and a halfteachers 10, 12, 13, or $15,000, but we might be able to pay this kind ofsalary to 200,000 teachers. This idea seems to conceive f team teaching
as a device for retaining teachers in the schools. Mr. Sdhaefer's suggestionof tying in teaching and research is also a means of improving quality of
the teacher and his investment. Various suggestions are made about the
differential rewards, both material and psychic for teaching in difficultcircumstances -- including, for example, a Domestic Peace Corps.

Secondly, proposals are made about the training of teachers. It issuggested that it would be helpful if they were more familiar with the
special problems of slim Children and slum communities. I sympathize herewith Mr. Mayer's observation that there may be dangers in sociology as a
justification for failure in the sehooll in the slum school. One learns
many good reasons why it's very difficult to have any great success.

Other suggestions include educating teachers in new approaches to theteaching of culturally-deprived children. Among others, Strodbeck and Moore,
as well as Mr. Deutsch, have interested themselves in this question, in suchthings as NDFA Summer Workshops.

Quite a different approach to the quality of Instruction has been not
through the teacher but around her byway of the new modes of instruction.
There are notions of introducing teachers' aides, new technologies, television
and programed instruction as ways of improving the quality of instruction
without improving the quality of the teacher, his motivation, his ability,
or anything else. This is an attempt to rationalize the instruction, ratherthan improve the skill of the handicraft workers.

A third aspect at the problem arises out of the fact that teachers and
administrators define the teaching situation as hopeless. There are many
Observations of this sort by people who are familiar with this problem. Theteacher's expectations are important factors in the performance of her
students. We bear of patronizing, of lowering of standards in slum schools,
of routinization and a withdrawal of energies, of weary pessimism, of fear
and hatred of the students because of the teacher's own stereotypes. An ofthese things are seen as problems to be dealt with, as a place where we might
conceivably intervene.
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. One of the points that is perhaps most central here is the possibleemergence of a culture of defeat among teachers in slam schools into whichnew tear.,Iners are brought and socialized, so that fresh energies and enthusiasmsquickly are punished by old-timers .

I think that various people have observed that school records, especiallyintelligence tests, which misread measures of achieved intelligence as measuresof potential intelligence, contribute to these stereotypes. In fact, I under-stand that in New York such tests are not being used. It seemed to me evenmore inventive to invent scores on intelligence tests, lie about them, andsee what the consequences might be for the encounter between teacher andstudent.

The possibility of educating teachers to neutralize such misconceptionshas also been suggested. Ithink that's tried widely. However, in Detroit
Mariberger suggests that exhortation and training doesn't have much effecton these stereotypes.

Another possibility in this direction is the creative use of theHawthorne effect to modify or break into this culture of defeat, or, one
might transform this task into a new mission such as is embodied in theconcept of a domestic peace corps.

A whole area within the school is the climate of instruction, andthis area is still largely unanalyzed. The question here, as it's beenput by people like Allen Wilson and Natalie Rogoff and John Michael atColuMbia is: does this climate or undercut the-efforts of the school inteaching? Relevant to this are studies of the impact of class aid racialratios, i.e. riving of various levels of cultural sophistication,
motivation and aspirationi of which class and race are crude indicators.
A concern with the effect of racier and class ratios in school lies
behinft some of the pressure against de facto segregation. I think wedon't know yet -. this is not necessarily an argument to use against efforts
to modify segregation -- but we don't at all know what desirable ratios areat different grade levels or in different communities or under different
teaching arrangements.

We know the mix has some effects on aspiration and performance. We
don't know yet how itseffects vary under different conditions or what the
mechanisms are through which it has its effects. It is suggested, in order
to modify this mixpthat we modify housing laves districting policies,
streaming or tracking policies.

We don't know yet, for example, to what extent a given racial ratiowithin s school, but not within a track, has the effects that we anticipate.To what extent does having it absent from the immediate educational experienceof a student insulate the student free the effects of that application?
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But there ought to be other criteria of importance than the fact that
a particular question captures ray fancy. What are the criteria by which we
decide to do research in this area and to take action in this area? Is this
question of racial and eases ratios a peculiarly vulnerable and promising
one for its effects on students? If one thinks so, if one lakes the partial
commit:rent of doing research on it, then we have to explore to what extent
racial and class ratios affect friendships outside of class through personal
influence within the se hocl but not within the track. Do they operate to
provide students with models of higher performance? Do they make teachers
teach, since there have been new seta of demands introduced in the school?
Do they get more teacher attention?

In other words, if we look at the mechanisms through which this sort
of large institutional arrangement might have its effects, those mechanisms
through which class and racial ratios operate would point to different
treatment strategies. This is especially true in large urban cities, such as
Manhattan, where it becomes increasingly difficult to change class or racial
ratios.

Anyway, I point to that as another area of concern about the way to
intervene. Other possibilities include manipulation of a curriculum to break
into the routine, the resignation, the boredom and apathy of both teachers
and students, and to provide conditions under which teachers and administra-
tors can use their imagination.

This points ta.a whole set potential areas of intervention withinthe school. Rossi makes his suggestions primarily outside or in addition to
the school as it is ordinarily constituted. I think we can look here at
interventions directed at the child, those directed at his parents and the
community, and those dime ted to the economy of the larger society.

In the first category would fall we-school programs such as the
boarding school suggestion that he makes and which I think iu a very good
idea. Risher Horizons programs to some extent are extra-school. These are
uric= forma of compensatory socialization which Rossi suggests are required
to break into .the vicious cycle whereby lower-class families produce lower-class
adults who, in turn, produce another generation of lower-class inttividtsls.

Efforts directed to the parents and the community are represented by
Mr. Shepard's work involving the attack on low aspirations and stanalvds
among parents in the community. They are also, in a way, represented by
Alinsky's work in the Woodlawn organization in Chicago, and even Mobilization
for Youth.

The kinds of questions I would ask here are: what are the effects, if
any, of these efforts on the education of children in these communities? And,secondly, %tat are the mechanisms through which these programs have whatever
effect they do have? Third, assuming the answers to the first two, what
difference does it make if the focus of such efforts is on the self-improvement
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of the Negro community or if it's directed at an external enemy? Whet diff-
erende does it take which of these efforts are directed at the parents and
adults in the casesmity, and *loth at the children?

We know more about the effects of the economy in society. Here Rossi
has suggestions about negative income tax, a decent floor under the income
of lower-cuss fSmilles, inventing new °emotions, a whole set of large
legislative suggestions aiming at abolishing discriminatory practices and
creating full. lege:LA*1U -- the whole agenda of the civil rights movement
would be available here.

There is another set of possible interventions that haven't been
mentioned. These are neither within the school nor outside the school system,
but refer to the st=ture of the organization of the school system itself.
I warder to what extent, for example, we can identify the centralization of
decision - caking as a factor in the effectiveness of education within the
schools that make up such a system, or the size of individual schools or
the role of local school. boards in a large school system. Is there a
problem arising out of central control versus local autonomy?

We can perhaps identify or locate these suggested points of inter-
vention in this vay: first, is the intervention to be done through the
teacher or ai*rt from the teacher? Is the intervention in school or
outside the school? Host of the suggestions that I have reviewed can
be located here. We have had various observations and suggestions about
teacher recruitment and training. Here Qs: whole set of new modes of
instruction, most of them concerning the division of labor within the teaching
profession -- which I interpret as efforts to improve the quality of instruc-
tion apart from the quality of the teacher.

Now the questions I want to ask are these: first, what are the
priorities among the possible interventions? What are the bases for decid-
ing the question of priority? Should the bases be the evidence we have,
the costs, the political. pressures, or what other cadbination? And what
are the relative merits of focussed efforts versus what is, I think, in
practice now. Is there any danger in the Utter case of a dilation of
energies and efforts bitting here and here and here, all across the board?

And finally, why does Professor Rossi seem to offer interventions mainly
outside the existing school?
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I have changed whet t intended to discuss largely because
so much ofit has either been stated, covered or touched on,that I feel it
necessnry to more or less free- associate to some of the issues that have
been raised here.

I strongly agreed with just one point In the paper we are discussing
today. This relates to the general discussion last night of some of the
social influences that are operative here, namely, that equality In education
in terms of early immigrant groups was not the factor that it is today. Ithas become a critical factor because there has been such a change in the job
market and the kind of skills that are necessary if people are to be euployed
in our society and.if we are to attenuate social discontent.

I think one has to recognize this. Education, by and large, has not
Initiated the movement toward quality. I have some doubts if this movement
is occuring because of humanistic or moralistic qualities, or because of
the secondary status and mate of Negro, Mexican-Americans, Indian -Americans
and many whites in this country, or whether it is a response to very real
social change.

When we use the term "revolution", I think we use it often in a very
promiscuous manner. The revolution has a way of getting digested by the
establishowt and being converted into everyday routine. I don't know that t
the discussions that we have had now and that we eght have had ten years
ago or that we will have ten years from now are necessarily different,
though we have changed to some extent the terminology we have been using.

I think we have come more and more to recognize that intelligence
is not an immutable quality. It is something which is subject to change
tarough social intervention. Society can organize its insItthtions of
change in such a way that it can give people opportunity for a greater
development of intellectual potential, than it has in the past.

If our present system allows us to accomplish this, what are some
of the major handicaps? In the past, we have had a system that looked
upon intelligence in terms of geno-typical factors. You might say it was
a negativistic rationalization for Intellectual performance based on a
belief in the indigenous limitations within the organism.

Today we tend to place responsibility on the social system and most
specifically the school.. I think this is most appropriate.

We have a =flume of events: a new technology, the utilization of
automated selfwbeaching machines, a new curriculum,. And yet we have in many
respects two cultures operating- sisallameouely.

When I attend conferences like this, I get the feel that the discussion
at the conferences and the discussion that takes place back on the school dis-
trict level are quite different: much of the differemcesseems to be due to
different interpretations of the research and the exploratory idoss that are
available in the behavioral sciences and in education.
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For example, consider the model of intervention implied in the so-
called pre - school program. In my judgment, this promo, to a ridiculous
extent, has been conceived of as the main agent of change. Of course, it
can only be an agent of change if it is built in with continuity to what
happens to the child later on his terms of the school experience.
must be fully meshed in and articulated if it is to have any significance.

There are developmental reasons why se should intervene at as early
an age as possible in terms of the exploration and development of conceptual
skills and language capabilities. But I would be extremely pessimistic as
to the over-all effectiveness of these programs if they do not have three
essential qualities built into them.

One is the selity of articulation with what happens later on. For
example, there arekabout 400 proposals now at the Poverty Office for pre-
school education. But many of the communities don't have any kindergarten
education and don't have plans for it. Obviously, therefore there is going
to be a disturbing hiatus. M

More important than that is the interpretation of the kinds of things
that should go into the new curricula and the kinds of Changes that must be
made in teachers and in the system itself.

One must cansider, for instance, the training of the teacher in
terms of the utilization of new methodologies and in terms of the teacher
having an adequate concept at the developmental levels that an individual
china has reached.

For example, if you are talking about memory function, you will have
some children who will be at a certain place and a certain point in time in
their ability to handle two, three, or four digits or the alphabet. If
we are speaking in term of specific labeling, different children will be
at different levels. Now, there are methods by which this material can be
fed back and forth between the teacher and student and become a very
exciting instructional device.

Consider, too, another probleathat is sometimes referred to as the
boredom barrier. The boredom barrier takes place when teachers oome into
the school situation having law expectations as to the functioning of the
children and relate only to that segment of the class which is able to give
them the kind of answers that they wantl and in the middle-class langumge
the teacher insists on speaking.

Special problems arise for the teacher of lower-Claes origin who is
now middle-class and goes into the school situation with a conscious or
unconscious rejection of the constricted type of language format that
Bernstein has spoken about in his General NoaOlogy of the Social Class
and Language Developmem%.
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The question of interpretation is extremely important here. Do we
just start theee programs? Is money automatically equated with success?
Or do we need tooling up? Do we need time for the development of ideas?
Do we need time for prototype situations to be established so that they
can be introduced into the major system?

What's happening now is that the major intervention models are
being perverted by introducing them into the system at much too rapid a
pate, without the kinds of training, orientations and equipment that are
absolutely essentia4

This has certain probable maifications. In five or ten years, if
we have adequate evaluation (maybe, fortunately, we do not), many of the
current programs are going to be complete failures and the children, for
whom we are now pouring millions of dollars Into special programs, will
not show the kind of progress that should be possible.

To some extent we should have been, ten or twenty years ago, at the
point that we are now. At that time we had an opportunity to do some of
the basic research that is starting only now, and that will supply the
foundation for the kind ofiinterventlon models which can be most success-
ful and most specific in terms of establishing adequate motivational
patterns and an adequate response toward the learning situation, both
in terms of the teacher and the child.

I would hope that the question of patience in time is seriously
considered. I would like to see the educational aspects of the Poverty
Program go to revolutionizing the Office of Education. Funds should be
made available through the Office of Education, not through Poverty, which
does not have the trained or sophisticated staff necessary to recognize
that we have a long-tern problem. We're not going to get rid of the
inequalities in American education tomorrow.

I *Lktthought of myself as having certain revolutionary ten-
dencies. I like things to be done, but I prefer then to be done correctly.
One needs positive teed- back, or else we will not have the kind of rein-
forcements from the teacher, the superintendent, and from the child that
are absolutely necessary.

With the new programs, the process of alienation begins even earlier
now. Instead of going in at five or six, children go in at three or four.
The teacher is not ready to assume the kind of responsibility for stimulating
children that ie necessary. There is an absence of investigation, of research,
of communication with the teachers *hoar. in the school. The result is that
children are not really being reached in a very moaningru3. manner.
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We can develop intervention models over time that can work on a mass
banis. Our question really is: how does one translate from the prototypical
model to the mass model? I think we have not adequately dealt with this
issue. And, as I said before, I think we have often taken the facade of
change, the symbols, the vocabulaay, but we have not tOsen the intrinsic
aspects that are necessary for real curriculum change, although there are
some very positive things that are operating in terms of change.

We have found that there is a very real change is terns of motivation.
Lower-class parents are extremely motivated. They don't know the mechanisms
by which their children learn, they don't know how to interpret it, but
thee, want learning, they want education, they want books. You can introduce
them to books and they will accept books, but it bap to be done by an
essentially sympathetic teacher who is oriented to some of the sociological
aspects and some of the developmental learning problems of the child.

To an astonishing degree, parents have been willing to cooperate in
the over-all process in spite of the extent to which they have often been
alienated by the anachronisms in the school system which prevent the
establishment of the kind of bridge necessary for a_ meaningful sense of
participation.

Issaid before that we do not have sufficient evaluation of many of
these programs. In terms of the funding, it's been toward programming and
not toward evaluation, But even where it has been toward evaluation, it has
been incorrect. It has been evaluation of output variables; en evaluation
of performance, not evaluation of process; no evaluation of where learning
takes place or how it takes place.

For example, in one population, over the last three years, we've
found that on the question of concept formation, lower-class ellildren bad
a significant decrease from 3.9 years of.age until 6.2. The race factor
was not significant. But in the language factor there had been, with
certain special intervention, a significant increase iu performance. It's
this kind of specific focused evaluation we are concerned with.

When we looked at the program we found that we had a very nice model
for various =tines in conceptual behavior, but that somOkbis it just wasn't
put into practice. The teachers would try it for two or three weeks and
sometimes it worked, sometimes it mug not work. Then they would move on
to more routinized nursery school methods that are less cognitively oriented.
It was extremely unfortunate.

Another kind of thing that happens is this. We have a group of 140
children who are now in the first grads, and have been what we consider, with
all its limitations -- and it has a lot of limitaticas -- a model kind of
operation, since they were three and a half years of age. Out of this group
two of the three teachers were disappointed. .7bey said, "We've never had a
group of Children coming fro* the slums that are so bright, that ask so many
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questions. We can't keep them quiet. We are unhappy." One asked to be
moved out. She didn't want its it was too difficult. The principal said,
Nell, I can't. replace her" and kept her in there. Now we are very much
worried about what's going to happen to this group in this kind of situation.

Another one found it just very difficult. She liked order and these
children have been taught to cluster together in terms of various competence
groups, They help one another and play with a lot of the automated machinery
and other things we have been trying to introduce and they find little sub-
learning groups. Well, this is very different fro,- the usual process. Its
true the physical structure of the classroom has changed. In the kindergarten
and in the pre-school we had a large space. Now when you get up you die- e
concert to some extent the whole operation. As a result, there is a great
deal of discontent on the part of many of the children, reflecting, of course,
the feelings of the teacher.

There is another aspect of this that comegleut, namely, the tendency of
the teacher to anticipate from which children she will secure the correct
response and to give these children cues. In an analysis of the response
patterns we found something like 80 percent of all inquiries are directed
to certain children. Where the teacher can anticipate which children know
the correct response, or at least the likelihood of their knowing, the correct
response is reasonably great.

We have found that when we tried to change this, id didn't work
initially. First, the teachers denied it, so we used movies. Then we found .

that something else was happening. Some of the teachers, when dealing with
children where they did not anticipate successful response, would mimic,
when it was a one-word-type response. The child would pick up the mimic
cue and respond correctly. But, of course, no learning took place.

We found, again, that teachers did not accept this, but when wer
were able to show them the movie, they said, "My gosh, we do do this." And,
again, I think the utilization in terms of teacher-training of self-training
evaluation techniques, where one site down, analyzes what is happening, and
plays back the movies, is very useful. Of course, it's something that's not
included generally in the kind of funding being made available in these
programs, for they are conceptualized as massive and immediate rather than
as the kind of thing that has to be developed over the next ten or twenty
years. This longer time perspective is indispensable if we are successfully
to change educational processes and if we are to make good use of what we are
beginning to learn in the behavioral and educational sciences about learning
to learn and how civtlArect go about learning.

I want to mention one other aspect that strikes me as extremely interest-
ing. For a number of years we have been doing a study of race, social class
and deprivation, and we find that there is a deprivation cluster. This
consists of a number of items in verbal interaction in the home, dilapidation o
of the home, presence of a father in the home, attitude toward education, etc.
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These are more significant than social class or race; race does play a sig-
nificant factor in determining performance outputs. Social class seems to
be a fag for in a population of 300 at the .05 level, but the deprivation
index cuts right across. Whether it exists within the middle-class or
within the lower-class, there are greater frequencies in the lover-class
cells of people who have deprivation-type experiences and the deterpanation
of the way in which these deprivation experiences operate is indispensable if
we are to have any real chance to develop an effective intervention model
that we can take into the home.

Many of these parents are extremely cooperative when you give them
books, when you ctrry on role-playing situations where you help teach them
to ask questions and to answer questions in an elaborative manner in terms
of the linguistic organization of vernal responses rather than in a con-
stricted way.

I think this can be extremely important to us. To me it indicates that
thereaare identifiable specific environmental factors that significantly
depress intellectual performance. Knowing these, one can intervene both
at the home level and at the school level, and link the two in a meaningful
way, so that one can get the kind of change and the kind of growth that is
necessary if we are to meaningfully talk about equality in education.

I'd like to say more about the boredom barrier, because I consider it
important in terms of the role of the teacher. It's a mutually reinforcing
thing. The teacher gets bored, the child gets bored, and instead of a
learning situation you have a non-learning situation. Very often where
fancy money is going you find that you have a program that is really only
a facade. You do not have anything that's really happening in terms of
the actual dynamics of the classroom situation and learning on the --rt
of the child.

One of the woys of breaking through on this -- and the suggestion
originally came from a paper called "Inqutry Training" that was done by
Dick SuchNan at the University of Illinois -- is the emphasis on the
formulation of questions on the part of the child to the teacher, actual
training to isk questions about the environment and about experiences.
We have found that teachers trained within the regular institution find
this vex difficult except on a personality basis. Some of them respond
immediate* but too many find it a different kind of situation. Butthose lobo, with training, start responding, also begin to get the kind
of reinforcement that breaks through the boredom barrier. The systematic
study of inquiry training, I think, will play a very important role in the
further development of intervention models and in determining to some
extent the climate of instruction.

I would like to see a climate where, if many of the present progruis do
not !ve :he success we anticipate, we are able to build in over a long -range
the kind of technology and the kind of curricula that are most appropriate.
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And, as I say, I think this is going to involve the embaation of process
more than the eyluatica at output. I hope that there will be funds
available for this, even thou8h it will not have the social pay-et that,
unfor'anate37, it often being demanded today, and the pazr-eff is often
being czked*fekr. in the next few years. I do not think that's possible,
as we have mot sufficiently systematized tha kavirledge that is currently
available.
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RESPOLVE

by
Peter Rossi

I think I'd like to say something first with respect
to what Marty Troy said. I deliberately left out the school
system for two reasons: one Is that I was very much impressed
with Men Bloom's work shoving how such of the variation in
intelligence in an individual occurs in this pre-school
period. I was therefore betting that intervention in this
area would have the largest payoff in the long run. A second
reason is that educational research shows that by and large
if you factor out the input characteristics of students,
the output characteristics of institutions are somewhat
indistinguishable a fact which Mr. Conanv neglects to
mention.

It's very easy to make a good school in Skokie, Illinois
or Scarsdale, or, if you will pardon the expression, Kr. Vernon,
but its ambient*. difficult to make increments of a sort.

I think the general strategy is to make these kids
middle class; that ye can, by and large, dispense with the
lower class in our society. They don't like themselves;
ve don't like them. They may have some nice qualities
that, in s kind of romantic goose, vs admire. But they
don't admire them and as goons, they can get out of the
lower class they manage to do so. The trouble is nobody
has been giving them any exit signs or the means by which
they can move.

To turn to Kr. Deutsch's comments, certainly whatever

is done on the pre-school level should not be done hastily.
There is a favorite platitude among researchers which goes
as follows: you will never get anywhere unless you do some
research on what you are doing. Well, it's such a platitude
now that I Wiping to say to you you don't have to do research.
I'll be a counter-puncher, like Mr. Mayer, and say: no, it's
not do research; let's do something, and if it turns out to be



good, everybody will recognize it like everybody can
recognise an educated inn.

But to be more serious, sure, we have to do research
and we have to do research particularly, as Mr. Deutsch says
on what produces the results that coos out of a program.
It's a little bit disocuraglin and distressing to see
money poured down what is a drains. It's apparently
a characteristic of our society Vast we prefer this kind of
zassive splattering approach when we hit a problem. We
train too many
tie
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motion, but at the same time, we do a great dual of la-
provisation, innoutioc, and it we can somehow capture
the lessons of that improvisation and innovation, I am
sure that would be extremely worthwhile.

Finally, on the question of the climate of teaching
and on the characteristice of teachers. I em afraid our
teachers are very much like we are. Perhaps what we
should. do as leaders of a very prestigeful occupation
is to danand that this rest of society =fore to us and
fix it so that they do, either by Wing time adequate
preparation to =fax to our expectations or putting
the WOWS on until they do.
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PCRELL: I thought that was still being done,
but I was not clear. Let me take a more important
one.

ROSSI: O.K. Maybe they are. I haven't met
any du13.-witted eons of bureaucrats. Cc the Bast Coast
they ray be more decadent.

PORILL: There is a more important complex of
contusion in my mini between pages 21, 22 and 23.
Let me start with 22: "The characteristics of a success -
ful program of intervention...mare first it oust be
=pal* of biz ow:lowed on a wide enough sax le to
affect significant proportions of lover-class:. chil-
dren. .should be capable of being staffed by the same
caliber of persons who run our public school systems
and by lesser skilled. Individuals. .and most not be
beyond our financial capabilities." Then you say: thus
we see that's it's unlikely that we can do it at au.
This confused area little bit, particularly since on
page 23 you ssq we need to invent new occupations for
displaced persons. And on page 23., in talking about
residential centers, you suggest that, "The lottom
layers of the staff". should oome trait. ."persons
recruited. from the same population as the childred" and
properly trained..

Do those rosily fit together, that you could
draw from the underprivileged groups persons who could.
be trained to go back into thus and carry on this en.
Advent and they would have to be done on a signifi-
cantly large scale, but slam we don't have enough
money to do it, we won't be able to? I am lost.

ROM: Yes, so as X, I lams to admit. I am
expressing their Utopia: aspirations and in part some
realistic cynical. pessimism. That is to say, if as
really take this pis -ac pal tsestment very, very seri-
ously, that's going to be quite evasive. I am not
quite sure whether our society is reedy to pay that
price at this acmes* or primps would leder to fiddle
sword with the curriculum, rather than create new
institutions far the processing of prea4abool kids*
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On the second point of the retraining of lower.
class individuals to socialize themselves, I don't think
we have paid very lzuch attention to this possibility.
For example, talking with Ude Bronfenbrennar at lunch
today, the Soviet system of extensive child care and
some of its side effects, I said, "What about the
possibility of stvervided motherhood; that is to say,
that we intervene directly in the family and have the
parents do the socialization in the proper fashion,
bringing the mothers into a nursery school situation,
for =maple, or very early childhood and just train-
ing them. You do this; you do that, and here is how
you answer questions, If that's the techaque."

I don't know what the specific techniques are.
Those are not gi? ;articular area. But we can ca)tain4r,
it seers to me, think about the utilization of much lower 1
levels of skill than ve presently employ.

Apparently, to listen to this morning's dls-
eUefii011, it doesn't take very much level of skill to be
a school teacher, and as we go down a few notches we will
decrease the quality much farther.

Cm the third point of the invention of new sorts
of occupations, I wasn't suggesting here who precisely
would, invent this. But it seems to as that we are
moving in a direction in our society of inventing different
organisational form for all sorts of services which
households at one time performed for themselves. )ybe
we ought to wave a little cash in their faces in the form
of scam sort of subsidized wages for staff in order to get
such a thing underway.

Barris: Hr. Chairman, I want to ,;.ise a
few eeaa a reties, if no don't mind. I have been saving
these u from this moridng, too, because the same issues
have been raised.

You, for exam e, Kr. Chairman, suggested that
the teachers are going to ask for a goad airy .
dollars, and that was a fine revolution. And this morn
ing kr. Schaefer said that vs ought to get some lore cash
but there is the problem of the real estate. I am
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not sure we need many more biLlioes of dollars for
the teachers. Act= Lly, as scuebody said this morn-
ing, I think the public school teacher's income has
done about as well a* the average of the nation over
the last recent yearil. They he re-established their
position. This is not true of college professors, who
are down about 40%, it seems to me, from the rest of
the working population. That's where the pressure
should be put for getting incomes up.

Since I am ready to retire, I am not speaking
for myself. Now, I think there is a lot of nonsense
about the real estate business. Mere isn't any more
money in reel estateactually, if you look at history
of public finance in the lest fifteen years, take the
1950's, you'd find that the total incase of state and
local governments vent iv 50 billion dollars. The
largest part of that came out of real estate taxes.
Don't forget, we have 20 million new houses and many
cities have reqassessed their property, so that even
if we duet get avy money from the Federal Govern-
ment-4 don't think you are going to get much money
from the /Waal Government. you may get an awful lot
from state and local goverznents, if they really want
to pay the bill.

Than is, of course, something to be said for
higher pay, because ve are working with a thin genera-
tion of teachers, in terms of population, and we have
these large lumbers of young people, and from that
point of view you do have to perhaps get more cash
if you want teachers of quality.

Noir, one point vas raised this morning about
merit increases. If we could have a more effective
use of the away we tat, ve voadn't need very much
more money. I know merit increases are out, as was
said this morning, but for example what about the
general idea that when you need miatheratics teachers,
why don't you pa* them more against other timbers?
Of course, the Ana doesn't like this idea. They spy
if you want to pay a usthesiatles teachers a thousand
dollars mare, pay eTarybody a thousand dollars more
and then you can gat sore mathematicians and every-
bod also profits frcs, this.
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But that means a most ineffective use of your cash.

Somebody mentioned teem teaching° I thlzk this
is a very effective way of getting sate differentiation
ani slaking more effective use of your good teachers.

There's one thing that sale people don't realize,
and that is that the teachers, just like the hospitals,
are up against a tough problem and that problem is that
there is a great rise in productivity year after year
in the economy, which is reflected in rising incomes,
which means the educational plant or the educationel
machinery has to y the coats of these hiGter incomes
but doesn't get the compensation and increased product.
ivtty that these other parts of the economy do. This
makes it much more difficult for the educational interests
to keep maintaining their position.

I think what was said about the changing ottern
of spending, if you get this kind of help at all, will be
very helpful. But to spend that 10 or 15 billion doliars,
which seems to as about the minimum that we require to bring
that about, to raise the poverty grows into, say, a mini.
mum level, this doesn't look as though it's casing.

What's more important, it's going to be very diffi-
cult to gat any Ma of help tau the ;Morel Government,
because 'we nov have a program of tax cuts as a way of
stimulating the esoncmy. This has a each greater universal
appeal, especially sarong businessmen who are influential,
and especially Hr. Johnson. As long as lip. Johnson is
afraid to spend nay and as low as the military expendi.
tures keep on at their present levid..and not likely to go
down very much in the near future-you are not going to be
able to get this money for education or way other welfare
service in the ascents that an needed and that many of you
woad like to see become available.

Oscar Cohens I would suggest that we are not going
to solvairelhe jealous that have been posed here
without nasstite Moral Aid, area I don't subscribe to the
theory that we are not going to get name money or that
society is not ready to spend the wog that is necessary
on eduoatitz.v. I don't think society vii). be =My as long
as we take Cie kind of attitude that Mr. Barris has taken,

-5;
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especially with the kind of "Milltown" be slipped us
last night about the unemployment rate.

I'd like to refer to lir. Travis commeas on
equality of opportunity and add, a dimension. He indi-
cated that there was a difference between a weak and
a strong position on equality within a school system
and the theory of compensatory education is being
increasingly accepted. The New York School System is
one in Which the Principle has been accepted* Nov I
would suggest that there might be a theory of compensa-
tory education as between school systems.

Mt. Vernon spends $850 per student, Nev York $9r),
New Rochelle $1,000, but M. Louis spends $350. This isa great differential.

Whether these figures are exact or not, I think
we will, accept the fact that there is a very substantial
difference in the financial resources that are made avail-
able to the educational systems in various cities. Are
we satisfied with this situation and should there not be
an effort to reduce tax expenses if we are to achieve
equality of opportunity not only within each system but
between systems?

Berm kegs Ur. Chairman, I think this discuss-
ion this afternoon leafs us a step Anther then we have
been, if I make the right deductions.

I think Mr. Rossi is saying in effect that the
basic vay to change all of this and to provide equality
of opportunity is to elteinate the lower class and ea that
this means. Without considering how this ammoth task gets
to be undertaken, it certainly leads to the next set of
considerations and that is loser class in the UAW States
taw almost is synonymous with Negro. How do you abstract
the element of raw from the context of class? Raw is a
chronic element in the persistence, of concentration of
Negros in the lover class.

If one asks this question, then we are lad. to asks
km do you deal with the peculiar and chronic and diffi-
cult element of raoe in prodding broader economic equality
of educational opppoeAmity?
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Well, you say we do it lila we are betirning
to do it already. We begin by desegregating the schoolsystems. Well, how are we desegregating the school
systems? Then we are thrown, back on the various devicesthat we are involved in nov-buselw, special aids, andwhatnot. Then because we aren't satisfied with these
special rosamaches to the racial aspect, we are drivento the sets of question which are raised by the firstdiscussant.

I em not sure that theme (onetime that youraise, however, are the crucial Atimsetglone for resperoh,if they are to advance oar efforts to Totem avyfarther. And I am not sure whether research. intowhether different combinations of proportions of lover-class or Negro children under varying coalitions of
arrangements within classes, or sh000/s, or tracks, orsocieties, or under different types of teaching, or underdifferent types of teaching methods, or a different typeof teaching approach, is going to advance us such farther,Martin Deutsch's observations seem promising; be issuggesting weturn our direction away from results--this means quantita-tive meamements of achievement as sue...into what happensin the process, because we may stand to learn much morethat way. I em more excited therefore b'7 this kinddeparture.

Rossi: It would seem to me that northing thateither Eir7 us has said today would of are? avail iftiara were no plats in American society fa, Negroes above
a80 16. That's a problem which, at least as I wrote mypaper, I puslwl aside and, said: look, the problem of
legislating and enforcing equality of opportunity for
employment and residence and the like, that's a separateproblem; it's a massive problem, but it's one which hasto be solved and needs intensive thinldngathrough of itsogno

All we can do right now is to ea gloy our old-
fashioned legal mechanisms to sake sure that at leastwe get some co fortuity behavior =lay some arCANIStitileedswhere we can catch the eriedr 1.

But certainly I think tint we are addressingourselves here to now is: how do we prepare airgeneration of Negro and other lamer-class children to



meet the opportunities which we hope are going to be
available to them ten, twenty, thirty years from now?

Nothing is much more disappointing than the
=emus indiderrts which I have heard of, Civil
Rights Commission after Civil. Rights Commission argu-
ing desperately with department stores and other firms
and layirg: will you please hire a Negro? And they
say, finally; -Jest and then they can't find one. Itseems to ta that's the situation we don't want to be in
ten or twenty years from no

Of corneae, that's not the answer.

Hr. Rossi stated that we ought to take it upon
ourselves, by interventions and whatever legal apparatus
we have, to make lotereolass kids mriddiz-class; be
argued that they don't like themselves and, we don't like
them. The evidence for that, I axles, is =debatable.

Nevertheless, I completely disagree with the
conclusion, because I think it ignores the fact 'that
the self-hatred is a result of what our being vhet we
are makes of what they are. It isn't, I think, so
much a matter of avoiding romanticizing the poor thatis the danger. It's more a natter that I cannot, after43 years of life, romanticise the American mrldiAle-clessat s31, whatsoever.

Rat we forget, I think, that we are making all
of these ouggesticesmathol.vgit Fira Rossi didn't forget it,
within the context of compiasion. We are suggesting,
with the interventions and with t2 111 use of Ben Bloom's
good results amid justifying the interventions at an
increasingly low age, U!: there is to be no alterrative
to growth through the American 11t(tilastlafiS I;Stlinill andas that is exbioited in the schoas and through the kinds
of behaviors that Mr. Deutsch, mentioned as occuring when
more humane technives are nude availablo to teachers.

I want to suggest, however, that for csalain kinds
at reel hiscanization, high schoas,..and to a leaf= dftsombut ortill to sare extent, elem.-Atm' schools, are imfolplaces. The votaress is related precisely to the addle-
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class cheractaristics--though that to an over-gen.
eral term--that we say characterize what we would
now want to be the only path to self- 'nor
economic BUtleeet

This is very much related to the question of
bureaucratization and of an open society. tie of thecrowning things that makes our bureaucracies behave as
they do and become oppressive, as they do, is theix
constant need. for caution, What I aright call the JulesFeiffer effect, the fact that your status never issettled. I think we should be aware that we are
making some strong recommendations for not merely thesupplanting of a certain kind of character structure
whi(al %-ozn only be defended by romanticizing it but forsupplanting it by another that I don't think can bedefended, even by romanticizing it. We are also proposingto extend the use of legal apparatus and compulsion inorder to do it through what seems to be quite a massiveposoess of anticipated intervention.

ioesi: It seems to me that before you can run,
you haveMlearn how to walk; and before you can transcendthe middle-class you have to go through it, and maybe thereis some ticky-tacky which will stick to you on yak- journeythrough this bubble gum that is America, but certainly wehave to go through the bubble gum in order at least tohave scee of the flavor adhere to us.

I am going to say something to you in terms of thiswishfulness of nice orderly research goal.setting andpriority-establishment in terms of the extraordinarily
unrealistic image that y.2u have of the nature of the Negrorevolution.

An of you have conLIcted. Baldwin and perhaps
written tilm off as a vinegared-pertaried variety of hisrace. Let me say to you that the nature of Negro anger inthe eyes of little children and adolescents as well as theirparents is such that we arts on the brink of degrees of
violence in the streets of the city, which last swum" seruptive propositions in the slurs was a mild, mild forecast.And to assume under those circurstances Yerty(Deutsch), thatyour research will be kept captive and ;viewed in suchezactly statistleallysdetermined increments for application



is to live in an illasion of the nature of the
revolution that we face.

7ou complained to me a 'ear ago that Pictorial
that you were cast unwilling, because of its tentative-
ness to Introduceinto your oarefully-conlitioned
=way schools was beIng purloined and pit into use
by practitioner who had no concept of its basis nor
any philosophic understanding of why it came to be.
And. I am saying to you that this is going to happen,
that in times of revolution the one ingredient that
is perpetually missing is time.

Aral. I an also saying that this to and
essentially academic stcucturing of a four-scale inter-
volition procedure is not going to take place in a nice
orderly pedantic one, two, three, four order of prior-ities. All of those things are going to be massively
attempted, and some of them are going to produce saw
massive failures.

We are living in a totiporary peacetime. We
seem to have quickly forgotten the nature of the riots
of last summer, and I am anticipating that come warm
weather this spring we will see ionfare in our streets
ard eruptiveness politically an the part of the Negro
population and doe:ands on education that are going
to transcend nice orderly procedures. And we are
going to see a paving of billions of dollars, because
the perpetual American answer to trouble is to spend
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INTRODUCTION
by

Henry Dyer

I have five minutes to work off my tensions, especially after
Martin Mayer's remarks last night about tests and the rage about tests
and scientism and education. I could spend the whola five minutes
defendinb myself against the methodology of measurement that Martin
has created. It's the mythology of the evilsigf measurement as he
sees it today, which is only not quite as bia as the mythology of
the miracles of measurement that used to dominate the scene thirty
years ago.

I was impressed last night with the discussion on the confusion
about the definition of what was meant by equality in education, and
was impressed by Sidney Hodes definition of equality in education
being equality of concern. And it seems to me that equality of
concern, as it relates to the problem that is being discussed
tonight, means meeting the pupil where be is with what he has to
offer and doing the best you can for him.

In other words, it means paying attention to individual
differences. Now, there are two kinds of things that become barriers
to paying adequate attention to individual differences. One set of
difficulties has to do with the fact that teachers, administrators and
others don't really understand individual differences, and this, I
take it, arises from four kinds of superstitions.

One kind of superstition is the superstition that intelligence
is genetically determined. As you talk to the people in the schools
they still think that the I.Q. is unalterable, that there is nothing
you can do about it, that the whole pattern of growth of the in-
dividual is determined at birth. If you have road Sam Kirk's paper
you know he identifies three sources of differences: the genetic,
the pre-natal, and the post-natal. I don't know if anybody has
ever yet discovered how much of the variance in any particular charac-
teristic can be traced to any one of these three, or how you partition
the variance over these three.
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But one thing WO do know is that when you -re faced with
an individual student and you have to sake up your mind where he
stands in this multi-dimensional space of abilities, interests,
and characteristics of various kinds, you don't knots to what

extent his position in this space is determined by his genes, by
his pre-natal environment, and by his poet- -natal environment. It's

impossible to disentamgle this for the individual, and I think this
is a point that is not always recognised even by people who are
trying to be intelligent about this.

A second kind of superstition is that intelligence is uni-
dimensional. We still talk, very glibly about the I.Q. as though
it at something. We know that intelligence, human ability,
human functioning is multi-dimensional. We haven't discovered all
the dimensions yet, but xe know in general terms that it is nulti-
dimensional and that it must be dealt with that way to be dealt
with intelligently.

Then there is the current superstition which I think has
been reinforced by work that has beet quoted several times at this

conference, namely, Benjamin Bloomlirbookon the fact that the pattern
of growth, the level of intelligence, the level of coping is sot by
the age of five, six, seven, eight. Bloom's data are very interest-
ing. They are all correlational data, all based on the given, on
what we have. They say nothing about the possibilities of inter-
vention at a higher level where, let's say, at age ten, or fifteen,

or even twenty, where you might be able to effect great changes,
if you could find the techniques, if you really understood the
dynamics of the way people develop and function.

I really get worried when I hear people quoting these findings
so glibly, so complacently at this point. It's the same kind of
complacency we had thirty years ago when ve were resting on the
notion that the I.Q. measured native intelligence.

There is a fourth superstition that Sam takes up in his
paper and i imagine will cause considerable discussion. He believes

that you can achieve remedial treatment by attention to symptoms;
that you do not have to go into some kind of depth therapy in order
to achieve correction, change, to bring a person into where he
should be. I agree with him, but I think, however, that there say be
many who won't.

There are other practical natters that interfere with the
paying of attention to individual differences -- three, primarily.
Even though we recognise the differens, even though we can measure
them to some fairly accurate extent, we still don't know what to do

* Bloom, Benjamin, STABILITY AND CHANGE IN HUMAN CHARACTERISTICS,
New York, Wiley & Sons, £964.
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about them. We are still arguing about ability grouping, homo-
geneous grouping of various kinds. Kirk's paper cites 35 different
mechods of coping with the problem of individual differences and
yet none of this has been adequately tested. We don't know hog
they work, how well they would develop, how well they'd work in
improving the academic achievement of studelts. We know even
less about what their side-effects my be on students, the emotional
effects, the social effects, and so on*

The primary tactical problem, it seams to se, is that of
course we know that we can bring about genuine correction, genuine
mediation if we can spend the times if we can get the experts
on the job to do it. The problem is, we are not producing the
experts. Instead, we are still looking for methods by which the
classroom teacher cairdeal with the problems of individual
differences.

Finally, there is a paradox in this situation. Whenever you
talk about individual differences, you are talking about comparing
people with one another, and comparisons are odious. This is part
of the problem of the tension, the frustration, the thing that
produces the difference in the class conflict, ociologicelly.
Yet, unless we compare, we can't even highlight the individual
differences that we must highlight if we are going to deal with
thee. This is the kind of paradox out of which I just don't know
the way.



SUPPIZHENTARY COVENTS

by
Sanuel A. Kirk

I agree with Prof. Hook that equality of education
is a el question and implies equality of oo-ortualty,
not identity of school offerings. I think vs have to
differentiate between equality of abilities and equality
of opportunity.

I mentioned in my paper that all children, with the
exception of identical twins, are biologically unequal.
But Rumford Bremer told as that was wrong, too, because
there are some differences in identical twins in some
aspects.

Martin layer raised the question whether Prof.
Hook would give equal opportunity to a Rockefeller and
a slum child. 14y point of view is yes, provided you
started at age one. It would be different if vs asked
the question starting at age twenty. But I see no
reason in this country why a child in therslums shouldn't
have equal opportunity with a governor and everything
that a Rockefeller would have because of the accident of
birth. And if we are going to talk about equality of
opportunity, we would have to talk about equality at a
very early age and not at a later age.

All of us know that our children particularly
have great advantages over the children in the slums
primArily. because of the accident of birth. My major
thesis in this paper is that our masa selection and mass
education techniques cause us to discriminate against
indivi/Jal children who do not fit the range we call
average, even thaw" 4s a wide range. This has
resulted in deviat iproaches to the education of
vit;a: might be consia4xed a minority group, tb,,, deviating
individual.

27 a



In the field of health we have established hospitals
for the sick; we haven't established hospitas for the well.
These that require deviating attention, remediation, tutoring,
counseling, or what have you, in the school are probably
the so-called nick individmals in our school system, for
which we have not provided in education as we have provided
in health.

Dr. Taylor criticized our selection procedures in
colleges and he was criticised for criticising. But it is
true that we have selection standards that are rather uni-
form for everybody, regardless of what area they are going
in, and we are thereby making a great number of mistakes,
rejecting a great number of students that Mild make a
contribution in our society.

Possibly the best opportunity to develop intelligence
of children is at a young age. I tried to say zero to
three, and stated very specifically that it was a good guess,
because I think it's very difficult to prove a point like
that. Blom says one to four, zero to four! I think there
is some evidence that the lower down we go in the age scale,
the better chance we have of improving this multi-dimenctooal
intellectual function. This may also be controversial.

We have children idth all kinds of disabilities and
our tendency is to throw them out or let them drop out of
school, not that they are defective in all areas, but
defective in certain areas.

We have a tendency in school and in other areas to
classify people. We have taxonomies. During the war we
classified people into Grade 1, 2, 3 and 5. If they were in
Grade 5 or Class 5, they all fit into the same mould, as if
a classification for a group really fits the classification
of an individual. But professionally we have seemed to be
satisfied by labeltmg people with a name, so we call them
dull, smart, average, neurotic, schizophrenic, or if we are
not quits sure they are schizophrenic, we will call them pre-
schizophrenic, so that if they don't became schizophrenic, we
haven't made a mistake. But as long as we give a label, we
SHWA to be sallied, and this classification jargon seems
to give us a great deal of satisfactions Possibly it reduces
the tension of professional ignorance by giving a libel.

21 b



We thistles hews satisfied the professional requirements of
our position by classification.

I think that if vs are to talk about equality of
education vs will base to extend our schools to encompass
all of those problems end not the ones that are say. And
the fact that some of these ars very difficult and beyon0
the scope of our Dv-ma methods of testing or our present
methods of remediation does not allow us to throw the child
out or go to something that's a little easier to doe
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DISCUSSION
by

Fritz Rail

ge

28.

I'm listed on your menu as a sociologist from Wayne State University. Will
you please tax-exempt my sociology department from having anything to do with me?
I love them all, but I am not a sociologist; I'm not in the department, and don't
pin me on them. They are innocent of anything I'm going to say from now on in.

If you ask me what I am, I have several identities -- I have an identity
crisis in my old age. I'm an interdesciplinary alley-rat from way back, and at
the moment I will talk today primarily in a combined role as clinician and edu-
cator, hopefully not totally unaware of some of the things we learned and stole
from sociology and anthropology and these fields in the meantime.

However, you are lucky I'm not a sociologist because if I were, I now would
give you hell. I would walk out of this room, because you are a no-good bunch of
so-and-sos. What you do with the concept of the slum child is incredible. What
are you constructing here?

`Thiete eSteieotype developing which you would not allow in your own disci-
pline for five minutes. The slum child all of a sudden is a mixture between a
mascot-stereotype and a scapegoat-stemAype. They are all the
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same; they are all ignorant, dumb, uninterested, aggressive, hostile, not even
making a difference between active hostility and passively strong hostility,
which is so clear and obvious in many of them, not complaining of those who
are so docile that the fools don't even rebel against the mess they are in
and even let, this miserable teaching and impossible situation which they are
put in happen, and even say thank you afterwards.

You talk only about the slum area child. Wbat about the child of the
upper upper classes? Don't you find as many nincompoops and dopes there?
Don't you find some of these kidtl: aggression more intolerable, even though
the Old Man pays for the car which the kid wrecked:so the kid didn't end up
in jail?

So I am really upset about the danger which we are in because as a
result of the poverty jag we are on, suddenly we have to create new stereotypes
because they are comfortable.

The problem, of course, of discussing a paper within a short time,
especially of that many issues, is a big one. And, therefore, let me give
you a menu; I will only pick a few things, and some of those wnich I wanted
to pick you already took care of anyway, and that means I will talk about
three happinesses, three concerns, and one indecent question.

Three happinessee about Sam's paper. Happiness No. 1: Happiness is
if somebody puts his finger on implementational psychopathy in its worst
form. And by impiementational psychopathy I mean a state of our society in
which we are terribly ambitious, that everybody is the finest and the best,
but we don't give a damn whetbsl- there is enough of it to go around, whether
there is enough of it to go F,roend, whether there is enough of it in the area
where it is needed most and/or wtether whatever we say we are doieg is really
implemented, knowing what shoe:' go into it. Once we have a little bit of a
flimsy project, we forget them and eeddenly say we've got to be realistic and
confuse prostitution with compromise, and all of a sudden we think we have
this little project here, this little pro there, so everything is fine
and dandy, we already have the best in oar country, we have the best.

We are an underdeveloped country in Education. The paper pushes in the
direction Of pointing this out. We already know we want equality of opportunity.
We know what kind of distIztance we have. We even know something about the
projects needed, what ehey should be like, the best ones, how many we need?
where they should be; rxe many children are not even counted -- waiting lines
that will 'never get ix: to them. Are we talking about that?

There are many points in Kirk's paper where this is stated, but he
stops with the little ones and doesn't go beyond that because he could point
out exactly the similar kind of thing with the older ones, where it gets worse
and worse. It is also my impression that many of the things we say now we cannot
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change. when children get oler are itientleal vith wrat we Ubet3 say,
for instance, about same of eehleophreniee we previously thceg:et eeuld
never be treated because nobod evee predeeed the eituation Where yee can
treat them.

You've got a eet-up which ie more than a "snake-pit." Then some of
them become treatable, ar.d yoe, ean't say it'o untreatable Not because we
forget that we haven't got what we pretend we need aed keep our oouth shut
about it.

The secord peint is EalipiLees 10 if somdbody finally gets specifie
at last. In clinical jargon ue have a way of talking about the emotionally-
disturbed, which is about the most nonsensical term 1 ever heard in my lite.
When we get mad at the clinical guys, we say eomething lika after, all: there
are certain, skills which have to be learned, there it a learning proeeas,
there are cognitive plsoceeseel and they are importeat too. Azd then we balk
in general about cognitive processes until the kids are blue in the face: and
we don't know what we are talking about any more.

Now Samebeeemes much more specific: endelhile l don't necessarie'y buy
all the details of what kind of skibfunctelen you. can analyze the cognitive
processes in, whieh kids must be helped on the mere fact that he begins to
get very specific about it is one eaing which mekes me very happy, indeed.

You sometimes get smelfic breeking down research concepts That's
fine and easy and dandy and impor tant, but in. le moment we ta.A.k about what
we do with kids in the active situation we get very general and ye get the e
community tupport for something gldbally, and then the people Who are confroute0
with the multiplicity of behavior in one hcear with a bunch of even five kids
do not nave a Charee to really analyze in, detail what the thinking disturbance
look i like, what does the kid do, whatever itiis and this is a prdblem just
as mueh in the clinical field as it is in the fie3d of learning.

The third haDpineee is if somebody finally takes group cempositione
ocriousIy more no than just giving service to it. Now, Sam die tat in
part in a negative way by showing how all thy: stereotypes of what kind of
groups can 7outreake up if you make stereotyped deal .Ions of what is dis-
textance, how that doesn't; work, and there are 35 on his liet, and it is
obvious something more is needed.

The real question for somebody is not only how can we categorize groups
of disturbances and say, here is the deaf, the blied, the emotional:1y distuYeed,
the schizophrenic, the this or that, but how can we then put live people together
in a group that becomes a workable group -- and here he points in the direction.
Tie has no ehanee to go into detail -- it would be a diffezent paper -- but the
challenge is quite obvious to me.
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Here we are way behind because most of the concepts of a so-called
hotogeneous group are still rather prim. ve, What do you mean homogeneous,
.byway? Is it homogeneous by the color of eyes, as heterogeneous as possible
by the feet lengths or what7 and the question is not, are they or aren't
they. The question is, which type of xixture can I buy with how much
deviation in it in a given group right now and still make a go of it? For
that question we have far fewer answers. This is a very strong challenge
which he didn't exploit more ac he could have, had he had more time or
space.

Gr~nn composition is essential and the question wh ther a given bunch
of kids is workable or not has something to do with not how similar they are
but in which ereas can you afford to have the relatively less similar, in
whiel areas d.) they have to be similo.r or else you can't, and in which areas
can you have a wide range of differences and still make a go of it, provided
the group is small enough, you are well enough implemented with enough material,
space, teacher ability, and so forth, and that makes a hell of a difference.
The same group can be work&ble trader one set of conditions and not under others.

We tend to take for grmnted that we live in a mass education situation.
You cannot do justice to quality and equality education if it remains mass
education . That's already a contradictory adjective.

On the other hand, the alternative is not one tutor or governess for
each child; the alternative is the kinil of group composition that is workable,

a..:..I we know mbre about it than we practice, but we still knaY less about it
than we ought to.

Nov about my three concerns. Number one: somewhere, not in what he
says but in the illustrations he uses there ie a faint odor of a dead horse --

beaten. And by that I mean somewhere behind what he says looms the idea that
there is a discrepancy between psychiatry on the one hand, and cognitive
learning aad helping people with their actual skills, on the other. We are
beyond that.

Many disturbaaecs in learning are clearly exactly what you said --
disturbances in 'claming -- and we need to know much more about them. Tnere is
a place fo- remedial tutoring way beyond what we are using in this country, and
by this 1 mean not only cognitive but many other things in it, and we are not
making enough use of it.

A second concern I have about the paper is a question. May hang onto
some of the obs&ete conceptslespecially in the original distorted forms in
which psychiatrists, clinicians and mental hygiene people popularized them?
They, themsel7es, never believed them.

For instance, the concept of symptom. In some of the places you operate
with a concept of symptom which I could buy; in some places something is
smuggled in here which is s totally obsolete concept of a symptom. For
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instance, you make the point, is naiIbiting a symptom? By the way, there are
plenty of nail-biters in the room, I observed and, of course, as adults we
have a wonderful way -- we just smoke cigars and we go like this, and finally
we stand here or we chew up the pipe-stems. Why would you cure people of
that? Just wait until they are allowed to smoke, that's all.

What can a poor kid do? He can't do anything if he needs to have
some muscular machinery going because he's bored stiff or tense. What is
more normal than that? Why call, it a symptom? Or call it a symptom, and
then let's raise the question) symptom of what?

Let's assume I have a kid in a big classroom, an exam, one of them
finally gets mad for some reason, he takes his paper, crumples it up, throws
it down, runs out, and slams the door. What's that a symptom of? Of course,
it's symptomatic behavior. First of all, it maybe a symptom that the kid
hates my guts. Maybe it's a symptom that the kid has no chance to rebel
against his father. The only chance he has to rebel is against a comfortable
teacher who likes him anyway, so it won't be too dangerous. Maybe that's a
symptom. Maybe it's a symptom that five kids gave him finger-signs and said
something about his sister, and finally he had had it, and rather than have
a temper tantrum for which he would be sent to the principal and paddled)
he gets out.

Maybe it's a symptom of the fact that he is desperate and close to
crying and he can't afford to cry -- the group code is against it -- so
he better get out fast. Maybe he waited too long to go to the John and by
now he better run out fast, and after he is out of the door the wind comes
and slams the door. Maybe that's what the symptom is.

Let's raise the question, symptom of what? And let's not come around and
say I cured throwing down papers and running out by simply teaching the kid
how to walk in and out of the room. For some kids teaching him when to go to the
John on time will he enough. For other kids that is rot the answer. They need
something else, and the two are entirely different cases. They have nothing
in common except the chance factor that they picked the same behavior to solve
whatever problem bothered them at the moment. There is only a coincidence
of behavioral similarity which is directly dictated by the situation rather
than by the kid's pathology or psychology, to begin with, and that's all they
have in common.

Nov we come around and suddenly say the a symptom, let's treat the
symptom. And now we pick any bunch of kids, and for some of them it will go
away because that was all there was; for others it doesn't. And it doesn't
prove anything about whether you can treat symptoms. You can'treat symptoms,
espectelly things which aren't even symptoms. And why should you declare that
any disturbance in learning is a symptom of something else? Maybe it's a
disturbance in learning. The child had the measles when they had long division
or he was flick or he was in a stupor because his younger brother appeared on
the scene and that's why he can't go back to that. That may be all there is
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to it. Or by now, however, he doesn't know it because five years had passed so,
in the meantime, he'd better get some good instruction, plus an amenable situation
in a small group in which he isn't threatened, where the teacher doesn't produc'
other forms of rivals so the old trauma is revived. It's duck soup. That kid
is going to learn long division in a hurry. What's wrong with that? That means
teaching -ilth a lot of other stuff in it. No psychiatrist will claim that this
kid needs anything but. There is no either/or huRiness, that we either treat
the symptoms or we treat the cause, for the cause is always the emotional dis-
turbance. It's way overdrawn. It isn't as simple as that. It's much more
complex.

The third concern I have is for the traces of disrespect toward clinical
complexity which shows up in three forms. One is that in some of the case
histories which you have in there, which are called ca e histories, which look
a little bit flat-chested to me, in some of those case histories, there is no
concern about subsurface effect and side effect. In any area, including drug
therapy, we know bow risky that business is and how something may disappear
right now unless we really know and check, what else happened and what else was
in it to begin with. Let's not be so clear that this was all that was needed.
And there is, at least in the material presented, in my opinion, not enough
evidence that subsurface effects or side effects were actually taken enough
into account outside the direct cognitive effect which you obviously have..

Then the second way it shows iS that I think we forget sometimes that
one given kid does not have to be obedient to our textbook categories.
The kids are nasty. They don't read our books and then obey them, and they
allow themselves to accumulate disease entities which should not be together
in one package. This is too bad. Sam referred to it very beautifully vile),
he mentioned how angry we get if children produce behavior symptoms which
don't belong together. Either you ',Ave a neurotic or you have an actor-outer;
you can't be both.

I have a classroom for acts-outers and one for neurotics and then that
fool kid comes around and has both. It's not fair. On top of it, which is
worse -- and I'm now taluirg from the nightmare of the clinician -- if you
get the kid into the psychiatric unit, they send me a kid with a diagnosis
which is beautiful. The diagnosis fits the situation very well, except they
don't mention some of the other stuff that's in the kid, which is more relevant
to the guy who is supposed to teach him five minutes later. And if I am the
attendant, the nurse or the teacher of that kid, the thing I want to know is
whether he was or wasn't born with or without instruments -- by now he is
twelve years old -- what I want to know first is, is that kid simply happy
having his eathology, or is he a skillful manipulator who will have everybody
in on the act in five minutes? That makes a hell of a difference.

For instance, I want to knou who can go in the saw e cottage, Where
is it, in the case history'? It's neither in the educational one nor is it
in the clinical one.
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So somewhere along the line we forget that no matter how nicely we
classify the different disturbances -- with some of the physical syndromes
we can sort of make exaggerations, because once you are blina, this one
part is so obviously relevant that no matter what else there is, you still
have clearly this one to deal with. And then you'd better also come to
grips with the rest of it. But in the psychological field it isn't as
clean and as clear, so the problem is, really, we sometimes get the same
kid who fits into a larger number of classifications, and yet we have to
have that one kid as one person in a group with others, and that, by the
way, makes the grouping which you referred to so complicated and so difficult
and where any one of those 35 listed, nice and neat administrative devices or
grouping are obviously not good, because the kids collect more than one disease.

In the physical sciences we are not surprised about it any more. It's
perfectly legal to have a sore foot, heart ..isease, and need an appendix out.
But you can't now say this is too bad, you are either an appendix guy or a
foot disease ow. I'm sorry, I'm both, and then the teacher has to deal with
that package and noi; with the description of the disease, and that's what we
forget, the guy in the trenches every day, that's what he is stuck, with.

In the ward, for instance, you run into that all the time. In one day
of the children carefully selected because of a pre-psychotic -- your des-
cription is beautiful. If you say "pre," we can't go wrong. If it is psychotic!,
we say -- well, we put "pre". If he isn't pbtehotic, well, we only said "pre",
so it's all right. And that's why we consta '..xly talk about borderline cases.
In any psychiatric discussion you hear more about borderline cases than cases,
because borderline is safe, and nobody can pin it on you.

It's not just the nastiness of people, it's a real problem. There is
a real issue. It isn't only that we are too convenient -- avoiding the names
wouldn't solve the problem. It's more complex than that.

For instance: one of the same kids one day within three hours may have
three entirely different temper tantrums. The first one is a genuine outburst
of the pathology for which he was sent. All of a sudden some irrational thing
hits him; and he blows his top. Nobody knows what happens. The next one looks
like it, so everybody sets down another evidence that he is this pre-psychotic
kid.

If I look closer, that's not it at all. What happened is the kid was en-
gaged in interaction with other kids; somehow something went wrong, somebody
got him so mad he couldn't help himself. Anybody else mould, at that moment,
have seen red and sailed into the other guy. On top of it, the other guy was
stronger, so a melee developed, and by now the kid was either scared to death
or mad, and then throws another temper tantrum. If you do that much to people,
I hope they would have temper tantrums. If you guys would throw temper tantrums,
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the.coLaunities would wake up faster to mat's really needed. So there'snothing pathological about it, but it's the same kid.

What a temptation for my staff to run around with their charts andsay: three incidents of this pathological temper tantrum -- only one was one.The other was merely a legitimate accident of the combination of environmentalfactors, unbearable stimuli and, admittedly, a certain susceptibility to blow-offs when things get beyond a certain point that this kid can bear, which isa little bit lower than other people's threshold of what they can bear.

So somewhere along the line I think we forget in many of the classi-fications that in reality, for the teacher, it isn't so neat, and for thesuperintendent and principal it isn't so neat, either because we may theo-
retically talk and separate the people with the different syndromes anddiscuss them in a clinic, but when you've got them in one room any one ofthem may have an odd mixture of them, and our real problem is, how do wesmell out which mixture is coming with the package, even though the officiallabel doesn't even know about it? That's really what we ought to go after.We know very little about it, and that's what I think Sam has in mind.

There is a third and last thing which bothers me. We go around andselect a group of children, pick up a symptom with no reference to what elsemay be in it, and then hit the symptom before we check whether that's all thereis to it, or before we check what else might happen if we now treat the symptomin a peemliar and rather drastic way just because it's a symptom.

Now, I still believe that you can hai4le some symptoms. I do not disputeyour evidence that some of the kids stop biting their nails. What I wouldlike to know before I do something as dramatic as that is what is the symptomfor? Is it only that kind of symptom; What else is in it? What is the
potential reaction that we anticipate 0 the kid to that kind of medication?We don't just chuck drugs down people's Illrosts, or at least we shoillOn't.We've got to know what the stomach does with it when it gets in there,whetherit directs it in the right direction or not.

And if I now bring a manicurist in and file people's nails, I wouldlike to know for which kids does this experience mean what. Then I don'tmind if you select a few and fix them up by fixing up their fingernails. Iam sure you can do this, because some of them are not nail- biters. They aresimply doing what they are n.-,t allowed to do, but later on we fine other
forms of doing it. It wasn't necessarily a serious symptom, to begin with.

So what bothers me is that just because we are not symptom-minded wethin k we can throw out the whole caboodle of clinical stuff as thoue- itwas just some fancy foolishness which Freud and some of the others dreamedup overnight. It isn't as simple as that, not any more, not in 1964. In1 964 even if I want a clean symptomatic treatment, I would like to loaog who it
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is whom 1 expose to it, in order to know what el m is likely to happen; at
least I want to take a calculated chance of figuring it out. I may still go
ahead and try it and then stop if I see it doesn't work, just as in physical
medicine sometimes you have to try something because you couldn't have known
before, but you certainly want to look in that direction.

In a way I was bothered with the complacency with which this was described
as beautiful evidence in most cases, except for the one kid who started biting
his handy which you ought to have known long before. If you show me that kid
who later bites his hand, I could have told you right away: don't start
filing his nails because, other things show what else is wrong with him. With
that kid, the nail wasn't the only thing. Such a symptom doesn't float in
midair. It's almays imbedded in a much wider range of things which we can
sniff out, and this is what I meant by saying that many behaviors, especisIlly
in learning, could well be taken care of by specific attention to the learning
problem, but I want to have enough clinical caution surrounding it. Never mind
the clinical boys, let's treat symptoms because symptoms are it to begin with.

We all are concerned with the raising of IQ's. Some of you think they
can't be raised, some of you say. maybe 30 points, and some of you say up to
four years provided you do nothing, and you might say even older, provided you
do something -- except we don't do it. And this is fine, I agree with all of
that. But now I am raising the question, why are you so bothered with the
whole IQ to begin with?

First of all, IQ is not identical with intelligence. And, second, why
should everybody's IQ, be raised right before automation? Is it really so that
the kind of IQ you can produce by raising it a few points in those kids, who areby now totally uninterestecnnakes so much difference? Or 'maybe other properties
are more important? They may have to operate in jobs which are boring and
lonely, with nobody else around because somebody else takes care of the fancy
machine, and maybe what they really need is the character strength not to get
mad or desperate or lonely there or not to get furious at the machine or to
have enough stick-to-it-iveness to stick it out for long periods of time.

Sam t& about the kids whose IQ's need to be iaised. The only quarrel
I have with this is that I find the limelight so heavily focussed rn a little
rasing cf a few IQ's, while other issues just as relevant for the function of
the child in society and for society in a period of change are also equally im-
portant, and some of them are also part of learning, or at least they can only
develop while learning is going on.

You can't teach a kid, for instance, there are some kids who cannot
deserve. One of my biggest problems with some of the kids is that they cannot
deserve, and the ability to deserve is not listed in any psychiatric list, and
it's one of the greatest diseases I and in some kids.
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By being unable to deserve I mean this. You make a deal with the kid. If
he will keep the library all right, he gets 15 cents at the end of the week. The
end of the week comes, he didn't touch the library, and he hates your guts now
because he doesn't get the 15 cents. Now, in that case this kid cannot deserve.

Or another kid cannot deserve because if he really gets the 15 cents, it would
mean nothing to him unless he can brag and say, I only got it by luck. I am a
charmer, and because I'm so lucky, I'm only a gambler and only what I get by
gambling is fine, so I constantly have to say around how dopey those professors
are. He gave me thaw, even though I didn't deserve it, but I'm happy because I
got it by luck.

Now, this is a serious. affliction. This is probably a more serious disease
than some schizophrenias, or at least equally serious. It isn't even in the
psychiatric books and that couldn't be in-.the psychiatric books because it isn't
seen except in the process of educating the youngster, in learning, and in group
living. And here is a point where some of your challenges become especially strong
and what you say about the need for specific attention to the learning process needs
to expand, as you suggest in your paper, but have no time to go into detail. For
instance, also about some of the learning that goes along with characterological
deficiency and emotional disturbances. Just because it's an emotional problem
doesn't mean it's originally a psychiatric problem. It may be an emotional pro-
blem overlaid over something that went wrong in-;ithe learning or the working pro-
cess. Because learning doesn't only mean learning, it also means achieving within
a group a standard with an adult, and if something goes wrong in thats you get
as serious a trauma as if the parents had you in bed while they had intercourse.
It's about as bed ad that. And it's not the only way to traumatize a child. If
you want to tramatize children, I can give you plenty of advice, and soma of it
can be done right in the learning situation. If you want to avoid it, you need
to look to the learning, but with a jaundiced eye, not only with the cognitive
process in mind, but with those other characteristics which also belong to the
group learning process also in mind. That's why T would like to widen some of
the material you describe which I know you have in mind, because you listed those
things in terms of the emotionally-disturbed. But, obviously, in one big fell
swoop you can only handle that much.
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DISCUSSION
by

Milton Schwabe'

My chief criticism; the major criticism; row, of Dr. Kirk's paper is
that he actually embaruses u& with th e! riches; providing really much too much
stimulus materiel to select and deal with.

My differences probably are greater with Fritz than they are with Sam. The
directive was that in our discussion of individual differences we should talk
about those case that; ILI a senee2 were pathological, those cases for which ulti-
mately treatment or prevention were necesoory.
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Very often a writer or specialist dealing with such a topic would
immediately deal with it on a clinical lave'. But Sam has very cleverly
avoided this. He has dealt with it much more profoundly in terms of
theory and knowledge available about determinants, about origins. Sometimes
such material is presented largely in terms of treatment or mediation.
But Sam has dealt with it also in terms of prevention. And when he came to
talk about remediation and treatment, he was not a prisoner of some of the
psycho-dynamic theories or an over- emphasis on psycho- dynamic theory. And
I believe, contrary to Fritz's point of view:, that the large numbers of
clinicians, clinical psychologists, and others still are prisoners of
psychei-dynamic theory, and as a result both our practice and our research
is sorely limited.

The thrust of our topic tonight and certainly of my paper is to con-
sider this question: To what extent are individual differences of a
pathological nature preventable and remediable? Because to the extent that
they are, then to that extent the quality of our childrer is at a different
level than we currently see it. And to the extent that our conceptions about
the quality of learning ability are different from the way we perceive them
now, to that extent questions about equality and handling problems of equality
would be extremely significantly different.

I'd like to start by considering the special position that individual
differences hold in our society, in our various professional groups, in
education, in psychology, and I would say it bolds the sacred position
that motherhood holds; that, of course, individual differences are so
sacred that one may never question them. It must always be invoked in any
meeting and any time one considers educational planning, curriculum,
selection, admissions, call it what you will, one must always think in
terms of individual differences. And the claim is made, of course, that
in a democracy this is essential, that really one is quite undemocratic
unless the differences amongst individuals are recognized. True enough
but I should like to submit that this concept of individual differences has
been a great qeapon, used certainly not with malice, but a great weapon to
inhibit the fin est possible practices in democracy; that has been one of
the chief instruments to prevent us from having the kind of quality and equality,
both, but since I am commenting particularly on quality; that it has been one
of the chi6f blocks, frustrating our reaching and achieving the kind of quality
in education that might be possible.

I'd like to speRk: briefly about that I" would consider the social his-
torical role of the concept of individual differences; that Is, exactly how
it fits in, what purposes it serves socially and historically. All the differ-
tntiation that occurred before the emergence of man iccurred as a law of
nature, uncontrolled by any of the species. But when man appeared on the
earths then the differentiation could occur because maxi %las able to move beck
froa nature, step back frc natixre;. observe It, Azester its laws, and thus
begin to control himrell and nature.
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And in the process of his developing consciousness, he was able to speed
up so tremendously the process of differentiation which is a characteristic of
our social life.

Now, two aspects of this. One of them allowed the development of early
forms of society. Different human beings began to assume different roles and
very likely these different roles gave rise to different qualities of
intellectual capacity, different specialties, perhaps; but more importatt is
that in the process of developing control over the differentiations in man
and in nature, one control that was achieved was that over the development
of consciousness; that is, certain groups, certain individuals, again
without malice, acting as if this were a way of nature, began to control
the developing consciousness of other men) to inhibit the development of
consciousness of men, to frustrate it, because those were the roles that they
needed to play in society.

I have had occasion to examine some of the theories about learning
abiliti aver the centuries, and it was interesting to see how the theories
°bane at various times in history. It was only during periods of social
change that discussions of this kind could take place, that the philosophers
and the scientists would declare that perhaps someone more than the kings
and the emperors and the leaders really had the capacity to learn.

This is best illustrated by a statement of the King of Prussia in 1854,
and I am stating this to you because I believe that what is represented in
the views of the King of Prussia in 1854 were stated, expressed, implemented
in social life for centuries before and still until this moment. He said:
"The primary schools have only to work to the end that the common people may
grasp and appreciate the Christian faith, maybe intellJgent in regard to all
matters within the narrow sphere to which God has called them, may learn to
read and write, record and sing, may love their rulers and their fatherland,
be contented with their social status and live peaceful and happy in their
life. T do not think the principles enunciated will raise the comm ,n people
out of the sphere designated for them by God and society."

Science became involved in this and as did psychology, educators, and
philosophy. TheiY role was to help carry out and rationalize the needs and
wishes of the kings of Prussia and their predecessors and their successors.

If we were to trace hurriedly the role of the psychologists in America,
for example, the very positive role that Thorndike played, and as Donald
Snague, one psychologist pointed out, first came general education for the
masses in America, then came Thorndike in educational psychology. But then
came the period, of course, of the interpretations made during the First World
War about the limtted abilities of various races and ethnic groups and its use
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in ending or terminating immigration on a large scale, etc. And then came
the depreGsion and the Iowa Studies, including the Skiel Study, ete.,, and
then came, during much of this period, a hiatus in our work in educational
psychology, which, as Hilgard said as recently as about five or six years ago
in his classic book on theories of learning, that even now, after half a
century of work, there is not a single law of learning which can be applied
in the classroom without serious reservations.

Now, with all of this I surely do not mean to suggest that nature has
so ordained that all of us are equivalent, all of us are identical. This
would be a very boring kind of world. I think even us men here would be
quite dissatisfied if all women were constructed like Audrey Hepburn or even
Anita Eckberg, and I think that we might seriously question whether we want
all minds to fit in the mold of an Einstein or a George Bernard Shaw. But the
question is: Which individual differences are susceptible to change, are not
ordained by nature, are not desirable. Or, to put it in other terms, which
individual differences are due to the inhibition of curiosity; n other words,
which are due to inhibition of curiosity and the inhibition of learning, not
maliciously planned, but so organized in our society/

Sam has given us some approaches to prevention. I would say the thesis,
which is closely geared to his notions about prevention, really are represented
by what I would call his open-ended interpretation of intellectual ability,
wherein he says, in effect, that there is much we don't know about the capacity
of man. He points first to the various factors or determinants responsible
for the shaping of our intellectual capacities insofar as we know, but he
says we don't know what the limits are.

I would disagree with Sam, however, on this one point. I think that it's
not open enough. He falls victim to something that others have fallen victim
to, and in quoting Benjamin Bloom -4D the effect that we problably are quite
limited in the period up until ag9' six or seven or eight. I would like to
suggest a parallel between this current interpretation now and the inter-
pretations that were current 30, 40 and 50 years ago, namely, with this
emphasis on heredity. I believe it's serving the same purpose. After
giving the conclusions of tht: ;;;udies on stability and intelligence particularly,
Bloom says:

"All this is merely an attempt to alert the reader to the view that our
picture of stability and change and measured intelligence is one based on
things as they are now, and this includes the particular test to help
measure intelligence, the child-rearing practices of families in Western
culture and educational practices- in the schools. It is conceivable
that changes in any or all of these could produce a ve.-y different picture
than the one we have been able to draw."
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In other words, his findings are based on current practices, on current
knowledge, and the fact is, all we have to do is to look to several stuOiee
including some studies in New York City with high school children, to see
evidence of significant change occurring in IQ scores. Ands Fritz, yes,
think raising the IQ, is impertant. I think its important in the lives of
individuals insofar as the IQ in simply a reflection of current tent intellec-
tual functioning level, which meane an understanding about oneself; one's
life, and the ability to use oneself and not feel frustrated -- to that ex-
tent at least.

There are other evidences as well. For example, an article about the
chemical and anatomical plasticity of rats' brains, the point that Bennett,
Diamond, Kretch, and Rosenzweig make is that stimulation in young rats was
significant in bringing about chemical and weight changes in the brain of
the rat.

Now, these scientists point out that they don't know what this means
for the functioning of the bran of the rat, just that the brain of the rat,
the cortex in the brain of the rat was considerably significantly increased
in size. Now, to this extent, of course, it seems to be quite related to
the report of Benjamin Bloom. But they go further and say, what would happen
if we provided stimulation ter the adult rat?

They took a group of adult rats and they found, to their surpnise, that
the changes were equally significant, the changes in the biochemistry- v2 the
brain and the size of the brain.

Now, please don't misunderstand, I don't mean to suggest that there ie
any conclusive evidence that changes after the age of six are highly significant
changes, nor do I mean to suggest that this is the direction we should take.
But i would like to point out, consistent with our knowledge of the past use
of concept of individual differences, that the likelihood that we will intro-
duce on a large scale pre-nursery achool training in the next ten years, the
likelihood that we will provide millions and millions of children with this
at this moment seems rather slight. Perhaps they will, but it's much less
likely than the fact that we do h ve elementary schools for all children,
and we do have high schools for all children. We still don't have kinder-
gartens for all and we still don't have nursery schools for all who need it.
The changes that we will prOvide them for 30/ 40, I don't know how many mil-
lions in the next ten years seem very slim.

Therefore, to put all our eggs in the basket of pre-nurserer school edu-
cation is, it seem to me, an avoidance and a denial of the issue, and it would
be consistent with past practices.

.
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Now, I think, too, I would want more open-endedness in still another
direction. We speak about open-endedness in terms of changing things in
the pre-nursery school. If we do that, at least let us recognize that
we need to make changes in the pre-natal period as well. And if we are
thinking of the deprived children of today; then let's recognize this fact:
in American 8 percent of the children are born prematurely. In the Bedford
Stuyvesant area of Brooklyn, 20 percent of the Negro children are born
prematurely. For those of you who are not acquainted with the fact, pre-
mature birth is associated with the gross and minor cerebral damage which
is associated cith problems, to various degrees of seriousness, in reading,
speech, behavior disorders, you name the learning problem. It's much more
likely. to be associated with premature birth than not. And those who are
working on it, particularly the group that was, and some that still are at
Johns Hopkins, some of them are hypothesizing and believe they have some
evidence to suggest that all children born prematurely can be assumed to
have at least that minor cerebra/ damage which we cannot detect except m:_t
facto, when we begin to find learning problems of one kind or another.

To turn now to matters of remediation. I would strongly endorse Sam's
point of view about the importance of the psycho-educational specialist, the
emphasis on improved methods of diagnosis. Perhaps I misunderstood Fred,
because he turned to Sam and said, "You are turning out very few." I think
we are turning out large numbers of clinical psychologists whose orientation
is largely psycho-dynamic. We am turning out many school counselors --
I am connected with that field in the training of such people -- many school
counselors, guidance counselors, counselors for the college level, who, RS
Johnny-come-latelies, are just n(7 becoming influenced by psychoanalytical
theory, because these are the lower status professions and they have come
to them now, at the very time when really the concentration must be, not
a denial of the psycho-dynamic aspect, but the biological and the sociological.
Of couret, there is an increase now, partially as a result of the IDEA
programs and the poverty program.

I think it would be unrealistic to expect that we can constitute new
professions as we would like them, but we think we have an alternative, and
the alternative is to change the nature of the current professions, and some
of us are doing this in counseling and counseling psychology; and some are
doing it in clinical psychology. If we can't form new professions, difficult
as it is to start the institutionalization process, what we can do is change
the nature and the training program. I've seen how it is possible to change,
to destroy, to demolish the stereotypes that are current. I don't think
it's necessary that people must come out of the slums in order to work with
slum children. I think it's possible for people and stereotypes to be
altered.
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In other words, I think it's possible to educate people. But I
would strongly endorse Sam's point of view about the expert diagnostician,
first in all fields, trained and knowl,:dgePtle in the diverse causes of
learning problems, and the associated problems of human adaptation that
are connectet with learning problems, the importance of this, and el imin-
ating the theories that have made specialists impotent in the schools.

Finally, on his points about some other forms of intervention.
I like Sam's idea about tht notion of coaching. Some of the reasons why I
thank this is very important, and, incidentally, I should say, so that
there is no misconstruing my criticism about psycho-diagnostics, I have
gone through a post-doctoral training program' in psychoanalysis and I
have been a practicing psychotherapist on a part-time basis with children
and adolescents, particulnly with learning problems, so this isn't an
attack on an alien prafessior But in connection with working with
such children and working with many Negro children in the last year and
in working, also, with many other frustrated middle-class children, it seems
to me that one effective way is through coaching, through tutoring. I have
encountered any number of children who, I believe, would ordinarily be
treated on a psychotherapeutic basis, and for whom, it seems to me, a
tutoring approach is quite appropriate, and very often they are being sub-
jected to psychotherapy.

Here are some of the reasons, some of the difficulties. If ynu
think in terms of problems of attention in learning, here are some of
the characteristics: First, the difficulty in attending to learning
material in studying; the difficulties that stem frau the inadequate
skills; the difficulty in controlling the impulse toward immediate
gratification; the impulsiveness that many such children show, quite
understandably, like the maladapted children of the middle-class who
have difficulties in learning; the little help available at home; the
tendency to be overwhelmed by a task that's sJt before thou. They don't
know how to go about it. We don't teach in our schools how to study.
We don't teach, really, haw to engage in the process of doing homework.
And those who do not have educated parents very often are at a disadvantage.

One outstanding method that we really can utilize now in our
country is the use of able students to teach and coach others. When you
have the adolescent struggling with his problem of identity, that
adolescent who usually not lost the humanistic values., this is
a very position ciALet. Perhaps the chief obstacle would be in overcoming
the concern of the parents that by helping other chtldren he would not be
able therefore to reach an ivy college, that it would affect his own
grades. This is a direction that we might well pursue.
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Finally, 'what relevance does this have to quality and equality/ Well,it seems to me that the time will. come when quality will be found to be
considerably higher than we have ever appreciated. It seems to me that
this will be a dynamic process; that there is no reason to believe that
there is such a thing as an ultimate. Man has been a changing being,
not so much because nature changed him but because he, by controlling
and changing nature, changes himself in the process.

We can look forward to times when our problems concerning equality
will be much less distressing and much less difficult to contend with than
they are now, because we will not be faced, at least, with forma of
stupidity which really are a blunting of consciousness, and we will not
be faced with the various diverse forms of resistance to learning, which
are a reflection of the conflicts of value in our culture reflected in
the child.

..-....14111/11111.11111MINOT.
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RESPONSS
by

Samuel A. Kirk

What I tried to emphasize is not that psychotherapy
is wrong, but, in the context of the school, the role of
the school is educational remediation, the application of
learning and the application of practical milieu operation
to the development of children.

I em a little biased even against the term "therapy"
because right after the war everybody became a therapist.
We didn't talk about remediation or teaching kids to.reaii
that was just too old-fashioned. We had to say "remedial
therapy". So for that reason I exaggerated the other point,
Fritz (Redl), and I do agree with him that there certainly
is much, more to diagnosis than handling a symptom. We have
taken the idea from medicine because they, say, treat causes
rather than symptoms.

If a child has measles, you don't put salve on his
measles. Go after the cause. I don't think the same
philosophy holds in education, that we treat causes. If
a child didn't learn to read in the first grade because he
had a very ppor teacher and the teacher died that year and
he went in the second grade, we have removed the cause --
if that's a simple method of a cause -- but the child still
couldn't read.

Usually in a learning process, the child has mis-
learned or hasn't learned; and what we are dais in remedia-
tion is working at the child where he is, in order to direct
his learning. We do that in remediation of disabilites of
all kinds, and we use the principles of learning in modifying
behavior.

Now I will admit that there are many problems that may
not be solved as I indicated with nail-biters, I just gave that
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as an example, an example of the other point of view; because
every time we brought a child around with some slight problem,
we stied the excuse that he needed psychiatric treatment; he
needed therapy, but tbszerverilet people like that around, and
so he didn't 'set anything.

So what I am pleading for here is that we be practical,
we have children in school, and that most oR the time we can't
give the psychotherapy to the parents. Even if that were the
right thing to do, they won't came around fear psychotherapy.
We have to work with the child himself, and I gave that diagram
there saying that or way of breaking the vicious circle is:
you can work with the parents, hoping that they will help the
child; or you can work with the child in a so-called psycho-
therapuetic setting; or you can work with his disabilities
directly, hoping that this overlay that you talked about,
Fritz, would be removed.

In other words, there is an inter-action there between
cognitive functioning and emotional development, and that
I think from a practical point of view we can do more for more
kide if ve base it on an adequate assessment of the child, find
ovt what he needs to develop. I also emphasized the point that
we work on the deficits rather than working on the assets,
saying: well, he can't do this; we'll let thi. die. And we
work on the things that he can do. So that if he can't do
this or he can do this, we'll exaggerate this and let this
be blotted out.

As a result, when we examine him at a later age there
are meted discrepancies within the child with the remaining
deficits. First we have to work on the deficits, elevate the
deficits as far as possible, and also utilize the disabilities.

I made the statement that this is not a panacea for all
ills, that we have to do many other things. But from a school
point of view, from a teacher point of view, from a psycho-
educational point of view, if we stress that, we'll get farther
than just saying this i3 not out responsibility, give it to
the social worker, give it to the psychologist, give it to
the clinical psychologist,

The second point that has been alluded to was pre-
nurseries and nurseries. I'd like to raise the question
why do we have compulsory education at age six or age seven?
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Why not age five? Why not at age four? Why not at age
three? Why not at age twelve? How did we happen to start
on this six shindig, or seven? Anybody know?

It's probably a religious concept originally, and
we have included it in our laws, and now we think it's
God-given. The nursey schools are usually private, and they
exist only for parents who can pay the tuition in more
advantaged areas of our communities.

Now, one of the things that I suggested here is that
we extend the school, particularly for certain areas of our
country and car communities way dcw), tc-Npre-nursep7, and
that this may be a prevention.

Now, Frits mentioned the fact that I played up the
IA. Why do we want to change /.Q.? I think we have
exaggerated the use of the I.Q's and I think most school
systems are giving intelligence tests to children all the
time and they are using WWII. Ordinarily in our studies
under current practices, as was mentioned, there is a cor-
relation between school learning and mental age, and no
matter what we do, we find thtt mental age correlates
better with reading or success in reading than any other
measure that we have; so we can't discard it because we
don't like the mental age of the

Now, maybe our job should be to decrease the
reliability, the correlation of mental age and reading;
and if we were to change our practices and get a lower
correlation between mental age and reading, maybe we will
get progrAss. So our problem in education is to decrease
the correlOion, rather than to increase it, with our
standard measures.

Some of the speaker mentioned that I believed in
the I.Q. and that the I.Q. was constant. I think my
point of view is just the opposite. I think we assess a
child with multi-dimensional functions such as the Binet,
with many little factors. We haven't really said anything.
When we say to the teacher this child's I.Q. is 80 or 90
or 110, vs are classifying the child into a particular
category for certain kinds of groupings. We are not telling
the teacher what to do, no are wegiving her any cues with
respect to the kind of curriculum or the program. This is
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a very weak instrument as far as education is concerned,
or curriculum is concerned.

What I tried to emphasize is that one child with an
I.Q. of 90 may require a different kind of au educational
program than another chid with an I.Q. of 90. And we have
evidence that some children learn differently because of
different abilities, and for that reason the I.Q. is only
a screening test, in a sense, as an initial measure for
some sort of classification. The next step is to diagnose
emotional or learning disabilities, or something of that
sort, and in a diagnostic procedure you go through steps, one,
two, three, you gradually go down.

Now, the kind of diagnosis in school that we ought
to be doing is the diagnosis that leads to some sort of a pro-
gram for the child. And Fritz has read and I have read and
everyone else has read the psychological reports given to
teachers. Teachers can read these reports and they are not
at all helpful because they are usually classification re-
ports. They give a Rorschach and say: this child is emotional.
Or they give a reading test and a mental test and say: this
child's mental age is nine but he is reading in the first
grade; this child has a reading disability. And the teacher
says: that's what the hell I sent him for, because he can't
read. This great big diagnosis by these professionals telling
me that be has a reading diability--: What she wants to know
is what's wrong with his reading, what is the process of
reading, what should she do now in her program of teaching
reading in order to develop reading ability.

And I would say 75 or 807. of the reports that I read
fall in that category, rather than into a category that
helps the teacher. So I would say that we should talk about
a classification instrument -- and the Binet test is a
classification instrument -- and then we should develop diag-
nostic instruments and diagnostic procedures which would lead
to some form of program for the children; and if it doesn't
lead to a program, then the individual hasn't made a diag-
nosis, and I think that's what you have been saying.

Now, Fritz has said that I ehowra disrespect toward
the clinical complexity. I think he is correct, in the way
that I wrote the paper. You can't really go through all the
ramifications of all the problems that humans have, that
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children have, in a paper. I tried to just hit a few high-
lights. But I do agree with him that it is a little bit
over-simplified as I presented it.

Now, I think that we can talk about mass education
on the one hand, we can talk about homogeneous grouping on
the other, but I don't see how we could have quality and
equality of education even with homogeneous grouping. That's
one step. I think we will have to introduce into the school

system psycho-educational diagnostiians and remedial experts
that will elevate these zhildren if they are not moving for-
ward in heterogeneous or homogeneous groups.

Now, we do that. lie employ speech correctionists in
schools to work with individual children or small groups.
We employ counselors to work with certain children on an
individual basis. I am suggesting here that we will have
to extend this practice to all kinds of disabilities which
we find in children in a school system. This is expensive;
it costs mote; it requires higher training than being a
teacher or a psychologist or a social worker, and we will
have to train these specialists in these areas in the
same way that the medical profession trains specialists

over and above the internist to do specialized kinds of work.
We shy away from that problem partly because it's expensive,
and partly because we haven't developed psycho-educationally

far enough to really do the job, if they did give us the
money to do it. But I think that we will probably never
develop unless we have a program that provides for this sort
of intervention in schools and also training of personnel
in colleges and universities.

I am not sure that I answered all of the criticisms,
but I do want to say that I him attended a great number of
meetings, some of them %foe medical meetings, some of them
were education, ;aychological. In the medical profession
someone fmad something called phenyiketonuria, and they
found .fiat this is a genetic error of metabolism; that with
?roper diet at a very young age they can save the child from
becoming mentally defective. Now, more money has gone into
research, more speeches have been made in that area, but we
Only find about one phanylkatonuric mentally retarded in
700 mentally deficient children. I mean if you cured all the
phenylketccurics, you haven't made much of a dent. And yet



they feel that this is important not only for its own
sake but that maybe they will find others just like it.

Nov it seems to me that if my thesis and Bloom's
thesis are correct, that we can correct lower intelligence
and lower learning ability and lower school learning in
school by hiving a big program at the pre-school level,
starting at the age of one or two or three, as early as
we can go in a practical situation. My guess is that we
can prevent 50% of the children now being assigned to
classes for the mentally retarded in our school system.
That is a guess. But we do find that over 50%, probably
70% of the children assigned to these classes do not have
a known definitive medical diagnosis of pathology and that
many of them come from the lower socio-economic areas of
* community, and it is very likely that their lower
intelligence is partially, at least -- how much, as you
say, we don't know -- due to the childrearing practice
at an early age. And I think it would pay this country
to look into this very seriously and attempt to at least
raise that group up to the point where they can become
more useful to themselves and to society.
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ADDITIONAL QUERIES FMSPONSES

Harold Taylor: I would say our experiments at
Sarah Lawrence in this fashion indicate very clearly to
those of us who are working there and those who have
worked in this way elsewhere that the capacity of the
individual need not be compared with the capacity of any
other individual in order to measure development and
growth.

I think if we can stick to those two basic qualities
in the creation of certain conditions for learning, we will
find that many of the problems, both in psychopathology and
in educational pathology of a move conventional kind, can
be overcome if we deliberately keep the situation open-ended
and remove all conventional criteria and unblock those
obstacles which Fritz was talking about in his survey of
San Kirk and other matters.

Samuel A. Kirk: What I tried to emphasize is the
importance of intra-individual differences; that is, the
discrepancies of growth within the individual and the im-
portance of sound devices to find out his low points and
his high points.

Henry Dyer: It seems to me you abolish what you call
conventional testing. You take away all measures but you
still have people making judgments about people, don't you?
To me this is the basis, this is just kind of inaccurate

testing, inaccurate measurtng, isn't it?

Milton Schwebel: X do want to make it clear I don't
give a hang about the I.Q. itself. What I emphasize was the
change in IA., as reflected as the result of some kind of
intervention, as a criterion of change. I don't care what
kind of criteria we use. I refer to the I.Q. simply as a
reflection of certain changes which have occurred. So far
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as I am concerned, let us use others.

So far as testing in general is concerned, I
certainly would agree that we make an aver-abundant use
of objective tests in colleges and universities, which
I think are incoisintent with some of the objectives
we set in the courses themselves.

As far as testing in general is concerned, in the
schools it seems to me their only justification is when
they are used not to classify and freeze but when to
indicate the nature of the interventions, the nature of
the acts which we would introduce in order to bring
about the kinds of changes which are possible.

Melvin Tumin: Fritz (Redl), what would you do if
you could have absolute command over all training of
teachers? What would you do with regard to teaching What
are the indispensible ingredients, in your judgment, for
training teachers to be open with regard to the open possib-
ilities of the children?

Fritz Redl: That'e no fair question. This is a
question for another speech.

Oscar Cohen: I'd like to make two points. One bears
on Tumines dilemma and also relates to what Superintendent
Martin cf the Mt. Vernon Schools had to say earlier. He said
with restraint that the world is not waiting for research to
indicate the true paths and that a revolution is in process and
a great deal is happening, whether or not your findings or your
best judgment is made available.

Now, your best judgment is not being made available
and the kinds of answers that Mel Tumin wants really could
be given if at this point, to the best of your knowledge, you
were to put down whit you think is necessary.

We are propagandizing all the country for pre-school
education. We are propagandizing for enriched education in
the early grades. There is nothing dl!",finitive on the subject,
but we have to move because lives are at stake. Hundreds of
thousands them are now headed for the scrap heap unless
we do somethiAg. We are going to do the best we can with
what informatiun we have, and / know that we are making many
mistakes.



So that my plea in this regard is that it's'rather
tragic that Mel has to ask this question, because Fritz
Redl -- and I am not t,ferring to him personally, but there
are many Fritz Redl's -- have not put in writing the
answers which they have. They are not definitive -- and
they may have to revise thew later -- but they are the
best we have. These should have been put in writing long
ago.

The second point I want to make deals with the
discussion on the extent to which can be raised or
children benefit at one age level or not. The discussion
would seem to assume that the individual child is in a
laboratory situation, which is not the case. At an early
age, pre-school age and kindergarteg,the child does not have
the alienation which it develops -- I am talking about the
disadvantage child -- when, after a few years in school, it
falls behind, is frustrated and is a failure. By the time
that child reaches fifth grade, the little darling of kinder-
garten is now a hellion and is now destined, barring some
kind of miracle, for the junkyard.

I think that the situational aspects should b. con-
sidered when you discuss the raising of I.(1.'s at an early
age. It's quite possible that at a later age be can do as
well, and indeed Higher Horizons Programs in some respects
seem to indicate that one could work wf,th children, young
people at a later age, but it is, I think, increasingly
difficult, in view of what happens in the child's develop-
ment and his alienation, frustration and anger with the
failure which he is obviously incurring. I think that
should be an element which should be stressed for those
who are practitioners in the field.

Boris Ford: Could I intervene just a minute to make
one brief point? I wonder if a lot of this evening's dis-
cussion isn't in a kind of way a reflection of our astonishing
conformists and timidity as teachers as such.

It seems tome highly possible that the answer to
Mel's question is that calculated eccentricity is the one
thing we should try to insure we send out teachers as. The
whole process of the training of teachers in our own country,
maybe not in yours, is of course normative. We equip them,
it seems to me, to carry out normal routine functions in an
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unimaginative way and suppose thereby that they are
serving the canmunity quite well.

In almost every subject one looks at, the calculated
eccentric today in education tends on the uhole to be
dedicated. As we travel around schools, it is very hard
today to find the near total eccentric freely at work and
approved as such in the school situation. I think the
consequence of this is that the kinds of education in
relation to a given subject -- I an putting it as n..rrowly
as that -- which the calculate eccentric might find himself
experimenting with, ari-. unit found, and as a result what are
not found are the incalculable consequences of calculated
eccentricity.

We have so narrowed the range of educational per-
trmanee and imaginative eccentricity that we have no
conception e--At really genuine eccentricity in zooms of
our own subjects tigbt do therapeutically for tife children
wham we have been discussing in the terms we have this
evening. Our discussion of the enormws apparatus which
we can't provide, of counselors, therapists, pre-nursery
education and the rest of it, apparently stems from our
failure to equip the teacher to dc. the enormously open-
ended eccentric things which one would like them to do.

I can give a one-minute illustration of what
immediately comes to mind in terms of my own subject,
which is English, not looking back to this morning, Education.
In England, at any rate, elite education in English Litera-
ture is enormously centered upon what we call pactical
criticism, the minute examination of the text.

Now, for a certain kind of individual, not ill-
measured in terms of I.Q,, you can get a good deal of
distance, it seems to me, in this kind of work. For the
great bulk, however, of the children or adults, this is
quite misappropriate kind of exercise that tends on the
while to destroy the text rather than to bring it alive.

And in my own experience, to set a group of adults
or children and, aboveall teachers who are fantastically
resistant toward being set a task of this kind, to -- for
instance -- take a ply like Lear and to give them one week
or four days as a group of twenty people and say: now, look,
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your 'nick is to do the following, your task is to c.pand
four days or a week producing a commentary in dramatic
terms upon that play; your ccamentary east last 35 minutes.
You have until a week from now. Get on and do it. I think
I've done tido task with groups whose have ranged
from about 75 to 175 as adults, with groups of teacLars
whose /.Q.'s seemed to range often between the same span,
and with groups of children of a wholly normal intellectual
kind dotted withafear more intellectual. And the faAastic
thing is that this sort of a task tends in every case to
produce the most astonishingly creative imaginative re3ults.

What I have discovered through doing this kind of
wholly eccentric task, if I can call it that, is that it
has enormous therapeutic consequences which, it seems to me,
we have not begun to study. We haven't begun to study the
by-products and the kick-backs and the advantages and the
therapies that we gain out of the most inspired and eccentric
pieces of teaching. And for lack of doing this, and becauce
there isn't the teaching to observe this caliber, we have
to build into our system this enormous battery of known
teaching kinds of therapy-attention apparatus, intellectual
attention and the rest of it.

And I only put in this plea, first because actually
we do nave teachers; we don't leave therapists in the appro-

priate number. We still not have therapists in anything like
the number to do the task if we approach it as therapists
rather than to maximize the possible therapeutic consequences
of totally eccentric teaching.
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INTRODUCTZON
by

Mrs. Elizabeth Greenfield

Dr. Long, as hs cams in, said we've gotten group conscious
this morning. Actually, we had a discussion before you came, Dr.
Long, about our hopes that we could really have a discussion this
morning. Consequently, I am going to be fairly severe about the
time of presentations- Hopefully, then, we'll get into the situaion
in which some of the differenc63 of opinion witch I sense in this
group can be expressed. I think they have been expressed in formal
ways. But 7 think that there are still a lot of people who have
things as their chests that they'd like to get off, and we'd like
to hear what they are.

With no further ado, then, Dr. Flanagan, if you will
proceed.
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SUPPLEMENTARY COMMENTS
by

John C. Flanagan

Let me says few thints about the problem of quality
and equality in education.

This paper was written on the basis that the goals
we have are individual fulfillment either as a person or as
a contributor to society and responsible citizenship. A
number of external factors affecting the schools are dis-
cussed at some length, a few internal factors are mentioned.

One of the important internal factors, as I see it, is
the change in schools, especially at the secondary level,
where 81% of 16- and 17-year-olds were in school in 1960,
whereas in 1920 only 43% of 16- and 17 -year -olds were in
school.

The other hetes, the importance of the superintendents,
teachers, and textbooks have not came in for very much dis-
cussion, and I think they are a verb important factor in the
school.

Of course, the factor which has perhaps been neglected
more than many others is the students. The point that I tried
ton** about the students is primarily bow different they are,
and what a big reuse of talent, both in lave/ of ability and
academic things and in various other ways, there is in the
schools today. This is illustrated by pointing out the over-
lap, the fact that 25 to 30tw of ninth graders already know more
about most of the basic subjects than the average twelfth grade
student.

I have also put in something on the level of achievement
reached by the students in the segregated schools in the South
as compared with the white schools thin, to show the very
great magnitude of the problem that we are talking about here.
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A number of people at the Conference have made the
point that equality means to them meeting the needs of each
indivithial. If you agree with this view, it follows, as Jud
Shaplin cad Harold Taylor, among others, mentioned, that it
is very important to have highly individualised education or
instruction. This point I think cannot be over-emphasized
because I think anything else is doomed to utter failure right
at the beginning.

Naw, there are various ways to get iladividualized
instruction, and I think it would be very nice and some
places are trying to use the tutorial system. I think if
we had the resources, an approach such as the Sarah Lawrence
one of using the tutorial system with everybody would be a
very fine thing. However, this does require very great resources
and so the alternative that I have proposed hero is to use our
technological able. specifically the computer plus packaging
things, having a library for them, being able to get easy access
to them and cutting down on the time the teacher or tutor is
needed to find out about progress being made.

I think one of the important points that I would like to
stress is that the kind of evaluation of progress by tests, if
you will, proposed in this approach to the solution of the pro -
blem is one which does not compare the capacities and abilities
of an individual, as indicated by Dr. Taylor. When one wants'
to find out whether a person has learned French, it is very
easy to find out how many words be has learned and whether he
learned the set of words we gave him in the last couple of weeks
or the last month. And you don't have to compare this with
anybody else's performance° It is a measurement, a act
efficient tool which takes a lot less time than the teacher
speeding enough time to find out what be learned and what he
didn't learn from cceveraation4 but rather pointing out right
away for you the words that he didn't learn, the concepts he
didn't get, the grammar, the other things that ha hasn't achieved
yet, so as to know what he should do next.

And it is my hops that through proper units of material
adjusted to the previous knowledge and the level and the rate
of learning of the individual, that he can spend most of his
time learning material, rather than, as I mentioned here, per-
haps not much more than half of it learning, as now occurs in
mort i schools, as many students are confronted with materials
that they can't understand at all.
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In one class I had some contact with recently, it
was found that not a single student could read the reading
textbook in this fifth grade class. But this teacher was
maintaining very good discipline in the class. Now, this
kind of situation needs to be removed entirely from the
situation.

The other point that I would like to emphasise in this
little introduction is the importance of motivation through
goals. If we are planning our education tomcat the individual
student's needs, it is very important that be participate in
and agree on both short-range goals and long-range goals. Nye,

' for long-range goals he does need the kinds of tests and in-
formation which compare him to other groups, not necessarily
with just his contemporaries but, if he thinks he is going to
be a physicist, he needs to know how Bauch mathematics he knows
now, what his arithmetic;:reasoning ability is in respect to the
people who go on to graduate work in physics. In our study, we
find that these are the top group of any identifiable homogeneous
group of this kind, that they have the highest average score in
more than half of the 28 tests we used in our survey, as far
as cognitive and achievement measures are concerned. But it is
quite important that he know this and not be such as the people
planning mathematics, who are actually in the lower half of
the twelfth grade general academic ability group. This is
utterly unrealistic. None of them will ever graduate with a
degree of mathematics from a reasonable institution, yet very
many of them think they will. So they need some kinds of tests
or other way of getting the information as to how they fit with
people who correspond to their long-range goals, because the
long-range goals are utterly unrealistic at the present time.

Of comets) one of the very nice features of the pro-
posed system uaing the compute= ft that you get tmaadiata
feed-back from every unit assigned to a student. The student
works on this particular two-week or four-week assignment. He
takes an examination and immediately you know did he really
learn about 902 of this or more, or was it unsuited to him or
is there some other factor working in the situation to distract
him, or had we a wrong estimate of his abilities. This way:we
can constantly improve the materials assigned to each student,
the learning experiences that he undertakes so that they are
maximally effective with all the students. At the same time we
can constantly work with him on the long-range goals.
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Someone said that arousing motivation was the main
thing in education. Well, it is our experience, Wised on
various research studios, that the beat way to arouse moti-
vation is through success in asking progress toward your goal,
and this is true with both short-range goals and long-range goals,
that this kind of accomplishment in terms of one's own value system
with respect to these goals is the best Lind of motivation there
is. We hope that by getting appropriate erverionces we can maxi-
mize this.
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DISCUSSION
by

Rerman H. Long

I should admit that my discussion and evaluation of this contribution essen-
tially is based upon a difference in tastes rather than an intellectual difference,
in terms of a basic attack. Because I happen to have the tastes that I do, I
take the tack that I do in discussing this paper.

I benefitted greatly from the ideas it contained, from the information it
contained, from the application of some research findings to the problem that
we have been defining or attempting to define.

I was not convinced that in this discussion we had not again escaped the
central cut of our considerations. I asked myself at the beginning what I thought
essentially Dr. Flanagan was saying to us. I feel the need to restate what I
think he has said to us.

There is no explicitly stated thesis in the paper. The implicit thesis is
that cultural forces are producing pressures upon American education, creating
both problems and opportunities.. Dr. Flanagan identifies these pressures that
are interacting with the goals of the culture, and hopefully, interacting with
what he states as our primary educational goals: the enhancing of dignity; the
promotion of maximum
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dvtvelopment of capacities and their responsible exercise; the widening of
thy. range of effectiveness of individual choices -- a goal which he adopts
from the President's Commission on National Goals. These cultural factors
mediate between the achievement of the goals and the actual interventions
which are attempted in the educational process itself.

The intervening factors which determine the kinds of adjustments
that need to be made in the educational process to achieve these rather
large and important goals, rare not the factors that I would have thought
were most germane to this discussion, though maybe germane in the larger
frame. i do not believe they advance us to a more direct confrontation
with the specific issues of this meeting.

Dr. Flanagan's solution is essentially that of providing an education
which is appropriate to the individual: rather than providing the same education
to all. He proposes the use of technological aids, especially computer processes,
as a means of identifying the objectives in more specific terms. I think this
is highly useful and wise.

Secondly, he identifies the procedures which can be developed for
evaluating the potential of the individual for progress toward Giese general
Objectives, as well as toward the secondary set of more specified objectives
which he would propose to be arrived at through careful and thoughtful use of
the computer process.

He proposes also to use the computer to collect data that will determine
the effectiveness of these various intervening instructional procedures that
are aimed at mediating the gap between the needs of the individual and the
needs that are implicit in the goals of society and goals in the educational
process.

I think this general scheme certainly is a thoughtful, useful, necessary
example of the kind of engineering that needs to be attempted in this general
area if we are to achieve goals of quality in education. I assume he means in
this case the most effective and efficient relating of educational demands and
challenges to the qualities of mind and spirit and imagination that are repre-
sented in the individuals who are involved in this process.

In the course of this general attack upon the problem, Dr. Flanagan
cites among the complicating factors the fact that our situation is new
because we have so many more students to educate. They represent a wider
range of abilities and backgrounds than we had a generation ago, and he makes
incidental reference to some data that have come out of Project Talent, in
which he shows the tremendous disparity between the achievement levels of
Negro students from 48 schools. I am not sure how these were selected, whether
they were representative or whether they came from Florida or Florida and
Alabama and some other states, or what -- but at least 48 Negro schools, and
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unfortunately, I nink he proceeds to use language which infeie that this
is true of all Nefiro students. We get the impression that the Negro
student that we are dealing with, and that education has to deal with,
and presumably higher education especially - I happen to be dealing
with these students -- are students who are reading at the ninth per-
centile level of achievement of the graduates of the white high school
seniors.

This may be true, but if it is true, then the question that rises
in my mind is: Does the procedure that Dr. Flanagan advances meet the
problem? I have come up with the impression that it does not meet the
problem of inequality as it reflects itself in the chronic case of the
classes of the population -- Negro, lc class or otherwise -- who
represent the kind of disparity from the average in achievement, or
in the extent to which the educational process has aided the development
of the potential of other individuals in the society.

It meets it only if one assumes that the emphasis upon individualized
diagnoses of needs and abilities in relation to goals would somehow meet this
problem. For the procedure Dr. Flanagan proposes fails to take into considera-
tion that the realities of the educational worla involve a set of factors which
are immediate and perhaps are going to he immediate for a long time. This reality
is simply that there are segments of a society which consist of educational
classes or groups of varying degrees of chronic disability.

What does this mean for students who are being educated in the seg-
regated schools, whether they are segregated by race or culture, or income,
or class, or nationality, or lre,elege? What does this mean in terms of the
organizaticn of a program of diagnosis and an analysis of methods of approach?
I am wary of any attack upon this problem that operates with an economic
theory of the past which holds that if you provide certain goods for the
advantaged segments of the society, they will trickle down ultimately to
the people w:lo need them most.

I am not sure that a proposal such as this can be properly implemented.
For the most pressing need isfthtg remedial program shall be directly focussed on
these crucial publics with which we are dealing in the educational challenge
before us. I am not sure that we are going to get the task done.

We seem to have suffered in this conference from an effort, conscious
or unconscious, to avoid direct confrontation with the issues. it seems to
me that if the flights that we have had to philosophic profundity or general
educational principles have any merit at any -they do so by implication. And
we have not, it seems to me, shown their relevance to our problems. It is this
absence of application that troubles me.. Even if we make errors, even if our
guesses are not the best guesses, it seems to me we have been called upon to
make some of these guesses. And I am saying that these guesses are not before
us in this discussion. I suppose it maybe all due to a human failing of which
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all or us are victims; that is, when we come to difficult problems we very
cleverly find ways in which we can avoid facing the problems directly.

So we have /sorted -- I am not sure that it has been helpful -- we have
resorted to and struggled with totalities, ultimate solutions, even solutions
which have been societal in :Iv-4.r scope, which have attempted to design perfect
Philosophic systems, intellectual systems, rather thz.n with solutions or proposals
that are pragmatically based and are aimed at the real, hard, and immediate
questions before us . Of course, I am as guilty and responsible for this failure
as anyone in this conference.
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DISCUSSION
by

Clarence Senior

I am going to talk mostly about the internal pressures on the school system)
since that's what I have been subject to for the last three years as a member of
the Board of Education in New York City.

First, may I add to the external factors just one thing, and its corollary,
which I think Mr. Flanagan didn't stress; that is, what I believe is miscalled
the Negro Revolution. I'd rather call it the Civil Rights Revolution, because
this is something to try to make democracy meaningful for the whole of American
life instead of just for a section of the population.

Second) the changing character of central cities. You probably saw the
New York Times story the other day. about segregation increasing in cities in
the United States. Fortunately) New York City is one of those in which it didn't
increase from 1950 to 1960, but the number of percentage points that we de-
creased in our segregation index was only 8. So although that's about 10 per
cent, a little over, it is nothing to be particularly proud of.

Our Negro population in the schools from 1957 to 1958 to 1963 to 1964 in-
'creased in the elementary schools about 48 per cent, in the junior high schools
by 75 per cent, in the academic high schools by 71 per cent, in the vocational
schools by 8 per cent, for a total of 264,616 Negro children in our schools.

Now the Negroes, of course, vary) depending on where they come from, their
background, the family class, etc. If they come from other metropolitan areas,
that's one thing. If they cane from northern cities, that's another thing. If
they come from southern cities, it's still another. If they come from southern
rural areas, it's still another.

In addition to this) the lowest visible immigration group which is starting
at the bottom rung of the occupational ladder by and large, as our ancestors did,
are the Puerto Ricans. Quite afew of their problems parallel those of the Negroes
and quite a few are different. Of course there are differences in the Puerto
Rican experience, but in New York Olty they are

--asTeiveuv
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lumped together. And, furthermore, to do more damage, they are lumped together
with the Negroes, so that almost invariably you hear Negro and Puerto Rican, as
though they were one and the same, when, in fact, they are very different groups.

Our elementary school Puerto Rican population increased by 37 percent,
junior high school by 36 percent, academic high school by 74 percent, and vo-
cational by 8 percent in this same period, for a total of 167,000 Puerto
Rican children in addition to the 264,000 Negro children.

In addition to this, we have a good many other outsiders, not all of
them visible. We have utmost 40000 youngsters transferred in from other
school systems, most of them from school systems nowhere near the quite
inadequate level of the New York City Public School system. But the ones
that we admitted were from school systems much less adequate than ours;
22,000 from other continental states, almost 9,000 from the Southern
Atlantic states, 9,400 and some from foreign countries, 7,900 from Puerto
Rico in this last school year.

New York has always been a cosmopolitan multi-lingual city. We use
17 languages on our radios every day in New York City. But the people who
have "arrived" in New York City have forgotten their own history and they
have forgotten the history of Nev York City, so that we lump all the newcomers
together as a problem. This tendency is very widespread. and of course, it's
one of the things which does a good deal of damage to the newcomer.

Into this situation is plunged a group of nine people (the New York
City Board of Education) who, by and large, think -- and I am going to use
all four of the verbs that I have picked up in the last couple of days --
that we're going to revolutionize, or we're going to reform, or we're
going to innovate, or,to use Martin Mayer's phrase, we're going to gamble.

How do we go about this? We are thoroughly committed to equality of
concern for every child irrespective of his background or his group member-
ship. That is, we are'ccomitted to doing as much as we possibly can for
every child. But in a society ouches ours, how far can the school go? I
happen to have been brought up on George Count's pamphlet, "Care the School
Build a New Social. Order?", and I Trish to God we could try harder than we
have been trying.

We would, of course, run into the kinds of pressures that are documented
in this very interesting little pamphlet the American Civil Liberties Union
got out on censorship and outside pressures. The Anti-Defamation League has
been responsible for a couple of books on the kinds of pressures that are
brought from the outside on school boards.

Let me deal with a more difficult problem, namely, the pressures from
the inside of the system on uhichever of these four verbs you want to take
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in trying to clean up a mess and to go ahead.

also, og course, have the deepest possible commitment to quality
education, and the corollary of this, of course, is there have got to be
some changes wadin.

My reaction after a couple of months on the Board was to write a book
called, "Innocents Aboard." We found that under the old superintendent the
Board was manipulated in the interests of what the superintendent conceived
were the interests of the school system. When the old superintendent departed,
we hired firms to look all over the country to try to find the best new super-
intendent. "We had a tremendously able, dedicated, sincere, honest, capable
resourceful man as the president of our board, whose heart was almost broken
because, before the creme de la creme of educators in New York calling them-
selves the Academy of Education, he announced that the board was looking all
over the country to find the best possible new superintendent, and he was
rewarded with resounding boos. That's the reason I used the words "Innocents"
because we simply didn't know what we were up against.

Mr. Flanagan has used the words "inertia" and "tradition", and that's
good as far as it goes, because God knows they are there. But I am talking
about outright hostility to improvements on the part of the bureaucracy which
in the New York City school system numbers 75,000 persons.

New York, of course, presents special problems, as is well known, for a
variety of reasons. There is first its cosmopolitan character. There is,
second, a range of problems which the school system itself gives to the
newcomers, and always has, if only because one of the latent functions of
a school system is to help wreck the family of the newcomer by supplying a
differential source of authority for families where there was a source of
authority already agreed upon. These are, of course, familiar to sociologists.
Read, for instancepthe appendix to a very fine book which most people, un-
fortunately, don't know, because it sounds like it's about what my father
used to call the long-haired men and short-haired women of Greenwich
Village -- a book about Greenwich Village by Caroline Ware, which has an
appendix called "The Contribution of the Public School to the Maladaptation
of the Italian Child." This was written in the late '20's, and it's a
beautiful piece of sociological analysis in the field of education.

Because of all of these things, we started a campaign which eventually
was successful: we abolished mass IQ testing in the New York City schools.
Now we know that this is only the beginning of a process of trying to educate
the teachers. Incidentally, we got a resounding denunciation of the Board by
the Council of Supervisory Organizations of New Xork City for this move. The
supervisors would say to me: "But, look, it's only an achievement test." And
I said: "Of course, ItInovnit's only an achievement test. Then why don't we
make it an achievement test and call it an achiament test?1,1 Because if you call
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it an intelligence test, there is an implication that there is something
inherently inferior about this kind, because if he doesn't understand English
and you give him a test in risetsh, and he only makes 73, he is sent to areform school in upstate New York. I em talking literally about our experience
with some of the Puerto Rican kids who ended up in Wassaic. And the Puerto
Rican parents had to get lawyers to spring their kids because they were given
intelligence tests in a language which they didn't understand.

And one of the few times I quoted with approval one of the real pillars
of the establishment in the United States -- James Conant -- was when he said:
When you give a child an IQ score at an early age, you brand him throughout
life. But we still have to educate our teachers and our supervisors to these
things.

I was delighted last night to see the reference in Mr. Kirk's paper
about Binet. I join him and wish to God that Binet had lived long enough to
destroy some of the foundations for one of the superstitions which the chairman
mentioned last night, which is, that the IQ tests measure something innate in
a person.

Our next job is to try to tackle the whole set of superstitions regarding
homogeneous groupings.

I want to reiterate the problems arising from the resistance of teachers
and supervisors. I don't mean all of them, because we've got some good teachers
and we've got some good supervicJrs, but they are not the ones who bring the
pressure. I'm talking about the ones who bring the pressures. And, incidentally,
we've got some darned good schools in our slum areas in New York City, and one of
the reasons we have is that we've got good principals who believe that no matterwhere a child comes from he can be taught. And a good principal can recruit good
teachers even under very unfavorable circumstances. And we've got some really
prize schools in buildings that are damn near falling to pieces, where rats run
around, where ceilings fall off. We are ,literally 20 years behind in our
maintenance and repair program in the New York City schools.

Mr. Hoer may veil say, and I agree with him partially, that additional
money isn't going to do everything. But money for repairs and Laintenance
would come in damn handy when we are 20 years behind in this king of thing.

As Dave Salten said yesterday, too many teachers don't ice;: children,
and this is particularly true if they are minority group children who are
visible in the classroom, who introduce problems that the teacher isn't able
to handle. And, as Martin Tray said yesterday, the teacher is afraid of thesekids. If a tear is afraid of the children, of course, you are liable to
get the kind atilt:1g that appeared in the Atlantic Monthly a couple of years
Ago. You can't teach him anything, and then this spreads all over the system
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and all over the country and gives the teacher 'who is having these problems anexcuse for saying: "Well, look, it's in the Atlantic Monthly." I personally
happen to think that it would work the other way, as far as the Atlantic
Monthly is concerned.

We have inherited, also, a tremendously complex system of allowing booksinto our library. One of the problems was that we had a very Puritanical,
very high official of the school system who said that no art books would be
allowed in our libraries if they contained nudes. You can imagine what
would happen to Greco or almost anybody else Who's ever painted anythingof any importance if none of his books would be allowed in our library system
if it contained e, nude.

Now'I'm talking about exact situations that we ran up against. We
finally said:that anything that's good enough to be listed by the American
Library Association is good enough for the school libraries of New York City
-- period. And that's what is happening now, but we had to fight about it.

Of course, during the McCarthy era, we had some of his followers on
the Board, and we had to clean up the messes that were left by them. There
was both active and passive resistance to that.

We needed new personnel besides a new superintendent. The old super-
intendent appointed a committee to look around for a new group of associate
and assistant superintendettlhat our request. One of the persons sitting in
this room would have been on the staff of the New York City tmblic school
system if it hadn't been for the deliberate sabotsge by the chairmen of that
committee, Who was the highest-ranking and oldest member of our staff under
the old superintendent. I don't know whether he things that's good or bad.
I think it's very bad for our school system and probably very good for
somebody else who got him.

We decided' that we needed more minority group teachers. We started
special coaching-programs for Puerto Rican and Negro teachers, and then other
teachers said: If you are going to do that for them, you've got to do it forus. So we did it for them, too. We should have done it in the first place.
But this is 4A-st one illustration of the way in which the push of minority
groups sometimes helps all of the teachers.

AM then we put on a special campaign to try to get people aware of the
historieva background of Puerto Rico. We started some classes in subject matter
in Spanish, and then we got it from the -- I won't mention the specific names,
but let's say the X's and the Y's and the Z's, who said the school system did
nothing like this for us when we came, so why should you do it for the Puerto
Ricans?

In addition to this we have three very powerful teachers' organizations
in New York City: tne Catholic Teachers Association, the Jewish Teachers
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Association, and the Protestant Teachers Association. You can dreg your
own conclusions.

Then we set out deliberately to reconstitute and re-invigorate 25 local
school boards. These local school boards have been exceptionally valuable to
us, and they have been a hell of a headache. They have turned into a pressure
group. I hope I'm partly responsible for the fact that some of them have really
been damn nuistnces, because I'm on the Committee on Local School Boards, and I
was in charge of the orientation of the selection panels for them. I urged
the panels to be sure to get at least one gadfly on every board. We got them.
We asked for them, and we got them, but these have been invaluable.

I'll use just one illustration. I don't know whether I want to labelhim a gadfly or not, but one of the participants in the Conference greeted
me the other night and scarcely had said, "Hello, Clarence", before he said,
"Is it true that--".

In closing, since I think I've got about two more minutes of the five
you've warned me about three minutes ago, we recognize the United Federation
of Teachers. I don't see John Martin here this morning, but I agree entirely
with what he said yesterday about the need for teachers to become more trouble-
some to school boards, otherwise school boards will be captured by the bureau-
cracy and the prisoners of the bureaucracy. The UFT has been both a tremendously
good influence and a damn headache. To deal with it we have net up a grievance
procedure. The first year nothing was done except handling individual grievances,
aside from the big push for increased salaries, which God knows they need. But
it has released and at least channelized some of the formerly unspoken hostilit.es
between the tattlers and the principals. And although we've got some darn good
principals, we've also got some insufferable martinets. I suppose the theory
is that the board pushes the superintendent, the superintendent pushes the
deputy superintendent, the deputy pushes the associates, the associates push
the assistants, the assistants push the principals, and so there's nobody left
except the teacher, who gets pushed -- and so she can only kick the kids around.

This is the kind of thing I hope will be relieved by the fact that we
now have legal macbinery set up to take care of those complaints which start
from the bottom. They can now be carried right to the top, to free the
teachers for the two essential jobs: one, teaching as the kid0 should be
taught; and two, criticizing the curriculum, the procedures, and the policies,
and anything else about the Board of Education they feel like criticizing.

One final point about the UFT. We asked them:h&c-we:Imre. going to get
teachers into the slum schools -- and I am using shorthand here instead of circum-
locutions -- and they said we must improve the schools. We said all right, but
how 4o you do it? So they came up with a very elaborate plan. Of course, it only
cost a few hundred million dollars more. But we sat them down with the Council
of Supervisors and some of the top brass on our staff, and they worked out what
is called The More Effective Schools Plan. So now we have incorporated the



UFT aud- the supervisors, who took the lesson from the UFT and organized
their own union (they now want union recognition -- and I'm pulling the
foreman cases from the Supreme Court on them). But anyway, we'll fight
that one when we come to it. So we do have some more effective schools.

29.

I am not going to deal with the external pressures, except to say
that we are very fortunate in New York In having some pressures for education
as well as some pressures for all of these special group interests. We!ve
got the Public Education Association, which is 35 years old, about which a
book was recently written telling how important it was in helping the school
systan In New York. Well* get the United Parents Association, which is
tremendously helpha, and we've got the Citizem Committee Oil Children, which
Fis tictlififtd0103$ helpete.

I've talked with board, =fibers in other places who have none of these
things. The citizens" organigaticms simply haven't organised to put pressure
on the school board tor quality edusatice. Ton have to have that kind of
citizen pressure exerted tin board*, otherwise the anti-education people, no
matter what their particular slogan is, are going to be much too influential
on boexds.
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RESPONSE
by

John C. Flanagan

The first point I want to state quite emphatically is that
this refers to the average student, and there arb some Negro
students in these schools who read quite well. n the other hand,
if you look at the number of Negro students who got National
Merit Scholarship finalist positions, you find that they are
few.

If you look at this whole picture of ninth, tenth,
eleventh and twelfth grade, you want to say: well, we'd better
begin, whether Mr. Blom knows =thing or not, down at the pre-
school level and the early years of the elementary school. Because
it is very difficult to do an adequate remedial job, to provide
all the remediation, to use Kirk's term, that is essential to
bringing these talents out at this higher level. And the point
that I was trying to make was the size of the problem. Some of
our staff members hunted very hard for a large number of Negro
students in these segregated schools, because we don't know
anything about the other Negro students, because we didn't ask
for race; we asked the principal: what percentage of your people
are Negro, and so we were very easily able to say something
about the all -Negro schools or the all-white schools, but we
are not able to talk about individuals. But is seems to me
that it was quite important to see that those Negroes who were
relatively high had some way or other, in spite of handicaps,
developed their talents, their achievemants, their abilities,
their skills, nearly all were headed to college. So that the
problem isn't that we have a lot of high school students who
are just not being given opportunities to go to collage, with
the Negro people- -at least the ones we were able tt, identify
in the South and so on; it is that they have to be balped long
before this to get up to reasonable levels so that they could
attend a collar.

The second point in Dr. Longes remarks that X wanted to
comment on was his statement about my approach. TInre is no
question but my approach is quality for all, and riot better
education for the disadvantaged or the underprivileged, or
whatever, or the Negroes. It is definitely an all-out approach
to try to improve the education.

However, although ow says !hat this ie for all, the
facts are that the but job in education today--and it's a lot
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better job than was being dons ten years ago--Is being done for
the gifted. The better people are being allowed by the schools
to learn at more nearly their own rate now, inmost of the large
schools in the country. There are still quite a few places
that hold them back, but more and more we have the attitude of

the teacher in one of the college towns, who said to these five
boys: just don't pay.any attention to recitation if you don't
want to. Sit in the back of the room and when you finish this
book, doing every other problem, I'll give you another one.

This group of boys, by the time they were juniors in high school
had been through calculus, at least the one whose father was
telling me the story, had a perfect or at least as high a score
as the College Board gives, 800 in mathematics as a junior.
So there are lots of teachers--of course, that's my example
of master teaching: sit in the ack of the roam and don't bother
me, and when you finish this book, we'll find you another one.
But this is easy, relatively speaking, and can be done for the
top people.

This cannot be done for the people down the live, and
that is why an approach such as this, it seems to me, is very
important.

On Dr. Senior's remarks, I would like to also cast my
vote against the I.Q. We, of course, did not use any so-called
I.Q. tests in our Project Talent survey. Of caws., my vote is
not against testing at all, but I think that having a single
measure such as thel.Q., with all the mistaken concepts that
have developed about it, is unfortunate, And I agree also
with what Henry Dyer said the other nighty that we have multi-
dimensionality, and we shouldn't give the academic aptitude
kind of thing the high status that it has achievci, and also
the suggestion that this is inborn and that this cannot be
changed.

On the ether =in kind of =ark, I think that although
we haven't gotten far enough along with the approach as outlined
our tentative exploration suggests that it's goiu to be much

easier to find superintendents, la spits of whit -John Martin
said about tttsse superintendents, who will be quite willing
and sager to go ahead with sn approach such as is ouzlined
than it will be to get teachers and other members of the school
.organisation who are at all enthusiastic or willing to go along
with as revolutionary an approach as is proposed hers to try
to improve education.

However, I think that this can be done and as we awe along
through the leadership of superintendents, principals, and those
few people that an being prepared by some of our better institu-
tions to take leadership in the schools, that once there is a
clear demonstration of effecttieness, that the schools will follow
along, at least that's the hope.
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Martin Mayer: Dr. Flanagan's paper is what pro-
voked my outburst against behavioral science the first evening
and I think we have identifies the end with the phrase that
the schools are now, bless their hearts, allowing bright children
to learn, This concept of "allow" is all the way through this
paper. This concept of central control, of dictatorship, of
authoritarian administration of schools, you will get superinten-
dents to go along with this gladly.

And, frankly, to talk about en education that meets the
needs of the children in the schools after we have determined
what their needs are does not strike me as fair or right at
all. The schools do children a lot of damage by making their
determination about whet his needs and his capabilities are.

I want to see this sort of thing limited as narrowly
as we can limit it. Obviously you can't get cosy from it. But
anything which relies on these inadequate measures, unless Dr.Dyer can develop a real good energy measure to go with it, and
unless we can do something about the enormous differences in
what these Wide come to school with before we start applying
these damn measures, I think is going to produce social retro-.
gression of the most serious kind in the school systems.

The one thing I would agree with Dr. Flanagan about isthat you could sell this to any superintendent in the world
and you could probably oven sell it to the OFT, which is deve-loping a similar central apparatus to try between the two of
them--the two kings are going to join together and shake hands
and decide what's going to happen with all of the kids. Some
body really has to fight this, and I wish to be on the spearhead
at this moment.

John Flanagan: Who is going to decide?

What do you mean, who isigoing
to decide: Give the kids more of a chance and give the teachersmore of a chance.
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Mayers --a case which Dr. Dyer knows
about in which a kid was seat in to a mentally-retarded class
in Nay York City over the screaming and howling objections of
the teachers because the allegedly professional psychologists
of the schoo/ system in their tests had said this child was
mentally retarded.) The story is in Hillel Blank's wretched book.
But this sort of thing in one form or another is happening ell
the time in our school3 because people with inadequate measure -
sent, with inadevate brains to talk about goals and, objectives
are setting their damn canna?* sense petty bourgeois meaningless
tasks to "these kids'end than setting them partly in a frame
that this ig to easy to =mine for

We =et get rid of this, really we mustn't axtend it.
OA., I am going to shut up now. But I see this happening to
real children every day.

Flanagan; The only reply I can make to this
is that we propose to have people with brains and people with
good measures in this system.

MMs O.K. Find them first and then
propose it. You don't have the now.

eraaa Lo Couldn't you feed this dimension_
into your computer and come out with this element?

Eigalma: Yes.

Since you are asking for self-
appraisal of the teachers.

John Ps ell t The kids who are allegedly going
to have this wall- differentiated individual attcintion and
evaluation are increasingly going to wind up as freshmen in
colleges so overcrowed that they have resorted to teohaological



instrumentation. They are precis( the kind that is sometimes
of help when you have a meal enouge teacher-pupil ratio.

Let me describe myself to you as a freshman at the Univer-
aity of Miami. I ar required to take, among other things, a course
called °Humanities." In that course in each semester one
lecturer lectures on all the subjects in the Hemenitiee over
a chronological period from Egypt to the Renaissance-- painting,
music, architecture, philosophy, what have you. Twice a week
I sit in a pie-sliced classroom with 299 other students, where
I hear that lecture over television because it has to be given
to 1000 students at once. Once a week I have 50 minutes in
a seminar of 20 people under an instructor who may be expert in
one of those Humanities fields, but not in all of them, and
et, is carrying 12 such seminars every week, thus dealing with
240 students.

Then once a week X go into a two-hour compositon class,
the first hour of which is automated presentation, slide and
voice hookvi together, followed by discussion with a teacher
who corrects my runctuation. And if I seem recalcitrant about
punctuation, given a little piece of paper which allows
me into a mull library rocs where I sit in front of a program
teaching machine cud take ten lessons in punctuatuica before I
go back to the composition class.

In 15 weeks, in one of my three credit courses, I have had
13 meetings, because we have to take out two for exams, which
are objective tests--I have had 13 meetings with a live human
being.

My objective tests are--I score them on IBM cards with
ar electrogrephic pencil and the IBM computer within 24 hours
tells me what my score is, hoe menu r4c40. ! got, how =any wrong
I got, where I goofed, bow many students got the different
questions wrong, item analysis, everything the teacher
wants to know-- nothing that gives any incentive to the student.
And I have two years of this Lo face.

Now, Lamy social studies course I get three lectures a
week by television and I don't have to go to a seminar because
we don't have enough social studies teachers so that we have
voluntary seminars. I get three lecture& a week by television
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in natural science in which I am retaught what I learned in
high school about physics and chemistry and biology, if I learned
anything.

The demonstrations are by television. I have no contact
with the laboratroy. If I an in trouble, I can go to an occasional
clinical conference ith a maser of the science staff.

It may be that I have had as many as 25 to 50 individual
contacts with a live teacher in the course of one semester,
nine credits' worth of works

This is the use of instrumentation, instrftental tAchnri-
logy at its first rawest and crudest and, believe mm, we as well
as the students are as of this deadening SALOAOSis and soy
principal job down there has been to help &vita and incite
ways of breaking this down, decreasing the amount of television
increasing the amount of contact. But I as working against the
fact that this is an independent university. We don't even
know bowsaw teachers we can hire in September until we kw?,
how many freshmen are going to pay their entrance foes, because:
that's what we live on.

But tbq State of Florida boasts the fact that it has
one of the most complete closed-circuit television networ s in
the nation where, fran a single studio, 25 to 50 high school
and junior colleges in all parts of the state are fad their
lectures LI history or in biology.

Sure, we have the teaching machines, we have the closed-
circuit television. What we fail to have is an exciting and
meaningful curriculum, and our problem is to make a curriculum
meaningful and exciting through the instrumental intervention
between the teacka and the student. And we are not alone.
This, I think, going to be contended with and is being con
tended with as Michigan State and God knows bowman*. other insti-
tutions that are gradually being overwhelmed by the entering
freshmen,

I think the technology can ev,.%ntnally be subdued,
although all of us doubt really whether we can subdue the
technology that we ourselves have developed.

I would myself, give every entering freshman s copy
Erewbon to read and let his take it from there, but this
creates (Jukos in a mass situation.
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Gel,d, It seems to me that all through
this Conference something that Mx. Schwabel said yesterday should
be given a little more consideration, and this is a historical
look at some of the issues whibh we are facing. I have a feeling
all the way through that we are once again, as we have done in
certainly American education over the years, throwoing out the
baby with the bath-water. We've done this so many times and
we've got to backtrack.

But it does seem to me around this group that we have
had attacks on methods, procedures in research and measurement
which have been extremely useful, which have helped move educa-
tion forward and we have had them attacked not because of their
inherent inadequacies, not even because they aren't used or
appropriate, but in terms of their own uselessness or even danger.

I don't, object to throwing out the I.Q. as a measure.
I think ate was probably a wise decision. But I think that
throwing out the concept of assesing youngsters' ability, at
some one given point in time, to perform certain kinds of
tests, is a highly relevant notion to education, and just
throwing it our before we have some substitute, before we
understand what we want to measure I Wok is, again, a process
which we have gone through so many times before.

We threw out subject matter in the '20's and '30's, so
to speak, because of a mistaken interpretation of Dewey and a
mistaken interpretation by his followers of what he had intended
perhaps for other reasons. Then we were suddenly forced back
into relooking at subject matter and Waging it back into the
curriculta.

I think one thing that we know is that teachers have
kinds of normal distribution curves built into their heads
and they are very often irrelevant to the normal distribution
curve that's available to them in terms of an actual spread
of scores on some broad basis. They used to call this the
Yugoslav Effect, because Yugoslays did a study in which they
found that teachers graded from A to D on a narrow distribution
in their own classes, and then when they gave sans sort of a
national exam, they found that a lot of A studenteitu these
classes ended up in D's in ths normal curve for the total
population. The teacher has a basis of assessment and it has
nothing to do with whether you give him a piece of paper on
which a score is doted or *iota

I think what's more important than throwing out the
tests or complaining about the damage that they do for us isto dowidlik ways in which you can get teachers to bec.e aware
of the damage. We miseducated teachers for a long time, and I

VERVAIMPIIIMION=W=ma,
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think we have a responsibility to repair the damage, it you will,
but not by, once again, going with the pendulum or the bandwagon,
or whatever effect operates in American education to get us out
of where we were, and it's all bad and it's all wrong, and on
to new and better things. But very oft= we have vaery little
evidence about how much better the new things are. They just
seem good at this time.

And to I really would like to inject one note of caution
here before we throw away everything we have developed.

I am not sure that we have the facilities now to do the
kind of goal assessment or even assistance to pupils which
Dr. Pianagan suggests. I don't think be feels that we have all
the means and procedures to do this adequately.

But I think the job is to look for more adequate means
and procedures, rather than say: let's abandon the enterprise.

Clarence Senior: If I gave the impression that we
threw out all tests in New York, I certainly ate- spoke. Not
only that, but we have contracted with the Educational 7t4tiv
Service to get us a pew kind of test which, among ourselves, le
call Pupi4 Watcher Test. And vs contracted with another organi-
zation to got us another kind of a test, but as achievement teats,
not as so-called intelligence tests.

BILVZ MiLitr These are really diagnostic tests
to toll the teacher what to do next to the first-grade kid.
They are not tests that are trying to predict bow we do it. They
are tests of where be is, to guide the teacher in the diagnostic
job, which is whet we ere talking about.

&Li Wimi. I want to allay igartiftileyer's
anxiety by assuring him there will be a certain timber of
superintendents who will nob quickly but Dr. Flanagan's
proposal. Leyself believe, that the testing soversent has made
an enormous contribution to the offiretttanees of public education
in this country* But I also believe it has had a number of very
unfortunate effects. Two of the more serious ones: first, the
continual narrowing of the curriculum for the teacher is done
with a view to not making changes in behavior which is socially
effective but to producing the kind of change which is precisely
measureable, and since can measure something precisely,
this in what wo continue to teach for; However, soma 004



skills in the social studies, and our command of language, both
written and oral, since they don't lend themselves to precise,
crisp quantification, tend to be- omitted. This, I think, has
had an extraordinarily bad effect on American education.

Secondly, although the examinations presumably are diag-
nostic, they do strongly affect the expectations of teachers,
and wee teachers are given some additional support for the
prejudice they are already inclined to hold, they are looking
at kids who don't speak English well, are poorly dressed- -and
in addition, you give then the evidence of standardized tests--
they have everything they need to conclude these children canner.
learn.

These two effects, I think, have had a devastating effect
on education.

What I find dangerous in Dr. Flanagan's proposal is this:
first, there was the attractiveness of the computer, because
I as convinced that education, along with every other human
enterprise, has to be more productive than it now is and there-
fore we must look towards an increasing use of technology in
education. And the resistance of our people to this technology
is a disappointment to all of us.

However, once again the computer, unfortunatelyyou
know, with binary characteristics, maws exactly toward an
accentuation of those aspects of the testing movement which
are already strangling ns.

If you can use computer devices and different kinds of
modern technology to expand the educational horizons of children,
that's all well and good. If we can make teachers more produc-
tive than they new art and sake the teaching and learning task
simpler than it now is, fins. Hut because the computer lends
itself to a further use of tests of the multiple choice variety,
or the true-false variety, of objective tests, so to speak, and
keeps cutting out the subjective developments, I think we are
just putting sore tentacles on this monster which is embracing
American education.

sew, what's going to happen, should this continuo to
grow, is net people are going to get impatient at whacking
off these tentacles one by one and they are going to stab at
the bear of the master. ?hie would be unfortunate, as
Miriam says, because if we were su4denty to throw out the entire

NA71,73-tItWi. '2.,.4:1T v.! ,
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testing apparatus, I think American education would have lost
something. Somehow or other we must retain the effective ele-
ments of assessment.

Obviosly, if you don't know where you are, you don't
know where you are going or you can't get where you want to
effectively. So obviously measurement has a place in education.
But I think we must face the very painful fact that measurement
up to now, thin overwhelming use of so-called objective, precise
measurement has misled teachers whoa in the first place, don't
understand the philosophy of measurement, don't understand the
lack of precision involved in these 6c:excelled measures, and
most important of all in their own self- interest, to make
themselves look good, teach material which is easily codi-
fiable. And how you make decent citizens of people who
command the language when you restrict your view that narrowly
is going to remain amatory to me.

Flanagan:
Well, I think that I just didn't

communicate if I didn't get the idea across very definitely
that I thought the tests that we have at the present time are
quite inadequate. They are the wrong frame of reference. They
are very inappropriate for the kind of system which I have
proposed, especially on the instructional side.

It is imy hope that, using the computer and not misusing
it one canoe to procedures such as the one I developed
eight years ago on an observational program, something like
the pupil watching of Henry Dyer's that was mentioned by
Dr. Senior, which was a personal and social development program.

How, this is not multiple choice, this is recording and
classifying :pacific things which the student did which have
as important bearing on his personal development, and I think
that using the computer, this kind of thing, which got to be
too much pery work and too complicated for our present
generation of teachers to use, could be efficiently and well
used. So that I think that the computer does a lot of opening
up possibilities other than simple multiple-choice tests, and
that the whole thing is a mess if one tees it like the Regents,
and so forth, have been used,-or I as afraid as some of these
other examinations being eatexternal examinations in England
and so forth, unlit.: one evaluates all objective tests and
therefore points the teacher and student toward all objectives,
the whole measurement can be used as a very bad tool instead
of a good one.



Elizabeth Greenfield: Dr. Flanagan; could I ask you
a question in relation to the critical incident proposal that
you made? Given the kind of concern about teacher attitude
which has been expressed in this meeting and, I think, pretty
well documented, how can you remove the failures that already
exist in the teacher-pupil relationship when you have the teacher
deciding which are the 45 effective behaviors and which are the
43 that are not effective for the children?

It seems to me to have an inherent danger of pegging
pupil performance at a teacher's appraisal, which we are very
cautious about, and as a matter of fact, actually afraid of.

Martin yr...suw It's not just a teacher's
appraisal; it's a sort of lowest common denominator on which
a lot .of teachers can agree.

I think if I am concerned with this kind of relentless
coordination it's because the quality of mind that can use the
word"ineffective" when "disapproved" is meant causes me a
great deal of uneasiness. It's precisely people who can't say
"I don't like this," but have got to say, "This is ineffective,"
when it's clearly not ineffective in the precise sense of the
word "ineffective."

I think the illustrations you cite I find illuminating
as to the implicatious, the general consequences of this kind
of conception of specification of educational goals. The
children that I know and like most rarely handle teasing in
an unruffled manner. They quite often don't carry out assigned
tasks without a reminder. They have trouble in giving up
something to help another. They are just a lot more complicated
than these flattened-out, two-dimensional cardboard figures are;
as you describe them.

I think that even the teachers are better than you give
them credit for. I think it mould be harder for thee to be
better than you give the credit for if they have this enormous
machinery of normative apparatus telling them how they ought to
be responding to themselves and to the children.

I think it's the substance of what you are saying that
makes me most vary about the forms it takes.



Judson ElWiLjn, I wanted to give Dr. Flanagan
perhaps a chance to answer, because there is a context of the
conference which is really the bass of the criticism here.

Let ma say: suppose we had a school in which certain
conditions were met coning from the conference. In this school
we had teachers who, on the whole, were humane to children,
who liked kids. On the whole we had teachers who had some
skill in diagnosis of individual differences, a real apprecia -
tion of this, and we had available some specialists, in Dr.
Kirk's sense, for the din lie end remeUetion of develop-
mental deficiencies. Suppose we had those conditions and
suppose we had an organisation of that school such that the
two bad teachers to one good teacher were so organized that
the good teacher had some control over what happened in the
classrooms. Can you tell us how the kind oL computer tech-
nology and goal-directed instruction can fix this situation?
Can you visualise that in a school upwards of 700 or a thou-
sand kids, to be realistic, in the city?

Flanagan:
Well, I think that this would

fit the situation by the students having, in small groups
or an individuals working on particular unite- -let's say
it's the primary grades, they are using a particular reader.
Now, in a class that I as talking about, there wouldn't ever
be a situation where every fifth grade student has a reader
that he cannot read. Every student would have a reader be
could read and was the one that was best suited to his developed
language ability.

Now, he probably would have some other students who
were reading in a similar book. But in this situation be
would be moving ahead at his own rate, and instead, as he does
nowadays in may schools, of keeping a little record of what
ha is doing and how well he did on this little test, this
would be going into a computer at various stages, as to how well
he has progressed time far, and this would be fed back to him
and to the teacher and the next steps would be moved from there.

ibleibk Can we visualise the input
retrieval system for this computer in the school?
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!WW1 Yes. You have a typewriter and
you have anoxic sensing or else a punch-card type of reader, and
this information is fed in by a clerk after checking the

teacher's marks and other inputs, and it is fed into the system
and the computer stores it.

**.

Shaplint How often does this happen?

Wally this would happen, let's
say, in reading probably not more than every couple of weeks.
But in other subjects and other activities there would be much
more frequent inputs.

Shaolins What is the resouvce center where
the materials come from that the kids' work look like?

UMW The resource center is a computer
memory file with, let's say, at the first grade all the potential
kinds of books and materials listed, with information on just
what kind of students they are appropriate for.

EMIRAti What's the teacher looking at when
they are trying to decide this individual child's retrieval

problem'? And how intimately connected is the teacher with
this process?

Illmosons Well, the teacher gets this back
from the computer in terms of the plan that you have this
student on is O.C. or its not 0.14; that this student is pro-
gressing as we expected and is going right on to Oat We had
planned for his orbs is not; he's run into troubles and the
teacher better find out what kinds of troubles.

That's sort of the final question.
of relationship does the teacher have with the students

in this diagnosis of trouble with the computer packageing?



Fisnsean:, The teacher becomes, in w view,
each more of a tutor to work with this student an his problem
and plan his work with him.

Shona:, How many can she handle?

llanagaas Wells it vas hoped that they can
handle something like the traditional 30. The whole notion
of this is that is will not require a tutor for each student,
and so on, but rather with the aid of the computer, the teacher
can bocce* more nearly a tutor to 30 students.

ShapliaL How far along are we in the
technology of the programsing of instruction that permits this
to become possible?

Flemesteni Well, I would say that this in its
rudiments could be put in next fall, and the very important
feature, as I sae it, of this plan Ls that is does not wait
for programmed learning, a lot of other things. You can start
with the books you have, with the materials that you have right
now, and we would have to add some tests, but that's the biggest
thing. And by adding some tests to the materials we have now,
it could be started right wavy and not as for the micro-program-
ming teaching machine kind. This is many, many years off.

Greenfakil Bow would you handle the pupil's
ability in spoken Much? Bow would you test that? You talked
:bot the amber of words be would know at a given time in
grammar, and so forth, but what wall you do about this ability
to speak the language? How would you judge that by the
computer?

2AASAW Wall, I think that listening
comprehension is fairly easy. We can use language laboratory
kinds of things to get listening comprehension.

Speaking comprehension is more difficult, but the
Educational Testing Service has developed some tests along
this line. They are a little wore subjective and they would
be something which the teacher would be more involved in.
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I don't think we necessarily have to talk about an
automated kind of listening comprehension thing. This is some-
thingthe language people might want to work on, but I think that
we. are quite O.K. in the situation where we could have the
teacher make a rating of how good he is speaking, whether she
understands him, whether she undertands him under various kinds
of circumstances, reading certain kinds of materials or speak-
ing certain things.

Kirk: This discussion in a way reminds
me that the Communist Party of the USSR in 1937 outlawed the
use of I.Q. tests. They threw out all the pedologists, these
are the school psychologists, out of the school because the
pedologists were giving these I,Q. tests and it was just a
capitalistic trick, discriminating against the working class
because they scored lowed on these I.Q. tests.

We seem to be doing the same thing here. We want to
throw out the baby with the bath -water because of what I would
consider the misuse of tests, rather than whether these tests
are any good.

I think you mentioned that you were barring the group
I.Q. tests, not the individual I.Q. test, which I think is
very sensible, because the reliability of those, the validity
of those with certain types of children is very poor. They
never were made to be used that way, and that decisions on
children be used through group I.Q. tests, as we are using them.

I think what we have to stick by is some sort of analysis
of the child. When you go into a physician's office and tell
him you are sick, he puts a thermometer in your mouth and he
finds out y.yol have a dune- degree fever. That's not a diagnosis,
that's not an assisement. He then asks the question of why do
you have the temperature, then he proceeds to give a series df
medical tests, X-ray, blood, what have you* in attempting to
find out the reason for the temperature. Then he proceeds to
do something about that particular thing, or he tikes a culture
and he finds the drug that knocks off that particular prau

I think where we've failed in school examinations, is
that we have used a temperature reading that in a sense is very
unreliable and we've pigeon-holed these children according to
this test.
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But I would hate to see us just throw the baby out with
the bath - water, as Miriam Goldberg said, because one procedure
is wrong.

I think if we had the means and the procedures, computer
or otherwise, of tracing the reasons and organizing the progrm
as Flanagan suggested - -I'm not so sure we can do that too welt
yet--computer or otherwise, then I think we can improve our
education.

And I wonder whether when M.T. Mayer says that be was
very such against these procedures, I wonder if he is against
the procedure of analyzing the child step by step until you find
out what he really needs.

grlanfteKt Are you saying, Dr. Dirk, that
you think D. Flanagan's proposal, if we were ready to imple-
ment it, is a good one? Is this the burden of your--

Kirk: I would say that if we can really
do it in the way be says, it would be an aid; it wouldn't solve
all of our problems.

La Eitt It is inherently abusive.

Melvin Tumin. You are not going far enough,
Martin. You are not saying what you would do because of the
inherAnt abusivenesn.

pm I think it can be controlled. I
think it can be made useful. ! didn't say throw it all nut, but
if this is where it goes, I say throw it all out. If you give
re a choice of nothing or this, I say throw it all out and do
it instantly, do lit as fast as you can.

umin: Wa have a third alternative. We
WriAing extremely sociologically naive in considering the
possi le alternative technologies and instrumentation of educa-
tional processes without considering the context within which
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this is operating, the context consisting of teachers, parents
and a college-oriented school system.

When Martin says the testing instrumentation is inherently
abusive, I think he is absolutely right, given the following
circimstances, which seem to prevail today: that, first, the
size of classes stitch teachers have to deal with require that
they stereoty e students into bundles inorder to deal with
them more conveniently. And the best way to put them into bun-
dles,-so they make believe there are three children in the class
rather than 30,-is to group theme high, medium and low--by some
form of standard testing. And that's where they remain until
something is done about making it possible to individuate the
relationship between the teacher and the student; that the
teacher is going to search and find acme method for clumping
her students into so-called treatable homogeneous groups, no
matter what, if we provide her with any such instruments.

And that's why I say you are not going far enough if yop
are not willing to thrm, out the entire baby. That's one.

There is a second condition which seems to me makes any
use of testing instruments inherently abusive, and that is that
they developed in a circumstance, if I understand the process
correctly, in which it was assumed that competitive invidious
grading was a form of inducing motivation on the one hand
and a form of allocationg rewards in the system differentially
to students on the curious notion that if students have dif-
ferent talents, they ouZht to be differently rewarded. That
seemed to have nothing to do with the educational process as
we are now conceiving its goals.

And so long as tee-hers inherit the idea of competitive
invidious grading for putrases either of reward or of motivation

meat that we turn over to teachers in the form of standard

neither of which seem by any research literature that I know

grading.

knows that the teachers are, themselves, prey to a system which

to work, that long will we continue to abuse any testing instru-
ment

urges them or forces them to prepare certain eche-

superintendents. We abuse taa teachers, But the good Lord

advanced education. We have not yet devised a c7stem whereby

ions of students on the vests of differential achievement for

Then there is a third thing, and that comes to the



we can allocate students for differential rates of r-ogress
without at the same time abusing, demotivating and degrading
the large masses of students,

I think in this context superintendents and pcincipals
are far more at fault than the teachers, to the extent that
many teachers would be quite willing to operate by some better
standards of relating to children than they feel free to do.
But they say: if I say to my principal I don't want to grade
students A, B, C and D, he says you must. And if the principal
says: I don't want to grade my students this way, the super-
intendent says you must. And they say you must because the
parents want their kids to be prepared to go on to Ivy League
colleges.

Now, if we continue to orient the school system prim
marily to the differential selection for advanced education,
and if we continue to rely on an antiquated and completely wrong
notion of differential...motivation and rewardina as a basis
for conducting an adequate school system, and if we insist en
loading teachers down with a burden so that it is impjossible
to relate individually to children, any standard testing is
going to be abused in the school, given the uses to which it
is now put, as agaipst alternatives which we could devise, I
think, without any serious problem.

By serious problems I mean any problem that isn't in -
herently unworable, because I think there are workable problems
though they are terribly difficult. I would say throw the entire
baby out. I can't see a good valid use within this context
that can be controlled for differential evalution of students
on the basis of standard tests.

Ernest van den I think Mr. Meyer made a perfectly
reasonable remark, but I think Mr. Tumin perverted it. The
reasonable remark is that the diagnosis tests which Mr. Mayer's
neighbor, Mr. Dyer, spoke about, served probably no very useful
purpose and are very easily perverted, except where there is
special justification. It is a test not of achievement but of
potentiality which then leads teachers to grade against the
potentiality in the case that we were told about and leads
children to be branded in terms of-their supposed potentiality
and so on.
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I don't even ceo why a teacher needs to know that, if it
could be known.

Let me just point out that I have some personal experience
and I first was put into a public school. I apparently did very
badly and I did have modern parents that did have me tested.
The result was that I should have been in a school for retarded
children. For some reason, my mother wasn't quite that modern
and did not accept it, and you will have to judge whether thia
was right or wrong. I an not sure. I never figured it out.

But an eAy rate, thia leads a to be somewhat skeptical
of the testing of potential. But, on the other hand, it seems
Mr. Tumin is giving us a counsel of impossible perfection when
be seems to indicate that we can simply do without testing
achievement. There must be some system of selection for a
variety of reasons.

And, also, I an not at all convinced that as a system
of rewards and incentives this does not work.

The point that Mr. Tumin seems to have forgotten, and
it is a sociological problem, is be is against what he calls
invidious competition. Well, if it is invidious, I certainly
an again*, it, too, as who would not be. But be does seem to
fail to grasp that if the competition is not in terms of grading
according to intellectual standards, which we hope could be
good, then it Bill still take place according to acme other
standard which, may be considerably worse. Indeed, this is what
has happened very largely in the past in the American high
schools, And it seems to me that Mr. Tumin's proposal is
directly reactionary.

Herman Lone: I wouldn't argue whether or not
tests shaild be thmen out. I still think there is a lot of
value in them, but this is not the point of what I want to say.

biggest deficiency is that when it comes beck to the teacher

national or state or regional standard, or ha may be fortunate

ciencies that the tests have measured. What the teacher gets
is either a classification of a student in regard to same

talk -
tug about achievement tests or intelligence tests, I think the

it does not help the teacher to teach better to meet the deft-

What I want to say is essentially, whether you are talk-
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enough to get a profile of a student. Actually the profile
doesn't help the teacher, either ,because the profile is a ma-
to-men measure.

Whet is seems to me we ought to be aiming at is not the
specificity that would come from individual analysesthat night
be helpful - -but I think what we need more than that, perhaps as
a step toward it, are the patterns of failure within there instru-
ments that can be fed back to the teacher as amens of muting
needs that go beyond the individual but still, at the same
time, mast these individual needs and deficiencies. I think
this is the primary dimension that / see. If vs can do this,
then it seems tome we can address ourselves to the concern of
the minority groups or the dispossessed groups.

It doesn't matter tome, it doesn't make any difference
to me, it's not significant tome whether a Negro scores on the
average one, two or three grades below the national average in
reading or sathesaticsj and it doesn't really help me if Ian
going to have to deal with these students or other students.

It does help as an awful ice if I knew what, withiin
the range of items, within the range of concept, within the range
of even informations and subject matters within this instrument
that you have arrived at a score within which you can classify
Negroes or Puerto Ricans -'/hat within it meaningfully can be
attacked by the teacher or which will release th^ potential of
the student and the kind of responses which we need in the
intellectual process.

Joan& Monserrat; As a non-expert in the roomful
of experts, I am goint to dard speak from the arrogance of
ignorance.

One of the things that concerns as very each &hots%
some of our discussion around testing I night try for a moment
to connect up iwth some of the physical science findings and
methodology which we try to emulate, but some of the problems
we refuse fo face up--and I want to use the Puerto Rican as an
example.

I can agree that a Binst test is a test that is a measure -
ment, but the use of this measurement io as a diagnosec situation.
And I think that if a biologist or a chemist were to come out and
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produce a product that cured warts but gave one ulcers, that this
product would not be used until it was regined.

And I believe that in our social sciences we are using
unrefined methodology; that is, we are using metholdology which
is only partly refined and refuse to recognise the side-effect
which may be, and in fact is, worse than some of the things
that is is not curing. And I think that nabe one of the things
we ought to be concerned with is as behavioral scientists whose
tools are being constantly used and misused, I don't think we
can get away from the responsibility that we have of the use of
the instruments that we are preparing.

Let me give you one example. If I were to believe what
is said about the Puerto Rican child in the New York City
School System, then I know this kid, according to the concepts
of culturally-deprived, according to concepts of disadvantaged
et. cetera, is doomed to failure. But then I happen to have the
good fortune of being able to return to Puerto Rico quite
frequently, and there I see the Puerto Rican society in which
these same kids or the brothers and asters of these same kids
are creating a society which is one of the fastestmmoving
societies in the world, in which the teachers and the psycholo-
gists and the professors and the educators- and the criminals
and the judges and the legislorots are all Puerto Rican, all
achieving within a totality of a communtity.

And then I come back to New York end I find tbat these
same kids, according to what we are doing in tem of bAavioral
science testing, these kids aren't going to get ambers.

I wonder whether or not we can have a conference spon-
sored by the Roger Williams Straus Council on Human Relations,
speak about equality in education and speak in Fabian ideational
terms, which is what I thi we are dc.n4g hers, rather than in
some of the realities, for example, which I think Dr. Taylor's
paper mentioned in the beginning.

What are we going to do about taking the first ztep
toward equality? What are we doing about eliminating the two
existing school systems that we are really talking about, the
two differentiated goal and goaimmonivated school systems, and
try to at least start to make it one before we can go into the
more perfected forms that we are discussing.



So to as I think that there is--and we have a responsi-
bility of not just ming: yes, we know that the misuse of our
tools could be hammful, that our tools are not want to be used
this way, but whether they are meant to be used this way or not,
we cannot escape. the reality of the use to which they are put.
And therefore it would seem to as that we have a responsibility
to either perfect this thing so that as it is used it us used
properly, as we would with a medicine, or sake sure its use is
limited to the point 'here it can't be misused. And I think
what we are doing is creating in a society which either permits
us or not permits us to do and to develop the kind of educa-
tional system we want.

Some of the reasons why they will and won't permit it
are precisely because we have given them a value which a
group feels that they must contain for themselves and don't
want for the others.

Then I ould like to point out one other thing, just one
other thing, and, mercy, yes, one other thing-- the teachers,
and a good never of the teachers who in education departments
are teaching in New York City were just yesterday the disadvan-
taged and the culturally deprived of the slums of the city.
And I don't know where, when we do measure them wis are--for
example, measuring the effect of a second generation teacher
who, herself, is still in the process of acculturation pershps,
what the reaction of seeing a mirror of themtalves in their
own background presented to than in the classroom every day
when youngsters go through this process through which they
went through just some time ago reflects in their own memory.

And so I say- -and I repeat--there are some questions
here and some big doubts which, since I am not an expert I don't
know that they can't be done, and I suppose it's in Puerto Rico
we are not experte we don't know it can't be dons, but we seem
to be going ahead and doing it.

&wiz Harris: I think there is a prejudice
age lot economists, and since I am the only economist, I do
want to say seewC . about this protlem,

stetted teaching career here in Princeton in 1920a
As I look around at the boys at Princeton today and compare
them with the boys that were here in 1920, I can tall you this
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is a tribute to the aptitude tests. I have noticed exactly
the same thing at Harvard. I have had almost a 50-year
experience at Harvard, 45 years of teaching, 43 teaching and
two years here and as an undergraduate. And the difference
in the Harvard student today and the Harvard student or the
kind of boy selected for Harvard in the days when I was a
freshman at Harvard, that difference is largely explained by
these aptitude tests.

The point I want to make is that for years Harvard, for
example has what they call a predictive rank list. This is
based on what the student shows in his tests, aptitude tests,
what is revealed by his high school record or private shhool
record, and this record in part does suggest motivation, the
sort of thing that Mr. Mayer suggested, an energy test. And
what the principal and the teachers say also suggests motiva-
tion. You take all this record and on the basis of this the
university tried to predict what a man is going to do in his
four years of college. The correlations are remarkably high.

I think the thing to do is to teach the teachers what
these tests really mean, and I an perfectly willing to admit
there are all kinds of abuses.

Let me indicate just one factual thing here. We have
learned from some studies made by the National Science Foun-
dation thzt of every hundred students that start in college in
mathematics, only 20% eves finish in mathematics. This sug-
gests to we--and here I agree with what Mr. Flanagan spys--
that we do have to use certain kinds of tests. Ihtteven at
Harvardwwhat actually happens is, that you start with about
45% in the sciences and mathematics when they start their
college career and give their intentions, and you end up with
only 20% in the sciences and mathematics.

Kirk: That's due to poor instruction.

Harris: It may probably be poor instruction,
giriErs also probably poor choice, too.

But now you go to the humanities, they start with 35
and they end up with 35. And then you go to social sciences
and every social scientist here kuows we start with 20 and we c
end up with 45. They get all the second-rate people from the
sciences. They never shmild have been in the sciences.

So all I an Lgying to say is that I think that the
hostility to tests has been overdone.



Taylor: I ea delighted to say in sup-
port of Met Tomlin and 1r. Monserrat, whose comments I found
even more illuminating than some of the others, that at Sarah
Lawreace I found at no point any particular need for the kind
of etandardised tests which are in general used ie other colleges
as selective instruments and as a grading device. They were
not ranch good to via in selecting the students, because we found
other ways. They were no damn good to cis in teaching our
students, because they didn't test anything that we were in-
terested in knowing about.

van den Head
How many teachers were there

per student?

zaksj Let me finish this sentence,
than I'll give you one of your own.

As we went through various other ways of teaching
and learning, we used field work, we used participation in
the arts, we used students teaching each other, we did many
of the things which have been suggested here which can be used
on a national scale.

I an forced to extend my femarks beyond ten seconds.
The ratio at Sarah Lawrence of teachers to students is eight
to one, which is a larger number of students per teacher than
is at Harvard or Vassar or moat of the eastern colleges. The
kind of philosophy and approach will work, I know, in rations
running from fifteen to one and twenty to one, It depends what
you do with the teacher's time. If you want to use the kind
of mechanical apparatus, yob can use it, but I don't think it's
particularly useful for the kind of ends which we sought at
Sara& Lawrence.

And I think there are ways of having your juniors and
seniors work with freshmen, developing through tutorial
sessions new ways of teaching in different kinci of groupings,
and you do what Urie Bronfenbrenner was talking about yester-
day, you build the learning into the teaching, and everyone
is teaching in the total community situation in which they
take a sense of responsibility for other students.

And students themselves, if you want to have some marks
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and grading of each other, they will grade each other and read
each other's papers and talk about than together. There is
no notion in this philosophy that tea necessary always to have
a teacher, Give a guy something and then two wee later tut

I couldn't understand, Mr. Flanagan, why, in response
to Judea question, ylu needed this apparatus at all. If you
had the kind of situation aid set up for you, wtgr would you,
every two weeks, tuck thin stuff in a computer and get it
back? I don't really think that it's going to help you much.
I don't think.you should know that much about your students
as then go along; it's none of your damn business. And I think
we need to leave time alone and then, every year or so, take
a look at them. But in the meantime let's encourage them to
grow instead of keeping an poking at tbeuk

,
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INTRODUCTION
by

James Gallagher

I have been trying to take advantage of the fact that this is
one of the later sessions by studying the role of moderator, and I
have come to the conclusion that although I am not very skilled in
role theory the role of the moderator is rather a neutral position
and somewhat like that of an announcer at a banging. On one hand,
he doesn't get the thrill of pulling the trap-door, but on the other
hand, he doesn't have rope-burns on his nack. And he has the
additional advantage of being able to make a few announcements
before the event takes place.

In terms of looking at the conference as a whole and as a
generator of productive ideas, I'd like to mention something re-
garding work on productive thinking an(4 work on creative thinking.

One of the things that seems to be ths'moat effective inhibitor
of creative ideas is what I call instant evaluation; that is, to take
an unformed idea or partially-formed idea and apply to it the full
range of critical faculties that one can produce. We've all had
lots of practice on graduate students aad I think that iu a large
sense we have lost a lot of the productive potential of our
students and of our colleagues. What I am asking for, therefore,
is suspension of evaluation an:" the consideration of what might
be the possible aspects of the ideas that could possibly be put
itto action.

ow, unless the ideas we have talked about have au tmpaet
on differential content and differential process, then 'what we
have really had here is indeed en academic exercise. The concept
of student diversity has been honored more in educational theory
than it educational action, Meet of my original thoughts acre
pre-empted by a large number of people -- Martin Deutsch is a prime
offender in this regard. So I am not going to go through them, but
I do feel I ought to mention a couple of things.
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One is that since our knowledge of the range of individual
differences has bee= with us for such a long period of time, it
might pay us to consider what the cost is of taking this into
account in an educational problem. Obviously, the cost is very
large; otherwise we would be doing it. Part of the cost is money.
Part, also, is the attitude that it's really more eficient to run
the school system with a single textbook, with an immutable
curriculum, with a reading list of a limited series of books. It's
really more efficient from a businesslike standpoint.

We have accepted tha.point of view, I think, that a messy
classroom wany times shows productive and creative activities.
The very reat, very orderly classroom, in which there are very
great amounts of silence, and in which the students are Itentive
and waiting for Cie teacher to act, may really not be the most
productive environment for the development of ideas.

I don't think, however, that we have accepted this concept
as relevant at the admintstrative level as well, namely, that to
have a creative school system you also have to have sloppiness,
and you also have to have a great many things going on which are
not neat and do not fit into the traditional businessman's idea
of what efficiency really is.

Even when strong forces resulted in some modification of
curriculum and method, these changes were made very gruigingly.
Vith the mentally retarded, we had the watered-down curriculum,
which means we changed it, but not much. With the gifted student,
we had a nebulous and often non-existent adjustment called
"enrichment". And I think the cost of administrative confusion,
together with the lack of knowledge of how to do this, has played
a large role in keeping the school program as homogeneous as it is.

In educational research, much of the emphasis has been on
product. The major complaint about tests at this Conference has
been the fact that testing has been used in a product sense rather
than a process sense; that if tests are to be used, they should
he used in a diagnostic fashion. Dr. Long mentioned this morning
that if you analyze the errors of the students, you are more able
to plan a program which is differentially applieS' to his parti-
cular needs and problems, If, however, you uss tests merely as
predictive devices you are perhaps right in dispensing with
those kinds of tests.
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fbere'iiia"great deal of sophisticated ccapegoating of
the teacher. Teachers are ideal scapegoats. They are some-
what intra-punitive, anyhow, and they are more than ready to
accept 'elms for anything that you want to lay on tLem.

Having worked for five years in trying to analyze
elaseroom interaction, I have developed a great respect for
the journeyman teachers in the classroom and hors effective
they can be, particularly when we have not really trained
them what to teach, nor have we given them a really good con-
tent background, or have we really taught them Low to reach
in terms of an analysis of the process of teaching and the
process of "earring.

I think the comments on research are correct, in the
sense that if the research person Is a hit-and-run artist,
who comes into the school system on a one-shot basis, and then
goes out again, perhaps this is not much good. Perhaps the
basis of educational research should really be that the re-
search person should be in the learning situation and should
be trying to study the process of education.

We have found, in working with teachers, that if we try
to give them a structure by which they can understand the
kinds of questions that they ask, and the varying impact on
the students, and that what they can expect from the students
depends upon the types and styles of questions that are asked,
then the teachers acquire a sense of control over *he class-
room that they did not have before.

A lot of people have said teachers hate kids. A lot of
teachers do hate kxds. In this respect, teachers are like any-
body else -- they bate people who show up deficiencies in their
own performance. If we teach the teachers how to control the
performance and how to do a job which they consider eff-_ctive,
they will feel much more kindly towards the youngsters.

We talk about teacher behavior, but we don't talk
about teacher strategy, We identify two teacher strategies.
One is: I have the result; I will dispense it in limited
doses because of the limited Uwe that I have; and therefore
the student strategy is obvious. The reciprocal student
strategy is that he waits and listens carefully to get down
exactly what the teacher says, because thia is the truth,
and he knows it's the truth, because this is what's going to
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show up on the examination that the teacher gives, not
necessarily the standardized examination, but the examina-
tion that the teacher made up herself.

Another strategy is: the truth is yet to be deter-
mined; I have some ways that I can help you to find out what
it is; I have been around a little longer than you, so I know
a little bit more, but let's join and hunt together. The
student strategy that is the response to this teacher's
stra:egy is quite a bit different. It frees the student to
go out and think for himself and try to obtain solutions to
the problems, rather than wait for the teacher to give him
to truth, because if the teacher has the truth, why should
the student wait and strain to find out what it is?

It is interesting to me that throughout this con-
ference we have not had an awful lot of talk about one of
the most significant movements in education, which was the
New Curriculum Project marked by Brunnergs book, "The Pro-
cess of Education," the National Science Foundation Pro-
ject and the U.S. office of Education curriculum Project.
These make a very distinct break with the traditional
development of curriculum by educators at the state aed
the local levels. What we have now is a national level of
planning, whether you like it or not, and a combination of
the talents of educators and curriculum specialists. to
produce in concert a curriculum that will teach the basic
structure or the conceptual foundations of the content
field. At least that is tne goal. Whether this curriculum
is indeed appropriate for all of the children, or just some
of the children in the school system, is a very good question;
and whether we should have curriculum projects that are
applicable to other groups of children is also a very good
question.

Not only, however, is the content modified in these
curriculum projects, but they are employing a different
style. In many of the curriculum projects we've had an
emphasis on the use of discovery-method, and a stimulation
of students to develop skills of inquiry and investigation,
as well as to learn the content. The development of the
intellectually-autonomous student has been an important
stated goal for educators. At thf name time, we should
talk about the risk and cost of this, bscaune the ix a
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cost in the intellectually-autonomous student. The
obvious one is that he may come up with conclusions zliat
are different from those of the teacher. Another is that
it makes for a messy classroom and it makes for a messy
business. It takes much longer to let the students develop
ideas on their own or to try to solve problems on their own.
I don't mean just the problems to which you have pre-digested
answers.

The new interest in creativity appears fruitful in
the sense that it redirects the attention of the educator
to the process of thinking of the student. When you start
talking about creativity you can hardly avoid the questions
of what f3 the process; what are the stages; that are the
steps that the student goes through in order to attain this
product.

I think, also, that there hasn't been sufficient
consideration of two different kinds of questions here.
One is: can you do something? The other is: should you
do something? I think they all get mixed up in the things
we have been discussing.

For example, we can ask the crAstion of the research
person: can we change youngsters who have lower-class values
into youngsters who have middle-class values? That is a
researchable question and one that can be attacked.

There is another question, and that is: should you do
it? And an this regard the research person has only one
vote, just like anybodr else, in terms of what his basic
value structures are and what the good life is and what
values should be.

Can you intervene in the family life of the individual
so as to create change in the child? Should you intervene
in the family life to create change in the child? These are
two differences.

file were given a choice at one time of strong inter-
vention versus weak intervention. How could one be for weak
intervention? One of the synonyms for intervention is "manipu-
latice think we ought to consider what the value 72re that
sire involved in this sort of situation.



SUMEMENTARY COMMENTS
by

Edgar Z. Friedenberg

There ere several introductory points that I tlant to
make.

The first has to do with a refinement of the use of
middle-class values which was brought to my mind by Harold
Taylor's usurpation of a comment that had emerged jointly,
from our thinking in discussing this informally earlitmc.

"Middle-class values" is used, I think, incorrectly.
I think I've used it incorrectly simply because I didn't know
any shorter way of referring to the emerging present complex
or what George Spindler calls emerging values with the
bureaucratic adjustive what, to be polite and neutral, we
might call homeostatic orientation toward one's life situa-
tion. This is not, of course, what the middle-class used
to be known for and I, too, am very much in favor of people
paying their debts and knowing where they live and what they
stand for and being trustworthy in their undertakings as
well as capable of self-discipline and focus in a cooperative
enterprise. Since Mr. Rossi made it clear that I had not
actually succeeded in showing how these, among other values,
would be recognized, I didn't know the kind of person that
I had in mind. I think I do, although I certain'? don't know
her to find him.

There are, I think, three basic assumptions in my paper
which are distinctly in contradiction to what has seemed to me
to be the emerging .,onus of thinking of much of the Conference
and which, indeed, I had supposed would be at the time that
I wrote it.

The first of these has to do with the relp,tive value
raraing of the functions of a schotil. I do not value chiefly
the uce of the school as a mzial instrument and themfore
I do rot value chiefly the use of the school for the redreso
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of sccial grievances or for the equalization of opportunity.

I pima first among the values to which education
contributes -- though I place a positive value on each of
those I have just dismissed -- its use in elucidating where
you are in your own position in life and the meaning of your
experience, what you have to deal with. And whether this is
a position in poverty and cultural deprivation or a position
in affluence, it is equally complex, more complex, if anything,
when you have less to work with and are fore oppressed. And
therefore it sew to ma futile to talk about any less-exacting
form of education, or to suppose that the requirements of
reality can be waived. The worse off you are, the more essential
it is that you think hard about your position and that you uce
all of the intellectual tocls and resources of the past in
order to do it; and if you can't, you can't. But the plight is
worse rather than better and the demands are greater.

The second point has to do with how education experiences
in the school and in life outside it and in some cases prior to
it are to be hooked up and connected. I do not think that there
is a qualitative difference between thee two sorts of experience.
That being so, it would follow that education will be most
effective to the extent, all other things being equal, that all
of the communication that gets packed into it between peers,
between students and teachers and between what happens to the
student in school and what has happened to him elsewhere,
should be codable within congruent categories of thoughtand
should have at least a basically similar frame of refeeence,.
For that reason I suspect that clans-selectivaeducation is
almost always a good deal richer in the meaning of what is
there -- it is poorer in leaving out certain things -- than
heterogeneous education, just as this Conference itself suffers,
not from a variety of points of view but from so much hetero-
geneity of role that you get an effect of having to cram things
together, get statements in that don't go together.

Therefore I am perfectly willing to accept a certain
amount of class leveling with the acknowledgment that this cuts
down on the effectiveness of the school in promoting equality
of opportunity, as the price of dealing with people in a situa-
tion in whist w1"tt they do with one another, each unit, mane
more. For this lam, although I don't think hie interpre-
tation of the faces can ba vestioneds I T;7ou1d be oppwe4 la
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my evaluation of Prof. Hartis's observation about the change
in Princeton and Harvard. I am certain that it has been in
the direction that he says. I am certain that the tests have
helped move it in that way. I an not at all certain that it
is better either for the kids who do come or for the society
as a whole, since I think that a Harvard or a Princeton which
acts as a repository and a place of elaboration of certain
rather fixed social values is desperately needed in a society
of this sort. Whether its better for the students who other-
wise wouldn't have come seems to me to be an untestable question
for the reason that they 'alive made Harvard and Princeton some-
thing else by virtue of their presence or at least of their
dominance, so what was here before has therefore just dis-
appeared or at least been so sharply modified that it isn't
the same.

The third point has to do, of course, with this question
of helping and of the assumption that interventions, if be-
lieved to be helpful on the basis of the values of those who
intervene, can be justified; and this is, of course, one of
the points, that perhaps need not be justified.

To some extent a number of the proposals that are before
us in dealing with the culturally-deprived today frankly seem
to 1M3 like ambulance-chasing. Nobody doubts that there has
been severe injury to the culturally-deprived, that there is
culpable negligence involved in the injury and that the liti-
gation has already begun. What I am questioning is whether all
of those who propose to intervene are in fact counsel, and have
been retained, or would willingly be retained by those whom
they would here claim to represent.

I felt when Dr. Redl commented that Dr. Kirk has been
disrespectful of the clinical complexity, I had a little bit
of en copeey feeling, since I have come to expect and always
4o get so muct from Dr. Rea, because it seemed to me that
what was being treated disrespectfully was not the clinical
complexity but the integument in which the clinical com-
plexity resides; that is, the kid himself. The real difficulty
is in setting about to help people, I do not refer so much to
tearing, because that is a part of our acknowledged educational
respoasibility. Mistakes in that are like mistakes on the
operating table: they may bn fatal bat they are not intrusive.
lit wban we then go on to his fingernails and ultimately to his
.b,?,rzci,,,er, we are Tr sing a very serious pealoa of civil
libarty inspect for hmoo. dignity.
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DISCUSSION

by
Miriam Goldberg

Dr. Friedenberg says that "close, hard analysis and synthesis, and personal
response to symbolic material are among the fundamental functions of a school."
And this I can only applaud. I applaud his staunch determination to guard this
function of the school for the minority who benefit by it and his determination
to retain or introduce into the curriculum for lower status students the "close,
hard, symbolic analysis", even when this would require them to use "intellectual
processes and techniques that they find troublesome."

Unfortunately, the paper gives no clue to the substance of the symbolic mater-
ial to be taught, nor does it indicate whether the content is to be the same for
all pupils, with variations only in the "personal response" aspect, or whether the
actual substance should differ according to some criteria of pupil ability, con-
cern, or sreial need. Further, the paper tells us little in terms of process,
of how we right reach the very people for whom it is so important to investigate
the symbolic processes and perhaps, in Dr. Friedenberg's tern, needed most.
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One thing is clear: Dr. Friedenberg would like to see a curriculum
which not only allows for, but actively encourages, individuality and the
development of a wide range of talents and personal styles. He decries the
emphasis on producing "well rounded" individuals whose utterances he likens
so graphically to the "ou-boum" of the Marabar Cave. And here, too, I can't
but feel in complete sympathy with his goals and purposes.

He views the various guidance services of the school, however, as
an invasion cf privacy, geared toward "adjusting" pupils to group norms,
sanding down the rough edges of individuality and, along with the common
curriculum, acting as a leveler, to produce a common mediocrity.

I'd like to comment here that perhaps the problems with the guidance
services are in the very nature of their adjustive enterprise. Let me
compliment this entire body, if I may, on not having used the word
"adjustment" once in the context of this conference. And for this I
think we all should be congratulated. It is a word that, I think, for-
tunately we have thrown out of our educational vocabulary. But perhaps
some of these services, along with the teat interpreters or servers, tend
tcYmake of this helping function an adjusting function. If this is Dr.
Friedenberg's objection, I too would very strongly support the need for
change.

It is therefore difficult to disagree with the educational goals
implicit in Dr. Friedenberg's critique of the American high school. But,
unfortunately, the goals are not translated into operational terms. While
the criticisms are specific, supported by examples from literature and
from the writer's own study of high school students, the processes by
which the criticism maybe met and desirable changes brought about, at
least in the context of the public schools, are never mentioned. The
only positive suggestions*in the paper are contained in the proposal for a
new federally-supported institution for the so-called disadvantaged youth.

Ole is, therefore, led to conclude -- perhaps wrongly -- that Dr.
Friedenberg has written off the public schools as even potentially mean,
ingful educational institutions by his light of what a meaningful
educational inrtitution may be. He sees it as too firmly bound by the
forces of egalitarianism, on the one hand, and of the economic market
place, on the other: to allow for the development of individual independence,
excellence, and, above all, diversity.

It seems to me that Dr. Friedenberg errs on two counts, in a sense,
on both sides of this coin. First of all, he attributes more power to
the high school as a shaper of student values than the evidence supports.
For example, from Prince's study in 195T it appears quite clear that the
values held by Entering high school freshmen differ from one type of school
to another, but they are almost identical to those held by the graduating
seniors of each of these schools. It is not that the schools universally
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impose or even support a commonly-held set of values; it is rather that,
for whatever reasons -- and this may be seen again as good or bad -- the
high schools, at least, have been ineffectual in modifying the values with
which students come.

On the other hand, he errs, it seems to me, in totally dismissing
the change potential of the schools -- change in the direction which I
think he himself would support. The last decade has witnessed very sig-
nificant changes, both in content and in climate. In content, the
changes have been in the direction of fostering greater independence of
thought -- for some children, at least -- greater tolerance for ambiguity,
greater skepticism, more room for original contributions as well as
greater self-direction and increased opportunity for studentsjto quote
from Dr. Friedenberg's paper, "go more deeply into the meaning of materials."
It is true that these changes have been far more apparent in the sciences and
mathematics than in the humanistic areas where they are, perhaps, more needed.
But that, too, may come.

And the climate has changed in the direction of supporting individual
excellence. Classes for gifted students, advanced placement courses, honors
bestowed for academic and, in some schools, for artistic efforts as well,
scholarships for outstanding ability -- all of these have, at least to
some extent, unfrozen the egalitarian norms.

This is not to say that the school has now become the ideal place
for the development of individuality and for the growth of diversity. But
it does indicate that changes can and do take place, and that writing the
schools off as hopeless derives from an unwarranted and, I feel, destructive
pessimism.

What is perhaps more to the point is the possibility that in its

recent concern for the least advantaged, the school may be forced back to
an egalitarianism from which it has been slowly moving away. Becauselunder
present circumstances, intellectual and academic excellence is more often
found among the richer than the poorer and among the whites than among the
Negroes, special concern for the more able is being attacked as discriminatory
on socio-economic or racial grounds. And there is a danger, which I would
share with Dr. Friedenberg, that instead of planning a school curriculum
and organizing school services to unlock the potential talent in all groups,
the least-advantaged as well as the most, even if this may take a generation
to achieve in full measure, the schools will succumb to eliminating the
existing diversity of curriculum, the concern for the more highly endowed
individual, in order not to give visible s:vport to racial or social
segregation. But the solution to this problem does not lie, it seems to
me, in the laissez -faire stance proposed by Dr. Friedenberg. Just allowing
the lower-class pupil to remain a marginal learner, unwilling and unable to
ddress himself to the symbolic processes of which the paper speaks, hostile
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to the school, Aound by a set of values at least as rigid -- and in many
instances more rigid -- and far less viable in modern society than those
supported by the middle-class and reflected in the school, seems to me to
foster defeat and a sense of personal inadequacy rather than productive
diversity.

It is important to distinguish, it seems to me, between two kinds
of "blithe independence" in this group. The one kind, which is best
described, I think, in Elizabeth Drews' notion of the creative intellectual,
the person who opposes some aspects of the middle-class structure of the
school, if you will, because of his bent for artistic creativity and
intellectual values; and the one whom Elizabeth Drews calls the rebel,
the one who perhaps, like your bathroom smoker, is a youngster with little
direction in life, who is, in a sense, acting out his hostilities in the
school, hostilities which may derive from the school or from other aspects
of his e'nvironment. These are two different animals in our school structure,
and I do believe they need different approaches.

Nor will Dr. Friedenberg's voluntary institution, it seems to me,
provide the answer. Aside from requiring the construction of a parallel
school system -- for even under hotel management, it would still be a
school -- which, as it expanded, would fall prey to many of the same
problems which now are here in our public schools, its voluntary nature
would fail to reach the very group which most needs help. And the help
need not mean an invasion of privacy or a stamping out of spontaneity and
individuality. It is, essentially, help to acquire the skills, the knowledge
which will enable them to achieve their own goals -- which, at the present
time, I think, are essentially materialistic -- through legitimate channels
and perhaps even open their eyes to the rich non-material possibilities of
life.

So far, our schools have failed to bring large groups of students into
the learning enterprise, even though they attend school for more or less years.
The reasons are many, some of which Dr. Friedenberg alludes to. But one
crucial aspect, both of the problem and the possible solution, he refers to
only in passing. Because their pre-school experiences fail to develop the
readiness for learning, the basic cognitive and language skills needed to
succeed in the most basic learning enterprise - reading - many of these
youngsters become school failures in the early grades and demonstrate what
we have come to call "progressive retardation." It 1ms Paul Goodman who
pointed out that "the longer these kids stay in school, the dumber they
get."

Although there are certainly ways of breaking into this cycle at many
levels, the most obvious place to begin is at the beginning -- if we view
first grade as a kind of arbitrary initial stage of schooling -- and this
Dr. Friedenberg completely ignores. Perhaps it is the content and processes
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at the pre-achool and elementary level that require first priority among our
concerns. And here some beginnings have been made.

Once educators had the temerity to state openly that slum children
despite Dr. Redlts objection to this term (I wish h would supply UB

with a better one) arid ghetto children need a different educational
approach, different content, different teaching strategies, materials
and procedures began to emerge. We have only a bare beginning, and there
is a great deal that needs to be learned about how to compensate for early
deficiencies; how to present learning tasks to children; and yea, how to
help them want to learn. If this is an intrusion on their privacy, so be
it. For without this intrusion theywill not learn to read and write, to
deal with ideas or develop their talents. If we guard, their privacy from
intrusion by the school, it will remain a privacy of discouragement and
defeat, of distorted self -image and self-rejection and be left vide open
to the intrusion of the destructive forces which prey upon the marginal
individual.

It is unfortunate -- and of this I think too many educators have
been guilty -- that the epithet "middle class" has been applied indis-
criminately to cover a multitude of loosely related and sometimes even
contradictory values. Middle class values support belles lettres as well
as Rabbitry and give form not only to Main Street but also to Lincoln
Center and the Museum of Modern Art, to Broadway and even to Bohemia.
From this orientation come not only die-hard supporters of the status
quo and their acquiescent colleagues in the professions, but also the
innovators, the iconoclasts, the scientists and artists, and the social
reformers.

As Dr. Friedenberg reminds us, although the content of mach of our
literature may deal with Iawer class nrOblems and settings, the writers are
of the middle class. In fact, Nancy Harris, so beautifully described as
the young violinist, is no less a reflection of some middle class values
than is Karen Clark, the well-rounded young girl who is to go see the king.

Perhaps, then, the aims of education should not be discussed in
terms of strengthening the existing middle-class values of the suburbs
or of foisting such values upon lower class pupils, and thus extending
Main Street iato the slums and ghettos But they should be viewed, rather,
in terms of bringing both to Harlem and to Main Street a broader vision
of how, as producers and consumers < they can participate more actively
in the life of ideas.

The greatest strength of Dr, "Friedenborg's paler, it seems to mefl is
his insistence that the school provide for diversity and encourage unique-
mess and outstandingneas 1 believe that this ctl.n be accomplished throwt
somethimg which will bear the same name as the one which Dr. Flanagan
applied today but which in essence is different AG we desegregate scftoolo
I think we art"' making serious e:erore if think for .auch longer in tc!rms ot
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education in the segregated school or the lower-class school or the
slim school, because certainly within all our lifetimes we are going
to see mixed schools. This fact alone, I think, will for the first
time really alert teachers to the fact that they have had wide ranges
of abilities in their classes all along but that these were masked by
certain kinds of apparent homogeneity. The ranges weren't quite so
great, the behavior's tended to be more or less comparable, and now, for
the first time, they are going to have youngsters in their classes who
don't fit into this pseudo-homogeneity, pseudo thatagh it may be.

And I think that perhaps this will be the catalyst to push us
into individualizing instruction in a real sense, not through'the
computer but through the efforts of organizing a classroom learning
situation in which children with great ranges of ability, children
with diverse interests and bents and talent can proceed with their
education.

I'd like to cite a descriptive instance here, if I may. When
he was in New York, Douglas Pidgeon of the Nationalloundation for
Schedule Research in England and Wales, described some new mathematics
material which has been developed by a gentleman called Mr. Deans, and
he said: "When you get to England I'd like you to see their use,
because they have a peculiar quality. It isn't only that .they teach
mathematics but in .even: claseroft thertave been used the
teacher has been forced to individualize his mathematics teaching."
The school can't afford to buy more than one set and the materials are
such that children get to use t' w, at different times in different ways.

So I went to look at the Deans material in a school in Leicester,
and what I found there was not just Deans' material but a classroom of
47 children -- Lord help us and the teacher -- but 47, nonetheless,
and one teacher, and every child in that room was working on some
different aspect of learning.. The room was, I guess, was Maria Montessori
would have called a prepared environment. There were no machines in the
room, no computers, perhaps some would have been of great help, but there
was a wealth of material and they were ordered and organized so the
children could come and take and work and put away and go on to the next
learni ng contest. And in all this time the teacher was working with one
child after another.

And beyond that, two boys who were working on algebra were sitting
with a classmate whom they apparently liked a good deal and who said to me,
"Cosh, you know, I'm just dumb in arithmetic. I'm all right, but I'm just
dumb in arithmetic" -- very calmly -- and they were helping him with
arithmetic, which was at about the fourth grade level in this class of
sixth-graders.

-346141.4k4rifi.
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There are many shortcomings in this class. There way little group parti-
citation. There was no language development of an oral kind, which certainly
belonged there. But the fact that it was not perfect does not detract from its
dethonstration of the fact that you can orwanize a classroom in which children can
mom at their own rate, in which children car. address themselves in different
=Mints of time to varying activities, depending on their own bent and concern.

We have been pretty well "burned" by attempts at grouping. I think Dr. Kirk
made this very clear with his list of 35 plans. We just completed, about a year
or so ago, a study on the effects of ability grouping and found that if you just
group children by some measure such as IQ or reading--it seems to make little dif-
ference what academic measures you use--and then ,you expect some wonderful things
to happen because you have narrowed the ability range in that classroom, you're
doomed to disappointment.

From our study we found that the reverse was true: that, by and large, most
of the kids in most subjects die! best in the broadest range situation, partly
because if there were bright kids there, the teacher was forced to teach science;
and if there were slower kids there she put a little more time on some mathematics
drill, so that arithmetic computation came out better for everybody.

The important issue is that grouping the children may achieve some of the ends
that Dr. Real is concerned about-- bringing together groups of youngsters who, in
various embtional and social ways, can be supported by each other, but I don't
think that any scheme of grouping which we have devised so far is going to solve
the problem of meeting some of the objections that Dr. Friedenberg has J.-al_sed.
This needs an individual approach.

And I would lik to both applaud Dr. Friedenberg's insistence on the impor-
tance of addressing ourselves to the full range of abilities in the classroom
and deplore hid,.Z think, implicit notion that the public schools cannot achieve
this.
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Samuel Shepard, Jr.
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I would agree that segregated education. cannot be equal education for the
general reasons cited. I vould emphasize,. however,, that one striking, unequal
result of such education if the negative self-image vhioh.it helps to reinforce.
This is the self-concept that must be corrected if Negro children are to make
that "hard, close symbolic analysis and interpretation of their position in life"
which you recommend as a general answer to the prOblem of cultural disadvantage.
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Now, with regard to our "dine-out" progrmn, I want to make it clear
that this program is not an attempt to seduce the children into accepting
middle-class morality. Rather, it is an attempt to help them develop a
more positive self-image, to see themselves as accepted members of the
larger society from which they have been alienated by the color of their
skin for generations. This endeavor, therefore, is not an attempt to
perpetuate existing unjust, arbitrary and disfunctional social relation-
ships; it is, to the contrary, a realistic response to the facts of life.

Middle class values and behavior patterns characterize the main-
stream of American life. The culturally-disadvantaged Negro is largely
outside of that strum and, indeed, often incompatible with it, certainly
in the urban centers of the nation. The very survival of the Negro and
of the democratic way of life itself demands that no large segment of
our population be allowed to be apart from this stream. Nor is this
particular program an endeavor to lead pupils to believe that their
dignity is enhanced by accepting middle class values. As a matter of
fact' human dignity exists regardless of one's level in life, and
actually cannot be destroyed or raised.

As for the recommendation about a "hard, close, symbolic analysis
and interpretation of their own position in life", I would suggest that
this is exactly what many culturally-disadvantaged individuals have done
and have found .;tenting. Moreover, such an analysis, if it is to lead
to any beneficial results, presupposes the self-images and motivations
not to mention intellectual development, which the culturally-disadvantaged
do not have because of their deficient backgrounds) so that analysis
would be an impossibility in this sense.

Now, in terms of what can and cannot be done, I would like to take
a minute to describe actually what we have bewn able to do in terms of
reversing this kind of image, an actual achievement in our district. In
the first place, we are on a decentralized form of administration so that
the public elementary schools in St. Louis are divided into six geographical
districts. The one of which I have the direction is known as the Banneker
District. It's the slum area; it's the poor area. We have about 15,000
youngsters, kindergarten through grade 8. We are 90 to 95 percent Negro
in both pupil population and in staff. I said we had about 15,000
youngsters in 23 schools.

Now we do have, of course, de facto segregation. We have two
supervisors to help me operate the district. One of these is a white
woman. We have two consultants, one in physical education and one in
music. This is the team that is available to operate and run each of these
districts. We have the authority and the autonomy within our own district
to accomplish many of the things that have been suggested as good things
to do,
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We do not have a research design, and we have no large amounts of
money. We have moved forward in the last six years to a point where the
youngsters that were two years behind in the basic subjects at the end
of eighth grade are now at about the national norm in reading, language
usage, and arithmetic. We have created a situation in which the youngsters
are more interested in school; they are better behaved there. They come
to school -- and this, I think, is largely because of the cooperation of
the parents -- to the point that of the six districts, only one exceeds
our 92.5 percent of attendance for the last school year. And all you
need to do is to recognize that in the large cities of our nation the
percent of attendance is about 85 in a slum district.

In terms of the school personnel, we have reversed what you generally
understand about, let's say, the principal. We meet every Thursday morning
and we talk about many of the kinds of things that you have skirted here,
which I would naturally expect you to do because you are not practitioners.

As a matter of fact, I think that one of the reasons I was willing
to skip over and not comment on many of the things that Edgar stated in
his paper was that he fell into the error of creating a school which had
in it many of the things that he would not, as a planner and as a writer
of the paper, have in it.

At any rate, let me maybe summarize the attitude of the principal.
The typical attitude is -- and I say this to my principals -- is that you
were a good fellow until I made you a principal. As soon as you make
someone a principal, a school administrator, he goes up in the ivory
tower and begins to write papers and do things of that kind, and, of
course, this alienates him from everybody else in the establishment.

I summarize how far we have come with principals by saying that
we've gotten our principals in the Banneker District to be willing now to
sit down at the table and throw out the problems that they really have
and talk them over, chew them up) accept and throw away those that are
nb good and try to implement those that are, to the point that they are
willing to cooperate with teachers.

Now you can analyze that last statement sometime when you get home
and see what it means in terms of the principal. At any rate) this is
the attitude that we have been able to get with our school people. As
a matter of fact, I would reiterate what has been well stated by someone
here, that what we need most With respect to these youngsters who are
disadvantaged is a change in our attitude toward them. Now, that's
the one first big single thing that's needed.

The money won't make any difference until you get this change in
attitude, and once you get the change in attitude, then you can make use
cf the services that the money will buy. But until that time, the money
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that comes will be like more water on a duck's back. All that it does is
make it slicker. Until you get this kind of change in attitude, you are
not going to benefit at all. You will get the same imperviousness as you
had before.

We are very proud of the way our principals have recognized this
kind of responsibility, the fact that they are the key people, that
they set the tone for the school, and it is their attitude which counts
most.

Now, we move from there to the teachers because this is a matter
of strategy, and the strategy is that you can't wait for each segment
of the teaching-learning situation to line up. You have to start to
work on all of them at the same time -- the principal, the teacher, the
youngster, the parent and the community that helps set some of the
images which prove to be the hardest obstacles for us to overcome.

We work with our teachers. We get the principal to the point where
he sees the problem, has some insight into it. We ask them to do four
things. First, quit teaching by IQ. Most of you have read the story
that we use to get. this point over to the teachers. We meet with the
teachers each semester to give them a little broader point of view
and even more specifics than their own buildirg principal would do.
And one of these pleas vas always to quit teaching by what we call
IQ, and we tell the story of the teacher who has the IQ's. She calls
on Mary. Mary has an IQ of 119. Mary doesn't respond very quickly,
ao what does the teacher do? "Now, come on, Mary, you can do this.
You know you did it last week.': Well, she starts pushing, she starts
motivating, stimulating, encouraging, and she doesn't give up until
she is satisfied with Mary's performance.

What happens, typically, when she calls on old Charles over here
with his IQ o. M. Well, if he grunts clearly, she pats him on the
shoulder: "That's fine.'Now you to here tomorrow and we will move the
piano and water the flowers and .you can dust the erasers, and you can
do all of these things." This is differentiating the instruction
according to the ability of the kid. This is the kind of chance that
old Charles gets. He doesn't have a sucker's chance. He has no. such thing
as an equal educational opportunity. What stimulation and motivation does
he have? None.

So we asked them to cut out this kind of business. And they saw it.
They know they label youngsters. This has been recited here before, and
our teachers have stopped this because they have worked with these youngsters
in another frame of reference.
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And then we ask them to do what is even tougher -- abandon your
attitude of condescension about working in this district. This is a
really tough one. I won't go into it, but you have talked about these
people who have cone from disadvantaged areas going back. I don't think
you quite realize all that's involved in this. It's tough for them, but
once they understand the contribution that they can make, they are quite
willing to do so and, I think, do a tremendous job.

Someone talked here about homework, about keeping parents and
teachers well-informed. We placed test results on big charts so that
they were unmistakeable and available for teachers and principals and
parents. This made sense. If you really want to do something to catch
up when you are so far behind it's obvious this needs attention. How are
you going to catch up? Homework? Yes, although we understand the pros
and cons of homework, and we did asdign homework. Teachers recognize
this as an extra chore.

Also, we as the teachers to visit the homes, and this one won't
win you any popularity contest with teachers. But they understood and
as they began to change their attitudes, with any type of a program where
an honest effort is made, you immediately get some kind of good result,
and you have to be prepared to take advantage of this immediate result,
even though it is small, to encourage greater effort and greater effort
certainly, not necessarily, but in this situation produced greater achieve-
ment all the way around.

There are other things I could say about the teachers, but let me
say only that they have responded, they have changed, and they have made
the difference.

For the youngsters me have come up with all kinds of innovations.
We haven't been held back by inflexible teachers. We use field trips,
for example; we have a schedule from kindergarten through grade 8. The
trips have different purposes at different levels: at the lower levels
for increasing the experiential background; at the upper levels to inspire
the students to aspire. We use the radio; we use activities to engage these
youngsters in something meaningful to them. As a result, we have made
a tremendous difference.

One of the field trips is described by Edgar as the "dine-out
program." Moving on to the parents, we have challenged the parents, and
I have one witness in here who came to one of our night meetings at a
school of about 1000 youngsters, with 419 families represented, and I as
certain he will testify that there were 350 registered in there -- quite
a heartening sight such response from parents who are interested, and whom
we managed to engage. We asked them to be the homework managers. Not only
that, but we gave them instructions on what we bad said to their youngsters
on how to study. Somebody mentioned this. We provided all of this. We engaged
these parents as well as the teachers. We involved them in making decisions
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of one kind or another to the point that they don't feel as if they are off
on the sidelines with no contribution to make.

And I would challenge any of you who come to visit, to evaluate the
morale, the atmosphere, the climate -- it's completely different. After a
period of about six years we have a waiting list of teachers wanting to
come in. We don't have any turnover. We have the lowest turnover in
the city.

These are all first-class exhibits, Edgar, that this can be done
and it is being done, and I invite you, and the others, to come and take
a look at it. We have tackled television and the radio and the newspapers
because they are as big culprits as any part of the establishment in
setting up images that are almost impossible to overcome.
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RESPONSE
by

Edgar Z. Friedenberg

I first must say that my previous suspicions that I
had written the best of the papers have been to some extent
confirmed in my own mind since I don't see how, otherwise,
it could, have excited the most responsive and, I think,
analytical invective of ,the comments that I have heard.

Professor Goldberg put her finger right on the
crucial issue, I am not sure it is a weakness, but certainly
if it is a weakness, then it is a gross impairment in the
paper. It is true that the paper implies that I was writing
the public school system off very largely, and I think I
was doing that largely out of personal revulsion to the
atmosphere that I had endured in nine schools, two of them
private -- it isn't the public school particularly -- in
the course of the research, which kept me full-time in these
places.

I feel guilty as a citizen, as a part of the apparatus
that requires people to spend what we call their formative
years, though perhaps no longer since Ben Bloan*published his
book, in this sort of moral or value cent:2 environment. So
that is true, and I may well be wrong about it. I don't
think I could have stood it myself, but I had to go through
this experience and I wasn't willing, am rot willing to com-
pel other people to do it.

Because I was trying to stay within the terms of
reference of the paper and speak of curriculum and content
and process of the curriculum, I therefore did not give what
seemed to me to be the most desirable alternative. My style
may have prevented Sam from seeing how far over in my cheek
my tongue was in describing my new institution, though I
thought the last paragraph with its deliberate parody of
bureaucratic prose would give that away. But my favorite

* Bloom, Benjamin S., STABILITY AND CHANGE IN HUMAN CHARACTERISTICS,
New York, Wiley & 3one, 1964.



alternative would be, of course, something like the G.I.
Bill, in which the students, or, in their younger age,
the parents would have the alternative of designating that
the state support provided for education be used to pro-
vide what would in effect be fellowship aid for attending
a private school or a parochial school of his choice, if
he wished.

The other crucial point that Professor Goldberg
raised, namely, the demand that I come up with solutions,
is an example of the moral position which I complained
about in the paper; that is, that any situation whit' calls
for moral judgment is immediately restructured by what I
have been calling the American middle-class into a problem
to be solved in the terms of reference to the solution
then taken to make the process work. This is why -- while
I am quite certain that Mr. Shepard's school district is
handling the problem quite as effectively as he says, I
am still not certain whether it is overriding the moral
issues that I am concerned about, or whether it is indeed
providing an alternative to it teat I would find a good
deal more acceptable.

I'm not, of course, opposed to psychotherapy; I'm
opposed to its institutionalization in a form in which a
student becomes a case whether he want to or not. And,
again, I though Professor Goldberg rather illustrated that
in saying that maybe Johhny was just acting out.

Well, the point was that the kids had only deliberately
two sentences about Johhny, and they proceeded to such a
conclusion. Despite the fact that I had very carefully not
given them any basis for any clinical judgment whatsoever
they immediately decided to assume a clinical postulate,
which is a most unattractive one in most 16-year-olds, I
think.

I want, now, to shift to a couple of Mr. Shepard's
points.

I didn't, of course, say -- and here I'd better read
the sentence quite specifically -- about the."dine-out" thing,
that you were teaching the students to view acceptance of
middle-class values as ratifying their way.
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I agree with you that human dignity can neither
be created nor destroyed and that's why it disturbs me
so much to have a person's self-esteam hinge on being
able to gain the acceptance of a series of middle-class
commercial institutions. Of arse, I agree that you
have to have these techniques to operate in this world,
just as I have learned fair French, although France is
not a country that I greatly admire. But it's more
convenient to be able to speak it when I'm in France.
I don't suppose this leads Frenchmen to think that I am
a Frenchman, and if it does, then they don't know as
much about their own identity as I widh that they did.

/t's the fidelity to the whole pattern of one's
own experience thtt concerns me.

And, finally, I would like to especially support
Dr. Shepard's conclusion about what generally happens
when teachers aduitt to what they conceive to be low I.Q.
potentialities and the way this cuts Gff any opportunity
for the kids.

1

In my study, no student had the least difficulty
in his interview, in discussing the story that he had
read. Low I.Q. students did not make any less sense in
discussing the episode, and quite often did better than
studenta with higher I.Q.1s. They took account of more of
the factomand also made somewhat more independent judg-
ments. They didn't look around quite as hard to figure out
what I must want, it seemed to me, and then tried to start
by giving me that.

But the reading disabilities that are supposed to be
pervasive and certainly ought to have manifested themselves
under these conditiono, where the kid was regarding himself
quite properly as a colleague in the investigation, did not
manifest themselves.
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ADDITIONAL QUERIES AND RESPONSES

Arthur Bestor: In the first places I found the
paper was me of the most exciting of all those presented
at the Conference, and I think I agree almost completely
with Dr. Friedenherls indictment of the situation. As he
pointed out, I do believe in public schools. I think the
public school is en inescapable mechanism through which
major educational purposes are to be accomplished, and I
cannot see the workability of a schemed private choice.
It seems tome it will be distorted by far more obvious
factors such as racial ones and social tasks than it
will by by a kind of intellectual independence.

Accordingly, since I do agree with Dv. Friedenberg's
indictment but not with his solution, it ceers to me we
ought to think along slightly different lines as to the
corollaries to be drawn from, or the conclusions to be
drawn from his argument.

In my judgment, the important thing is to make very
clear in our own minds -- and I think Dr. Friedenberg has
enabled us to do this - the grave dangers in concepts
that at one time served as useful functions, in a way,
because they were exaggerations but were not likely to be
taken seriously. The slogan, for example, that we educate
the whole child is very enlightening if we are neglecting
to pay attention to side effects. Under other circumstances
it is a warning. We must be very careful what we do because
we are doing this, and th&t we have no right to make edu-
cation into a totalitarian institution or a total institution,
as Dr. Friedenberg has said.

Now, it strikes me that the very important thing,
therefore, is, in definint the purposes or the functions,
to consider a restrictive list, and not, as ao many educational
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prospectuses, premise the moon -- going to do everything
about a child's personality. I think we've got to draw
up for education eta* self-denying ordinances. There are
certain things that we are going to do. They inevitably
alter the child. Education means nothing if it doesn't
create SCC.4 deliberate alteration. And in view of that
fact, there are certain as 4: in which we have no right to
intrude. We already have a model for that, X think, in the
First Amendment, the separation of churck, and state. It is
a perfectly respectable argument that religious belief 1' so
entwined with other tee of our society that it is arbi=y
to cut religion out of the school. Yet we have made the
choice constitutionally that we will do so, and we are, I
think, properly sensitive to any crossing of the lines
which would turn the school into one designed to turn all
students into Protestants or all students into Christians
or all studv.nts into Theists. We have no right to inter-
vene in that area.

I think there are a great many forms of intervention
which show up in the tests which Dr. Friedenberg has reported
on, but which are illegitimate interferences. I don't think
and he has given up the use of tLe term "middle- class" .
don't think that's a good way to look at it. There are,
however, elements of a child's personality that may be un-
pleasant to the teacher but which, it seems to me, the
teacher is morally obligated completely to disregard and not
to undertake to change it order to produce a child that will
be more appealing.
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I think, therefore, one of the great needs is a list
of areas which are sacred from intrusion by educationists.
This is perhaps easier to say as a college progessor than as
a elementary school teacher, quite obviously, but I do consider
certain aspects of my wwm students private lives utterly
beyond any business of nine, and I would never allow myself to
inquire into them, and I would under many circumstances refuse
even to listen if they wanted to confide in me. That's not
my function. I think it stands in the way of my function.

In this connection it seems tome there is grave danger
in the use of the word "behavior" to describe the outcome of
education. Now, behavior in a purely technical sense in which
the behavioral scientists would use it in a limited sense, if

-',71e,7Z1r
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of course, all right. If I am to write an historical paper
I go through some form of behavior, including sitting down
at the typewriter and reading books. If you want to describe
this as behavior, that's all right, although it *ems to m
unnecessary.

I feel, however, that there are dangers inwards them-
selves. When you begin to talk about education in terms of
changing behavior, that opens the way to making all behavior
subject to educational change. Also, it emphasises, it seems
to me, certain things, certain overt things when, in the
outcome of same educational processes, we night not be interested
in overt conduct.

I would feel it important that when I learned to read
Shakespeare, for example, I can go to a performance of Lear
and I can read a performance of Lear. There is no overt
behavior connected with this that anyone is going to measure.
I have an inner satisfaction in this. I have an inner satis-
faction in a great nany ways, and I don't like the use of
the term "behavior" in this connection.

The emphasis on behavior and measurement of behavior
and the talking about examinations and tests as if they were
simply measurements is fallacious. The phrase test and
measurement goes together, of course. But the word examina-
tion or test is not necessarily connected with the idea of
quantitAttve, measurement. If a man meets a test in the
ordinary realm of life, he has accvmplished something; he's
done what VAS required; he's done it well or badly, and if he
has not failed he has met the test of going into war, of
climbing a mountain or whatever. Examination, likewise, it
seems to me, is not suggestive of recorded data in quantitative
form.

When we suamtse something other than in this context, we
are looking something over very carefully. I do very stron1y
object to the increasing limitation of the concept of examina-
tion or test to that of a measurable quantity.

Dr. Taylor, for example, said that Sarah Lawrence
dispensed with tests and examination, and so on, and then
proceeded to describe what I would regard as a very adequate
and admirable examination, how the student would work and finally
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produce a play with a ballet and so on connected with it
of her own composition, I judge. What better test could
there be? And it seems to as all such programs that even-
tuate in some saLlsfactory performance are ones in which
there is testing and examination, even if there is no
measurement whatsoever.

Furthermore, we talked tbout the bad side- effects of
some of these things. There are, atter all, certer! beni-
ficent side-effects in some kinds of examinations which are
totally missing in others. I would like to speak once more
of the very great importance of essay examination, of long
pieces of writing or of papers written outside at some
length. I am not talking about volumes; I am talking about
something that is more than a few sentences. For these are
tests in the sense than an intelligent adult must learn to
state his views clearly in writing. It may be a test in
history to find out hog/well he reasons on historical matters,
but it also is an exemplification which permits the teacher
to examine a totality instead of a measure Of some element
which may or may not be significant if pulled out of context.

In this connection I would like also to talk about
other objections I have to same of the natters dealt with
in the computer programmed school we discussed this morning.
Nothing was said about side-effects -- now I'm talking about
adverse ones -- on the teachers themselves. If you are
going to get some sort of device which will aid the teacher
in mechanical processes and cut data the labor there, I
certainly have no great fear of the machine. But if you
are speaking, as it seemed tone Mr. Flanagan's paper this
morning did speak of them, of a machine that is to take
over the processes of judgment which the teacher nest exercise,
I don't think you are doing her a service; I don't think you
are doing the schools a service.

It is, it seems to me, inconceivable that a machine is
going to operate better to keep out of the hands of 10-year-
olds, let's easy, readers which they can't read. Somebody must
detect that, presumably the teacher. She finds the student
earlot read this book. She doesn't have to code it for a computer
to get the answer back: give him a different one.

I think of the side-effects on the teacher of making



her er,t1 less capable or less called upon to exercise judg-
ment -:.ga her profession, becoming more and more clerk and
it srlms to as in the long prospective the recruitment of
teac',,ers will be so seriously injured 119 instead of their
deciding these questions, making their own judgments, some
taps. was coming out of.the computer and telling them what
to do next, and they would be becoming, in effect, the slaves
to the computer which was making the basic decisions.

In effect, the argument of Mr. friedenberg's paper
also hes as one of its corollaries a careful examination
of what we do in the selection of teachers. Since person-
ality traits figure so largely in the discussion of the
qualifications of teachers we emoomsftegObe teacher to apply
the same criteria to the student, and I 'think we have a
vicious circle in this respect.

Hartielltayer: I have already offered to Edgar
(Friedenberg) that when he gets his tax exemption I will
make an annual contribution to the breakage fund of the
Friedenberg Wiltwick, whenever such hotels are begun, and
I have a great deal of sympathy with the position.

I think, however, that in frankly admitting that he
writes off the public schools, that the thing is gat of
placed in a frame. I don't think we can. I think there
are things that both Edgar and I would love to live without
that we can't Liu without; we are going to have to live with.

But I agree with him the clinical attitude isn't
wonderful. We don't have to live with this to anything
like the extent that we do today. And the whole business
of individual differences has been perverted so dreadfully by
these people as to deny the right to fail. In this constant
effort to protect children fret failure, we are distorting
the texture of their lives and the meaning of being human.'
and of having dignity.

This whole business of the teacher knaves child
can't read the book the child vent to read the book.
For God's sake, let his try. It may be very useful to hie
to try to read a book be wants to read that he can't read.
It may produce every eoncidereble base:bins opportunity.
Don't put into a computer the fact that the child can't read
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the book and then tell him: no, you can't read this. It
doesn't really interest you. You just think it does. We
know what you need.

We have in Junior High School 167 in Now York at
present roughly a 50-50 balance of kids from East Harlem
and kids from Yorkville. We have something called the
Algebra Readiness Test which is administered by New York
City and which is absolutely sacrosanct and as a result of
this cur algebra classes are about 93% mainland white York-
ville and about 7%, Negress and Puerto Ric= from Harlem in
a school ihich is about 50-50. The Negro and Puerto Rican
parents are up in arms about this, and I ma right behind them
and so is my district superintendent, by the way.

The Junior High School Division is fighting back and
is fighting back with all of the weapons of authority of
the bureaucracy. The argument is that if we take a hundred
kids from Spanish Mariam and we put this into the algebra
class, the odds are 70-30 against these hundred kids passing
the algebra. That's fine. If they want to take algebra and
they want to fail it, let them take it. It's what you are
doing to these 30 kids who could pass that's the real prime
concern in this situation, and what you are doing to the 70
who want to try and you tell them you are not even good
enough to try. That is absolutely insane. And this is
being dome in the name of democracy and of helping children
andoladjusting for individual differances. Your're telling
them at eveyriftn, "You stink".

It won't do. It must stop. Ivan if the tests were
absolutely first-rate, there would be a great deal to be said
against it. But given the gross imperfections of the existing
testing mechanisms, whoa you can arouse a degree of desire in
these kids t o m we on mad to do something, then tell this they
can't do it, this is an awful thing, indeed.

This is a question of life. This is a question, also,
of institutionalising injustice for fear that individuals
will do injustice. Of course they will. They always have.
Teachers will be unjust. They will be unjust whether you use
standardised tests =you don't use standardised tests. But
don't give than the color of authority from something that
call itself science for the purpose of ellowtmg thee and belping
tbem to be unjust. Leave this thing as free at the seams as
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you can leave it. You are dealing with human beings. Y6/1
aren't dealing with pieces of paper and MI machines.

What upsets me so about most of the tests and Naos:ae-
sent discussion is this notion that: somehow= can fit them
all c=to punch cards and we can 'meth= through the machine
and we can really handle human problems that way.

Edgar's paper is enormously valuable for pointing out
that several of the aspects in which we are doing this and
what the clinical attitude eeems to do to eta kids.

Edgar Priedenberg: May I have a brief response in
clarification, not simply something that's came up as peri-
pheral to Martin's (Mayer) point; it's rather central to
mine and I've allowed a distortion.

I didn't, of course, suppose that by writing off the
public schools I would cause them to disappear. That would
be a gross error in theology. It isn't what I want at all.
I ma not in favor of substituting this choice of a private
school for the public school system,. In other words, I don't
want the public school discontinued.

John M. McKenna: There have bean a few things that have
cum globose during the course of the discussion that have
aroused me one way or another. I'd appreciate just one minute
to say my little piece and I will get off the program.

$o, 1, this ',bole business of testing -- it seemed to
me that people were really beating to death a rather dead
'horse for sure this morning. To begin with, there are very
few people now extmt in education who believe that the I.Q.
test has via much of the sacrosanct attitude about it that
it case had, sad certainly I have not run into many teachers
who put that much reliance on it. They are reawmable human
beings. They use it as a mineral help when necessary. In
fact, for years we haven't even referred to such a thing as an

But the main point about testing is this: it's too bad
all you folks were talking about survey tests and nobody
bothered to identify the fact that the one thing that is of
vale is a diagnostic test -- and lir. Gallagher, however, did
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that a the beginning of this session. I was glad to hear that.

Secondly, I should like to say something about the
teacher. The teacher is the whipping-boy. By law all of
us are teachers in the State of New Jersey. That includes
superintendents. I think that we should stop this stereo-
typing that everybody laments here and yet procedds to use
so freely.

We need teachers who have a good understanding of growth
and developmnts who kr= how to use dlaruoatic techniques and
are able to take the results of these diagnoses and use suitable
prescriptive techniques. We need teachers who have an under-
standing of Bruner and his psychological basis for learning,
some understanding of anthropology and sociology, and who,
above all, are experts in inter-personal relationships. They
must also know and be able to use group dynamics, have
excellent rapport with children, are continuously and always
enthusiastic, never have a bad day but always show a genuine
enjoyment of being with children. With such teachers, we
wouldn't have the problems.

My point is that if we are going to do anything about
equality and quality in education, the one crucial factor
is the teacher in the classroom. And the sooner we face this
issue objectively, the better off we are going to be. If we
can exercise our influence on this individual person and
her relationship with the 25 youngsters for whoa she is
responsible, then we don't have to worry about the misuse of
tests or anything, else of this nature.

So I really plead, before we terminate, that we should
admit that by and large the teachers are hum= beings and
they have a great human interest in these children and, given
half a chance, they will deal with these children in an
equitable summers

Chester R. Stroup: First of all, I want to express my
appreciation to Dr. Shepard for having put the trolley back nn
the tracks once more, and there were time: when I think we were
forgetting some of the purposes for our being hare.

We lime often heard it sled that as the priest goes, so
goes the parish. Apparently Dr. Rhepard has been quite effective
in his work in St. Louis in converting some priests along the way.



What I am saying is this. Apparently you have done
a rather magnificent job of changing attitudes of the w-
eaned middle-man, the man between the superintendent of
schools and the classroom teacher, and we do know that there
are bottlenecks at this stage along the way.

I would be very much interested in Oaring him expand
a bit more nn the techniques, the approach teat he used to
effect same of these changes.

Samuel Shepard: Let me take one second in the context
to describe one strategy that I have used with principals.
Before doing that, I want to second what Dr. McKenna b'.s said,
that we try to see that the teacher does get the considera-
tion that you spoke of, and, of course, it's the principal
who really makes this possible.

We are not at the point where the union is about to
throw us out in St. Louis, but it's on the horizon. As a
matter of fact you probably read on the 8th where they will
have paraded in front of the Board of Education prior to its
night meeting.

And I'm not saying that this is perhaps possible any-
where else. I took advantage of this, and this has been two
years in the making, to say: why should the union force you
as a principal to do what you ought to do es far as according
the rights of these people with wham you work? I think we
work with principals who happen to be alert to take advantage
of every opportunity to see that this gets over. Until the
union or the teachers' organizations become the bargaining
agents, I em still going to use this as a strategy to further
implement the idea. But I think, we've gotten to the point,
as I say, where pzjncipals are willing to e.coperate with
toachera, to listen.

As a matter of fact, my theory to any beginning princi-
pal is: if you want to be a great principal, toes the prob-
lems out on the table before your faculty and be smart and put
your ear to the table and listen and they will make a great
principal out of you.

But, you see, there are certain other factors in people
when they become principals that won't let them listen and
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won't let them cooperate. Now, you have to have the co-
operation all the way up and down the line.

This will give me the opportunity to say to you that
the deputy superintendent and the superintendent accompanied
ne to a faculty, meeting in every one of these schools. The
deputy superintendent made 57 meetings with me in one semester,
once with a faculty meeting, once with an honor assembly with
the kids, and once with the meeting with the parents. So
this is real honest-to-goodness interest, sincere all the
way up end dmn the line.

John Henry Martin: I thoroughly enjoyed Miriam's
(Goldberg) statement and I would like to say nothing in
exception to that she had to say, but certain working appli-
cations.of the inferences. Aside from the anarchic direction
that I think Friedenberg's paper would lead us into, speci-
fically in terms of his wishful thing. I don't think he is
recommending something new, I think he is describing what is
already in effect almost a process -- the withdrawal from the
public school, without the sanction of the tuitional payments,
and on a large -scale basis, as I eee it.

Bloom we need on a thousandfold increase. I an not speaking
I think what we have been getting from Bruner and from

to pre-school education; I am talking to the effect that in

WO more such people is an analysis of the learning process

What I am asking for in Bloom and Bruner and 150, 175,

the last ten years we have moved from the kind of intellectual

corsetry of the argumentation between Gestaltist and Thorndy-
kiane and so-celled learning theory, and I don't think we have
had very much mctical, consequence flow from this.

itself; a systematization of this process and, with it, a
systematized analysis of instruction, that is, the adult
behavior atmosphere creations, the environmental structuring,
Montessorian or otherwise, that are the converse of the
system of learning.

The individualisation of instruction, in a linkage
between the practical procedures that Sam(Shepa*d)''talltedeabout,

the classroom situation that Miriam (Goldberg) described, is an
indication of what we are after. I've worked out, gropingly,
with some good deal more to be done, an individualization of
supervision of instruction in which principals keep an open,
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joint reporting of teacher growth and teacher development
t specifics of classroom instructional procedures. How
do you run a good field trip? And this file folder is a
jointly-kept proposition between the classroom teacher and
the principal, as the chief supervisor of the school. This
is an open, running journalistic "Dear Diary" entry of a
growth proposition and it has a number of important by-pro-
ducts, It is a training of the principal, frog where I sit,
in a procedure in teacbinh teachers that is remarkably
transferrable by the teacher's use of a similar Individuali-
.,aation of a file on each student kept jointly by the student

and the teacher as a running growth record of the child's
progress. This is a long way from Iii computerizing, But it

is journalistic and its accent is on those areas of growth
that the school is basically concerned with; that is, in-
tellectual development and growth.
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INTBODUMION
by

David Salten

I want to say that I have read Dean Schaefer's paper with
great interest and profit because it touches on soaething which
is very close to the heart of every school superintendent --
bacausk of its significance in the recruitment, selection and
promotion of teachers; namely, the reward system under which
teachers operate. Unlike most studies which deal with the
superficial phenomena of salaries and fringe benefits and the
status rewards, status as envisaged either by the teachers
themselves or by other members of the community, I think Dean
Schaefer's paper really gets down to the central issue of the
problem.

I found it zather interesting that he distinguishes con-
tinually between the tangible rewards am; tba psychic rewards.
I am not sure that I understand just what that distinction means,
because ultimately I suppose all tw.:r rewards take place some-
where between our ears. But despite this comment, I do want
to say that I am certain this morning we are in for some very
high-level discussion following a paper which has made a great
deal of sense tone and is really going to affect the conduct
of our awn enterprise when I get home.

At this point I'd like to call on Dean Schaefer to add
anything he wishes to the paper.
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Conference on QUALITY AND EQUALITY IN EDUCATION
Princeton University
December 2 to 4, 1964

THE RECRUITMENT AND

Robert J.

TRAINING OF SCHOOLKEN

Scheefer

When asked his estimate of the probable impact of the current
interest in educational imovations, one experienced observer of the
schools, Martin Mayer, responded:

"Because the crisis in American education over the last decade was
caused primarily by failures of intelligence and leadership, it is
not possible to predict where we are going to wind up. Too such
depends on accident. The quality of reform moveoents is largely a
function of tNe ability and devotion of the people who lead them,
and we have no demonstrated way to attract ;tople of the necessary
scholarship, imagination, and wit into work for education." 1

Given the magnitude of the difficulties besetting the schools, it is
easy to share such pessimism about educational change. Given also the
volume of incriminating evidence readily available, we who are education-
ists are compelled, albeit with blushing countenances, to accept such an
indictment of our intellectual capacities. But the problem of taproving
education -- in this specific case, furthering quality and equality in
American schools -- seems to be dependent upon more complex factors than
the level of wit among educators. Even the sub-problem of recruiting
and training teachers and administrators foT the successful discharge of
this teak would appear to be of such proportides as to demand such more

1
Martin Mayer, "Changes in American Education in the Next Decade: Some

Predictions" in Matthew B. Miles, INNOVATION in EDUCATION, Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, Colt pia University, new York 1964, p. 625.
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than mere mental agility to resolve it.

Rather than attempt to sketch some idealized program of re-
cruitment and training therefore, it might be wiser -- after al/, who
wants to have his wit subjected to public dissection -- to examine a
more manageable question. What is the reward system currently operative
in American Education? What are the come-hither attributes of the schools,
and once seduced into teaching, what satisfactions are likely to be
repeatedly consummated? Hopefully, analysis of instrinsic job satisfactions
may provide cues as to the kinds of changes necessary in public attitudes,
organizational structure, political support, and economic investment, as
well, if indeed it mime much difference, in the IQ scores of educationists.

There is strangely little serious discussion of the psychic
satisfactions in teaching. One might imagine a profession which by def-
inition is dedicated to the fulfillment of non- material ends would be
most articulate about the non-material and intrinsic rewards available
to its practitioners. In fact, however, one has to probe carefully in
educational literature to find even the most perfunctory reference to
the personal satisfaction: inherent in either the teaching or the ad-
ministrative roles.

There is, on the other hand, a great mass of material about
extrinsic job satisfactions -- such matters as the social status of
teachers, salaries, working conditions, security and fringe benefits.
There is also a voluminous mass of testimonial literature -- that is,
individual reporting either in praise of children and nurturant teachers
or acrimonious laments from the over-burdened and the disillusioned --
but such testimony too rare177 ascends above the stereotypical or the
sentimental. The great bulk of reliable information available describes
extrinsic factors.

Data on salary schedules, for example, can be readily summarized.
The real income of teachers declined in the inflationary period during
and following World War II and their economic position relative to other
occupations continued to decline, despite considerable dollar increases,
through the early fifties. During the past ten years, since the rate
of annual yearly salary increase has remained constant, teachers have
overtaken many other occupations and now enjoy higher real income than
at any time since the 1890's. Beginning salaries place teaching only
slightly below (and for women, well above) favored vocations in average
yearly income and increments in the first several years ordinarily maintain
this relatively desirable position. Less happily, currently favorable
trends, which even if continued would not predict an economic utopia,
are threatened by limitations of the real estate tax base and - girding
education.



While there is less justification, then, for widespread public
a'iarm over the economic plight of the teacher, salary schedules are not
sufficiently attractive to woo the more demanding and discriminating
males. The flaws and blemishes in the salary picture remain too apparent.
In the first placm, gains have been geographically unevent; small towns
and rural communities, the entire south, upper New England, and large
stretches of the midwest should be avoided. Salaries in large urban
centers, where the problem of providing quality and equality is most acute,
have tended to lag well behind those available in suburbia. Probably
more basically repellent is the relatively small span between entering
and retiring salaries. Unless he escapes into administration, and there
the personal coats are high, the male teacher by his early thirties mast
learn to tolerate the inconveniences and the societally-imposed sense of
failure id being out-distanced in the competitive economic race. Finally,
teaching in the lower schools, despite sporadic efforts toward change,
remains a basically egalitarian vocation. Although the culture, verbally
at least, places high value upon rewarding unusual energy and talent,
teachers have resisted attempts to relate salary to meritorious performance.
In a ward, while it is true that many individual school systems have been
seeking new means for rewarding particularly able practitioners, teaching
is still perceived and in fact largely is a vocation which over a career
offers minimal financial reward.

The general bleakness of the present situation should not obscure
the fact that many individuals, foundations and school systems have been
striving to improve long-term career prospects. Particularly notable
have been efforts to modify the traditional craft system of one teacher
for one classroom (which assumes equal skills among teacher-craftsmen) and
to organize instructional teams based upon a more rational division of
labor. Creating new ranks and new positions in instructional staffs
opens the possibility of relating payment to the level of skill and re-
sponsibility required of a particular role. 2 It is =oh easier to justify
salaries differentiated by a hierarchy of positions and ranks than to
base income upon a subjective comparison of individuas performing the
same task (merit salary scheme). In the main, however, these early efforts
to increase the attractiveness of a long -tern career in teaching are neither
sufficiently developed nor widely enough adopted to exert such influence
upon the magnetism of.the field. Many of the attempts to break the lock-
step rigidity of typical salary schedules, moreover, have occured in well-

See, for example, Charles Benson's discussion on "position and rank
systems of classification" in his TES scomacs OF PUBLIC EDUCATION, Boston,
Houghton Mifflin, 1961, p. 435.
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endowed suburban communities rather than in the central cities.

But if salaries remain more a deterent than an inducement,
perhaps the traditional lures of a short work week, frequent holidays,
a prolonged summer vacation, and optimum security adequately compensate.
While there is some evidence that the appeal of such fringe benefits has
become stronger rather than weaker, there are contrary pressures under -
mining their effectiveness in recruitment. 3 The school year grows
longer, the summer months are frequently preempted for such official
school duties as curriculum revision and the necessity for moonlighting
is increasingly well known. More basically, there is considerable doubt
that the attractiveness of a comparatively light work load (more fantasy
than reality at any rate) and the pull of maxims security are appropriate
baits for snaring the type of personnel desired. Ironically, this type
of appeal appears to be more effective for persons seeking appointment
in large urban centers than for teachers as a whole.

Another factor ostensibly related to recruiting prospects is
the degree of prestige afforded teachers. On this question of social
status there is a considerable literature and a high degree of consistency
in support of two or three general findings. The teacher's perceptions
of his own status is consistently lower than the status actually accorded
him by others. Where the teacher is placed on the prestige totem pole
is closely related to who does the rating. In small towns and rural
areas generally, and in urban areas among working class and lower middle
claea respondents, teaching is ordinarily ranked among the top five
occupations. The prestige afforded teachers, however, tends to diminish
co would easily be predicted, in relation to the ascending :lass position
of respondents. Research on status, moreover, frequently suggests that
f:he term "teacher" is not a unitary concept. Status for the elementary
school teachers continues to be less than that granted to instructors in
the secondary schools. There is also likely to be differences in the way
the public perceives teachers of particular subjects and even for dis-
tinctions to be made upon the basis of student populations taught --
honors versus average classes and senior and junior year studekts versus
freshmen groups. Those who teach lower-class children in urban voters
are generally regarded as unfit for "better" suburban systems. /along
members of the profession itself it is tacitly understood that filly
qualified and competent teachers remain in large cities only to protect
their position on the salary schedule or their investment in retirement.
Prestige among teachers, mysteriously, is granted in inverse proportica

3
See, for example, the reported importance attached to such matters by

teachers in the limr York University study on TEACHER MOBILITY ER HEW YORK
CITY, A STUDY OF THE EXCEUITMENT, SELECTION, APPOINTMENT AND ?ROMOT/OM
OF TEACHERS IN THE HEW YORK SCHOOLS.
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to the difficulties of the assignment; thoe' who instruct children who
will lanrn under almost any circumstances are deemed most honorable.

One aspect of prestige -- the intellectual standing of teachers
-- has been of particular concern to educators. Embarrassed by the oft-
quoted findings of studies on the academic ability of prospective teachers
relative to other college majors, we have developed an over-riding
concern for "up-grading" the profession. We have assumed uncritically
that the average intellectual level of the present teaching force
directly Wixom; the caliber of people who can be attracted to the
field. Accordingly, we have perhaps unduly concentrated on the problem
of recruiting "good" teachers to the relative neglect of analysis of
the nurturant qualities of the institutions to which we were recruiting.
Obviously the schools need all the wit they can muster, but whether
intellectual capacity of any degree flourishes or declines depends upon
the richness or the aridity of the environment in which it must exist.

There would seem to be a certain genetic bias, as W. W. Charters
has suggested, in our emphasis upon capability wish so little mcurrent
regard for the social circumstances within which capability may develop.
Although he was characterising certain areas of educational research
rather than approaches to recruitment Charters' conclusions are relevant:

"Many investigators appear to regard the individual's potential or
manifest capability in teaching as a relatively enduring, relatively
immutable attribute which is somehow fixed in early childhood and
remains basically unaffected by subsequent experience . . . But
whatever its source, the conception of capability turns investigators
toward the formative influence of the past and away from the con-
temporary influences of the present. Thus, greeter interest is
shown in the motives which once propelled teachers into the occupation
than in how the motives are transformed by more immediate social cir-
cumstances. More research is conducted on the social origins of
teachers than on their present social relations." 4

Hopefully, the preceding paragraphs on salaries, fringe benefits
and soctel status have paid due respect to the significance of such

4
W. Charters Jr. "The Social Background of Teaching" in N. L. Gage,

editor of HANDBOOK Of RESEARCH OR TEACHING, American Educational Research
Association, Rand McNally Co., (Chicago, 1963), pp. 803-804.



external factors in recruiting teachers for the schools. Probably, as
was asserted at the outset, the kinds of psychic rewards available in
the instructional situation itself are of more fundamental importance to
the teacher than the tangible apples society may choose to place on his
desk.

The psychic reverie available to the teacher depend upon the
congruity between his personal motivations, his collegiate preparation
for the teak, and the instructional opportunities of his particular sit-
uation. What the individual seeks in the teaching role depends on a
wide range of factors. The single umbrella word "teacher" covers, or
more piecisely obscures, vast differences in career intent, in psycholog-
ical used structure, in intelligence, in training, in experience, and in
attitudes towardeideas and towards children.

The diversity of motives held by teachers is readily apparent,
but a few illustrations may be in order. Different levels, for example,
of the educational enterprise -- nursery, elementary, secoLdary, and
college -- attract different kinds of people. In turn, the particular
school level exerts an influence upon the value orientations and attitudes
of the persons associated within it. It is not only that the environment
of the elementary school encourages nurturant and maternal as opposed
to analytical attitudes, but also that the elementary school tends to
attract persons who score high on tests of personal warmth and relatively

4 6

low on tests of ability to manipulate verbal abstractions. Similarly,
while certain educationists were once prone to lament the secondary
school's emphasis upon subject matter, the high school teacher found
it easy to ignore the complaints because it was his interest in a
particular field which first attracted him to the secondary school.
In comparable fashion, many of the conflicts within the Junior High
School can be explained by the fact that its staff is typically con-
stituted in approximately equal proportions by persons originally drawn
to elementary and to secondary levels.

But the educational level at which the teacher serves is only
one of many variables affecting his motivations and his job satisfactions.

In common with all human beings teachers vary in personality and in the
goals they deem to be important. A particular teacher may find satis-
faction in the class's precise rstery of new materials, another in the
small success of a heretofore slow learner, another in the unexpected
response of a withdrawn child, and still another in the eventual sub-
mission of a rebellious 'Mockler. The classroom is, fortunately or un-
fortunately, a sovereign kingdom and the teacher is relatively free to
emphasise the goals he chooses. This autonomy is offset, of course, by
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the cultural preps of the institution and of the larger social system,
but the privacy of the teacher's wnrld is nonetheless real. A principal,
for example, can expect differential acceptance of organizational
innovations, such as teen teaching, of increased use of television, or
of automated self-teaching devices according to their perceived impact
upon the rewards deemed important by the individual teacher. An in-
structor who gains important satisfaction from his inter-personal
relations with the students is hardly likely to applaud the introduction
of team teaching if it threatens to subhtitute the mere possibility of
rewarding interactions with colleagues for the warm surety of former re-
lations with students. Similarly, a particuler teacher, depending on
his personal values, may react to programming as a means of reducing
the time spent in aversive supervision of drill, or as an odious device
for the administrative structuring and control of the teacher's pre-
rogatives. 5

An equally obvious factor affecting the motivations teachers
bring to the job is the simple distinction of sex. Male teachers enter
the field with markedly different career expectations than those normally
held by woman. According to one group of investigators approximately
70 percent of beginning male teachers do not expect to continue teaching
until retirement -- slightly over 50 percent express the hope of moving
to some other area of education, and 20 percent assume at the outset
that they will leave teaching for another occupation. 6 In contrast,
much leis than 30 percent (actually half that number) of the beginning
women teachers expect continuous careers in the classroom -- 60 percent
expect to be homemakers who may wish to return to active teaching later;
less than 15 percent aspire to roles in education other than classroom
teaching; and only 5 percent entertain the possibility of entering
another occupation. Such sex differences in career expectations strongly
suggest comparable differences in the rewards appropriate to both groups.
It would appear that school administrators concerned with retaining
their teaching staff most seek in part different solutions for their men
and women teachers. For the men, they must fund ways of making teaching
a more attractive and rewarding occupation, both financially and as a

5

Those comments are largely drawn from an unpublished paper by Daniel
Lortie of the University of Chicago.

6
Ward S. Mason, Robert J. Damsel, and Robe:t R. Bain, "Sex Role and the

Career Orientations of Beginning Teachers" i* Charters, W. W. Jr. and
Cage, N.141., Editors, READINGS IN THE SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY Of EDUCATION,
Allyn and Deem, Soften, 1963, p. 28.
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productive outlet for intellectual energy. For the women, they must
search for social inventions which will reduce the conflict between
occupational and family responsibilities and make simultc.neous performance
in tht two roles more feasible.

But there is no need for a further elesoration of the variety
of factors affecting the motivation of teachers. There are other types
of diversity which influence the distribution of rewards. Just as the
concept "teacher" obscures important differences, so the term "teaching"
falsely suggests that the concrete practices of teaching comprise a
single art. In this connection Judson Shaplin has made an insightful
observation:

"Within the arts, recognition as an artist in one area of
specialization does not entitle the artist to recognition in
other related areas. For example, the concern pianist is not
simultaneously granted recognition as conductor, composer, music
critic, music historian, or even piano teacher. Each status must
be earned in terms of the talent and skill required for that par-
ticular specialty. The argument by analogy between art and teach-
ing tends to ignore the specializations that occur in each. Teach-
ing is made up of many aspects, each requiring its own specialization;

knowledge of subject,. selection of content, inter-action with
students, the learning process. Talent and specialization in one
or another aspect of teaching as an art, does not grant one recog-
nition in, nor exemption from the other important aspects of teach-
ing . An argument by analogy between art and teaching cannot ignore
the varieties of specialization." 7

As may be inferred from Shaplin's argument, analysis of satis-
factions in teaching cannot ignore the fact that differentiated quality
of performance, and hence differentiated psychic reward, is to be ex-
pected by individual teachers as they unevenly practice, the various
arts of teaching. The point ie important in clarifyint the :wards
available to teachers. More important still is the probability that
skills in all aspects of instruction may be required to awaken the
latent intellectual curiosity of lower class children.

Assuming that multiple teaching skills are amended, how are
they acquired? The initial preparation of teachers is conventionally
conceived as consisting of three parts: general education, specialized

7
Shaplin, Judson, "Practice in Teaching in Smith," Elmer, R.,editcr.

TEACHER EDUCATION: A REAPPRAISAL, Harper and Row, New York, 1962,
p. 106.
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studies in the discipline or disciplines to be taught, and professional
training for teaching. Since the teacher's need for a general liberating
experience is precisely the same as that of any other college students,
no comment is required here. The prospective teacher's special prepaza-
tion in his teaching field has improved markedly in recent years -- the
vocational emphasis of the old normal school has long disappeared from
the educational scene -- and the new teacher (unless employed in a
small school and forced to teach out of field) is likely to be as
well-informed in his special subject as it would be feasible to expect.
Obviously what might be considered an optimum degree of knowledge is
unobtainable, but sufficient command of an area to meet normal require-
ments of the classroom can be expected. The major problem with the
specialized knowledge ordinarily possessed by new teachers is that it is
not organized for instructional purposes.

Indeed, a frequently observable phenomenon is the disillusion-
ment of some academically able students who elect to teach in the
lower schools. Seeking to perpetuate his own intellectual pleasure
in exploring a particular subject, an unwary beginner may imagine that
the pupils will almost automatically come to share his joys and his
enthusiasms. The reality shock of the first year for such a neopLyte
is often catastrophic. Unless he can direct some of his intellectual
energies to the re-formulation of materia4s from his teaching field,
he is likely to be punished rather than rewarded by the responses of
his charges. This is not at all to suggest that a live enthusiasm
and a continuing hunger for knowledge are less than essential; it is
only to point out that intelligence and reflection must be applied to
the psychological translation of content as well as directly to ideas
and concepts. Because we have been disastrously unsuccessful in con-
vincing prospective teachers of the potential intellectual rewards
in the manipulation of content for particular audiences, many young
people have been 'liven ignominiously from the field.

Although other pedagogical issues may be involved, dramatic
failures are often due to the discontinuity between content organised
for the demands of collegiate specialization and content appropriate to
the general education of younger pupils. Such a discontinuity occurs
with particular frequency when the new teacher accepts a position in
a lower class school. Translating the patterned abstractions and con-
ventions of upper level college courses into terms appropriate to an
elementary or second:Ty pregram requires enormous effort and a good deal
of intelligence. As my colleague at Teachers College, Laurence Cumin,
has remarked, "It's one thing to design a history program for the 70 to
80 IQ's, and another thing, much easier, ttsl, say, 'He's too dumb. Let's
give him shop.'" 8

8
Quoted in Mcvtin Mayer, TB SCHOOL , Harper and Bros., New York, 1961,

p. 119.

-.141:672iftwi,ameVoostook,*11.101iiftee,
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Who is to help the new teacher to communicate the excitement
and the relevance of his teaching field to pupils whose attitudes and
social experience ill equip him to respond to either the discipline or
the pleasure of systematic study? Obviously, responsibility cannot be
delegated to the substantive collegiate departments, for they are
neither staffed nor inclined to take on the task. A possible answer
is James Conant's conception of the clinical professor of education, but
scholar-teachers of the sort Conant envisages are in extremely short
supply at best. It is presumably now among the responsibilities of
the professor of pedagogy, but scholars interested in methods of teaching
are ordinarily, more concerned with other aspects of practice than the
organization of content for particular classes. This is not as repre-
hensible as it may seem at first glance, since it is impossible for a
single professor to anticipate the range and variety of pupil populations
with which beginning teachers will be confronted. But the basic fact
remains, unfortunately, that there are few specialists in schools of
education who know anything worth teaching about how to organize history,
literature or biology for lower class students.

Can't the school itself and experienced teachers already
there, however, help the neophyte over this difficulty? The answer is
ordinarily a flat no. In the first place, as urban sehools are typically
organized, the beginning teacher is assigned a full teaching load and
rarely sees his colleagues except for a brief nod in the corridors or
for a few minutes of casual conversation in the cafeteria. Even if there
were time to confer seriously with his fellows it would probably be
more debilitating than useful. In many lower class schools, freer
ACC4311 to experienced teachers would simply shorten the time required
for the beginner to water-down his courses and to resign himself to
drastically lowered aspirations of what youngsters can reasonably be
expected to learn. The great majority of experienced slum school
teachers seem to have grown wearily pessimistic and to have concluded
that personal sanity requires coming to terms with the limitations of
"reality". 9

The probability, then, that the neophyte will find real in-
tellectual satisfaction in organizing his specialized content for teaching
in lower class schools is exceedingly small. Given the deficiencies
and omissions in training and the lack of support and assistance to be
found in the schools what is remarkable is not that so many beginning
teachers forget the excitement of learning, but that a heartening few

Educational specialists working with New York City personnel in se of
improvement projects report teacher resentment towards such "helps".
Projects are perceived as necessitating additional teacher time and labor
without affording any compensating hope of success.
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eomehow maintain a vigorous scholarship and positive attitudes towards
their pupils. Unless the situation is radically re-structured the
degree of intellectual reward ordinarily possible will remain depress-
ingly small.

But before further considering the present likelihood of
finding intellectual satisfaction in teaching in lower schools, the
third ingredient of the student's preparation for teaching should be
examined. As was indicated earlier, in addition to requirements in
general education and in a specialized teaching field the prospective
teacher is required to include study in the field ef professional
education. Conventional practice is to provide basically the same
pattern of course work and internship experiences for all prospective
teachers irrespective of the pupils they will eventually instruct. The
occasional institution may offer a course in the "disadvantaged child"
or the "slow learner" or in "problems of urban education," but such
offerings are generally not included in preparatory programs, and, for
the most part, they represent more an admission that problems exist
than an accumulated body of relevant knowledge. The single truth is
that we in education know very little about how to deal with youngsters
who have not already been convinced by their social backgrounds that
the school is a necessary and reasonable institution. This is not to
question the proximate relevance of the usual ingredients of professionai
training. Knowledge of the school as a social institution, of the
developmental processes of children, of learning theory, and of a
variety of methods for presenting material, together with careeelly
supervised practice in instruction, can and do make a significant
contribution to effectiveness as a teacher. But the basic fact is
simply that, even at its best, the normal sequence of professional
studies only introduces the apprentice to an understanding of the
teacleer-learning process. Moreover, many ielatitutions attempt to
engage in teacher-training programs with extremely limited staff --
both quantitatively and qualitatively -- and substitute a set of
platitudinous precepts for the vigorous inquiry and systematic practice
which are required.

The inadequacy of collegiate training to the complex mysteries
of educating lower class children LA of considerable magnitude. The
you beginner enters a world for which he has neither the experience
or the intellectual tools to hope to understand. He is agaigned five
or eix classes and proeided with a set of textbooks and teaching
manuals just as if the tasks he faced were clearly feasible. Indeed,
except perhaps for a few words of special advice from the principal,
the school routines he meets are almost exactly identical to those
used in middle class schools everywhere. In eseence, he is greeted
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with essentially fraudulent external a :ances that ail is well and
smoothly functioning. But what he too ...:equently finds beneath a very

thin surface is a pervasive sense of failure, resignation, and despair.

What are the psychic rewards open to the beginning teacher
in such a situation? There may be, eventually, the satisfaction of
having conquered fear, or the sense of power from discovering how
to keep the classroom physically intact, or the felling of self..mtatery
associated with achieving an uneasy personal adjustment in a disoro4red
world. But except for the rare intuitively gifted individual, the

intellectual satisfactions presumably inherent in teaching are almost
non-existent in slum schools. Intellectual satisfactions arise primarily
from the ordering if not the resolution of problems, and there can be
little reward in working with dilemmas not yet even defined.

If the teacher's prospects are in fact so dismal, the essential
need in further quality and equality in education is the deliberate
creation of new intellectual outlets for teachers -- the development of
new reward patterns. Almost everyone concedes that teaching is or
should be an intellectual calling -- an occupation emphasizing the trans-
mission of intellectual goods and the use of intelligence in making
instructional decision,. But despite such consensus we have been
scandalously less thaL imaginative in structuring our slum schools to
free the full power of the teacher's mind. The goal of providing for
equality and quality is of such complexity and of such difficulty of
attainment that it may not be feasible to conceive of slum schools
simply as places of instruction. Some of them perheps must also be
centers of inquiry -- producers as well as transmitters of knowledge.
The basic fact is our ignorance; 46 simply don't know how to entice
the elusive intellects of lower class children, let alone how to
achieve the mastery of abstract knowledge and analytical skills modern
society demands. It may well be necessary to transform at least EOM
SChCOI3 into centers for the production of knowledge about how to carry
out the job. Ia brief, if we are to meet present educational respon-
sibilities, we may have to discover a great deal more about the mmeries

to achieve such a transformation are, of course, enorm
any the would be school administrators of sufficient courage, or

of human learning in various subculture,s and about how intellectual

values may in fact be internalized. ed university schools of education
alone, despite: the degree to which their resources are currently being
strengthened, can probably not produce the requisite new knowledge.
They must be joined in the quest by lower schools especially organized
.or the task of inquiring.

The obstacles which an existing school would have to overcome

oug. Crucial to
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perhaps Mayer's term is more apt, of sufficient wit to understand Eca
to admit publicly that the urban school is ordinarily an outrageous
failure. To cease behaving as if all that was required was more of the
same -- the kind of facilities, teachers, learning materials, and in-
structional routines which have seemed to suffice in middle class schools
-- would provide a notable beginning. For educators to drop the essentially
buck-passing assertion that the heart of the problem is society's unwill-
ingness to pay for "better" teachers would be an even more desirable
development. Even the most affluent society has the right and the re-
sponsibility to ask schoolmsn what capabilities are mired, end, if
the requisitely qualified teachers are recruited, how can their competence
be sustained in the ecttal school setting.

There is considerable seeming safety in pleading for more of
the same. Any degree of public investment, since "more" is a conven-
iently elastic term, can be rationalised as insufficient to the task.
There is, on the other hand, grave apparent danger to the administrator's
reputation as an expert to admit ignorance and to request funds to in-
vestigate problems. The first obstacle to be overcome, therafore, 4f
any school is to become a center of inquiry is the fear of revealing
how little we know. But such an ill-kept secret cannot be closeted
indefinitely aud continued public concern about urban education will
undraiibtedly make it sore dangerous for educators to feign wisdom than
to demand a search for knowledge.

Such a demsod,once widely enunciated, might easily gain
impressive momentum. The problems of urban education are inherently
fascinating. Teachers have not been freed to study issues dispassionately,
however, but have had to bear a heavy burden of guilt for being unable
to resolve problems which, according to the implicit expectations of
official school appointments, require no special analysis or talent.
If assigzients to slum schools were to be structured so as to combine
the investigation of sough problms with ca -going teaching efforts, the
psychic reward; aweilable 40 iudtvidual instructors sight be enormously
increased. Many able young people could presumably be attracted to a
situation which afforded opportunities for increased power and control
of one's performance. What seems most enervating about teaching
urban schools is not the severity of the Cifficultios encountered but
the powerlessness of the individual to frIrther his effectiveness.

To make it possible for teachers to approach their work in the
spirit of inquiry would of course necessitate a drastic reduction of
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teaching loads. Schools are ordinarily conceived as educational dis-
pensaries -- apothecary shops charged with the distribution of information
and skills deemed useful for the social, vocational and intellectual
health of the young. Embedded in this dominant conception of the
school as a dispensary is the notion that teaching, since it is thought
to consist basically of dispersing packaged information, is an essentially
easy, routine and sub-professional task. Accordingly, it seems perfectly
reasonable to the public, to school boards, and even to many adminis-
trators that teachers should teach all day. For the apothecary to
fill proscriptions during his working hours is not considered overly
burdensome; why then should the purveyor of information be unduly tired
from a shorter school day? Teaching, it is often assumed, provides a
sinecure -- short hours, frequent holidays, and a long summer vacation.

Such a stereotype obscures the harsh realities of the teacher's
daily schedule. He is obligated to be in school for seven or eight
hours and the van proportion of this time is claimed by activities
involving other persons -- classes, conferences, faculty meetings,
corridor and lunchroom duty, etc. It is doubtful that any occupation
demands as continuous, intensive, and exhausting personal interactions
as does teaching in the lower schools. The time which is not so
consumed is at least partially devoted to clerical and administrative
routines such as keeping attendance, organizing collections, maintaining
recorle for report cards, and funneling data to the central office.
For even the moderately conscientious teacher this schedule is lengthened
by the necessity of using weekends and evenings for lesson planning,
correcting papers and completing similar chores. It is difficult to
imagine that the public could condone such a work load if it conceived
of teaching as anything other than thee routine transmission of elementary
information. Even those persons who might wish to reflect seriously
about their own teaching or to seek systematic means of improving their
performance are in large degree prevented from doing so by the sheer
pressure of the teaching schedule. When it is remembered that in
urban schools personal interaction normally involve frequent expressions
of hostility, or what is worse, abject apathy, the emotional drain of
the job is apparent. For a school to be organised an a center of
inquiry would necessitate teaching loads no more than a third to a
half than normally carried.

In addition, if slum schools are to be made intellectually
exciting institutions -- places where youngsters are not only pressured
to learn a little of what is known but where adults also investigate
matters not yet understood -- some members of the teaching staffs will
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have to be especially prepared. A considerable sophistication in
the behavioral sciences, irrespective of individual teaching fields,
would seem essential. But, as Shaplin has pointed out, teaching
normally attracts persons of humanistic and literary as opposed to
scientific outlook. He states:

"One of the great hazards of the teaching profession is the
selection into teaching, by the culture, of non-quantitatively
oriented people. We all know of our difficulties in recruiting
teachers of mathematics and science; but not so apparent is the
real distaste, fear or helplessness in the face of quantiative,
scientific, mathematical analysis which characterises a vast
majority of our elementary and secondary school teachers. This
orientation includes the scientific aspects of the behavioral
sciences as well. Partly this is due to the feminization of the
teaching staff of the lower schools, for it is well known that
girls at all levels of schooling in general respond relatively
poorly to mathematical and scientific training and themselves
perpetuate the cycle when they become teachers; but it is also
due to the fact that students with mathematical and scientific
aptitude are selected for other occupations at all levels of our
educational system. Graduates of liberal arts colleges coming
into teaching pride themselves on their humanistic, non-quav-
titative, non-behavioral aesthetic values. Courses in educatimal
psychology with a scientific bent in measurement and statistics
and in educational research are characteristically disliked at the
outset, before the instructors add to the emotional attitudes by
massacre." 10

The staffing needs of a school committed to inquiry would
necessitate behavioral studies far more advanced than those which
teachers now in training typically find distasteful. liven though
recruiting and training new teachers would require unusual effort,
as Shaplin has suggested, identifying practicing teachers prepared
to add to knowledge about teaching *would be even more difficult. For
it is primarily colleges and universities, not in the schools themselves,
that interest in scientific investigations of teaching has dramatically
increased. The publication of the "Handbook on Research in Teaching",
the spectacularly increased if still modest budget of the Cooperative
Research Bureau, the push for systematic classroom analysis among
curriculum specialists, and even the appearance of well-financed
Research and Development Centers have created little stir among

10
Judson Shaplin, "Practice in Teaching", in Smith, Elmer E., editors,

TEACHER EDUCATION: A REAPPRAISAL, Harper and Row, New 'fork, 1962, p. 103.
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practitioners. The language, tools of inquiry and the conceptualizations
employed in investigations of teaching are professionally shared by
psychologists, social psychologists and specialists in educational
research and almost not at all by teachers. Instructors in the lower
schools ordinarily do not possess a working technical vocabulary or
set of concepts and propositions on teaching sufficiently precise to
be shared in professional association. The absence of codified knowledge
shared by teachers robs them of the psychic rewards 'associated with
expertise in the advancement of knowledge. A practitioner feels removed
from the activities of educational research and rarely perceives himself
as having any stake in its development. He is fully occupied with the
daily business of keeping school and is effectively deprived of the
opportunity to reflect systematically upon his experience.

Assuming, doggedly, that teachers interested in behavioral
analysis could nonetheless be recruited and trained, there would still
be difficulties to resolve. As earlier mentioned, the heritage of
American schools is highly egalitarian and there is little developed
tradition for deliberately differentiated training and assignment of
instructional personnel. Teachers are ordinarily conceived of u
sergeants in the same army, equal in power and in influence, each sovereign
in his own classroom, and each carrying essentially equal responsibilities.
It is true that larger systems employ supporting personnel -- supervisors,
curriculum consultants, subject-matter specialists, at al.-- but such
persons have ordinarily escaped from the classroom and no longer engage
in direct relationships with pupils. It is also true that some team
teaching arrangements envisage differentiated teaching assignments, but
usually particular responsibility within a team is based upon experience
and MOM= of preparation more than upon sharply different kinds of
training. To develop even a few schools as centers of inquiry would
necessitate breaking the normal tendency for what has been mined
"democratic regression" among teachers, and encouraging the acceptance
of specialized persons who continue to function only on part-time as
classroom instructors.

Even if all obstacles were successfully overcome -- the necessity
for investigation recognized, teachers recruited and trained, additional
costs absorbed, egalitarian traditions submerged, and specialized
supporting pummel provided -- schools organized as centers of inquiry
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would probably sake no discoveries of consequence foram years.
How to induce sore lower class youngsters to grapple zestfully with
academic issues say elude the most determined efforts. But i strongly
suspect that observing adults honestly wrestling with intellectual
problems might win sore youngsters to the life of the stud than any
other experience the schools could devise. And even if youngsters
remaieed unresponsive, teachers in urban schools, at lest, would
achieve the kind of quality and equality in education to which this
conference_eipires.

541.1.4t
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SUPPLOMMTARY COMMINTS

by
Robert Schaefer

I don't think I have much to add of anything to the
paper. I might summarise it very briefly. I began by re-
affirming a faith in multiple causation and the complexity
of this problem; I then indicated some of what I call the
external rewards which are available to teachers and con-
cluded that in the central cities these rewards of money, of
prestige and the fringe benefits are somewhat less than they
are normally. I then talked about the variety of motives
which influence individual teachers on what they are seeking
in the role, the conclusion generally being that teaching in
the central cities affords little reward for most people and
that there are possibly two several approaches to the situation:
OW if to get some high level of energy, enthusiasm and charis-
matic leadership. I think this is represented, for example,
in St. Louie by San Shepard and his group, working on the
problem actively, energetically.

Another variation of the same thing is to try to set
up schools where you look at the problem frankly as wide open,
and you admit and feel confident that no one knows anything
about this. The thing to do is to look at it, and to inquire
about it, and change the atmosphere of the school from one
that's doing a job, as if it could be dons, to ono that's trying
to do a job and is wide open as to haw you do it.

That's essentially what I've said. I guess I will find
out more whet I've meld when I listen to th rawaanta.

17e
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DISCUSSION
by

Judson Shaplin

Looking at our first point; that is, the flow of occupational movement of
talented teachers think tba evidence is pretty clear that teachers follow the
same avenues of social mobility that the population in general follows; that is,
we have a movement frost rural and sash town to urban areas, and with urban areas
to select schools and select communitiem, r'nd the smaller, less prestigaful in-
stitutions of training feed directly into the elite schools and the elite com-
munities. This pattern is pretty well-established and pretty fundamental.

There is another pattern which I would label as a provincial pattern. which
las always bean strong in education and is at the base of much of our certifi-
cation regulation. Much of the political interference with the schools arises
from the desire of locals to stay locals and teach *ere they live; this is a
prevailing pattern in the large cities at the moment and creates a great many
problems

NW, as we go through another cultural phase and what seem to be new and
difficult tasks maims to public visibility, the basic question that poses itself
to me is: can we expect the members of a depresoed profession who follow this
social taobilitt pattern, to do the sob with our talented.teachere concentrated
in our best leboolet Can we 'neat tuft to *Om over into essentially more
difficult, less rewarding situations, to take on the social.
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jobs which we see as having to be done at the moment? I personally
think not. I don't think we can expect this.

I think we can expect a better job from people in their posi,,Ions
wherever they are, and this is a question partly of leadership. But I
don't think we can expect a massive move-over, the massive expression
of social conscience from a depressed profession.

Taking another point, I think there are certain institutional
barriers to recruitment; that is, we in education are bound to a limited
pool of limited talent for our leadership. This pool is the fully-
certified teacher who has gone through teacher training exercises in the
colleges and universities. And there are deadening entry points. In
other words, within the prestige system of the universities, programs
of teacher-training are low on the totem pole. Wen though in the
occupational structure the teacher outside, as viewed by others, may
be high up, it'e low down on the totem pole within the colleges and
universities. There is limited visibility of specialized positions
and there is limited visibility to the college students of the leadership
requirements in education.

There is also an over-long apprenticeship before one can move into
any kind of leadership, and it is a deadening apprenticeship, because for
most part it is spent in schools of one kind under poor leadership.

Now I think Bob Schaefer in his paper stays within this pool --
this is what he is talking about -- and if somehow there is an expectation
that we are going to recruit, from within this, people who have some
bebagioral science background who will study the problem, I just don't
have confidence in this pool aid I think we need cross-over channels
for highly talented persons to enter education.

From business, from engineering, from law, from whatever other
professions, people vho decide they are in something they don't _like,
people who have a natural feeling for teaching, who want to instruct
others, right now they are barmd from eritre, arid w have over-long
training and awkward training situations 141 bring them in. And we've
got to attack this problem and make it possible for cross-over.

Leaving out the highly talented -- such a person -- moving over
from anthropology and psychology into education at the university level,
by present certification revirements, I can't work in the school, although
I have devoted seventeen years of my life to it.
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Going on to another point, I think the discussion in rany of the
papers, several papers, perhaps all of the papers, has tended to narrow
our conception of equality. Each paper ends up with conceptions and
problems of the culturally deprived before it finishes, and Schaefer does
this as he comes to the end of his paper.

I'd like to protest that we are not only thinking about lower class
and culturally-deprived people, but we are thinking about the disadvantaged
in other senses when we talk about equality of opportunity. This is clearest
in Mr. Kirk's paper, when he talks about the various types of developmental
difficulties that kids can have, and it becomes particularly poignant when
we think of the talented in other Imes than academic areas within the
schools. After ell, three-quarters of every class in every class must
stand below the top quarter, and within every family it's rare indeed
that all children distribute themselves in the top quarter of their class.

Now, during the whole recent decade or more when I was trained in
the Lloyd Warner era of sociology, anthropology and Yankee City, that whole
period of sociology which was aiming at the kinds of differences within the
schools and within society by class, and all during this recent social and
cultural emphasis upon the gifted, I've asked myself: when will the counter,
veiling power exert itself; that is, the deep egalitarian impulses in
American society and the pressure from the majoety of parents who don't
have gifted children, when will this exert itself?

L._

As I see it being exerted, I see that it is coming asymmetrically;
in other words, it's coming from a sense of urgent problems such as the
culturally deprived, and partly because of the peculiar orientation of our
own recent president, it comes very heavily in special education, mentally
retarded, and so on, as expressed in legislation.

These are the areas where the federal government is putting forward or
is expected to put forward money in large amounts. The great middle ground
of so-called mediocrity, which the gifted programs claim that the whole
school systems were organized for, the center for the great broad band of
the mediocre in a mediocre program, is being passed by. I don't happen to
believe that, because I believe the American schools ha.a always concentrated
on the college preparatory and this myth of the schools focussed to the
middle, mediocre middle, I just don't believe that myth.

Another point, looking motet the culturally deprived, I am impressed
by certain things. I am impressed by the experiential and linguistic deficits
about which we are beginning to get a clearer idea because of recent work and
studies and programs.
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Following Kirk again, I cm very much impressed with the extent of
developmental retardation of a highly technical, nature requiring highly
technical diagnosis and highly technical treatment, and I am impressed,
putting the two together, cultural deficit and developmental deficit,
that these fit. So there is an enormous problem here requiring the highest
technical skill in areas where we know something but not enough -- but we
do know something. And I'm impressed by this.

I'm impressed by the process of alienation in the schools. Kids
who have deficits get beaten up intellectually, socially, emotionally in
our schools, ana they are cast off and rejected.

Now, I'm impressed by the intractability of the product, of the cast-
off product. At 16 what can you do with his12 He is so intractable at this
point, been alienated so by the noraal school arrangements. These students
are impervious to any kind of group process, group teaching process, anything
that we would normally consider as schooling.

I am impressed that the break- throughs seem to come with highly
individualized treatment. If you look at the progress in soclalwork,
t'ae neighborheed.workers who seem to have made some impact, you look at the
tutorial progAlerthat seem to be making some impact, at the counseling
researching which shows a man-to-man relationship.,of a very highly pereJnal
developments sense, I am impressed by the intractability and the enormous
work needed to retrieve someone.

And then Iblimprqssed again by the societal barriers to adjustment
of these kids, and here is the whole pro; lee that we really haven't worked
out very well, the relationship between entering employment and entering
the military forces, and we let these two markets play off against each
other, and we leave 16 to 18 to 20 year olds hanging in the air for a
couple of years. The employers won't employ them until they have their
service over. So what can they do? And they can't get in the service
if they have any kind of deprivation. She military has lost the function
of taking the deprived arA training them, the point which Martin Mayes
made.

Now, all this adds up to my person whose career is devoted to the
schools being impressed with the need for out-of-school instruction. We
see this developing new in a rather chaotic fashion -- pre-sebeols by
voluntary groups; special schools for alienated youth are not very
successful if they are within institutional schools; again done by
voluntary group, by social agencies, by a, whole welter of activities,
the job corps kind of propseition from the federal government -- the peculiar-
ity of the poverty program is that they are really not about to support
regular school institutions.
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I see there is nothing for formal_ education in the poverty program,
because they are rot going to put any money -- I suppose it's the religious
factor, I cuppose it's "agin" the federal aid spectre, but there is nothing,
nothing fur the public schools in the poverty program. There will be no way
of strengthening the public schools through that program.

Now, I think that these out-of-school institutions have to be insti-
tutionalized for the long haul. The settlement houses really never, got
institutionalized in this way -- little private foundations stru-glinE
along. Are we headed down this road? Is it to be in school or uut of
school? How is it to get public tax money at the local level? Federal
pressure is placing these programs outside the schools and going to make
connections with the schools difficult.

Without local institutions, local financing, some way of getting into
the public dollar, the question then will be: how long ean they be sustained
and row long can voluntary interests do it?

Let me take 6 little more time for the issue of who is going to do
the work in building new connections between education and social work,
other agencies, volunteer adults and students. There is an increased
interest, a fashionable interest on the part of psychologists and sociologists.
I consider this a great boon to education. Those people in institutional
education need every bit of help that they can get from any sotrce of society.

I think that this creates a whole great new pool for recruitment for
us. Somehow we have to find ways of taking those who demorstrate ability
and bring them into careers in this work. I don't have any clear image of
how this can be done, but I see the target. The are people we want in
education and we've got to institutionalize their entry because they can't
do it on an ad hoc basis. Much of social work has suffered because of this.
They have to have salaries and rewards.

I think that Schaefer's paper sees the formal profession as doing
the job. I don't see it that way at all. I see, pare - professional insti-

tutions and a new corps of workers, new people doing the job, and I am
worried about how we ma organize this for long-tern work, how to make
connections lath the schoo.,,,, how to capitalize on what is learned, how

to encourage the new recruits to attack our problems, and how to systematize
and rationalize the whole new structure. I'm worried about the way in
which the federal government is intervening illogically.

Now, let's take up the question of what do we knew. Schaefer assumes
that we know little. I am not going to make that assumption. We have been
working on this with intensity for five to ten years now, with increasing
intensity in recent years, but they are age-old problems. We have always had
a culturally deprived. It's in different locations in different parts of the
country. Ky whole professional career has had a succession of differing loci
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of this deprivation and the kinds of things to do about it. A lot of serious
work has been done over a long time. It's not all called formal education,
and it's not all in the educational literature; it's in a scattered literature.

But I am particularly impressed by the change in my own thinking which
has occurred as a result of the work of the last five years and of the last
year; that is, I think we can see certain directions and we need to systematize
a growing body of information. It's fairly chaotic, it's not in the university
tradition yet; It not done with the sense of scientific and formal evaluation
that we can have great confidence in.

I think that Mr. Shepard's work in St. Louis has shown that you can
sAmulate parents' interest in their children's progress, that you can get
their involvement and they will do things, that you can affect the fourerly
environment. I think his work has shown that you can organize teachers
and principals to get a significant response and new intensity of effort.
They are williag to work. I think this work has shown that children
respond eagerly if this kind of interest is shown in their 'ork.

I think the same kind of thing has been shown in the higher Horizons
Program, which is older. Sam Shepard has been working for at least five
years in this program, and Higher Horizons still longer, before its dilution
on egalitarian principles to the whole city. This work tas to be focussed;
it can't be watered down to nothing.

In the pre-school movement now we get something that the whole nursery
school movement of the past 20 years hasn't given 1.111. Now we are beginning to
get some concrete analysis of the meaning of lack of experience and some
concrete understanding of the meaning of deficit in language development.
This is emerging in the literature and it's something we are beginning to
know something about.

I think that Kirk's work illustrates, as I said before, the tremendously
difficult technical problems, t again there is a whole range of approaches.

I am impressed with the work of Schu2er at Hunter College in a
program for training teachers for culturally deprived areas. I haven't
seen the school, but I believe the whole character of a junior high
school in New York City has been changed by the introduction and staying
within that new system of a new crop of teachers recruited and trained in
it.

In a number of places professionals as well as vrlunteers are now
working on new materials directed toward particular social problems. There
are new readers, and so on.
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Now we have the problem that clearing houses of information are
necessary. No one man can find all of the things that are being done,
It is, as I said, a chaotic arrangement. It has a frenetic quality. But
I would insist we are not ignorant.

Now let me turn to the notion of inquiry school. I agree in principle
but I disagree in terms of pace and the job to be done. The children can't
wait for research of the long-term variety. I'm more a social reformer than
a scientist; I'll admit that freely. They have only one life to live and
we've got to do something now, so that I am for action research.

And this brings me to the behavioral sciences. I'm with Schaefer
and not with Mayer's comments of last night, but I place peculiar demands
upon the social scientists who are going to work with these problems.

I suppose after my work in team teaching in which I attempted to
get behavioral scientists to work on the design and evaluation of team
teaching projects that I ought not to be completely cynical about be-
havioral scientists because they can't contribute. They have been able
to contribute very little. But perhaps the problem wasn't significant
enough. We need behavioral scientists of the type w1),;) in the past have
devoted their lives to such persistent problems as crime and delinquency,
where they have actually worked in prisons; social. welfare, where they
have actually worked in agencies; health, where they have actually worked
in hospitals, where they are willing to undertake management of programs
that are not just research but also action. Sociologists, psychologists,
anthropologists are engaged in this kind of work in many areas but in-
frequently in education. I don't think we have much room for the
behavioral scientists who just wants to study the problem on a long-
term basis.

We want behavioral scientists, I think, who will join us as new
members of the team to help direct) who will do field experiments, and
by field experiments they will undertake action programs which they study
in process, with all of the multiple, difficult, outrageous number of
variables that are involved.

Now, I haven't attempted to deal with what I think is another
deficiency of the paper. It'a ca/led "The Recruitment and Training of
Schoolmen," and the paper says practically nothing about training. I
think this probably reflects his and my tiredness with the whole criticism
of training that's gone on for so many years now and the amount of energy
which we have put into this kind of thing. I hope the whole conference
will concentrate upon the problem of how much of training has generality or
is of a general nature that focuses brqadly and how much is specific, focussed
on the urgent problems.

When I look at Kirk's problem, then I begin to think about very highly
technical training. How many in the elementary schools know one darn little
thing about the kind of developmental difficulties that he is talking about
and trying to remedy, and yet before them are the kids everyday in the classroom.
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DISCUSSION
by

Theodore Sizer

I'd like to first look at a couple of points which I thought were pretty
good in Bob Schaefer's paper and elaborate on them and save most of my time to
concentrate on one particular point where I think a greater emphasis is needed.
I think it's useful to look at a couple of these points and highlight them, as
some of them are not as emphasized in the paper as they might be.

Very good is the paper's recognition that there is little difference between
the rewards, the salary rewards as well as the psychic. rewards between the newcomer
and the person about to retire. People say teachers' salaries have gone up. If
you look carefully, the rise has been largely with the novice teacher. And this
is fine. You get the person for three years. But what this foreshortened reward
system does for the person aiming for a career should be obvious, indeed.

Second, Bob makes the very obvious point which most of us have forgotten for
generations, and that is that teachers differ just as children do. It's always
ironic that you take masses of prospective teachers and put them in great big
lecture halls, lecture to them all the time about how children differ and how
when you get into your classroom you must teach kids differently, and then we train
all the teachers in the same way. Teachers do differ. They should be trained
differently. They should be handled differently in the schools. To assume that
every teacher has the same qualities to provide in each classroom is palpably
absurd.

AWthe point I think that Bob makes is a good one.

Third, I think he puts his finger on a very important point when he says
that our enterprise, our efforts so far have been to try to get better people
into the schools rather than trying to change the intellectual climate of the
schools, to keep these better people alive and do better by those who are already
there.

One of the most depressina things; I think; for those of us who are involved
in recruiting and training able people for the schools is to see what happens to
too many of them five, ten years out -- the system closes in on them and their
minds close in, and you wonder where that bushy-tailed, able fellow was that you
knew ten years previous.
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Fourth! a phrase he uses which, I think, puts his finger on one
aspect of training -- I think we should talk a bit about training -- Bob
says that reflection must be applied to the psychological translation of
content. The concern here is how you take a discipline and translate it,
if you will, into something that makes sense for this particular group of
children in this particular city.

Now, I would argue that this problem is not only psychological,
though psychological in part it clearly is. Much of this translation has
to do with the structure of the discipline itself, the inherent logic of
the subject, and it seems to me that this point is too often overlooked.

The selection or translation of what is taught requires a grasp of
the logic of the subject in a way that makes it possible for a child to
learn sequentially. This is a point that, of course, John Dewey called
method in 1916; Jerome Bruner now calls it structure -- it's really the
same thing. But it raises an interesting question, I think, about much
of the present eminent in the training of teachers. Is the selection
problem, ..hich is the host sophisticated problem, I think, that a prospective
teacher faces -- how he translates, how he selects from his discipline what
the child would learn -- is this education, is it pedagogy, is it in this

case, let us say, history? Where does the line between pedagogy and the
logic of the discipline break off? Where does subject matter stop and
education start?

It seems to me it underscores the absurd weakness of this poliarity
we have had between subject matter versus education. The two are so
fundamentally intertwined you cannot get them apart, and the longer we talk
about the polarities, let's get people from this side and that side, the
more absurd it gets.

In my experience, the most profound training in the subject that
our students get is to teach. There is no better crucible for the future
historian than to teach history, because he bits history in a way he never
had before. And to call practice teaching purely pedagogy is absurd. It

should be seen as a working-out, a fundamental working-out of the subject,
whatever the subject can be.

So when Bob says in passing, reflection must be applied to the
psychological translation of content, I'd want to underline that in red
to say that it is a much more complex problem than simply psychological
and that by looking at the problem in this vay, some of this absurd
polarity that we have been accustomed to will disappear.

And, finally, I like Bob's'humility when he says we don't know much,
but I would rather come down a bit more on Jud's side of the fence. I think
our problem is that we know little but our rester problem is we haven't even
acted on the little we know.
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We say a great deal in conferences of this kind about differences,
cultural differences, individual differences, and we have been saying tale
same sort of thing for well on forty years in different ways, but our
school systems have yet to act on this in any effective way. And the
problem is how to get the ideas which we can agree on translated into
something that works.

Again, here is this problem, the problem of the whole progressive
era in the twentieth century the rhetoric is up here and the practice
is down here. And.the extent to which rhetoric did not affect the practice
has been very much misunderstood.

Well, so much for pointing out these few points that I have wanted
to emphasize. I'd like to turn in considerably more detail to, again, one
phrase in the paper and I will make the dangerous assumption that I can
put aside for a moment the question of the details of what we mean by
equality and inequality of education, and I would like to turn, rather,
to given programs, given ideas. How are we going to get these into the
life-blood of the educational system?

There is a double-barreled problem here. There is the problem of
what to do; there is the problem of how to ao it. You can't look at the
two separately.

Bob in his beginning remarks talks about a comment of Martin's
about the level of Wit of the educational establishment, and he brushes
it off, saying he doesn't want to have us look at the level of wit of
educationists. I think that's wrong. It seems to me this is a very good
place to start, this looking at the level of the wit of educationists,
because while someone, I forget who it was, last night said there is no
single major catalyst to educational reform, I would suggest to you that
there is, among the cluster of important cstalysts, one that stands out
in my view as of highest importance, and that is the nature of this very
establishment; that until the educational establishment can be depended
upon, there 17121 be no reform.

Mr. Conant, I think, in his latest book -- poor Mr. Conant gets
clubbed when be is not around; I guess he gets c lobbed when he is around,
too, nowadays -- but his latest book disappoints me in a number of ways
and excites me in others. One of the major disappointments is, again,
he goes around the establishment. You cannot go around the establishment.
You may not like it, and therefore the answer is not to circumvent it;
it's to seize it, because willy-nilly the people who run the schools and
train the teachers and who control the certification authorities who man
the state departments of education in the United States Office of Education
are povrerful individuals and they must be some way seen as the major
catalyst and dealt with accordingly, without which the establishment will
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see to it that nothing happens. And I'd suggest we'd better look very hard
at this first problem.

Most of the discussion, not only here but in books recently -- Mr.
Conant's, Jim Nerner's and others -- has been about teachers in a mass.
am are we going to better train teachers? How are we going to better
recruit teacbers? Row are we going to better hold teachers? And it seems
to me this is really Question NImber 2.

Question Number 11 to look at it strategically for a minute, is rather
that the discussion should be about the teachers of teachers and the 10
or 15 percent of the people in the school systems who make the decisions.
Because if the teachers of teachers are fifth-rate, two things will surely
happen:

1. The instruction of prospective teachers will be of low quality;
and

2. The bad teachers of teachers will drive away, they will not
attract, the very people you want.

So, until you get powerful educationists who attract to them first-
rate people, you are going to get nowhere.

Second, I look at the power structure of the schools. Far too little
is known about this, I grant youl but given what we do know, it is clear that
important decisions are made in the administrative hierarchy in the school
systems, the key people in the states being the school swerintendents, the
principals, the department chairmen, and so forth. In the way we have organized
our schools, teachers count for little in the making of decisions. We can
deplore it-- I deplore it -- but I would suggest that the fastest way to
change this is not to try to recruit more teachers and then frustrate them
by putting them under less than competent superintendents.

I would suggest starting with the superintendents. You can pick
out school systems in this country where there are extraordinary things
going on, and where you look is the superintendent's office and the
principal's office in the schools. The importance of these people is
very great indeed.

principal who stays classroom in a very fundamental way. He may
not teach 150 kids in 30 groups, 50 three-minute periods, but if
his major focus is on instruction, it seems to me he is a teacher. And
if we got men into school systems who focussed on the learning, the way

this Is ,A gross failure. To me a principal, who is worth a damn is a

he
says pearls leave the classroom. When a principal leaves the classroom

e

people are teachers.
children learn and how to teach them and what they are taught, these

One thing I very strcz2gly object to in Schaefer's paper is when
pearls
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And so what I'm suggesting here is let us look at the hierarchy. I
am most specifically saying the hierarchy at many points should be teachers
in the broadest sense.

Furthermore, if you identify these people and if you start defining
administrative positions) not as administrative but as positions of
educational leadership, you open up careers for people who are interested
by the intellectual problems of education as well as or in exclusion of
the purely administrative.

Well) what do I mean by establishment? It's defined in many, many
ways. I would like to define it as those who train teachers from the
professional side, though I will have just finished saying I am not sure
where the line between professional and the non-professional is drawns
and the key men, the influential men in the school systems -- what do
they look like? What should they look like?

The first thing to point out is that the establishment should be,
and in many places is, varied. education isn't a discipline; it isn't
a subjec t. It isn't like physics. It's an enterprise. And a school
of education ideally isn't like a department of physics. It's like a
college where people from different points of view, coming from different
academic disciplines, with different perceptions, are looking at one
thing in common, and that is the same enterprise, which is education.

There is no such thing, in my view, as a professor of education pure
and simple. A professor of education and what? A professor of education
in what sense? We call them professors of education, but if you look under
the skins of the best ones, you find that they are looking at the world
from a particular point of view -- a professor of education and mathematics,
a professor of education and administration. And the different points of
view looking at the enterprise, it seems to me, is an important point to
keep in mind.

Thus, this implies that the establishment is drawn from many disciplines;
that is, it should be drawn from many disciplines, and the problems of schools
of education, as the three of us can testify, is not nearly so much looking
at other schools of educations other departments of education for recent
graduate students as it is for looking through our whole universities for
people that can be recruited to the cause.

I sit as the dean of a faculty, the majority of the members of whom
hold doctorates in fields other than education, and a third of whom hold
appointments in arts and sciences, as well. Is this a school of education?
In the departmental senses of course not. It's a college with linkages all
over the place, with people looking in very different ways at the world.
The only common element is they are looking at the same enterprise. You
must assume a variation . Of vourse, you can extend this along.
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It assumes that people coming in this enterprise are trained in very
different ways. They come from very different poluts of view.

Having said that, the second point I'd like to make about the estab-
lishment is that educational problems are worthy of careers; that is, those
who would suggest that the problems of the schools can be solved by people
from othar disciplines moving in and out quickly, the one-shot, hit-and-run
curriculum dev elopmant project, the one-shot, hit-and-run research project
seem to me to kid themselves. You can't alter any part of the edumtiont,
apparatus now without getting the domino effect. You can't touch junior
year physics without starting all the dominoes going down, because to get
junior physics, what does this imply about sophomore year mathematics
and freshman year science, and so forth and so forth? What does it mean
about how to train teachers? If you are going to change the physics
curriculmm, you bring your physicists in to do it. What does this mean
for teachers, so forth and so on?

The fabric is such that you must look at it as a piece, and this means
it makes it difficult for the reforms of education to be done by part-timers.
I am not suggesting that part-timers aren't important or that they may not
constitute the major source of reform. What I am suggesting is there has
got to be a core, an establishment of first-rate people who are going to
spend their lifetimes looking at the whole fabric.

Of course, there are examples to support this. For instance, take
probably the most successful curriculum development project, the physical
science study committee, which has had a significant impact here and abroad,
but look at the concessions they have made. For instance, they ignored
individual differences. Yes, I see it's aimed at one group, does very
well by that group, but there are all sorts of problems which aren't
considered about the nature of learning and about the differences between
learners.

Second, and to me quite dangerously, it preserves the status quo. It
accepts the self-contained classroom. It accepts that teachers act the way
they act now. It accepts the present hierarchy. And I would suggest that
such a program might have' been far more effective if somehow there was an
attempt to see these areas which were perceived by those working as peri-
pheral. Of course, they perceive this now -- and this was the first one,
so obviously the mistakes were made -- but hopefully such curriculum reform
going forward will see the larger picture in a better way.

Really, here then I em arguing that we need an establishment absolutely,
and it has to be an establishment of first-rate -- and we can call them
professors of education if you want, and school superintendents, but it
seems to me they have to have some of these characteristics I've suggested.
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Third, and this is somewhat harder to defend, harder to describe,
it seems to me that the establishment must be made up of revolutionaries.
What do I mean? I reagy mean that as I see education and the attempts
so far to Change education, I am convinced that we need dynamite, we need
a revolution.

When you look at the efforts again, the distance between the rhetoric
of the progressive movement and the schools, particularly in the big cities,
if you look at what happened in Boston in the 1920's and 1930's, the rhetoric
up here, the changing of course titles and the same things going on in the
schools, you begin to see that the tradition, the present system is so
deeply entrenched that it's got to be moved in a radical way. And this seems
to me a very important pointAo start from, because we find so many of our
efforts now involved simply with messing with certification requirements,
when the whole system, the whole assumption behind certification needs to
be revised.

Do we change the law this way/ Well, put that away. What do we
want in the schools? Or we work on one subject. We say we% get something
going in the fine arts in the schools, without taking a step backwards and
saying, what is it we want children to know about. What are the humanities
in the sense of a school of one kind compared to another kind? What is
the whole cluster of subjects? What does the whole curriculum mean and
where, then, does the fine arts work that you are doing fit in? And
you've got to break apart this notion that there are nicely boxed separate
subjects in the curriculum to get any reform of any real significance.

We talk about education -- and it dish; .bed me a little bit last
night -- we talk about education as that which goes on in schools. We
know perfectly well that the informal agencies of education may be just
as powerful, indeed probably are a good deal more powerful and will, remain
so than what the formal institutions of education can provide. We can
say that that is beyond the scope of education and the schools simply
must work in their own way. But I hawn't seen nearly enough talk among
educators about what they are doing about television, what they are doing
about the mass media, about looking at the problems, about accepting certain
area, certain cultural pressures in a systematic way.

Instead of having the schools simply reacting, what about trying to
put these together? I don't think we can afford, any longer to talk about
education as simply that which goes on in schools. It's much harder to
talk about it more broadly. But the efficiency with which we have learned
now to educate people out of school behooves us to look at the whole picture
insofar as we can.

Furthermore, we must continue to get out of the trap of the po3stities
which bog u -- academic versus vocational education. I've already mentioned
education versus subject matter. These whipping-boys seem to be getting in
the ':Tay too often of the real problems:
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Finally, the problem really is, why is a revolution needed, and
why must the establishment be revolutionary/ The fact is that by and
large education is as conservative an institution as we have, save
perbaps the church, simply because education reproduces itself. It's
very 'rd to get anything but mandarins in an educational establishment,
because the very institution which trains, then hires produces its own.
And people, particularly when faced with massive Goole ,roblems, tend
to react the way they were taught, and you get this terrible ingrown
conservatism.

The key fault, it seems to me, of today's establishment is the
lack of self-criticism, and it seems to me there are two ways of des-
cribing this lack of self-criticism, or explaining it:

1. that they are afraid, and

2. they don't know what to criticize because they are so much
a part of it, or we are so much a part of it

And I think I would cane down as much on the latter as on the former.
There has got to be same way of getting inside the establishment, as well
as outside the establishment, some rough criticism.

Well, enough said. The problem, as I see it, train the recruitment
and training of school= point of view is to look at where the first and
probably most productive point.of leverage is. I think it is with the
trainers of teachers and that 3.0 to 15 percent which make decisions in
the schools, and I would start zeroing in on the recruitment and training
of them in some of the will;, tizst I have suggested here.



RESPONSE
by

Robert Schaefer

Actually I had hoped that what some of the respondents
would say world sufficiently start the adrenalin flowing and
that it would overcome a sluggish metabolism. But actually I
can't disagree very heartily with anything that's been said.
What this indicates to me is the failure of cow unication of
a paper in certain areas.

I will respond to a few things, however, just to try to
clarify what was intended.

Jud (Shaplin) remarked initially that he thought the
paper was confined to a consideration of the existing pool of
teachers. To a large degree this is true, except the school,
conceived as a center of inquiry, certainly was not intended
to let out of the picture by any means all kinds of specialists
and persons from other than the traditional mill-produced
teachers. In fact, it seems to me to actually inquire about
the nature of learning in central cities.

My definition involves a wide range of people and
talents. However, I would like to take issue with Jud's notion
that within the teaching pool as currently conceived there
isn't a great deal of unused talent, as Ted (Steer) indeed
remarked.

Look at New York City, for example; 80% of the teachers
come from the four city colleges. The four city colleges have
relatively high selection standards for admission. Yet the
schools are in a great mess.

I would agree wholeheartedly with what Ted has been
saying about education not being a discipline but an enterprise,
a vocation or what have you, end that there is no such thing as
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a professor of education but rather a professor of education
and psychology and history and sociology and philosophy, et
cetera. He may be joiLaJ by particularly experienced practi-
tioners working in close association, but obviously there is
no such thing as a discipline of education.

In terms of a revolution required, I would wholelieartedly
agree with the tone of what Tad was saving, that indeed revolu-
tion is required. But if you look at the actual demands of
the school, the revolution could very well start right there in
the classroom. It may require the leadership and the imagination
of particularly able ?Arsons to gat it started. But the sheer
Lulk o! having to teach five or six classes a day, wit h a set
of textbooks, vn the assumptions that this is a plausible
enterprise seems to me utterly ridiculous.

If you drop the pretense here and look at this as a
centix of asking questions stout it i having time to reflect
about either the structure of history or the psychologizing
of the curriculum, and to tackle these kinds of problems in
groups and individually on a ranch reduced teaching day, that
would indicate 60Q8 of the possibility of a great revolution.

Agreed, the enterprise needs radical revision.
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ADDITIONAL QUERIES AND COMERS

Sidney Hook: I want to begin with a
remark on Dean Sieer's observation that we must commence with
the trainers of teachers in order to introduce the necessary
reforms. I think we have to begin further back. The trainers
of teachers already presupposes that you have your students in
teaching colleges or teaching institutes. But where do those
students come from?

We will predict that most of them will come from liberal
arts colleges. But now if you examine the attitude of the
people in liberal arts colleges to education and to schools of
education, you will find that, to put it mildly, it's not one
of great trust. Sometimes it is expressed in a very contemptuous
attlxude.

The result is that the schools of education often get
rejects from the liberal arts colleges of those students who
are not able enough to enter graduate schools and specialize
in subject matter.

Now, this calls attention to the importance of using
the liberal arts college as a recruiting ground for top-flight
people in education. Part of the reason that the people in
academic institutions are critical of schools of education is
that they maintain they are trying to teach subject matter

And unless I misunderstood the drift of what was said this
morning it seemed to be some confirmation of the view that

well as methods of teaching, and that you can't make a distinc-
tion between the two.

the teachers' colleges ought really to teach subject matter at

aub-
ject matter and still not know how to teach it. In fact, there
is a great plesvmption on the part of the academic coltecee to-

perfectly clear to me that a man can know his sub-

which is primarily the concern of the liberal arts college.
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day, now that teachers' colleges are under attack, that they
can take over the teaching job and that anybody who knows
anything can teach it.

As most of you are aware, or should be aware, the
worst teaching in the country takes place on the liberal
arts level. There is absolutely no training for people who
teach liberal arts, and the odd situation today that we con-
front is that the people in teacherel colleges are being
severely criticized by those, who, themselves, have no pro-
fessional preparation for teaching. And one wonders, then,
how this revolution is going to begin.

I think I would agree that if you want to recruit
teachers today, because of the competitive market you've got
to appeal to a certain idealism. You've got to appeal to
the things that we used to appeal to in the past, when we
recruited physicians, before they were se highly paid. To
succeed in doing that, you've got to change the attitude of
the academic liberal arts colleges and find outstanding members
of the faculty who regard teaching as one of the most important
vocations of our time.

In this connection I really was puzzled by hearing it
said this morning so often that education is not a subject
matter; it's not even a discipline. Well, in one sense, of
course, it isn't any specifle subject matter. True, education
is an art and surely we know something about it and surely we
can teach it effectively, even tf we regard education as an
art -- music is an art, too -- but there are ways and means of
effective teaching.

When I occasionally visit classes of people in my depart-
ment, and I do with great trepidation because, as you know, in
liberal arts colleges there is a taboo against things of that
sort, though sometimes they ask me to come and watch them, I
am simply aghast at what takes place in these classes -- the
inability to organize material, the failure to even know when
a successful lesson had been completed.

Of course, you have to be very flexible. Th:'j reminds m
of the definition of education that we used to hear abeut yeare
ago: Mark Hopkins on one end of the log ani a student on the
other, std teaching takes place by free oceociaticn.
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There are various ways of teaching subjects. The
secret of good teaching is motivation and the arousing of
motivation, but you can't do it merely by going to a class-
room and improvising.

I am a little astonished that professional educators
should suggest that all you do is recruit a good man and put
him in a classroom. Well, of course, some people ara natural-
born teachers, just as some people are natural-born singers.
But in my own experience I've discovered that teachers who
couldn't even keep discipline in a clasp, and didn't know how
to prevent the students from running away with a discussion,
when told there were certain methods and techniques, learned
how to use these.

What struck me, however, is that in the schools of
education the teaching doesn't seem to be much better than
the teaching in academic colleges. It's almost like what I
heard in speech departments throughout the country. By same
law which I don't understand, almost all the teachers in
speech department don't know how to speak. I mean you are not
impressed. They never teach by example, and speech, I suppose,
is one of those things which should be tight more by example
than by precept.

Somehow or other there is not enough interest in the
actual psychology of teaching &Id a sense of failure to
realize how important communication is.

I have heard -- I won't identify the institutions or
the men from these institutions -- wonderfully organized
lectures which nobody in the class understood. No one could
dispute the fact that the man was a master of his subject.
But he had absolutely no notion of whether he was getting a
response fret his class.

Now, these are commonplaces. But somehow or other I
think they do challenge the attitudes that have been expressed
in some of the remarks made this morning, and I wonder what
response you would make.

Theodore Steer: I am a little flabbergasted
by what you inferred, about what Bob(Schaefer)called translation
and which I call selection., Translation, it seems to ma, to tho



art an:. craft of teaching. I wouldn't go so far as to say
there is a person who can specialize in teaching per se.
It seems to me the most difficult, sophisticated and demanding
job of the prospective teacher is to get from Point A, what
his discipline is, to the kid, Point B. It's the major job
of the school of education to take part in this translation.

Maybe I didn't make clear what we meant by translation.
I think this is what you are talking about.

Hook:
I do want to stress the

fact that there is a distinction between what we might call
the mastery of the subject and the subject matter and the
ability to communicate. A man can know a great deal and not
be able to teach well. Amen may knee very little about a
subject and teach brilliantly. Some of the most successful
teachers of dcience that I know of in high schools and colleges
have not made theoretical contributions of the first importance
to their subject, but they have been interested in the student,
and that's every important thing.

Of course, people have made fun of progressive education
because they said: we teach a child and not only a subject
matter. What they meant by that was that we teach a subject
matter by studying the child so that we can effectively
communicate as much as he can assimilate.

This failure to pay attention to the process of edu-
zation seems tome to mark a good deal of what we do, especially
on the liberal arts level.

I remember being asked by acne teacher -m I made
suggestions somehow or other he wasn't getting across -- he
said, "How do you know I am not getting across? I mean this
is a puny subjective judgment."

I said, "Well, I think I know when you are getting across.
When you have had a successful lesson you have left your students
in a state where they vIll pursue the subject outside of the
classroom. How often do they do that? What evidence have you
got that they do that?"

He eays, nu, wall, maybe."
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"Well, how do you manage to do it" 'd he had no
notion how to do that.

Now, I think schools of education ought not to concen-
trate so much on the teaching of subject matter -- you pre-
suppose that a man knows his subject matter ; but that you

concentrate on the methods of inspiring teachers and making
them or trying to develop them so they can inspire their
students. But to stress the research in subject matters in
schools of education, let that be done by others.

Robert Schaefer: It seems to me that the
lower schools and the liberal arts colleges have the same
attitude. The attitude basically is that teaching is easy.
In the colleges you assume it's easy if you know what you
are talking about and you know a discipline. In the schools
you assume it's easy and it's quite possible to teach all day
without reflecting upon the nature of the process or what has
happened to the kids you are working with, or having the time
to worry about the structure of knowledge or the psychologizing
of it, or what have you. You teach all day, the whole damn
day.

So we make verbal statements in teacher education in-
stitutions about the desirability of thinking seriously and
reflectively about teaching, but the actual setting doesn't
permit you to do this.

Hook: I wonder whether that com-
parison really is valid. I think you are doing an injustice Q0
TANat goes on in the elementary schools, It may be that a
teacher gets tired after teaching five or six classes. But
when he is teaching fractions or when he is teaching percentages,
he knows there are various methods that he could use, and he
tries them out. Or, when he is teaching languages, he knows
there is a way of getting partiGipatton of the class by using
various types and kinds of materials. He knows a great deal
if he's been properly taught.

Even in terms of one's experience, you ca be very helpful
in developing principles of pedagogy. But on the college level
that's not true at all. If you ask somebody what's the best way
of teaching Kant, he says -- well, he might say: you ask the
students what he thinks and you tell him what you think and that's
how you teach Kant. Well, of course, there is no. set way of



teaching Kant.

How do you know you have taught him properly? I
should say on the college level anything goes and nobody
cares, because your honor depends upon your research.

Juda°1:01alin I am literally shocked by
your presentation' that the school of education is where we
should have inspiration and method. I mean, what is method?
One of the greatest weaknesses of education is that psychologists
try to develop general principles without application to the
specific situation which someone could learn, and therefore
they make the very great mistake of never bringing their work
to any fruition for the practitioner(

And similarly someone who is to talk about method, how
can be talk about method separately from the knowledge: to be
transmitted? And this is a very critical intellectual exercise
that has to go on.

You highlighted the very greatest weaknesses now of
the schools of education, department of education; that is,
that they are composed of people who literally can't do any-
thing. They can talk about teaching, but not about teaching
anything.

I think there is a force in all our arguments this morning,
that it takes good people to do this and we are looking for them,
and it takes a variety of people from many disciplines to do it,
and you can't make a school of education without an interest
and concentration upon what is to be taught.

On the college side, I share your feelings. I think there
is a natural reluctance. We in professional education don't
overnight turn into the critics of the people :von wbom 'we
depend for our existence. I am waiting as an Educator or an
Educationist for t,ie professors of liberal arts to criticize
themselves. I have enough work to do, without taking on the
colleges.

Now, there is a wide ferment in the St. Louis area that
want') to make me the reformer of the colleges and of the uni-
versities, and so on. I think maybe a complex of things is
happening that will bring about some kind of reform, but it's
going to be under very great difficulty.



In other words, the universities and colleges are now
facing the problems that the schools have faced since World
War II. There is an enormous growth and there is a shortage
of personnel, and they are going to be complicated by larger
classes and less qualified people, and there is going to be
and is an enormous dissatisfaction building up with what happens
to kids who go through the colleges and universities, and this
is going to increase. And out of this spirit and groundswell
of dissatisfaction we may get same kind of reform.

If I undertake to criticize the liberal arts colleges
in the state of reform that you suggest, as a social reformer
that you suggest, I would stop being able to work where I live.

Boris Ford; May I just pick up two
connected points.

I suppose you are talking in this country -- we would
not talk in England -- about the nature of the conservatism
of the teaching profession. I think it's possible, I wouldn't
know, that the English teacher is by a whole series of pro-
cesses of recruitment and history more petty, bourgeois and
conservative than your own, but I don't think the comparison
matters here. He has emerged out of a social grouping whose
grasp upon prestige in his segment of the oommunity is very
slight and he is constantly, I think, nervous of his social
position and anxious to establish himself,

Now, I take this simply to be a fact with us, and you
can't gainsay it. And the question of trying to recruit a
whole teaching profession overnight from just some totally
different section of the community is an attractive topic for
discussion but hardly one for practical legislational policies.
We just have to deal with the extremely conservative teaching
profession that we have.

Any examination of the proceedings of the National
Union of Teachers is depressing in the extreme, I suspect
the same goes for your similar kinds of conventions.

What I think we ought to be casting around for are
ways of discovering the levers which, when Tuned, will
raise, to everybody's surprise, the largest load. And I
think this is a kind of analytical procedure Oat we in
England simply don't engage in at all. I suspect it's one
that the Russians eugage into some extent when, in all
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their educational planning, they quite specifically calculate
that for every good teacher there are two bad or two in-
different, and literally in their assessment of which tasks
can be done and what resources you need to do them, they make
this kind of simple rule-of-thumb calculation.

In England this would be thought singularly ill-mannered
of us, and we don't even get that far. But if I can illus-
trate what I am saying -- and I Inc only stating a problem out
loud we have gone, in the last two years or three in England,
through a really rather ghastly procedure which has resulted
in the creation of an enormous new exaning apparatus for the
less academic child. As you know, we have our GCEO level and
our GCEA level for tha more academic, aged 16 and then aged 18.
The less academic child, whom we have carefully located in
another kind of institution altogether, called the Modern School,
was, according to the rubric which got him there, going to be
freed from the pressure of the external examination and thus
the teaching to which he was going to be subjected would equally
be free from external compulsions and could suit itself to his
needs and move off with him into uncharted territories.

And the 1944 Butler Act was on the whole full of this
kind of idealism on behalf of the less academic child.

What in fact has been the history here? We brought into
the Modern Sehbol, as I call it, after the war, an unusual kind
of teacher, in that he was a person who had gone through the
war, in the services, was unqualified, and we put him through
the emergency training colleges and trained him in one year.

Now, as we all knew, this was impossible, so we said.
In fact, however, by this means we produced some of the best
teachers we've had. I don't think there is any doubt of this
at all. I enormously regret the closing down of the emergency
training colleges rather than their transformation into something
comparable.

Now, these people came in and they fitted the rubric
of the act. They were people of no great commitment to
teaching. They never thought of themselves as teachers until
the kind of accident of demobilization made them so. They were
lively. They welcomed the opportunity to work in this somewhat
experimental social atmosphere of the Modern School and they did
well.



Ten years later the orthodoxies had settled in,
arteries had hardened, interest had become vested and we
found that the Modern School was being staffed by pale
reflections of grammar school teachers, and the Modern
School was gradually trying to earn its respectability, not
by its unorthodoxies but by its increasing orthodoxies.
Precisely at this moment, of course, the Modern School
realized that it was without this marvellous machine for
respectability, the leaving examination, since by definition
virtually all the children in it were not capable of a
good performance in the GCO level at the age of 16.

There were, therefore, clearly two solutions. One
was to push as many children in the Modern School as you
possibly could into the GCO level, whether it was any good
for them or not, and scrape up what looked like a performance --
looked like a performance to parents, that is, who were most
worried by the fact that their children appeared not to be
getting the appropriate social cache. Secondly, of course,
was to concoct a new exam that would be apparently different
but in fact would be a pale, watered-down version of the GCE
and this would'produce a watered-down form of respectability.
Thus an enormous procedure was gone through three years age
by the thing called the Below Committee, Below himself being
a former chief educational officer of Surrey, and laterally the
lay chaplain to the Archbishop of Canterbury.

The Below Committee, which had upon it nothing that
even remotely looked like a sociologist and took good care not
to consult one in the whole course of its investigations, pro-
duced its formula for this Below GCE exam, everybody fearing
that before long they would have to have a below Below GCE
examination.

This was quite literally a kind of GC apparatus which
had written into it, of course, very large phrases about
teacher control, which was quite the last thing anyone would
now wish who wanted a serious examinatiou.

As a result of a large amount of quite literally
political fighting, it was at least transformed, between its
first appearance and its final promulgation, into an instrument
which permitted -- and I am getting, I think, to the aecond of
my related points -- into an instrument of examination which
permitted now three alternative ways of conducting the examina-
tion, and this is where I come to this question of the levers.
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Because it's all very w211 to blow off a very great deal of
steam about external examinations, though not enough of us inEngland do so because the external examinations has got the
absolute throttle-hold of the system.

What one has to find is almost literally a device whichcan substituee for the external examination something else whichhas radically different kinds of dynamic and educational pres-sures. And I think that we have now got written into the regu-lations for the Below Examination the CSE, Certificate of Secon-dary Education, three alternatives opened to the school as tothe ways children may be examined.

Onetis the formal external
off to whatever it is, Manchester
copies of an examination, and you
send the papers off and they mark
English pattern, as you know.

exam, which you merely write
or someone, and indent for 500
set pour:children to it and
them. This is the standard
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Or you can alternatively bring together a group of schoolswho are in the vicinity of each other and they can work out theirown common examination papers and submit them to the Board,and these will'then be approved, an external examiner appointedto the group, and will examine itself.

Or, thirdly, a school can in fact put forward Its ownexamination papers based on its own syllabuses, and again, withthe appointment of an external amaininer, these will then be approv-ed as the exam.

Mow, I think F.,6" A piece of paper work this was an absolutemajor victory. It established the equal validity, notionallyspeaking and prestigiously spear/Wig.. of three quite radically
di,72erent kinds of examination techniques. I don't think thereis any doubt that those schools which take up the third option;or take up, indeed, the second, which involves bringing schoolstogether locally, English teachers together, to discuss howthey would examine their rather different syllabuses, (math teachersditto) would largely transform the way in which the teacher inEngland viewed his role of teaching and the kinds of criticismthat he then subjected himself to from his colleagues. In Eng-land tm viruually never has any criticism at all, owing to akind of hallowed principle that the teacher is the lord of hisown castle in his classroom and no one comes into it and saysanything at all, let alone does he allow the trofessor Oooks,,as it were, in to offer him reflective thoughts on his incom-petence.
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Now, of course, the answer is going to be, you might say,
that no schools and no teachers are going to pick up alternatives
2 and 3. I mean, this is partly the snag of what has been achieved.
This is not quite so. In certain local authorities in England,
the chief education officers faced with this problem of imple-
menting this new exam, have in two or three cases at least said
that the whole thing has come on them too suddenly to get involved
in working out alternative 1, the external exam, and therefore for
a year or two schools have just got to fend for themselves under
alternatives 2 and 3, and it would be very interesting to see
what in fact they do.

Where we have examples of this kind of 4roup examining
or internal examining, it has almost transformed the dynamic of
education in that area.

In one such area, which was functioning before all this
began, I attended to give a talk to the annual meeting of the
examiners involved in running their own little group exam. This
might have been 10% of the enrolled teachers in those schools, I
suppose, or in some way involved in the exams. They said; we'll
have a whole holiday on the day of this meeting, merely to empty
the school in order to hold the meeting. All the teachers, 90%
of them, they say, may attend this meeting if they like as a
kind of gesture and sit in on the exam panels. In fact, 97% of
the teachers in those schools attended that day because, after
five years of ti is operation, all the teachers know that their
work was enormouey influenced by the kinds of exams that they,
by proxy through their immediatecolleagues, were creating for
themselves.

N
ow, I call this a leverbut I can suggest just one further

lever which, though an administrative device, if one likes, has
within it the seeds of revolution, and I take it this:Lein-a
sense what we want, In any event, talking about revolutions,
what we've got to do is to find the pieces of gelignite which in
face create revolutions.

There is no_ doubt in my mind that English education as
a whole would be absolutely radically revolutionized by one ex-
tremely minute procedure if we could insist upon it--let me
add thais an important parenthesis--and this would be that in
every examination, external and internal, books could be taken
into the exam. This, in my view, would absolutely revolutionize
both 10e exams themselves, the teaching that went en in relation
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to the exams, the ways in which the exams were marked, and the
assumptions you would draw from the examinations.

I've been concentrating on exams, because with us this
is quite clearly the point of the system that id most solidified
and conservative and has to be attacked first, and where attack
can have the largest effect. I suggest two almost technical
devices which could almost transform English education. I lave
left open the question as to whether you could in England or any-
where else actually legislate that (a) exams shall be internal
or grout) exams and (b) books shall be taken into examination,
whatever kind of exam it is.

This you may say begs the question. But it doesn't quite,
beg the question of looking for what I call, in one way, the
weakest point of the system and the one where the smallest
charge, the smallest pushir; of a lever will produce the largest
explosion. And I think we've literally got to approach our dis-
cusssions of this sort of program in education with this kind of
very calculated social engineering in mind.

H. Frees Butts: I am very much impressed by this
nation of where do we pick up, where do we find the leverage,
and Ted says it's is the teachers of teachers and in the training
of superintendents_ i think this is probably basically correct.

We have been going through a decade or more, we educa-
tionists, of very severe criticism from our academic friends
and our publicists, which has made up squirm and feel dirty and
incompetent as well as subversive, but I think the corner has
changed, I think we have turned the corner.

Jud mentioned the influx of thousands of new students
into the colleges and they are soon going into the graduate
schools, and what are they going to do? Inevitably some of them
are going to have to get into education, just because there is
no place else to go, if for no other reason.

Education is still:lowest on the academic totem pole, or
very low. I don't think we can count on the liberal arts colleges
to initiate the flow of the beet people into the field of pro-
fessionalenucation unaided, and probably we can't count on the
graduate schools, but in a sense I think maybe ue cau count on the
graduate schools more than we can on the liberal &sato colleges.

1



The hope 1 find is in the major graduate universitieswhich have not been able to prevent the development of major grad-nate schools of edudation bui; are now beginning to work with themmore and more closely. It seems to me this is the leveragefor the next decade or so.

Just count--tremendous influx into college, and Jud isdead eightthe colleges are going to be the next footballs.They are going to be the ones which will get more and moreattention from those who have been having a field-day with theelementary schools and the secondary schools.

And turn 41t around--the increased study of the importanceof education in developing countries is one 4 2 the most signifi-
cant things that's happened in the last decade, too.S
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In a country like ours, where we have been accustomed
to education for 200 years or nearly 150 years on a fairly
large mass scale, the rest of the world is waking up very quick-ly to the importance of education and the need for qualified andgood teachers. And they are desperate for education, and in thatdesperation they are beginning even to look in the Malted Statesas well as to Britain and other parts of the world for help.We have seen it time and time again with the hundreds and thousandsof Peach Corps volunteers, who have wanted to do smething, wantedto join the Peach Corps and, by golly, the only thing they coulddo was to become teachers in order to join the Peach Corps. Andtheir motivation to do something was even greater then the in-herited antipathr. for teaching which they've got in their liberalarts colleges. And what is happening is that hundreds of them arefinding that teaching is a pretty good outlet for the kind ofmotivations which led them into the Peach Corps in the beginning.So they are flooding back after Peace Corps service, many of themto continue gradate work and to try out this business of teachingor of graduate work in the fields which will lead then on intosome kind of educational work. In many cases they have had their

prejudices about education and teacher-training confirmed by thetrainitw ;ihograms they have had, but in other cases they haveZ,ound that the training really wasn't so bad as they has beenled to believe, after all.

The economists have discovered how important education isin economic development. Now the political scientists are disco-vering how important
'education is in political socialization,and the sociologists, and so on--I don't need to go down the list.

WAN"
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But the MIT Center for International Studies, the Harvard Center,the Princeton Center, the Yale Center and all age going to dis-cover that a country that wants to move from a traditional form.of society to a modern-form has got to press forward on the °du:-cational front.

It begins to open our eyes a little bit as to the roleof education. Clark Kerr said last spring that in a conferenceof economists from all over the world in Europe--I am not surejust where it was and I can't quote exactlybut he was reportingtheir general judgment that as they looked at America in the last150 years and tried to explain why economic development was sorapid and so important here, they decided it was not cum. munifi-cint natural resources, it was not our great genius for technology,it was not our free enterprise system so much as it was the spreadof free public universal education.

I look forward with a lot more optimism that I did adecade ago to the leveregeby which the prestige of education canbe raised so that the very beat people will be coming into theschools of education as they work in and through the graduatefaculties, and we have got three good examples before us today.

Urie Bronfenbrenner: If it be correct that it is when
you teach.a subject that you learn a subject, or at least thatthis is one of the vehicles for teaching, it would follow thatthis would be relevant, not only in the training of teachers, butpresumably in teaching; that is, that the experience of teachingshould be mtilized not only incolleges but in secondary or perhaps
elementary schools.

This idea has some interesting implications, particularlywhen you hOve seen it used. It isa feature of the Soviet edu-
cational system, and a very ingenious one, and its primary aim
is not subject matter teaching, but essentially the teaching ofattitudes and orientations with respect to your fellows.

The assumption is that most persons need subject matter
primarily in their work because they have to be able to ccamunicateabout it, and that in most jobs, profeasionel, technical andotherwise, most of your time is spent in showing somebody elsehow to to the parts of this job. Therefore, teaching should be
a fundementaVpart of learning any subject matter.
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This has a number of other implications in terms of theproblems that were cited here. Soviet classrooms, while legallysupposedly small, actually are numbering 40 or 50. This is apracticable solution. It has a further impact in terms of theattitudes which are communicated about teaching and the interestand enthusiasm about teaching. Teaching becomes an excitingexperience when you have to do it every day, when you begin toget rewards from it from other kids who say, "Thanks. Now Iunderstand." It leads people to value teaching and to want tobloom= teachers;

It relates to another possibility, this question of how dowe train teachers. It seems clear to me that the training ofteachers is a university undertaking, not a school of ecucationundertaking even primarily, and that one of the possibilities,one of the devices, the levers one might attempt to experimentwith is to get the subject matter departments or persons in thesubject matter departments who are interested to introduce theteaching of the subject matter ss a device for the learning ofthe subject matter, not for the training of teachers but becauseit assists in the process to which therarciptimarily committed.

I call attention to this because I think this kind of devicesimultaneously has the possibility, of meeting problems of subjectmatter learning, of motivation for the teaching profession andof increasing the status and prestige of teaching activity atall levels of the educational system. And it may represent thekind of device which in our society is possible to introducewith:consequences; it becomes a snowball and an exciting thingcould help change the picture which now confronts us.

Martin 1/yeri
There are two very closely relatedpoints I wanted to make.

One of them is that we have has an establishment of revolu-tionaries which has the usual problem of the terror and which hasthe difficulty that every establishment of revolutionaries hasjust conducted the last revolution and is damned it anybody elseis going to conduct any revolution. I think it is an unfortunatething and I think that the word "revolution," though a very;attractive one in certain styles of conviraation and life, is abad word. What we want are gamblers. This is, of course, whatis being talked about in the attempt to rescue the modern school
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from the slough which people who talk "parity of esteem" put itin. In this connection, Mr. Shaplin's point on the volunteers andon the question of bringing people in is in large part a questionof how much you are willing to gamble. Our certification require-ments, our tight organizations of schools, our superintendencysystems, our external examinations, all of these are efforts toavoid the gamble which is inkerent in human existence.

What we all are talking about is an effort to see if wecan't somehow reverse this, it we can't somehow make use of peoplewhose qualLifications have not been officially certified by anorganization established and warranted to certify people, if wecan't develop programs which will not necessarily lead to whereeverybody thinks programs ought to go, everybody being theeverybody who's been officially licensed to have an opinion onthis sort of matter. If we try to look at it in this way, interms of taking risks, of broadening the effort with the fullexpectation that we are going to have a lot of failures--we aregoing to have a lotl.of failures, anyway - -we may be a good dis-tance ahead of the game.

I'd like to take one second on the argument between DeanSizer and Prof. Hook. I once had occasion to play with thisproblem of trying to figure out what something you know verywell looks like to somebody who never ran Into it before. Thisis a profound intellectual effort. It is by no means a hundredper cent a question of what is in the child. It is to a verylarge extent a question of what is in what you are teaching. AndI believe that this is what Dean gizer was saying, and I thinkthat any step backward from that is a step very far back interms of our understanding of what we are doing.

The_ Chairman;
I'll take a total of three or

four minutes--to comment on some of the points which I thinkwould have made me happier had they received some expansion.

In discussing the reward system, I think we need to
remember that what constitutes a reward for anybody depends onhis expectations, and the expedtations of men and women teachersare markedly different, not only markedly different but almostthe obverse of each other.

In this regard, The MA and the Alt, although they fie*

1



about everything, agree that everybody needs more money and thatmen and women teachers should be treated with complete equality,and that they are to be differentiated in no way at all, and thatin fact only a few minor physical
differences differentiate themat all in the classroom.

This, of course, I think is hardly the truth, but this isthe situation under which we operate in the schools.

Also in terms of a merit system to which Dean Schaeferreferred very pointedly and very well, we have the anomale thatin the school system everybody opposes it. Here, again, the NEand the AFT combine their strength to tell us that the merit sys-tems are bad. Moreover, the brightest teachers in our school sys-tems are the ones who are most articulate in their attacks onany system of merit. And the only people apparently, who arewilling to give any consideration to merit systems at all as apart of the reward system are the administration and a number offairly undistinguished teachers. This as anomalous, it's para-doxical.

Regardingthe matter of subject matter mastery, to whichProf. Hook referred, I think some very subtle but really signi-ficant differences obtain in relation to the subject which isbeing taught. Certainly any teacher in the secondary school whois teaching secondary school English whould have a grasp ofsubject matter which enables hiss to understand the grandeur ofShakespeare of Milton. In other words, he must to able to reachout to the ends of the discipline to know what it is he istalking about. And similarly in social studies, we have to haveptople teaching about social studiew who are really aware of whatsocial studies is all about.

On the other hand, if we were to insist that those peoplewho teach either science or mathematics in our secondary schoolsare people who are at the forefront of either science or mathema-tics, we'd be left with nobody at all. And here, again, I thinkProf. Hook's point is accurate that here, paradoxically, we veryfrequently fiud that the people who ane uncommunicative in theclassroom, and in their intense interest in quantified datarather than descriptive material, kill off interest in ordinaryelementary and secondary classrooms.

What we are suggesting here is that very different typesof training may be required for teachers of different subjects.
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Another matter is the requirements for teachers. 1.12's triteand it's commonplace, but what you need is somebody who loves
children, and this is apparent to anybody who is in the school
eestem from day to day. Teaching has been likened to art. Youbeee to have an ear for music, X suppose you have to have an eyefor form, and the equivalent of this in teaching is a love and
patience for children, which not all teachers have. The tea-chers who come to us, whether they come from thepgleges of
education or the liberal arts schools, are very frequently not
only not lovers of children but are, In a surprisingly large
number of cases, inimical to children. They are dangerous:.
to children, and we would be well off if we could take these"
people, since they operate on tenure, if we could give them their
salaries for the rest of their lives and tell them to stay home.
Everybody would be better off. These people are already in our
schools, and in considerable number.

The rule-of-thumb of one good teacher for two incompetents
is--I won't say that's a geneous appraisal or not, but it's not
too far from what the facts are.

Here too, we are dealing with scholars, and the scholars
need to be reminded that most of the education of teachers and
administrators takes place on the job. I have never, without
exception, seen a brand-new school teacher coming into a school
system, regardless of the greatness of the institution he has
come from, who was really prepared to do a job. We all learn
our job on the job and staff development is really one of the
great responsibilities of the school administrator We learn
so much.

We don't know what it is you are to teach them in your
own schools, because we don't know what problems they face. I
can only suggest that there is an attitude that should be taught,
an attitude which should be conveyed. One of these attitudes is
perhaps a matter of selection rather than teaching. Maybe the
thing to do is to select for teaching those people who, for
reasons going back far into their youth, are inclined to be
adventuresome rather than fearful. Secondly, somehow or otherby exhortation or example, in the colleges we must teach peopleto be less fearful and Give them some commitment to the innovative
principle in education, because the vast majority of teachers who
come lac our schools are committed not to the innovative prin-
ciple but to conservatism. Especially the youpgsters, and the
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younger they are and the more recently they have come to us from
your colleges, the more conservative and reactionary they are and
the less innovative they are.

Practically, if you look into the school systems you will
find that any support we have for innovative practice, which in-
variably, as Ted says, stars at the administrative level, receives
its support not from the youngsters but from the middle-aged
teachers. Note here the resistance of teachers, not only resis-
tance but absolute hostility, to anything that's been tried,
whether it's team teaching or educational TV or program instruc-
tion, no matter what we have tried. I am not arguing for the
special merits of these innovations. But I am saying that teachers
have fought Mel with such resistance and hostility, that no
labor-saving device in the railroad industry or elsewhere has
been fought more strongly by labor there. It's just an appalling
thing to observe.

Perhaps the colleges should have some part in altering the
emotions and attitudes or prospective teachers, as well as the
substantive material they have in their minds.

This business of revolutionaries. Ted says that the estab-
lishment itself has to revolutionize itself. This is a counsel
of perfection that cannot possibly take place. It seems to me
that the definition of an establishment is that is becomes a
self- perpetuating oligarchy. It cannot be reformed from inside.
I think the reformation has to come from outside. And the revolu-
tions tend to succeed each other, and with periods of intermediate
terror in between. I quite agree.

Finally, there is something strange about the profession
of education. First of all--this is without exception the
most nervously and physically exhausting of all jobs. I make
no exceptions. I don't carewhether you are talking about
brain surgery or anything else. T..ere is no job which is as
nervously and physically exhausting as teaching school every
day.

If a teacher gets home at night and is not dog-tired,
it's because he hasn't done his job.

Moreover, another element I always find, or almost
always -- that's perhaps too strong a term, but it's so frequent
is lack of satisfaction with one's performance. Even an ordinary



physician feels ha's done ordinarily well. Even lawyers who lose
cases feel that they are practicing law very well. But what is
there in the teaching profession that makes teachers so unhappy
about their performance? I am not spaking here of the divine
discontent of people who know they have done well buc are driven
by something inside to do even better. These people down deep
feel that they are doing miserably, and a typical teacher, when
she goes to bed at night and draws up the covers, even if she's
been teaching for 20 years, thanks God she hasn't been found out
up to new. This is the crux.

What is it we are doing; what is it that starts in the
liberal arts college and the teacher- training college, what is it
we are doing in supervision and administration that fails to
give this sward to teachers /ho are working themselves to death
and somehow, or other never have a sense of satisfaction and
fulfillment.
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INTRODUCTION
by

John White

This is the concluding session of these meetings. This is
the session in which in candor we muat confess you have stayed
because you are ladies and gentlemen. This is also the session
which deals with continuing education which always comes last on
every educator's list. It is the section of education about which
institutions print pious words in fieir catalogues. But these are.
really a cover-up for the fact that this is the one division of an
institution which contributes financially and makes money. It is a
much-maligned area. It is an area in which there's been far too
much talk and far too little effective action.

The paper and the discussions are by people who believe in
that old proverb which says that if you are going to make an omelet,
you have to break eggs. I hope we do break some eggs here today,
and I think we :all.

John Powell, in his 30-year career has stimulated and educated
and challenged young people and tot so young people over that entire
perio4. He is a teacher, a philosopher and just about the official
historian for educational television in this country.

John has as war that he wants to start, a war on poverty, but
his is a war on poverty of the tpirit, you will recall. He points
up the fact that if continuing education is to be taken seriously,
there are five things he believes you must do.

1. Disregard any standardized notion of the "educated man."
2. Abandon the stereotype of the Protestant-Capitalist ethos

as a test for whether or not a an is "educated" or "educable".
3. Adapt the most advszced technology that we have -- programmed

books, inexpensive but professionally selected teaching machines, radio
and television, and, if necessary, bread and circuses, in order to
gather people together under the tent of educational salvation. Those
are pious words, Pon.

4. We have to fight not poverty of goods alone, but poverty
of spirit.

5. Money is the passive necessity in trying to meet this
problem. But an active combination of passion and ingenuity is going
to be revived to Juan' into the American people what Bertrand
Russell caned a life "inspired by love and guided by knowledge".

1
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Conference on QUALITY AND EQUALITY IN EDUCATION
Princeton University
Deccber 2 to 4, 1965

CONTINUING EDUCATION AND THE GENERAL WILL

John Walker Powell

University of Miami

"The great problem of all civilizations is the creation of
citizens: that is, of people who are dominated by the .1-Zak
of the general welfare,"

AE, The National Being

The role and meaning of education in our society have under-
gone a remorseless change within our own generation. I em speaking of
education in its most inclusive sense, wlether it be the acquiring of
skills, of knowledge, or of understanding.

In the eighteenth century, education was desirable for gentle-
men, and was sought by canon men who wanted to rise in station,
perhaps to enter public life and serve their country.

In the nineteenth century, education was fashionable for the
r-..ono of the rich; it was sought by those who wanted better jobs, or
by immigrants wanting an American identity; and it was freely forced
upon thousands of children who wished it bad never been invented.

Today, education -- whatever you choose to understand by
that word -- has become a prime instrument of the national purpose,
a primary goal of national policy. In the language of Rousseau,



education is one of the imperatives of the General Will. But Jean-
Jacques also add....1 that "the General Will is not the same as the will
of all"; and our ccapulsory schooling merely illustrates his doctrine
that he who resists the General Will must be "forced to be free." We
share with the ancient Athenians the philosophy that education is the
high road to freedom. The definition of freedom, however, has changed
scram/hat: In the second half of the twentieth century, freedom means
to Americans some combination of leisure, affluence, aecurity from
war, and the puzsuit of happiness.

For our adult population, however, there have been no com-
pulsions except thzrie of hunger, ambition, curiosity, or the need for
social contact and the filling of leisure time. If my initial
proposition is correct, what we are faced with is a new kind of
imperative: a perception of life-long education as a patriot's duty,
which may reach the force of a popular will that men and women should
continue to advance their education, by whatever means, or be looked
upon as -Iackers. The mood of policy is that "ignorance is un-American"
-- a proposition amply demonstrated by the House Committee of that
name. Indeed, it is often held that the nation's survival depends
upon the excellence of our universities - though whether that ex-
cellence is defined in terms of the Establishment's job, of competing:
or their own, of questioning what we are competing for, is not
specified,

Will the Real "Educated Man" Please Stand He?

Should we try to define this goal? What shall we call "an
educated man?"

William James remarked that "an educated man knows a good
man when he sees one" -- a proposition that, applied to many of our
political contests, recent or past, would cast grave doubt upon the
state of education in this country. John Dewey suggested that "an
educated man is onewho is capable of further education" -- a propo-
sir!,4 that would cast further doubt on the effectiveness of our high
:.cools and colleges. Abraham Flexner offered the tempting goal of
developing "intelligence capable of being applied in any field what-
ever" -- an injunction that might be laid equally upon education in
science or domestic science, nursing or engineering, the social
sciences or the humanities. Our dedication to specialisation militates
against this hope. But Nary Follett must hav-a had us in mind when she
wrote, in 1934, "It is not a knowledge of his specialty which makes
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an expert of service to society, but his insight into the relation of
his specialty to the whole."

I once defined an educated man as one who knows enough of
the past to place himself in the present, and enough of the present
not to be surprised by the future. And, perhapc I should edd, enough
about how others live to make life interesting where he Is. For life
is more interesting to the educated man; and so, as the Times slogan
has it, is he.

Educatioe Beyond High School,

My concern here is with educational opportunities beyond the
high school: admittedly, an enormous realm, ranging from trade schools
to colleges to university graduate and professional programs, and to
continuing education on any level; and on again to the opportunities
offered by educational television and radio, by libraries and museums,
by galleries and concert halls and theaters, by civic, social, and
service organisations; by lecture series and labor union programs; and
finally by the kind of observation and contemplation that, for the
interested man, transforms sheer experience into what we a)uld call
an education.

The question I have been asked is to what extent, and in
Wirt ways, factors within the society tend to facilitate or to impede
the achievement of equal and quality education for all, "regardless
of talent." In search of some answers, I shall cite the opinions of
a few distinguished leaders as to what the quality of the liberally
educated American mind should be. I shall quote from two business
leaders, political end military leaders, and a leader in education.
The first is Mr. Albert Nickerson of the Socony-Macuum Oil Corporation.
Re cites with approval the statement that "we need people with convictions
reasonably and deeply held, the sane judgments which come from emotional
stability, and the imaginative comprehension which cones from under-
standing the whole condition of man." Then be adds his own word:
"Our business system, indeed our whole scheme of contemporary American

requires the education (1 men And women of moral stioina who
can think and who can discriminate among values. This implies the
necessity for the continued extension of a sound liberal education."
Still quoting from business leaders, I turn to Gilbert Chapman,
president of Yale and Towne: "There is a growing fear in the United
States that vs are facing as great a danger from internal ignorrce
as from external attack. Our advancing technology has fostered the
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rapid growth of specialization, and with it the intellectually in-
complete man The United States has become a domi.mant per
in the world, but she cannot for long exercise her power or fulfill
her mission without our being a people literate, educated, and
cultivated . . . The specialist must also be a humanist."

Even the leadership of our military education has turned
with emphasis in this same direction. The service weenies have,
since the last war, given new importance to the humanities and the
social sciences, on the view that "present conceptu of warfare make
it necessary to produce men . . . with a clzaz picture of the political,
social, and economic factors that underlie the problems of our time

. We are training generals, not second lieutenants."

Dwight Eisenhower, speaking as President of the United States
at Pennsylvania State University in June, 1955, added this statement:

"We are not as proficient as we should be in providing a broad citizen-
ship education to those who specialize in the many technical fields.
And . . . even in liberal education, we have permitted it to become
too much a specialization, rather than a broad, liberating influance
. What we need is general education, combining the liberal and
the practical, which helps . . . . achieve the solid foundation of
understanding - understanding of man's social institutions, of man's
art-and culture, and of the physical and biological and spiritual world
in which he lives. It is an education which bolps each individual
learn haw to relate one relevant fact to another; to get the total
of relevant facts affecting a given situation in perspective; and to
reason critically and with objectivity and moral conscience toward
solutions."

And finally, from Alexander Heiklejohn, our country's fore-
most artist and architect of education, this statement: "Our scheme
of government and of life can succeed only if, in their more mature
years, men and women will engage in careful, enthusiastic, and guided
study ^f common values, common dangers, and common opportunities."

Th. Learning

The statements I have cited from leaders of business, govern-
ment, the sii!tery, and education, have uniformly stressed the
necessity for what I shall simply call "intelligence" that is,
social intelligence about the goals of a democratic society within a
world dedicated to peace. Intelligence, however, is helpless without
knowledge; and knowledge is inapplicable without skill. The three
levels of learning which our people must, if they are to seek the



national imperative, be motivated to pursue are, in ascending order,
the learning of skills, the acquisition of knowledge, and the pursuit
of understandir.

Ideally, all throe levels could be combined in a single
program of education. It hss been our m=e characteristic practice
to separate them into different spheres. The first we pursue, for
example, through what we call "manpower retraining" and vocational
schools; the second, through college and postgraduate courses, he
study, and industrial training in the fields in which knowledge is
requisite; the last, through study and eiscussions through our civic
and social organizations, and through the informal and non-credit
programs which appeal to the social curiosity of intelligent men and
women.

In each of these realms of education for maturity, enormous
resource; have made available seemingly limitless opportunities
for the pursuit of learning. I grant that this statement sounds
exaggerated; whet makes it valid is that the population motivated
to seek learning by the use of these resources is so small in
proportion to the available resources that the opportunities appear
to be limitless. I shall try to suggest what some of these resources
are, and to estimate what I shall cannae motivational deficit"
between what is available and what is utilised.

Manpower Retrailta

Even in citic3 and areas with the highest unemployment,
there are thousands of jobs still open and vacant which require still
and education. In 1962, Congress passed the Area Redevelopment Act
and the Manpower Development and Training Act. Under the provisions
of the Manpower Development and Training Act, the government was
authorised to spend $435 million over three years in the education
and retraining of the unemployed.

In ay own city of Miami, in 1964,3,500 high school students
.ailed to continue on to college. Currently, less than 350 of these
loss than can in ten are enrolled in manpower retraining. Within

the Greater Mimi area, with a population of over a million, 3,500
to 5;1000 students drop out from high schools every year - youths
between sixteen and twenty-one years of age. In the fourth year of
the Dodo County program, 325 are in retraining.
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The total of adults in retraining is currently 200. Some 40,000
individuals are enrolled in continuing echmation, including conferences
and workshops, at the University, the Junior College, and the Dade County
high schools; approximately thmuarters of that for college credit.
We have our share of unemployment; but the number of jobs offered in the
help-wanted pages of the two papers runs to about two pages a day and
runs, and runs, and runs. Many of these are trainee positions with pay.
What we lack is a detailed analysis of the kinds of people who are un-
employed, as against the kinds of jobs that stay open. Hare I think we
might find some clues to this deficit of motivation.

In 1962, also, I was, consultant to the Educational Projects Division
of IRK, whichiwith the help of the Advertising Council and the blessing
of the Labor Department, was preparing to launch a nationwide drive to
create motivation in the idle to seek training for jobs, and in those with
jobs to seek training for better ones. The aim was going to be precisely
to identify training with patriotism and the pablic interest. Then came
the War on lkoverty legislation, which duplicated or overlapped many of
the features of the manpower retraining program; and the plan for the
proposed drive faltered. As The New Totter remarked, "The money this
year is in poverty."

nallemLVLAJOalin11.0nprive.4.....'

What would it take to create the incentive, for enough men and
women to &dunce their skills to the need for manpower?

As agreed upon by the Labor Department, the IRK and Advertising
Council planners, and their consultants from adult education, the essentials
would have to include:

(a) A sustained program of motivational advertising, in press,
periodicals, radio, and both commercial and educational television.

1:5) Istimmeivelssa, organisation of business and industvial
lea al, firms, and plants, with educational agencies and civic and
social leaders, end additional efforts by local media.

(c) Rapid but accurate surveys of projected manpower needs, by
skill and by number, tasstbar with parallel surveys of projected job-
loss through automation and other obsolescence.
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(d) All-out pilot programs in selected cities representing
different types of production and organization, with 100% cooperation
by leaders, agencies, and firms; pilot training classes in local plants,
offices, laboratories, and educational facilities.

(3) Concrete and measurab!Le rewards, individual and community
prizes, and job guarantees for those who complete training.

There were more; I am citing only a few to suggest the magnitude
of the motivational task. Interestingly, it was assumed by the planners
that the basic support would have to rest in patriotism: with White
House support, re-training would be wrapped in the flag of national
survival end growth, as well as linked to the appeal of personal growth
and prosperity.

Now, why was it assumed that such a huge battle plan would be
required? What were the obstacles to be overcome? Remember, we are
still on the level of bread and butter, where "the economic man" of
Adam Smith should be assumed to have been looking after his own interests.
And I am staying on this level to see whether we can develop a model
that will be applicable to education on other levels as well.

is of Apathy

Our obvious concern is, as I have said, to produce a continuous
stream of workers who can keep up with the demands of an advancing
technology -- even while those already trained are being laid off by
the geometric progression of automation. This concern is thoroughly
shared by industry and business themselves. Ever larger numbers of
companies are offering wage incentives and paying course fees to tempt
workers into study of advanced technology even while those already
trained are being replaced by self-correcting transistorised machines.
This concern is thoroughly shared by industry and business themselves.

Ever larger numbers of companies are offering wigs incentives and paying
course fees to tempt workers into study of advanced technologies in
their fields. Yet, the Rational Industrial Conference Board in 1956
report:3 that less than rx of eligible workers were taking advantage of
tu*-toa aid. Does this represent inertia, fatigue, or resistance?

Let us look a little more closely at this notion of resistance.
How many kinds are there? One which I consider basic is "resistance to
going back to school" the rejection of the image which school itself
has implanted is the minds of millions. I have known this to be true
even of a school principal, who was embarrassed to be seen going into
tha public library because he was afraid that in so doing he would show
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his ignorance. It may be that it is our schools themselves that leaveso many Americans resistant to the renewal of the educational pursuit.

Further, and deeper, there is resistance on the part of those asof the riddle class being forced to adhere to the ethos of that class.This has been found again and again in studies of drop-outs, and of therelocation of urban slum dwellers, such as in Boston's West End; andeven in a remarkable study of the dreadful slums of Puerto Rico and theresistance of the slum dwellers to being moved into public housing, inwhich they missed the noisy, noisome propinquity of their inert, quarrel-sane, smelly, but warm neighbors. As seen from the bottom of society, tomove upward is to conform, to become a prisoner of authority.

There is, of course, also the vast ethnic despair of the minority
groups, such as the Negro, who know that with any amount of schoolingthey can still be excluded fran the society that beckons them in. Thereis the prescient economic despair of the slum white boy who knows thatwhen he has finished his training, the jobs will have disappeared. Inshort, a large part of the unleavened lump refuses to rise because itknows that it will rise only to be eaten. Whether this attitude isbeing underwritten by local, state, and national programs of welfareand relief is a matter of divided opinion.

And then, though it might not seem conceivable to you and me inour somewhat higher and hence more ambitious level of existence, there issuch a thing as being satisfied with one's lot: the familiar bickeringwith one's wife, the warm and noisy saloon at the corner, the cronies atthe pool hall, and fellow-workers who are of one's own kind and are there-fore comfortable to work with. To leave this life, in order to enterthe world of power struggle and competition, is simply beyond the energylevel of thousands. It his never really occurred to us to adapt oureducational approach to this state of mind. A few settlement houses
have succeeded, and we have consistently underestimated the educationalrota of the bartender; but the first aims at upward mobility, the secondat complacency with one's lot. Tomorrow's technicians are unlikely tobe drawn from this stratum.

There is also a parochialism of self-defeat, which never lookshigher than the local ward boss and the uneortcynent check. This is,even though peacefully and sometimes contentedly, the lumen, ErW.gfriat.It is to be distinguished from two other classes: the pathological, andthe individuals who prefer not to become part of a world of which they donot approve. The latter are the domestic expatriates; I have a friend whohas defined one task of adult educatios as that of the Americanisation
of the native-born.
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If the nation is really dedicated to the goals of skill, knowledge,
and understanding, these psychological, emotional, ethnic, and economic
resistances must be not only recognized, but "researched" by a multitude
of skilled teams from universities, foundations, and governments. The
results of existing research need to be collated and studied by task
forces of what I would call "social philosophy and implementation."

Now, I shall turn to the other side of this coin, which jaleu12
needs research study: the siccess -story participants in education, at
all adult levels: what one loosely calls "the elite". WI= is their
make-up and motivation?

The Self-Chosen Pewit

These are a species that has been fairly well defined, in stat-
istical and socio-economic terms, and also in terms of a kind of cultural
energy quantum, in reading-discussion groups and in educational television.

It does take energy to go home from work, eat dinner, detach your
wife from kitchen and nursery, and troop off to some other place for a
two-hour discussion of Plato, Communist foreign policy, or modern
painting. Yet scores of thousands are doing it. It takes less energy
tf!. switch the television set to a channel which is showing Casale,
CI'Doherty, Crane Brinton, or a Canadian study of life in Australia.
Even then, some people resent being asked to "go back to school" to
a TV set. But there is a substantial audience that enjoys it, just
as there is for study-discussion groups sponsored by libraries, evening
colleges, or just by themselves. And it is this audience that I want
to describe.

My data are drawn from several sources independent of each other.
All that they have in common is that the programs whose populations
have been studied are all concerned with intellectual stimulation and
cultural entertainment. These are the topflevel programs in terms of
educational and cultural quality. Taking all the studies together, they
cover various simples totaling some 50,000 individuals in some 165 common-
itier - a very tiny fraction of the fifteen to twenty million who,
reg Larly or intermittently, watch the nation's ninety-four educational
television stations or take part in regular study-discussion and other
cultural-intellectual or social interest courses.

The striking thing is the uniformity of the profiles of all
these samples. It does not rely entirely upon socio-economic similarity;
but it reflects a consistent profile of personal interest end activity.
Here, for exempla, are excerpts from a summary of four studies of the
population in regular liberal adult study-discussion groups around the
country, about 1960:
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TMPerhaps most amazing, and certainly fraught with some challenging
implications and questions, is the consistency of the profile of thosewho enroll. Take educational attainment: college graduates and thosewith advanced degrees form from fifty to sixty percent, and only
sixteen percent have had no schooling beyond the secondary. (Davisgives the neatly reversed figure for all adult Americans in 1950:
84 percent had not gone beyond high school. More then a third of
Davis' 2,000 respondents had done graduate study, but only six per-
cent of the general adult population.)

"Take occupations: professional and managerial account fox
well over half of all discussion-group members, and for over eighty
percent of the men. Ratios of women (usually sixty percent), of
married people, of age groups (the preponderance falling between 35 and
45), of income levels (generally above the middle range) - all these,
too, show a very high consistency from study to study. Indeed, many
other tabulations of liberal arts group members, from other decades and
other cities, as wall as from the Test Centers of the Fund for Adult
Education, show the same high consistency. In Davis' words, these
people are 'highly educated, quite married, somewhat female, dispro-
portionately professional.' They tend also to be rather more Democratic
than Republican, Protestant than Catholic; and they show a remarkably
high proportion of active memberships in organizations devoted to
community or national and international affairs. They are not 'power
figures'; but they do, in the majority, represent a kind of 'elite of
talent, technical skill, and intellectual training'.

"The minorities in this tabulation are important too, both for
educational and for social theory. There are, in nearly all the groups,
people without college degrees, professional jobs, or comfortabie
incomes. There are younger adults, with their way still to make;
there are older ones, often of a dissident and critical cast of mind;
and there are what. pet-food canners call 'inert ingredients'." 2

The most massive parallel comes from the studies by Schramm,
Lyle, and Pool of the ETV audience. 3 In 1962, when only 63 ETV
stations were on the air* (and some of these Ws when few UHF receiving
sets ",re on the market), their

conservative estimate is that these
stat.ons could reach 14 million homes; that among them were up to
million regular and perhaps 13 million occasional ETV watchers. Sub-
tracting the in-school and child audience, perhaps 5 to 10 million adults
then watched one or more ETV program a week. Among all TV watchers, this

* The number will have doubled by 1967.

------940100=111100ffallaningr-
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is decidedly a minority; but it is "a minority of choice" rather thanby external
socio-economic determination. With all its ranges ofindividual difference in age, status, education, income, and so on,"there is a series of characteristics that occur as trends ratherthan as absolutes. That is, a viewer of educational television W.more likely than a non-viewer to have certain characteristics . . . .The traits have a great deal of power to predict . . who will andwho will not, given an equal opportunity, became a viewer of ETV."

In summery, "The viewers of ETV are more than non-viewersto be well educated and of kija socio- economic status." The odds are 1:3that a professional will watch; 1:17 that an idle unemployed personwill. "It is socio-economic status and the mrponalitzthat Lees withit that most clearly separates the public of ETV from its neighbors. .. A person with postgraduate education and an income of $7,000 to$10,000 a year is more likely to be a vieuei tLen not. A person withonly a grade school education and less than $5,000 in income has onlyone in eleven chances of becoming a views. :." Still, one-fifth of theBoston viewers are of blue-collar status; but "they .re recruited froma large base while the professional families, who form but 16percent of the population, provide one-fourth of the Wall audience."

"'The viewers of ETV are more likely than non-viewers to be1 achieve7g.
They fall into the value system that is currentlydescribed in terms of 'deferred gratification norms', 'delayedreward values', work orientation, future orientation, need achievement,and aspiration levels. They tend to be upwardly mobile. They valuelearning (it leads to self-improvement). They work hard in the presentto achieve future goals.

"Achievers are more numerous in the middle class than in thelower class. They are more numerous in some cultures than in others andin some religious
denominations than in others. They correspond closelyin our society with the people who read books and other serious print.They are scarce among people who have a high intake of entertainmentby television or film. And they apparently include a vary large pro4port{ .a of the viewers of ETV." 6

The ETV audience in the larger cities scores two or more to onein playing an instrument, collecting classical records, listening toPH radio music, reading serious fiction and non-fiction, participatingin discussion, and liking chess and the more exacting crossword puzzles.They scored even MOW-ratios when they and non-viewers were asked toidentify important public figures; only one in ten non-viewers knewwho Ralph Bunch or J. Robert Oppenheimer or Robert ?met were.
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ETV viewers tend to be active in cultural and ecemunit7 events -

theatre, coucerts, lectures, and social organizations. They enjoy
watching snorts as much as non - viewers do; they play more sports than-
selves, eni have more bobbies. They watch TV only slightly less than
the average; but they turn to the set for spetiftc. programs they want,
rather than becoming glued to it.

In the blue-collar listening audience, certain traits seem also
to appear with consistency. Questioned in various cities by the survey
teams, the labor-class ETV watchers tended to be ambitious for upward
movement; to regard themselves as middle-class; and, in contrast to
those objectively in the same status, they were far more likely to
display "cultural and civic interest and energy" by their choice of
activities. And while 58 percent of labor-class non-viewers showed
"low print, high TV" activity, 47 percent of viewers were "high print -
high TV" and 23 percent "high print - low TV".

Curiously, my adult voluntary students in three mental hospitals
exhibited precisely the same socio-economic and educational profile! 5

The people I have been describing are the ones we are not worried
about. They are Jefferson's and Adams's "natural aristocracy of talent
and taste." They are not only in our Judaeo- Puritan culture of the
Protesitant-Capitalist ethos; they are with it. Our forefathers valued
something they called "character"; our own times place their value on
"drive". And these people have it.

The Widenimuja2

Last evening, Dr. Kirk raised what may be the most fundamental
issue in this conference. He spoke, on page ten of his paper, about
his ''concern over the widening gap in intelligence which we may be
pro&cing in our present society. On the one hand, we may be producing
an intellectual class society by providing enriched homes and schools
for one section of our affluent Imam and, at the same time, 2,E2vb:,_jja
impoverished homes and inadequate schools for the disadvantaged group
which amount to twenty or thitit r..rsist of our population."

Dr. Flanagan had earlier pointed out that students in Negro schools
are lucky to run 1.5 standard deviation below the national means for
the twelfth grade students. I should like hare to call your saention
to an article by Dario Pei in the Saturday Review of Literature for
November 14. Actually, be is discussing the third edition of Webster's
International Dictionen, and the discussion is interesting Indeed to
those of us who hold that there should be standards of meaning in the
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English language. P "t be is asking a more basic question also, and it
is the same question which Dr. Kirk has rased: "Should there be a
directing class, qualified as such by reason of intellect, education,
and general culture, or should there be unbridled democracy with a
nose-counting process to determine what was good and what was bad?"

The question, or perhaps spectre, with which we are being con-
fronted may be presented in three alternative questions:

(a) Does the success of our democracy depend upon the iden-
tification of a "natural aristocracy cif talent and taste",
whom we should learn to identify and to nominate for
positions of leadership?

(b) Is the stratification of the American people into the
educated wise and the underadvantaged proletariat being
actually furthered by our lack of knowledge about educational
psychology and so-called "intelligence quotients"? Vide
the excerpt from Dr. Wilder Penfield, reprinti in CURRENT
magazine, November 1964, from an article called The Uncommitted
Cortex, in The Atlantic lioatjaz for July of this year, reveal-
ing the actual neuro-psychiatric knowledge which is now
accumulating to suggest that the moats kieficant learning
takes plat in the first few wears of life as Dr. Kirk
quotes Dr. Bloom as having suggested on the basis of
independent evidence.

(c) Or, have we merely neglected Uo mobilize our collective in-
genuity to fasten the motivation toward learning and in-
telligence on to the natural motives of the "economic man",
as in the case of the search for better and more lucrative
jobs and for national prosperity?

I would refer you to the November issue of Adult LeadershtE,
Volume 13, Number 5, published by the Adult Polcation Association of
the U.S.A. In that issue, Dr. Robert Belding of the State University
of Iov4 presents an article on the mass education machinery of the
So.C.et Union. The job of that educational program is to teach three
things: literacy, Communist ideology, and industrial skills. Those
three goals have been pursued for nearly fifty years through authoritarian
collective programs of mass indoctrination. The devices which Dr. Belding
cites include fixed and mobile "kiosks" in cities and on collective farms,
massive programs of correspondence education leading to the formation of
village learning groups, traveling theater groups presenting small plays
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in favor of motherhood and the brushing of teeth. Programs which are
adopted by the republics which compose the Soviet Unio.. have first been
tested and approved by the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences in Mosca.

As a massive device for instilling in a huge population the
sense of the national purpose, this has probably not been 'bettered s
since the Ryz3ntine Empire:; but does aay one of you contemplate a day
when the United States Office of Education will became an authoritative
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences? As a matter of fact, perhaps the most
serious deterrent to the development of a national program of education
is the superstitious fear, by local communities, counties, and states,
that something precious would be lost if there were a national authority
in the field of education; and certainly the Office of Education would
be the last to assitrt such a thesis. The actual domination of the
Educational Testing Bureau, here in Princetwn, is not resented by schools
or colleges across the nation, although it does prescribe a national
uniformity; its only virtue is that it is not representative of the
elective organs of government. How silly can one get?

In the same issue of Adult Leadership, there is an article by
Dr. Brazziel of the Norfolk Division of Virginia State College. Dr.
Brazziel is concc.7ned with the inclusion of basic education - literacy
and numbers skills - as a vital link in the manpower re-training program.
At Norfolk, a group of 100 men, re -training for industrial skills in
five fields, were also and concurrently given training in reading,
writing, and Irithmetic. These were decidedly underadvantaged men; but
they found that if they were to be promoted in the industrial skills
which they were learning they had also to increase their basic educa-
tional skills; and the adventure was apparently highly successful. In
other words, the two motivations were linked: the condition of jobs
was en investment in basic educational skills. This is closely related
to the Soviet technique; and I hope that it will not be taken lightly
merely on that account. Yet remember that in its first two years, the
NDP enlisted only 5,000 students out of all our unemployed and uncle:-
employed. The fear of a disemployed machinist that he may be in training
only to be an unemployed accountant has something to do with this. But
the beelc fact is that we simply have not known how to stir and latch
on 4.4 the motivation to learning itself.

Under the streets of San Francisco there run endless steel
cables which are rolled over drums in the power houses of the cable
railways. On the streets of San Francisco there are cable cars. Their
method of locomotion is to apply a "grip" to the moving cable, which
pulls them along to their next stop. The cable carries them uphill;
it retards their velocity downhill. Hundreds of thousands of people,
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except in times of power failure, or of one wonderful General Strike in
1934, have ridden to work, shopping, and home again, on vehicles attached
to an underground motivation. This, it seems to me, is our task with the
adult population of the United States. We must find the underground
cables, or furnish them; we must provide "grips" to latch on to these
cables; and, within our educational ranks, we must train and provide
what in San Francisco are called "gripmen", as well as the conductors
who warn the outdoor passengers by shouting "curves" whenever any
radical revision of the route is about to be encountered.

Class Differences in Education

I should like to commend your earnest attention to the re-reading
of my friend Edgar Friedenberg's paper which you read for this afternoon's
discussion. Edgar's concern goes beck to the question over ethnic and
class conflict of values. I direct your attention first to his page
fourteen. It sounds there as though he is talking about the Congo; but

he is actually talking about Mississippi and Alabama and certain counties
in Virginia. "A nation is . . . an artificially created social group; and
its boundaries need not denote an area of common culture. When they do
not, and when the nation is still in a sufficiently tentative stage of
development that its citizens are its touch with their actual origins and
feel like nembers,of the actual communities, there is likely to be
trouble. When a helpless minority retains such a community but has
nothing left with which to sustain it or maintain its boundaries,
there is trouble for them, and also for the functionaries of the dominant
culture whose particular job it is to whip them into the nation." On
page fifteen, be is speaking of the school in its function of teaching
youngsters haw to function in a group, how to compromise and get along
with others, giving and accepting leadership and so on without regard
for origins or background. This is, he said, "a limiting condition for
the school" whether or not it is a "desirable condition of human nature."
I further direct yor attention to his characteristically precise language
on page fifteen: "What is lost is resonance, fidelity." I am ready to
forgive his quip on the Homeric role on page sixteen: but I want to
direct 'our attention to the second line on page seventeen: "Taste
dept 4111 on the application of some unitary standard derived from the
authority of shared experience." Then, glance at the last paragraph
on that page: "Unfortunately for those aims of education that are
essentially egalitarian, there are fairly consistent social class differ-
ences in conitive Bak Some of the most interesting research on
the academic difficulties of the 'culturally deprived' is directel toward
identifying just what these differences are; and some of the most fruitful
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efforts at improving their academic chances in a middle class school
are directed toward providing, belatedly, some of the experiences that
make the difference."

The problem we are dealing with here is that of the social
chances of those that need to be, as the army used to say, re-treaded
in the middle class direction. And Edgar goes Gn, on page eighteen, to
point out that "Even among students of uniformly high academic ability,
youth of high status tend to have a different intellectual style from
those who have, instead MI status aspirations." On page nineteen,
he says that "private schools have been making increasingly strenuous
efforts to democratize their admissions policies and redefine their
concepts of excellence to include more of the virtues of a meritocracy
of heterogeneous origin."

It seems to me that this precisely defines the problem which
confronts those who are concerned with "continuing" education for
Americans beyond high school or above the age of eighteen. You are
all aware of the second-class status of our teachers in evening schools
and universities; they are likely to be regarded as "the benighted
teaching the belated." Within the group discussion programs I mentioned
earlier, the leaders are generally "volunteers"; and those who volunteer
to be leaders are, in a standard proportion of cases, unfit to be.
Leadership is an acquired skill, not an exercise in personal exhibition-
ism, and it requires the most careful selection by experienced and
competent professionals.

The last time I was at Princeton for a conference was with the
leaders of liberal adult discussion group programs: Great Books,
the American Foundation for Continuing Education, the Study-Discussion
Program of the Fund for Adult Education, and certain other liberal-arts-
for-adults programs.

Benjamin Bloom tried to teach us how to define our objectives.
At the end of three or four very inter days, some of us began to make
some progress. What we were being asked was to definu them in behaviorls
mer Arable terms. At first, of course, there vas objection from the
group that the definition of behavioral objectives might pervert the
standards and objectives of teaching, as the Regent's Examinations or
the College Boards pervert the teaching in high schools. I was amused
by Edgar itiedfonbergis observation that this is what he had been taught
by progressive educators twenty -five years ago. We are still trying to
teach this lesson to our faculties in humanities and social science and
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natural science at the University of Mime; and yet some of us are
still suspicious of what the results would be if we succeeded. The .

necessary question, then, is, What shall be the definition of objectives,
for the eftcation of the American population over eighteen years of ago?
Is it whoa they vote for? What jobs they perform? What their attitudes
are on the Congo and on South Vietnam? How they stand on Michelangelo
and Picasso? agg. this maissagylm objectives which are filthier
measurable or definable in behsviorable terms, for the responsible
members of its adult population?

Available to our adults are high school, college, or vocational
courses taken in the evening; professional end post-doctoral updating
courses; and avast continent of cultural, avocational, current-events,
Organisational leader-training, book-review, and serious discussion
programs. The doctrinal training of Sunday school teachers is included,
along with courses in the economics of Henry George: evening lectures
on Christian Science, and evening schools of mortuary science. The
enormous activities of the Agricultural Extension Service and of the
Armed Forces educational programs are included, as are employee training,
management training, and general interest courses along with advancement
and post-doctoral courses supported by such giants as IM and GB.

"Equality" in this gigantic smorgasbord, is represented by en
almost total freedom of often meaningless choice. int, despite the efforts
of such missionary bodies as the Adult Education Association, the
Association of University Evening Colleges, and the National University
Extension Association, Quality control is about equal to health control
in Civil War medicine. It is difficult to build a coherent program of
adult learning, a national service for adult intelligence, by adding
together secondary functions branching off from primarily non-adult
or non-teaching agencies: the day college, the Armed Services, the
Agricultural Vocational Programs, the church, the Rotary club, the
Girl Scouts, or business and industry.

To the American educational theorist at the adult 73vel, the
indwidual is a kind of Dagwood sandwich: a worker, a parent, a voter,
a church-goer, a union amber, a civic actor, a consumer, a watcher of
television; rarely, a user.of the library, and so on. Thus, every
institutional prograa of education has approached him in some la function.
Progressive education has long talked about the "whole" child; there are
few institutional occasions in the learning experience of the American adult .
which treat him as a whole man, which treat of the relationship between
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his functions and his roles, which cultivate his thinking power as a
multiplex citizen of a great nation. Think back for a mument to the
Mint program of sass education for industrial skill, literacy, and

Communist ideology. In a fres and open society, men have, perform,
and are respected in many roles. Sut by that very token, we have been
betrayed into educating people for single roles, not for their :common
humanity.

nem is in fact, no national school, no national market, for
maturity. Motivational psychology has learned the skills of selling
toothpaste; but not of selling manhood. In the nation which invented
and - you should, pardon the expression - perfected the radio and
television commercial, as should be able to mobilise the same skills
to reduce not dental, but gusacareities by 35 percent.

Whst I have been calling "education" is, in reality, the pursuit
of wholeness; but the dissected man, besieged by a segmented society
in conflict among its segments, has little incentive to seek it. Since
the lennedys, our national leadership has shown little taste for
education - except for other people() Educational televizion does not
serve the end of wholeness, since its regular viewers turn on' only
the programs about things they are already interested in. Cur national
task is to devise ways of making people interested in things they are
not yet interested in; and this is, by definition, almost a self-contra-
dictory assignment.

I return, therefore, tow question - Must we learn to accept
the concept of &permanent elite? As automation proceeds, perhaps
as smell it percentage of the nation can run its industrial plants
as it now runs its agriculture plant. Should we then give up on
theothers, as we have on the aged?

I au not yet prepared to believe this. I think we have involved
ourselves in an educational traps those who already possess the ethos
of the middle-class, who have taken over both' the schools and the social
amenoles: are impatient of end ill-at-cm with those who do not stage
that -i.hos. tic schools are being mechanised; but intelligence itself
ca Act be automated. What we need is not a war on poverty, but a war
on the gassi of spirit; not manpower but husmonpover retraining.
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tYbl+ectivss jand its. Poverty of Spirit

The present tier vm poverty is a rather muddy 4ifftirs many parts
of which dliplicsts existing prosy*** and tbnreby hamper their effective-
ness as will as it* *Va. I think we should cell for a clear statement
of staavallasett afaluNe Aistift for du war Ca. poverty. In

mensus, the it WO pair, ignorant; rusistant or inert should by .

1975 have as full a life as his energy and this culture can combine to
sake possible. / would propose that the objectives of this program be
grouped under three headings:

Sy 1975, every American should:

HAVE SE AXE

looks, magas/nes

A job

A radio, TV or
musical instrument

=SUM

To reed To find anowers to his
question, at any level

To perform it To Understand what it means
within our moiety

To make it pr-
ima for his

Or, let's get wan stapler:

water plumbing , To use it

A cook stove

Electricity

A Lablet

To ceok

Tel it into
effective

Ma*
iastru-

Ta ce draw

To gein the enjoyment
that music brings, or to
select radio or TV programs
that minister to his
deeper wants

Cleanliness and sanita-
tion

A wholesome diet he can
relish

To use this creatively

To create expressively
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These are but a few ha8ty examples of the kind of statenant of
objectives that I have in mind. The important thing is that the
objective of kata - the old Hoover notion of two chickens in every
pot, two cars in every garage - is not, the answer to America's need.
The ability to make use of that we have, and the desire to use it for
the creation of a productive personality, are essential; and this is a
matter not just of training but of education. The urge to desire -
the creative use of what we have, aid of our abilities, for the sake
of enriching our lives, of making them more interesting, of communica-
ting with the world around us - these are the real objectives of the
kind of education which we must provide for our people.

We ourselves :have" resources for education that we have not
yet fully developed the ability to use. Book salesmen used to travel
the trails of this country selling Bibles, encyclopedias, family
medical treatises, and sets of Stoddard's Lectures. The war on
poverty might well enlist the services of scorns of the firms that
are now putting out very useable programmed learning books and
inexpensive programmed machines, with rational professional guicence
in adapting the to individual needs. The rural churches, grangesp
missionary societies, ladies aid societies, might very swiftly be
persuaded to make the possession ane, use of programmed learning
materials a matter of pride; and experienced educators could advise
them on which ones are viable. County fairs could run contests, with
awards for those who had learned the most during the past year aboet
some one kind of thing. This is a simple-minded suggestion, I know.
My only intent is to say that ve simply have sa ga our _imaginations
to work on the conquering of spiritual poverty with anything like the
ingenuity we have employed in the effort to reach the Moon and Mars.
At this rate, the moon will end as nothing but an exile station for
the illiterate crackers, hill-billies, and slum dwellers of whom we
despair, only because we ourselves have failed to apply to the
communication with them the same skills that we are learning to
applyin comminicating with our hoped-for fellows in the "starry
firmment above", or with bottle-nosed dolphins in the sea around us.

Let me be even more specific about educational television. The
Leacese of Women Voters has a civic program. The National Conference
of Christians and Jews; Sinai B'rith; the Natioeal Council of Churches
of Christ; the Japanoseehmarican Citizen's League; end countless other
educational organizations - let alone institutions, such as the
University evening colleges - are trying by hand-to-mouth methods
and doorbell ringing and telephone calling to assemble citizens in
the pursuit of the wholeness of their intelligence. At the same

oducat-Jnal television statiopm are begging for listeners.

::"...;z77^-7777
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To my knewledge, it he -Wan occurred to either side to approachthe of r with the suggestion of regularly scheduled programming
conferences and concerted efforts, to achieve the ends of both
through planned and united action. I know few educational televisionstations that regularly carry programs concerning or in behalf ofthe labor unions and the movenent which Oey espouse. Radio, exceptfor PH music, has reached its lowest point since the soap opera; it hasfallen back on interviews with night people. There is no reason that itshould not create - if any creative people still go into radio -
programs of commanding and sustained interest based on local issuesand national goals.

But note that state appropriations, county and local appropriations,for adult education are undergoing a recent period of decline. NewYork State two years ago cut its adult education appropriation inhalf, because the legislators - none of whom had deigned to be clientsof such programs within recent memory - accepted the popular mythologythat it was concerned solely with underwater basket weaving. The Cityof White Plains was unable, by assembling representatives of its
adult clientele, to produce evidence of the city's desire to continuethe adult education program or its belisi in the vitality of it. Oneof my students in an adult education-seminar at Teachers College broughtma ample evidence that the local directors of adult education aregenerally selected from, or promoted from, the ranke of those who arenot Ada anything very useful, but are felt by the superintendent tobe people who should be retained within the system - and are therefore
assigned to the outer limits of left field, the education of adults.

The University and Continuing Education

The phrase "continuing education" seems to assume that college
graduates will go on in the pursuit of learning 4 -ter the rest of theirlives. Current evidence provides little assuranc that even studentswho are in college are there in pursuit of educatLon; a recent surveyelicited teatinony, from more than half of the stedents in a largenumber of colleges across the country, that they -re there primarily
for asocial life and fun. I would add, as a secoul point, that the
majority age for undertaking adult learning prer:ats a significant
age gap from the twenty -one- year -old college graduation average tothe adult of thirty-five or forty. At this point, the individualhas established his family and his occupation, end has grown old
enough to wonder what be is doing, and to seek the company of otherswith similar questions in mind, to undertake a new pursuit of eduatatica.
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I usuld further point out, as I have recorder elsewhere, that in
both San Francisco and Washington, in adult-study groups based o
the reading of major original books of the last two thousand years,
a questionnaire showed that (a) 80 percent of the participants in
these groups were college graduated; and (b) of some 100 major original
books that were being read in their groups beginning with the Bible and
going on through Plato to Veblen and Whitehead, almost none of the par-
ticipants had ever read one of these books before, in college or
out of it. It is difficult to apply the term continuing education to
the jump from a college education based on meaningless textbooks to an
education in maturity based on the reading of the vital products of
the Leading minds of the past.

What a good college may do for the budding adult was beautifully
stated long ago by an English schoolmaster, William Cory: "At school
you are not engaged so much in acquiring knowledge as in making mental
efforts under criticism. A certain amount of knowledge you con indeed,
with average faculties, acquire so as to retain: nor need you regret
the hours you spent on much that is forgotten, for the shadow of lost
knoaedge at least protects you from many illusions. But you go to
a great school not so such for knowledge as for arts and habits; for
the habit of attention, for the art of expression, for the art of
assuming at a moment's notice a new Willlectual position, for the
art of entering quickly into another :zrson's thoughts, for the habit
of submitting to censure and refutation, for the art of indicating
assent or dissent in graduated terms, for the habit of regarding minute
points of accuracy, for the art of working out what is possible in a
given time; for taste, for discrimination, for mental courage and
mental soberness."

This kind of learning may indeed be carried over into adult life;
there does 4,icem to be some indefinable difference between the coll e
graduate and the high school graduate as one mmets them in the
corridors of industry, government, business, and social life. We have
to remember that more zmi people, between the ages of eighteen and
twenty-two are outside of college than are in it. What equivalent are
they belng given? Do they learn these same arts thriamhmusgerial
tra4Aing, military service, and emergency itig in industry, or as life
guards? It seems tome that the major effort which this country must
make - our colleagues here have been tossing around sums in the nature
of two billion dollars a year - is to knit mal ravelled sleeve of
social intelli ence. This means an all-out motivational drive to
re-enlist colego graduates and professionals along, with the illiteratep
and the vast proportion of "inert ingredients" - through or with their
wives - in the renewed attempt, costinves or intermittent, to under-
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stand what the hell they are doing with their lives. I use the phrase
advisedly, in the sense in which a nineteenth century preacher of my
father's acquaintance announced as the subject of his sermon, 'What
the Devil he Is, What the Devil He Is Doing, and Where the Devil He
is Doing It."

C.S. Lewis, the English theologian, in a delightful book entitled
THE SCREWTAPE LETTERS, has Satan write to one of his earthly ministers
that his business is not with nan who know whitt they are doing; au
legitimate prey are the men who care only about what is going to happen
unto them. Our task is to recruit, from the latter, members for the
former. Vera, I believe, we leave the division between the ignorant
and the educated to confront a new division.

What is"Education"?

I believe that at the base of our confusion is a misunderstanding
as to the definition of the word "education".

What is called "education" consists of two elements. One is
a series of episodes. The other is the intention to learn from them.
When both are present, there is a series of instruetive episodes.

The episodes may be arranged by the learner himself, as when he
goes to a play or opens a book to read. Or, they may be arranged for
another, or a number of °there, by a person who knows how to maximize
the proton of instructive episodes in a given series of events.
This person is then called an "educator", although in truth be is not
the agent of anyone's education but his own. Each man must do his own
learning. What the educator doss is to increase the likelihood of
learning by putting its occasions into attractive and regular arrangemento
or paths.

An unhappy, if unintended, consequence has been that "education"
has come to be idant4f:Ad with places, pargena, and procedures( Peraaaa
reading in libraries, or discussing together on their own, are considered
to b. pursuing a hobby, not getting 'Ian education".

Finally, we have reached a static image of what "education"
requires of us. Originally, in Biblical paraphrase, it has been to
inquire deeply, to learn humbly, and to love the quest for truth with
all thy heart. New it has become an assemblage of familiar parts:
cam s, classroom, and course; teacher, textbook, and test. And, since
there WAS the world's work to be done, only a limited period of pre-
vocatienal youth could tw spared for the routines; so education neaded"
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eith tbe fine/ teet and manhood began.

There is a parable, which some of you scientists know, about
the experimental psychologist interested in learning theory in the
lower foss of lire, who experimented with a flea. He wanted to find
if a flea could be trained to jump only on command. No command, no
Lump; say the word, off he goes. He succeeded in training a flea
to jump always and WI at command. As a good scientist, he pulled
one leg off the flea, to see if the training would hold up; the flea
still jumped. He continued this process of elimination until the
flea had only one leg left, He gave the command, the flea gave a
mighty effort and a feeble hop. So the scientist pulled off the
last leg. Then he gave the command, and nothing happened. He nodded
in satisfaction, went to his desk, and wrote down his finding: "A
flea without legs cannot hear." I am wondering if we have fallent into
this same logic: An adult without the standard academic paraphernalia
cannot learn.

Elite

While I believe that we can do a great deal more than we have
done, I believe that because of pathology, malnutrIzion, fatigue,
pressure and anxiety, and sheer incapacity, we must face the certainty
of a permanent non-elite. The abiding influence will always come
from those with intellectual and cultural energy and curiosity, wietever
their social origins: Multi -media communicators and receivers, who fill
their minds through their eyes and ears, and unburden than through
their tongues and pens. While the "inert" are cur ultir--1 target,
our immediate target is the so-called "educateel.

There are millions of words now in print about the necessity
of, and the means for, edeesting all of the American adult population
throughout all of its life. It is obv4eus that such-a dream is unreal;
but if we are sericus in cur intention to reach as many people as we
can with :cm: kini. of educatimaI iaceative, a few axis are bseit.
I heee tried to suggest same of them; let me try ere to recapitulate
t7.. ere It will not be in the order in which they appeared, but rathe'
in the order in which they occur tome now as important.
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Education for Citizenship

1. Disregard any standar ed notion of the "educated man".
All that we seek is to induce in hives to curiosity, creativeness,
comprehension, and competence; belief by people in themselves, and,
above all, belief of people in each other and in the possibility of
achieving the goals they share.

2. Abandon the stereotype of the Protestant-Capitalist ethos
as a test for whether or not a man is "educated" or "educable".
Rather, we must ourselves, as educators, adopt the approach a Margaret
Mead in the South Sea Islands; study the values of the people with
whom we are dealing, and imaginatively create incentives for them in
terms of those values.

3. Adapt the most advanced technology that we have - programmed
books, inexpensive but professionally selected teaching machines,
radio and television, and if necessary bread and circuses, in order
to gather people together under the tent of educational salvation.

4. We have to fight not poverty of goods alone, but poverty
of spirit. It is life that must become interesting, and an object
of curiosity and search on the part of people, many of whom are too
tired to care whether they are alive or nat. Therefore, it is
primarily the jx people whoa we must attract, with bread and
circuses if neceasary, to care about what they are going to become.
We must have traiuim, to be able to do what we must; but we most
also have education, in order to be what we will.

5. Money is the passive necessity in trying to meet this problem.
But an active combination of passion and ignagag is going to be
required to instill into the American people what Bertrand Russell
called a life "inspired by love and guided by knowledge".

We, here in this Conference, are not going to solve this
problem. People like me, in universities like mine, are not going
to an:ve it. Vey mutual task is to mobilize the unexplored, unexamined,
un'.aagined resources of this most resourceful of nations; to tan
xotyle loose to find their own ways, within their own regions sod
their own sub-cultures, to find the motivation to care about be
alive. They most come to the realization that the uneducated sag is
simply not alive. Thus our task ranges from motivation to retraining,
to motivation to seeing one's own environment with new eyes, to the
engendering of curiosity about other ways of living; from the circum-
scribing actual to the enlivening



This involves al-At the dissolving of the walls of the incredibly
parochial Ameammaidw sees little farther than his village or town
or c.c:7ty, to educate an American lobo can tolerate being confronted by
the complexity of the dynamics of mankind around the whole face of
the globe: China, the Congo, all sorts of places tbst be will never
visit and wishes did not exist. For the inflnemtisl, educated population,
the world must be made "ors real than it is now, by studies of non-
Western and other foreign-area cultures. To the mmawho wants to
stay parochial, these influences will seep doom, probably in confusing
ways; therefore we need to help him manias his intelligence so that
new information can be included, disregarded, or placed in perspective.

Our goal is to arouse the t gial sit This
of necessity involves "horse sense ; bet it is not going to be achieved
merely by horsepower. Thic is, in the end, what um mean by education;
and to define and implement this is probably the major task facing
this nation: above meoushots, above aid to SouthVistnas, above
medicare for the aged. Whale populations, such as thee* of southern
Greece and southern Italy, have learned to lime spiritedly in monetary
po,erty because they are no poor in spirit. Onr own urban studies
have raised the question as to whether aysa slums are necessary sources
of poverty of spirit.

Let the wet, then, be en poverty of spirit, a war of imagination;
let there be a war to induce "the energy of local liberty:" of
cariosity, of restive:ass, of gpmprehension. These ere the three
"ices" of continuing education; and I still believe that it is within
our power to invoke their spirit, by the ingenious application of
available skills, among the vast majority of healthy Amoricans.
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SUPPLEMENTBY COMENTS
bY

John Powell

I am going to start with the assumption that nobody around
this table has ever written the phrase "adult education" with
capital initials. As Jack White said, it's a thing that comet
last in every educational conference, and yet in my somewhat
over-sensitized mind, it is what we have been talking about in
very largo measure in every one of our sessions.

You
cannot talk about the training of teachers without

rememvering that they tre to some extent adult and that you are
dealing with adult education, just as I am in Miami in trying
to retrain ay faculty.

When Clarence Senior tries to educate the teachers, the
parents, the people of New York City, the principals and the
superintendeogs, be is an adult educator, whether he would be
ashamed to call himself that or not.

Adult education, inn? definition, is the attempt which
the American people should be making to communicate witti each
other and within themselves about their shared purposes eNnd to
find solutions to the obstacles in the way of those purposes.

We have boon talking here about communicating with
teachers in srAcn away that they would learn to communicate
with *tudents who airs alien to thew I don't define adult
education as beginning at the age of 18. Adult education
begins in the nursery school. And this is one reason I'm
calling it adult education, although I made the concession in
ay title of using the word "continuing," because this is
now more acceptable. What I regret about the word "continuing"
is two things: first, the cliult in seeking learning is not
continuing anything that the schools have demonstrably done
for him. He starts learning again because he's got a problem
or he's got a curiosity or bas's got a need of some sort or
he wants to knew why he's doing what he is doing.

And, secondly0 the word "continuing" leaves out Oat I
thick is the essence of the qualifying word in the phrase
"adult education"--the fact that that kind of education,
education among grown people, is essentially a search for the
moans of growing up. It is education for maturity, not just
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in maturity; and if it is not that, there is no point in calling
it education at all, least of all adult education.

There are some threads which I need to pull together
here. I think I'd better change wiz/metaphorthey are not threads,
they are live - wires.

For example, we have viewed with horror the widening hori-
zontal cleavage across our culture between the enriched who are
getting richer and the impoverished who are in danger of be-
coming poorer. We recognize this as having in it the seeds of
a trae national disaster. This is a negative current.

Against that we have induced the positive current of the
poseibilitees of intervention by pre-school enrichment, by
school liberation, by new incentives for adults, even by sduca-
tins teachers who, as Boris very well pointed out yesterday
are probably the least educable menheam of the American people
in adult terms.

We have a negative current going through the third mire--
beilt-in resistances to interfering in the family, the sacred
family, interferences within the school to reforming it, a
resistance on the part of a large part of our population- -and
I don't fain just the lover class, I seen the eccentrics and
the Bohemians and the guys who think for themselves; the resis-
tance to becoming prisoners of authority; the resistance to
being compelled to be ambitious; resistance on the part of our
institutions to what they consider Federal intervention to the
spsnding of a lot of money, and above all, I think, if we acti-
vated the kind of programs we have talked about, tc what they
would consider the socialist Implications of such actions.

On the other hand, the positive current, the existence
of the mow and the power to do this if we could mill:
theme. Another negative current; the inconclusiveness of our
research, VOMM3 positive current, the agreement that we must
take action.

Mow, I've got two questions to put before you to focus
this discussion. Suppose that we ware able to identify the
effective levers and fulcrums of intervention, knowing that they
are risky, are we sure that the gains we would salves if we
mon are meth the risky that we would incur if we lost?
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I'll put the swot' question in mother way. ire ars, I
think, psychologically in igentral agreement that the individualsakes of himself what he becalms by the use be makes of what isgiven to his in erporience It's not 'hat bappens him; it'swhat use hit mated of its

The question I think waive got to face in this final met-ing is; suppose we was able to do what Ws want, what would weas American pimple be making of ourselves by the way in which wedid it?
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DISCUSSION
by

Louis Hacker

I should start out by saying at once that I disagree with what Mr. Powell
has witten, and I suspect I disagree with what be has discussed orally. This
does not mean that I denigrate the thoughtfulness of his paper. Indeed, be-
cause I do not consider it something that must be give close attention, I have
paid it that regard by seeking to analyse what he has said in a systematic form,
and by seeking to reply equally, "'have written out my remarks in view of the
fact that the argument he really presents is a complex one and I think its re-ply is equally so.

Am I in error, or do I discern the sane sense of unease in the contemplation
of our modern world by Mr. Parell that we six in Mr: Taylor's paper? You recall
Mr. Taylor said, in what be called the tensions of our society: "we thus have
two separate sets-of demands meeting head-onthe demand for an educational
systeaftich can deal directly, on a national scale, with themoral and social
issue nov before us, and the demands for trained manpower to maintain and ex-tend the present economic, social and military establishment."

And Mr. Tvlor (lilted am these issues in one context, "unemployment, full
production, national dittributift" as hewing been relevant in the 1930's; andin another, "untagoyaent, racial injustice, educational inequality, and poverty,"
alluding toothe aortas mmty scene.



Not specifically referring to the social, military and economic estab-lishment, as Mr. Mellor does, but in effect accepting the same broad frame ofreference as the locus of all our woes, Mr. Powell calls for the abandonmentof our "Protestant-Capitalist ethos."

For it has produced these consequences:

1. Our slavery to the "conventional wisdom" (which is Galbraith'sphrase, not his) by placing the accent on production, which leads, saysMr. Pmell, to the creation of "a continuous stream of workers who cankeep up with the demands of an advancing technology -- even while thosealready trained are being laid off by the geometric progression ofautomation." You will note the key word "geometric". Technology orautomation, driven on by the "Protestant-Capitalist ethos" inevitablycreates permanent disemplopent.

2. Because this is so, Mr. Powell now :,vises what he calls afundamental point and he cites Mr. Kirk, whom we have heard, that twoclasses in our society have emerged; and I may interpolate that byclasses the meaning is either in the Burgeon sense, or the Marxiansense, and that these two classes are the affluent and the impoverishedor disadvantaged.

3. The first have drive, imagination, a capacity for furtherlearning; the second lack motivation for self-improvement through educationbecause they sense their victimization by the unequml society in which theylive.

29.

Therefore, No. 4, should we not, says Mr. Powell, raising the questionbut inferentially answering in the affirmative, accept the existence of anelite or a meritocracy which will shape that "general will" or, as he says,"national purpose" that will save us all -- the affluent as well as theimpoverished or disadvantaged?

And he quotes Mr. Mario Pei in this fashion: "Should there be a directingclass qualified as such by reason of intellect, education and general culture,or should there be an unbridled democracy with a nose-counting process todetermine what was good and what was bad?"

I do Mr. Powell no injustice when I say he accepts Mr. Taylor'sformulation and Mr. Pei's solution, for he declares, on page 18: "Must welearn to accept the concept of a permanent elite?" AM he answers: "Asautomation proceeds, perhaps as small a percentage of the nation can run itsIndustrial plants as 3101f runs its agricultural plant."
I will not argue at this point, because time does not permit, the basicassumptions that lead to these concluSions. I will simply say that I dissentsharply from the assertions that two classes have emerged, the second end
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hopeless one "impoverished and disadvantaged". Poverty in an affluent
society, which is what ours is, is relative. Of course, there are inequal-
ities of income, but we must accept -- given opportunities for escape from
fixed status, to enter professions, to start new businesses -- that
inequality also means social mobility, and therefore the chance to rise
but also to fall.

Further, poverty is only relative for newly-arrived subcultures.
This has always been true of the immigrants; it is true of Negroes coming
into the urban =amities of the North out of the rural living of the
South.

Nor can poverty be measured by a cut-off point in family or individual
income. Mealy incomes, 'Whether of families or individuals, are below the
cut-off point for understandable and justifiable reasons without the
existence of poverty.

People leave and enter the labor force. This makes for temporary
part-time income. The goods and services created which are not measured
in market terms on farms, for example, or in the new households of the
freshly-married, sulplement money image; the small households of the
aged; the supplementation of modest incomes from capital on the part of
the retired -- all these throw serious doubts on the assumption that 20
percent or 30 percent of our population are impoverished and permanently so.

Mind, I do not deny the existence of small groups of individuals or,
in fact, the hard core in our society, or in any society, of persons who
have slipped out of the mainstream, but these require individual examination
and attention. The problem probably is more social than economic, and
these are undoebted4 subjects for social work.and possibly rehabilitation or
permanent pensioning-off. The last by this process have become pauperized.
If they have children, we must seek to snatch them from the same unhappy fate.

And I sbarpky dissent, too, from the assumption that technology or
automation must lead to permanent disemploymeat of the Masses. The history
of the West since the fifteenth century has demonstrated again and again
that technological improvements and increased productiVity, contributed by
capital inputs and labor inputs in varying degree have (1) created more
jobs rather than less; (2) raised the real gross national product; (3)
raised real wages and salaries and the Amounts of earnings relative to
income from properties. In short, increased productivity -- today the larger .
pert contributed by investment in 1nsan beings -- leads to economic growth
with all the benifieent social and psychic consequences of a volitant, mobile,
and adventuresome society.

You must permit another aside. I have introduced a new tern here:
"investment in human beings." Today economists, notably in our own
country, are beginning to examine empirically and theoretically, the

-IL
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contributions made to productivity by an edweated mneeere They have come
to the conclusion that more and more schooling, whether an- the -job training,
in the tamed Forces, in adult education programs, not aaly advances sharply
economic growth but there are important social and psychic side-effects.

Professor T. W. Schultz, of Chicago University, who has beers a pioneer
in this kind of analydis, says: "Investment in schooling" -- by which he
means contributions to production -- "is presently, in the United States,
a major source of human capita." And then, turning to the consumption
components of education, these, he declares are to be found "in its enduring
quality and because of its favorable effects upon the future satisfactions
which people enjoy. Moral values, refinement at taste, standards of conduct,
and the art of living are all integemelpeets of this consumption."

What I have said is no digression ; for it lies at the heart of the
problem. Mr. Powell declares he sees the probloseapiEtpmemes the remedy.
I must now turn to the latter.

It is no accident that Mr. Powell finds his guide or mentor in
Rousseau. He might have gone to Plato or to Hegel or to Marx, for man
must be forced to be free; or he can find his freedom in a sense of
community; or, in Mandan terms, his alienation will end when the relation-
ship of production and the nodes of production represent the same common
purpose; in short, the goal of adult aducatian is the achievement, says
Mr. Powell, of a national purpose.

. Says Mr. Powell in the beginning: "The General Will. (Rousseau's
tern) requires a perception of life-lAng education as a patriot's duty."
This he designates as a "national imperative." And be calls upon public
authority to launch such a crusade. The Russians have done so in what he
admits is "the authoritarian collective program of mess indoctrination.
Twice, although he uses the:term "authoritarian", Mr. Powell asks us to
examine the Russian experience and not on that account take it lightly.

It has given the Russians what we 'lack, and that is motivation for
accepting education. The assumption ill the Russians work better and harder,
for they have "mesa education for industrial skill, 2.1teracy and Communist
ideolecer." Whereas, in our woad -- and hence our drift -- ''ee. have been
betrayed into educating people for single roles and not for their cam=
humanity."

Again, time does not permit to point out Mr. Powell's want of
economic understanding. The lamentable failures in agriculture and in the
production o: consumer goods have forced the Russians to begin (all the
time denying it) to experiment with a market economy, to seek profitability
as a touchstone to production, and to reward workers with in' ertive peyeents
when profitability is achieved, which irombeallevamans the eapitalist-consumer
sovereignty, and not whm production norms te6 exceeded.
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In short, not a general or a national purpose is going to
accomplish growth with all its side-effects, but the eapitaliet or utili-
tarian, enlightened self-interest.

But to return finally to adult or contineing education, Mr. Powell
looks at it together with distatte. It Is a "gigantic smorgasbord"; the
freedom we have is an almost total freedom of often meaningless choices.
And as for quality, "Quality control is almost equal to health control in
Civil War medicine."

He continues: "It is difficult is build a coherent program.of adult
learning, a national service for adult intelligence, by adding together the
secondary functions branching off from Primarily non- adult or non-teaching
agencies: the day college, the Armed Forces, the agricultural vocational
programs, the church, the Rotary Clubs, the Girl Scouts, or business and
industry."

On pages 17 and 18 he offers us a long list of this meaningless and
purposeless melange going under the name of continuing education. As though
this were not bad enough, we are even in worse plight. By pernittiag adults
to perform in one of many roles -- as a worker or a church-goer, or a
consumer -- we have not trained adults "for their common humanity." There
is then -- and this I regard as the really ominous statement -- "There is,
in fact, no national school, no national market for maturity."

Because, then, we must face the certainty of a permanent non-elite,
because technological retraining only leads to geometric disemploymeet,
because we have inequalities of capacity due to "pathology, malnutrition,
fatigue, pressure and anxiety" -- in short, impoverisheznt -- all we can
do is educate for citizenship. That is, "induce incentives to curiosity,
creativeness, comprehensisn ama competence" to get people to "achieve go as
they share." We must, 4terefore, fight both the poverty of goods and
the poverty of spirit.

Needless to say. I reject all this: the social and economic analysis
that has caused Mr. Powell's despair, his contempt for the "gigantic emorpaori"
of adult eduction gna his subetitution of amonolithic na4-4,enal purpose which
he calls citizenship in "shared goals", whether it is the virtue of the Greek
freeman (but not the slaves) or the virtue of Machiavelli's elite or the
virtue of Rousseau's or Marx's sense of community.

By calling for plurality and not singularity, for consumer sovereignty
in the free market of choices and ideas and not the dirigisme and tyranny of
the general, still; that is to say, when I opt for equality of choices (having
in mind different ends) am I opting for the abandaamtnt of quality? Not at
all. And here I find the aloofness of the educator and the university 3z
resards adult eduction the greatest peril.



Curlouely enough, recogniziir eele-trteresty ti getateet advancer:
being eade in adult education today in America are to tee Allied Forces ;me
in iedustry. Both are involved in the training of a superior manpower,
the one for national preservation, the other to achieve and maintain profit-
ability and therefore increased productivity.

There are many reasons why adults at all levolo, and not simply the
already-tutored, seek continuing education in its broadest sense_-. AU sbould
be respected; all can be improved very easily, given our accetence in a
free society of diversity, many instead of a single interest, ana manifold
forms of participation. I list a few:

Adults seek entertainment. But listening to music, going .o the
theater, look ina at pictures, this conctitutes entertainment, too, at
the same time that there is a lifting of the spirit.

Adults seek information, whether they visit the museums or engage in
current events discussions, or watch so-called public affairs TV programs
or programs of educational television.

Adults seek job-improvement.

Adults seek training for civic and community participation, whether
as voters or church-goers or members of consumer leagues or civil rights
organizations.

Adults seek training for the use of greater leisvre time for earlier
retirement. IneidentalIy the shortening of the %low of the work week, of
the work year and for the normal life, these nonstitute perhaps the greatest
single boon that technological progress has given us.

What is wrong about education for meaningful travel or for creative
writing and painting and the household arts, among which I name cookery as
the outstanding one?

And, f.iree140 adults seek -- and more and wore should be encouraged
to seek (and here g name the greatest single group in our society that we
shamefully neglect -- th, liowe-boued married woman) -- they seek formal
learning in the broad liberal arts sense, for self-improvement and as an
investment in h moo = capital.

In this last case - and here I have had a long experience -- the
usnt of commitment by our universities and our educational foun1ations
is nothing less than shameful. Mr. Powell agrees, when he says: "You
are all aware of the second-claOs ;tat us of our teachers in evening
schools and universities; they are lfeely to be regarded as the 'benighted
teaching the belated'."
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Need this be so? I will not go into any detail about the accomplishmtnts of
the School of General Studies nor discuss, as I should have wanted to discuss in
great detail the very problem of how we can redeem and recapture the partially-
educated woman into the labor force. I simply want to cite on statistic. There
are 60000,(00 women today who have had from one to three years of college edu-
cation and have dropped out. There isn't a single university, to my knowledge,
that is lifting a finger or seeking to develop imaginative ways for, in the first
plate, reaching these home -bouts married women; and in the second place, where
their children have grown, inducting thet back into normal processes of our society,

I just want to make one comment upon equality and inequality. I say that
we can achieve equality only if we are prepared to recognize the equality of the
teachers and of the students engaged in this process of continuing learning. If
this is so, then quality inevitably follows. Every ancient craft, every midi-
eval guild, every modern profession deriving satisfaction from and being honored
.l'or its labors has policed its own quality- We need no pUblic authority) no
national purpose to do this.

=
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by

Ernest van dery Raag

As the last, I am a little undecided whether I should be the poison in the
tail or the sweetness at the-bottom, but I leave it to you to find out which I
have chosen.

I am glad Mr. Hacker preceded me. He criticised a number of the economic
and other things which I will have no time to deal with and which I cnin1c could
be commented on.

Let me start by saying I don't thing Mr. Powell has provided us with a clear
definition of adult or continuing education which we can use. So provisionally,
let me Pay that I also mean by this, the schooling of adults; that is, whatever
happens to them in a school in which they have enlisted, when it does not lead
to the traditional liberal and professional degrees. For this is a separate divi-
sion, and I think this is what ',le really want to talk about.

To my knowledge) about 28,000,000 adults are enrolled in this sort of pro-
cess. The figures are vague and not very useful because enrollment may mean
anything from one hour a week to full time, and proper distinctions have not
been made, and statistics are not very good. I just want to indicate the approxi-
mate size of the enterprise.

Now, it seems to me that what we want to offer, and to whom we want to offer
adult education, and what results we seek, should depend on questions such as
these: Who demands adult education, and for that purpcsei What kirA of adult
education does he demand? Is the demand rational, in the sense that adult edu-
cation is such as can be offered as a suitable means to achieve what is in the
minds of the people wild-want to use it? That's what we mean.
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In otter words, does the end justify t1_,v. means; If you watt 1-4 put it
y. I don't think [r,....ts c evy-:r be ju_stLfied. by anything but the GD3.c

So tae only qusstion is: does this end justify these means e Is the
d$,:ollnd for adult education inereesteg? And wbnt ear e its veristione, to
what factors ean they be related, such as ineome, previous education, occupazion,
emplelyment and so on.

Demands on the supply side -- how is this demand supplied? Is it over-
supplied? Is it undersupplied in the various categories? Should we attempt
to stimulate this demand and should we influence the kind of demand? That, of
course, depends finally on what effects we intend to have by means of adult
education and whaedo lee get, as distinguished from what we intend? Are the
effects we get desirable or undesirable?

Now, I think it's best, perhaps, to divide our adult education, as I
have a tendency to divide all education, into at least three categories.

First, education as an investment; that is, of a kind that leads to a
private return to the person who has been educated. In the terms of adult
education, this is totally the case for vocational education, if it is any
good. If it is not, it has missed its point.

A person who vishes to acquire a skill in adult education usu&lly does
so because he thinks his time is well invested because, with this skill, he
can get a higher return. It follows from this that this sort of adult
education should not be supported by public money. Obviously, the person
who gets the higher return can finance it himself, although we might help
him by means of loans.

Second, there is a public indivisible return. This, too, is a kind
of educational investment. For instemee, if the adult is not literate and
by means of adult education he becomes literate, the return is in large
part not to him but to society at large, in the same way if I have a
telephone and other people also have telephones, I benefit. The telephone
serves as a means of communication. Of course, the same is true for
litersery.

Fillall4T, adult education can be a form of convention; thst is, it
does not give any sort of return other than the enjoyment that the person
Teing educatdd gets from the process of educed= or from its pursuit.
:Such a convention can be public sometimes, but most of the time it is
private. I certainly would disagree with Mr. Powell on his general idea
that most of it is some sort of either public investment or public
consumption. I think that is certainly not the case.

Whether and *what kind and to what extent we ghould foster adult
education depends on the analysis of these questions. To my knowledge,
they have been touched on in Mr. Powell's paper, but he has not come to
grips ulth tAem,
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Mr. Powell does deplore what Yee considers an insufficient demand foradult education. But he does not cogently explain why there should be moredemand. Why, in short, is ':arts use of resources in some way superior to thepresent uses of resources for societys, or for the individuals concerned, andto other possible alternative uses other than adult education?

Now, I want to suggest possible reasons for the lag in demand, ifthere is one. First, people may be uninformed about the possible benefitsof adult education, of the possible net advantage that they may derive fromit.

Second, they may be Informed but too weak in some way. That is, theymay know that it would benefit them but are still =able to undergo theeffort; thoturh capable.

Third, people may feel that there is a net disadvantage; that is,
that they have better uses for their time resources. These better uses
may, for instance, be in formal education, or by means other than
educational inetitutioms, such as schooling. They may go to moves andlearn more -- I will admit; but they may read a book and learn
more, which is fairly likely.

Fourth, they my think that there are other uses of the time re-
sources that are unrelated to education but which nevertheless give them anet advantage over the employment of their resources in education.

Finally, there maybe people incapable of profiting from further
education, even though there would be a net advantage for than if theywere capable of profiting from; it.

My min objection to Mr. Powell's approach is that he recognizes
only the first of these five possible reasons for lack of demand. Infact, he proceeds as though the only reason for which there is no more
demand for adult education is that people are not informed about the
possible benefits and he proposes,therefore, a vast program of "motivational
advertising"' and emotional reconditioning that would make everyone want more
adult education.

If such a program were to succeed to seduce more people into getting
more adult education, then, according to Mr. Powell, we can expect all kinds
of wonderful things; for instance, people would elect the right president.I think this is a basic misunderstanding of the influence of knowledge onpolitical events.

I submit that this whole approach iG salvationist in character. Such
approaches are usually based on the evidence of things mot reen. But thisone has the distinction of being contrary to the evidence of things as Isee them.
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New, the evideece that this is salvationist in approach is, first ofall, that everybody is to be saved on the basis of Rousseau's general will.Even those who resist are to be forced to be free. Incidentally, I yonderby whom? By "the general will" Rousseau certainly did not mean the majority.So, if we are forcing people to be free here -- whatever that may mean --we have to have some minority that in some way knows the general will, asit used to know the natural law, and forces people to be free as they seefit.

Now, freedom, and I quote Mr. Powell here, "weans to Americans leisure,affluence, security from war, and pursuit of happiness." This is one of thefunniest, most peculiar definitions of freedom I've ever seen.

Freedom means, and always has meant, and can hardly mean anything
else, unless we want to limit the word, than the ability to choose. It
may very well be that Americans use their freedom to choose the thingsthat Mr. Powell says they choose. It doesn't mien that freedom means that;
it means that they use freedom for this purpose.

Now, the curious effect of Mr. Powell's identifying freedom with thechoices that are made by means of freedom is that freedom comes to be
abolished. For the desire for freedom means, of course, the desire for
the permanent retention of the ability to cneeee rather than being stuck
with anything you have cboaen. So, if freedom means no more freedom, if it
does not mean the retention of the ability to choose, but simply means theachievement of certain things, such as affluence, security from war, and
so on, then what Mr. Powell tee-14y is saying is that Americans don't give a damnfor freedom. They want to be affluent, they want to be peaceful, and they wantto be happy.

Now, I submit you can be affluent, peaceful and happy without being
free, and you can also be free without being affluent, happy, and peaceful.

My own firm belief is that Americans, however incorrectly and inar-ticulately, an have a strong wish to remain free, in the sense of retaining
a strong wish to be free to choose and change their mind. And I wouldn't
exclude the possibility that at some point they might choose, whether you
or I like this or net, to give up, say, a peaceful existence in favor of war
if certain other values are threatened.

Just as there is a curious mis-definition of freedom, there is a similarly
misleading definition of education. The goals of education are defined in someway es finding out or helping people to take a stand on Michelangelo and
Picasso; determining the objectives of this nation. Mr. Powell asks: "Doesthis nation have any objectilmer! which are either measurable or definable in
behaviorable terms, for the responsible members of its adult population?"
The implication here is clearly that we ought to have such objectives, andthat education should bring about that we have the right objectives. To mymind, this is a very mechezical approach.
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Mr. Pavel" also says: "There is, in fact, no national school, no
national market, for maturity." I don't know Vint maturity means. It's
a term very useful in horticulture, but I think it has no place in education

Mr. Powell goes on to say that "Motivational psychology has learned
the skill of selling toothpaste but not of selling manhood." I haven't the
slightest idea whether it would be desirable to sell manhood. Who would dothe selling? What would be involved?

Mr. Powell adds: "In the nation which invented and perfected the radio
and television commercial., we should be able to mobilize the same skills to
reduce not dental, but mental cavities by 35 percent," which is, I think,
what fluoridation is supposed to do. But I do think there is a difference,
and I think thie difference has been neglected. I am quoting this not to
make en esthetic objection, but to indicate that the approach is cme that
totally misses what I regard as the problem. It misses it because education
is used in two different and inconsistent ways.

The first is this: education as an ideal, always successful, producing
always an intended and desirable result and capable of solving all human
problems, and by definition therefore preferable to any other use of resources.

The second definition. which I favor because it is descriptive is:
education, a schooling at best a faltering learning process, which even if
intended to produce Desirable results need not produce them at all and may
produce unintended and undesirable ones.

I may add that I know that there is no known predictable effect on
character of education and there is no known capacity, to my knowledge, to
do more by means of education than to spread knowledge, form intellects,
as distinguished from character to some extent, and formulate. or form
cognitive habits. All this great talk which I find in Mr. Powells' paper
about sound education for the right kind of Character, and so on, is un-
doubtedly a nice ideall but it belongs in a church -- that is, where you
feel that miracles are going to be wrought by means of faith.

This leads me back to the formulation of Rousseau on which I think
Mr. Powelliti paper is based. Rousseau at one point says: "Wartime made
happy and good. Society corrupts him and causes his misery." If we accept
that 'art is originally happy, good, and capable of learning, and the wicked
ones oe people who reason badly, then we come to the conclusion that by
teaching people hc- won well we will remedy all the problems of the
world. This is a Jresting conclusion.
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I do not think that what is wrong with man is lack of edueatian. Nordo I think that Stalin was led astray by bad educators or Trotsky or Mussolini,who for that matter wai a teacher himself. In other words, I do not think
that the influence of education is at all what is constantly assumed by thesalvationist approach.

I think that the Augustinian approach, that is, that man is corrupt
owing to the original fall, reproduced by Freud in slightly different
terminology, is a realistic one. And if we accept that, then we might
possibly come to a more realistic form of adult or any kind of education.

Some people can profit more and some less, and the profit tends to
be intellectual and not in terms of character. Not only Mr. Powell, but
no one at all at this conference talked abaat the possible undesirableeffects of using more resources for education. For instance, one may foster
ambition more than one fosters the capacity to fulfill it. This certainly
leads not only to unhappiness but to very grave social consequences. One
may, by means of more education, lead to more homogenization. One may
further destroy family bonds that may have some value. One may foster the
tendency that the family has no* to place responsibility on institutions,
such as the school that cannot possibly bear that responsibility.

Here let me point out, if I may digress for a moment, that I am
very interested in the pre-school and pre-kindergarten approach. I wish
to indicate that this approach will tend to minimize the influence of
the family. Although I am aware that a great deal of research has been
done on this, I may point to a classic piece of sociological research
underteen by Kingsley Davis that I am sure you all recall, on a child
that was isolated altogether for the first six years of her life -- so much
so that the child didn't learn how to wan, how to speaksand behaved like
the typical wolf-child. This child in two years of education, from the
age of six to eight, was totally normalized. If that means anything --
unless Mr. Davis made this whole thing up -- it means that even if an
education up to the sixth year is altogether neglected, this "neglect" can bemade up after the age of six. It does not seem to me, therefore, that as
far as the cognitive faculties are concerned, it is required that there
be pre-school intervention.

I don't mean to say that it is necessarily bad. Obviously, we oughtto do a little more research on the effects of pre-school programs before
we engage in then to any significant degree. On the whole, I should saythat Mr. Powell's paper has strengthened by resolution to apply to the Ford
Foundation for a grant to study the negative effects of education.
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RESPONSE
by

John Powell

I want to thank Louis Hacker for giving some of my
favorite phrases the most eloquent reading I've ever heard. But
I would like of confess that I seem to share with Edgar Fried-
enberg the unhappy knack of having what I write playfully taken
seriously.

I am, for example, serious in the quotation from AE on the
cover of tht6:numr; I believe that has meaning.

The references to Rousseau include the fact that the
general will is not the same as the will of all, which applies
specifically to compulsory education of children and their reac-
to it.

I don't believe that I have assumed that the elite is
necessary. In fact, on page 13 I said Ifin not yet prepared to
believe this, although later I say that we have to face the
permanence df'a non -elite.

As to Rousseau, I do take seriously the abstract notion
of a general will. I do not regard it as a dictatorial will,
because Ronsseau himself guard it adequately imainSt that. I
am using as concomitant with it the sense of a national purpose.
I am free to say, after 30 years of working with the most advanced
kinds of adult education and the most bewildered intelligent
and well-edUcated people that I know, that the lack of a pur-
p9sive structure for the learning of people beyond the years
of schooling really imicates that this nation does not know what
its purposes.

Taylor said we buy what we want and that shows that we
want moon-shots. I am saying we look for 'bat we feel the lack
of, but we don't knowwhere to look and we have.not effective
or few effective places to look for it.

When I say that, let us not take it lightly because it
resembles the Soviet Union, I am referring to a contemporary
American experiment going on at Norfolk at the present time--
the connection of the literacy training with the seeking for
job improvement. But don't overlook the figures on the manpower
retraining program in which $435 million produced 5,000 trainees
in the first two years.
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As to whether the shorter work -week i3 a boon or not, as
to whether home -bound women seek adult education for the greater
benefit of themselves and the nation, I seriously doubt, as I
have known a great many of them. I have known women who place
their children in what we have touted here as nursery schools and
day care centers, which are really wholesale baby- sitting at
retail rates, while they go home and watch television and put
their hair up in curlmes and go to the supermarket. I do not find
that most home-bound women make creative use of their leisure
time. In fact; T t- Imsko a distiactioa betweisial leisure and
idleness. Idleness is empty. Leisure is doing something that
means swathing to you; that is, as I said, makes life interest-
ing and makes you more interesting to yourself.

I'm skimming here. I gathered from Dr. van den Haag that
he felt that the education of adults was primarily schooling. I
have objected before in this conference to the restriction of the
word "education" to what goes on in classrooms and I do deplore
the fact that about two-thirds of the adults actively engaged
in consecutive study are doing so in order to get degrees and
credits. Universities are taking over the adult education pat-
tern. I am not altogether Worse to that. But it seems to me
that so such more than schooling is involved.

A book is also coming out soon by a colleague of Peter
Rossi's, John Johnston, called "Volunteers for Learning", which
is a most interestinga statistical analysis of an extensive study
projected to 23,000,000 American individuals who were in some
way or other intermittently or regularly furthering their own
learning. More than half of these were doing it by themselves;
a lot more by correspondence.

Johnston did not get figures to :tncluse the anywhere from
5 to 10,000,000 adults who regularly or intermittently watch
their favorite programs on oducationa television, or even take
courses at the junior college level in Chicago, in their own
living-rooms.

Where I speak of Michelangelo or what to do alt;;;t this
or what to do about that, you will note that I am nut making
assertions; I am raising questions. What do we think the In
pas of education is? How would you judge our national purpose?
How would you judge an educated man- -this way or that?
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As for maturity, this to me is a fighting bird. The
maturity of any species is the full develo;c1-..t of capacity in
the individual to use the pours which are needed and peculiar
to that species. Man's native and peculiar power is the build-
ing of societies, through coeztunicatica; and the mature person
is one who communicates with candor and precision in the inter-
ests of the advancement of the social group, society, state or
world in whcch he lives. The man leao is not doing that will soon
came to be regarded in our public as a slacker.

I am not advocating that education become a prime instru-
ment of national purposes. I an saying it has done that. As
Clark Kerr said about the university, it is no longer a free)
institution. It is no longer free to criticize what the estab-
lishment is doing. It4.. is bound to do what the establishment
wants. This I deplore very seriously.

And by maturity I mean that which can be achieved through
thought, through ccmmunication about serious things. So much
for that.
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ADDITIONAL QUERIES AND COMMENTS

Judson Shaplin: In your comments did I hear you
say that teachers were the must hardened against adult education?

Powell: T4147 were =oat difficult sub.;
jects for liberal adult education if, as I say, it is informal
or in any way eccentric.

in_.
I wanted to point out that teachersare the most saturated with adult education of any segment of thepopulation. In other words, we have gone through a period of30 years of the uplife of the whole teaching segment. It's tiedto salary schedules. They are the consistent, persistent summer-school-goers; they are the university-extension-goers for degreesThere is all of this.

Sloan Wayland:
The presumed paradox of quality andequality can be seen most clearly in the data on the population

who are outside the formal school structure, and I think gives
rise to the kind of concern that Mr. Powell has, if not to the
solution which he suggests.

If we look at the school system itself, any assumption
of equality, in the narrow sense of the term, is likely also tobe extended, the more atteutio; we give to remedial work for
those who have been suffering disadvantage. That is to say, anykind of knowledge which we develop to help those students who
are handicapped at the outset, it it is fundamental knowledge,will be adapted and expanded by those who already have advan-
tages from their home background and other sources.

The suburban school will pick up any kind of information
and experience which has been developed in other setting, if itis really fruitful, and extend it. It may be, therefore, that
a possible consequence of all the work that we do on this will
not be to reduce differences but in fact to extend them.

And I say I think it is clearest on the adult education
level, but I think it would also be true at the school level, aswell, regardless of the kind of steps that we take.
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Hacker: I will not accept seriously Mr.
iTTWIrs statement that he was jesting, because Rousseau by that
token is not Ztd be taken as jest, nor is Marx, nor is Hegel, dor
Plato, for that matter.

When he said "General Will" and quoted properly what
Rousseau meant by "General Will" then I tax hi: with dirigisme
or, if you will, an authoritarian society in which somebody will
tell us what the national purpose is.

In a free society I wil not tolerute anybody telling me
what the naticnal puroose is and how I shall commit myself to
Lt.

I also want to comment on what Wayland said. It is true
as a result the deplorable want of interest on the part of
educators in further education, we do have participation volun-
tarily on the part of those who have already gone through part
of the educational round.

Pow_ ell: That is true. But you note in
my paper r cited the very impressive and exciting activities of
the Armed Forces and of inductry, and I regret exceedingly that
educators have made no effort to familiarize themselves with
their aPproache and their achievements.

They have started out,in the Armed Forces, granted pro-
per physical capacitywith literally, in many cases, the wholly-
untutoredthey have taken them and pushed them through the
whole round of-education and, where capacity has been indicated,
taken them to the highest levels of technology.

Busiueslamen accepting that same commitment, because of
profitability-- and I said enlightened self- interest - -have
applied themselves to the same problems.

If the educators at large will take on exactly the
same kind of attitudes and devices of the Armed Forces and of
business itself it, its in-service training, we shall be much
farther advanced in this whole program of cr:atinuing education,
to which we all give lip-service and which notably the univer-
sities wholly reject.
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A Voice: I'd like to raise a question of
Prof. Hacker. Granted that we don't want any kind of burear-
cracy or authoritarian control in determining who will take what
kind of studies, the fact is that adult education is selected by
some institution, by some individuals, the nature of it, the
program; what criteria shall be employed as to what shall be
offered, because the freedom of choice that's available to the
consumer, the American person, the freedom is de-limited by that
whicn is available.

Surely some criteria are utilized in determining what
shall be ()Herod. In whom shall that power be vested?

Prof. Hacker: Shall I answer in terms of my
experiences--and I've had a very long experience.

I was prepared to admit people into the School of General
Studies at the formal collegiate level without Sigh school edu-
cation. There is an example of both.

The choices are very wide, depending upon the courage,
integrity and willingness of the universities to accept such
a responsibility.

I' need only say this: the reason why I had rein was
because I was making two million bucks a year net for the uni-
versity and had my own budget.

Mayer: Very briefly, I would like to put
the quality argument in here a little, my own hunch being that
one of the reasons why we do so poorly is that most of the stuff
is not much good. This is true of what is offered in the formal
courses and it is certainly true of what is offered over tele-
vision. It is just generally true. The great books discussion
group sort of thing is a kind of hunger that people feel they
ought to have, but when they get to the kind of:cardboard that
is involved in this, the hunger tends to go away.

van v'en Haag: What distnbs me, is that Mr.
Powell seems to be under the impression that there is some-
thing bhat could be an ideal, that can be called the full de-
velopLent of all our capacities, and I quote, " in the interest
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of advancement of society."

Now our capacities are many. I have the capacity to murder,
to be malicious, to steal, and 99 on. Perhaps these are generally
disapproved, but if Mr. Powell and I were to discuss which of my
capacities are test to be developed, we would not agree. And
therefore I think it is a mistake to act as though this phrase
mean that we all know what we want. We don't.

And again the same thing about the advancement of our
society. Err. Powell should have certainly noticed that we have
very different notions of not only how society but how educationis to be advanced, So how can o seriously say that education
has a goal of helping people to advance society, as though it
meant something to know?

The most that education can have as a goal is to help
people think a little bit more clearly.

Powell:
The Conference itself has been as good

an example of an adult education experience as I could offer you
for illustration. This hes been a meeti'tg of diverse minds with
diverse backgrounds seriously considering a very serioes problem,
doing it maturely and good-naturedly and making progress.

Out of it have come certain suggestion. One was that we
might intervene, as the Chinese have and as the Russians have--
and therefore I use those references- -with children at as early
as six months. If we were to intervene massively to mobilize
our psychological knowledge, our Federal funds, our community
influence, our industrial might, even our advertising might, to h
the achievement, even if we had come to an agreement as to what
should be done: we might by doinc, it turn ourselves into another
kind of society than the one we are.

Mussolini was a product of the Italian ecucational system;
militaristic Germany was a product of the German education; Leninof the Russian educational system. We are talking about products
of the American educational system and what ale we going to makeof it by the way in whichme tryLto do what we think ought to bedone. This I think is a question for permanent discussion. It's
a question of the general will and it's s question of the generalwelfare.
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We've got to choose what kind of people we're going to
become by the way we do what we think has to be done, and / as
only saying that choice has got to be thoughtfully made and
greatly made.



ECONCMIC COSTS OF QUALITY AND EQUALITY IN EDUCATION

Seypiour E. Harris

University of California, La Jolla

At the Conference there was general agreement that large additional resources
would be needed to provide the desired quantity and quality of education. The
emphasis was first on what might be done to improve the education of the disad-
vantaged, especially the Negroes, and, secondly, the gifted children.

Basing themselves largely on Bloom's study, Kirk and others stressed the
need of starting education of the disadvantaged at age One or two, an extension
supported by the Bloom conclusion that 40 per cent of intellectual development
takes place between conception and age four, about 30 per cent between ages four
and eight, and about 20 per cent between ages eight and 17. The fact that apti-
tude tests reveal low scores for Negroes does not suggest low intelligence but
rather unfortunate environmental conditions. The Negro and other low income
groups, as a result, may well find the school experience distasteful and rebel
against the system, a reaction likely to be reflected in increased juvenile delin-
quency.

Kirk shows that there are already at least 36 approaches to the problems of
improving education for the disadvantaged and the gifted, advances related both
to inter-individual differences and the varying rate of growth, that is, infra-
differences.

Obviously such attempts to improve our
expensive. If, for example, we assume that
are disadvantaged and would be eligible for
that the four years of additional schooling
school year per pupil in the public schools
he approximately $7 billion.

educational system are likely to be
30 per cent of our school children

four pre-kindergarten years and also
would cost no more than the average
costs now, then the price tag would

Buz financial needs are not exhausted at this point. An important goal is
to raise the standards of school systems with relatively law outlays per pupil.
Such improvements would also help the disadvantaged for they reside to a consider-
able extent in the states spending relatively little for education. The average
current outlay per student for the 1963-64 was $455, with the maximum $705 in
New York and the minimum $241 in Mississippi. To raise the expenditures per pu-
pil to the $455 average for 26 states with outlays less than $45: would require
$1.7 billion additional. Inclusive of capital the figure would be almost $2
billion. Should we seek to match the top nine states, then the additional costs
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for the 17 million pupils in the non-impJverished 26 states would be around
$4 billion inclusive of capital.*

Nor does this give us the coOplete picture of needs. To coinprehendthe
dimensions of the problem, it is necessary to consider the trends of expendi-
tures in recent years.**

All Expenditures Public Schools

1919-20 $ 11°36
1949-50 5,837
1959-60 15,613
1961-62 18,330
1969-70 (Projected) 33,60o**

Demands for education are likely to rise. Here is a projection for 1970:-

All Expenditures on Education Inclusive of Hi her Education and all Private Schools

$ Billions % Gross National

Product

1.

2.

3.

1949
1963

1970 (Estimate)

8.8

33.7
64.o

3.4
5.8
8.0

The 1970 estimate is based on the following assumptions: -

1. GNP will rise from the probable level of $650 billion in 1965 to $800'billion
in 1970. This increase would roughly equal the $150 billion rise(from 1960-65,
but a rise at-a somewhat lower rate of 23 per cent as against 30 per cent in
1960-65.
2. I assume $7 billion additional expenditures for the under- privileged, raised
to $8 billion to correspond with the increase of GNP from 1963-1970.
3. I include $5 billion to raise the outlays of the low expenditure states to
the level of the richer states. This total is inflated by $4 billion by the
rise of per capita income since the early 1960's.
4. I include $7 billion, a $1 billion rise per year, for higher education.
5. Relevant also is the projected increase of expenditures on public schools
proposed by the N.E.A. from $15.6 billion in 1960 to $40 billion in 1970.

*The calculations are mine. I have relied on Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, Datitatlducational Statistics 1 h Edition; National Education
Association, Financi the Public ScRools, 1 0-1970; Statistics of State School
satim 1961- 2, Final Report, 1 ; National Committee for Support of the Public
Schools, h_LTBCc...De.mec2p.._.and'TheirFiscal Implications.
**Estimate by N.E.A. on the assumption of a generous rise of enrollment of 29.5
per cent in the 1960's, of average classroom salaries from around $5000 in 1960
to $9710 in 1970 and a rise of current expenditures per pupil enrolled from $341
to $(20.
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( I allow for capital expenditures equal to 20 per cent of the current outlay,
a rate substantially less than in 1960.) On this basis the increase of outlays
on public schools would average $2.5 billion per year.

Another approach is to estimate the increase of all expenditures on educa-
tion, inclusive of private and higher education, and to project on the basis ofthis trend. These outlays rose by $2 billion per year in a period of 14 years
but increased to $2.7 billion in the year 1963-64. Hence by 1970 we may assume
a rise of $17.5 billion (7 times $2.5 billion).

Here, then, are the possibilities for additional expenditures by 1970:

1. $8.5 billion for the under-privileged, age 2 - 5 inclusive.
2. ,$5 billicn to raise standards of impoverished states to those of higher
income states.
3. $7 billion to increase current and capital outlays for higher education.4. $25 billion assumed rise based on N.E.A. projections of need. (My
estimate of capital sum.)

In all, the total equals $45.5 billion.

An alternative is to base our needs on (1) and (2) above, and to add an
estimate of needs based on trends of all expenditures on education. The total
would then be $8.5 billion + $5 billion + $17.5 billion = $31 billion.

It is clear that the rise of $45.5 billion is excessive: this sum would
absorb about 30 per cent of the expected rise of GNP. The average cost of edu-
cation in 1963-64, in relation to GNP, was only 5.8 percent. Even the less
ambitious projection of a $31 billion increase would mean that education would
absorb about 20 per cent of the expected rise of GNP. Clearly, the N.E.A. goal
is a good one to shoot at, but it is excessive given current tax rates, tax
structure and competitive demands on the public economy.

Even the $12 billion estimated cost for (1) the disadvantaged at age 2
5, and for (2) raising the educational standards of the less affluent states,
would consume eight per cent of the expected rise of GNP. Obviously, the author-
ities will have to choose among the various needs--general rise of educational
standards, help for the disadvantaged, or raising of standards of the less afflu-
ent states. The last may lose out in the competition unless the federal govern-
ment participates to a greater degree than now seems likely. And I remind the
reader than my general improvement of standards would help children in the
poverty class but yield them less relatively than what they ought to have.

On the assumption that about $2 billion additional will become available
each year in the next seven years as in the last 15 years, my guess is that
higher education would receive about one-third of the additional sums and that
most of the remainder woald go to raise salaries and improve standards gener-
ally rather than for reducing differentials in standards or appropriating large
sumo for the very young and disadvantaged. I say this despite the President's
announced proposals to launch a modest educational program to help the low in-
come educations 1 districts.
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I should add that my projections are much on the optimistic side though

pessimistic visa vis the deliberations of the Conference. The Office of Edu-
cation, for example, projects all education expenditures from $30.4 billion in
1962-63 to $42.5 billion in 1969-70.*

I believe that a practical goal for additional expenditures on education
would be $2 billion, roughly seven per cent of the expected annual gain of GNP;
if the federal government were to become active in this field, we might even
think as much as $3 billion, or ten percent of the expected annual gain.

Here are the limtts of a practical goal. The resources are there. The
real question is, are we prepared to allocate eight per cent of GNP and 20 per
cent of the rise of GNP from 1963 to 1970 to education? These are the sums re-quired if outlays are to rise $3 billion a year as compared to $2 billion in the
years 1949 - 63. It certainly will not be easy to achieve these economic objec-tives.

Among the obstacles are the opponents of increased expenditures for educa,.'
tion; the man people who are fearful of fedPilal control of education; the segre-
gationists who see the expanded role of the federal government as a disguised
attempt to force integration; the constitutional issues involved in aid to Catho-
lic schools (failure to include Catholic schools assures oppositionlof the Catho-
lic groups); the heavy burden of security and other programs; and finally, the
widely accepted view that the approach to prosperity and growth is not rising
welfare outlays but, rather, reduction in taxation.

If education is to do its job, we shall have to depend especially on the
tax rase of the state and local governments. The federal government spends
only $2.5 billion of the total educational bill of $35 - $36 billion, and onlyabout one-fifth goes for public school education.** The total of $35 bill- on re-flects an increase over the total given by the Office of Education, because most
of the federal government outlays are not included in the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfa'e total. In view of the barriers to large outlays by the
federal government, we shall have to depend upon state and local governments
for the major contributions. However, with good leadership by the party in power,
the federal government might increase its contribution by $1 - $2 billion by
1970.

I detected an excessive degree of pessimism at the Conference concerning
what state and local governments might do. It is well to remember that in the
1950's these expenditures rose from $20 to $50 billion and from $20 to $40
billions in stable prices.

Nowom.....wombrnow.waloom.10Mewm.

* Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 2E21_
tics, 1964 Edition, page 32.
** The F ederal Government eadAlucation, Washington,
19637-57-115:1167--

ections of Education Statis-

D_C., House Doc. No. 159,
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The trend in the first three years of the 1960's has paralleled that of the 1950's.

This pessimism of the potentials of state and local finance stems from two
sources, first, the inflexibility of the real estate tax, and, second, the regres-
sive aspects of state and local taxes, that is, the heavier burden on low income
groups of state and local taxes. But the experience of the 1950's suggests that
the inflexibility of the real estate tax has been overemphasized. For in the years
1946 to 1963, new construction of housing units, office buildings and factories
amounted to $437 billion, or an average of nearly $25 billion a year; the number
of new private noL-housing starts in the 14 years 1950-63 totaled more than $18
million, or $1.2 millions per year, and the yield of the property tax jumped from
$5 billion in 1946 to $19 billion in 1962.* The reassessment of property taxes
contributed to the rise of state and local revenues at higher levels than most
economists had anticipated in the 1930's and 1940's. That does not mean that we
could not do much better, especially if more progressive state and local tax struc-
tures were introduced. I should add, however, that the progressive federal tax
structure reduces the sting of the state and local tax system.

One of the difficulties of relying excesdively on state and local govern-
ments is the great differences in capacity to pay among state and local govern-
ments. Thus in the Southeast, public expenditures on elementary and secondary
education in 1963-64 amounted to 4.51 percent of personal income, and in the rich
North, only 4.15 percent. Personal income per school child was $6,842 in the
Southeastern states.and $9,740 in the North Atlantic states. The extremes were
$13,253 in New York and $4,851 in Mississippi.** In the absence of federal aid,
the children in the low income states--where a large proportion of tne disadvantaged
reside--are deprived of high standard education, not only because of the low in-
come in these states, but also because educational costs in relation to personal
income are high indeed. The unavailability of large-scale support from the federal
government condemns the children of these states to a second class education.
These are the same states that espeCially need help in fiLancing pre-school edu-
cation, and they are not likely to get it unless the federal government inter-
venes.

In the course of our deliberations, much was said about the need to improve
the status of our teachers. This is not by any means merely a matter of economics.
Through an improvement in the economic .status of the teacher would help, both
Messrs. Mayer and Schaefer noted that teachers' income was not at a satisfactory
level. Though there was a period during the war and post-war periods when teach-
ers' incomes lagged behind the rise of prices and, a fortiori, in relation to
personal incomes, their current real income visa vis the general working popu-
lation is at least as high as in the pre-war period. Given the large increases
in demand for teachers, it may still be that teachers' incomes are inadequate to
elicit a response in supply and quality consistent with our goals.

I should add that there is an even more serious income lag for college
teachers. In the early 1960's the real income of college teachers had risen high-
er than pre-war levels, but since the whole population had increased its real
per capita income by about 80 per cent since before the war, the relative posi-
t-ton of college teachers had deteriorated by abo'it 30 to 40 per cent. In view

* Statistics from Economic Report to the President, 1964
**. Digest of Educational Statistics, 1 P67.



of the increase in the college population by about 100 per cent in the 1960's,
the flow of teaching talent is not likely to be sufficient in the absence of sub-
stantial improvements in salary scales.*

One of the problems that especially concerned me in the deliberations at
the conference was a tendency to minimize the economic issues. Harold Taylor and
Milton Mayer, especially seemed to me to err in this way. Of course, simply pour-
ing dollars into education is not going to solve our problems. A rising supply of
dollars and a fixed flow of resources means inflation, not progress. Surely the
adequate economic resources are a necessary, if not a sufficient condition. To
obtain the fullest cooperation of the teacher it is necessary to pay him well; but
it is also necessary to elevate him to a higher postuion in the society. He must
have an income adequate to establish his economic position; but he must also have
security, prestige, time for learning as well as teaching, time for vacation and
travel, prizes for distinguished work, etc., and freedom from chores.

Teachers! pay is undoubtedly low compared with other occupations requiring
equivalent preparation, e.g. physicians, engineers and lawyers. The contrast is
espedially striking in relation to physicians, for the practising physician earns
about four times as much as the aVerage school teacher, an excess much above the
amount required to offset the higher costs of training of doctors. The issue is
complicated by a high degree of restrictiOniAm among physicians, and an inter-
ference with markets that teachers are unable to impose even if they wished. It
is of some interest that in Great Britain the income of physicians is only about
20 per cent in excess of that of college teachers, but in the United States about
2uo per cent more. In the latter country restrictionism is in vogue; in the for-
mer, the government indirectly determines wages by imposing capitation fees in a
manner that provides doctors with incomes comn.ensurate with those of other profes-
sions requiring similar education and training.**

The problem of teachers'7pay is not only the inadequacy of salaries, given
the objective of wider educational opportunity and improved quality, but also the
failure to use effectively the total salary fund. Differentials in pay are al-
most universally justified on the basis of .xperience and academic degrees. But
payment on the basis of merit is almost universally not allowed, the theory being
that the contribution or quality of the teacher cannot be evaluated. So far
has the campaign against merit or incentive increases gone that even when serious
shortages prevail and unfortunate gaps in the curriculum occur, the school admin-
istrators do not pay higher salaries to attract the needed teachers. With the
great shortage of mathematics teachers, there is much to be said for paying mathe-
matic teachers more than other teachers, though teachers object to this kind of
"discrimination." Their attitude is that if it is necessary to pay these teachers
25 per cent more, then all salaries should rise by 25 per cent. In other words,
instead of raising the salary budget by 2.5 per cent on the assumption that the
mathematics teaching budge6 is one-tenth of the total teaching budget, the pro-
posal is that all salaries rise by 25 per cent. The Obvious result is great short-
ages( oflmathematics teachers since the budget committees are not prepared to pay
10 times as much as is necessary to obtain the additional mathematics teachers.***

* S. E. Harris, 4:EdLcation:HhelieL3ources and Finance. 1962, Ch. 52, N.Y. McGraw
Hill, 1962
** See Economics of American Medicine, New York, Macmillan, 1964, especially Chs.

*** See especially Kershaw and McKean, Teacher Shortages and Salary Schedules, 1962,
Chs. 3, 10.
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One possible approach to differential pay is the use of teams of teachers/ as
Prof. Trow suggested. In this case, the first teachers may be the team leaders,
and differentiai pay scales may be tolerated.

In higher education similar problems arise) for the dominant tendency is to
allocate large parts of any increase in the faculty budget to all members of the
faculty, good and bad. Many will argue that the tenure system requires this kind
of a salary policy. But on the whole, higher education does allow a substantial
amount of pay differential, more on the basis of research accomplishment than of
teaching; and the differential prevails' not only in salary but also in the age of
achievement of rank. The scientists, for example, in shortest supply, tend to
achieve tenure at a much earlier age than the humanities professor.

Mayer, in particular, noted the large increase in expenditures on education,
and from this he inferred that the problem is not the shortage of funds. For ex-
ample, from 1900 to 1956 public school expenditures rose from $215 to $10,995
million dollars) or by 50 times; and from 1956 to 1964 to $21.4 billion. In high-
er education, the increase was from $ 1/2 billion for current expenditures in
1929-30 , to $7.2 billion in 1961-62, or a 13-fold increase. But the conclusions
are not equally impressive if the expenditures are deflated by relevant price
and adjusted for the numbers of pupils being educated. Then we will find, as Hirsch
did, that aaily per pupil expenditures in stable dollars were virtually unchanged
from 1906 to 1958, and in higher education the rise of outlays per student has not
kept up with that in per capita income, that is to say, in relation to the rising
standard of living, education has fallen behind.*

The main determinants of educational outlays are (1) the methods of finan-
cing) (2) the relative responsibilities of the different levels of government,
(3) and the chuice of alternative areas of spending. If, say, $1 billion addi-
tional revenue le-available, sholIV it be spent on education) on housing, on health)
on security, on jobs, or on what?, The issues here are partly ideological. Even
if the objective is to raise the status of the under-privileged) it is not clear
that education has the first priority. As a matter, of fact, without health, 'hous-
ing and jobs) the contribution to the general welfare of a given additional out-
lay on education may be greatly diluted. Moreover, considering each welfare
field, we tend to exaggerate the net contribution of each category of spending.
The example'of the under-developed countries is instructive here. Given their
economic levels) they tend to spend excessively on education and neglect other
areaR) which, if adequately developed) would raise the contribution of education.

This reminds me of the fact that there was virtually no discussion at the
seminar of the importance of education as an investment, both in raising the in-
come of the individual and that of the nation. Insofar as the results are favor-
able to the nation, we refer to these gains as external economics--e.g. the edu-

* See Health) Education and Welfare Digest of Educational Statistics p61, p100;
Health, Education and Welfare Higher Expenditures and Propert
1957-58, 1961, p5; S. E. Harris, Higher Education: Resources in Finance, 1 2,
Ch. 1; S. E. Harris, More Resources for Education, 1960, p14; and W. Z. Hirsch,
Analyzing the Rising Costs of Public Education) 1959, p34
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cation of scientists raises the income of the scientist, and the gains spill over
to the people as productivity rises and security is enhanced.

Evidence of different kinds suggests a high association between education
and income. The comparison may be that of per capita income and educational achieve-
ment, e.g. (1) the college graduate of 1965 may look forward to a life time income
of roughly $200,000 over the non-college graduate; or (2) of average education and
incomes of states or nations; or (3) of an assessment of the factors contributing
to growth. On the last comperisonl Denison has estimated, though with a degree of
precision not supportableby available research, that education accounts for more
than 42 per cent of rising productivity.*

It is, in fact, not easy to be too precise in these matters. For exaxple, one
investigator discovered that Harvard, Yale, and Princeton graduates had much higher
incomes than college graduates generally. Is the explanation the superior quality
of education of the "Big Three"? Or is the favorable environmental factors--e.g.
the Yale graduate has a special claim to a good opening in his father's or uncle's
or friend's brokerage firm?

In this connection, a point made by Professor Flanagan is relevant. We know
too little about the input and net output of education. It is surely a less than
optimum allocation of resources that our educational budget of $35 billion does
not include at least one per cent, say $350 million for research and planning.
How much more effectively we could allocate the educational dollars if we knew more
about our objectives and methods of attaining them. Do we spend too little or too
much on buildings versus our personnel? The appeal of buildings to politicians
may greatly exceed their relative contributions to education.

While discussing the economics of education, I should comment on a proposal
of Prof. Friedenberg that the parents should be allowed to choose between public
and private schools. This proposal) which would provide each parent with tax,
money needed to purchase the product, is similar to one made by Professor Milton
Friedman of the University of Chicago some years ago. Undoubtedly, though the
stimulus to competition between public acid private schools might well improve the
educational process, I am not enthusiastic over this proposal. It would also
have the unfortunate effect of destroying the public school system, for the migra-
tion to private and especially parochial schools is already a source of concern.
Presently, most students at non- public schools receive an inferior education, de-
spite the availability of non-lay teachers paid at lower than market prices.
Should the Friedman-Friedenberg plan be introduced, the march to private schools
would be accelerated, and the public system endangered. Despite the additional
help given to the private schools, the net result would probably not be an im-
provement of standards.

A number of participants -- Powell, Taylor and Rossi--urged strong anti-poverty
programs in conjunction with the plans to raise educational standards. Flanagan
tells us that the capacity to absorb education varies closely with incomes. I
wonder whether a closer association is not to be found between the occupation of
the parent and gains in education. Admission to institutions of higher learning
seems to be more closely tied to occupations than to incomes. Thus, professional
parents have lower incomes than business executives; but the proportion of chil-

* E. F. Denison, The Source of Economic Growth of the United States and the Alter-
natives Before Us) 1962, pp21,7517F57677;?iritroduction to 0.E.C.D. Economic

Higher 1964.
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The total of adults in retraining is currently 200. Some 40,000
individuals are enrolled in continuing education, including conferences
and workshops, at the University, the Junior College, and the Dade County
high schools; approximately thamuarters of than for college credit.
We have our share of unemployment; but the number of jobs offered in the
help-wanted pages of the two papers runs to about two pages a day and
runs, and runs, and runs. Many of these are trainee positions with pay.
What we lack is a detailed analysis of the kinds of people who are un-
employed, as against the kinds of jobs that stay open. Here I think we
might find some clues to this deficit of motivation.

In 1962, also, I was, consultant to the Educational Projects Divisionof whichiwith the help of the Advertising Council and the blessing
of the Labor Department, was preparing to launch a nationwide drive to
create motivation in the idle to seek training for jobs, and in those with
jobs to soak training for better ones. The Mayas going to be precisely
to identify training with patriotism and the public interest. Then came
the War on Pavony lagisletton, which duplicated or overlapped many of
the features of the manpower retraining program; and the plan for the
proposed drive faltered. As The New Yorker remarked, "The money this
year is in poverty."

The Elwents of a "Mgauttc.aal Drive"

What would it take to create the incentive for enough men and
women to advance their skills to mect the Used for manpower?

As agreed upon by the Labor Department, the INN and Advertising
Council planners, and their consultants from adult education, the essentials
would have to include:

(a) A sustained program of motivational advertising, in press,
periodicals, radio, and both commercial and educational television.

lasnsivektga organisation of business and industrial
firsts, and plants, with educational agencies and civic and

social leaders, and additional efforts by local media.

(c) Rapid but accurate surveys of projected manpower needs 9 by
skill and by number, together with parallel surveys of projected job-
loss through automation and other obsolescence.
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dren of professional parents at colleges is substantially higher than for the
business executive class.

Several members of the session demanded stroLg anti-poverty programs, but
no attempt was made to estimate the costs or the practicability of such programs.

In 1962).20 per cent of all families were classified in the poverty class.
In 1947, the figure was 32 per cent, suggesting a substantial improvement. If
we assume that the 12 per cent of families with incomes below $2000 needed $1500
additional to pull them out of the poverty class and those with incomes of $2000
to $3000 needed $1000 additional income each, then $12.4 billion additional income
for the impoverished would be needed. These SUM would have to come out of trans-
fers (taxes) or out of the creation of additional income through special measures

taken by the government to raise the productivity of the workers through improved
education, vocational guidance, training, health and hc'ving.

The Johnson administration depends largely on productivity measures rather
than transfers. It has some hope of large gains through expenditures of $1 - 2
billion yearly.*

Rossi's proposal for a floor on incomes also has much appeal, but so far it
has not been possible to elicit:much enthusiasm even for the relatively modest

family allowance systems which prevail in Canada and West= Europe.

In our deliberations, the emphasis was on the failures of the adgnistration.
Unemployment was high; poverty was still with us; growth had been small, etc. But
my appraisal would be that we have had several years of great prosperity. In less
than four years, GNP rose by more than $100 billion in stable prices; unemployment
had been cut by one-quarter since 1960; a large redistribution of income had been
effected in the 1940's with the bottom 20 per cent gaining about 78 per cent of
real income, the top 5 per cent only 13 per centt* In November, 1964, unemployment
of heads of family had fallen to 2.5 percent in contrast with the shocking 15 per
cent for the young worker. And, as noted, poverty families had declined from 32
percent in 1947 to 20 per cent in 1960.

It is important to improve the education of the low income groups. Inade-
quate education goes with low incomes and unemployment. Thus, in 1962, 35 per
cent of the heads of all families had eight years or less of education, and 20
per cent, 12 years or more; but the figures for the poor families (incomes of
$3000 or less) was 61 and 7 per cent respectively.***

Automation, which is receiving more and more attention, is widely believed
to be destroying millions of jobs. It was to be expected that a conference con-
cerned with quality and equality in education would consider the issues involved
in automation. Obviously, if automation destroys jobs by the millions, the nation
is going to face the problem of more and more leisure. In response to the threat
of automation, labor demands a 30 hour week, longer vacations, more schooling
and earlier retirement. If automation is as costly as it is frequently held to

* Cf Economic Report of the President, 1964, Ch. 2
** S. Goldsmith et. al. in Review of Economics and Statistics, 1954, pll
***Economic ReRort of the President, p61
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be, the implications for education are clear. The student mast be trained so that
he can use effectively the increased leisure: in music, reading, outdoor recrea-
tion, painting, games, etc. It is to be hoped that the net effect will not be tc
increase the annual mileage on the road from 10,000 to 15 or 20,000 miles per car
nor, as my colleague, Professor Schumpeter used to say, to foment strikes and rev-
olutions. Insofar as the increased free time is converted into more schooling, to
this extent many of the problems of increased leisure are solved; but the burdens
of educational finance are greatly tncrea_ed as the average period of schooling
rises, say from 12 to 14 years. Such an increase would increase the costs of edu-
cation by almos4 $6 billion per year.

But we may be over agitated by the automation problem. Productivity rises
by almost 2.5 per cent a year. That means the doubling of output every 28 years
if the gains are not converted into more leisure. In the last 100 years we have
accepted rising productivity more in additional goods and services than in increas-
ed leisure. AS we attain higher aad higher standards, we may seek the fruits of
rising productivity more by cutting working hours.

I do want to emphasize one point that was missed at the conference. Automa-
tion is not quite the revolution that it has been made out to be. It is merely
one manifestation of rising productivity and the annual gains of productivity, e.g.
the rise of output per man hour with a given input of labor, capital and manage-
ment, has not been out of line the last ten years in relation to earlier years.

Indeed, serious problems arise when an insurance company, through the use of IBM
machines, can achieve with 10 workers what had been previously produced with 100
or 1000. It is imperative that the displaced worker be given a substantial dis-
missal wage, thus sharl4g, the gains of automation, and that he also be helped to
obtrAin a new job.which utilizes his skills.

Despite automation, the economy now has six million more jobs at the end of
1964 than were available in 1959, a prosperous year, and almost four million more
than in 1960, a recession year. These statistics point to the over-emphasis of the
impact of automation. Let us not forget that the machines were destroyed by work-
ers at the beginning of the industrial revolution of the 18th aid early 19th cen-
turies. Yet through it all jobs have increased at a dizzy rate and standards of
living have improved correspondingly. As productivity rises, say, three per cent
a year, two million jobs are lost. But if demand is kept up through wise policies,
the resultant savings are not costly in jobs destroyed, for the rising demand ab-
sorbs the displaced workers.

Hence, I would conclude that automation is not the problem it seemed to be
to some members of the Princeton colloquium. But the effects on education should
not be entirely dismissed. Leisure time will increase, and retraining and re-
education, with greater emphasis on jobs requiring skill, will put more burdens
on education. But let »e dote that the number of hours in manufacturing was 40
hours in 1946 and was-Still 40 hours 17 years laters in 1963. The public does
not seem disposed to increase its leisure at a rapid rate, though from 1929 to
1963 the hours were cut from 44 to 40 and, moreover, workers accept increased
leisure in longer vacations and earlier retirement.

On the issue of private output per man-hour, the average increase was 3.2
per cent in the years 1947-63, as compared with 3.5 per cent in 1960-63. These



are not large differences.*

The President'S Council said it well in its 1964 report,:

"Historically, there _is surely no evidence of any inability of demand to
rise along with production capacity, or of any permanent inadequacy of total job
opportunities. Rather, our technologically progressing economy has brought higher
output and incomes, and more and better consumption and investment along with the
voluntary decision to take some of the fruits of progress in the form of leisure.
Since 1929 for instance, output per worker has almost doubled. Ittotal demand
haft not grown since 1929, and if we were still producing the 1929 level of output,
using present methods of production and the present shorter work-week, it would
take just 26 million workers to do it. This would leave two-thirds of our present
labor force unemployed."" .jr*

Much of the discussion of the seminar gravitated around the evils of the apti-
tude tests. It is clear that teachers frequently use them in harmful ways. But is
not the answer to teach teachers not to abuse them? the general view seems to be
that we ought to forego these tests. Yet as a college teacher over 44 years, I
am not in agreement with the general position. Sound admission practices contri-
bute towards a more effective use of resources in education. In my opinion, apti-
tude tests improve the selection of students for college and also result in im-
proved training when the student arrives. Anyone who has studied admission prac-
tices and resultb cannot disavow the importance of the aptitude tests--for example,
the student with a low score is not likely to survive and hence frequently is not
admitted. The reason for the low c^ore may in large part be environmental; but
unfortunately whatever the explanation, a low score has some significance; and a
high score helps in the assessment of the student, though with increasing propor-
tions of high scores at leading institutions they are not as helpful as in the
past.***

John Gardner spoke out well against excessive:reaction against the aptitude
tests

Before the use of objective tests, American teachers were susceptible
to the same social distortion of judgment.. Against this background, modern methods
of mental measurement hit the educational system like a free breeze. The tects
couldn't see whether the youngster was in rags or in tweeds, and they couldn't bear
the accents of the slums. The tests revealed intellectual gifts at every level
of the population.

Whatever their faults, the tests have proven fairer and more reliable
than any other method when they are used cautiously within the limits for which
they were designed.xxxx

In conclusion, the economist has learned much from the educators, psycho-
logists and sociologist concerning quality and equality in education.. No one
could leave these meetings without a feeling of guilt at the inequities and the
deficiencies of our educational system. But the economist is confronted with

* Economic Re of the President, 1964, p97.
4(4 ;bid, pp94-95
*** See especially Admission to Harvard Collett, A Report by the Special Committee
on College Admission allay 15557567725.
****J. W. Gardner, Excellence, New York, Harper & Bros., 1961, pp48-49.
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limited resources and institutional barriers to mobilizing these resource. for
education. The participants, as a rule tended to minimize the economic problems
and either argued that the mobilization of dollars vas a problem of secondary im-
portance or tnat enough resources could be mobilized to deal with the problems of
low standards, discrimination against the poor, especially racial minorities, the
eradication of poverty (in part through improved education for minorities), and the
costs of automation. I have tried to show that the problems of fftance are serious
indeed and choices will have to be made among numerous welfare programs including
education, and within education, among general improvements of standards, gains
for the disadvantaged minorities, raising the standards of the states with low out-
lays per student, and between lower and higher education. It is the task of the
educators, ps2tchologists and sociologists to identify the non-economic educational
problems; the economists must measure the costs involved in dollars and real re-
sources, and consider the difficulties of Obtaining these necessary resources.

.viawast 1



THE SOCIAL COSTS OF QUALITY AND EQUALITY IN EDUCATION

Robin M. Williams, Jr.
Cornell University

I. Introduction

Social change in education, as elsewhere, often begins with discontent.
This Conference has unveiled an impressive variety of discontents concerning
the present condition of education in the United States. The stage of social
action is most likely to come when to this disaffection with the status quo
ante (based on the gap between performance and aspirations) is added a sense
of realistic hope. The next steps, then, are likely to come as ways are
found to hold out rewards to individuals and organizations for innovations
intended to reduce the causes of our discomfort. In the educational enter-
prise, changes in policies and new social organizations and procedures are
produced by an endless cycle of alienation-and-response by colleges and univer-
sities, schools of education, superintendents, publishers, teachers, state
departments of education, the Congress, state legislatures, local school boards,
parents' organizations, teachers' organizations, and so on and on. In educa-
tion, as elsewhere, social problems have no "final solution"; instead there is
only the possibility that the "problem" is transformed by copying behavior,
and the society then moves on to focus upon some other problematic situation.

"Education" as the total process of learning and teaching is coexten-
sive with social life. Everything a person experiences that alters his mind
and character is, in the larger sense, part of the education of the human
organism--an entity that is in some ways so remarkably docile in the face of
the recalcitrance of its environment and in other ways itself so very recal-
citrant. From Plato on, it has been recognized periodically that the shaping
of the adult social individual is the outcome of the total sociocultural matrix
in which he lives. So in this broadest and most fundamental sense, American
education is the sum total of all the influences playing upon individuals from
the whole environing culture and social system: ". . . all of life educates,
and . . . deliberate education represents only one small part of the total
education of the child."1

Education in modern societies, however, increasingly is carried on by
a differentiated, separate, specialized set of institutions. This means, in
the first place, that special norms guide conduct and define social positions
within the educational sector. Second, as sets of interconnected behaviors,
educational processes constitute a partial social system, a subsystem of the
total society. Therefore, the educational sector is partially autonomous,
and at the same time partially interdependent with all of the other major
institutional subsrstems.2- 1,0111111011.

1Lawrence A. Cremin: "The Education of the Public," Harvard Graduate
School of Education Bulletin , Vol. IX, No. 3, Fall, 1964, p. 3.

"Sloan R. Wayland: Structural features of American education as
basic factors in innovation," is Matthew B. Miles (ed.): Innovation in
Education, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
N. Y., 1964, pp. 587-613.
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In our society, the schools are expected: (1) to train the organism(to develop skills, physical fitness, and "disciplines"--such as sitting
quietly for hours each day); (2) to transmit the received culture to the end-
less "daily invasion of young barbarians"; (3) to equip the individual, at
least minimally, to perform his roles as worker and citizen; (4) to provide a
setting for personality development and general social maturation; (5) to keep
youths out of the labor market and off the streets. Among thasebroad rubrics
of objectives, it happens that the parents and taxpayers of America have at one
time or another demanded that the schools undertake almost every imaginable
kind of instruction, indoctrination, guidance, surveillance, and custodial care.3

It seems reasonably plain, upon any close inspection, that educational
organizations and systems in the United States are often charged with tasks
that they cannot perform and loaded with claims that they cannot satisfy. At
one time or another, the schools and colleges are asked to solve all major
social problems, to counteract the damage created by all other institutional
sectors of the national society, and to cure, largely by psychological means,
social ills that can only be treated effectively by major economic and political
actions.

Is chronic unemployment rising among urban youths? Let the school pre-
pare youngsters for life. Do Negro children suffer from the effects of depriva-
tion? Have the schools repair the damage. Does juvenile delinquency inevitably
arise in our Racketsvilles, Slumtowns, and Haulburgs?4 To the rescue with
special schools. Does pattiotism flag, or depressions threaten, or international
affairs go awry? Why aren't the schools and the colleges doing their job?

The United States has pioneered in compulsory, publicly-supported mass
education, carried out under a highly decentralized system of financial support
and organization. Today it educates e. large proportion of its young people to
higher levels than any other nation." However, the years since World War II
have brought a world-wide rise in expectations and demands relating to education.
Increasingly, everywhere, social salvation is sought in industrial development,
and education increasingly is seen as a chief instrumentality for attaining the
alleged blessings of urban industrialism.

3
Cf. Vivian Row Thayer: The Role of the School in American Societ

Dodd, Mead & Company, New York, Chapter 1.
4lrving Spergel: Racketville, Slumtown, Haulburg: An Exploratory

Study of Delinquent Subcultures, Uhiversity of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1964.
Seymour Martin Lipset: "The Value Patterns of Democracy: A Case

Study in Comparative Analysis,"
Anm'is:g.__manociolicalReview, Vol. 28, No. 4,

August; 1963, p. 524. Cf. If-ank Bowles: Access to Higher Education, Vol. I,
UNESCO and the InternaticsalAssociation of Universities, Paris, 1963, pp. 138-139.
"In the United States there has been regular growth within a well-established
educational system which is almost unique in the world in its assignment of all
the functions of higher education to colleges and universities." (Page 139).
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Whatever the prmsent expectations and future hopes may be in the American
case, they involve a system of formal education of unprecedented size, scope,
and complexity. Let us remind ourselves of its size: over 2 million teachers,
more than 50 million students, an investment of over $30 billion. It involves
the working time of over one-third of all Americans each school day. An enter-
prise of this magnitude requires some $40 billion a year, as of the early 1960's,
amounting to about 5 per cent of the Gross National Product.6 This gigantic
system operates in a climate of urgency and accelerated change.? Rapidly
mounting demands for higher quality education for a larger and larger proportion
of the population at advanced levels have coincided with the struggle for racial
desegregation and with insistent demands for widening.of opportunity for up-
ward social mobility for the more severely disadvantaged elements of the popu-
lation. It is in this complex and challenging setting that we now examine the
problems of quality and equality.

II. The Terms of Discourse

First we must clarify the main terms used to identify Our subject.

What does "equality" mean? As Martin A. Trow has suggested, there are
"strong" and "weak" meanings. Equality of opportunity may mean simply that
there are no legal or formal barriers to access to the educational system at
all levels. But such "equality" may be nearly meaningless if low incomes and
deprivational environments prevent most persons from utilizing the nominal
opportunities. A somewhat stronger concept of equality would call for equality
in actual accessibility, e.g., through provision of bus transportation, free
books, lunches, scholarships, and so on. This approach would still leave un-
touched the disadvantages affecting children from families and neighborhoods
that do not instill adequate self-conceptions,8 aspirations, motivation, and
background knowledge. The strongest concept of equality of opportunity would
envision attempts to provide substantive equality of soCio-cultural environ-
ments in all respects, e.g., as in nursery schools, home-enrichment programs,
or individual tutorirg of pre-school children. At the extreme, of course,
absolute literal equality would mean removal of children from the family.

As Natalie Rogoff has put it, in an alternative formulation, the idea
of equality of opportunity may be expressed in a "radical", a "moderate", or
a "conservative" pattern. In the most clear-cut ("radical") formulation,
persons of equal ability would always be able to reach equal levels of the
educational system, and persons of higher ability would always go on to higher
levels than persons of lower ability. In the 'moderate" pattern, the rate
of movement into higher levels would be more highly affected by ability than
by social origin, but social origin (or group membership) still would
1111, ..

6Fritz Machlup computes the real cost of all forms of education in
the United States as of 1958 at $60.2 billion, as over against $33.3 for
elementary and secondary schooling. (The Production and Distribution of

gLieUniteKmowledeintcliti,Les, Princeton University Press, Princeton,
New Jersey, 1962.)

7Cf, Matthew B. Miles (ed.), Innovation in Education, op. cit., pp. 8-10.
8See Morris Rosenberg: Society Princeton

University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1965.
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substantially facilitate or retard the attainments of pupils at each level of
ability. In the most "conservative" pattern, the pupils' social origins (race,
class, etc.) would determine educational attainment, regardless of ability:
"The pattern of opportunity would show no sensitivity to ability but would
decrease at successively less favorable class positions."9

As the discussions of tbis Conference have shown, the actnal appli-
cation of the notions of "equality of opportunity" or "equality of concern"
(Sidney Hook) is a highly subtle affair. This is true, for oLe thing, because
of the great variations among individuals in capabilities and performances
across a complex profile of qualitatively disparate potentialities. Accordingly,
there is not simple "quantitative" equality in which a single standard mode of
treatment would be equally satisfactory for all individuals in all their varie-
gated modes of functioning. How does one treat "equally" a child who is slow
in mathematics, facile verbally, socially vAsed and sensitive, impulsive,.
generous, and poor in gymnastics-ss over against a child with the, opposite
profile? It seems that the only practicable answer is to provide a common
minimum of exposure to standard opportunities, plus great sensitivity and skill-
ful handling by teachers of each individual's special traits and capacities.

It is perhaps testimony to the progress that has been achieved in many
parts of the American school system toward formal equality that we now have
turned increased attention to the inequalities derived from racial segregation,
differences in socio-economic position of families, geographic location and
mobility, possible biases of teachers, possible biases in testing and the like.
As we achieve greater equalit in the grosser conditions, the remaining in-
equalities stand out more clearly; in this sense we agree with Thayer that
"The Road to Equality Hath No Ending. "1

The members of this Conference seemed to share a belief in the desir-
ability of wide opportunity for talent and a belief in the undesirability of
ethnocentric, educationally irrelevant discrimination and segregation. There
was further substantial, although not unanimous, agreement upon the importance
of (a) differences among individuals, (b) differences among various abilities
and other characteristics of the same individual. Several of the Conference
participants stressed the idea that equality of opportunity, therefore, might
mean non-identity of treatment and that it should imply the right of individual
children to be different. A recurrent theme was the tension between standard-
ized treatment and the variety of potentialities (intellectual, emotional,
social, aesthetic, etc.) of individuals.11 This tension perhaps was most
sharply formulated when assertions that "the whole person must be educated"
were met by a critical rejection of totalistic school pressures upon the child
(Friedenberg).

9Natalie Rogoff: "American Public Schools and Equality of Opportunity,"
in A. H. Halsey, Jean Floud, and C. Arnold Anderson (ads.): Education,
Economy and Societ , The Free Press of Glencoe, New York, 1964, p. 145.

op. cit., pp. 71-72.
11 When we examine the effects of segregation by ability we find it most

difficult to strike a balance; the least capable may benefit by freedom from
competitive pressure, but, they also lose stimulation by isolation from more
widely accepted standards of competence." (C. Arnold Anderson and Philip J.
Foster: "Discimination and Inequality in Education," astologultEducation,
Vol. 38, No. 1, Fall, 1964, p. 14.)
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Under an educational system that--although increasingly centralized and
standardized--is still marked by an impressive degree of local autonomy, sub-
stantial inequalities persist even in the gross accessibility of opportunity.
There are marked differences on regional and state bases, and between central
cities and suburbs and rural districts. It is true, of course, that many of
these differences are not the results of deliberate discrimination, but reflect
complex historical processes of unplanned development. Furthermore, it is not
legitimate to infer discrimination from the Sheer fact of imparities in educa-
tional attainment among various segments of the population--e.g., girls and
boys, rural vs. urban areas, regions, religious groupings, racial categories.
As Anderson and Foster convincingly show, . . 'discrimination'refers to a
bewildering melange of situations with vastly different origins and conse-
quences.°12 Nevertheless, it is clear that minimum equality of opportunity
would require massive efforts to break down racial discrimination, to improve
the poorer schools, to enrich community and home environments, and to provide
job opportunities for the product of the schools.

Implicit in much of the Conference discussion (and most strongly ex-
pressed in the paper by Harold Taylor) was rejection of the educational policy
that would produce an Elite sharply separated intellectually and socially from
the remainder of the population in this country. Detailed consensus on the
meaning of "quality", however, was not obvious. It was apparent that a
"Jeffersonian" emphasis on high level training of the intellectually gifted
could produce "elitism" unless skillfully integrated with a common-content
program and with differentiated treatment adapted to within-individual and
across-individuals differences. Not discussed, but clearly important, was
the fact that "quality" can only be developed, or appraised, relative to a
particular kind of ability or trait.

"Ability" is not a single, clear, generalized, unitary phenomenon;
instead there is a complex profile of many qualitatively non-comparable capac-
ities and performances. To say, therefore, that we are going to provide equal
opportunity for everyone to develop his "full potential" is to give a very
questionable statement. All potentialities? All 0 the same degree? If this
is what is meant, perhaps the stated objective is literally impossible to
achieve. To achieve maximum artistic sensitivity may not be fully compatible
with the development of greatest emotional stability. To become a top-flight
engineer may not be fully congruent with a well-rounded education in depth in
so-called humanistic studies. And so on indefinitely.

Clearly, there are many circumstances under which "equality" and
"quality" are in competition for scarce educational resources. Recognition
of this allocative problem raises crucial questions of specific educational*
policies. Should there be homogenous groupings by ability? If so, how early?
Should selection of'different educational "tracks" or "streams" be made early
or late? How selective should various types of higher education be? How- -
that is, by what means--should selection be made?' Should spedial efforts be
made to raise I.Q.ts of children from culturally deprived backgrounds?
Questions of these kinds inevitably raise the general problem of "cost"--and
the more specific question of the meaning of "social costs".

12"Discrimination and Inequality in Education," op. cit., p. 18.

,.....twarardeilasugera
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What could be meant by "social costs"-- that presumably are not ade-
quately reflected in "monetary costs", e.g., as a proportion of the society's
total resources or income that is required to give equality of high quality
education? Presumably the economic costs adequately represent the allocationof capital, land, labor and entrepreneurial and organizational resources
devoted to education. What is left?

To speak of a "social cost" is to refer to a value-judgment. Without
the application of given standards of evaluation, it is impossible to say
whit social conditions or processes constitute "costs" rather than "gains".
Therefore, discourse on the topic requires initial value-assumptions. The
assumptions we set u9 here are regarded only as heuristic, for the purposes
at hand.

"Social costs", therefore, must mean consequences that someone eval-
uates negatively, relative to alternative outcomes. We might pose the issue
in this way: What are some important social conditions that thoughtful,
informed and reasonable men often have regarded as undesiral:le, relatively
apart from their own special interests or self-pleading? A list of such
conditions that probably would win substantial assent would perhaps include
the following:

1. "Needless" destruction of human life.

2. "Needless" destruction or loss of physical health and
bodily integrity.

3. "Needless" production of psychoses and disabling neuroses;
destruction of self-esteem and hope.

4. Destruction or loss of production of: valued goods and services.

5. Mis-use of talent, e.g. failure to utilize at all utilization
in under-demanding or over-demanding activities.

6. Production of marked ideological distortions of reality.

7. Generation of needlessly disruptive cleavages within the
society.

8. Encouragement or facilitation of the inflicting of unnecessary
suffering on persons.

9. Marked lowering of social predictability, sufficient to down-
rade the attainment of a wide range of values for substantial
..ambers and proportions of the population.

10. Substantial weakening of the national society's capacity for
competitive survival.

11. Failure of challenge to individuals to use their capacities
for productive work, skilled performance, social'participation,
integrated affective expression, intellectual accomplishment,
aesthetic creation and appreciation.
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Undoubtedly other items could be added. It is recognized also that not all
of these just mentioned will win universal acceptance, even given charitable
interpretation of ouch question-begging terms as "needlessly". Perhaps the
intended meanings of some of the items may be clarified by a few further
illustrations.

We assume for purposes of present discussion, that it is a social cost
if highly talented and trained people are prevented from using their abilities
or if poorly qualified persons are used at tasks beyong thier capacities of
efficient performance.

We assume that the use of coercion is a social cost, even if some
coercion is unavoidable.

It is further assumed that social costs are represented by inefficient
and distorted communication among individuals and collectivities, with attendant
ambiguities and misunderstandings.

We assume that mass frustrations, arising from a gap between socially
legitimized aspirations and available legitimate opportunities represent social
costs.

Conditions that evoke chronic rage among large numbers of people are
here considered to be socially costly.

The same is true cf social conditions leading to chronic fear.

It is socially costly if social and cultural conditions internal to a
social system reduce its capacity to adapt to its physical eny...ronment.

The same holds for a reduction in capacity to adapt to and cope with
external threats -- political, military, economic, cultural--from other social
systems.

Conditions associated with high levels of guilt and shame among a
substantial proportion of the popul4tion are here regarded costly.

Social costs are represented by socially-induced psychological condi-
tions that result in incapacities of performance--e.g., chionic alcobolism,
psychoses, psychosomatic illness, absenteeism, "accident-proneness".

Some degree of social cost is incurred by anomie states that bring about
unpredictability, confusion, or excessive discontinuity in social roles and
relationships--e.g., as represented in migration, divorce; unemployment, abrupt
and unwanted retirement, di:,dveement on norms of conduct, confusion of beliefs.

With regard to the specific case of racial segregation that results in
low-quality education for minority racial categories, we believe that there is
considerable evidenkle that such segregation leads to:

1. Lack of utilization of high talent.
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2. Poor performance, both by reason of:
(a) psychological disturbance; and
(b) deficiencies in skill and knowledge.

3. Mass frustration.

4. White persons' "guilt".

5. Negro persons' "shame" (low self-esteem), and consequent rage
and fear.

6. Discrepancies of norms, values, and beliefs between segregated
segments (although separation may, to some extent, increase
intra-segment consensus).

7. Decrease in capacity for full and clear communication.

8. Decrease in inter-segment capacity for coordinated behavior.

It is evident, then,that economic coats need not be identical with
social costs. Thus, under the outrageous assumption that the average white
man's welfare would be weighted as twice that of the Negro's, one could imagine
an educational system that "economically" and "efficiently" produced caste-
typed training for two separate segments the population--with police control
and armed power maintaining a repressive political system. Such a system might
even be politically viable over a long period of time, although highly costly
in terms of certain other standards of value.

Since we assume here that liberal and htmane objectives will represent
much of the thrust of American education in the irmediate future, our appraisal
of social costs will-not explicitly consider further the various conceivable
radically different frameworks for evaluation.

III. The Context: Education in American Society

What is the educational setting within which we must assess social
benefits and costs?

As in all societies, formal education in the United States has the
three primary tasks of socialization, discovery of knowledge and selection--
of training-and transforming its student members, of exploring the world, and
of selecting some students at each major stage to go on to higher and/or
specializeetraining. On the whole the total system overwhelmingly has taken
the Jacksonian rather than the Jeffersonian option--of attempting to spread
opportunity for relatively advanced training widely throughout the population
rather than concentrating it upon a highly selected stratum of the most able.13
It is predominantly (85 per cent) a tax-supported, compulsory system at the
elementary and secondary levels. Increasingly higher education is also publicly

13"Currently about two-thirds of all young people earn a high school
diploma and about half of these graduates enter college." (Eli Ginsberg and
John L. Herma, et. al.: Talent and Performance, Columbia University Press,
New York, 1964, p. 3.)



supported. Although Weal financial support and local autonomy historicallywere dominant, a number of important int/winces have moulded a congeries oflocal units into an,;effectively, nationals system.

In all our present discussion we are talking about a national societyincreasingly geared to continuous complex teehnological and organizationalinnovation, systeutatically 3ought,in the service of economic enterprise, mili-tary preparedness, and the welfare state. We are talking about a society thathas begun to think of education as capital formation- -and Professor T. W.Schulter estimates that human capital as a percentage of all productive capitalrose fpm 22 to 42 between 1950 and 1957.14

Evidences of increased centralism abound. The number of school dis-tricts in 1959-1960 was 40,500; in 1963, it was 31,700--a decrease of 22 percent in four year.15 The share of total appropriation for. public schoolsfurnished by statue,-raperthan by localities, mss 16.5 per cent in 1919-1920and 39.1 in 1959-1960.1 Nsvethe'ess, observers of American eaucation bycommon consent acknowledge its diversity indifferent schools, localities,states, and regions. On all the generally used statistical criteria, thepicture is one of increased professionalizatton on the one hand, and increased
bureaucratic centralization on the other. Schools are larger; districts arelarger; teacher training levels rise year by year; more and more speCialistsare at work.

There:ls'continually greater use. of standardized tests. ." Stand-ards of instruction and performance increasingly emanate from state and nation-al organizations,: Decisions concernihrthe actual content of instruction arebeing made, more and more insistently, at the state level. Reliatcegrowsupon (formal, bureaucratic) organization and procedures- -administrative hier-archies, explicit rules, fixed tests, standard operating proOedures, mechanizedand computerized' systems of keeping records, and- -just over the horizon --of
teaching as well. Meanwhile the centralization of school districts and theincreased size of school units tend to increase the social and cultural hetero-geneity of the school populations. Administrative inclinations toward simplicity,clarity, definiteness, and "rigidity" are not lessened by the attendant prob-lems of just maintaining an operating system. One thus knows whereof Goslinspeaks when he refers to ". . . the problems faced by administrators and teacherswho are responsible for providing public education in -,,:ceas where the responseto economic and social frustration has been a rising tide of aggression, mis-trust and lack of respect for authority."17

It seems clear, as Friedenberg reminds us, ". . . that the historicallydecisive reason for the maintenance of the public schools has been to prepareyoungsters, and especially poor youngsters, to hold jobs that would give thema higher standard of living and perhaps even a better life."18 Friedenberg

IclOgtOfttrxrineg
for

t1:113=1;
131:Priil:ernI;:tvo°;:t1Z:al

preparation to stop
12223.2211, through

14
Cf. Halsey, et. al., op. cit., p. 3 and chapter 6.15David A. Goslin: The School in Contemporary Society, Scott, Foresmanand pany. Chicago, 1966777.4E7--Iprbid, p. 40.

Ibid, p. .

18i;gdenherg, E. Z.: "The Content and Processes of Education'', p. 21(present report)
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taking advantage of the helplessness of these "disfranchised conscripts within
its compulsory school system." The selecting and allocating functions lead to
high social visibility and to potentially vital political implications. In a
passage of some compactness Ooslin points out several facets of this situation:

With the rise of massleducation the school functions as an
integral part of the process of status allocation in four ways:
(1) by providing a context in which the individual can demon-
strate his ability, (2) by channeling individuals into paths
that lead in the direction of different occupations or classes
of occupations, (3) by providing the particular skills needed
to fulfill the requirements of various positions, and finally
(4) by transferring to the individual the differential prestige
of the school itself .19

Educational achievement by the pupil within the school is, of course,
a complex social process, =posed of long sequences of events that affect the
pupil's motivation, skill, knowledge, aspirations, and self-conceptions. In-
puts into this process come first from the family, in two forms: (1) specific
encouragements and discouragements, rewards and punishments for particular
aspirations, and performances in the school; (2) basic personality disciplines
and dispositions affecting performance, such asaggressiveness, ability to work
for deferred gratifications, or need for adult approval. Second, the teachers
and other school personnel reward and punish particular performances, and en-
courage or discourage various aspirations and self-conceptions. Third, the
peer groupings in the school and outside of it may likewise powerfully influence
the individual child. Fourth, all of these "micro" processes may be affected
by the "macro" characteristics of the school and then of the environing commun-
ity. Thus, a community predominately composed of working-class families may
give the schools only moderate financial support and may set low expectations
for pupils, and develop norms of low academic performance. There is substan-
tial evidence that the "macro or ecological setting does affect rates of
educational achievement.°

Assuming that endemic international conflicts do not increasingly
negate rising domestic productivity, and assuming in addition that nuclear war
does not occur, it is to be expected that an increasing proportion of the labor
force will be active in the ultimate occupations- -those that directly minister
to the health, recreation, education, comfort, and expressive capacities of
the people, For the most part, these are and will be professional: semi-
professional, and technical occupations--that is, occupations that require
complex knowledge, generally high mastery of specific techniques, considerable
responsibility for a "patient" or a "client", and capacities for personal
relationships that are often delicate in emotional balance and sensitive to
moral nuances. Thus, the education task further grows in complexity.

It has never been easy to choose and shape the infinitely varied and
subtly recalcitrant and creative materials represented by the streams of new
humans entering the schools. Not even standardized tests and national norms

19The School in Contem
2 James S. Coleman: The

New York, 1961; Natalie Rogoff

g2191I., P. 9.
Adolescent Society, The Free Press of Glencoe,
in Halsey, et. al., op. cit., pp. 241-250.



can give us the illusion that the task grows any easier in these days or will
do so in the years ahead.

How shall "ability" be determined? The possible criteria certainly in-
clude the following, among others:

1. Grades on standardized competitive examinations, uniform over a
school system, state, region, or the entire nation, and pur-
porting to index academic achievement.

2. Grades on examinations constructed and marked by individual
teachers, at their own discretion.

3. Various types of tests designeu to index "intelligence",
"educability", and the like.

4. Ratings by teachers.

5. Recommendations of parents and/or other local laymen ("sponsorship").

6. Socio-economic position of family of origin.

Who is least likely to go to college? It is very clear from numerous
studies that those least likely to go to college are the students who come
from families of low income; from the racial or ethnic groupings of Negroes,
French Canadians, Orientals, and Spanish-speaking immigrants; from Southern
states; from farmer or manual worker backgrounds. 21

Why do children from different social origins differ in educational
attainment? First, they might differ in innate, generalized potential for
achievement. Second, they might be selectively rewarded and punished in the
classroom. Th:2rd, their family background might have resulted in motivation,
values, and early skills and knowledge that determine the trajectory of academic
achievement. Fourth, the community setting of the school and the family may
affect educational facilities as well as reinforce a pervasive climate of ex-
pectation and aspirations, and corresponding social sanctions that strongly
affect performance.22 Actually Rogoff's analysis of nation-wide data suggests
that scholastic ability and socio-economic status of families are associated
in about equal measure with desires and plans to attend college. As Harbison
and Myers point out, the efficient development ofliuman resources" requires
not only formal education, but also the provision of suitable incentives for
persons to secure education, as well as a variety of types of on-the-job
training.23

21Cf. Dael Wolf le: "Educational Opportunity, Measured Intelligence,
and Social Background," in A, H. Halsey, et. al. (eds.): op.,cit., p. 229.

22The last three points are taken from Natalie Rogoff: local Social
Structure and Educational Selection," in Halsey, et. al. (eds.): 224911..
pp, 243-244.

23Frederick Harbison and Charles A. Myers; Education, Manpower and
Economic Growth, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1964.
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Without entering at this point into the usual plea for additional
research, it seems plain from our present knowledge that careful study will
reveal numerous variations in equality of opportunity and in the qualities of
education even within superficially similar educational environments.24

IV. Education and Social Mobility:
Some Acclaimed and Some Unacclaimed Consequences

In his State of the Union message on January 4, 1964, President Lyndon
B. Johnson urged that the nation act to insure to every American child the
fullest development of his mind and spirit. Uhdoubt:dly implicit in that
statement is an appeal to the powerful conviction among the American people
that education can liberate individuals and families from the constrictions
of economic position and social rank below their levels of aspiration. So
long has upward social moblility been applauded and encouraged in our society
that only rarely is its desirability questioned, and only rarely is public
attention focused upon the very considerable amount of downward mobility that
occurs in a highly competitive open-class society continuously undergoing
rapid technological and economic change. The American Dream in this area of
life might be called Achievement Unlimited, and its social costs seldom are
identified or appraised.

But as Melvin Tumin has pointed out, not all the results and accom-
paniments of high social mobility would be acclaimed as desirable were they
clearly understood. Certainly it has long been apparent to insightful social
critics that not all the consequences of high rates of social mobility are to
be regarded as positive values for the individuals and collectivities thereby
affected.25 High upward "contest" mobility26 by means of open competition
leads to high rates of downward mobility if the birth rates of upper strata
are large enough to fill all the contested positions. To the extent that down-
ward mobility is depriving, frustrating, humiliating, or otherwise hurtful,
this must be accounted a social cost On the same side of the scales, the
psychological wounds incurred by the upwardly mobile--by reason of envy, in-
security, guilt, separation-anxieties, and the like--are intrtnsically costly,
and their further consequences in neurosis, aggression, or social withdrawal
may likewise qualify as detrimental in terms of certain standards of evaluation.

In the nature of the case, high upward mobility must imply intensive
competition, unless opportunities expand at such a rapid rate as to outrun mass
aspirations. Intensive competition may bring, and does bring, great satis-
faction to many energetic and competent people. it also, however, frequently
entails sever strains in the form of feelings of insecurity, anxiety, con-
striction of experience, and interpersonal distrust and hostility. The

24Many observers have commented on this point. Cf. James B. Conant:
The Education Of American Teachers, McGraw-Bill Book Company, New York, 1963,
especially Chapters 2 and 3.

"Melvin Tuain: "Some Disfunctions of Institutional Imbalances,"
Behavioral Science, Vol. 1, July, 19560 pp. 218-233.

1r1"-----malphli.Turners "Sponsored and Contest Iobility and the School System,"
Sociological Vol. 25, No. 6, December, 1960, pp. 855-867.
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concentration of attention, affect, and activity often required for successful
competition may encroach upon and blot out whole areas of family life, aesthetic
experience, moral sensitivities, and satisfying social communication. Thus
some contemporary critics have suggested that there 1, a genuine question of
values as to whether in the future our society can afford ". . . that loss of
self-respect engendered by measuring human worth on a scale of occupational
achievement."27

Completely open access to formal educational opportunity, plus various
kinds of early remedial action to offset at least part of the effects of en-
vironmental deprivation, undoubtedly can increase the possibilities for success-ful competition on the part of children and youtha from "underprivileged" back-grounds. To the extent that this equalization of advantage actually occurs,
of course, the general incidence of competition is increased, and members of
previously dominant groups and classes may find their established positions
threatened.

It is likely that the correlation between educational level attained
and social mobility will be the less . .

(a) . . . The less variation there is in the type and quality of
education )ffered to various segments of the population;

4

(b) . . the larger the proportion of children enrolled in
schools and the longer the' are retained in school;

(o) . . the more capable the occupants of higher social positions;

(4) . . . the higher the birth rate of the occupants of higher
social positions;

(e) . . . the slower the relative growth of high-income, high -
prestige occupations;

(f) . . . the less selective the grading and promotion schemes within
the schools in advancing pupils to higher educational levels;

(g) . . the less the correlation between academic grading and
"native" ability, i. e. the less valid the testing;

the less the relevance to job-perianonce of the educa-
tional content and test-measurement found in the schools.

It is generally taken as self-evident that an intensification of wespbh
for "talent", extending into earlier and earlier years of the life-career re-
presents an intensificatiOn of competitW deminds and pressures upon individ-
ual phials (even at early eleientiry or kindergarten levels).. What may not be
so immediately obvious ice that this sami'soardh for talent accentuates com-
petition among teachers, sohoOls, shd schoOl systems--for the professional
edhcater tends to be judged by the "prodhittivity" of the educational unit which
with he or she ii aissoi titod. in turn, then tendency for schools to he drawn
into i itat4.41de, region-pride or oven nation-wide contest for the production

ANIMMEN011101.1011/0/1/1M0=000 /010

27B5sil Bernstein: "Social Class and Linguistic Development: A Theory
of Social Lomrningc" in A. U. Halsey, et. al., o24.211.., p. 310.
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of "successful talent" leads to farther consequences for the individual students.
It has been suggested that some individuals in the successful struggle to rise
to the top develop a pattern of forming instrumental, "useful" personal relation-
ships and then discarding them--a pattern that may result in an eventual incapa-
city to fora %genuine relations of trust and friendship.28 We are very far from
having sufficient research evidence to make any comprehensive appraisal of the
effects on personalities and on social values of social mobility. In an inter-
esting monograph, Turner has suggested that any persons emphasize eminence
within a particular occupation or occupational category rather than inter-
stratum or interclass mobility.29 To the extent that good performance comes
to be valued, regardless of occupation, the strains of the present system may
be reduced.

Under the persuasive sway of the conception of Achievement Unlimited,
some contemporary writers on educational opportunity appear to have convinced
themselves that technological change is about to produce an occupational struc-
ture in which normal work has vanished and all jobs represent highly trained
performance of complex functions- -prestigeful, clean, well-paid, and interesting.
Surely the idea that manual work will almost or completely disappear in the
near future is a utopian notion, abetted by romantic conceptions of the awesome
powers of computers and "automation". Not everyone in the economy of our fore-
seeable future can be "professionalized".88 The semi-skilled and service
occupations will continue to employ substantial numbers of persons for a long
time to cane- -even if the United States continues to enjoy prosperity and a
measure of peace in an uncertain world. This being the case, one must ask what
will be the social and psychological consequences of present educational
practices upon the minority of youths who must end up in the bottom ranks of
the occupational hierarchy. It seems likely that their sense of failure would
be all the sharper for knowing that they are in a small minority and from the
implication that their position is not due to discrimination but to personal
failure in performance.41 To the extent that competitive pressures increase,
we may find increased rather than lessened withdrawal from the race, as a re-
action to strain where the stakes are seen as too high and the struggle too
demanding.32

Further, not everyone will be happy over some of the other by-products
of accelerated upward mobility. The pressure of larger and larger numbers of

28W. Lloyd Warner and James C. Abegglen: Big Business Leaders in America,Harper New York, 1955.
48Ralph H. Turner: The Social Context of Ambition: A Study of High

School Seniors in Los Angelob Chandler Publishing Copr.ny, San Francisco, 1964.
------30See Harold L. Wilensky: "The Professionalization of Everyone?" The
American Journal of Sociol , Vol. LEE, No. 2, September, 1964, pp. 137-158.

Situations of opportunity are also situations of denial and failure.
Thus democratic societies need not only to motivate achievement but also to
mollify those denied it in order to sustain motivation in the face of dis-
appointment and to deflect resentment." Marton R. Clark: "The 'Cooling-out'
*Unction in Higher Education," in A. H. Halsey, et. al., op. cit., p. 513.

82An. hypothesis advanced by Talcott Parsois77"The School Class as a
Social System: Some of Its Functions in American Society," in A. H. Halsey,
et. al., op. cit., pp. 447-448.
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mobility-oriented youths in the colleges and universities is likely to add to
the already strong emphasis upon vocationalism. Many observers share Clark's
concern that a society in which, already, more than ore -half of all first-
degree graduates come from schools of business administration, education, and
engineering may create a leadership of "experts" whose training has been lack-
ing in basic understanding of the humanities and the social scienees.33 At
the extreme,the "expert society" would be a society of "technical barbarism"
among much of its crucial leadership, as well as its great middle-class sector.
To this problem we shall return.

To these considerations we must add acknowledgment of the relevance of
Friedenberg's indictment of the "bureaucratization of adolescence" in schools,
especially against. an' avowedly well -intentionedbut totalistic "invasion of
privacy" and "normative direction of conduct." He counts it an unacceptable
cost that the schools in their efforts to foster good citizenship, adjustment,
and success may crush out genuine individuality.34

Dream.
Thus, we are suggesting the need for second thoughts on an American

V. "Wastes" and "Frictions" in Contemporary Education

Many of the consequences just described would seem fanciful to many
teachers and administrators who are struggling from day to day with the im-
pediments to achievement that are continuously being generated both within
the schools and in their envirnning social settings. It would be redundant
here to describe all the phenomena, explored in other papers at this Conference,
of the lost talent, the misplaced merit, the compulsory mediocrscr, the un-
challenged creativity, and the alienated rejects of our schools.35

The enormous rates of drop-outs and of retarded achievement in low-
income population have highlighted the inability of the formally organized
educational system to cope with the problems of motivation, conceptual lacks,
emotional controls, and deficiencies in social skills generated in family
and community. This massive "failure" shows clearly how much of the in-
fluence of the family and community has been taken for granted in the schools,
usual approach to middle-class children, Approaches and techniques that
seemed quite naturally successful with the products of middle-class families
often fall short when applied to some of the children from many low-income,

33Burton R. Clark: Educating the Expert Socket& Chandler Publishing
Company San Francisco, 1962,

41*(Cross-reference to chapter by Friedenberg).
35We concur in the judgment that to a oonstderable extent ". . . the

ordinary operation of educational institutions, quite apart from deliberately
discriminatory measures, tends to cut down the amount of mobility opportunity
the schools provide." (Howard Becker: "Schools and Systems of Stratif-
ication," in Halsey, et. al., op. cit., p. 103.)
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"broken ", matricentric famiiies in neighborhoods of poverty and aliena-
tion.38

The seriousness of this wastage is accentuated by the fact that life-
careers tend to be cumulative. As Ginsberg and Berma say: "The explanation
of this tendency toward cumulation lies in the mutual reinforcement of the
objective. and the subjective. A favorable objective situation makes it
easier for an individual to realize his more ambitious goals and as he begins
to realize them he finds himself in a better objective condition to continue
to do so. The success he has experienced adds to his confidence and con-
viction that he is heading in the right direction."37

It seemed that within this Conference there was general agreement with
Judson Shaplin's point that the drop-outs (or "cast-offs") of the present
secondary school system have become intractable to usual educational pro-
cedures by, say, age 16; these youths apparently require intensive cne-to-one
teaching control, or therapy if they are to change their patterns of behavior.
Given the lack of employment opportunities (or, even, access to military
service) for youths in this category, the need for new agencies or programs
for this out-of-school population seems generally granted.

Further, in line with the realistic reminders brought to this confer-
ence out of the experience of Clarence Senior, we must keep in view that
teachers sometimes do not like the children they are supposed to teach, are
afraid of them, believe "they can't be taught ", - -and in their insecurity,
fear, and hostility tend to stereotype the slum child" as a lost cause. When-
ever such reactions occur--understandable as they may be--among teachers
and other school officials they obviously constitute self-fulfilling proph-
ecies that are self-evidently "validated" by the consequences they help to
produce.

Then, there is the problem of how to deal with adequate sensitivity
to the needs for freedom, guidance, discipline, and expressive regression of
each unique child or youth in an educational system that is increasingly
bureaucratic, politicized, harassed, and simply overcrowded. There are
numerous organizational frictions in such an enterprise -- censorship of books
and libraries, political surveillance of teachers, ethnic and religious
rivalries, conflicts of teacher organizations and administrative bodies,
sabotage of appointments, violent interference from various parent and tax-
payers organizations, and continuous sniping from all stand-pat elements of
any community.

In many instances major urban school systems are being asked to rec-
tify long-standing and massive situations of segregation and educational in-
equity of such proportions that any action within the immediate control of
the Board of Education would necessarily be regarded as inadequate by ideal
standards of integration and equity (e.g., New York City). In other instances,
city school boards blindly assert their legal perogatives, in the face of
equally intractable and objectionable segregation and inequality, by citing
the care-worn slogan of "neighborhood schools" (e.g.,Chicago). Obviously,
the hemmed-in racial "ghettos"(created by real-estate dealers, landlords,

INIGMNIENIOIM

"Ginsberg and Harms, p. 216.



and the diffuse prejudice of the "majority" population) are not going to dissolve
automatically or easily. Decisive public action on a scale not yet seriously
,,ontempieted by responsible authorities would be necessary. Perhaps something
on the scale of a moon-doogle for each really large city would be all that
could be done by legal and fiscal instrumentalities: After all, the six largest
cities, charged at $30 billion each, would be only $180 billion.

To develop intro -urban "towns" that would present to the schools an
interesting, stimulative, and practically manageable assemblage of our essential
urban diversity would require an unprecedented, imaginative series of political
and financial encounters with the often disjointed and ineffective local and
state governments. What city government in its plans for urban renewal ("slum.
re- location "; "Negro removal") has seriously sought practicable means to bring
back middle-income white families into interracial settlements in the central
city, built on relatively low-cost land created by clearing obsolescent indus-
trial and commercial areas? We trust examples may be cited in the future.

Thus it is that, North or South, East or West, we find continuing in-
trenched resistances to the provision of even nominal equality of opportunity.38

Where open-door policies do, more-or-less, prevail, the pressures grow
for admission of all students to higher and higher levels of the system. At
the college and university level, the survivors of the secondary schools demand
opportunity. But the institutions of higher education are driven by a variety
of considerations to be "selective". The consequence is a conflict of "equality"
and "quality" in which ". . . while some students of low promise are successful,
for large numbers failure is inevitable and structured. The denial is merely
delayed, taking place within the college instead of at the edge of the system."89

If the state universities are required to admit all graduates of cer-
tified high schools within the state, they may be able to survive their immed-
iate teaching and management problems by inflicting public failure on one-third
or more of the entering freshmen. Clark points out that to the interested
public this procedure may appear as no less than a heartless slaughter of
innocents.

Yet, premature conclusions should be avoided. Eckland has presented
these data:

1950 Vanderbilt
students after

1952 Illinois
students. after

7 years

(Nu595)
10 years

(N=1,180)

Graduates who never dropped 50.8 49.7

Dropouts who later graduated 20.8 19.4
Dropouts who are potential graduates 4.9 5.1

Dropouts whose graduation appears
unlikely 23.5 25.8

100.0 100.0

888ee for example, Thongs F. Pettigrew "Continued Barriers to De-
segrated Education in the South,"'Socioloy of Education, Vol. 38, No. 2,
Wintera 1965, pp. 99-111.

49Burton H. Clark: "The Cooling-out' Function in Higher Education,"in A. H. Halsey, 221.21t., p. 515.
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He comments that ". both studies confirm that a large segment of the
students presumed to be lost to higher education, in fact, come back and
later attain degrees. "4° There is no necessity for us to underestimate the
desire for achievement among American youth.

As American society moves into a future visualized as a Great Society
of open-ended opportune ties, careful attention must be focused upon the poten-
tially tremendous social and political repercussions of exactly the "democratic
opportunity" for which so many liberal educators have longed.

The number of young people "potentially available" for college educa-
tion in 1970-1980 already is roughly predictable, for the college-age youths
of 1980 already have been born. The crucial variables are enrollment and
drop-out rates, and these depend upon a large number of variables of unknown
magnitudes.41 The most likely assumptions, however, are that initial enroll-
ments will rise much more rapidly than drop-outs, resulting in a rising per
cent of tne relevant age groups in college. A recent set of estimates goes
as follows:42

Population Estimated
Year aged 18-21 Per cent enrollment

(millions) in college (millions)

1970 14.2 49 6.9

1975 15.8 54 8.6

1980 17.1 60 10.2

If by 1980 college enrollments total some 10.2 millions, representing
about 60 per cent of youths aged 18 -21 --what then? What else happens?

VI. What Price the Great Society?

By now, we trust that the complexity of inventories of "social costs"
and "social profits" is sufficiently apparent.

By any contemporary9 reasoned and socially-tested standards, the costs
of present educational inequities and rigidities are unacceptably high.

But the costs of change are sizeable, and must be weighed in the value-
coat balance.

40Bruce I. Ickland: "A Source of Error in College Attrition Studies,"
.....cAFASoLIduction, Vol. 38, No. 1, Pall, 1964, p. 62.

For:acme Of the diffiCUities, see Guy IL OrcUtt, et. al.: Micro-
analysit_zoffiectoenostems:ASimulationStud, Harper &Brothers,
New York, 1961, pp. 257-281.

43Adapted from "The Flight from Teaching," The Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching, 1963 -64 Annual Report, p. 3.
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As enrollments in higher education cumulate, the proportion o2 highly
trained teachers is likely to decline. As competition accelerates for good
teachers and good research workers, universities may find it necessary to
utilize "mass-production" techniques, in the interests of minimizing budgets
already dourly regarded as astronomical by Boards of Trustees and Legislative
Appropriations Committees. Thus,"mere

ft

economic cost is &central issue.

In; addition, efforts to piJvide full equality of opportunity in quality
education-necessarily confront immediately an impressive set of basic issues
and obstacles, including:

1.b The question of federal aid and support.

2. The.question of separation of Church and State.

3: The questions of freedom and orthodoxy in instruction and learning.

-4. The issues of vocational versus general education and of single-
track versus multiple-track systems.

5. -Political and bureaucratic resistances and sabotage within the
educational system.

6. -Political and quasi-political resistance and sabotage in the
environing social structure.

The great unevenness in financial ability to support education, coupled
with the great demand for better and more costly education, has created a grow-
ing pressure for state aid to localities and, then, for federal support or aid
to states and/or localities. Federal agencies are now spending at least $1.5
billion a year for "education" in one form or another. Especially striking
is the role of the Department of Defense, which ". . . is supporting more
students working full and part-time toward baccalaureate and post-graduate
degrees than any other agency. Its expenditures for training under the Govern-
ment Employees Training Act exceed the amount expended by all other agencies
of the Governnent combined. It operates the largest and almost the only Federal
system of elementary and secondary schools--and is responsible for the staff-
ing, the curriculum, and the direction of that system."46

As enrollments-increase rapidly in higher education in response to the
demand for "eouality of opportunity", the needed increase in numbers of college
teachers seems destined to decrease "quality", as measured by level of train-
ing, and by quality of academic performance, and by type of motivation. Also,
as Martin Wow puts it: "The rise of vocationalism in American mass higher
education is a clear and present danger to the recruitment of really able and
creattive college teachers."47 Besides this,everything wr tam', about the in-
fluence of social. origins indicates that when families of low economic position
do begin to want theili children to have a college education they think over-
whelmingly in terms of specific vocational pay -off. The students from these

46Edith Green: "The Federal Role in Education Today," Harvard Graduate
School of Education Association, Vol. VIII, No. 1, Spring, 1963, p. 18.
-----"lerr-71----RutmenttoColleFe Teaching," in Halsey, et. al., op. cit., p. 611.
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families are likely to move directly into engineering, agriculture, business
administration, or education curricula.

Because of the growing demand for professional, technical, and mana-
gerial occupations, higher education increasingly trains for definite occupa-
tional fields. As enrollmet..J expand, a larger proportion of students are
oriented to upward mobility through special vocational preparation. The
pressure for enrollments leads, at the same time, to disproportionate growth
of public colleges and universities - -which tend to respond quickly to the
demand for job-oriented training. Ab 12.1.1= students come from low-income
backgrounds, a higher proportion w.1.1 be part-time, and many will be non-
resident students.

It seems quite likely, therefore, that the expansion of opportunity
for higher education will increase vocationalism.

Another example: integration of Negro and white children in the
same school classes initially means at least a short-range increase in com-
petition' for the Negro children who come from economically, socially and
culturany deprived backgrounds. This is likely to result initially in
increased "strain"--more gpecifically, in increased anxiety, fear, and
suppressed resentment, and then, depending on other conditions, these re-
sponses may find social expression in processes of distorted communication
and conflict.

Parsons has presented s related hypothesis, eminently suitable for
testing: "Both the general upgrading process and the pressure to enhanced
independence should be expected to increase strain on the lower, most mar-
ginal groups. As the acceptable minimum of educational qualification
rises, persons near and below the margin will tend to be pushed into an
attitude of repudiation of these expectations. Truancy and delinquency are
ways of expressing this repudiation, Thus the very isprovement of educational
standards in the society at large may well be a major factor in the failure
of the educational process for a growing number at the lower end of the
status and ability distribution."

4 If in the alleged interests of "quality" the schools put to work with
so-called homogeneous groupings, they must face the full range of possible
consequences, e e ! ". because most currently available measures of
ability tend to be correlated with the social class bL.kground of the student
. . . homogeneous grouping is likely to have the effect of reinforcing social
class boundaries within the school and thereby contributing to class crystal-

. lization, the degree to which people tend to associate primarily with others
in their own social strata. 1,49

A hard look, then, at the economic, social and psychological realities
of education in our present society throws doubt upon the meaning of the

48
In Halsey, et. al., op. cit., p. 448.

49Ooslin,
op. cit., pp. 28-29.
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slogan that everyone must be "educated to the limits of his potentials forlearning." Taken literally, this objective poses a dilemma in the use of asociety's scarce resources. In particulars it raises the question as to whatis the optimal use of scarce, highly trained talent in teaching. It wouldbe conceivable to use the full time of several expert "teachers" (including,among others, social workers, nurses, and psychiatrists) with each feebleminded,emotionally disturbed, or physically handicapped child. Undoubi,edly there are.at the other extreme, many gifted children who could profit from intensivecontact with several expert teachers, on a one-to-one basis. And surely the"potentials!' of the average normal child could be much further developed thanis typically the case today by an intensive program of stimulation, nurtur-ance, guidance, and individual instruction.

In the actual world of limited resources, institutional rigidities,vested interests, opportunistic ignorance, and several other types of limit-ations, we may have to anticipate something less than fully satisfactor7solutions to the problems we have reviewed.

In short, there are batic limitations upon extremely intensive workwith "special" students--with the special problems of students who are cul-turally deprived, under-motivated, physically handicapped, psychologicallydisturbed, or who have extremely low and extremely high IQ or especially fastor especially slow rates of learning. Many of these problems are subject toremedy or solution at the present time only through intensive and elaborateprocedures used by talented and highly trained persons. The needed personnelare very scarce and the supply can be increased only slowly even with maximumincrease in training programs. The dollar costs per pupil are very high, andmust be weighed against alternative educational uses of equivalent resources.The benefits to the individual pupils helped likewise must be appraised interms of benefits to them and all other students from alternative, less"special" programs.

On the other hand, there ie no doubt at all, given a sufficient desireto intensify instructional and therapeutic training that this country couldmobilize sufficient funds and people to give every child and youth approximateformal equality of opportunity from, say, age 4 onward. In 1975 there prob-ably will be 99 million persons aged 5-29. Suppose that we allocate 9 millionsto teaching and other educational duties, giving about 1 staff member to every10 potential pupils (as compared with 1 staff member for every 27 pupils in1958). This staff would constitute about 4 per cent of the total populationor slightly less than 8 per cent of the age group, 20-64.

Could we "afford" this high proportion of the working-age populationin educational occupations? Clearly the answer is, yes--if we were willingto give up their productive contributions in alternative occupations. Manyof the needed persons could be women in the ages between 35 or 40 and 64who otherwise would be housewives without young children of their own. Butthat there would be "costs", we could not deny.

The rising level of education probably is not simply a response tothe growth of occupations that require high levels of education attainment.Indeed, between 1940 end 1960 ". . . about 85 per cent of the rise in educa-tional attainment may be attributed to lacreased educational levels withinoccupations, and only 15 per cent to shifts in the occupational structure
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from occupations requiring less to occupations requiring more education."50
Actually, within the broad occupational cate&ories used in arriving at the
above estimates there may have been a considerable amount of up-grading within
specific occulationst and shifts toward technically-demanding industries may
have further contributed to "hidden" demands for relatively high levels of
training.

Furthermore, it begins to seem likely that many of the apparent "re-
quirements" for education as a prerequisite for various types of jobs are not
specifically functional but represent only a way of getting "well-adjusted"
employees.

In many quarters of the educational system, however, there is an in-
tense felt need to identify talent in order to select students for higher
levels of education as well as to shunt them in the direction of various areas
of specialization. One result is greater reliance on "objective, standardized
tests of intelligence, aptitude, and academic achievement."51 Another rtisult
is an increased effort to classify children at earlier and earlier ages. More
and more what happens in elementary school or even in kindergarten directly
affects the child's later educational career; decisions of long-term import
may be made on the bailie of quite early performance. AB lanolin points out:
"In the first place, earlier decisions are made about enrollment in subjects
that lead either to a college preparatory or a vocational curriculum in second-
ary school; for example, many elementary and junior high schools are beginning
to offer more than token instruction in foreign languages, science, and ad-
vanced mathematics. And, secondly, more and more schools allocate children
to different classes according to their abilities, usually in part on the
basis of standardised text scores."52 Furthermore the results of early
tests and evaluations usually become a part of the pupil's permanent record,
to follow him thereafter.

Again, therefore, in our e'ontemplation of the multiple loci of pro-
blems in this field, we return to an initial question, posed by Harold Taylor
to the Conference: are we moving into a social order marked by democratic
centralism with the trappings of a meritocracy, led by a specially selected
and separately educated elite? If so, we may find that we have combined the
human disadvantages of mass education with those of an alienated aristocracy
of merit.

It seems, therefore, that while our discussion may have substantially
expanded our field of vision, it has also complicated our aspirations and
tempered out hopes.

In the largest city in the nation, the present annual budget for the
schools approximates one billion dollars. That same city's school system
struggles with wait problems of inequities in quality, with complex political
pressures, and with all the vexations and friction of enormity of size. New

50John K. Polger and Charles B. Nam: "Trends in Education in Relation
to the Occupational Structure," Sociology of Education, Vol. 38, No 19
Fall, 1964, p. 29.

51Goslin, op. cit., p. 110.
52Goslin, op. cit., p. 111.
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York City's cchool system is merely the demonstration on a wide screen of what
all local systems increasingly have to face. Specialization plus large size
everywhere tend to create complexity and bureamracy. As Harold Taylor has
indicated, a central emergent problem everywhere ts how to find practicable
institutional forms for dealing with large masses of pupils in such ways that
individuality can be respected and personal growth encouraged, in some real-
istic and viable relation to the centers of choice, responsibility, and power
in our society.

It is certain that the desired solutions (and there would have to be
many more than one) cannot be found unless citizens who want high quality
education on equal terns for all children can find the motivation and the
social instrumentalities to bring organized pressure to bear upon the approp-
riate centers of decision-making and fund-appropriating, especially to offset
the.organized pressures of social elements that would like to destroy this
vision of "democratic education" in a "free society". The effeOtive use%of the
necessary tactics in the struggle for equality of quality. is not easy to under-
stand nor naturally congenial to the "liberal" forces in our American communities.

Much of what has happened and will happen to American public educa-
tion represents actions not intentionally related to education at all. In an
increasingly urbanized and suburbanized society, education is crucially affect-
ed by the massive processes of urban growth, decline, and transformation. For
example: "The federal subsidies that have encouraged highway construction in-
stead of mass commuter transportation and thus drawn industry out of the city
have reduced the city's tax base. A lower tax base means less money for educa-
tion and for the adjustment of rural migrants to urban life. Poor schools and
changing neighborhoods encourage middle-class white families to move to the
suburbs. Higher welfare costs increase the tax rate and thus encourage industry
to relocate in outlying areas. All these factors are interrelated."54 They
are, indeed, interrelated. They constitute a network of power and consequences
of power that urgently calls for precise understanding.

Our appraisal of possibilities for the future must be further tem-
pered by the realization that one of the main keys to high quality in education
is the supply of high-quality teachers; that Supply cannot be greatly increased
without large expenditures not only of funds, but also of talent and time ex-
erted in efforts to improve working conditions, social recognition and prestige,
and opportunities for professional advancement."

53Bernard Welsabourd: "Segregation, Subsidies, and Megalopolis,"
Occasional Paper No. 1 on the City, The Center for the Study of Democratic
Institutions, The Fund for the Republic, December, 1964, p. 6.

54"Raising he quality of teaching and consequently the professional
commitment of teachers under conditions of inadequate rewards, innreasing
bureaucratisation, and difficult working conditions looks like an almost im-
possible task, at least without some major reevaluation on the part of
society to commit a larger share of its resources to education." (Goslin,
22,4511:I p. 145.)
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It is often held today among those who comment publicly on such
matters that ". . . the true wealth of a country and its basic security
. . . depend upon . . the intellectual leaders who are responsible for the
discovery of new ideas and their translation into economic and social advances."55
Undoubtedly, few reasonable men would wish to dispute this general statement,
so far as it goes. What it does not do, among other things, is to call atten-
tion to the fact that "wealth" and "security" may also be highly dependent
upon endurance, loyalty, tenacity, capacity. for sacrifice, capacity for co-
ordinated group action, motivation to work, and many other essentially "non-
intellectual" qualities and performances. We suggest that there is not at
this time a clear national consensus upon the priority of aims of our educa-
tional institutions. We, further, doubt that it would be wise et this time
to attempt to precipitate a decision upon such a consensus.

It will be apparent by now that we do net foresee the immediate emer-
gence of an educational Utopia in the United States. We do recognise the
remarkable contribution of organized education to the accomplishments (and
they are impressive accomplishment) of our industralized society.56 We do
recognize also that " . . . strictures on American education as 'class bound'
suffer from lack of perspective."57 Eyed before the Supreme Court decision
in the Brown case (1956), declaring unconstitutional forced racial segregation
in the public schools, over three-fourths of our Negro youths aged 14-17
were enrolled in schools (such as they weft). In comparison, school enroll-
ment in 1957-1958 among youths aged 15-17 in England was less than one-fourth.

We are of the opinion that the main forces affecting education in the
United States will move the total system more and more toward a highly differ-
entiated state, in which quite different balances of "equality" and "quality"
will be sought in various regions, states, localities - -in the public and
private schools - -in various kinds of institutes, junior colleges, colleges,
and universities.58 And, again, in the interests of realistic teapering
aspirations, we recognize that at the higher levels of the system "equality

55Eli Ginsberg and John L. Hernia, et. al.: Talent and Performance,
Columbia University Press, New York and London, 1964, p, 3.

56"In an advanced industrial society, it is inevitable that the educa-
tional system should come into close relationship with the economy. Modern
industrial technology . . . is dependent to an unprecedented extent on the
results of scientific research, on the supply of skilled and responsible
manpower, and consequently on the efficiency of the educational tystam."
(A. H. Halsey, et. al. (eds.): op. cit., p. 6.)

57C. Arnold Anderson: "Access to Higher Education and Econoric
Development," in A. H. Halsey, et. al., op. cit., p. 261.

aThe U. S. A., in these regards, is not completely unique. "Educa-
tion should therefore be relatively abundant, flexible, and capable of pro-
ducing people with a high general level of culture, which makes them more
adaptable to changing economic and social conditions." (Halsey, et. al.,

424'
Prob0104-1070 the'Westorn European industrialized nations will

spend annkially:oh'edilaitiOn at least percent of the O. X. P. instead
of 3-4 per Dank 4t present: (NOW the U. 8. A. spends over 5 per cent; the
U. S. S. R., over 7 per cent) (Ibid: p. 44.)
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of opportunity" to go to colhvgo obviously doss mot mean that just any
opportunity to enter some collage is mina' to any other opportunity. As
Cicoural and Mints* say, ". . . the theoretically significant distribution
of high school seniors is not the gross collegainou-coilege dichotomy, but
the distributico of students according to their admission into colleges
ranging from those having the highest applicant/enrollment ratic and omission
requirements to those accepting any high school gradual:8.'5w

Nevertheless the ranges of opportunity we are developing are unpro-
codonted in scope and variety. Indeed, as one considers education in the
United States one eventually is forced to realise that a "complete analysis
would call for an mehaastiv study of the total socioty--both as it now
stands and as it way *melt in an increasingly automated and computerised
phase in the years just ahead." Vita this observation we han, in a sense,
come full circle in this Chapter. For *great deal of education of very
high quality will be seeded to cope at all adequately with the social tasks
that those years will bring.
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THE PSYCHOLOGICAL COSTS OF QUALITY AND EQUALITY IN EDUCATION*

Urie Bronfenbrenner
Cornell University

The costs of quality and equality in education-- calculated, as they usually
are, in dollars and cents-- invariably turn out to be higher than expected. Not
infrequently the public is unwilling to pay the price, and even when it does so,
it is often with reluctance, pain, and resentment, both toward those who impose
the payment and those who receive the benefits. The reasons for resistance are
well known. Personal financial resources are slow to acquire, the demand in-
variably exceeds the supply, and what little we have is urgently needed to pro-
vide for ourselves and our families.

The sobering burden of this chapter is to show that all these considera-
tions apply with even greater force when the costs of quality and inequality
are reckoned in psychological rather than economic terms. Here too the price
turns out to be far higher than anticipated, but the available resources are
even more limited, the needs of self and family more pressing, and the pain and
resentment at having to pay the price far more acute. Yet, these costs will
have to be met, for unless they are, no increase in school budget howyver generous,
no regrouping of pupils however democratic, no new curriculum however adapted
to the chill's environment can bring either quality or equality in education to
those who do not have them.

To understand why this is so, we must come to terms with an unwelcome but
nonetheless inexorable reality: whatever their origin, the most immediate,
overwhelming, and stubborn obstacles to achieving quality and equality in educa-
tion lie as much in the character and way of life of the American Negro as in
the indifference and hostility of the white community. The first part of this
chapter summarizes the bases for this assertion.

The Psye;hologicel Characteristics ofelthoChild. Recognition in
actual practice of he critical role played by psycholOgical factors in the
education of the Negro child begins with implementation of the 1954 Supreme
Court decision that separate facilities are inherently unequal. Unfortunately,
it all too often ends there. In mew American communities the enlightened
leadership, both Negro and white, and their supporters operate on the tacit
assumption that once the Negro child finds himself in an integrated classroom
with a qualified teacher and adequate materials, learning will take place, and
with it the deficiencies of the American Negro, and the judgments of inferiority
which they in part encourage:, will be erased.

Regrettably, this is not the case. Neither the scars of slavery which
the Negro child still bears nortbe skills and self-confidence of his white
companion rub off merely through contact in the same classroom. This is not
to imply that integration. is 1=otent.tu; an instrument of change. On the
contrary, it is a desperately necessary condition, but not a sufficient one
Objective equality of opportunity is not enough. The Negro child must also
be able to profit from the educational situation in which he finds himself.
This he cannot do if he lacks the background and motivation necessary for
learning. And the evidence indicates that these essentials are conspicuously
absent.

*Prepared as a chapter in Tumin, M.. and Bressler, M. gualttir and
Equality in Edv (in,preparation, October 1965) .



Let us examine the data. Fortunately, most of the relevant facts are
already brought together for us in Pettigrew's (1964) recent volume A Profile
the a masterful compendium and interpretation of the avail-
able research findings. We shall not concern ourselves here with the full array
of fats which Pettigrew presents; they are eloquent testimony to the crippling
psychological costs to the Negro of the inequality imposed upon him by slavery
and its contemporary economic and social heritage. For our purposes we select
those findings that bear directly and indirectly on the educability of the
Negro child of poverty.

The first of these is the sobering statistic that the longer such a child
remains in school, even in integrated classrooms, the further behind he falls
in relation to the norms for his age and grade. Such progressive retardation
is reported not only for measures of academic achievement (Deutsch, 1960;
Kennedy, Van de Riet, and Whites 1963) but also for scores on tests of general
intelligence (Deutsch and Brown, 1964; Kennedy, et al., 1963; Pettigrew, 1964,
Chapt. 5). Moreover, the discrepancies between Negro and white children are
not litited to poverty-stricken families. They are not only present across
the socio- economic spectrum but "the Negro-White differences increase at each
higher SES level" (Deutsch and Brown, 1964, p. 27).

In analyzing the factors producing these results, investigators call atten-
tion to the inappropriateness of many test items to lower class Negro culture.
But at the same time they make clear that improvements in test construction will
not change the fact of the Negro child's inferiority; he suffers from handicaps
that are real and debilitating. For example, Deutsch (1960) cites evidence
that, in comparison with white children from ieprived socio-economic background,
lower class Negro youngsters are espeJtally retarded in reading and language
skills. They also show a shorter attention span in any task which requires
concentration and persistence. reutsch's observations indicate that the failure
in persistence reflects not only an inability to concentrate but also a lack of
motivation and an attitude of futility in the face of difficulty. Thus he reports:

Time after time, the experimental child would drop a problem
posed by the teacher as soon as he met any difficulty in attempting
to solve it. In questioning after, the child would typically respond
'.'so what?" or "who cares" or "what does it matter?" In the control
group (white children of "similar socio-economic level"), there was
an obvious competitive spirit, with a verbalized anticipation of
"reward" for a correct response. In general, this anticipation was
only infrequently present in the experimental group and was not
consistently or meaningfully reenforced by the teachers (p. 9).

Deutsch's Observations are confirmed by a series of studies, cited by
Pettigrew (1964, pp. 30-31)1 shoving that "lower class Negro Children of school
age typically 'give up the fight' and reveal unusually low need for achievement."

Not only does the Negro child feel powerless; he feels worthless as well.
At the core of this sense of inferiority is the awareness of being black. From
the age of three onward, Negro children begin to prefer white skin to black and
to think of Negroes in general. and themselves in particular as ugly, unwanted,
and "bad." Results 011 the numerous studIes of this phenomenon, summarized by
Pettigrew (1964, Chapt. 1), are epitomized in an example he cites of a small.
Negro boy who served as a subject in one of these investigations. "Asked if
he were white or colored, he hung his head and hesitated. Then he murmured
softly, 'I guess, ',se kind o, colored' " (p. 8).
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It is this "mark of oppression" which distinguishes the personality
development of the Negro child from that of his white counterpart, especially
in lower class families. The psychological process and its consequences are
summarized by the following excerpt from a more extended anplysis by Ausubel
(1958).

The Negro child...grathally becomes aware of the social
significance of racial membership... He perceives himself as
an object of derision and disparagement, as socially rejected
by the prestigeful elements of society, and as unworthy of
succorance and affection. Having no compelling reasons for not
accepting this officially sanctioned, negative evaluation of
himself, he develops ingrained feelings of inferiority (p. 35).

It is all these intellectual, motivational, and emotional problems that
the Negro child brings with him when he goes to school. The obstacles they
place to the learning process are reflected in the marked contrast in classroom
atmosphere reported by Deutsch (1960) in his study of schools in Negro and White
lower class neighborhoods. In the former setting, 50 to 80 percent of all class-
room time was "devoted to disciplinary and various essentially non-academic
tasks," whereas the corresponding percentage for the white control group was
about 30 (pp. 7-8).

What factors account for the special debilities and behavior difficulties
of Negro children? The thesis, still militantly upheld by some investigators
(Garrett, 1960, 1961, 1962a, 1962b;MCGurk, 19560 1959; Shuey, 1958; Van den
Haag, 1964), that such deficiencies have an innate basis in race differences,
has been so thoroughly discredited (Anastasi, 1956; Chein, 1961; Pettigrew, 1964)
that it needs no consideration here. We would call attention, however, to one
additional fact which, if acknowledged, presents an interesting problem to those
who seek to account for Negro inferiority in genetic terms. The intellectual,
emotional, and social deficiencies observed in Negro children are considerably
more pronounced in boys than in girls. Systematic data on this point are cited
by (1960). For instance, in his sample of Negro school children in
grades 4-6 the proportion who scored below fourth grade norms on the Stanford
Achievement Test was 38% for girls and 68% for boys, the discrepancies being
greatest on the reading sub-test. No differences approaching this magnitude
were found for the white controls. Similarly, in repeating digits forward or
backward, Negro girls performed at about the same level as white controls,
whereastOmboye were markedly inferior to their white cclnterparts. Deutsch
stresses the psychological significance of this difference in view of "the
importance of attention for any academic learning and therefore the potential
contribution of lowered attentivity to the achievement differences found" (p. 12).
It is noteworthy that these sex differences in achievement are observed among
Southern as well as Northern Negroes, are present at every socio-economic level,
and tend to increase with age (Kennedy, et al., 1963, see especially Tables 68
and 69).

The Sourcesflof Inadequacy. Clearly any satisfactory explanation for the
debilities of the Negro child must also account for the specUil ineptitude of
the Negro male. Several lines of evidence are pertinent in this regard: the
first is biological, the remainder social.

iniscicbe,Veinadquacy. Though the Negro infant is not biologically
inferior at the moment of conception, he often becomes so shortly thereafter.
The inadequate nutrition and prenatal care received by millions of Negro mothers
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result in complications of pregnancy which take their toll in extraordinarily
high rates of prematurity and congenital defect (Knobloch, Rider, Harper, and
Pasamanick4 1956; Fasamanick4 Knobloch, and Lilienfeld, 1956; Pasamanick and
Knobloch, 1958). Many of these abnormalities entail neurological damage re-
sulting in impaired intellectual function and behavioral disturbances, including
hyperactitity, distractibility, and low attention span. Of particular relevance
is the significant role played by paranatal and prenatal factors in the genesis
of childhood reading disorders. In a retrospective compartson of hospital
records, Kawi and Fasamanick (1959) found that instances of two or more complica-
tions of pregnancy were over nine times as frequent in the records of mothers
whose children later exhibited severe reading difficulties as in a control
population matched on social class and other relevant variables. Finally, it
is a well established, though not thoroughly understood, fact that neurological
disorders resulting from complications of pregnancy and birth are considerably
more frequent for males than females. This differential rate has been identi-
fied as a major factor in contributing to the consistent sex differences
Observed in incidence of neuropsychiatric disorders and psychological disturbances
in clAildren.* Of special relevance in this connection is the statistic, cited
by Fasamanick and Knoblock (1958; p. 7), that "behavior disorders are two to
three times more common in boys, reading disorders as much as eight or nine
times." These authors see in "reproductive casualty" and its sequelae a major
factor contributing to school retardation in Regro children generally and Negro
males in particular. Organic debilities of course result not only in intellectual
dysfunction but also in discouragment. In this manner they play a part in evoking
the expectations of failure, the readiness to give up in the face of difficulty,
and the low level of aspiration observed in Negro children, especially among
boys.

The im ct of ,--ternal absence. But even where organic factors do not set
in motion the vicious c re defeat and disinterest in achievement; social
circumstances can be counted on to instigate and accelerate a similar downward
spiral. A growing body of research evidence points to the debilitating effect
on personality development in Negro children, particularly males, resulting
from the high frequency of father-absence in Negro families. The extent of
such absence is eloquently reflected in census figures summarized by Pettigrew
(1964)..

Census data for 1960 illustrate the depth of this family dis-
organization among Negroes: over a third (34.3 per cent) of all
non -white mothvi,s with children under six years of age hold Jae
as compared with less than a fifth (19.5 per cent) of white mothers
with children under six; only three fourths (74.9 per cent) of all
non -white families have both the husband and the wife present in
the housghold as compared with nin-tenths (89.2 per cent) of white
families°; and only two-thirds (66.3 per cent) of non -white under
eighteen years of age live with both of their parerts as compared
with nine-tenths (90.2 per cent) of such whites...

8The vast ma:ority of incomplete Negro households is lacking
the husband. Frazier estimated in 1950 that the male parent was
missing in roughly 20 per cent of Negro households, In addition
to divorce and separation, part of this Phenomenon is due to a
higher Negro male death rate. The percentage of widows among
Negro women fifty-four years old or less is roughly twice that
of white woven. (pp. 16-17)

*The numerous studies supporting this finding are summarized by Kawi and
Pasamanick (1959, p. 19).
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The consequence of this state of affairs for the personality developmentof the Negro child is indicated by several lines of investigations. First, aseries of studies conducted In the United States (Bach, 1946; Sears, 1951;
Sears, et al., 1946; Stolz, 1954) and Norway (GrOnseth, 1957; Lynn and Sawrey,
1959; Tiller, 1957, 1961) showed that father absence has far greater impacton sons than on daughters. The results, and their implications, are summar-ized by Pettigrew as follows:

...father-deprived boys are markedly more immature, submissive,
dependent, and effeminate than other boys... As they grow older,
this passive behavior may continue, but more typically, it is
vigorously overcompensated for by exaggerated masculinity.
Juvenilegemgs; white and Negro classically out this pseudo-
masculinity with leather jackets, harsh language, and physical
"toughness." (19640 p. 18)

Consistent with this same line of evidence are the results of a substantial
number of studies pointing to the importance of paternal absence and inadequacyin the genesis of delinquent behavior (Bacon, Child, and Barry, 1963; Banduraand Walters, 1959; Burton and Whiting, 1961; Olueck and Glueck, 1950, 1956;Miller, 1958; Rohrer and Edmonson, 1960; Scarpitti, Murray; Dinitz, and Reck-less, 1960). In seeking an explanation for this relationship, several of themajor investigators have concluded that the exaggerated toughness, aggressive-ness, and cruelty of delinquent gangs reflect the desperate effort of malesin lower class culture to rebel against their early overprotective, feminizingenvironment and to find a masculine identity. For example, Miller analyzesthe dynamics of the process in the following terms:

The genesis of the intense concern over "toughness" in
lower class culture is probably related to the fact that a
significant proportion of lower class males are reared in a
predominantly female household, and lack a consistently pre-
sent male figure with whom to identify and from whom to learn
essential components of a "male" role. Since women serve as
a primary object of identification during pre-adolescent years;
the almost obsessive lower class concern with "masculinity"
probably resembles a type of compulsive reaction-formation...
A positive overt evaluation of behavior defined as "effeminate"
would be out of the question for a lower class male. (p. 9)

The special relevance of this dynamic for public education is indicatedin a similar concItIsiondrawn by Rohrer and Edmondson in their follawn,up
study of Negro youth in New Orleans. "The igang member rejects this femininity
in every form, and he sees it in women and in effeminate men, in laws and moralsand religion, in schools, and occupational striving." (1960, p. 163)

Despite their desperate effort to prove the contrary, a latent femininity
Is nevertheless present in "fatherless" youngsters and results in a confused sex-identity. Substantia support for this argument is found in the impressive
number of studies, mizaarized by Pettigrew, which show that Negro men, especiallythose from lower class homes, dbtain high scores on indirect measures of femin-inity. Additional evidence points to father-absence as a critical factor. In
comparison *Titbit control group from intact homes, Negroes whose fathers wereabsent during early childhood were far more likely to either single or divorced;
in addition, "they also felt more victimized, less in control of the environment,and more distrustfUl of others,," (Pettigrew, 1964, p. 20)



Nor are the consequences of pater ml absence limited to the emotional and
social sphere. A recent series of investigations by Mischel (1958, 1961a, 1961b,
1961c) points to the crucial role of this same factor in the development of a
capacity essential to achievement generally and academic acheivement in partic-
ularthe ability to delay immediate gratification in order to obtain a later
reward. The systematic investigation of this phenomenon was suggested to the
investigator by anthropological reports alleging "a major personality difference"
between Negro and East Indian groups on the island of Trinidad.

This difference, as expressed by numerous informants, is
that the Negroes are impulsive, indulge themselves, settle for

next to nothing if they can get it right away, do not work or
wait for bigger things in the future but, instead, prefer
smaller gains immediately. (1958, p. 57)

In a series of ingenious, experiments (e.g., a child is offered a choice
between a tiny candy bar now, versus a larger bar in a week's time), Mischel
(1958, 1961c) demonstrated that the preference for innedialle gratification was
a distinguishing characteristic observable in Negro children of 10 years of age
and that the cultural difference could be attributed primarily, buy not entirely,
to the greater absence of the father among Negro families. In addition, the
same investigator has shown that the desire for immediate gratification is
associated with poorer accuracy in judging time, less achievement drive, lower
levels of social responsibility, and a greater propensity toward delinquent
behavior (mischel, 1961a, 1961b).

The impact of paternal absence on actual school performance is reflected
in Etutsch's (1960) finding that lower class Negro children from broken homes
were far more likely to score below grade level on tests of academic achievement
than their classmates from intact families, and that the higher frequency of
broken homes among Negro families accounted for most of the difference in
achievement between the Negro and white samples. Moreover, children from in-
tact families did better in school than those from broken homes despite the
fact that intact homes were more crowded, a circumstance which leads Deutsch
to conclude that "who lives in the room is more important than haw marw." (p. 10)
In a subsequent study, Deutsch and Brown (1964) have shown that a significant
difference of about eight points in IQ is specifically attributable to absence
of the father from the home.

Finally, it is not only the absence of the Negro father that prevents the
son from seeing the future realistically. Also relevant is the inferior position
held by the adult Negro male in the economic world. In the matter of occupa-
tional choice the Negro boy has few models to emulate that are actually within
the realm of his possible achievement. This circumstance is reflected in a
study of occupational aspirations among lower class children (Deutsch, 1960,
pp. 11-14). When asked what they wanted to be when they grew up, 25% of the
Negro boys named high prestige professions such as doctor, lawyer, etc. In
contrast, Negro girls were more realistic in scaling down their aspirations to
goals within their reach. Deutsch accounts for this difference in tens of
t greater availability for the girls of an accepted rule model both within
the family and in the outside world.

The rished environment. We see, then, that both the high incidence
of perinatal patho and of paternal absence among lower class Negroes have
produced psychological deficits and disturbances in Negro children, particularly
boys. But there. are other early influences, equally baneful, which do not
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discriminate between the sexes. Among these is another product of poverty, the
absence of an educationally stimulating environment during the pre-school years.
Studies of this phenomenon* indicate that the lower class Negro home is barren
of objects (books, newspapers, pencils, paper, toys, games) and of coherent
social interaction. For example, in a study of the "Social World of the Urtc..
Slums," Keller (1963) reports that the children had little sustained contac.
with adults, few organized conversations, ! x little shared family activity.
In the same vein, a comparison of Negro ar white lower class children (Deutsch,
1960) revealed that the former had fewer as in the home, got less help with
their homework, took fewer trips beyond a 25-block radius from their home, ate
less frequently with their parents, and scent less time with them on Sundays.
Also, such verbal interaction with parents as did occur tended to be limited in
complexity and completeness. For example, commands were likely to be one or
several words rather than complete sentences and were typically given without
explanation or elaboration.

Patterns of child ra249g. An additional factor contributing to the
inadequisoies and problems of the Negro child is the alternately repressive and
indulgent pattern of upbringing found in lower class families in general
(Bronfenbrenner, 1958) and.Negro lower class families in particular (Davis,
1941; Davis and Dollard, 1940; Davis and Havighurst, 1946; Frazier, 1957;
Rohrer and Edmonson, 1960). Discipline is exercised principally by the mother,
is focused on overt acts rather than motives or goals, and is mainly inhibitory
in character; that is, the child is told not to do this or tnat, to keep quiet,
not ask questions, stay out of trouble. The effect of such negative reenforce-
ment is to discourage early initiative, curiosity and exploration, as well as
cooperative interaction with a guiding adult.

The legacy of slavery. It is noteworthy how many of the characteristics
of the Negro family of toaay which are dysfunctional for modern society were
functional for or at least adaptive to the conditions of bondage (Frazier, 1957).
With the father constantly in risk of being sold to another owner, a matriarchal
family structure became almost inevitable. But since the mother too bad to work,
it was necessary to keep the child from intetfering by his activity, questions,
or misbehavior. Moreover, as McClelland (1961) has pointed out, slavery is
incompatible with and destructive of a high drive for achievement, since the
rewards of the slave come not fran initiative and independence but compliance.
"Negro slaves should, therefore, have developed child-rearing practices calculated
to produce obedience and responsibility not n- (need for) Achievement, and their
descendants, while free, should still show the effects of such training in lower
n-Achieve went." (pp. 376-377) In keeping with this prediction, Negro adoles-
cents have the lowest achievement scores among youth from six different ethnic
groups in the United States (Rosen, 1959).

But the most important legacies of slavery were the conditions in itich the
American Negro found himself upon release from bondage -- economic poverty and .

racial discrimination. The three together-- slavery, poverty, and discrimination- -
lie at the root of the biological and social forces which produce widespread
psychological debility and disturbance in the Negro child. From this perspective
it is the white man who is in the first instance primarily responsible for the
inadequacies of the Negro and his way of life.

*For a review of the relevant research literature, see Bloom, Davis, and
Hess (1965).



The Integrated CA.Lssroom and the Disintegrated Child. But allocation, or
even acceptance of responsibility for damage does not do away with the Negro
child's deficiencies. Nor does placing him in an integrated classroom. On
his arrival there he brings with him his full array of defects and disruptive
behaviors. True, being able at least to sit with his white age mates may,
under certain circumstances*, bolcter his self-esteem and provide him. with
more competent models to emulate. But integration cannot repair a damaged
brain, supply L father, equip a home with books, or alter a family's values,
weechbabits, 4nd patterns of child rearing. Thus in many cases the Negro
child in the integrated classroom is, and continues to be, intellectually
retarded, unable to concentrate, unmotivated to learn; at first apathetic, but
as he gets older, becoming resentful, rebellious, and delinquency-prone.

What is more, in the integrated classroan all of these characteristics
of the Negro child have their impact on his white companion. To begin with,
unless countermeasures are introduced, they provide an objective basis and
emotional provocation for devaluating and rejecting the Negro, thus reactiva-
ting and reenforcing the vicious circle of discrimination and defeat**. But
the white child is affected in other ways as inal. The learning difficulties
of the Negro pupil, if they are taken into consideration by the teacher, slow
up the rest of the class. Similarly, disraptions by some impede teaching for
all. Finally, while it is true that white children in an integrated classroom
function as models for their Negro companions, the reverse process is equally
in effect. As has been demonstrated both in field (Polansky, Lippitt, and
Redl, 1954) and experimental (Bandura and Walters, 1963) studies, disintegra-
tive and destructive behavior of peers is highly subject to contagiea against
which contrasting values and practices of the family provide little immunity.
In other words, the white child is likely to take on some of the aggAzasive
and disruptive activities of his Negro classmates to the further detriment
of his work in school. Such developments are of course viewed with alarm by
many white parents, who become understandably concerned about the consequences
of integration for the education and character development of their children.
In short, in the integrated classroom, the problems of the Negro child become,
at least in part, those of the white child as well. Thus the costs of in-
equality to the Negro become the costs of equality to the white.

Countermeasures and Canoe es. Nor do these costs end with the impact
on the c srocm of the inappropriate behavior of the Negro child. While the
damage already done to the latter by the time he enters school cannot be undone
completely, some counteractive measures can be taken Within the school environ-
ment, or under it auspices, which may entail still further psychological problems
for the white community. For example, to a limitedbutsinnificant extent a male
teacher can serve sine of the functions of the absent or inadequate father. The
hig,' incidence of fatherless families in the Negro lower class argues strongly
for the involvement of many more men as teachers at the elementary level. The
psychological costs here, to the extent that any exist, lie in the low prestige
and consequent threat to self- esteem which elementary teaching holds for men
in American society. ThliJ threat may be alleviated in part by the spedial need
for Negro men as primary teachers, and these are not as likely to resent the role.

*Available research evidence on conditions producing both favorable and
detrimental effects in integrate classrooms is summarized in Katz (1964).

**It is of"course often the most able Negro children who are subjected to
the most severe isolation and insult in desegregated settings. On the effects
of stress erperienced by Negro pupils in some integrated schools see Coles
(1963) and Katz (1964).
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But they themselves may often be resented by the white community, not only on
grounds of racial prejudice but also on the basis of their teaching effectiveness.
Only a small proportion of Negro teachers have been able to enjoy the same
educational opportunities, from early childhood on, as were available to their
white colleagues and, for the reasons already outline, it is the Negro male who
is most likely to have been disadvantaged. For this reason if Negro teachers--
eopecially Negro men --are employed in the large numbers in which they are
needed, there will be a drop in the general level of instruction, for these
teachers will not have as good command of subject matter as their predecessors,
and their speech will deviate from the white middle class norm. Yet, despite
these deficiencies, such persons can do much more for the education of the Negro
child than the better-educated more acculturated white or Negro female who
would otherwise be their teacher.

But exposing the Negro child to a male teacher of his awn race is not
enough. Given the absence of positive male figures in his out-of-school en-
vironment, he requires additional acquaintance with Negro men who, by their
example, demonstrate the peesibility and attraction of masculine competence
and constructive conduct in a variety of spheres. This need could be met
through programs of after-school activities conducted by persons--both Negro
and white- -who posess such diverse skills and who have found a place in their
community. The objective of such programs would be not so much to take the
youngster off the streets (although they would have this effect if successful)
as to involve him in patterns of interaction which can develop the basic skills,
motives, and qualities necessary for a child to be able to profit from the
classroom experience. In other words, these after-school activities are to be
viewed as en essential part of the educational process falling within the
responsibility of those agencies charged with providing public instruction.

It should be stressed that the after-school program here envisioned is
not offering pre-vocational training. Quite the contrary. The activities
would be non- technical in nature and would begin at levels accessible and
attractive to the lower class child--sports, games, selected movies, outings.
At the outsesuch activities would have to be conducted by persons trained
or experienced in recreational activities, but gradeally other adults would
participate in them and the child would discover that one was a machinist,
another worked in a bank, a third was a reporter on a newspaper, etc. The
objective is to expose the child to and induce him to emulate models embodying
the values, skills, and aspirations necessary for achievement in echool and
society.

There is no question that such programs would be difficult to develop
and to administer, but there is some evidence that they are practicable.
For example, in Soviet schools, members of the community are deliberately and
regularly brought in':to accompany and participate with you ngsters in after-
school activites, hikes, expeditions, etc. with the explicit aim of exposing
the youngster to intimate contact with adults who combine spedialized knowledge
or akin with sterling and attractive qualities of character (of course from
the Communist point of view). A related practice long employed in Soviet
schools is the involvement of able adolescents and pre - adolescents in activities
with young children. Recently, similar utilization of this age group, under
appropriate superviiiion, has been urged in our own country in connection with
Project Headstartthe federally sponsored preschool program for children in
economically deprived areas. An issue of the Head Start Newsletter (1965)
points to the fact that high school students can in certain respects function
more effectively than adults in working with young children: "Grown -ups, no
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matter how friendly and helpful, are in an important sense, in a world apart.
Their abilities, skills, and standards are so clearly superior to those of the
child as to appear beyond his grasp."

It is of course important that persons working in such programs, be they
adults or teen-agers, not be restricted to one race, but the same consideration
applies for the children as well. Unless white youngsters are also involved
in after-school programs, the activity once again becomes identified as an
operation for second-class, second-rate citizens. Not is it sufficient if
participation is limited to children- -Negro and whitecoming from deprived
backgrounds. A growing body of research (summarized in Bronfenbrenner 1962;
Millsom 1966) points to the conclusion that peers are at least as effective
if not more potent than adults in their capacity to influence the behavior
of the child. From this point of view, it is desirable that children from more
favored environments also be included in after-school activities, and, if they
are, they are of course exposed to the deleterious as well as constructive
influences present in that situation.

The after-school program has other difficulties as well. Indeed some of
these difficulties are a direct function of the degree to which the program
achieves its objectives. For, to the extent that the Negro child acquires the
skills and values of his new companions, he becomes further removed from his
own family. The conflict which such separation can arouse both within the family
and within the child himself can undermine whatever progress has been made and
lead ultimately to debilitating problems of self-identity.* Because of the
danger, it is necessary that, in so far as possible, the child's parents also
be actively involved in their chill's new activities and new world. To modify
the pattern of life of parents is of course far more difficult than to influence
their children, but some opportunities nevertheless exist. One approach is
that being employed in Project Headstart (Report of Planning Committee, 1965)
where parents from low income families participate as "paid volunteers" in a
variety of tasks requiring little formal education or experience but tt the sane
time involving close contact with professional workers as they interact with
children. In this manner, some parents - -or more realistically, some mothers- -

are exposed to new and different attitudes and methods in dealing with young
children. The device employed in Project Heade:art illustrates a general prin-
ciple the validity of which has been demonstrated in a substantial body of
research in behavioral science generally and in the study of intergroup rela-
tions in particular; namely, that attitudes and behaviors are changed most
readily when people work together in pursuit of a common goal to which they ere
committed (Sherif 1958; Williams, 1947, 1964). And the goal of bettering he
for children is one which most parents are willing to pursue.

If we apply the foregoing principle more generally to the role of parents
in programs for disadvantaged children in school and out, we come to a conclusion
that should properly give us pause; namely, the principle implies that parental
involvement is necessary not only on the part of underprivileged families, but
of the privileged as val. It is only through non- antagonistic exposure to the
different view and the different practice that the lower class parent can come
to tolerate and understand--if not to adopt--the different way of dealing with

*Regrettably this phenomenon has not yet been investigated systematically by
psychologists. The best available data and ahelyses of the Negro's identity crisis
appear in the works of such gifted Negro writers as Richard Wright (1951) and
James Baldwin (1955, 1961).



his child employed by those charged with responsibility for his education.
Accordingly, it becomes necessary for parents from more privileged circumstances--
Negro as well as white--to become actively involved in programs concerned with
the education of their children both in school and out.

We are asking a great deal. As we said at the outset of this chapter, the
psychological costs of quality and equality in education for all the children
are high. They require a new conception of the scope of public education as
extending beyond school walls and school hours. They call for a far greater
involvement in education of parents and other members of the adult community.
They require a sacrifice in academic advancement for children from advantaged
families to make possible academic survival for children from disadvantaged
families. In short, they demand heavy payment from the Have's in favor of the
Have-not's, not just in money, but in the far harder coin of psychological
security and status.

And if we who have are willing to pay, what is achieved? Whatever we pay,
cannot be enough. Those who receive payment, will still feel cheated, and rightly
so. One cannot repay to the children of slaves the present costs of ancient
bondage.

It is the tragedy and paradox of injustice that those rho seek to right it
gain as much if not more than those who have been wronged. Paradoxically, it
is not the disadvantaged Negro alone who would benefit from equality education
were we truly to achieve it. For the only way in which we can give the Negro
child equality is to teach the white child how to treat him equally. This will
not happen from mere physical, association in the classroom. It will require
the actual teaching and practice In school and out, of the principles of human
dignity to which our society is dedicated. It is a sobering fact that in
communist schools a deliberate effort is made to teach the child, through,
concrete experience, the values and behaviors most consistent with communist
ideals. In American schools, training for actiosa consistent with social re-
aponsibility and human dignity is at best an extra-curricular activity. The
belated recognition of our educational obligations to the child of poverty,
white or black, offers us a chance to redress this weakness and to make demo-
cratic Iducation not only a principle but a process.
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QUALITY AND EQUALITY IN AMERICAN EDUCATION:

A PARTISAN ESSAY

Melvin M. Tonto and Marvin Bressler

The United States is now engaged in a revolutionary effort
to provide free, public, and high quality education to all the
young people of the society, regardless not only of differences in
race, religion, or national origin, but, more important, regardless
of their differences in talent and ability.

Some will argue that to assert such a commitment exists is
surely an overstatement because the actual implementation is at the
moment so uneven, hesitant, understaffed, and underfinanced. But
inadequacy and incompleteness of concrete implementation do not
gainsay the facts that government spokesmen and educational leaders
at the highest levels have repeatedly affirmed this ccssi'"t and
have given evidence, albeit tentative and partial, of their intention
to widen and deepen the actual involvement of the society and its
resources in the actions relevant to thee.* broad educational goals.
Morsover, most of the opposition to the idea that one encounters argues
the impracticality or costliness of this commitment, but does not
contest the desirability in principle, of equal, quality education
for all students.

Because most slogans, including "quality and equality in
education ", suffer from the easy comfort of ambiguity, we try, in
this paper, to translate the diffuse yearnings implied by this
attractive phrase into a more precise statement of slams. This then
is a partisan essay which expresses our own preferences for an
educational credo that we dams worthy of the promise of American
society. We do not pretend that this is a novel effort. Othor
foamuIations of educational goals -- such as those by the American
Council on Education, by William French and Associates, by Nolan
Kearney, and by Benjamin Bloom and his colleagues -- deserve close
attention and study, as do the extraordinarily ricbworks of such
classical figures in American education as Horace NJ= and John
Dewey, to mention two who span the major reaches of time during
which the ways and means of the American common school have been
debated. If there is any justification for still another set of
proposals it lies principally, first, in the extent to which equal
weight and importance ere given to both equality and quality, and,
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correlatively, to non-cognitive as well as cognitive aspects ofeducation.

It will be obvious to all who read the conference proceedingshow much we have learned
1
from the distinguished educators who wereassembled at Princeton. But ue do not presume to speak for them.Nor does this essay pretend to be a summary, much less a synthesis,of the conference. We have deliberately chosen, instead, to reprintthe seven major papers, the two main critical evaluations of each ofthese, and the three essays that assess the economic, social, andpsychological costs that are entailed in the achievement of equalquality education for all. With the conference proceedings nearlycompletely on the record we4take the liberty of adding some obser-vations of our own.

Our essay addresses itself to the ingredients of quality andequality in education.

The answer to the question of what is equality involves con-siderations of who shall be educated, for how long, and at what level.

An elaboration of the meaning of equality requires us to seta range of functions we believe the schools at perform if they areto lay proper claim to the term quality education.

We shall also look at some of the principal obstacles, ideo-logical and material, that now stand in the path of achievement of equalquality education as well as at some of the resources, open and covert,that arse relevant to these goals.

Who 11
204111ducatl--.._ti?

We stand on the conviction that aver, child should have equal
access to schooling, and we rest this conviction on the moral premisesand functional requirements of a democratic society. These include,in the first instance, the doctrine of equality of opportunity whichassumes that there is no warrant in law or tradition in this democratic
society for endowing any individuals group, or class with greaterinitial advantages in seeking the good things of life. Whatever therationale for the existing inequalities in power, prestige, andpossession, we are unable to find any persuasive philosophical orsociological grounds for denying full equality of opportunity toanyone. Especially if unequal talents and skills lead to unequal
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outcomes, the starting line should be the same for all 2

Free public education is the main instrument of public
policy for prIviding some modicum of equality of opportunity.
Equal access to schooling is thus on a par with the right to
vote end to enjoy all the public facilities that a society makes
available to its citizens. If the opportunities for such part.zi-
pation are unequal -- as, in fact, they are in many cases -- this
is evidence that the operations of our institutions need to be
corrected rather than that the principle of equal opportunity is
invalid.

We are considering here the question of the entitlement
of citizens of a democracy to the services provided by their society
out of public funds. Few would any longer argue that race or creed
or national origins are legitimate bases for allocating different
entitlements. There are formal statuses and constitutional inter-
pretations now to confirm the irrelevance of such criteria of dis-
tinction. And while there is considerable disagreement as to what
constitutes equal education (e.g., can segregated schools be equal?)
there is no roam any longer in the public debate in educatioz for
the question of whether equality as such is proper.

Much more controversial, however, is the doctrine that there
is equal entitlement to education regardless of differences in talent
and capacities. Indeed, there are many who believe that educational
opportunities should be differentially allocated, in accordance with
talent and capacity, so that those who are most talented receive the
greatest amount. Correlatively, it is considered somewhat whimsical
to suggest that those with the least "talent" should get the most
education, though the logic of this claim is, on the face of things,
just as defensible as that which supports the claim for superior
opportunities for thet most talented children.

We hold that thi idea that "superior" children are entitled
to more education is a early-over from a feudal mode of thought and
practice in which differential ad7entages were the entitlement of
the "well born". Today's claim for different entitlement on the
basis of talent or capacity is a counterpart of such a doctrine,
insofar as it holds that those children who have the gr.d fortune
to inherit superior "genes" should also have greater educational
opportunities. This doctrine simply substitutes a modern aristocracy
of germs for a feudal aristocrAcy of family.
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The American aybtem of compulsory education generally re-
quires about ten years of schooling. The median years of school
completed has increased with every decennial census, and the
national average is now in the neighborhood of eleven years.
Marcie considerable attrition in school enrollment, after the
tenth year, so that progressively smaller proportions of the
school age population are enrolled in school beyond this point.
Although well over 90 percent of those eligible to attend the
ninth year of school are actually enrolled, only about one-third
of college age youth enter the freshman class and perhaps one-half
of these "survive" to the senior year. Given these patterns of
attrition it seems altogether pertinent to inquire if we are con-
fronted by a desirable and efficient process of selection or by
e problem that requires our attention.

Our own answer is that no one is ever well enough educated
about anything; that no one ever tnows enough to exploit fully the
possibilitieb of his own life or to enrich the lives of his fellows;
that no one is ever well enough trained, in his tastes and sensibilities
to apprehend the creative achievements of his civilizati'n with
sufficient wonder and delight; and further, that no one is ever as
aware of himself and of the reaches of his capacities as he could
be, nor are the capacities of which be is aware, whether sharply
or dimly, ever as fully developed as they might be.

If these assertions are granted, it follows that there are
no upper boundaries on the amount of education that anyone "really
needs" nor any valid general basis for establishing cut --off points
at which schooling should be terminated for any segment of the
population. Instead, a lifetime of continuing education becomes an
indispgnsable prerequisite foK tne good life and effective citizen-
ship. Although the school xs by no mans the only agency of con-
tinuing education, intermittent recourse to some sort of formal
instruction is probably unavoidable in any program of personal
growth.

Thus, if the proper reply to "Who shall be educated" is
"everybody," the unavoidable answer: to the query, "For how long ?"
is "an entire lifetime." These answers are both marvellously simple
and incredibly complex, for they. are based on the most profound re-
quirements of democratic justice and human need. We are content that
there are no goals, imminent or remote, that might better energize
the effots'of responsible men.
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There is irrefutable evidence that there will be many morechildren in school in years to came than ever before; and that thereis going to be an ever- increasing demand to extend school experiencesand opportunities by adding both preschool and post-twelfth year
schooling for these greater numbors of children. We shall nor not
argue the merits of the proposed preschool program. But if we areto give any real meaning to the statement that no one ever has
enough education, them we cannot help but look with pleasure onthe prospect that free public education probably will be extended
beyond the twelfth year for more young men and women than the number
for wheal such advanced education is now available.

What Level of Excellence in Education?

The case for equal high quality education is a simple extensionof the principles that have been articulated in the precATAing paragraphs.Obviously, if equal access to schooling is desirable, then the
equal exposure of all to equally !mod schooling is even better.
The failure to follow this logic converts "parity of opportunity"
into meaningless rhetoric. This realization is at the root of manyof today's efforts to redress some of the inequities reflected, forexample, by the differences in education in the affluent suburbs
and the urban slurs. A growing consensus now endorses educational
excellence for members of all social categories.

Sidney Hook, in discussing Harold Taylor's paper, puts theissue forthrightly when he says:

"In modern society, intelligent citizenship, without whichdemocracy is a myth, cannot be exercised where leisure is filled
with the types of pastimes . . . which are mainly ways of killing
time. intelligent citizenship in a democracy rests ultimately uponthe spread of education, because it can serve as a powerful support
of political freedme . The is fundamentally over the
desirability and viability of the damecratic way of life. If men
are in same way to govern themselves as well as others, whether theydo it ill or well depends3 among other things, on what they came toknow through education about the world, society, and themselves."
(page 33, Session 05i)

Professor Hook had previously been considering the likelihood
that automation would render obsolete the vocational skills of a largesegment of the population and that there would therefore develop an
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intenge need for the kind of education that would tumble all men
to learn how to participate effectively and with pleasure in the
conduct of their lives and in the decisions regarding that conduct.
"As democrats", Professor Hook says, "We believe that every child,
not only the one starred for excellence, but the one that's not so
excellent, has the right to be educated to the full reach of his
capacities. If students can significantly profit by some instruction,
we have no justification to deprive them of the opportunity of
continued schooling." (page 28, Session Seven)

It is incumbmt upon us, however, to sake more explicit
and specific what the content of "quality education" would Ns in
the scheme that we envision. We move in this direction by presentingin the pages to come a series of functions we believe education
must serve if it is to be entitled to the name of quality education.
It may be noted, in anticipation, that quality education aims not
alone at refinement of cognitive capacities, though these are un-
avoidably part of such education, but at certain crucial psychological
and social targets as well. For we believe that our schools must
exhibit equal concern for the sensibilities as well as the minds of
the students;for their understanding of themselves and their positionsin society; and their senses of self-esteem; their capacity to relate
easily and amiably to others who differ from dam in background or
capacity; their ability to manage their normally predictable life
tasks and to participate in intelligent reconstruction of their
society; and their derivation fran their school experiences of a
life-long and deep comwnitment to the value of schooling and to the
democratic social institutions which make such education possible.

We deliberately include such a wide and diverse range of
educational targets. For it is now well established that the social
context importantly affects the ability of the schools to operate in
the ways they deem proper and desirable, and the psychological and
emotional conditions and openness of the students bear importantly
on their ability to develop their cognitive capacities to their
fullest. For before any real learning can occur, the student must
desire to learn, be willing to do so, be interested, be concerned,
and feel confident that he can.

Of paramount importance is the fact that in each of the
functions we specify in the pages to come, we specifically intend

nppronriately for all
children. This is another w of i that an indi .-. able
Ingredient of qull.q education is equality itself. Perhaps the
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inautiglAjamigime a core Ampdient of o li is the most
feature

With these requirements in mind, we now offer a sat of ten
functions which vs believe are all equally important and urgent
to achieve if genuine quality education is to result. 4

THE CONSTITUENTS OF QUALITY EDUCATION

1. The School as Vehicle for Transmission of Knowledge and Develop-
. meat of Cognitive Skills

The end product of a quality cognitive education is not
informatics but knowledge. The child does not comprehend himself,
or his aesthetic, social, biological and physical worlds, until he
is able to convert discrete shreds and patches of data into order
and pattern, form and relationship, sequence and transformation.
This requires the mastery of the languages of numbers and words in
order to proceed with the basic cognitive skills of observation, insight,
reason, and the habit of criticism.

These are formidable undertakings but, as Jerome Bruner
has repeatedly insisted, it is possible to Teske even very complex
processes intelligible to each child at some meaningful level. Be
is entitled to be taught rigorously and his "mind stretched" to the
outermost limits of his years and capacities.

In point of fact the educational right and left wings have
often joined in unwitting conspiracy to deny significant sectors
of the population -- the dull middle class, Negroes, Puerto Ricans,
rural youth, urban migrants -- the full advantages of serious train-
ing in the development of cognitive skills. Elitists disparage the
intellects of those groups on the grounds of genetic insufficiency;
liberal sentimentalists arrive at the same position because a cruel
society has allgedly robbed large numbers of the ability to learn.
Children are victimized by condescension whether its source is
contempt or pity, for at bottom these are the same. The school is
not a benign custodial institution but a house of intellect and
none has the mandate to deny large numbers the competence and joy
that comes from arduous intellectual effort. If educators have not
yet been sufficiently inventive in devising means to reach all
children, they will not make the effort if they are falsely per-
suaded that such attempts must fail.

'41.+Z:41W,""r" -7,,MAt,"4110
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Though it is not relevant here to propose details of
curriculum content, it seems to us clear that the traditional
curricular emphases of the schools in America have been inadequate
and misplaced in an important degree. There is, for instance, a
discernible and unjustifiable difference between the relative
sophistication of materials about the natural world that are
offered to grade school students, as against those regarding
the social world. If the minds of young children are presumably
adept enough to grasp the so-called new mathematics and new
sciences, they are surely adequate for grasping principles of
sociology, anthropology, and economics which would be novel only
in the sense that the majority of schools hems not yet ventured
upon them. It should be no more difficult for a young grede
school student to understand scum basic principles of social
organisation and intergroup relations than to learn how to operate
with modular number systems.

In the same vein, the tradition of treating music and
art as though they were suitable and important for the youngest
children, but irrelevant, or, at hest, of low priority for the
training of older student?, seems to us thoroughly unwarranted.

In general, our stand is that the schools have responsibility
for helping children to acquire an increasing grasp and deepening
understanding of all their important worlds: those of physical
nature, social and cultural systems, and humanistic and historical
processes and products.

2. The Schools as Agencies r.f Moral Indoctrination

It is uncontestable that the schools serve as one of the
most powerful forces shaping the morals and ethics of the young
people of our society. Their influence may be considered benign
or evil. But that they are influential, or could be more so is
indisputable. To the extent thee the schools fail to address
themselves to the shaping of values and morals they leave more
free roam for the impact of other forces, such as the mass media,
the peer groups of the students, the families, the churches, and
the major cultural theses that are diffused and circulated so
quickly and widely in amass culture such as ours.

This is not to ear that unless the schools exercise the
inf"uence they have the power to exert, the young men and women
will necessarily be that much worse because of the impact of the
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other forces just named. It is to say, however, that the schools
have emendate to make a moral difference in the lives of our
young people. Indeed, we justify our expenditures on education
importantly on the supposition that the schools do make an
important moral and ethical difference in the lives of our
children. We rely on the schools, more than on any other
public agency, for the impartation of ideals of democracy
and for deepening the commitment of our young people to demo-
cratic institutions. In short, we do not at all expect the schools
to be morally neutral.

If, from time to time, serious arguments occur in various
communities as to which morals and ideals a school ought to be
teaching, this only serves to prove that schools are expected to
be morally very influential. It is natural, therefore, to be
concerned with the content and quality of that influence. So,
whatever else we expect the schools to do for and to our children,
we do look to them as principal instruments for the recreation
in every generation of the commitment to democracy and its in-
stitutions. What the schools do, then, matters, and matters a
great deal; and when a given school fails to have the extent and
kind of impact we hope it to have, we take this as a mark of the
shortcoming or failure of the school. In sum, then, the continuity
of commitment of the citizens of this society to democracy and
democratic social organization depends importantly on how well the
schools function.

The opposition to this point of view holds that the
schools ought to confine themselves to the training of the
minds and the general cognitive functions, and leave the task
of moral and ethical training to the families, churches, and
other such agencies. But this argument overlooks the fact that
the schools function as moral and ethical forces wing nilly.
No class can be conducted well, or, for that matter, at all,
without the teacher nattnifeetino, commmdfts, and imparting certain
standards of right and wrong conduct, good and bad behavior, proper
and improper relations. In every class, at every moment, there are
at stake such questions as modest vs. immodesty; speed vs. slowness
of rsponse; fairness and honesty vs. dishonesty and unfairness;
loyeity and disloysity; greatness and mediocrity in human achievement;
proper and impri. aopirations for success; good conduct and bad
c*nduct in gronk .Nations; consideration for others or lack of
Lt. Each of these issues is implied or explicit in some constantly
recurring part of the conduct of social relations in the classroom,
the content of the curriculum, and the expected standards of school
performance.

A,----warrniemstimaieftrarmaiiti4gamw--
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To say, then, that the schools ought to confine themselves
to training cognitive skills is to ignore the very complex network
of emotional and psychological forces which are constantly being
brought to bear in.every classroom in support of certain sets of
ethical and moral cedes of conduct over others. Explicit recognition
ought to, be given to the fact that the classroom is a communication
net,ork-ind that, therefore, there ought to be explicit and serious
concern for the moral and ethical messages that are being conveyed.

3. The c 1 a Agency 1 e

Of all the publicly supported institutions of our society,
the schools, by the vary nature of their franchise and mandate,
are most suited for attuning our young men and women for life in
a rapidly changing world -- one that changes both in the direction
of its moral involvements and in the knowledge and skills requisite
to successful management of life necessities and general societal
goals. No other institution has such a deeply-vested, albeit
nominal, interest in the exercise of critical reflection and in
the adjustment of the very basic modes of its conduct to new trends
in civilisation. 5 If a family chooses to stand on a tradition
established by a remote ancestor, that is its option. If a
corporation insists on maintaining certain principles of operation
that are outmoded, the probable loss is, in theory, sustained only
by the corporation, and it is not our official public concern. If
churches persist in adhering to creeds and doctrines appropriate
only to other centuries, that is their right, however much we may
dislike those doctrines. But if schools do not constantly adjust
and readjust their curricula, methods, and administrative organ-
izations to accommodate new developments in politics, science, art,
morality, and international relations, then we hold this to be a
matter of public concern requiring our attention.

A second requirement upon the schools if they ave to serve
as effective agents of social change is to cultivate in the studentsfrom the earliest years on the habits and skills of effective social
criticism. Such critical skills, we feel, must be exercised as much
upon the operations of the deficittacies of the interests of our
own society as upon those of competing social systems. Our demo-
cracy will be stronger, we feel, proportionately to the extent to
which it is open and sensitive to continuous critical inquiry and
the attendant reconstruction of its definitive structures and
functions.
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4. The School as Pre aration for Vocation

In this society, we are virtually all agreed that the
schools must function to prepare our children for the adult world
of work. Some may prefer the strategy of protracted liberal
arts training that emphasizes sufficient breadth and flexibility
for unpredictable vocational demands. Other advocate early and
deep immersion in concrete training to develop specific vocational
skills. But whatever the sequence of steps and the nature of
training considered proper, virtually all concur that the schools
must serve the very practical end of preparation of young men and
women for their adult occupational roles. NO other public agency,
and few families are as well equipped to undertake this task.

The capacity of our society'and economy to grow and thus
to provide increasingly higher standards of living, or even to
maintain a fair standard of living for an increasing population,
depends, among other critical factors, on the efficient use of
available manpower. Minimum efficiency requires the minimization
both of unemployment and under-employment. If significant pro-
portions of the wok force are not utilized to their full potential-
ities, the total potential of the economy is correspondingly reduced.
Education for vocational skills is thus an indispensable ingredient
of a productive society. We have come increasingly to recognize
this, especially as regards the most unemployed and underemployed
sectors of our society, namely, the Negro population. We have
come to understand, too, in what ways it is appropriate to speak
of our society as relatively underdeveloped, mainly because of
the failure to train and utilize existing manpower potential at
its highest levels of possibilities. And, in turn, we have come
to see why equal education for all our young men and women is
indispensable if we are to provide the manpower for the main-
springs of our productive capacity.

5. The School as Adventure in Tastes and Sensibilities

Professor David Daiches, a noted British literary critic,
and now a leading figure at the experimental Dniversity of Sussex,
once said of a paraphrase be permitted) -- that the difference
between education in England and in the United States is that American
schools focus on teaching their children how to make money while
the British schools instruct their children how to spend it.
This contrast is surely overdrawn but it will serve to point up



whet is meant here when it is said tit one of the major teaks
of education is to refine the sensibilities and tastes of ouryoung men and women. The school must expose its students tothose experiences that will enable them to appreciate and enjoy-- and perhaps even create -- those finest expressions of thehuman spirit of this civilization and others, present and past,that go under the generic name of culture.
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Once again, it is important to note that only a minorityof families are competent to deal with this task; and other publicagencies such as muss= lack a sufficient mass base to performthis assignment adequately. The schools are probably the onlyinstrumentalities that are potentially capable of stimulatingmillions of people to seek the ideals of Greek citizenship describedby Professor Hook -- "the pursuit and enjoyment of ends, of con-summatory experiences . . . active citizenship, not earning aliving."

7. The School as Source of Equal Self-Esteem

The bases of self-esteem vary from society to society.Our culture has shaped our consciousness so that "self-esteem"depends heavily on "social standing",
8.1..4 standing, in turn, dependsimportantly upon some combination of one's occupation, education,and income, with multipliers and dividers in the form of religious,national, and racial memberships. Since social standing is unequallydistributed, so too, is self-esteem. Our system of stratificationthus distributes not only life chances and styles but the veryingredients of self images. it seems unavoidable, therefore, thatpublicly-symbolized marks of success or failure shall be internalizedas enhancement or deflation of self-worth. It is even true, as weknow from a number of studies, that unemployed individuals, evenduring periods of depression tend to blame themselves for theirinability to find jobs, even though they know that in general theyare like millions of ethers in this regard.

The school may counteract these cultural themes and help
,t

build self-esteem in two principal ways: (1) by enlarging thestudent's understanding of the impersonal sources of "failre",and (2) by conveying to each pupil its equal concern foie hisdevelopment and welfare.

LyailliMalliWOMmilhowas.*
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It is important for students of all social strata to
recognize the extent to which the "luck of the draw" or "accident
,f, birth" gives some young people very decided advantages over
others in crucial aspects of their social fates. The perception
that the social environment provides resources a sets limits
upon possible achievements discourages the self-congratulation of
the advantaged and is one of the few possible sources of redemption
from the burden of personal guilt that we are encouraged to assume
for many of our shortcomings. Moreover, a realistic understanding
of the actual operation of society would make it possible for youngpeople to focus both on inequitable features of society as well asits main strengths* Thus prepared, they might become instruments
for beneficent social change.

In the classroom the school can make a more immediate and
direct contribution to the self-esteem of all students by treating
each of them as equally worthy regardless of the social standing
of his family, his skin color, ethnic origins, religion, and regard-less of his academic performance. It is here that the intersection
of quality and quality in education is most clear. Nowhere else-
not on the street, nor among peers, nor on the job, nor in neighbor-
hoods, nor in churches or voluntary associations, nor in the messagesof thd mass media -- is it easy to escape continued reminders ofone's relative standing as compared to others. The school couldthus serve as a kind of armor and insulation for the self-esteem
of the otherwise soctally devalued and denigrated child. In so
doing, they also crAltrIbute to the maintenance of morale and
motivation vis a Iris ocademic performance, and to the maintenance
of commitment to tbta tlIciaty's norms of good conduct, in much the
same way as they provide ubaaces for asocial .sne, economic mobility.It is difficult to think of c greater threat to a social systemthan the existence of a large streAmldboarom the earliest years,have been spurned as pariahs by all of society's institutions.

B. The School as source of Seif- Knowled e

It cll tco frequently proves to be the case in life that
we get vague hilts and intimations of other lives we might be
leading, of :Ittar skills we might be employing, of other pleasureswe might be indulging, of other dimensions of our being that we mightbe experiencing. But we feel locked in by our commitments -- to
ourselves, to our families, to our proprieties, to our desires forsecurity. And we do not feel the freedom to explore other sourcesof meaning. Adult life makes comparatively little provision forsuch free exploration.

'WOL:141,141VWE*.
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But the best conception of the role of education for youngpeople is precisely to enable them to engage in continuous self-
exploration and discovery; to come to know who and what they are
and could be; to find out what limits are imposed on them and what
new reaches toward experience they might dare attempt. The continuous
expansion of self-knowledge, and of the numerous ways in which one
can relate himself to the world of objects, persons and tasks, is
surely one of the most benign outcomes one might wish to achieve
through education in a democracy.

Again, no other agency, except on occasion the family, haseither the skills or the resouries or the explicit mandate to make
such self-exploration possible. If it is true, as Julian Huxley
once put it, that most human beings operate at about five percentof their potential, then we can look only or mainly to the rchool
to make it possible to expand and increase the human potential in
each of our children that will be brought into socially effective
and personally pleasurable operation. Intelligent choice of a wayof life that one can endorse for himself surely requires, among
otS'ir things, a sound knowledge of the possibilities that one hasin him, The schools are the main sources from which the child can
secure this knowledge of available choices before adult responsibilitydrastically restricts his options.

9. The School as Training for Culturalg

The school has a special role in habituating young peopleto a peaceful and productive cultural pluralism. We refer to the
fact that there exist in our population diverse nationality,
religious, racial and class groups, and more problematic, perhaps,than any other, there are great ranges of difference in natural
capacities, whether for musical, artistic, intellectual, or
Lthletic performances. It is important to note that the "common
school" was intended deliberately to deal even-handedly with all
the diverse children who came to it; that the ways in which the
schools manage diversity often reflect and sometimes guide the
general community in its management of the relations among diverse
peoples; that, further, the models of relationship practiced by
the teacher and urged upon the students in the classroom often
can have serious impact on how the children will relate to each
other outside the classroom; and, finally, both law and custom
charge the teacher with conducting the business of education as
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though racial, religious, nationality, ethnic and other diversities
were irrelevant. None of these group identities which the child
brings with him are to ire allowed to become part of his effective
school identity in any way that might interfere with his securing
equal and wally appropriate relationships with his teachers and
the curriculum.

A major task of the school, then, is the training of our
children for living peacefully and productively with their fellow
citizens, whatever their differences in background and ability.
In this ieshion the school contributes to the preparation of
children for life in a culturally pluralist society.

10. The School as and Mental Health

The diversities of class and culture that children bring
into the school result in differences in physical health, psycho-
logical well-being, cls.auliness, and habits of adequate diet and
rest, not to mention the differences in privacy, intellectual
support, actual assistance with homework, conditions of lighting
and quiet, and freedom from the necessity of performing chores or
gainful work. All of these differences contribute in some degree
to differences in motivation, aspiration, ability, attention which,
in turn, are highly relevant, as we know, to differential schcel
success. There have recently emerged a number of curricular
programs such as those that are designed to provide quiet, well-lit
study places for children whose homes do not make such conditions
possible, and tutorial services for the benofit of lower class
children, whose parents cannot assist them, to perform their school
work wore adequately. As yet, most such programs are not part of
official school management. But it has been traditional for the
schools offictA1ly to be concerned with the physical well-being
of the child, and his habite of diet and rest, and, in more recent
years, this definition of function has been expanded to include
the detection, screening, and referral for treatment of incipient
or actual prOlems of mental health.

In taking an active hand in such matters, the school is,
in effect, serving as an equalizing agency, onG designed to com-
pensate for the disabilities that are incurre4 by certain classes
of children because of the disadvantaged social and economic and
educational backgrounds of their families. The word "compensate"
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is crucial here, for it evokes our awareness of a current and
h eated debate regarding the propriety of "compensatory education",
or academic assistance provided to children from disadvantaged
families, in the form of programs popularly known as Higher
Horizons and Operation Headstart. That the schools shall engage
in some compensatory activities, officially and resourcefully,
and with special personnel (e.g. guidance officers) is now widely
accepted. The debate centers U5 the range and scope of such
activities and on their costs relative to other school functions.

The heat view of such compensatory activities views them
as meelanisms that help children overcome, at least in part, dis-
advantages which are not of their making. This assistance permits
them to approach equality with others in their ability to benefit
from academic experiences. These programs also reflect the
functional concern of the school for the physical and mental well-
being of each child and society's interest in the health of its
citizens.

*Irk fr *ft
In the formulation of the goals just stated, we have

taken account not only of what a democratic society in general
requires of its schools, but what this society, in particular,
requires, with its racial, ethnic, and religious diversity and
particularly its unequal distribution of life chances and styles.

Despite our sensitivity to the character of existing
social arrangements our proposals are deliberately "unreal" in
at least two respects; in the obvious sense that as with all ideals
they cannot be achieved either fully or immediately, and, secondly,
in their .implication that schools should exist as islands of
virtue in the midst of an imperfect nation. We are persuaded
that it is essential for the growth and development of a demo-
cratic society that the schools should not operate on the same
principles as the marketplace of status, or as a corporation,
or as a miniscule reflection of the community as it is. Rather,
we hold the schools ought to be conducted in terms as closely
approximating what ideally we say our whole society should be --
equal, fair, just, non-discriminatory, unprejudiced, morally
righteous, open, creative, critically reflective, encouraging
spontaneity and commitment -- all the terms are familiar, and
represent what we should like our lives to be, if we could have
the best terms possible.
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It is only as the schools :.rain toward the "ideal"
that they can avoid being nothing tome than pale reflections
of the "actual" world. And only as they seek the ideal do they
prepare students effectively for actime participation in the
kinds of social change required to undo the injustices built
into our actual institutions and to create and give enduring
roots to institutions that more closely approximate the forms
and functions of democratic society;

OBSTACLES AM RESOURCES IN THE PURSUIT OF QUALITY AND marry
IN EDUCATION

We conceive of the American school system as dedicated to
the equal education of all young men and women, at the highest
level of excellence our resources will make possible, and for as
long a period as seems necessary for the achievement of the goals
of quality education, recognizing always the limits imposed by
our social resources and those of the variable desires, interests,
and abilities of the population to be educated.

The achievement of these goals entails social, psychological
and economic costs that must be borne by ixociety at large. These
have been capably analyzed by Professors Williams, Bronfanbrenner,
and Harris. Here we confine ourselves more narrowly to selected
problems that are located within the educational sector, including
(1) ideological or valuational difficulties, and (2) problems of
educational process and method.

1. Ideological and Value Obstacles

The defense of unequal education takes many forma. One
version implicitly questions the entitlement of all persons to
the best of society's resources. In its mild form this view
assumes that those who are most able to benefit from social
rewards descrve them. A more extreme extension of this argument
postulates a natural outer of superior and inferior human beings,
some of whom "rate" a greater share of the worldss goods and
services. A familiar illustration of this approach is found among
those who would deny first-class citizenship to Negroes and other
minority groups.

A second source of opposition to the egalitarian credo
rests on the presumed dysfunctions associated with quality
education for all. Thus Ernest van den Haag, in commenting on
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Dr. Powell's paper on adult education states ". . no one at
all in this conference has talked about the possible undesirable
effects of using more resources for education . . . For instance,
one may foster ambition more than one fosters the capacity to
fill it. This certainly leads not only to unhappiness but to
very grave social consequences. One may, by means of more
education, lead to more homogenization. One may, further, destroy
family bonds that may have some value. One may foster the tendency
that the family now has to place responsibility on institutions
such as the school, that cannot possibly bear that responsibility."

A kindred point of view is impressed with the range of
differences among youth, and with the observable fact that many
among school-age youth have no interest in school, would obviously
prefer to be elsewhere, and in any event will probably pursue
occupations, and lead lives which it is claimed can make no use
of academic instruction up to and especially beyond the twelfth
year. This mode of thought tends to take for granted either that
the differences among youth as they now emerge are fair reflectims
of their natural abilities, or that significant reduction in the
present range of differences would entail::too much cost. A logical
extension of this line of reasoning is that scarcity of talent
requires the schools to assign its hi,,Lest priorities to the
training of potential leaders.

The most persuasive arguments against the full implementation
of equal, quality education are advanced by those who assert the
claims of the "national interest" against all other considerations.
This orientation is informed by the requirements of cold war and
intimations of hot war. Its proponents are especially sensitive
to the need for a sophisticated technology that can only be de-
veloped by investing disproportionate amounts of our educational
resources on training the youth who are talented in science,
mathematics, and in allied applied disciplines such as engineering.

This argument is, in principle, defensible; crises may
always arise that require short-run departures from democratic
practices. Fourteen million men in the armed services temporarily
relinquished their civil liberties as part of the necessary price
required to subdue Nazi Germany. However, such responses are
justified only in the presence of a clear and imminent danger to
a paramount national interest that takes precedence over others.
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The demands of national security do not now seem to require
any crash efforts in the field of science. Indeed, there is con-
siderable doubt that the United States has ever lacked sufficient
scientific and technical personnel in the area of defense. The
grizzly word "overkill" summarizes our capacity to retaliate against
any conceivable enemy. Similarly, the space program has had
recourse to an abundance of talent and even if this were not the
case the prestige of making the first moot landing would not; in
our judgment, justify any retreat from the principle that all
children are entitled to an equally good education.

The most vigorous opponents of equal education are the
large number of people in our society who, finding themselves
and their children in relatively advantaged positions, and fearing
that social change may lessen these advantages, argue against any
educational measures that they feel might impair the educational
and vocational careers of their children. These people are
ordinarily willing to grant that all people theoretically have
the right to seek scarce rewards and privileges. But they do not
wish existing resources to be reallocated and current arrangements
to be changed to make the common pursuit of those ends more possible.
Any opportunities that are to be given to new claimants must somehow
come out of new resources, without significantly altering the ad-
vantages now enjoyed by their children.

This last point of view brings to the fore the relevance
of a distinction between two very separate educational orientations.
One focusses on the "educational policies needed by a community
or society for all its children", while the other is primarily
concerned with the effective management of the educational career
of one's individual children.

It is understandable that individual parents should seek
to maximize the best interests of their children. But demands
made in terms of these criteria may not be consonant with what
any society must do if it is to maximize the educational oppor-
tunities and experiences of all of its children. Those who are
responsible for educational policy are obliged by their public
mandate to deny special treatment to any particular group of
children; if providing such treatment requires that the quality
education of substantial numbers of others will be adversely
affected. Thus, the demand for special privileges for the gifted
should not be equated with quality education. Every child, what-
ever the level of his academic talent, has special needs, as special
as those of any other.
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This conflict between the careers of particular children andnormal needs of all children is at the root of much of the controversythat has arisen about the proper conduct of the schools. But we maynot ignore the possibility -- one which we shall later explore --
that mcny of the programs, such as ability grouping, that manybelieve are advantageous for talented children, may not be desirableat all, \Then all relevant values are considered. Such findings maybe useful in demonstrating that much of the conflict between parentsand school authorities to which we have become accustomed in racially
mixed or economically heterogeneous communities may be unnecessary.

One may not be overly sanguine, however, about the prospectsof reducing the influence of those who for one reason or another optfor unequal education for various kinds of children. In the first
place, many in this category are among the best educated and most
advantageousL situated members of the community. They tend tobe among the most informed and the most politically active, and
to dominate PTA's and Boards of Education. For these reasons,
among others, they tend to exercise influence far beyond their
number.

Secondly, it is difficult to overestimate the importance
that many people attach to the sequence of academic excellence,
success in higher education, and the subsequent pursuit of.a
prestigious career. Nor are superintendents, principals and
teachers noticeably different from the rest of the population in
the extent to which they share these goals. Accordingly, bothschool and parents tend to measure the "quality" of a school by
the proportion of the children who exceed national norms on various
ability tests, enter college, secure outstanding scholarships, or,in a very refined twist, enroll in universities that have Phi BetaKappa chapters.

The emphasis upon such criteria of "quality" reaches its
zenith in prosperous suburban coll.zunities with a high percentage
of college-educated parents. The overweening emphasis on preparing
students for admission to college is probably less damaging in such
localities because so few fail to pursue some form of higher
education. But it is obvious that even in these communities
there are wide ranges of abilities among the students and serious
discrepancies in the prestige ratings, and hence the "acceptability"
of the different colleges to which they apply. Above all, the ideas
of learning for its own sake and education for creative personal
growth, good citizenship, mental health, and the conduct of a
meaningful life, tend to be as much subverted in these "college-
bound" communities as in those where the percentage who go on to
college is significantly smaller.
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If the quality of schools is measured by thc. percent of
students who make "distinguished" academic records, earn scholar-
ships, enter college, and the like, then several things naturally
follow. In the first instance,

superintendents, principals, andteachers vie with each other in plotting academic success storiesand structure the operations of their schools so as to maximizethe boast-worthy achievements of their elites. There naturally
follows an attrition in the amqunt of attention paid to the
development of other children. For, the growth of a less ablechild to higher levels of ability or performance cannot possibly
command much attention or pride or interest when the main focusof the school is on the preparation of the academically talentedfor prestigious college admission. 8

The identification of "quality education" with the welfare
of the elite is striking evidence both of the disproportionate
influence which high-status parents have been able to exert onthe public school system of the United States and of the inherent
power of the cultural values of "success" and "distinction." Itis also remarkable that both the reality and the conception of
"elite," an idea that has value, if any at all, only for a very
small portion of the school population, should be able to achieve
such power and influence in a society that specifically denies,in its most general commitment and official basic documents, the
legitimacy of such special elaima.9 Here, then, we see oneof the fundamental social conflicts in our society being acted
out in a major agency of public policy, the public school
system.

Against the idea of special entitlement and interests in
the outcomes of an elite, we propose a very simple contrary idea --namely, that the schools of the United States should be operated
for the equal benefit of all children. Thereforetthe deve/mmt_
of each child at whatever level of talent or accom lishment, mustbe a matter of equal concern and attention of the schools and all
their agents. Against a standard that measures t e quality of
schools by elite accomplishment, therefore, we offer the counter-
vailing notion that the school is most succesful which makes it
possible for 2Lne child to realize, to the maximum, the valuable
potentials in himself.1°

There are those who respond to this egalitarian credo by
invoking the word "standards", claiming that standards are debasedwhen the "egalitarian" approach is taken. But this position confuses
*Mande/As with norms. If children have diverse natural abilities,



then we must expect diverse accomplishments. The highest possible
standard any school can hope to achieve, therefore, is to maximize
the development of every child, within the range of his capacities,
Thus, the extent to which a school makes this possible for all
children is a measure of the extent to which it has maintained
high standards of education. To define standards otherwise isto impose upon a widely variable population a uniform and,
therefore, unfair, ill-fitting set of expectatiosa.

In the same vein, it is sometimes argued that we debase
the meaning of a '44- school diploma or of college admission by
allowing so many persons who are not really "college material"
to get such diplomas anct:to enter college. But this claim, too,
arises from an anachronistic notion of the meaning of a high
school diploma, one that was developed under very different
conditions of social organization, and when the school population
was utterly different in character. There need be little problem
with this issue if we take as our stand that we are committed,
at the minimum, to the free public education of all our children,
for a period of at least twelve years, and that we do the best wecan for all children within these twelve years. At the end of
twelve years, we certify that they have attended school for
twelve years, and we provide, if need be, certain ebtimates ofwhat they know about various subjects and what kind of people
they have become: what are their attitudes, their social
relations, their apparent interests and motivations.

We get mired in problems here only if we say there are
certain specific uniform levels of knowledge and ability that
every study who has been in school twelve years must achieve.
What should those levels be? How can we set identical levelsof expectation for all students, when we recognize the great
diversities in their motivation and abilities? No matter what
devices we employ, some students will simply learn much more
than others in any given period of time, and certain students willhave become very different kinds of people, in their orientations
to themselves, their schools and their societies. We cannot avoid
recognizing this range of abilities and hence altering our rather
rigid traditional notions of the meaning of a high school diploma.

The same considerations apply to the question of admissionto higher education. Again, our problems arise here because we attach
a tradition-bound meaning to the term "college". We think in termsof a very special level of brightness and ability a nceion that is



a legacy from an era when but the tiniest fraction of students
went beyond high school. But this traditional meaning is
utterly unrealistic in the modern period. If we have any
belief at all in the value of continuing education, then, when
a student finishes twelve years, and if he desires to continue
for a thirteenth or fourteenth year, and if we have the resources,
we are obliged to provide this additional time for him. If we do
not have the resources to provide the thirteenth and fourteenth
and more years still for all those who desire them, then we face
the problem of selecting who shall go on. At that point, sone
may advocate that only those should be chosen who have learned
the most in the first twelve years. Others, however, might
sensibly argue that the best use of our scarce resources would be
to give preferential admission to advanced education to those
who had learned the least in the previous twelve years, simply
on the grounds that they obviously need the additional education
more than others. Still other arguments at this point might
invoke the rational interest. But we would surely avoid many
of the present difficulties if we conceived of the education as
a process that is designed to do the most for each child in the
years that public funds make it possible. Whatever is achieved,
is achieved. And if this conception creates difficulties for
the admission directors of existing institutions of higher
education, so be its elementary and high schools know purposes more
noble than acting primarily as training and recruiting agencies for
an elite of college-bound students. To say that we thereby
debase the meaning of college education is to accept a very ill-
fitting, antiquated, elitist notion of who is entitled to haw
much education, and of what education beyond the twelfth year
necessarily implies.

We are advancing notions here that are similar to those
put forth by Martin Trow in his discussion of Peter Rossi's paper.
Trow refers us to Croesland's distinction between weak and strong
versions of the doctrine of equality. The former refers to the
program that urges equal opportunity for all, but expects differ-
ential outcomes on the basis of native differences in capacities
and early sorts students into different groups on the basis of
these differences. By contrast, the strong version of equality
sees intelligence as being created by the schools, and hence looks
forward to much more intense intervention by the schools in all
those aspects of a student's life -- his family, his motivation,
and the like -- which are deemed relevant to his ability to
succeed in school. Thus, prolonged education is advocated for
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all children under the strong doctrine of equality, rather than
the early sorting out sponsored under the weak version of equality.
It was in line with this strong doctrine that England recently de-
veloped the system of free, comprehensive secondary schools, in
the belief that, as Trow puts it, "the longer educational doors remain
open, the less selective are institutions, presumably the more
attenuated are the influences or the handicaps of lower-class birth."
And Trow calls our attention to the fact that our own development
of the two-year or junior colleges, with virtually automatic
admission, in a number of places, for any high school graduate,
is an extension of the doctrine that the longer the education,
the greater the reduction in differences due to the unequal
advantages children inherit from the status of their parents.

Our own notion here is akin to the strong version of
equality, but also differs from it, in that while we see prolonged
schooling as helping to overcome some of the impairments of ability
due to unequal environment, we would not rest the argument for
prolonged education alone or primarily on this basis. Rather,
we see the primary justification of prolonged, equal education for
all as resting upon a philosophical commitment to the equal right
of all children to such advanced education, and upon the fact of
the utility for all children, given our educational goals, of as
much education as they and we can manage effectively. By utility
we refer simply to the fact that every person can profit from
continuing to learn more about himself, his society, and his
world, and from continuing to train Ms capacities for critical
thought and for the enjoyment of the cultural products of the
world. It is, of course, eminently probable that many persons
simply may not want, or even may despise,the idea of any further
education, beyond a certain limited point. But this has nothing
to do with their right to such education, if they come to desire
it, nor with their ability to profit from it, under altered cir-
cumstances of desire and motivation.

How then does one meet and overcome the obstacles presented
by parents and teachers and superintendents whose ideologies of
education are at variance with the notions of equal, quality educa-
tion presented here? No simple panacea can be offezed. But it
must be said straightforwardly that this is both a political
problem, that is, one of power, and a problem of re-education.

Under conditions of local control of school affairs,
nothing can easily be done in a community where the leading
citizens and official agents of tha school confine their interests,
activities, and community resources to the special cultivation
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of elite excellence. One must look in such cases to counter-
organization of dissatisfied parents and teachers, aided perhaps
by pressure from Federal and State Boards of Educational author-
ities, who may,from a more disinterested perspective, find it
possible to respond sympathetically to the needs of all children.

The issue is less difficult to meet in urban areas with
their usual admixture of very variable levels of student talent
and interest, and cultural and religious backgrounds. The advan-
tage lies at the outset with those parents, teachers, and admin-
istrators who are committed to the doctrine of equal, quality
education for all, principally because that doctrine is easier
to defend publicly, and enjoys more support in the professional
educational literature than the elitist orientation. Much depends,
therefore, in such communities on the extent to which educational
agencies insist on performing their roles in conformity with their
public mandates, fending off demands or appeals for special treat-
ment of elite students by referring patiently but forcefully to
their obligations to all students.

Moreover, the massive intervention in school financing
that the federal government is now beginning comes down rather
firmly on the side of those favoring equal, quality education
for all. It would be altogether proper if this infusion of
federal financing were to be accompanied by regulations that
guaranteed that the funds would be used to implement equal
quality education for all.

These suggestions involve the use of power -- legitimate
power of one's formal position and the power that goes with control
of finances -- to move closer to the desired goals. The attack
through re-education involves principally two sets of prolics:
the parents, and the teacher-administrative staffs.

Parental re-education can take place (without now saying
how effectively) through PTA's, adult education courses, parent-
principal and parent-teacher conferences, and through the mass
media. Re-education of teachers and administrators must count
heavily on in-service training courses and workshops, and on the
earlier education in the degree-granting institutions which
teachers and administrators attend. If the results thus far
have not bean very happy, this must be taken as grounds for
renewed effort rather than for discouragement and resignation.
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For the movement toward equal quality education is unmistakeably
underway, and it will not be surprising to discover, if adequate
research is done on the question, that the majority of institutions

that train teachers and principals and superintendents do in fact
place very great emphasis on equal, quality education for all.
Whether the teachers, principals and superintendents will, on
their jobs, be able to resist the pressures to function in
service of unequal education, depends, in some measure, on
their personal courage and dedication, but in large measure
on the degree of support they receive from more powerful sources
at the local, state, and federal levels.

2. Obstacles Arisin out of Educational Process and Methods

A full inventory of these problems is impossible here.
Let us therefore point only to a selected few, and concentrate
especially upon those which are amenable to immediate treatment,
without the massive infusion of new resources for the school.

We focus our attention on that approach to education
that is implied in the word "individuation." The meaning of
this term is reasonably clear. A teacher individuates his
education by establishing the kind of relationship with each
child that makes it possible 2or the teacher to know each child
as an individual; to know at least some of the relevant aspects
of his background, his personality, and his problems; to have
come fair estimate of the ranges of his capacities and desires;
and to be sensitive to his variable moods and inclinations. The

more of this knowledge the teacher has, the more possible it is
for him to ad p *. his own style, the curriculum, and the organ-

ization of the classroom and its conduct to the variable needs,
capacities, and interests of the students in the class. Only

as such individuated education is approximated is it possible
to say one is approximating equality in education. For that

is just what equality means: the provision of the education

most appropriate to each child, where appropriate refers to
the individual needs, capacities, and interests. A simple
model of this approach would be the well-ordered family, where
each child's unique makeup is understood and appreciated by
the parents, and where the conduct of the home, and the re-
lationships of parents to children, are attuned to these
insights 114 understandings.
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Objections may Tell be raised immediately to suggesting
the well-ordered family as a model of a classroom, if only because
the ratio of adult to child is so very different. It is undeniably
true that what is possible when there are two parents and three
or four children, is simply not possible when there is one teacher
and thirty children.

One may readily grant the disparate possibilities due
to the different numbers of people involved. However, it is
the style of the relationship between adult and child of which
we are speaking. A classroom will benefit to the extent that
the teacher strives to achieve with each of her students some
of the same kind of unique relationship that some parents
achieve in their homes. And a home will suffer, we argue, to
the extent that parents deal with their children as they would
be dealt with in a badly run classroom, namely, wK3re there
is no effort made to relate to each child with as much indiv-
iduality as is possible within the limits of time and energy.

We advance this home-model of individuated relationships,
recognizing the limitations of numbers, in order to highlight
the question of what is it that teachers do not now do that
they could, do, or what is it that they now do that they could
refrain from doing, that would make more individuated relation-
ships possible? For it is through individuation, we reiterate,
that we approach equality.

We see three major forms of school process and conduct
that are now prevalent that constitute serious impediments to
individuation and hence to equality and that, in our judgment,
co ald be effectively minimized without significant addition of
new resources.

1. Obstacles Arising from Stereotypi

We refer here to the widespread tendency to categorize
pupils into major clusters or types, and to respond to these
clusters in terms of certain assumed common characteristics
of all so classified. Among the leading stereotypes are those
which refer to the racial group of the child, the socio-economic
class of his parents, and the label of his native ability. If
pupils are seen primarily as Negro or white, they are not seen
as individuals. If they are perceived primarily as lower or
middle or upper class, they are not seen as individuals. If
they *re viewed primarily as fast or slow, smart or stupid by
nature, their individual, variable profiles of capacity, over
time, and for various kinds of performances simply cannot emerge
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clearly and be utilized sensitively-

Significant reduction in the amount of stereotyping
of pupils Is strictly within the capacity of the teachers and
schools as they are now constituted. Teachers can be and must
be impressed with the uselessness and indeed with the harm of
employing such categories in their relationships to students.

One may be, and indeed must be, aware of those social
and personal characteristics of children that era relevant to how
they feel about themselves, hmei they perceive the world, and
what resources they have at their command. But to be aware of
these limits and resources of children is one thing; to make
them the primary terms of Ldentity in the teaching situation
is quite another.

much less in the way of effective individuation of 7elationships
than do the categories of race, class, and intelligence. We
cite this example of boy-girl categories only to show that one
can be aware of differences, and even believe the range of
popular stereotypes, without necessarily iwpairing one's
effectiveness in dealing with members of t stereotyped
categories as unique individuals.

These matters are not strange or novel to teachers.
Sufficient years of experience with coeducation of boys and
girls, for instance, has accustomed teachers to relate to boys
and girls with an awareness of some of their culturally and
biologically conditioned differences, without making invidious
distinctions between then. At 1Rast, let us say, the categoriza-
tion by sex, even though it tends to be full of stereotype& and
half-truths about the differences between boys and girls, stands

That teachers should be sensitive to the categories of
race, class, and intelligence is quite natural in a culture such
as ours that promotes these cstsgoricai ewarenesses in a thousand

the public a/Lin...vas policy is simply a macroscopic re-enactment
of the private feelings of the teacher. The absorption of this
principle is the essence of responsible professionalism.

2. obALtibuiltrataligallgaqueLAWAYSEERLE

Teachers are facilitated, perhaps unwittingly, perhaps

different obvious and subtle ways. But here a distinction must be
drawn between private beliefs and passions, on the one hand, and
public policies, on Os other. No teaching can be effective if
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purposely at times, in their tendency to stereotype students
and to cluster them for mass treatment, by the endless round
of testing of "abilities" and "achievements" that the schools
sponsor and demand. Ability tests and instruments that mea-
sure I.Q.'s are equally culpable in this respect, It is be-
coming increasingly evident, as Samuel Kirk and NUL= Goldberg
have so eloquently pointed out in their papers for this con-
ference, that the use of tests to put students into different
ability groups is not only of dubious value but may indeed be
altogether harmful to the goal of providing the most appro-
priate education for each child. For there is considerable
variability, not only within so-called homogeneous groups,
but within each child: at any given moment, over the range
of different kinds of tasks he is asked to perform and over
time for any single task itself. Assigning children to set
levels of ability thus deflects the teat:bees attention from
both the antra-group and intro-student variability. The
possibilities of individuation, and fiturn of equality and
quality education,nre thus considerably attenuated, and
unnecessarily so.

It is ironic that homoganeous ability groupings
were instituted primarily with the intention of making it
possiUe to approach individuation somewhat more closely.
For their net effect, as research studies are beginning
increasingly to show, is to lock students up in categories
out of which they almost never move. No school on record is
able to claim that as many as ten per cent of its students
assigned to ability groups at the seventh or eighth grade
levels move either up or down out of the groups of their
original assignment. Knowing what we now do about the im-
perfections in testing and about the phenomena of "late
blooming" and "early fading", it is little short of miracu-
lous that assignments on the basis of imperfect tests and
teacher judgments should be so accurate as to be preserved
90 per cent or better intact over a span of six or seven
years of schooling. In fact, of course, original assign-
ments teed to persist principally because, by the operations
of the self-confirming hypothesis, children are fashioned
to conform to the original teat-definitions imposed upon
them. It is ressoneble to suppose that assignment of child-
ren to groups other than the most favored tends to demoralize
them, thereby further "confirming" the validity of the
initial assignment.



The researches of Kirk, Goldberg, Passow, and othrs
have indicated that it is not possible to discover any con-
stant, regular, and predictable gain in any of the ability-
levels when they are divided into homogeneous groups. At
the same time, it is quite evident to all teachers involved
in these procedures that every child knows whether he is in
the "slow" or "fast" group. These groups become the basis
of anti-democratic snobberies and invidious distinctions.
The schools may be principally blamed for instituting and
abetting these attitudes by public symbolization, through
formal grouping, of the presumed differences in the cap-
acities of the students. Since the school's degree of con-
cern and regard for a child are expressed in the realm of
publicly symbolized academic distinctions, ability groups
serve also to prove to lower- ranked children that in the
eyes of the school they are indeed unequal.

These considerations suggest that the segregation
of entire classes on the basis of native intelligence or
academic achievement is incompatible with any reasonable
definition -of quality and equality in education. The tem-
porary Matra-classroom grouping of children for specific
purposes is a more troublesome matter. There are obvious
advantages to a harrassed teacher confronted by many
children if she can organize them into "homogeneous" smaller
groups on the basis of their specific competencies in such
subjects as physical science and mathematics. This procedure
has the effect of reducing the faze of the class so to speak
while still retaining some measure of individuation. There
should be shifting composition of such groups that recognizes
the different relative standing of children in varied con-
texts and every opportunity should be made to provide each
with the experience of achieving some success. These purely
mechanical and contrived mechanisms are of course no sub-
stitute for a teacher who is sensitive to the danger that a
temporary convenience of classroom management may be inter-
preted by her pupils as a moral judgment.

At the same time in many instances, perhaps most,
"heterogeneous" grouping may be a positive asset to instruc-
tion. TheAsocial studies and literature are enriched when
they are approached from the widest possible range of perspec-
tives. Children from varied environments with diverse in-
terior lives may well educate each other and add still another
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source of vicarious experience to their fellows. Talented
middle class children, for example, would be beneficiaries
If they discovered from their less favored peers that there
is more to heaven and earth than had been dreamt of in their
parochial lives.

The weight of the argument against "tracking" is so
strong that at the very least schools have the obligation
to re-examine their practices. They might elect to evaluate
the effect of deferring grouping until much later in the
academic career; or, more appropriate yet, to conduct un-
grouped schools, except for experimental try-outs of
various forms of grouping with very selected samples of the
school population.

3. Obstacles Arising from Can etitive Marking_ and Promotion
and Failure.

The third major obstaae in the path of individuation,
and hence of equal quality education for all children, lies
in the system of competitive marking of students each month
or thereabouts, and in the policy of promoting or failing
students at the end of each term or year. It is our conten-
tion that assigning grade4. such as A, B, and C, or 100, 90,
80, etc. is both meaningless and harmful to sound education
that presumes to be both equal and at a level of high quality
for all children. Our reasoning once again follows out of the
concept of individuation. There is no sensible meaning one can
give to a grade of B or C except as one implies that there are
some unifram standardiof achievement that one expects from all
students and that students must be informed periodically how
far short of these standardsthey have fallen. Such an approach
obviously denies our awareness of the range of variable abilities
presented to us in any normal classroom.

The alternative we suggest is as follows: If we have
a curriculum before ue, and a certain set of materials we should
like our students to learn, to the extent of their capacities
and ours, than we do the best we can with each child. At any
given point in time, we know, and the students know, how much
they have learned and how much they can do. At the next moment
in time, we and they try to increase and augment their knowledge
and abilities. And we do this for the twelve years that we are
together.



Nowhere in this process is there any relevance at
all that we can see for the concept of failure or success,
and the grmbols of those terms epitomized in A, B, C, F, etc.
Students learn as much as they and we can manage to make it
possible for them to learn. This is neither success or
failure. Thi, is not A nor B nor F work -- except as we
impose artificial, meaningless, uniform standards upon a
widely variable school population.

By the terms of our suggestions here a student does
not go on to more difficult materials until he has mastered
less difficult or complex materials -- easing we are sure
he ought to be learning these materials in the first place.
But no cne, by our lights, should go on to a new set of
materials because he has managed to master 60 or 70 per
cent of the previous level. Such "promotion" only guarantees
cumulative failure.

The system of competitive marks is ordinarily de-
fended as necessary training for the "real life". But it is
important to distinguish between teaching about things and
hears/ma for them. It is possible to know about the world
without introducing its least lovely features into the school.
There is ample place for the competitive ethic in the class-
room. Teachers and students should be linked in a joint
struggle against such common enemies as ignorance, selfwhatred,
and biogtry, and aginst the constraints -- limited time,
resources, energy -- that postpone the victory against these
adversaries. By the terms of this sort of competition, the
instructor is a friend, a mature guide, and an ally to his
pupils. Who, in the name of "realistic training" would
permanently prefer the counter-image of teacher as paymaster?

We have no desire to make light of the problem of
discontinuity of experience between the type of school we
envision and the post-school years. The passage from a con-
trolled moral climate to the chill winds of the competitive
world would almost certainly entail difficult adjustments. It
is conceivable that some might have distorted preconceptions
and others may have developed trained incapacities to suceed
in a system governed twf a vastly different complex of ethical
norms. One hopes that they could call upon the personality
strengths acquired during the school years to ease the pain
of transition and that as each graduating class introduces its
values to the community, IAA due time the dramatic contrasts
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between school and society would be greatly reduced.
Meanwhile, all other considerations aside, the entire
youthful population would have reason for gratitude for
twelve years of genuinely democratic existence.

Certainly, we do not wish to encourage the brand
of realism which from the earliest years has been nourished
by cynicism and distrust of society's institutions. It is
difficult to escape the conviction that the system of com-
petitive marking must make the school seem hypocritical to
many students. The sequence starts with the school urging
each child to do his best. Assume, then, that because of
natural and trained differences in capacities, there is a
widely varying set of performance outcomes -- some children
do "very well", some do "fair", some do "very poorly". The
schools then attach symbols -- marks and numberly- to these
performances and publicize them by report cards, by posting
test scores, and other such procedures. The child who has
been asked and has agreed to do the best be can, and scores
"low" could not be blamed if he concludes that the school
values him less than others. The teacher speaks of others
as "excellent" or "good" while he is spoken of as "fair" or
"poor" or "failing". But how do we justify punishing and
publicly degrading a student for failing to achieve a
level of performance which no one could reasonably have
expected him to achieve in the first place? What justice
is there in encouraging effort and then marking performance?
Can one expect more than that of which a child is able? And
if a child gives all that of which he is capable, is he not
entitled to as full a range of the rewards and appreciation
the school has to offer any any other child? To take any
other stand is to revert to the position that it is fair
and proper to reward the advantages of birth and of oppor-
tunity. For the differences in the performances of child-
ren are due either to the differences in their innate
abilities or their advantages in life or both. And it is
these differences, then, that we mark as excellent, good,
fair, poor and failing.

This argument could be extended with some justice
even to the matter of "effort". Children are not equal in
motivation, energy, or social experience., There is an
underlying logic in human exertions; people do not strive
for goals when they have no hope of success. Many children
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have been systematically conditioned to failure by the time
they arrive in school. Hia father toils but does not reap,
or his younger brother is loved but he is not, or his friend
can catch a ball but he cannot. Prior experience has taught
him that any reliable connection between effort and achieve-
ment is at least questionable. We have no intention of con-
fering moral immunity on children by pleading genetic or
environment determtism on their behalf; even the very young
may be legitimately required to exercise choice. However, it
is the essence of good teaching to create the conditions to
overcome past disabilities so that iterests can be stimulated
and energies can be engaged. We do this by demonstrating to
the child that with proper will he can become what be has the
power to be. To define success instead by what others are and
he cannot be is to assure paralysis of the will.

The school probably stands, for children, as the main
symbol of organized adult authority and of the attitudes of
that adult society toward different kinds and classes of people.
It is no accident then that so many lower class and "low
ability" children come to feel and show genuine hatred for
schools, for teachers, and for all they represent. For the
school is the locus of thei7 first major publicly symbolized
failure and futility, as conveyed by the symbols of reward and
degradation -- the grades and the promotions and the distinctions
and the atteution -- given c unequally to children. As Fritz
Redl has put it, "The children who hate are the children who
are bated".

It is our contention, in view of these problems, that
no solution short of the abolition of competitive matks, the
graded curriculum and the concepts of pass and fail will pro-
bably be adequate if we are to achieve equal, quality education
for all.

The aims of the schools in this society, we contend,
are to facilitate and create, to the extent possible, relevant
skills of mind, meaningful attitudes, tastes, and values, and
readinesses for democratic relationships and for effective
citizenship. We can measure -- and we must measure -- how much
schools and students achieve in this regard. But we cripple the
ability of any school to operate effectively for all its students
when we support and sponsor the invidious comparison of the
"performance" of differently endowed and advantaged students
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against meaningless uniform standards. The measurement.: of
how much schools and students are achieving along the path
toward the desired goals of education is invaluable if we
are to identify the combination ci processes that yield more
or less of the desired outcomes. Evaluation of outcomes is
therefore incidental to the really crucial task of evaluation
of process. We really wish to know haw and why students change
so that we may discover how we can help them to progress more
rapidly in desirable directions* As matters now stand we
confine ourselves to recording the level of his performancs
and hold the student responsible for the results. In '34 doing,

we dispose of our responsibilities to make the educational
processes more effective. We may thus salve our own consciences,
but in the process we cripple our schools and embitter signifi-
cant segments of our population.

There is then a powerful presumptive case against con -
tinuing the present practice of awarding competitive marks but
we do not pretend that we have disposed of this issue. The
counter-arguments are familiar and not without plausibility. It
is said that marks serve as a potent extrinsic motivational
device; that invidious distinctions by teachers and peer- are
inevitable with or without formal symbols that ratify them;
that comparisons to other people are often useful to both the
student and to parents, the next echelon of schooling, and pros-
Nective employers; that any scheme of evaluation will be recorded
as a summary symbol that will necessarily resemble marks; that
individuation is not feasible from the standpoint of administra-
tion and class management -- and the list could be extended.

To the extent that these arguments defend competitive
marks, in principle, we reject them; to the degree that they
point to instrumental problems, they must be overcome. It
would be folly to abandon current practices until we could
explore the consequences of proposed alternatives. But we
shall not know until we try.

The intensification of research on evaluation and
motivation and the widespread adoption of experimental designs
that would provide further systematic examination of polifutes';
akin to those that we have suggested deserve high priorities on
any agenda of educational needs. A number of schools have ale
ready begun to experiment with non - marking and ungraded cirri-
cula. It is too early to describe or report any valid results.
And much will depend on the extent to which the systems of
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higher education -- the colleges and universities -- will
cooperate with elementary and high schools in making it
possible for students from non-marking, ungraded curricula
to seek and gain admission to college, on the basis of tests
administered by the colleges themselves and without the
information heretofore furnished by high school grades. In
view of the way in which testing and grading and promoting and
failing interfere with individuated education, it would seem
sensible to begin such experimentation with non-marking and
ungraded schools immediately and on a much wider scale than
has yet been instituted.

The achievement of equals quality education for all,
therefore, requires certain fundamental changes in present-
day school practices and processes, not the least of which is
a receptivity and a willingness to experiment with new ideas.
Some changes may be introduced immediately; others will require,
as various conference papers observed, great amounts of new
resources, new ideas, new personnel, and new arrangements
relevant to educational process. There is yet a long way to go
and very much to be done. It is time to begin. We have
attempted to identify some of the obstacles to individuation
and hence to equality which are subject at least to partial
rectification immediately; stereotyping of students, testing
and grading them into homogeneous ability groups, and in-
vidiously punishing and rewarding their variable performances
and publicly symbolizing their "honor" anedishonor" in our
eyes by our system of competetive marking, promotion, and
failure.

The Prices and Profits of uality and Equality

The specification of goals is only the first step in
the achievement of equality and quality in education. An in-
dispensable second step is the selection of espropriste means,
a task that is always shaped by the fact that while our wants
know no boundaries, our resources are finite.

All social action, therefore, involves "costs", in the
sense that money, time, energy, and organization ingenuity that
are allocated to one purpose are not available for others. The
expenditure of funds for schools leaves less money for highways;
the elevation of the "oppressed" to equal statues reduces the
advantages of the "oppressors"; and the expenditure of moti-
vational energy on behalf of education deflects it from other
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worthy social purposes.

The dilemmas of choice among competing goals may be
reduced by either adding to the pool of resources or by
establishing priorities. The first involves more effective
utilization of existing facilities or the creation of new ones.
The latter involves questima of 1) values, i.e. what outcomes
do we most treasure?; 2) dimension, i.e. among which spheres of
human activities -- economic, psychological, or social -- shall
the resources be dtstributed?; 3) sism.sst, i.e. what shall we
do first, second, third?; and, 4) burden, i.e, ' which sectors of
society will be assessed the most in the payment of coats?

1. Values. What outcomes do we most treasure?

Professor Harris' discussion of the costs involved in
providing certain extra amounts of education in the next decades
indicates quite clearly that the issues of public policy are
never exclusively instrumental; the process of choosing is
necessarily based on explicit or implicit ideological assump-
tions. According to Harris:

Even the $12 billion dollar estimates for 1) the
disadvantaged at age 2 to 5, and 2) for raising
standards of the less affluent states would con-
sume eight per cent of the expected rise of GNP
(as of 1970). . I suspect that a goal of $2
billion of additional expenditures on education,
or roughly seven per cent of the expected annual
gain of GNP is a ;tactical one, or possibly as much
as 10 per cent of $3 billion if the federal govern-

ment would become nore active in this field . .

Here are the limits of a practical gall. The
resources are there. The real question is, are
we prepared to allocate eight per cent of GNP and
20 per cent of the rise cif GNP from 1963 to 1970
on education? . Determinants of educational
outlays are largely the uethods of financing, the
relative resvonsibilities of the different levels
of government and the choice of alternative areas
of spending. If (say) $1 billion additional
revenue is to be had, should it be spent on edu-
cations, nn housing, on health, on security, on
job, or on what? 13
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The point that requires emphasis is that the
decision of how much is proper to spend on education for
a society or any of its population segments is a value
question involving choices smong competing methods and
interests. It is misleading to sayitherefore, that_the
nation "cannot afford" more education at any given time.
Any such verdict rests on a whole set of judgments as to
what a society is prepared to give up to achieve the ends
that it most cherishes.

We hold that education.is crucial both for social
and indi'ridual welfare and is simultaneously an investment
and an iter.; of consumption. It is thus a precondition for
social stability and economic development as well as for
personal fulfillment. These facts give education a general
claim on budget priorities which is exceeded by no others.
Moreover, as we have argued earlie; in a very real sense,
all men are "educationally deprived". For while it is
possible of envision a world in which reasonable men would
be content with their material conditions in life, it is
unimaginable that they could legitimately claim that they
knew as much as there was to know and as they Quuid prrlit
from.

In trying to anticipate the not-toe-distant future,
Professor Hook sees certain emerging requirements and goals
of education that would radically altar the present decisions
on education's proper share of the budget. He says:

Our technological revolution may in the
future erode the necessity of earning atliving
by making the brains of mediocre human beings
vocationally obsolescent. The ageeof auto-
mation and applied nuclear energy . . . may
produce a world in which work becomes a privi-
lege rather than a necessity . . . Now, the
coming obsoNiecence of all but the managerial
and inventive functions restores to a central
place in schooling, it seems to me, the ideal of
;reek liberal education. There ideals pre-
supposed that free men are concerned with the
pursuit and enjoyment of ends, of consummatory
experiences and not with the means and instrum-
entalities which, were relegated to the provenances
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of slaves. These ideals' presupposed that the
vocation of a free man is active citizenship, not
earning a living . . . In a world which is genuinely
a welfare economy how can education help human
beings to develop a center around which to organize
their experiences so that they can live a rich and
meaningful life? This is the ultimate issue and
challenge . . . 14

While the prospects of which Professor Hark speaks are
not tomorrow's, neither nay they be dismissed as inconceivable.
If we approached the Gizek ideal of the vocation of a ft...;e man
with any degree of seriousness, our schools would have to be
altered in revolutionary ways, and it would be necessary to
introduce corresponding changes in the allocation of 'national
resources.

We have argued throughout this essay that all children
are equally entitled to a high quality education and that it is
inadmissible in any general sense to set upper limits on the
proper amount a education. When we join the doctrines of "no
upper limit" and "equal entitlement" we are, in fact, advocat-
ing a significant increase in both the absolute and relative
levels of support for American education.

Vow, some strongly contend that in fact increasing
portions of our natural resources have, in fact, been devoted
to education during the twentieth century. But Professor
Harris reminds us that the 50-fold increase in public school
expenditures, from 1900 to 1956, and the 13-fold increase in
expenditures for higher education from 1929 to ',962 are not
"equally impressive if the expenditures are deflated by
relevant price and also adjusted to the basis of numbers
being educated. Then we will find, as Hirsch did that dail
Der ex--nditures in stable dollars were virtuall nn-
e ed from 1905 to 1958, ean education the risecdoentshave not kept up with that tazts
capita income that is to relation toistjadaaasfallenjlehityy 15

Professor Harris surely understates the matter when
he says the figures are not "equally impressive" when adjusted
for relevant prices and for numbers of pupils educated. For
the impression is widespread and the conviction is deep that
our society has really altered its conception of the importance
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of education since the early 1900's and has given evidence of
that altered conception by a much greater relative allocation
of its resources on education.

Obviously, there are uneven profiles from community
to community with regard to the decrease, stability, or ivcresee
of monetavinvestment in education. However, as Professor
Harris indicates, although higher education has shown same
gains, public school education, at least as measured by daily
per pupil expenditure, has shown literally none.

The continuation of this pattern of support may seem
prudent by some standards but not as measured against the cer-
tainty of serious social and personal deficits. The precise
budgetary demands for eduotion are ultimately determined by
the interplay of three major variables: (1) the number of
children enrolled in school, (2) the number of years per child,
and (3) the level of quality of education per year per child.
A substantial increase in any of these will require unprecedented
expenditures of manpower, money, and intellectual energy. It is
difficult to imagine alternative uses to which these resources
could be placed which would better serve democratic values.

2. Dimension. Among which spheres of human activities 4111.

economic, psychological, or social -- shall the coats
be distributed?

There is a notable tendency to treat "costs" as if they
were only economic and consisted exclusively of providing enough
resources to the schools. It should be obvious, however, that
economic measures must be sustained by extensive social and
psychological change. It is manifestly unjust, for example,
that a child in Mississippi should by virtue of the accident of
birth receive a markedly inferior education in the name of "local
control" of to ion. Clearly, equality among regions cannot
be achieved without some intervention by the federal government,
with a corresponding decline in the prerogatives of local
officials. Similarly, we shall ultimately have to find some
means of raising the financial 1,9.1 of support for children
who now attend parochial schools without destroying the delicate
fabric of church-state relationships which cwrently exists in
the United States. Social considerations also intrude in the
matter of making teaching sufficiently economically attractive
to recruit high level talent. This cannot be accomplished
without revising current notions of occupational prestige and
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the structure of the rewards availlble to those who work in the
public rather than the private sector of the economy.

The importance of social and psychological factors does
not rest only on their relevance for patterns of financial rupport.
They are critical independent determinants of the learning tlrocess.
They influence the extent to which children can be receptive to
the message of the school, whether or not such messages tre re-
inforced or extinguished, and the degree to which there is any
consonance and continuity between school experiences erd "real
life."

As Robin Williams points out, a TainiMUM effort to
achieve equal educational opportunity involves the abolition of
social discrimination, the improvement of poorer schools, the
enrichment of community and home environments, and the expansion
of job opportunities. Tasks of this scope would constitute a
minor revolution in American life, but even more may be needed.
The costs of furnishing quality education may include the
necessity of devoting increasing attention to fundamental social
values, the aesthetic climate, and patterns of private existence
that impinge on the school. For instance, any effort to develop
cultivated tastes in children is severely hampered by the
competing attraction of the vulgarity and violence of the mass
media. It is likewise difficult for a school to implement the
goals that we have defined when students daily return to a
world which emphasizes

invidious distinctions of rank and
reward. In the long run, equal quality education may entail
basic changes in the ways in which we evaluate occupational
and other performances in society at large. A truly democratic
nation would, with equal gratitude, reward all of its citizens
for good performance of all useful work.

It is imperative also that we find the means to rescue
children from the psychological assault and emotional deprivation
that afflicts many of them even before they enter school. Bron-
foul:manner's treatment of these matters is confined to the Negro
child, but his discussion has a wider portent. It is clear that
any child who is reared in an impoverished family environment,
who has been taught in a thousand subtle ways that be is inferior,
and who even as be starts school already lags behind others in
cognitive skills is not likely to realize his full potential as
a et-Aent and human being.
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A society does not dispatch its obligation to its
school by even the most generous patterns of financial
assistance. It must provide the climate in which children
and learning can flourish. But these are costs that we should
be content to incur, for in the process we redeem our own lives.

3. Sequence. What shall we do first, seem!, third?

The desire for educational reform is nourished by a
mood of impatience with existing practices that adversely affect
all sectors of the population -- the deprived and the affluent,
the academically average andlthe gifted, the emotionally adequate
and psychologically impoverished. We are, for instance, committed
to the view that the first task of a free society is to complete
the process of providing equal opportunity for first-rate school-
ing for all persons regardless of race, color, or creed. Thisitem is properly at the very top of our agenda of educational
needs. But it does not relieve us of the equal obligation to
furnish quality education for the more fortunate children who
attend schools in our more affluent localities. As we have
indicated earlier, the one-sided emphasis on "getting ahead"
with its reliance on extrinsic motivations and the accompanying
denigration of non-cognitive learning is a severe disservice
even to the more favored of our youth. Not the least of our
trespasses against them is to teach them a system of values that
creates a snobbish contempt for persons who are less intellectually
gifted.

Our dedicztion, then, is to all children, since the
neglect of any involves poncaties that we would wish to avoid.
At the same time, since it may not be possible to achieve every-
thing at once, we are obliged to establish priorities of order.
This task involves realistic judgments about what we wish to
accmplish and also what can be achieved in any concrete
situation. These problems require us to acknowledge the dis-
tinction between "ideal" and "actual" levels of aspiration.
The first refers to ulfinate desiderata of the sort that we
have stressed throughout much of this essay. An example of
such goals is "continuing education for everyone throughout
the course of his entire lifetime." Actual goals refer to
"realistic" aspirations which, while consonant in direction
and quality with the ultimate ideals, are thought to be
probably achievable in the proximate future, e.g. the extension
of schooling for everyone for one additional year. The function
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of ideal goals is to inzlizate the final destination of our
journey. The function of actual goals consists of deciding
the sequence according to which we shall reach intermediate
way-stations along the entire route.

This decision will, in turn, be affected by scare
assessment of the actual constellation of forces in society
and involves a judicious balance between tactics and strategy.
For example, we view both the reduction of clue size and the
abolition of competitive grading as indispensable ingredients
of individuation and hence of quality. The first is conventionally
recognised as desirable and tummy communities presumably
attainable, while the second may strike the average school
board member as an offense against the natural order of things.
In some instances, then. it may be prudent to-separate the two
demands, to refrain from pushing in one area in order to
advance in *rubor.

There is, however, a difference between the adoption
of sensible goals and tactics and the flabby "realise that
serves as a rationale for inaction. very delay, every compro-
mise, every gesture of moderation, no matter how justifiable,
postpones the final achievement of quality and equality in
education.

4. Burden. Which sectors of society will be assessed the most
in the payment of costs?

All change, includieg educational change, involves
temporary dislocations which are disproportionately assumed
by some sectors of the population. For example, any system
of taxation designed to provide support of the schools should
and presumably will assess higher income groups so ne than
those lees able to pay. Stailaxly, if all children become
objects of equal concern to the school, the privileged few
who may have heretofore virtually monopolised attention will
presumably receive less attention. These are probably inevitable
consequences that will be required to rectify past errors. How-
ever, as the papers of Willman and Bronfeubrenner sake clear,
all children beat some of the costs of initial efforts to
achieve quality and equality in eucation.
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Williams ouggests that the

integration of Negro and white children in the soils.
school classes initially, means at least a short-range
increase in competition for the Negro children who
came from economically, socially and culturally de- .
primed backgrounds. This is likely to result initially
in increased "strain" -- more specifically, in increased
anxiety, feary and suppressed resentment, and than, de- N..

pending on other conditions, these responses may find
social expression in processes of distorted communication
and conflict. 16

Bronfenbranner adds that "in many cases the Negro child
in the integrated classroom is, and continues to be, intellectually
retarded, unable to concentrate, unmotivated to learn; at first
apathetic, but as he gets older, becoming resentful, rebellious,
and delinquency-prone." The danger is that "unless countermeasures
are introduced," these characteristics may "provide an objective
basis and emotional provocation for devaluating and rejecting
the Negro, thus reactivating and reinforcing the vicious circle
of discrimination and defeat."

however, these consequences are not suffered by the
Negro alone for, as Bronfonbrenner also indicates:

The learning difficulties of the Negro pupil, if they
are taken into consideration by the teacher, slow up
the rest of the class. Similarly, disruptions by
some impede teaching for all. Finally, while it is
true that white children in mu integrated classroom
function as sodas for their Negro companions, the
reveres wefts* is equally in effect , In other
words, the white child is likely to take on some of
the aggressive and disruptive activities of his Negro
classmates to the further detriment of his work in
school. In short, in the intogratot classroom, the
problems of the Negro child become, at least in part,
those of the white child as well. Thus the costs of
inequality to the Negro became the costs of equality
to the white. 17
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There is no denying that the sine of the fathers are,
in fact, visited upon the sons. The solution does not lie in
the perpetuation of sin. The "countermeasures" to which Bron-
fenbrenner alludes include revision of teaching practices,
allocation of additional resources, and increasing the sen-
sitivity of teachers and parents. All of these may cushion
the impact of transition.

One must, finally, consider the costs of not providing
equal opportunity. For, it is all too evident that the continued
coemitment to the desocretie ideals which our society dame
is always under danger of erosion from the inequalities in
opportunities and situations experienced by significant per-
centages of our people. Yet, we are fortunate in that very few
of our underprivileged people have ever sought solutions for
themselves or their fellowmen outside the institutional
boundaries of our society. Rather, they have tended to act as
though it were possible to open the doors of opportunity of
this society sufficiently wide to provide more chances for
themselves, or, at least, for their children, and they have
tteditionally seen the educational system as the main instrument
by which such social and economic mobility is to be achieved.
So long, then, as mobility within the system is seen as a real
possibility, and is, in fact, realised often and visibly enough,
those who are most relatively deprived by the actual workings
of our social and economic system are likely to remain loyal
to the society, seeking only to make those changes that will
provide more ample opportunities for themselves and their
children. In these lights, the provision of equal educational
opportunity is a sine sali non of the political stability of our
existing institutions and of their ability flexibly to adapt to
demands for greater equality of participation in decisions
and greater enjoyment of whatever good things of life this
society has to offer.

It is crucial, too, that we take into account the
burden of costs our society incurs from the pathologies that
result from social and economic inequalities. Any rational social
bookkeeping would thus have to counterpose to the costs of new
educational opportunities those that are, involved in welfare
payments, aid to dependent children, the maintenance of ever-
increasing police forces, court staffs, prisons and reformatories,
unemployment insurance,, and the multitudG of other devices
employed to reduce inequalities or to restrain the resort to
deviant means by those who find the normal channels of oppor-
tunity blocked. This is not to mention the evemounting psychic
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and social burdens of increased inter-group tension, hostility,
and conflict.

Some of ths measuras required to provide greater
equality and quality of education are admittedly temporary
palliatives; others require more drastic revision of existing
practices and institutional arrangements. But ve, as a society,
can only blame ourselves and our ancestors, collectively, for
the perplexities that now beset us. And it seems only fair
that those Of'us,!ho'have most profited frc previous or
fixitting inelnitiailshauld 'Wilder &major share of therbapOusihilitiii Mad its required to rectify historical avd
Contliptirity injustices.
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FOOTNOTES

The general themes of the various papers preeentd at
the Conference are indicated in the Introduction to this volume.
However, it may be of help to the reader to recall the par-
ticular bearing of various of the papers on the issues raised
in this essay as these issues arise.

1
The theme paper by Harold Taylor ('session One) and the two

responses by Sidney Hock and Martin Hager address themselves to
the general philosophical and social premises and issues involved
in the concepts of "equality" and "quality" of education in a
democracy. See, especially, Taylor's concern with the role of
education in amass democratic society; Hook's emphasis on
"equality" of concern for each student's individuality and
Layer's knowledgeable evaluations of the disparity between
current ideals and practices.

2

Peter Rossile paper (Session Two) considers in detail the con-
sequences for democratic society of inequality in opportunity
under varying social circumstances. He also provides a cogent
analysis of the prices this society may have to pay for not
providing equality of educational opportunity.

3
J. H. Powell's paper (Session Seven) on continuing education

and its role in democratic life argues the need for education
beyond the twelfth year, and reveals how much "adult education"
of diverse sorts actually is going on presently. Louis Hacker's
thesis supports the general eutlines of Powell's argument but
differs, often sharply, in the general philosophical grounds that
support the argument. By contrast, van den Haag's paper expresses
much greater reservation about the utility of continuing education
for all, even going so far as to argue the "disability" of such
education for some circumstances.

4
These educational goals or functions are fundamentally similar

to those adopted by the Committee on Quality Education of the
Council of Basic Education of the Pennsylvania State Board of
Education. This committees under the chairmaship of Mrs.
Elisabeth Greenfield, was charged by the Pennsylvania State
Legislature to devise a plan for the measurement of quality
education throughout the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. In
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conjunction with the Educational Testing Service, a series of
goals was formulated. The design of the measurement of the
achievement of these goals became the core of the program
of evaluation of quality education now under way in Pennsylvania.

5
Edgar Friedenberg's paper (Session Five) considers the alter-

native kinds of "adjustment" the schools might aim at and raises
serious questions concerning the tendency to use the schools to
perpetuate a "middle class" culture. Samuel Shepard's response
runs directly counter to the Friedenberg thesis in its explicit
avowal of the desirability of using the schools to bring dis-
advantaged children, especially Negroes, into familiarity and
ease with middle class standards, conduct, and academic
perfremance.

6
See Boris Ford's trenchant comments (in Session Six, Additional

Queries and Comments) on the aspirations embodied in the new
educational developments in Britain.

7

Martin Deutsch (Session Two), one of the leading figures in
"pre-school" training in the United States, presents a carefully
reasoned analysis, based on substantial data, about the ways in
which emotional or affective components in the school experience
interact with cognitive capacities to shape cognitive performance.

8
See, particularly, Miriam Goldbergb cautions (Session Five)

about existing desires for "identifying" and "testing" talents
and abilities and her grave concerns for the lowered horizons
of 'poisibiltties adopted by teachers on the basis of inadequate
evidence.

9
Clarence Senior and Herman Long's comments on John Flanagan's

paper (Session Four) reveal the wide range of pressures, both
within and outside the classroom, that often operate to shape
educational decisions of local school boards.

10
Fritz Redi and Milton Schwebel, in their comments on Samuel

Kirk's paper (Session Three), explore ranges of problems connected
with grouping, tracking and streaming, that are not usually en-,

countered in discussiors of these topics. Redl reminds us that
the question of the advisability of "grouping" must always be
considered in light of the intended outcome and of the known



variability it the group in question, so that any rational
decision has to consider how much "variability" and of what

kia can be handled effectively in the given circumstances.

11
We do not consider problems of teacher training here in any

greater detail than other specific problems such as curriculum

construction. But these problems are gone into at considerable

length and with much wisdom by Robert Schaefer in his paper on
teacher training, and this paper is much enriched by the comments

of Judson Shaplin and Theodore Sizer.

12
See especially in this regard the incisive evaluation of

the available research by both Kirk and Goldberg, particularly
regardiug the great variability in the outcomes of studies of

groupings.

13
See Harris' paper on economic costs, page 3 to 7.

14

One.

15

16

17

See Sidney Hooki; discussion of Harold Taylor's paper, Session

See Harris' paper on economic costs, page 7.

See Williams' paper on social costs, page 20.

See aronfenbrenner's paper on psychological costs, page 8.
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY

I POLARITIES AND TENSIONS IN THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

Barzun, Jacques, The House of Intellect. New York: Harper & Brothers,

1959. 276 pages

The author argues that art, scienc, and philanthropy are destroyers

of intellect: "the intellectual class has been captivated by art,

overawed by science, and seduced by philanthropy." The basic atrophy

of intellectual life and the failures of the schools to cultivate
intellect are discussed, and fundamental changes, not only in education,

but in the conditions of intellectual life, are demanded. "The business

of learning must, above all, be represented in its true guise as difficult,

as demanding effort."

Bereday, George Z.F. and Lauwerys, J.A., editors, 1 1 Yearbook of

Education: Concepts of Excellence in Education. New York: Harcourt,

Brace and World, Inc*, 1961. 499 pages

The papers in this collection deal with philosophical, and social aspects

of "excellence" in world perspective, showing how the varying definitions

and concerns for the development of talent are incorporated into total

school patterns. Different concepts of "excellence" are first explored

and related to historical and social contexts. The second section is

devoted to inquiry into the institutional arrangements made to develop

excellence and to train talent. This comparative approach emphasizes

that notions of excellence and talent are not independent of time and

place.

Bestor, Arthur, Jr., The Restoration of Learning. New York: Alfred A. Knopf,

1955. 459 pages

Building upon some of his earlier ideas in Educational Wastelands, Professor

Bestor describes the kind of education he thinks essential for America

in the mid-twentieth century. He contends tbs.., present educational

policy and practice reflect "the insidious argment that schools and

colleges, to be democratic, must lower their intellectual standards

and water down their curricula." Attacking the "anti-intellectual

philosophy of the leading educationists", he calls for a rise in

intellectual standards and pursuits in the schools. Proposals for

action are presented.

Blanshard, Brand, editor, Education in the &it of Science. New York:

Basic Books, 1959. 302 pages

This book is the product of a symposium of educators and critics who

gathered to discuss American educational problems. The major portion

of the volume consists of four, sets of papers and excerpts from dis-

cussions and debates. Topics considered are: "What is education?"
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"Education and the American scene", "Education and the world scene",

and "Science and the humanities". Five additional relevant essays

have also been included.

Conant, James B., The American High School Today. New York: McGraw
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1959. ITTPages

Amidst much criticism of American schools, Dr. Conant raises a positive
voice, emphasizing that comprehensive schcols can provide good and
appropriate education for all in a democratic environment. Character-

istics of comprehensive schools are discussed first, followed by a
series of recommendations for improvements in curriculum and school
organization. The author argues that American secondary education

can be made satisfactory without any radical changes in the basic

pattern, given sufficient interest and support by the citizenry.

Counts, George S., Education and American Civilization. New York:

Teachers College, Columbia Universi ty, 1952. 491 pages

The heritage, values, and current challenges and changes in American
life are examined and related to education. Contending that the new

American way of life must rest upon a new synthesis of values, the
author sketches the Mmensions of changes that must be made in the
schools. The type of educational program and curriculum needed to
"develop individual excellence, preserve the principles of equality
and political liberty, achieve an economy of security and plenty, and

support an enduring world civilization of beauty and grandeur" is

described.

Cremin, Lawrence A., The Transformation of the School. New York: Alfred

A. Knopf, 1961. gnages

The history of the progressive education movement from 1876 to 1957 is

traced. Progressive education, Professor Cremin argues, began and grew

as part of a vast humanifarisn effort. "The word 'progressive' provides

the clue to that it really vas: the educational phase of American

Progressivism writ large". The origins, heyday, and demise of the

movement are treated as part of the social and intellectual history of

the era. The theories, programs, and practices of progressive educators,
those who allied themselves with the movement, and the criticisms of the

movement, are assessed.
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Gardner, John W., Excellence: Can We Be Equal and Excellent Too? New York:

Harper & Brothers, 1961. 171 pages

This is a cogent analysis of the relation between equality and excellence
ift education in the United States. The author explores the conditions

under which excellence is possible in our society, the kinds of equality
that can and must be honored, and the kinds that cannot be forced. The

present-day "dilemma" is documented; the question of "standards" is
treated; and directions to be taken are suggested. It is'arf&ed that the

tension in our society between attention to individual perfwmance and
restraints on individual performance will never be resolved and never
should be, for such tension is necessary in a democracy.

Hook, Sidney, Education for Modern Man: A New Perspective. New York:

Alfred A. Knopf, 19657 235 pages

Professor Hook outlines a modern philosophy of education and examines
some of the major challenges that have been hurled at current educational
practices. Criticizing the inadequacy of the "two cultures" approach,
he offers a proposal for the successful integration of not only the
scientific and humanistic traditions but the social science and historical
disciplines as well. The author applies his principles to the practical
solution of specific problems facing educators, administrators, and
parents. The aims, content, methods, and materials of education are
considered in answering the question of what constitutes a liberal

education in modern times.

Kimball, Solon T., and McClellan, James E. Jr., Education and the New America.
New York: Random House, 1962. 402 pages

The unique Character of American life and education are examined and analyzed
fran the combined perspectives of anthropology and philosophy of education.
Two facts about American life are of the utmost importance in understanding

the newly emerging culture: the order and energy of American life, and
the increasingli problematical nature of individual commitment. The

authors contend that the schools are doing what needs to be done to keep
the social system operating, but they are not teaching young men and
women to understand and possibly control the society of which they are

a part. Basic changes in curriculum and methods are suggested.

Lieberman, Myron, The Future of Public Education. Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 196=291pages

This is a trenchant critique of contemporary education. Much of the debate
about the schools, it is suggested, is irrelevant, since it ignores any
analysis of the anachronistic and dysfunctional power structure within
which educational policies are made. The author calls for a technological,
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professional, economic, and managerial revolution in our educational
system, and advances some specific proposals for reform.

Rickuver, HsG., Education and Freedom. New York: Dutton, 1959. 256 pages

Admiral R:ckoAr contends that "the school's concern is with the
intellect alone", and criticizes ecateraporary American education as

being more concerned withisocialadjustment than with creative brain-

power. He calls for a solid liberal arts progrvun in ,the schools to
train the minds of the talented. "Those whosdo not have the mentality

to master all the liberal arts subjects" he argues "need the same kind
of intellectual fare, only less of it."

Woodring, Paul, A Fourth of a Nation. New York: McGraw -Hill Book Company,

195T. 255 pages

Recent conflicts in educational policy are outlined and assessed. The

author suggests that resolution of these debates need not depend upon
the acceptance of one or two. dialmtrically opposed viewpoints. Rather,

he calls for a synthesis of ideas from the OUssical and progressive views,
providing us with& new philosophy of education. A reorganization of
the structure of education, the training of teachers, etc., is then
derived from the synthesis.

5:.
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II EDUCATION IN THE SOCIA.L SYSTEM: MIERTAL AND =nu INFLUENCES AFFECTING

THE SCHOOL

Coleman, James Samuell The Adolescent logety.. Glencoe, Illinois:

The Free Press of Glenc6;77X17 337-pages

The common characteristics of adolescent culture and varying school
and community characteristics are presented on the basis of data
from questionnaires and interviews with students, parente, and teachers

in ten schools. The author explores such topics as how adolescent
status systems in vrrious schools differ in the kinds and number
of activities which confer statue on a boy or girl, and the
variations between systems where status is gained primarily by
achievement and those where status is ascribed on the basis of
some background characteristic, such as a family's position in
the community. Ways of utilizing the values of the adolescent
society in the interests of broader educational goals are
suggested.

Dahlke, H. Otto, Values in Ceture and Classroom. New York: Harper

& Brothers, 1087-557 pages

Values and actions, their institutional expression, and the consequent
social relations, provide the frame of reference in which the

American school is examined. On the assumption, "if this type of

value orientation, then this type of school", attention is first
directed to values in American life and institutional groups, and
then to the sociocultural context of the schools. The school as

an institutional group -- its structure and organization, activities,
rules) regulations, and values -- the school as a center of con-
troversy, and the informal organization and system of evaluation
that structures relations within the school, are explored and analyzed.

Dexter, Lewis Anthony, The Tyranny of Schooling. New York: Basic Books,

1964. 182 pages

This is a polemic against the present structure of comulsory
education in the United States. The author argues that our
society teaches contempt for stupidity through compulsory school-
ing and auxiliary practices such as ability grouping. The school

system, he maintains, has created mechanisms for differentiating
the mediocre from the stUpid, and has made children feel it is far
more shameful to be intellectually subnormal. than to violate cost
other social expectations or demands. The nature of a different
kind of school system is indicated.
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Friedenberg, Edgar Z., of Nies in America: Growth and suiescence.
New York: Random Nome, 19n% 300 pages

This is a study of student values as they affect the choices
students make in school situations and as they are expressed in
attitudes toward school and the possibilities it affords. The
author and his colleagues, in a stay of adolescents and secondary
schools, were Interested In "how students would face the choice
between suworb for excellence or distinction and a more general
extension of opportunity to Iles well qualified but needier can-
didates; between well- roundedness and devotion to special talents and
immediate personal cammitmenbs; between privacy and inwardness and
effective socialisation in the interests of the welfare of the
group". The author argues that secondary schools in America oblige
the student to internalize th authority of the school, so that
those who resist tend to drop out or be rejected by the system.

Goodman, Paul, Growing .V.E Absurd. New York: Random House, 1956. 296 pages

Two subjects are brought together: "the disgrace of the Organized
System of secimcoopolles: government, advertisers, etc., and the
disaffection at the growing generation." Professor Goodman argues
that the young need a more 'worthwhile world in order to grow up at
all, and contrasts this with the world that they have been getting.
What is needed, then, to solve the "Youth Problem", is not a change
in techniques of socialising, but changes in our society and culture.
The frustrations and dilemmas of work, play, sex, the family, the
ccamunity, and the larger society are explored.

Halsey, A. R. and Floud, Jean and Anderson, C. Arnold, Education,
Economy, and Society. New York: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1961.
620 pages

This reader in the sociology of education includes comparative and
illustrative material drain from the American experience. Educators,
economists, and sociologists deal with the impact of economic and
social change on educational requirements, the influence of social
factors on educational achievaaent, and the changing social functions

Of teachers and institutions. The selections focus on the connection

between education and the economy in industrialized countries, especially

on the role that schools and universities play in selecting and training

manpower. The collection illustrates haw "the traditional business

of education with the cultural transmission is performed in quite

new terms under the new conditions of technological society."
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Havighurst, Robert J. and Neugarten, Bernice L., Smits end malg6511
Second edition. Boston; Allyn and Bacon, 1 . .9 pages

The society and the child growing up in the society are examined
trona sociological point of view. The educational system is ex-

amined in terms of what are said to be its two essential functions:
(1) intersa7ieting and transmitting the values of society and in-

ducting the child into his society; and (2) improving the society
by promoting the ideals of the society and helping children make
their maximum contributions to the community. Social structure,

the school in the social structure and in the coirunity, and the
teacher, are the major foci of discussion.

Henry, Jules, Culture Against, Man. New York: Random House, 1963.

495 pages

The interconnections among American institutions, values, and
character are examined in terms of theories of social and psycho-

logical organisation. In assessing the behavior of our teen-agers,

the conduct of our family lives, the role of advertising, the
process of education,. and the care of the aged, Professor Henry

argues that two themes are dominant. Our "lopsided preoccupation

with SINIABillg wealth and raising our standard of living", and an
"obsessive fear of annihilation by a foreign power" dominate our

lives and desiccate our values. To avoid embroiling children in

the adult nightmare of the drive,_forblocees And theqaocompatying
fear of failure, educators must emphasize quite opposite themes.

Mayer, Martin, The Schools. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1961. 478 pages

This is a serious journalistic account of the schools based upon
reading, visiting, and interviewing in the United States and parts

of Western Europe. In the first section, the author establishes the

background against which the different schools and their programs

:my be plmced. The child is then followed; both chronologically
and in key subject areas, through the normal program of the public
schools. These descriptive materials provide the content for air

abstract discussion of critical issues.

Ravi13. Mazy Anne, Me Az-Grinders. New York: Macmillan & Co., 1962.

260 pages

This is an investigation of some of the recent efforts to discredit
the public schools. The analysis is based upon the responses of

83 organisations and individuals and deals with personalities,

sources of financial support, methods, collaboration, and power

of the "ultra -right wing political and economiexadicals."



Niesmar4 David, Constraint and Variety in American Education. Garden
City: Anchorod=,95B17" 174 pages

Three lectures on the character of American schools and colleges
place our education in its cultural context. The first lectur,
deals with. academic institutions -- the best, mediocre, and worst
colleges and universities -- in relation to each other. The

author raises such problems as "institutional homogenization":
"the way in which universities come to resemble large corporations
or government agencies, markedly so in seeing public relations
as the answer to all dilemmas." The second lecture deals with
the fields of knowledge (primarily within the social sciences)
and their relation to each other. In the final lectures Professor
Rieman presents a theory of "counter-cyclical" education, that
is, education should oppose momastAnrtmloms and busts in our
cultural economy.

Sextonl Patricia C., Education and Income: Inevalities of Opportunity
in our PUbl Schools. New YOATIlking Press, 1961. 293 pages

Evidence gathered in a study of a large urban public school
system is presented to show that our public school system has
rejected its role of facilitating sociammbilltb and has become,
Instead, an instrument of prevailing social and economic class
distinctions. The underprivileged and the culturally deprived
are presently handicapped; not only do they cane from homes
latch have not prepared them for schooll but they have inferior
teachers, lass adequate school facilities, and substantially
fewer opportunities to advance academically or socially.

8

"a.
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III THE CHALLENGE OF GROUP DIFFERENCES

Brookover, Wilbur B., Paterson, Ann, and Thomas, Shailer, Self -Conte
of Ability and School Achievement. East Lansing, Michigan: Office
of Research and Publications, College of Education, Michigan State
University, 1962. 105 pages

Data were gathered from 1,050 seventh grade students in junior
high schools to test hypotheses regarding the relationships between
IQ, school achievement, and the student's self-concept of himself
as a school learner. A significant relationship between self-
cancept of ability and school achievement was found, leading to
the hypothesis that systematic changes in self-concept of ability
would lead to changes in achievement.

Clark, Kenneth B., Dark Ghetto: Dilemmas of Social Power. New York:
Harper and Row, 175:"--20 pages

Using Harlem as the symbol of the dark ghetto, Dr. Clark analyzes
the Negro power structure -- political, religious, economic,
intellectual -- and dissects the effectiveness and Ineffectiveness
of civil rights strategies. There are profiles of a number of
leaders, an interpretation of the psychology of the ghetto and of
the ambivalent relationship between the Negro and the white liberal.
Other topics include the deterioration of the human resources of
the ghetto, the decline in the IQ's of Negro children the longer
they stay in school, and the pattern of pathology -- broken homes,
illegitimacy, delinquency, drug addiction, and homicide. It is

suggested that in the final analysis, the dark ghetto reflects the
"deeper torment and anguish of the total human predicament."

Davis, Allison, Social Class Influences Cambridge:

Harvard University Press, 19557'150 pages

This is a concise description of the basic socialization of the
human character and intellect, as this social learning is de-
veloped in middle-class culture and in lower-class or slum)
culture. The author considers: (1) the nature of social classes
in this country; (2) the effect of social-class culture in differ-
entiating the basic early training of children; (3) the cultural
definition by each social class of what is pleasant and desirable,
and of what is unpleasant and dangerous; (4) the influence of the
social-class environment in defining those types of intellectual
problems which are regarded as important by children of each social
class, and in teaching skills for solving such problems; and (5) the
effects of social-class culture upon teachers and curricula.
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Deutsch, Martin, Minority Group and Class Status as Related to Social and
Personality Factors in Scholastic Achievement. Monograph f 2. Ithaca:
EaTenty for Applied Anthropology, WY: 32 pages

This is a report of the findings of a three-year research study con-
ducted in a major northern city and centered in the schools and
community of a large encapsulated all-Negro area. The purpose of
the study was to investigate (1) the interrelationships among the
social environment, class, ethnic, and racial factors, and specific
aspects of intra-group behavior and personality in a population of
children; and (2) the implications of this for learning and for
scholastic achievement in the school, the organization of the school
to meet the needs of these children, and the attitudes and values of
the teachers in working with and stimulating these children. Dr.
Deutsch points out ways in which the school not only fails to foster
a positive self-image, but often reinforces the child's anxieties
and negative self-image.

Giles, H. Harry, The Integrated Classroom. New York: Basic Books, Inc.,
1959. 332 pages

Using empirical data from schools throughout the country, the problems
of integrating within the classroom varying raciall religious, national,
and socio-economic groups are discussed in terms of the general theory
of social conflict. The human factors that operate in the integrated
classroom are analyzed as a prelude to the question of bow such diversity
can be handled to create harmonious working groups. The discussion of
teaching aids for promoting better irtergroup relations and greater
understanding is followed by a list of resources: publications, films,
organizations, and consultants.

Goodlad, John I. and Anderson, Robert H., The lomaded Blemen School.
New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 3.-.3-Triivised edition 7"Wpages

In this vcaume, the authors argue against "the anachronistic nature" of
ungraded school structure and many of the practices that inevitably
accompaMy it. They propose and describe an alternative: "a nongraded
structure and a variety of more enlightened school practices that are
related to the absence of grades and lock- step." The arguments derive
from& belief that the realities of child development defy the rigorous
ordering at children's abilities and attainments into conventional
graded structure. Ropirical data cm child development, achievement,
results obtained with both graded and nongraded structure, etc. are
presented; a comprehensive bibliography on individual differences and
pupil grouping, promotion policies and practices, reporting to parents,
and nongraded school organization is appended.
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Harrington, Michael, The Other Attrica: Poverty in the United States. New York:
Macmillan Company, TX27 -7§37"pages

The "other America" is a land of the poor: "the =sklled workers, the
migrant farm workers, the aged, the minorities, and all the others who
live in the underworld of .American life." This is a description of the
world of "the failures, those driven from the land and bewildered by
the city, the old people suddenly confronted with the torments of loneli-
ness and poverty, and the minorities facing a wall of prejudice." The

author documents the psychic and material dimensions and costs of
poverty, and concludes that contemporary poverty is a salt-perpetuating
culture that can be overthrown only by an integrated and comprehensive

Program.

Henry, N.B., editor, The Dynamics of Instructional Groups. The 59th Yearbook
of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part II. Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1960. 280 pages

The efforts of the yearbook committee have been directed at (a) provid-
ing an exposition of the sociopsychological knowledge about human

which is relevant to the operation of instructional groups,
lanC7113)) developing the connections between this knowledge and the
pressing problems of instructional practice. Two introductory
chapters reveal the dimiensions of the problem: the first identifies
and discusses the problem of "Individual" and "group" as a social
issue n American society and education; the other contains an
analysis of the sociopsychological aspects of the teacher's role

as they relate to instructional action. The major portion of the

volume is devoted to various aspects of classroom groups as social
systems; development of membership, norms, and leadership within
the group; and diagnosis and guidance of instructional groups.

Hoffman, Banes4 The of Lest. New York: Collier Books, 1964.

217 pages

This is a searing indictment of "objective" tests and a warning that
they are blocking our search for superior talent in the schools, the
business community, and in the nation itself: These tests, it is
argued, "reward superficiality, ignore creativity, and penalize the
person with a probing, subtle mind." Testing in school and elsewhere
thus does the opposite of what is hoed. Numerous examples are cited
in support of this thesis to dispel the "awe of professionalism" of
the testers.
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Lichter, Solomon, Rapien, Ellie B., Seibert, Frances M., Sklansky, Morris,
The En2:2stE. New York: The Free Press,u1962.--)2941pgges

This book reports the findings of a three-year treatment study of a
group of intellectually capable Chicago youngsters who wanted to
leave or who left school. The authors examine the emotional problems
and difficulties At home that were the primary reasons for dropping
out of school. The usefulness of prolonged counselIng is illustrated
by empirical data and case studies. Methods of recognizing, diagnos-
ing, and dealing with such difficulties are suggested.

National. Education Association, Educational Policies Comthission, Education
and the DisadvantaiggAmerican. Washington, D.C.: National Education
AssoCaNtion, 1962. 39 pages

"Cultural incompatibility and educational inadequacy are not new
phenomena, nor are they more repugnant to American morality today
than in the past. But mobility has brought the problem to the
fore and has made its solution more urgent", this pamphlet argues.
A short summery of the inadequacy of the schools in providing for
the "culturally disadvantaged" is followed by suggestions of ways
in which policies and practices should be altered. Public policy
and special characteristics of school program, staff, administration,
facilities, and relationships with home and community are discussed.

Passow, A. Harry, editor, Education in Depressed Areas. New York:
Teachers College, Columbia University, Bureau of Publications, 1963.
359 pages

Mogt of the chapters in this book were originally presented as papers
at a conference called to explore the dimensions of education in
depressed urban areas and to develop guiding principles for program
planners. The authors -- behavioral and social scientists --
reported relevRnt research, theoretical assumptions, and implications
for educational planners. There are analyses of the unique charac-
teristics and roles of the school in the urban setting and in urban
development, the nature of existing and required instructional
procedures, the characteristics of personnel and material resources,
and selected other aspects of the problems faced by schools in
depressed urban areas.
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Riessman, Frank, The Cultura Deprived Child. New York: Harper &
Brothers, 1962. pages

The purpose of this book is "to cb lenge the widely...held not3.,n1
that the 'culturally deprived' cb is not interested in education,
and to present a new 'cultural' a_roach for teaching these children."
Acknowledging that factors in the non-school environment do much to
explain the culturally deprived failure in school, the author
contends that more emphasis must be put upon the school's contribution
to failure. The cleavage between the deprived child and the school,
it Is suggested, can be lessened only if educators attempt to under-
stand the psychology and culture of the child. The book prepents
insights into various aspects of the culture of the underprivileged
and shows how these are related to the child's school career.

Thelen, Herbert A. (or Chicago University, Center for Advanced Study in
the Behavioral Sciences), TeachabiliU G i Chicago: Department
of Education, University of Chicago, 1 1. 236 pages and append:tees

The volume reports the findings of a research study of the rationale,
methods, and rezults of "teacher facilitative grouping". The principles
of student selection were examined with a wide variety of instruments.
The authors contend that "in the present state of the art the concept
of dividing students into objectively definable types presents for-
midable difficulties. And that even if it could be done, the problem
of deducing from existing curriculum theory what ought to be done is
also a formidable one." Teachability grouping, on the other hand,
rests on the assumptions that the particular "personalities" in the
group are important factors which have a great deal of influence
over the nature and productivity of classroom experience, and con-
sequently that grouping must in some way attempt to "fit" students
and teachers together. Considerable detailed information -- research
methods, case studies, findings, and suggestions -- is given.

Wrightstone, J. Wayne, Class for instruction. Washington,D.C.:
Aterican Educatioml Research Association of the Rational Edumcion
Association, 1957. 33 pages

Thib pamphlet is one of the series "What Research Says to the Teacher".
Research on the effects of various types of grouping is summarized and
suggestions are made for applications of these findings. The author
concludes that groupings within the class are the best method for
providing individualized instruction on the elementary school level.



IV THE =LO ME OF INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

Bereday, George Z.F. and Iauwerys, 3.A., la YearboOk of Education:
The Gifted Child. New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.,
T3113 Pages

Following the previous yearbook on philosophical and social aspects
of excellence, the present volume emphasizes the psychological
aspects of the education of the talented. Sections on "Psychological
Theories", "Detection of Ability and Selection for Educational
Purposes", and "Increasing the Pool of Talent" present the thinking
and practice in various countries of the world. Differing defin-
itions of "Intelligence" or "intellectual ability" are related to
the dialogue about general intelligence as against special faculty
intelligence, modes of measurmeent and selection, the programming
of subject matter, etc. The problems of prediction of success
after schooling, and the implications of special education for
the gifted are also discussed.

Bloom, Benjamin Sel Stability and Change in Human Characteristics.
New York: Wiley & Sons, 19*-7 1 pars

This book represents an attempt to identify "stable" charactaristics,
to describe the extent to which such characteristics are stabilized
at- various ages, and to deteraine the conditionelnuler which these
characteristics maybe modified. Those characteristics taken as
"ntable" incaulk physical characteristics, intelligence, academic
achievement, generalized qualities of interests, and deep-seated
personality characteristics. In general, the findings indicate
the tremendous importance of the first few years of life for all
that follows, as change in many characteristics becomes more and
more difficult with increasing age. The theoretical and practical
consequences for child-rearing and education are considered.

Dunn, Lloylit4.1 editor, Exceptional Children in the Schools. New York:
Holt, Rinehart Ai Winston, lac., 063. 5'55 pages

Exceptional children and the specialized school propane they need
are discussed by the seven contributors to this volume. Definitions,
prevalence, identification, characteristics, educational procedures,
and resources concerning both handicapped and gifted children are
presented. An introductory ante:. presents en overview of special
education and its clientele. Adjuotuant is treated in terms of both
theory and practice in the concluding chapter.
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Flanagan, John C.; Dailey, John T4 Shaycroft, Marion; Orr, David B. and
Goldberg, Isadore, Project Talent: A. Survey and Follow-U2 Study of
Educational Plans and Decisions in Relation to Aptitude Patterns:
Studies of tht American Blob School. Pittsburgh: Project Talent
Office, University l3f Pittsburgh, 1962.

This monograph contains a detailed report of the first results of
Project Talent's findings about American high schools. The charac-
teristics of a sample of 1,353 American secondary schools are
related to measured outcomes of the achievement and performance
of the graduates of these schools. Characteristics of guidance
and counseling programs, and their results, are analyzed, and
was in which these can be designed to better serve the students
are suggested.

Getzels, J.W. and Jackson, Creativity and Int. New York:
John Wiley & Sons, 1962. 277 pages

The authors challenge the common assumption that performance on standar-
dized Intelligence tests is highly correlated with the "elusive human
quality of creativity ". Children high in creativity and low in IQ
are compared with children who score in the opposite direction on
these measures. The authors show that these children differ signi-
ficantly with respect to personal, values, imaginative productions,
career goals, and family background.

Haring, Norris GI; Stern, George G.; Crulkshank, 1.7121.1amM., Attitudes of
Educators toward Exceptional Children. Syracuse: Syracuse University
Press, 1958. 238 Ages

As there is greater movement toward the integration of exceptional
children into regular grades in the public schools, the authors felt
a need for examination of the attitudes of teachers toward these
children. The sample consisted of a group of teachers and administra-
tors engaged in workshop sessions. Attitudes and knowledge concerning
children who are mentaly retarded, acoustically, visually or physically
handicapmed; enotionaly disturbed, academical; retarded, and intellect,
ual3y ingerlor, were investigated. The book includes an examination of
the extent to which such attitudes could be modified and the effect of
increased acceptance upon teacher-child relationships.

Hunt, J. Ma., Intelligence and Experience. New York: The Ronald Press
Co., 1961. 'Wipe

Evidence from various scurceb has led to a transformation in the
traditional conception of fixed intelligence and predetermined develop-
ment; recognition is now being given to the crucial role of life



experience. The author discusses investigations of learning situations,
problem solving, and programming of computers, to show how the human
brain is "programmed" in the course of the experiences of living.
Implications for education and child-rearing are developed. A
lengthy bibliography is *minded.

Johnson, G. Orville, Education for the Slow Learners. Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 303

"in many instances, the slow hers are a broader and more complex
sociological problem than they are often considered to be by many
educators. Conutunity agencies other than the schools must help
the slow learner." Arguing that the school must clearly define
its gwn role and also engage the cooperation of other agencies,

the author delineates the problems presented by slow learners and
suggests ways in which school organisation and instruction can
be designed to solve them. Diagnosis, evaluation, grading, and
promotion of slow learners are also discussed. The principles under-
lying the author's approach and proposals are set forth in a conclud-
ing, summary chapter.

Kephart, N., The Slow Learner in the Classroom. Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E:WAROO:tcorma3., xne.;1737288. pages

in three major sections', the boolcdmals with (1) the principal
learning areas in the development of the pre-school child;
(2) a series of performances by means of which the teed= oey
assess the child's level of basic learning skills; and (3) mods
by which basic pre-readiness skills can be taught. The discussion
is focussed on the age groups from kindergarten through the first
three grades on tie assumption that the training teals easier
and the problems less complicated in the early school years.

Kirk, Samuel A., kive"WL..Exconal Children. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1 . pages

This book deals with the chartateristics and problems of various
kinds of exceptional children, and the types of edueatimeasmovision
made for them. The concept of "split growth" or "discrepancies in
growth" is emphasised. Federal, state, and local services, and
programs for the preparation of teachers of special education are
assessed.



National Society for the Study of Education, Iadividual3,z Instruction.
The 61st Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962. 327 pages

Certain issues dealing with individual d=erences and various proposalsfor provicting for thee in the schools are outlined in this yearbook.
The writers dear with broad'issues and general principles rather than
with twecitie proposals. fopr Asach subject. paid et each grade level.
The major sii)?bakef 1 st5444 iu2d -educational .tortesrelated to the origin arit,.de*elopsent of villa:4On; selected evidence
about insien variability; practices ,1 to 'proviide for individual
differences; and implications for teacher education ana tor thecommity.

Passow, A. Harry, et; al., Planni. for Talented Youth: Considerationsfor Public Schools. New Yor : Bureau of Publications, Teachers
Mege-074333.2".University, 1955. 84 pages

This pamph.lat asserts thifitthe present demand for more widespread
discovery sad deve/opaent of talented individuals emphasizes the
factl_.that our ssat naticaal effort to proyide educaticnal opplr-tUnigss for au .youth. bait created. serious' detioiencies in
provillais tor studenti with outstanding abilities." Topics
trea.tetizeinde identification adalgstioitive adaptations,
InstAtetinnal procedureS, guid:nce services, calamity resources,
aid evaluation of a program for the talentei.

1j 1111.111111111006111DIMIlis ammeiNNI WMINIMMINEMIr



V THE COMM AND PROCESSES OF EDUCATION

Ahmann, J. Stanley and Glock, Marvin D., Evaluating Peril. Growth.
Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1959. ---b05 pages

This is essentially a text for the elementary or secondary school
teacher on how to appraise the results of teaching. The introductory
section deals with the theory of evaluation and measurement, and
with the role of evaluation in education. The second section is
concerned with the validity, reliability, and the use of test
scores and norms. The major portion of the volume is concerned
with various types of instruments and techniques for assessing
all phasen of pupil groJth.

Bloom, Benjamin S., et. al., Taxon of Educational Objectives, New
York: Longman's Green, 19 . OT pages

A taxonomy of educational objectives -- a requisite of communication
between educators -- is presented In two sections: I "The
Cognitive Domain", and II "The Affective Domgin". The former
includes those objectives which deal with the recall or recog-
nition of knowledge and the development of intellectual abilities
and skills. For etch of the categories there is (1) a definition
of the category; (2) illustrative objectives; (3) a discussion
of problems and considerations in testing objectives in the
category; and (4) examples of items testing objectives in the
category. Part Ii, "TheAffective Domain", includes objectives
which describe changes in interest, attitudes, and values, and
the development of appreeldtlene and adequate adjustment. The
format is similar to the first part.

Bruner, Jerome, The Process of Education. Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 19V5.Wpages

Professor Bruner discusses the question, "'What shall we teach and
to what end?" in the light of the pioneering experiments in teach-
ing that have been taking place across the nation for the past
five years. He concludes that the basic concepts of science and
the bumanitas can be grasped by children fir earlier than has been
thought possible. The task is to present the fundiumbal structure
of the material in a font that can first be apprehended intuitively
by the child, and then later, through instruction, to build upon
this intuitive understanding. The Ideas of "structure" and "intuition"
and their relation to Intellectual development are examined from a
psych. . Ical point of view and from the practical standpoint of
Bevis z.: a curriculum.

18
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Faunce, Roland C. and Bossing, Nelson L., Developing the Core Curriculum.
Second edition. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Rall,
373 pages

The "core" idea, based upon the concept of experience learning, "seeks
to draw upon a wide range of information, sources, materials, and

appropriate activities necessary to the solution of vital problems
of personal and social concern. Whatever in the total environment
will contribute to the solution of these problems is considered
'grist for the mill' by the alert, discerning teacher. It involves
a complete disregard of existing subject matter lines or subject
matter emphases." The first five chapters present the definition
and underlying educational bases of the core curriculum. The
remaining chapters are devoted to the implementation of the core
curriculum within the community, the school, and the classroom;
practical suggestions and illustrations are offered.

Heath, Robert W., New Curricula. New York: Harper and Row, 1964.
284 pages

One purpose of this book is to provide a description of the goals,
history, and status of several key curriculum projects in the words
of people closely associated with their direction. A second
purpose is to gather together discussions of the implications of
these courses for a variety of educational issues. The papers are
said to illustrate the "new reform movement" away from "progressive
education" to "more emphasis on the development of the intellect."
Reforms in mathematics and science receive the most attention.

Lawler, Marcella R., Curriaulum Consultants at Work: Factors Affecting
Their Success. New York: Bureau, of Publications, Teachers College,
NM I& University, 1958, 207 pages

This is a study of the work of several curriculum consultants in
different schools, over a two-year period. The author gives special
attention to the problems of how to work with individuals and groups
in curriculum study and how to establish and maintain a curriculum
study. Four prWlomiareas are identified and discussed: problem
definition, favorable group climate, consultant's methods of work,
and the role of central office personnel.

McNally, Harold J. and fassows.A. Harry, editors, ]improving the quality
of Mlle School s A to Curriculum Development .
Neu York: Bummed'

r
imations Chars College, Columbia

University, 1060. 321 pages

In tile first four chapters the author-editors discuss the social changes
and fOrces Which demand curriculum modification, administrative and
organisational considerations, the nature of curriculum improve
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processes, and procedures used in curriculum development programs.
These chapters present a general framework within which the succeeding
chapters maybe assessed. These later sections present detailed
features of school systems that vary in size, organization, and
geographic setting. Each gives attention to program objectives, means
of initiation, organization, procedures, and personnel involved.
The concluding chapter presents guidelines formulated from the
seven program descriptions.

Miles, Mathew B., editor, Innovation in Education. New York: Bureau
of Publications, TeacherEsEER;7 Collniversity, 1964.
689 pages

Numerous contributors deal mitt' the nature and process of educational
innovation. Topics include: the extent of current innovational
activities in American education, available data on the acceleration
of change rates, possible causative factors, the planning and execution
of change processes, characteristics of innovative persons and groups,
phases of the innovirtional process, and other related questions. It

Is concluded that evaluation of the actual erficacy of educational
innovations is extremely difficult; the criteria for failure and
success are reviewed.

Passow, A. Ham, Curriculum Crossroads. New York: Bureau of Publications,

Teachers College, Columbiativers, 1962. 123 pages

The publication includes nine presentations and position papers from
a conference on curl:0%bn. The speakers were asked to examine a
frontier area and to take a view which might be considered extreme
in order to crystallize concepts. Each paper is followed by a summary
of the questions and answers it provoked. Considerable attention is
devoted to the avenues and obatacles to curricular reform -- the
politics of Change, the dynamics of change, and the problem of
defining the structure of the curriculum as it exists or is projected.

Rosenbloom, Rua C., editor, Modern Vilma.. .n Ls in the Curriculum. New

York: McGraw Hill Book Company, 1964. 303 pages

Developments in every academic field, the scientific problems in
educational experimentation, the activities of professional societies,
foundations, and government agencies, and problems facing Congress
are discussed in tbis symposium. There is a strong arguaeart for
revision of traditional ideas about readiness in light of recent
experiments. Anther, it is proposed, there must be a "general
attempt to teach a coherent pattern rather than isolated bits of
knowledge." In a supplementary section, curriculum projects
supported by various agencies are listed and described, proposals
are set forth for national mechanizes for curriculum research and
development (both governmental and non-goverretental), state level
activities are described, and pending legislation is noted.
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VI THE RECRUTIMENT AND MINIM OF SCHOOIMEN

Ayars, Albert L., Administering the People's Schools. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1957. 356 pages

This is a book on the responsibilities of the seal superintendent
with some attention given to the duties of the school principal and
school board members. Designed primarily for the administrator, it
is also planned "as an aid to prospective superintendents and principals,
teachers, parents, board members, and other citizens who need to under-
stand and participate in the task of administering the schools." The
nature and responsibilities of the board, the staff, and the students,

and the superintendent's relations with these people, is assessed. The
role of the superintendent as the "head of an industre is discussed
in terms of the budget, buying supplies and equipment, providing
insurance, providing services, planning, and maintaining 'buildings.
His responsibilities as an educator are seen to include currieulua
Improvement, in-service development, administration of special
curriculum services, evaluation of school practices and personnel,
and maintainence of the freedom to teach and learn.

Bereday, George Z.F. and Lauwerys, Joseph A., Tice Educaton and
of Teachers: The Yearbook of Education, i.g7 New York: a rcourt,
Brace and World, 0:71g3. 7547Riei

Four inter-related themes are analysed for the study of the topic. First,
conceptions of the "ideal teacher" in Ancient and influential civilizations,
and contemporary modifications of these stereotypes by educational
reformers and teacher training institutions, are assessed. The second
theme, the ways in which teachers are at present educated and trained,
is presented by means of de.wriptione and analyses of institutional
arrangements in representative countries, The status of the profession
and the feelings teacbers theaselvots have about their place in society
are discussed in the section concerned with the relation between teacher
training and various economic ,dad social problems. Finally, a number of
studies at significant ne develcwemte which are takizz place or are
planned in the area of teacher education 5 included. The contributions
from educators bias many countries offer comparative perspective on the
topic.

22
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Biddle, Bruce J. and Ellena, Wi113am J., editors, Research
and Teacher Effectiveness. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Wirs1M-7.
13647-7302 iages

Research approaches to the problem of teacher effectiveness are
summarized in a series of papers directed to educators, icy persona,
and especially to present or prospective educational researchers.
The nature and complexity of the problem are delineated, and new
programs mt research on the process of instruction and the physical
and social contexts in which education is performed are described.
The emphasis throughout is on how to study effectiveness as a
phenomenon, with concepts appropriate to that task, with methods,
and with research strategy. Among the factors considered are teacher
personality ,and behavior, interaction, analysis of role, and communica
tion in thu classroom.

Callahan, Raymond E., Education and the Cult of Efficiency. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, i2. X-5ages

The role of the school administrator is illustrated in terms of the
author's thesis that "very much of what has happened in American
education since 1900 can be explained on the basis of the extreme
vulnerability of our schoolmen to public criticism and pressure and
that this vulnerability is built into our pattern of local support
and control." Administrators, he suggests, are forced to respond
to all sorts of public demands, though such a method of operation
does not necessarily result in "meeting the needs of the community"
and often results in an abdication of responsibility for educational
leadership. The relevance of different types of training of school
administrators is discussed.

Conant, James. Bryant, The Education of American Teachers. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,. '§Wpages

Basic questions and assumptions underlying the controversy around
teacher education ere Wined: Who is reeponsible for the education
of teachers?, Who ouiht to be responsible? How well do state
reg ulations protect the public against ignorant and incompetent
teachers? How much freedom. should be given to institutions preparing
teachers? Dr. Conant suggests sons answers as a result at his study
of certification poticies and teachersetraining programs. Arguing
that some of the diversity resulting from local control: and varying
programs must be preserved, he suggests avenues of reCorm to bring
about greater uniformity where this is needed. The major focus is on
the relation of the state to teacher education and certification,
and it is in these axe that the author proposes basic changes.
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Gage, N. L., Handbook of Research of TeachinE. Chicago: Rand McNally
and Compah7,1563: 1,172 pages

The purpose of this handbook is to bring research on teaching into
more fruitful contact with the behavioral sciences. The framework
specifies three major classes of variables: "central variables",
"relevant variables", and "site- variables." Included in the
first is research in three categories: (1) teaching methc_s, (2)
instruments and media of teaching, and (3) the teacher's LersoLality
and characteristics. Two loci in which relevant variables cluster
are: (1) social interaction in the classroom, and (2) the social
bac .und of teaching. The categories of site variables considereu
are 1) grade level, and (2) subject matter. In addition to the
substantive problems and findings, something of the historical,
philosophical, and theoretical background about methodology are
included .

Hodenfiell, G. K and Stinnett, TM." The Education of Teachers. Engle-
wood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961. 175 pages

This book is a summarVof three national conferences on teacher
education "rid professional standards. Mr. Hodenfiel1, education
writer for the Associated Press, deports on the controversies in
historical perspective and as they are presently being debated.
Various dimensions of the discussions on the needs of teachers,
curriculum programs, institutional planning, and certification
are presented in lay terms for the genera: public. The co-author,
T. M. Stinnett, has provided technical.notes and data for students
and technicians in education.

Koerner, James, The Miseducation of American Teachers. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 19b3. 350 pages

Dr. Koerner delivers a polemic on the inadequacy of our modes of
teacher preparation, L:.tcrying the low quality of education privided
in teachers colleges, colleges, and universities. He contends,
among other things, that: academic subjects are being neglected;
there is administrative inertia; "education" courses are puerile,
dull, and too numarouL,0 both faculty and students in education
programs tend to be of poorer academic caliber tsn might be
desired; graduate programs for administrators and special school
personnel are deficient; etc. The data derive from a two-year
study entailing review of the available literature and visits
to 63 regionally accredited institutions of all tapes and sizes.
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McKenna, Bernard H., Staff the Schools. New York: Buren: of
Publications, Teachers Co gel CoiuMbia University, 1965. 120 pages

Some of the insights that have come out of the qualitative analyses
of staff and the implications that these studies have for staff
recruitment and in-service training are discussed. Focus is upon
the interrelation between staff policies and school quality. The
sub-title identifies the main questions with which the book deals:
"How many professionals are needed?" "How should they be deployed?"
"What should be their characteristics?" Problems of class size,
use of non-professionals, status factors, etc. are also treated.

National. Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards,
airies in Teacher Education: An Appraisal. Washington, D.C.:
National Education Association, 1964. 523 pages

This volume is the official report of the Eighteenth T.E.P.S.
Conference. The first phase directs attention to the current
social and educational setting and the circumstances which make
changes in teacher education imperative. Case studies provide a
sampling of current changes; illustrations are given to test the
criteria for appraising change. A wide range of examples from varying
types of institutions is provided. Alternative curricula and
approaches, recruitment of prospective teachers, in-service training
programs, special programs (e.g. for teachers in sit schools), and
new media Of instruction are some of the topics treated in the 45
case studies.

Ryans, David G., Characteristics of Teachers: Their Description, Comparison,
and Appraisal. Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1960.
4-31.".0 pages

"In spite of the recognition and lip service accorded good teaching,
relatively little reliable information is available regarding its
nature and.the teacher arracteristics which contribute to it."
This detailed research study is designed to begin filling this gap.
Dr. Az/am identifies certain types of teacher behavior and pupil
behavior, surveys teacher activities, preferences, attitudes, and
viewpoints, and compares various defined groups of teachers
(elementary vs. secondary, married vs. unmarried, etc.). Some
explorations are made to relate these characteristics to effectiveness
of teaching, but it is noted that the qualities of good teachers are
not dbsblutes; they are, rather, interacting traits that vary in
their merits, depending upon educational philosophy, pupil character-
istics, course level and content, and other factors.
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VII BEYOND THE TWELFTH YEAR: THE PROBLEM OF CORTINUM EDUGATION

Association for Higher Education, Currant Issues in rIps. Education
1 Undervaduate Education. The Proceedings of the Nineteenth
Amnual Conference on Higher Education. Washington, D.C.:
National. Education Association, 1964. 271 pages

Major issues are summarized in the 72 abbreviated conference papers in
this volume. Sections are headed as follows: "Values -- at and
Future", "The Future of Liberal Arts", "Turbulence Among Students",
"Changing Trends in College Teaching", "CurricultanModel3 in
Particular Disciplines", and "Institutional Planning and Purposes".
Running through most of the papers is the dominant theme of The
Student: who is he? what does he want and need? how can he be
reached? what are his rights and responsibilities? how does he
become the Educated Man?

Brunner, Edmund de S.; Wilder, David S.; Kirchner, Corinne; and
Newberry, John S., Jr., An Overview at Adult Education Research.
Chicago: Adult Education Asi=crraton of the: U.S.A., 19;9. 273 pages

Research in non-vocaticmal adult education was reviewed to produce
sufficient generalizations for a theory upon which policy might
be based. A major part of .:the volume is devoted to matters
pertaining to the educate°, such as learning, interests, partici-
pation, and motivation. A second major section is devoted to
matters pertaining to the educator: organization, program
building, methods and techniques, and the role of groups in adult
education. A final section is concerned with educationl chiefly
in terms of evaluation. Suggestions concerning needed research
are included in each chapter.

Clark, Harold F., and Sloan, Harold S., Classrooms in the Factories.
Rutherford, New Jersey: Institute of Research, Fairleigh
Dickinson University, 1960. 139LPages

This report deals with the educational activities of approximately
500 leading industrial corporations. itr "education" is meant a
definite program in which knowledge or skills are taught according
toosome predetermined plan, with periodic group meetings, required
assignments and examinations, or some comparable means of judging
achievement. The report reviews the origin of corporation
educational activities, surveys their extent and nature, and
analyzes the subject matter with which they deal. The authors suggest
that it can presently be said that "a new sector is being added to the
traditional pattern of American public and private education."

...11.111.1111411110.1110,......1110, Pg 11
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Clark, Harold F. and Sloan, Harold 8., Classrooms in the Military.
New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers CollegColumbia
University, 1964. 154 pages

The Armed Forces educational program is presented as "one
manifestation of a universal. trend -- the overflow of education
into non-academic ahannelm -- society's response to a technological
age.

ft

e Authors see the program as "a 'met complex, integrated
with the entire intellectual life of the nation, and making sig-
nificant contributions of its own . . an incessant series of
shifts, changes, and revisions, kaleidoscopic in their variety
and rapidity." They present the overall pattern of education
in the Armed Forces of the United States, with examples of
methods and practices.

David, Henry, editor, Education and 1.1a. New York: Columbia
University Press, 19 0.

The bearing of national manpower needs on educational policy is
explored in terms of historical background and contemporary issues.
Educatiawalms*Amials from four previous National Manpower Council
publications have been brought togethbr in four major sections:
general theory, secondary education, vocational guidance, and higher
education. The relationships between education and occupational
choices of youth, the skills of the labor force, patterns of mobility
and utilization, the signifies:Wm of work for men and women, and
public and private policies affecting the nation's manpower resources
are discussed. No "may" formulae for the most effective utilization
of talent and meeting of manpower needs are presented, rather, it is
stressed that definite and final solutions do not exist.

Davis, James A., Great Books and Small GrouEs. New York: The Free
Press of Glencoe, Inc., 19617 236 pages

This is a detailed study of factors which tend to retain members
within on-going liberal education programs. The central focus is
the extent to which the retention process can be assigned to
individual, factors (the characteristics of people as individuals which
affect their continuation) and how much maybe due to group charac-
teristics. The data come from a national sample of almost 2,000
Great Books program participants. Some of the factors found to be
important for retention were roles taken within the group, social
interaction between members outside the group, intellectual and
ideological variables, and religious and political affiliations.
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Kaowlen, Malcolm S., The Adult Education Movement in the United States.
New York: Holt, Rinaart and Winston,C707In9F§.---e-Tirragee

Professor Knowles traces the role adult education has played in
the development of a national culture from colonial days to the
present, shows how the forces in our society have influenced
education, and comments on possible future trends. The contri-
butions and goals of various organisations involved in adult education
are disclosed alomg with the present day needs for a coordinated,
continuous programs. The moo of the word "movement", the author
suggests, *brings together into a definable social system all the

institutions, and associations concerned with the
education of adults and portme them as working toward such common
goals as the improvement of the methods and materials of adult
laming; the extension of opportunities for adults to learn,
and the advancement of the general level of our culture."

National Association of Public School Adult Educators, PUblic School
Adult Education: A Guide for Administrators. Revised edition.
Washington, D.C.: National Association of Public School Adult
Educators, 1963. 199 pages

This book deals with concepts and elements of public school adult
education and with administrative programs, practices, and respon-
sibilities. "Adult educators in a public school setting must still
face a number of unresolved issues. There are still differences
of philosOby or objectives, of financial support; of scope of
curricular of acceptance, to name a few." The papers are designed
to aid in the solution of these problems. Specific action is
suggested for planning, building, and maintaining a dynamic program.

Powelll John W., Learning Comes of W., New York: Association Press,
1956. 235 pages

The provision of planned learning for the mature years is treated
through amlyses of aims, agencies, areas, and structuro. Dr. Pawell
describes dot is going on in the field of adult education, the needs
of the adult, and the significant trends toward better provision for these
needs. He defines and discusses such issues as "the need for a fully
adult method and subject matter, for a stable institutional form, for
a recap:nit:Me profession, for a nsw art of combining multiple agencies,
organizations and volunteer citizens into a comprehensive educational
pttern."
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Powell, John Walker, Research in Adult Group Learnin& in the Liberal Arts .

White Plains, New YoRTThe Farfor Adult Educatica2,W1.37ages

This pamphlet is a digest of and introduction to three studies of the

kinds and levels of learning that take place in Informal groups of
adult education, and one historical, analytical account of a
discussion project. The materials reviewed are: Abbott Kaplan,
S -Discussion in the LI Arts (1956); Fames A. Davis and Assoc-
iates A tudy Fade inrte Great Books (1957);
Richard J. MU? A Covent ve naiy of Lecture and Discussion
Methods (1958); aid Glen 'AM, AccanronWning. Afi are pub-
lished by the Fund for Adult Education.

Rudolph, Frederick, The American College and University: A fiatom.
New York: Alfred A lalopf, 1962. 5Irpages

Dr. Rudolph charts the currents and cross-currents which have marked
the development of higher education since 1636. Developments on
campus are related to concurrent events in American thought and

Olitics. Among the topics considered are : denominationalism and
the spirit of scientific inquiry; the classical course and the
elective system; college as an exercise in self-indulgence and
collegs as a training for social usefulness; private and federal
support; the ad professors and the new v^rations; the changing
relationships among president, trustees, faculty and students;
and the displacement of the oldtime professder and the simple arts
college by academic man and the "organization" institution.

Sanford, Nevitt, editor, The American A Psychological. and
Social Interpretation of the er 11LEERIRE. New York: John
Wiley glons, 1§0. 1, pages

The role and performance of higher education in America are subjected
to analysis by numerous social scientists. Social and psychological
theory is applied to varims aspects of the college experience;
empirical information from recent research studies is also presented.
The college as a social institution with its own "culture" is investigate
by several. contributors. Considerable attention is also devoted to the
social context of higher education, academic procedures, the lasting
effects of college education, and the student: his motivations,
development, successes and failures, values, and relations with peers
and college staff.




